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ABSTRACT

Presented are de sign technique s for interference-free
operation of airborne electronic equiLpment which may be used
as a guide by the aircraft and equipment designer, Section I
contains a discus sion of the basic theory of interference which
is applied to illustrative components: and system problem's in
Section III. Section II briefly discuss es several applicable in-
terference specifications together with methods of measure-
ment and acceptable interference test' sets. Section IV is de-
voted to precipitation static and techniques for its suppres-
sion.
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FOREWORD

This book is a treatise on existing radio interference
problems and solutions. It shows how the known solutions are
rooted in theory. More than that, it is, as its title denotes,
a guide for all designers of aircraft and manufacturers of
airborne electronic equipment, Its purpose is to present a
comprehensive treatment of successful techniques of inter-
ference suppression and to start the design engineer think-
ing early - before his functional design is finished and he
winds up with a "noisy" equipment which is of no value to the
Air Force.

Because of the rapid advance in radio and allied fields,
the authors are fully aware that certain sections of the book
may eventually have to be interpreted in the light of newer
designs and equipments. 'The first section of the book is,
the~refore, very basic in hopes that a clear presentation of
the theory of interference will be of great value in solviig
the inevitable prob'lems which result from the introduction
of new electronic equlpment and new designs,

The research and preparation of manuscript as well
as the printing 9f this book was accomplished by the Fred-
erick ResearchCorporationunder Contract AF33(038)Z3341o
Work wa* initiated by, and accomplished under the direction
of, the Radio Interference Unit, Cormponents and Systems
Laboratory, Weapons Components Division, Wright Air De..
velopment Center, Mr. N. D, Flinn acting as project engineer.

By furnishing the material in this book in condensed

and useable form, together with the appendices, list of se-
lected references and index, it is hoped that a significant
contribution has beenm ade toward the design and production

of interference-free aircraft equipment.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexity of the problem of radio interference has increased tremen-
dously, in recent years, owing to the large increase in electronic equipment in-
stalled in operational aircraft and has become one of the most serious handicaps to
the operation of the United StaLes Air Force.

This problem has been attacked frornmany different angles by the Armed For-
ces, aircraft designers, and by electronic equipment manufacturers. Electronic
Engineers - both military and civilian - have made rapid strides in combating this
deterrent to operational efficiency and, as a result, many papers on the subject
have appeared in technical journals. Also several technical manuals hjave been pre-
pared by each of the Military Services. All these have been helpful and have em-
phasized the pressing need for an up-to-date book, comprehensive in its treatment
of th:e subject,

Radio Interference greatly decreases the Reliability and Efficiency of Opera-
ttonal Aircraft because of the loss of intelligibility of vital information or the loss
of accuracy of interpretation by Receivers whether presented acoustically, as inear-
phones, visually on cathode ray scopes, or mechanically as in the servo operation
of instruments and aircraft controls.

Basically, Interference Reduction Techniques are an application of electrical
trannaminion theory and good electromechanical engineering practice. An effort
has been made in preparing this book to bring out the basic principles involved in
Solving radio interference problems and point out the best known practices for use
of the designer., In some cases poor design practices are also discussed in order
to emphtsize the practices to avoid and also to impress the reader with the waste
involyed in having to apply "Fixes" in the field.

Interference may be classified according to the .way in which it is generated
as follows:

1. Nature-made, This interference is caused by' atmospheric electrical dis-
turbances and precipitation static.

Z. Inherent. This is interference generated within the receiver due to ther-
mal agitation, shot effect, and similar causes.

3. Man-made. This includes interference from sources both within (e.g., mo-
tor s) and without (e. g. , jamming) the aircraft.

Interference my also be classified according to the place where it is generated
'as follows:

JL. Interference generated within, on, or in the immediate vicirity of the air-
craft.

Z. Interference generated outside and entirely independently of the aircraft.

vii



INTRODUCTION

Because this book is intended primarily for the design engineer and must be
kept within reasonable size for convenient reference, it deals only with a narrow se-
lection of interference phenomena. The book, therefore, begins with a treatment
of the basic theory of interference and how itis generated within the aircraft in order
to help the design engineer to apply the fundamental principles to his specific pr,;b-
lem if not covered in the application given in Section III. The section on measure-
rrents briefly reviews some of the pertinent government specifications which the de-
signer~s should constantly review owing to the rapid advances being made in the art
of interference measurements. A sectiou on Precipitation Static is included because
of itsi importance in the flight of ope-at: ',nal aircraft, and i's effect on the functional
operation of airborne electeonic equipx;. .2nt.

The criticism has often been made that measurements and tests for radio in-
terference are too often made under ideal conditions without any anticipation of the
many adverse conditi,'es existing in actual flight, which fact may wholly or partially
nullify the validity of tho tests - theoretically and practically. It has been seen,
too, that individual labora orie s have conscientiously attempted to eliminate or fore-
stall radio interference v J'i'n their own equipment but in such a way that there is
little or no appreciation of the interaction of the various equipments within the air-
craft. As a result, many radio interference problems are far from being solved.
S~uccessful solutions require team work all along the line including the original de-
signer and the installation and maintenance personnel.

The very remedies instigated fox certain specific interference problems have,
in some cases, actually made the ,noise" worse and constituted new interference
problems in- other equipment. This often results fromn "fixes"' being. u--dertaken with-
out a thoroggh sundy of the basic: theory underlying the ettenpted fix.

For the purposes of this book, RADIO INTERFERENCE is defined ts any elec-
trical disturbance which caiuses an undesirable response or malfunctioning , any
electronic equigment4 Any audible, visible, or otherwise measurable response is
considered undesirable if it is not produced by a desired signal, provided that either
its duration is louger than one second or its highest recurrence rate during normal
operation of the aircraft is greater than once every three minutes.

The word "receiver" will be used in a generalized sense to include all elec-

tronic equipment in which interference may cause undesirable response or mal-
Sfunctioning. For purposes of this book, therefore, a RECEIVER is defined as any

electronic equipment in which unwanted signals may cause an undesired response.

Each section and appendix of this book has an independent
sequence of page numbers. For example, 3 - 15 indicates
page 15 oi Section 3 and V - 3 indicates page 3 of Appendix V.

*¢* ji *@ * ~ViiJ
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SECTION I THEORY

I THEORY OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

The first step in combating an evil must always be an attempt to gain a thor-
ough understanding of its nature. To this end, a detailed theoretical analysis of
many of the problems and phenomena associated with radi6 interference will be
presented in this section.

For t0.e purposes of this book, radio interference is defined as any electrical
ditubance which cause-s an undesirable response or a malfunctioning in any air-
borne electronic equipment. The word "interference" was chosen in preference to ; -
the word "noise" in order to emphasize the fact that the disturbing signals to be
trLeiated may lie in the frequency range from zero up to the highest used in existing
Or proposed aircraft. It is true that the term "radio noise" is commonly used to c

denote undesired signals of any frequency. Yet, strictly speaking, "noise" is an
acoustical disturbance, confined to frequencies below approximately 20 kilocycles
per second, and this connotation may easily create the wrong impression in the
readerls mind.

There is still another reason which makes it advisable to: use the word "inter-
ference"' instead of the word "noise" in this book. According to the above definition,
a sign al is not to be considered as interference unless it causes an undesirable re-
4ponse or false operation, In most cases, the output of the equipment which is af-
fected by the disturbalace is an audio signal, and the term "noisa" properly applies
to this Interference -n the output. The definition of the word "noise" maybe extended
to tnclude, also, the disturbances in the output of those devices which give visual
indio.tions of one kind or another. But any further extension of the definition of this
term is likely to lead to confusion because it may cause one to forget that interfer-
ence may be of any frequency even though its final product, the disturbance In the
output, is usually in the audio rfknge.

It should be mentioned here that, for brevity, the definition of the word '"re-
ceiver" is extended in this book to include all types of electronic equipment in which
interference may cause an undesirable response or malfunctioning. Thus, not only
an earphone, but -a navigation instrument or a radar scope, will be called a receiver,
and even a relay, which may be tripped by a spurious signal, will fall under this
heading.

1. 1 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In statistical theory, the term ttrandorn noise" is used for disturbances that
are completely without regularity in their detailed properties. These disturbances
lend themselves well to treatment by statistical methods, and their theory has been
extensively discussed in the literature. An example of interference which can be so
treated is the tube noise due to thermal agitation and the shot effect. Into this group
also belong atmospheric disturbances commonly known as "static". The character-
istics common to these phenomena aze their random amplitudes, random phases,
and lack of periodicity. If a frequency analysis is performed on suL.h disturbances,

1 - iI



THEORY SEC. I

it is found that their energy is fairly uniformly spread throughout the frequency J
spectrum from zero up to a maximum (sometimes as high as 10 kilo-megacycles
per second, depending upon the source) and drops to zero rather rapidly for fre-

quencies above that maximum. A plot of energy versus frequency for such disturb-
ances will, therefore, have a shape somewhat as shown in Figure 1. I-A. This
"random noise" consists of an irregular sequience of pulses of arbitraryshape which
bear no relation to each other. Most of the interference to be treated in this book
does have some regularity. It is what in statistical theory wowld be classified as a
"signal" rather than "random noise"'. The difference lies in that these interfering

signals are usually periodic and show some regula.ity although their wave shapes
and phases may be subject to statistical fluctuations. Like "random noise", their
energy is often spread over a very wide frequency spectrumn Unlike 1'random noise",
the distribution of their energy is usually non-uniformn, showing wide variations with

j definite maxima and minima as for example in Figure 1. 1-B,.

Wp

I E'

F requency Frequency

Fig. i. 1-A Typical Energy Fig. 1.I-B Typical Energy
Distribution of "Random Noise" Distribution of Radio Interference

rig, 1. I-C Oscilloscopic Trace Fig. 1. 1-D Oscilloscopic Trace
of Commutator Interference of Typical "Random Noise"

The differences in wave form between interfering signal and "random noise"
are clearly brought out in Figures 1. 1-C and 1. 1-D. Figure 1. 1-C shows an oscil-
loacopic trace of a typical interfering voltage generated at the brushes of a motor.
The periodicity, as *ell as the random fluctuations, are clearly evident. Figure
1. 1-D is the trace of a truly random disturbance as obtained from a noise-generat-
ing diode exhibiting complete irregularity.

Despite these differences, certain results of the statistical analysis of "random
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1.2Z THE NATURE OF INTERFERENCE I
noise" find ý.pplications in the design of equipment for interference-free operation

and will be pointed out and discussed at the appropriate places. A complete discus-

sion of the methods by which these results were obtained is clearly beyond the scope

of this book.

1. 2 THE NATURE OF INTERFERENCE

In considering the final effect of the interference, i.e., its actual, nuisance

value, the most important factors are its magnitude in relation to tb-at of the wantea

signal and its position in the frequency spectrum. As far as the magnitude is con-

cerned, it may be said that the nuisance value of an interfering signal varies directly

as its magnitude, provided that it exceeds a certain minimum threshold value,, This

will remain approximately true even if the magnitude is measured not at the output

but at the source or anywhere in the path of transmission of the interference from

the source to the receiver. This is true because the transmission system is usually

sufficiently linear to make the signal strength at any one point approximately directly

proportional to the strength of the same signal anywhere else in the system.

As fir as the position of the interfering signal in the fxc'quency spectrum is

cencerne4, no such simple statement can be made. For the final effect, the inter-

ference musteither contain frequencies within the normal output range of the receiver,

or it muxt be capable of making one or more stages of the receiver'inoperrative. In

the first case, the final effect would be audio noise for an ordinary radio receiver,

or it might be visual hash on a radar scope. In a navigational instrument, the final

* effect might be a false indication of an indicating needle. In the second case, the

final effect would be the complete lack cf an audio or visual indication. In either

case., in order to produce this final effect at the output of the receiver, the interfer-

ence at the input must contain frequencies within the band to which the receiver is

sensitive.- It is important to remember that the band of frequencies to which the

receiver is sensitive is much wider for interference thanwhat is normally considered

its "Ibandwidth". The attenuation of frequencies outside the normal transmission

band is never infinite, and very often there is insufficient rejection of large inter-

fering signals, even though their frequen!cies may be considerably removed from

those the receiver is designed to accept. This is one way in which an interfering

signal may affect a receiver, even though it h,%s no frequencies within its nominal

acceptance band.

There is another way in which an interfering signal, outside of the acceptance

band of a receiver, may gain entrance. During transmission, electrical signals may

undergo one or several frequency translations, i, e., they may combine with other

signals in non-linear elements to produce entirely new frequencies. For example,

the fundamental frequency output of a medium frequency transmitter may not itself

fall within a band that is accepted by a low frequency receiver. But one of its higher

harmonics may "beat"with the output of another transmitter in a non-linear element

in such a way as to produce an interfering signal which does affect the receiver.

Therefore, even though only a fairly narrow band of frequencies is effective at the

input of the receiver because of its selectivity, frequencies in that band may be pro.-

duced by entirely different frequencies at the source, and it becomes nece&sarv to

treat signals of all frequencies as having potential nuisance value.

An interfering signal is always associated with a time-varying electric or
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magnetic field. If the variation of the field is sinusoidal, the resultant signal is comn-
P!•.dely specified by three quantities: its amplitude, frequency, and phase. More

• the variation will not be sinusoidal, in this case, an infinite number of para-
aeters will, in general, be required for a complete description. This is evident

from the following considerations: The time variation of the field intensity may be
expanded either as a Fourier series or as a Fourier integral, the series being used
when the variation is periodic and the integral when it is not. In the first case, the
Fourier series will, in general, contain an infinite number of terms whose magni-
tudes and phases must be specific for a complete description of the series. In the
second case, a complete description of the Fourier integral requires the specifica-
tion of the amplitude and phase functions at all frequencies. Even though an infinite
number of parameters is required for a complete description of the signal, usually
only a finite number of terms or a limited range of frequencies need be considered
because in all cases of practical importance the amplitudes of the high frequenAcy
components become too small to affect the receiver. V

The physical interpretation of the above paragraph is that an arbitrary signal
may be considered to consist of an infinite number of sinusoidal signals, superim-
poseed. These sinusoidal signals are either of finite amplitude and occupy discrete
frequencies, o-r they have infinitesimal amplitudes and a continuous frequency dis-
tribution. Such an analysis, usually called a "Fourier analysis", has the great ad-
vantage that if one deals with a linear network, for which the principle of superpo-
sitior appliesr, thb response of the network to any arbitrary input can be determined
on tlhe basis of a knowledge of the response of the network to sinusoidal inputs at all
frequencies. This is the main reason why the consideration of non-linear networks
leads to much greater difficulties. The response of a non-linear network cannot be
foi-n4 from an analysis of its behavior under excitation from sinusoidal sources.

The interferin signal, considered as a varying field, current, or voltage, is
determined not only bvthe process of its Weneration, but also by the impedance into
which the signal generator sends the impulse. Since the form of the resulting re-
sponse (which is the only quantity that can be observed) is usually of greater inter-
est than the hypothetical form of the generator output in the absence of any impedance-
it is important to investigate the effect of various kinds of impedance on the form of
any given impulse. To carry through sach az invfestigation for all possible, or even
all practically important, fo~rns of impul-ses, is a prohibitive undertaking. A con-
siderable insig*xt into the problem may be gained, however, by concentrating on just .
qne representative wave form. The particular form chosen is that of a rectangular
pulse of unit area and of short but finite duration, because this form is often fairly
closely approximated by actual interference pulses. Furthermore, a signal of any
shape can be closely approximated by a succession of such pulses.

Considerable work is saved by utilization of the principle of duality. This
principle states that, for certain network pairs, identical relations exist between
the voltages, currents, impedances, and admittances, provided that all voltages,
currents, impedances, and admittances in one network are replaced by the currents,
voltages, admittances, and impedances, respectively, in the other. Network pairs
which obey such laws are called duals of each other. Any planar network (i. e., one
which can be projected onto a plane without any connections crossing one another)
has a dual. The dual may be obtained by putting all series elements of one, in par-
allel in the other, and all parallel elements of one, in series in the other, by leaving
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1.2 THE NATURE OF INTERFERENCE 1
all resistances unchanged, by replacing all inductances with capacitances, and by
replacing all capacitances with inductances. A similar principle of duality may be
stated for fields instead of networks.

A distinction is sometimes made betweennetwork pairs having dual configura-
tion and actual duals. In the first case, it is necessary only that the above-mentioned
relations exist between types of elements without regard to their mr.agnitude. For
actual duals, there must also be a relationship between the magnitudes of correspond-
ing elements, as shown in Figure 1. 2-A, which gives an example of two networks
that are actual duals of each other. Here k is an arbitrary real constant.

C2 k

0, Lt R1 c-Lz C

o- --- R - - -o-- • ' ' . x -------- o

,ci kC T
I L

Fig. 1. 2-A Dual Networks

By utilizing the principle of duality, it is found that the response of cne net-
Work to a voltage impulse is the same as the response of its dual to the correspond-
ing current impulse, For example, the current that results from applying a specified
voltage to a series combination of resistance and capacitance has exactly the same
form as the voltage that ?,ppearp across a parallel combination of resistance and in-
ductance when a current of the same specified time variation is sent into it. In this
way, each separate analysis immediately yields two significant results.

Figure !, 2-B shows the responses of the simplest combinations of one, two,,
or three circuit elements to a short rectangular pulse. In each case the response
shown is the current that will flow if a rectangular voltage pulse is applied across
an impedance,, Z, or the voltage across an admittance, Y, when a rectangular cur-
rentpulse is flowinginto Y, If the network Z consists of several branches in parallel,
or the network Y has several elements in series, the result is simply a combination
of the results shown, since the current in each branch or the voltage across each
element may be found from Figure 1, 2-B,

The actual interfering signal usually consists of a series of periodic or non-
periodic pulses similar to those shown in Figure 1.2-B. The responses will remain
substantially as shown whenever the individual pulses occur so far apart that the
energy of each pulse is practically dissipated before the beginning of the next one,
(The cases without resistance, and hence without dissipation, need not be considered
here since they cannot be realized in practice. ) If, however, the pulses follow each
other so closely that the initial conditions of each pulse are affected by the previous
one, then the transient caused by one pulse is superimposed on the transient of the
previous pulse, which did not have time to die out, and the resulting wave form may
have very little resemblance to the response shown for a single pulse, In the case
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1. Z THE NATURE OF INTERFERENCE

of a resonant circuit, for example, the output wave will deviate more and more from
the damped sine wave shown in the last diagram of Figure 1,2-13 as the ratio of the
resonanic frequency to the pulse repetition rate becomes smaller.

The results of Figure 1.2-B may be obtained in two ways- (a) determine what
happens in the various elements as voltage (or current) is suddenly applied to them,r
or (b) consider the response of the network to sinusoidal excitations. In the first
method, attention is focused on the way in which a capacitance stores charges, an 7
inductance introduces inertiaeffects, and a resistance causes dissipation of energy.
In the second method, a Fourier analysis of the rectangular pulse must be performed.
This latter point of view shows that,, as the frequency of the applied sinusoidal voltage
incre~ases, the current in a capacitive circuit will increase, the current in an in-

* ductive circuit will decrease, and the current in a resonant circuit will increase at
first, reach a maximum at the resonant frequency, and then decrease. If the fre-
quency spectrum of the exciting pulse is known, the frequency spectrum of the 1-e-

S sponse may then be predicted, and the response itself may be determined.

For simple circuits, the first method is •iot only sufficient, but actually more
enlightening, because it is easier to understand what actually goes on in the netw,•rk.
But for more complicated networks and general analyses, the second approach is
indispenesable. An analysis of this type proceeds as follows:

An arbitrary signal, which may bear no resemblance to the rectangular pulse
used as an example before, is given as a function of time, f = f(t), Also, there is
given a network whose respcnse to sinusoidal excitation is specified at all frequencies,
in the form of a complex function G = G (w) where w is the angular frequezncy in
radians per second. The task at hand is to determine the response of the network.
The procedure is to find the Fourier transform of f (t), designated as F (w):

F (w)= Jfit) ej dt(

and to obtain the Fourier transform of the response simply as the product of GF. If
the response is indicated by h = h (t) and its Fourier transform by H = H (W), then

H (w) G G(w) F(w) (2)

and

h(t): = JH(c) ejwtfG~F() dw (3)

The square of the absolute value of F (wa), IF (w)I 2, is proportional to that portion
of the energy of the signal f (t) that is as sociated with the angular frequency W. The re-
fore, IF (w)Iz will simply be called the energy distribution of f(t).

Listed below are certain relationships between the properties of the function

*The form F'(w) = (1/21y) Jft) ej(at dt can also be used as a Fourier trans-
form. It will be recognized that F' is simply the complex conjugate of F. The form
used in the text is preferred in most of the literature.
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1.2 "-E N..TURE OF INTERFRERENCE

f(t) and i- frequency ;iistril)-tr,.n F (w), which are 4n•rp.ert2.nt for the analysis of in-
terference.

(a) Rciproca._§pLeafinm For a pulse of fidt- d.ation, the spread in fre-
quancy is roughly inversely proportional to dts duration. Examples of this
"are shown in• Figure 1, 2-C.

(b) Effect of Steep Wave Fronts. For any pulse, the sharper its rise or fall,
the greater is that portion of its energy which is concentrated in the high
frequency components. This effect leads to the conclusion that only those
pulses which have sharp wave frohts will cause appreciable interference
at high frequencies. An example of this is shown in Figure 1. 2-D. The
computations for these, and the following examples, are given in detail in
Appendix IV.

(c) Effect of Duration of Pulse. For any pulse, the longer ita, duration, the
greater is that portion of its energy which is concentrated in its low fre-
quency components. An example of this is shown in Figure 1. 2-1).

These rules are qualitative rather than quantitative, since it may be iMpossible to
assign exact values to the "duration" of a pulse which decays to zero exponentially,
or to the "spread" of a function thatigoes to zero like a damped sine wave.

The method of Fourier analysis outlined above is extremely powerful and finds
many practical applications. In this book it will be used (1) to help formulate the
impedance approach in Appendix V, (2) to predict the response of receivers to the
most common types of interference, and (3) to analyze the changes which the inter-
fering xignals may be expected to undergo during their transmission frory• the source
to the receiver (see Paragraph 1.4). For example, the Fourier analysts of the in-
terference generated by a particular motor, may reveal a strong peak in ;he vicinity
of, say, 2 megacycles per second, as shown in Figure 1. 2-E. It wij4 then 1e aer-
essary to design a filter whose attenuation characteristic has somewhat the sAme

4-

i10ý

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Frequency in MC Frequency in MC

Fig. 1. 2-E Typical Frequency Fig. 1. 2-F Attenuation of Filter
Spectrum of Motor Interference for use with Motor of Fig. 1. 2-E
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shape as is shown in Figure 1.2-F. This could be accomplished by use of a series-
derived M-type filter giving an attenuation as shown in Figure 1.2-F, curve (a). A
low pass filter, of the constant-K type, would probably not be sufficient to suppress
the interference in the neighborhood of 2 megacycles, ai shown in Figure 1.2-F,
curve (b). For further information in design values for filters, see Appendix VII.

1. 3 THE ORIGIN OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

It was said before that interference is always associated with varying electric
or, magnetic fields. This is true, but the varying fields, themselves, are not the
original source of the interference. What, then, causes varying electric ,or mag-
netic fields?

An electrostatic field exists wherever there are charges, If charges are ,tat-
tionary, the field remains constant and there can be no disturbance. Whenever the
charges are moving, there is a magnetic field, but, as long as the moXtion is uni-
form, the magnetic field is constant and again there can be no 4isturbance, It follow'
that before there can be any interference, there must be a non-uniform motion Of
charges, i. e., a varying current. And, indeed, as the various causes of interfer-
ence in electricalequipment are investigated, one finds that in each case, a varying

current is responsible. Once the current is considered, the charge may be forgotten,
because a Mr~oving charge is a current, and one may base the discussion on one or
the other, but not on both. Itn may be said, then, that the cond#ion for no interfer-
ence is

(4)

where i stands for current gnd d/dt for differentiation with respact to time. This
expression is extremely simple, yet important to keep in nmindis the ideol for which
to strive. In some cases, a varying current is-essential to the operation of the equip-
M*nt, as, fQ- exaRuple ip an alternator, In this cae, Equation (4) canWnt be satis-
fied. But even then Equation (4) remains valid, provided one lets i refer to that
portion of the total current which remains after subtracting the '4esirad currezit,
Then the equation is not the condition for "no interferencel, but the condition tor
"AnA more interference than is ahsolutely necessary fQr the pror functioning of the

To determine the actual origin of the interference, the causes of a varying.
current must be located. The object of this procedure is not to make the obviously
absurd attermpt of finding the (origin of the origin of the origin", hut rather to seek
the points at which the application of corrective measures is most practical and
effective. It is. found that, in some cases, these points are reached when mechani-
cal rather than electrical considerations are involved. In other cases, 'these pqints
are reached when etertronic means of current generation are involved.

What causes a varying current? A current may flow either in a conductor
(conduction current'l, in a gaseous dielectric through which charged bodies or par-
ticles are moving (convection current), or in a dielectric void of free charges (dis-
placement current). Displacement currents are negligible at all frequencies at 'vhich
the considerations of ordinary circuit analysis are valid and need to be considered
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1.3.1 VARYING ELECTIROMOTIVE FORCES

only in connection with radiation and other phenomena associated with high frequen-

cies. Convection currents occur in electron tubes and in electric arcs and sparks.

Also, any charged body in motion constitutes a convection current. Since an in.sula-

tor wiil not carry an appreciable amount of net charge, the only bodies that need to

be considered in this connection are conductors While it is true that any motion

of a charged conductor of finite dimensions will result in a varying field and, there-

fore, is a potential source of interference, it may be stated that such interference I
is very rare and not likely to be encountered in aircraft. The currents which are

important as sourceo of interference are the first mentioned convection currents,

i..-2,, those consisting of moving electrons or ions, and the conduction currents.

These important currents may always be computed by an application of the

basic equation i = E/Z, in which the current i is considered the effect produced by

the electromotive force Z against the opposition of the impedance Z, From this ,it

may be concluded that variations of cnrrent may be caused either by a varying elec-

tromotive force or by a varying impedance. The final answer, then, to the question

asked in this Paragraph 1, 3, is that there are two basic processes in which inter-

ference may originate; one is the gen-ration of varying electromotive forces, the

other the, variation pfo mpedances.

1,3.1 THE GENERATION OF VARYING ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES

There are three processes of generation of electromotive forces which will be

discussed in the following p*ragriphs; generation by mechanical means in rotating

machinery, generation by switching action in vacuum tube oscillators, and genera-

tion of oquivalent voltap'es in non-linear impedances. These three are, by far, the

most Important sources of interference in aircraft under the heading of this para-

graph, The genexation of electromotive forces by chemical means in batteries may

also be a source of interference, but such interference is extremely minute and not

imrportant for this book, The generation of electromotive forces by friction and other

causes on the outside of aircraft is important, but will be treated separately in Sec-

tion 4, Voltages inducced by the action of mutual inductance need not be considered,

i=nce the voltage generating the inducing current is a more elementary consideration.

1, 3, 1, 1 ROTATING MACHINERY

In 4l rotating machinery, there •is a relative motion. etwee0 a set of conduc-

tars and a mrgnetic field, An electromotive force, E, is induced in the conductors,

which may be computed according to the basic law,

E BL v

in which B is the magnetic flux density, L the effective length of the conductor per-

pendicular to the field, and v the component of relative velocity perpendicular to L

and B. The quantity B is varying in all cases encountered in aircraft, because it is

not practical to have the motion take place in a constant field. Ideally, in an alter-
nating current machine, the var'iation ia such that the generated voltage is a pure

sine wave. Ideally, in a direct current machine, the variation is such that the gen-

erated voltage, as measured at the terminals, it constant while the brushes slide on

any one commutator segment, as well as when they slide to the next segment. Actual-

ly, deviations from the ideal are always present in both types of machines. The
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peripheral velocity, v, of the conductors will not be exactly constant, and the ef-
fective length, L, of the conductors will not always be exactly the same for all con-
ductors. Thus, irregular variations occur in all factors., on the right of the above
equation, and, as a result, the generated electromotive force, E, wilt always con-
tain undesired variations. It is the task of the machine designer to produce a machine
in which these variations are as small as possible.

In a direct current machine, an additional difficulty arises. Even if the ideal
is apprc-ched very clbsely and the output voltage appearing at the brushes is free
from any "ripples", the voltages induced in the conductors must jump abruptly from
one constant value to another each time the brushes pass from one commutator seg-
ment to the next, so that the current in the armature will show very rapid variations
and therefore be very rich in harmonics, even though the external current may be
free of them. This is one of the reasons why direct current machines are more
troublesome from the point of view of radio-interference than alternating current
machines. (The other is that the process of commutation itself practically always
introduces harmonics into the external current, as will be pointed out in Paragraph
1. 3.2. Z. ) Obviously, the design engineer must develop rotating electrical machin- b
cry with the best poosible mechanical and electrical characteristics in, order to min-
ifnize the generation of interference.

1.3. 1.2 VACUUM TUBE OSCILLATORS

An alternating electromotive force may also be generated in a vacuum tubeo~gscillator. The frequencies required for the normal operation of many types of e~lec-
tronic equipment, e, g., the frequencies generated in the local oscillators of super-

heterodyne receivers, often cause interference in other equipment even when the
oscillator is an ideal one and generates a perfect sine wave. The interference caused
by the fact that the oscillator is not an ideal one, will be discussed later. Here,
attention is drawn to the fact that the oscillators are likely to be sources of inter-
ference by virtue of the very function they are called upon to perform

1. 3. 1. 3 NON- LINEAR IMPEDANCES

Impedances which vary in time cause varying currents, as will be discussed
in the next paragraph, But impedances that vary wi.,h the current through them or
with the voltage applied across them (so-called '%non-linear" impedances), act like
equ lent generators of varying electromotive forces. This maybe shownas folows.

Cons . r the circuit of Figure 1. 3. 1. 3-A. The generated voltage of the generator
is eO = EO sin wt. and the non-linear impedance Z is assumed to be a function of the
current i, Z f (i), which can be developed into a Taylor series:

Z =Zo + A 1 i + A 2 i2 +. (6)

where the coefficients Z 0 , A,, A 2 , etc. are assumed to be known. Then the cur-
rent is

eo E 0 s in w•t*i =~ -- = +(7)
S Z + A i + A2 i2
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1.3.1.3 NON-LINEAR IMPEDANCES

This implicit equation for i may be solved explicitly by the method of successive
4r approximations if the assumption is made that A, and A2, are small and all higher

terms are negligible. Denoting successive approximations to i by i 0 , il, etc., one
has: i0 E0  (8)

i s ( iZin wt (8)
Z0 

\

E 0 sin wt _iI = E0z 9

Z0O + Al z-- sinwt + A Z0 sinzt

It is not necessary to go any further in order to see that the second term in Equation (6)
gives rise toa term that varies as sinZwt = (1/2)(1 - cos Zwt), and that the third term
ixtEquation(6) gives rise to a term that varies as sin3 wt = (1/4)(3 sin wt - sin 3 wt),
Therefore, tl.; current will contain a second and third harmonic that were not pre-
sent in the original source. It is possible, in general, to replace any non-linear
imtpedance by a linear impedance in series with one or more generactors whose fre-
quencies are harmonics of the actual source frequency. Thus, the circuit of Figure
1,3.1.3-A, which contains a non-linear impedance, is equivalent to the circuit shown
in Figure 1.3.1.3-B, which contains only linear impedances, but has additional sig-
nal gene-rators.

r">~~~~e =o E2 ssin Wtfi e0Etsn

Fig. 1.3.1.3-A Circuit Containing Fig. 1. 3. 1. 3-B Circuit with Linear
a Non-linear Impedance Irnpedance Equivalent to the Circuit

of Figure 1. 3. 1. 3-A

Still greater complications arise ini cases where the impedance Z is a func-
Vtion of both the current i and its rate of change di/dt. This happens, for example,

in a non-linear inductance. While the mnathematics involved are more complicated,
the net results are essentially the same. It is still possible to replace the non-linear
impedance by a linear one in series with a number of harmonic generators.

Thus, it is seen that any non-linear impedance is a possible source of inter-
ference.
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1. 3.2 VARIATION OF IMPEDANCE r
The variation of impedanice to the flow of current is one of the most important

causes of undesired current variations, Usually the variation is one of the resistance,
but variations of inductance and capacitance may be troublesome also. The most
extreme case of variable impedance is a switch, where the impedance changes from
some finite value to infinity or vice versa. Less extreme c;ises occur, where the
impedance changes, more or less suddenly, from one 'finite value to another; bnt
from the discussion in Paragraph 1.Z it is clear that very slow and gradual changes
will 'not result in appreciable interference. On the other hand, very sudden changes,
even though small, may cause a large number of undesired harmonics of appreciable
amplitude.

The most important cases of trouble-causing impedance variations are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.

1. 3. 2. 1 BRUSHES

Electrical contact between circuit components in relative motion is usually
made by means of brushes that ride on slip rings pr commutatort, Due to the me-
chanical action of friction, both surfaces wear down gradually, although the brushes
wear down faster than the harder metallic aurface of the slip ring. The proces§ Of
brush wear, which is gradual on a macroscopic scale, is actually very irregular
and of random nature on a microscopic scale. Fairly large carbon particles are
tPrn loose and either ejected or burned, so that the contact resistance, which depends
both on the pressure a-d on the actual contact area, is subject to sudden random
variations of considerable magnitude. In addition to this, vibrations may be set up
in the mechanica! system of the brushes, springsa and brush holders, which cause
the pressure, and thus the resistance, to vary. in extreme cases, the variations of
pressure may be so great that the brush bounces completely off the metal, thus caus-
ing a true switching action. These causes combine to make all brushes a serious
source of interference.

1. 3.2.2 MECHANICAL SWITCHES AND COMMUTATOR$

Wheri a switch is opened or closed in an electrical circuit, the impedance In
the. branch containing the switch changes suddenly from practically zero to infinity,
or vice versa. The currents and voltages in the circuit must readjust themselves,
and whenever the circuit contains inductances or capacitances, this adjustment can-
not take place instantaneously, because the energy stored in the magnetic field of
the inductance or electric field of the capacitance cannot change instantaneously.
There is a brief time interval during which the readjustment takes place, and the
changing currents and voltages during this interval are called transients. As was I
pointed out in Paragraph 1.2, any transientf may caUse radio, interference, andthere-
fore any switch is a potential source of interference. I

In addition to transients produced during the normal functioning o. a switch,
severe interference may be created due to arcing between the contactors of the switch,
immediately before making or after breaking physical contact. If the voltage be-
tween contactors is high and the process of rlosing the switch comparatively slow,
there may be a time when the points of contact are separated by a distance shorter
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than that required for breakdown of the insulation between them; and if the time re -
quired for ionization is shorter than that required to close the switch fully, arc-over
will occur. A somewhat similar, but more frequent, phenomenon is arc-over be-
tween contacts during the process of separating them, providing that the circuit has
enough inductance to induce the voltage necessary to maintain the arc. In either case)
the resistance of the arc varies rapidly through a wide range of values, and, hence,
varying currents, rich in interfering frequency components, are produced. Since
an arc tends to maintain a current that is decreasing to zero, arcing actually de-
creases the severity of the transients by decreasing the rate of change of the current.
But little is gained because the arcing itself produces severe interference. The
result of normal switching transients, whether or not accompanied by arcing, is the
familiar clicking sound so often heard in the earphones of radio receivers during
F swi ching processes.

One, of the most important examples of an interference-producing switching
prcess, is commutation in rotating electrical machines. The function of a commu-
tator is to switch the output terminals from one set of terminals on the armature to
ancther in such a way as to keep the current and generated voltage as constant as
possible. The switchingaction of a commutator is explained with the aid of Figures
1. 3.2. 2-A, B, and C. In each diagram, the individual armature conductors are
represented by generators, the size of each generator indicating the magnitude of
the vo,•,8&ge i ia.ed in A.0 in Figure 1. 3.2. 2-A, the generators/ (coils) G are about to
undergo coammutation., The voltage induced in them is very small, but one half of
the full line current is flowing through them in the direction indicated by'the krrow.
In Figure 1. 3. 2.2-B., the same generators (coils) have movedunder the brushes and
are now undergoing commutation. They are short-circuited and the voltage induced
in them is ideally zero while the current is changing to a new value. In Figure
1. 3, Z. 2-C# commutation in generators G has been completed. Now a small voltage
in the opposite direction is induced in them, and the current in them, is again ont-
hAlf of the full line current, but the current now flows opposite to its previous direc-
tion., During commutation, the current must change from some positive value to an
equal negative value. The variation may be as shown in one of the curves of Figure
I. 3.2. •-D, which are called over-commutation, under-commutation, and linear
commutation, respectwely.

This analysis maker. clear that, evei. under ideal conditions, direct current
machines with commutators must be a source of interference in three distinct ways:
(I) the current in the coil undergoing commutation must change rather rapidly, (2)
tte voltage generated must vary as the voltage induced in each coil varies with its
position in the magnetic field, and (3) the total armature impedance between brushes
must change as some of its coils are short-circuited by the brushes. In addition,
there are many opportunities for interference to be generated due to deviations from
the ideal, such as the voltage induced in the coil undergoing commutation not being
exactly zero, or arcing at the brushes.

1. 3.2.3 ELECTRONIC DEVICES

In many applications, a vacuum or gas-filled electron tube is used to produce
switching action. These tubes are particularly useful as generators of non-sinusoidal
wave forms and find wide applications as pulse generators, modulators, and oscil-
lators, In these applications, the generation of harmonics is desiredand is essential
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1. 3. 2.4 ARCING

to the proper operation of the device. It is not surprising, then, that these devices
also rank high as interference generators.

The basic circuit of an oscillator of this type (a so-called "relaxation oscil-
lator"), is shown in Figure 1. 3. 2.3. When the battery switch is closed, the con-
denser charges through a resistance until the voltage across the tube exceeds the
breakdown voltage. When that point is reached, the condenser discharges very rapid-
ly through the low impedance of the tube until the voltage across the tube drops to a
value below that necessary to maintain the arc. After that, the tube impedance'be-
comes infinite, , and the entire cycle repeats. All electronic pulse generators or
non-sinusoidal oscillators use this basic principle, although, in practice) the circuits
will be more complicated. in particular, much more flexible control may be achieved
by using a triode, and applying a control voltage to the grid, instead of relying en-
tirely on the plate voltage to cause breakdown ("closing" of the switch) at the desired

X o• instant. If a triode is used, vacuum tubes may be substituted for gas tubes because
"a sufficiently large negative control voltage on the grid will "cut off" the plate cur-
rent, thus opening the switch.

S R

L1
Fig. 1.3.2.3 Simple Relaxation Oscillator

An undesired variation of impedance also takes place in vacuum tubes used as
sinusoidal generators. Due to the non-linearity of the tube characteristics, there
will always be some harmonics generated in an electronic oscillator, together with
the desired frequency. In fact, this effect is unavoidable, though it may be kept
quite small, because an oscillator is essentially a non-linear device. , Were it linear,
the amplitude of oscillation would be unstable, all values being equally possible, It
is the non-linearity of the tube that provides the stabilizing effect, by varying the
impedance in such a manner as to counteract any small changes of amplitude which
may occur. Thus, no vacuum tube oscillator produces a perfect sine wave, although
in practice the harmonic generation can be kept extremely low. The larger the power
output of the tube, the more difficult it becomes to keep the harmonics small. There-
fore, it is usually the last stage of a transmitter, or similar electronic device, which
is most likely to produce interference. However, the sensitivity of modern receivers
is such that even very weak interfering signals may be very troublesome. There-
fore, it becomes necessary to watch carefully all stages of transmitters and elimi-
nate all harmonic generation, as much as possible.

1.3.2.4 ARCING

When the electric field intensity in a dielectric between two conductors exceeds
the breakdown strength of the dielectric, an arc occurs, resulting in very rapid and
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large variations of the impedance of the path between the conductors. The rapidity
of impedance variation depends on the properties of the dieiecLric, as well as on the
external circuit. In the case of a gas, it is the ionization and de-ionization time that
is most important. Usually, the lirst is much shorter than the second; hence, the
most rapid changes and the most severe interference take place during the actual
breakdown of the gas. Arcing in solid or liquid dielectrics is not considered here,
because its occurrence would be classified as a failure of the system and, there-
fore, would not be expected anywhere during normal operation. While not all gaseous
discharges are arcs, it is not necessary to distinguish here between the various types
of discharges. The word "arc" will be used for all types of electrical discharges
discussed in this book.

Arcing occurs both by design and as an undesirable by-product. Its occur-
rence during switching processes has already been mentioned. It may also occur
when a potential difference is developed between two structural members that are
almost, but not quite, in contact. If the distance between contact points is variable,
due to shock or normal vibration in the aircraft, there is the additional effect of the
varying capacitance, which introduces a varying impedance, even in the absence of
an arc. Since structural members in aircraft are universally used as ground return
paths for power currents, and sometimes also for control and communication cur-

rents, it is clear that lack of good electrical contact at any point will be a serious
source of interference.

Decause arcing always produces large transients, special precautions must
be taken when arcing occurs by design, as in the ignition system or the transmit-
receive box of a radar set. These transients cause a large amount of radio inter-
ference unless they are preveoted from reaching the receiver,

Arcing may also occur between external parts of the aircraft and the surround-
ing atmosphere. This phenomenon, called corona discharge, will be discussed in
detail in Section 4.

1.4 CONSMDERATION OF THE ENTIRE AIRCRAFT AS A SINGLE NETWORK

ýn order for any interference to become effective, it must, in some way or
other, reach the receiver. Within the airframe there is rarely a single mode of
transmission from the point of generation to the receiver, i.e., transmission is
rarely entirely by radiation, or entirely by inductive coupling, In subsequent para-
graphs, such single modes will be described and analyzed, but in this paragraph,
emphasis is placed on the fact that the entire aircraft, including all its equipment and
wiring, must be considered as one entity in any complete analysis of interference.
Frequently, one particular mode of transmission will be more important than the
others,, but there is always great danger that, in over-emphasizing this one mode,
important interactions with other modes will be completely overlooked. Often these
interactions modify the original mode to such an extent as to make the isolated anal-
ysis of that mode alone completely invalid.

For purposes of analysis, then, the entire aircraft must be considered as a
four terminal transmission network, characterized by four parameters: (1) a single

complex input impedance at the terminals to which the interference source is con-
nected, (2) a single complex output impedance at the terminals to which the receiver
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1.4 AIRCRAFT AS A SINGLE NETWORKI•

iý connected, and, (3) and (4) two transfer impedances or transfer constants. 'These
last two will be different, in general, but will be equal in the special case of great-
est-practical importance, when the network contains only bilateral elements.

"As was alreadypointed out in Paragraph 1.2, the character of a signal is deter-
mined not only by the process of its generation, but also by the internal impedance
of the source, as well as the impedance into which the source is operating. This
statenrient emphasizes that source, transmitting network or medium, and receiver
cannot be treated independently, but must be considered as one unit. This idea is
referred to, for brevity, as the "impedance concept", because, as far as the source
is concerned, the entire aircraft and receiver can be replaced by a single complex
impedance, and, as far as the receiver is concerned, the entire aircraft and source
can be replaced by a generator in series with a single complex impedance.

The consideration of the aircraft as a four-terminal network is zdequate for
* most applications, but lacks generality in two respects. As will be discussed later

(see Paragraph 1. 6), the concepts of networks and terminals become meaningless
at frequencies for which the wave length becomes comparable in magnitude with the
dimensions of the equipment and wiring involved. The term "network" may be gen-
eralized so as to acquire meaning for this case also, but it will be more convenient
to talk about "transnritting media" which are coupled to the source and the receiver
and to each other through electric or magnetic fields, or through mutual impedances
that cannot be localized at any terminals.

The other lack of generality lies in that this impedance concept does not apply
readily in the presence of non-linear impedances. If the principle of superposition
does not apply, consideration of a four-terminal network is not sufficient, because
:)f the possible interadtions between the interfering signal under consideration and
some other signal, which may be a depired or another interfering signal. Fortu-
nately, non-linear elements are vary rare in the transmitting network, and occur
mostly within the receiver itself. They wilM be discussed in that connection in Para-
graph 1. 7. For the present, it is assumed that only linear elements need be con-
sidered, and, therefore, the consideration of four terminals is adequate.

The general theory of four -te rminal tr ansmis sion networks is extensively treat-
V,• ed in several textbooks,. There, it is shown that any linear, passive, four-terminal

network is completely specified by four complex parameters, which, in general, are
functions of frequency. Several sets of four may be used, but the two image imped-
ances and the two transfer constants are the most convenient ones for the present
purposes. The image impedances are those impedances which must terminate the
network in order to have an impedance match (i. e., equal impedances looking into
and out of the network; not the conjugate match required for maximum power trans-
fer) at each pair of terminals. The transfer constants are one half of the logarithm
of the ratios of volt-amperes in to volt-amperes out when the network is terminated
in its image impedances. For a network containing only bilateral elements, three,
instead of four, independent parameters suffice to specify the network, since the
two transfer constants become equal. If, in addition, the network is symmetrical,
the image impedances are equal also, and only two independent parameters are left.

Consider, now, the circuit of Figure 1.4. The transmission network is linear
and bilateral, but not necessarily symmetrical. It has image impedances, Z1 and
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ZI2 and a transfer constant 0. A generator of voltage E and internal impedance ZS,
is connected to the input terminals, and a load ZR is connected to the output ter-
minals. it is assumed that the impedances are not matched on either side, so that

/ Z1I and ZR i ZJ2. Thern the currents in the generator and in the load im-
pedance are given by:

E

ZI + F. e-2SZS+ U:Z::2
where Fr = (ZR- ZI/Z)(ZR + Z1 2  and

E 2ZZ 12  -9 Z I 2
- (12)2 ZS ZI + ZS ZR+ Z12  Z2 - ZZS) ZIZ ZR) _28

(ZI + Zs)(Z1z+ ZR)

ZIl Transmission Network Z12

Fig, 1, 4 Generalized Four Terminal Transmission Network

The ecpression for I1 in Equation (11) means that the input current rnay be obtained
by ta•ing the ratio of the voltage E to the total impedance of the circuit. Hence,
the second term in the denominator must be the impedance of the network when ter-
minated in ZR. The various factors in the expression for 12 have very simple inter-
pretations also. The first, E/2ZS, is the current that would flow if the source were
simply connected to a matching impedance ZS. The second term, ZZS/(ZI 1 + ZS),
called the transmission factor, shows that this ideal current is modified in going
from the impedance ZS to the impedance Z 11 . The third, 2ZI 2/(ZR + ZI2), is a
similar transmission factor, indicating the modification due to the transition from
ZI 2 to ZR. The fourth, e- 0 , gives the attenuation and phase shift due to a symmet-
rical network of transier constant 0. The fifth, AlI/ZI2 , indicates the transformer
action of an asymmetrical network. The last, finally, is the so-called interaction
factor, which arises from the multiple reflections in a network, connected into a
circuit, where the impedances are not matched at either end.

4

If the transfer of power through the network is of primary interest, the two
transmission factors and the interaction factor must be considered as introducing
losses due to the lack of a good match at either end. But if the quai±Lity of interest
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is the output current or voltage, without any consideration of power, these factors
a• may easily introduce gains rather than losses. For example, if the input impedance

of the receiver is very high, as in the grid circuit of a pentode, the output current
and power are very low, but the output voltage might become very large due to the
transmission and interaction factors. This fact is of great importance to the trans-
mission of interference, because it shows that it is by no means necessary to have
an impedance match for maximum transmission of either voltage or current. On
the contrary, a mismatch may actually introduce an increase in the interfering cur-
rent or voltage at the output, or it may result in causing such large currents to flow
from a power supply that the machine is damaged or circuits overloaded to the point
where a fire hazard exists. Thus the practice of inserting large capacitors in cir-
cuits to reduce interference without careful consideration of what effects impedance
mismatches may cause, is to 'be avoided. The reflection gain or loss in decibels
resulting from a mismatch of impedances at a junction in a transmission line is given
in Figure V-7 in Appendix V.

Similarly, the "transformer factor", ZI1 /ZI 2 , which produces the same mod-
ification of current and voltage as a perfect transformer, introduces neither gain
nor loss, as far as the power is concerned.- But, if the quantity of interest is cur-
rent or voltage, this factor may cause an unexpectedly large gain. These facts ex-
plain why it happens that an interference source sometimes Produces large disturb-
ances in a particular receiver, even though laboratory measurements show no ex-
cessive currents or voltages when the source is tested alone.

1. 5 APPLICABILITY OF THE "IMPEDANCE CONCEPT" TO THE SOLUTION OF
INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

The problem of combating interference is a threefold one: to minimize its
generat.'on, its transmission, and its undesirable effects on the receiver. The im-
pedance concept is useful in all three of these, but particularly in the second. The
transmitting network, whioh is the aircraft with all its equipment and wiring, is not
designed with any specific purpose. In fact, it is not designed as a network at all.
It is a haphazard conglomeration of wires and pieces of equipment which happen toL
form network elements. It is not surprising, then, that often a shield or filter, de-
signed on, the basis of considering only a small portion of this total network, turns
out to increase, rather than decreas, the interference at the receiver. In almost
all cases of this kind, the failure can be traced to the lack of consideration of the
complete picture. By suppressing one mode of transmission, another might be suf-
ficiently favored to produce the undesired result. A device designed to reduce the
generation of interference might greatly increase its transmission, thus minimizing
or even cancelling the effect of the reduction.

The tremendous increase in the importance of the radio interference problem
in recent years is due to the following reasons:

(a) The large increase in the number of both receivers and potential interfer-
ence sources in modern aircraft.

(b) The necessity of having a large number of pieces of electronic equipment
crowded together in close quarters.
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(c) The increased opportunity of transmission of interfering signals due to the

large amount of wiring required in modern aircraft.

(d) The increased sensitivity of modern receivers.

(e) The increased use of higher and higher frequencies for communication
purposes,

All but the last two of these causes are such that a unified overall approach, such as
is suggested by the impedance concept, seems not only advantageous, but absolutely
essential. One can hardly hope to cope with a problem that arises from the combined
action of all the elements of the air-craft by isolating just a small part of it and de-
signing a soluition for that isolated part. A further discussion of the use of the im-
pedance concept will be found in Appeudix V.

1. 6 METHODS OF TRANSMISSIQN

As far as the source is concerned, an interfering signal is sent into some im-
pedance, which, in turn, may react back on the source to help determine the char-
acter of the signal. Whether or not the signal eventually reaches the receiver has
no effect on the source. On the other hand, as far as the receiver is concerned, an
interfering signal is received from an active network with a certain internal impe4-
ance. According to Thfvenin's theorem*, it is only this impedance and the open-
circuit voltage (or the short-circuit current) which need to be considered as far as
the effect on the receiver is concerned. This section, however, is concerned with
the way inwhich the intei, fering signal is transmitted from the source to the receiver,
and, therefore., attention will be focused on the intervening network itself rather
than on its input and output impedances.

In talking about networks (using this word in its most general sense), two points
of view may be taken: viz,, either the field or the circuit point of view. The field
concept is by far the more general and is always applicable. The circuit concept
is a special case, and, where applicable, leads to great simplifications. The ordi-
nary circuit equations can be derived from Maxwell's equations,, which describe the
properties of the fieldunder certain simplifying assumptions, the most important
of which are the neglect of retardation effects, displacement currents, and phase
variations of the current in a series circuit. All of these assumptions are excellent
approximations at low frequencies, but become poorer as the frequency increases,
and break down completely as the wave length becomes comparable in magnitudeR

with the circuit dimensions. In some cases it is possible to account for high fre- 4*

quency effects by introducing artificial circuit parameters, such as the radiation
resistance of an antenna, while still adhering to the circuit concept; but in general
there will be a frequency above which the circuit concept must be abandoned. Cer-
tain low frequency phenomena, such as the coupling due to stray capacitances and

*TTh'venin's theorem states that, as far as the load is concerned, any two-

terminal network, containing a number of linear impedances and generators may be
replaced by a single equivalent generator in series with a single impedance. The
voltage of the equivalent generator is equal to the open-circuit voltage of the network,
and the single impedance is equal tc the impedance looking into the network with all
the generators replaced by their internal impedances.
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inductances, could also be treated better from the field point of view. However,

since most engineers are more familiar with circuits, the circuit concept will be

preferred in these cases. Nevertheless, the field concept will not be overlooked.

and, whenever the circuit concept proves inadequate, the field concept will be uti-
lized.

Two circuits are said to be coupled when currents or voltages in one produce

corresponding currents or voltages in the other. According to circuit concepts, two

circuits may be coupled either by a mutual impedance or by a mutual admittance, A

mutual impedance exists between two circuits when the current flowing in circuit 1

produces a voltage in circuit 2. The magnitude of the mutual impedance is the ratio

of the open circuit voltage of circuit 2, with all other voltage sources rem.Qved, to

the current in circuit l. A'mutual admnittance exists between a point of circuit 1 and

a point of circuit 2 when the voltage between point 1 and some reference point (ground)

produces a current to,, or from, point 2, with this point connected to the same ref-

erence point. The magnitude of the rn.utual admittance is the ratio of the resulting

current at poi'nt 2, to the voltage at point 1. Simple examples of mutual irpedances

are shown in Figure 1. 6-A.

The mutual elements may be resistances, inductances, capacitances, or any

series or parallel combination of, thesve eleTments. Not all possible combination-s,

however, are .equally important in the transmission of interference, When the cou-

pling is of the mutual impedance type, the elerrcnts that Tvdst be considered most

frequently are m, utual inductance, and tile mutual impedance of a common ground re-
turn, which, may arse, for example, from ind4equate bonding. A good example of

this is shown in Figure 1.6-B. Eixcept for those cases of poor design or installationu

a mutual resistance, capactance, or self-inductance, i. e., any such element that

is common to both the circuit of the interference sour~ce and that of the receiver,

will not normally occur in a practical system since it would serve no useful purpose.

This leaves the mutual inductance to be considered, which may very well be present,

and, unfortunately, very ofter4 is. For, the presence of M,,utual inductance is noth-

ing but a 4jscription, in circuit language, of the fact that the magnetic fiel4 set up

by ci~rcuit A lin-Is with circuit 2, and thezefore induces 4 voltage in it. $ut a mag-

netic field exists around any circuit carry.ng current, and its -inkin2 with .ther cir-

cuits is very Oifficult to avoid.

A somewhat similar situation exists when one considers the elements 10ie0y

to become mutual admittances between two circuits. The ones most frequently en-

countered are mutual capacitances and the admittances offered by power or control

cables connecting different pieces of equipment. Ideally, such cables should not

carry any interfering currents, but when they do, the interfering signals are said

to be transmitted by conduction. This method of transmission is important enough

to be discussed separately in Paragraph 1. 6.3, not only because such cables may

constitute a direct metallic connectionbetweenaninterference source anda receiver,

but also because cables leading to receivers from entirely interference-free equip-

ment may have interfering voltages induced in them, whichare then conducted to the

receiver. Moreover, a cable which is connected neither to an interference source

nor a receiver, may serve as an intermediate path for an interfering signal which

uses other methods of transmission before entering and after leaving that cable.

Except for this, the only element of mutual a&mittance that might be present with-

out serving any useful purpose as such is that of mutual capacitance. For, the
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Circuit 1 Circuit 2 Circuit I M Circuit Z

RL,

or - -C_--_-

Mutual Impedance Mutual Inductance

or C
Circuit 1 Circuit 2 Ci rcuit I jtCircuit Z

Mutual Admnittance Mutual CapAcitance

Fi8, 1. 6-A Coupled Circuits

Power L~ead

Generator and

-*--Common Ground Impedance ri source of

(Poor Bond) ? Interference

Fig. 1. G-B Mutual Impedance Coupting Through Common G round Impedance

presence of mrtual capacitance is nothing but a description, in circuit language, of the

fact that an electric field exists in the vicinity of a conductor charged to some volt-
age, and that this electric field may induce a current in another circuit. Again,
such interaction between two circuits is very difficult to avoid.

The effects of both mutual inductance, M, and rmutual capacitancer C, increase
with the frequency. This fact might seem contradictory if one considers that inductive
reactance is jwM and directly proportional to frequency, while capacitive reactance
is I/jwC and thus inversely proportional to frequency. The difference, however,
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1. 6. 1 MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

lies in the fact that the mutual inductance is considered as a mutual impedance, iLe.,
the current in the influencing circuit produces a voltage in the influenced circuit,
while the mutual capacitance is considered as a mutual admittance, inasmuch as it
is the voltage in the influencing circuit that produces a current in the influenced cir-
cuit. In the first case, the voltage produced is proportional to the frequency becauseSV = IZ and Z = jwM. It is true that M itself is not constant, but incre-sea with
frequency, but this does not affect the basic argument. In the second case, the cur-

* rent produced is also proportional to the frequency because I = VY, where the ad-
mittance Y = jwC. The same conclusions would' be reached on the basis of an
analysis starting with Maxwell's equations. In the case of coupling through a mag-
netic field, the law of induction states that the voltage induced is proportional to the
rate of change of current, and thus, for a sinusoidally Varying current, is propor-
tional to its frequency. In the case of coupling through an electric field, the result-

S~~ing current is the time rate of change of the accum-r~ulated charge on the c.onductors.

Since the amount of charge i's proportional to the voltage, the rzsulting current varies
as the rate of change of the voltage, and, for a sinusoidally varying voltage, varies

Sdirectly a~s its frequency,

The interfering signal may also reach the receiver by radiation. This modeof transmission carmot be treated by circuitmethods because the phenomena leading

to radiation were expressly neglected in the transition from field to circuit theory.
Hence, this must be treated as a separate and distinct method of transmission as is
done i:pParagraph 1. 6.4.

1. 6. 1 MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

In considering mutual inductance, it is important to keep in mind that mutual
inductance exists between two complete circuits. To talk about the mutual in'uctance
between the parts of two circuits, i. e., between two wires, each of which is a part
of a separate complete circuit, has no meaning. By its very definition, mutual in-

ductance involves a current in circuit 1 and a voltage in circuit 2, both of which must
be complete circuits. The voltage in circuit 2 is measured between two end points
after that circuit has been broken, so that the sum of all voltages induced anywhere
in circuit 2 is measured. In other words, the action of an induced voltage cannot be
localized. No answer can be given to the question, "What is the mutual inductanceSbetween two long straight wires? ", because a long straight wire is not a complete
circuit. It is true that many expressions for mutual inductance are listed in various
handbooks for many different shapes and configurations of pairs of open wires, such
as those given by F. E. Terman in the Radio Engineers Handbook, pages 65-67. Butthese expressions have meaning only if they are used to compute the individual contri-
butions from the component parts of two circuits, which must then be added together
to obtain the mutual inductance between the two complete circuits. For example,
the mutual inductance between two rectangular loops may be obtained by computing
16 individual mutual inductances (one for the mutual inductance between each side of
one loop and each side of the other) and adding all of them together. Each of the
quantities may be computed by means of the expressions found in the handbooks.

In general, the determination of the mutual inductance between two circuits of
arbitrary geometry is a very difficult task. A case of great practical importance forthe purposes of this book is that of two pairs of long straight wires all of which are

parallel. A mathematical analysis of this cop-figuration is carried out in Appendix VI.
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The important results are given below.

The relative position of two pairs of long straight wires all of which are parallel
may be specified in terms of the shortest distance, d, between the longitudinal axis
of each pair, as shown in Figure 1.6.1 (A), and the two angles, e and p, which the
plane of each pair makes with the separation d. Mathematical analysis shows that,
for values of d large as compared to the spacing between the wires of each pair, the
mutual inductance varies inversely as the square of the quantity d. When d is small,
the mutual inductance starts at a finite value and decreases at a much slower rate
than would be given by the inverse square law. For every value of 0, there is one
value of 1 between 0 and 1800, such that the mutual inductance is zero, and another
value of ip, 900 removed from the first, such that the mutual inductance is a maxi-
mum. When d is large as compared to the spacing, the value for zero coupling is
g!ven by.

o = 900- - e (13)

This eads to the interesting result that, when d is in the plane of, or perpendicular
to thoý plane of one pair, there is zero coupling when the planes of the two pairs are
perpendicular to each other. But if d makes an angle of 450 with the plane of one,
the coupling is zero if the planes of the two pairs are parallel, This 'is shown in
Figures 1.6.J, (B) and (C). The situation is reversed if the coupling is to be a wax-

Pair: /

d -- ----- .... -- - •- -

d o 0"

Pair1 eJ90 .
(A) (B) (C)

Notation Two Positions of Zero Coupling

Fig. 1. 6. 1 Mutual Inductance Between Two Pairs of Parallel Wires

This analysis was carried out for a rather special case. Two conclusions,
however, can be expected to remain valid for other cases. First, for a pair of two-
wire systems, the mutual inductance varies initially in some complicated way with
the distance between the two circuits, but as the distance between them becomes
large as compared to the dimensions of each, it will vary inversely as the square
of the distance. This also applies to single-wire systems with ground returns be-
cause these may be reduced to two-wire systems by the method of images. This
law, however, might be nmodified considerably by the presence of other conductors
in the vicinity. Secondly, no matter how complicated the geometry of the circuits,
for a given distance between centers, there will always be a~position of circuit 2
relative to circuit 1 such that the coupling is zero. This last statement is obvious
if one considers that the net magnetic flux must pass through circuit 2 in one of two
directions, and that this direction can be reversed by reversing the position of cir-
cuit 2. In going from one position to the other, the flux changes continuously from
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maximum positive to maximum negative, and in doing so it must of necessity pass
through zero for some position of circuit 2.

1.6.2 MUTUAL CAPACITANCE 4

While, according to the principle of duality, certain similarities exist between
the effect of capacitive coupling and that of inductive coupling, there are also a num-
ber of significant differences. It is impossible to speak of mutual inductance except
between closed circuits. On the other hand, the definition of mutual admittance

the__definitionofmutuala________introduces the concept of the mutual capacitance between just two points of two cir-
cuits. It is not very practical to use this concept because in all physical problems
there will be capacitances between many points or regions of the two circuits, But
for purposes of analysis, it does make sense, and it is much simplAer, to use only
one point at a time in each circuit. In magnetically coupled circuits, the induced
voltage can be reversed by proper placement of one circuit with respect to the other.
From this it could be concluded that there must be a position of zero coupling. On
the other hand, in capacitively coupled circuits the direction of the current flowing
to or from a point in one circuit depends only on the polarity of the voltage in the
other. Therefore, it cannot be reversed simply by manipulation of the relative po-

Ssitions of the two circuits. From this it may be expected, and analysis shows it to
be- true, that capacitive coupling pannot be reduced to zero by rotation of one circuit

-about its center.

If the case of two long straight parallel wires is analyzed, it is found that the
I' capacitance between these wires varies inversely as the logarithm of the distance

between them. This would indicate that, for large distances of separation between
two parallel wires,, the capacitance between them. decreases much more slowly with
distance than the mutual inductance. This conclusion, however, cannot be general-
iLd for other systems, because the law of variation with distance for capacitance
depends very much on the shape of the wiresý and their relative positions to other
metallic objects in the vicinity. A general statement which can be made is that the
capacitance between two points in two circuits decreases with distance somewhat
more slowly than according to the inverse square law.

The definition of mutual admittance indicates that two circuits involved must
have a common ground connection in order for a current to flow through the mutual
element. It must not be concluded that the effects of mutual admittance may be pre-
vented by eliuninating all ground connections from one circuit. Practically, isolation
is quite impossible without complete shielding (which would reduce the mutual ad-
mittance itself to zero) because even in the absence of a metallic connection to a
common ground, there is always capacitance to some metallic object, which may be
the airfraxne, providing a return path for the radio frequency current through the
mutual element.

1. 6.3 CONDUCTION

Whenever there is a direct metallic connection between two circuits, and in $
addition a return path, a conduction current may flow between these two circuits.
The return path may be another metallic lead, or a mutual capacitance, or most
frequently the metallic structure of the aircraft acting as the ground return. The
magnitude of the resulting current depends both on the potential difference between
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the points of exit and entry in the exciting circuit, and on the total loop impedance
between the same points. It is important to remember to include the impedance of
the return path as well as the impedance of the direct conn.ection when computing
this total loop impedance. If all impedances involved are linear, the current may
be computed by a simple application of Ohm's law, i = E/Z, in accordance with the
circuit concept.

The most comnin•on example of this is the transmission of interfering signals
through the power and control leads, both out of the interference generators and into
the receivers. The circuit shown in Figure .,6.3 illustrates how an interfering sig-
nal may be transmitted from a motor into a receiver if both are connected to the
same power supply.

S- Path of Interfering Current ,xwoisy-]
Motor

Supply

Receive r

Fig. 1.6.3 Transmission of an Interfering Current by Direct Conduction

The field concept is Just as applicable to the case of conduction as to the cases
oL mutual inductane knd capacitance discussed above, Strictly spealking, the energy
associated with the interfering current is transmitted not through the metallic leads,
but through the fields surrounding these leads, the leads acting only as guides. Yet
it is precisely here that the circuit concept leads to the greatest simpli-fications and
isi therefore, most frequently used. But in the discussion of radio interference it
is often very useful to keep the field concept in mind8 because it draws attention to
the fact that there are always strong interfering fields in the vicinity of conductors
carrying Interfering currents. In fact, many troublesome interference problems
are caused by bundling power or control cables leading to a receiver together with
leads carrying interfering currents, thus exposing them to strong interfering fields.

As an example of a case that should be treated by the application of the field
concept, rather than the circuit concept, consider a cable connector with an unused
pin. The pin does not actually connect two circuits, yet it may carry interfering
conduction currents by having one end act as a receiving antenna and the other end
as a transmitting antenna, Here the pin should be considered as a wave guide which
transmits an electromagnetic wave from one side of the connector to the other.

1,6.4 RADIATION

The term "radiation", technically speaking, is used to describe the phenomenon
of electromagnetic waves spreading out in space frota a source, according to the
laws of wave propagation. Nevertheless, the term "radiated noise" has become so
commonly used to mean any interfering signal detected through the medium of an
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electric or magnetic field, that it would not be possible to restrict the words "radia-
tion" and "radiated" to their technical meaning without rewriting much of the liter-
ature on radio interference and almost all of the specifications on interference meas -
urements. It is clear that the transmission of interfering signals through mutual" inductances and mutual capacitances, as discussed in Paragraphs 1 6. 1 and 1. 6.2,

would be classified as radiated interference in the loose sense of the word.

Examples of true radiation in the sense defined above, within the aircraft, are
extremely rare, Anexample of true radiation outside the aircraft would be the trans-
mission of an interfering signal from a transmitting antenna to a receiving antenna
mounted several wave lengths away. When the receiving antenna picks up an inter-
fering signal which is apparently radiated from a nearby opening in the skin of the

M, aircraft, the transmission is usually not through true radiation but through capaci-
tive coupling from the antenna to the outside surface of the aircraft, whith has ac-

A quired a charge due to currents flowing around the edges of the opening.

Radiation in the strict sense is not amenable to treatment with the methods of
ordinary circuit analysis because radiation is caused entirely by the effects of re-
tardation, the phenomenon specifically neglected in the transition from field to cir-
cuit concepts. If an electromagnetic disturbance could be propagated in space with
infinite velocity, the fields that give rise to the effects of mutual inductance and
capacitance would be unchanged, but the radiation field would be absent, a fact that
can easily be demonstrated mathematically.

The mathematical expression for the total fields in the vicinity of a conductor
carrying time-varying currents is very complicated and cannot, in general, be found
analytically, except in very simple cases. The cases where it is possible to find

A such expressions are the ones involving very simple geometric arrangements, such
as a thin-straight wire or a thin circular loop, It can be shown, however, that the
mathematical expression for the field due to any source can be developed into a
series of terms, each of which represents the field due to certain simple arrange-
ments of conductors. The first term in this series gives the field due to an electric
dipole; the second, that due to a magnetic dipole and an electric quadrupole, etc.
Th~is expansion is useful only if the mathematical series converges rapidly, so that
the first afew terms give a good approximation to the total field. The rapidity of con-
"vergence depends on the ratio of r, the distance of the point of observation to the
center of the source, to a, the radius of the smallest sphere that can be placed so
as to enclose all parts of the source. (See Figure 1.6.4-A. ) When this ratio is very
large, only the first term in the expansion is important (unless this term happens
to be zero, in which case only the first non-vanishing term is important). The re-
sult is dipole radiation. When this ratio is less than unity, the expansion does not
converge at all. This possibility of "nmultipole expansion" explains why the consid-
eration of very simple, but non-practical cases nevertheless has much significance
for the analysis of the more complicated, practical cases.

The two simplest cases are those of an oscillating electric and magnetic dipole.
The electric dipole is represented physically by a very short length of very thin wire
carrying a uniform current that varies sinusoidally in time. The magnetic dipole is
represented physically by a very small circular loop carrying a uniform current that
varies sinusoidally in time. For the electric dipole the components of the fields
surrounding the conductor of length L are given in spherical coordinates by the
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following expressions, assuming L> r and L<< A:

SLI sin 0 -sý!n w (t-r/v) cos w(t-r/v) w sin uý(t-r/v)

E + (14)- (-)e 41f L r3 (A) T2 V rv v

Er 0- (is)

-2Llcos 0 sinw(t-r/v) cos (t-r/v)

Hr 0 (17)

I ~sinOe co w(t-r/v) w sin (18)/v
4f r 2  r v' 1

Hr =0 (19)

where v =3 x 108 meters per second is the velocity of electromagnetic waves in
free space, & = 8.854 x 10-17 farads per meter is the absolute permittivity of free
space, and the other symbols are explained in Figure 1. 6.4-B. In the case of the
magnetic dipole, the components of the fields surrounding the small loop of area A
and carrying a current I cos wt, assumed to be at the origin in the x-y plane, are
given by the following expressions:

Eo = 0 (20)

IA sinO Fsin w (t-r/v) w cos w(t-r/v)(
E L r2 rv

E2. = 0 (2)

H- IA sin 0 cos w(t-r/v) sin ci(t-r/v) w cos c(t-r/v)
e _ _ r 3 w rzv rv 2  j 3

Hr 0 (24) "
4,

=2 IAcos cOS 0(t-r/v) sin w(t-r/v)-
Hr 4 W r3- rz (25)

It is seen that in the above equations there are three kinds of terms, which

differ in their variation with r. The terms that vary as 1/r 3 represent an electro-

static dipole. The terms that vary as l/'r 2 represent what is called the induction
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field. Finally, the terms that vary as 1/r represent what is called the radiation
field. The relative importance of the various kinds of terms depends on the ratio

11 of r to A, where A = 2irv/W is the wave length of the radiation. When r/A, is much
smaller than unity, the radiation terms are negligible. When ri/, is much larger
than unity, the static and induction terms are negligible. When r = A /6, approx-
imately, the induction and radiation fields are equal.

z

Point of Er,Nr

K r Observation

r r

-I 0Sources r

0x

Fig. I1 6.4-A. Quantities of Fig. 1., 64-B Dipole Radiation
Liength in Radialtion Problems

Comparison of the case of the magnetic dipole (current loop) with that of the
electric dipole shows that the structures of the two fields are the same except that
the poles of the electric and magnetic fields are reversed.

Based on the structure of the electromagnetic field in the vicinity of an oscil-
lating dipole, tne statement is sometimes made that for any radiating system there
is an induction field, varying as I/r 2 , and a radiation field, varying as I/r. This
statement, however, is misleading. Although it may be true if properly applied,
generally It is false when applied to most problems arising in the propagation of
interfering signals within an airplane.

To determine the correct applications of this statement, a clear distinction
must be made between the three quantities of length entering every problem of this
kind, illustrated in Figure 1. 6.4-A. These are (1) r, the distance to the point of
observation from the center of the source; (2) a, the radius of the smallest sphere
that can enclose all of the source, and (3) A, the wave length. This last quantity,
the wave length, does not have a unique meaning unless the time variation is sinu-
soidal. For some other variation, say an interference pulse, each frequency com-
ponent must be considered separately.
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The point that is frequently forgotten is that the validity of the statement made ftJ
above depends en.trely on the relation between r and a, not r and A. The statement
holds whenever r is>> a, and the configuration of the source is such that there is
d~pole radiation. In practice, n. I er condition is ever satisfied within the aircraft
except, possibly, at ultra-high ani super-high frequencies. The first condition fails
because the dimensions of the potential radiators (the aircraft structure itself is an
important example) are usually of the same order of magnitude as the distances be-
tween the radiator and the receiver or pick-up lead, due to the proximity of elec-
trical equipment in aircraft. The second condition fails because there are present
within the aircraft so many absorbers, reflectors, and systems capable of re-radi-
ation, that the resultant field at any point will consist of several waves of different
amplitudes and phases superimposed, and the laws of simple dipole radiation would
never apply.

It must also be remembered that the separation of the total field into an induc- -
tion and a radiation field is by no means physical, but entirely analytical. Any pos-
sible physical measurement will always yield a measure of the total field, not its
analytical components. When the basic conditions mentioned above are not fulfilled, ,

even the analytical separation is no longer possible. The total field must then be 4
considered and its law of variation with distance will, in general, be very complicated.
It c-aniot even be said that the field will always decrease as the distance from the
prime radiator increases. Because of the possibilities of reflection and re-radiation.
tstanding waves may be set up and the field may actually increase in certain regions.,
as the distance from the. prime source is increased, a condition which is called res-
onance excitation. tc

In general, the corditions in. aircraft are almost always such that the fields of
interest are those observed very close to the source. In the frequency range from
about 30 to 300 megacycles a second, the distances of interest are of the same

order of magnitude as a Wave length. Even if there were true dipole radiation, no
approximations could be made in this region and the total field would have to be con-
sidered, The actual radiation is likely to be much more complicated than dipole
radiation, and such simple approximations will be even less valid.

True radiation is more likely to be important at frequencies above 300 mega-
cycles per second. The rather thorough treatment of radiation in this paragraph is

,. justified by the Increased use of the ultra-high frequency and super-high frequency ,

regions in modewrn aircraft. Moreover, most of the above statements about the rel-
ative unimportance of true radiation were based on the fact that, in order for any body
to be an efficient radiator, its dimensions must be at least of the order of magnitude
of a wave length. But because of the extremely high sensitivity of modern receivers,
even a very inefficient radiator could produce a troublesome radiation field "at 4h

receiver.

In considering the interfering fields both close to and far from the source, it
is sometimes important t, know the significance of the electric field, relative to that
of the magnetic field. Confusionmay arise from the fact that, according to Maxwell's
equations: a varying electric field is always accompanied by a magnetic field; a
varying.magnetic field is always accompanied by an electric field; and the ratio of
the two, called the impedance of the medium, is a constant (377 ohms for air) for a
piane wave. A careless interpretation of these facts leads to the conclusion that it
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makes no difference which is considered for all possible conditions, since the two
always occur together and bear a fixed ratio to each other. This reasoning is in
error, because what exists within the aircraft is usually not a plane wave. The im-
pedance for more complicated types of waves, such as cylindrical or spherical waves

4 or combinations of these, is not, in general, equal to 377 ohms. It may take on al-

most any value, and often varies rapidly from point to point in the vicinity of the
source. A very small impedance means that the electric field is small as compared
to the magnetic field. A very large impedance means that the magnetic field is small
as cornpared to the electric field. Since some receivers are more sensitive to one
type of field than the other, a knowledge of the impedance would be of great practical
value in many cases. Unfortunately, the evaluation of the impedance is practically
impossible for the complicated field configurations encountered in the interior of

"U modern aircraft.

4• 1.7 SUSCEPTIBILITY OF RECEIVERS

If the interfering signal is not suppressed at the source and if its transmission
is not prevented, it will then reach the receiver. The basic ways in which a signal
may enter the receiver are:

(a) through the antenna, antenna lead-in, or antenna receptacle,
(b) through the power or control leads,
"(c) through the output leads connecting the receiver to earphones, intercom-

munication systems, scopes, or other indicating devices, and
(d) through the casing enclosing the receiver, or any joints or openings in the

casing.

The effect on the receiver will be greatest if the interfering signal enters in
the same way as the desired signal, because then it will immediately act on the most
sensitive part of the recei-ver and may mix with the desired signal to such an extent
that the separation of the two signals becomes practically impossible. For most
receivers this most dangerous point of entry is given in (a) above. In others, such
as a remotely controlled actuator, an interfering signal may enter through the control
lead to produce a false actuating pulse.

If the interfering signal enters in a way different from that of the desired sig-
nal, the path of entry becomes just another link in the transmission system through'
which the interfering signal is moving. Eventually, it must enter the same path as
the desired signal and mix with it. Otherwise it cannot reach the output stage of the
receiver and cause undesired response or malfunctioning. Thus, if it enters through
the power lead, it is transmitted into the receiver by conduction and may then enter
the path of the desired signal, say, through inductive coupling of a power transformer
with a radio frequency coil, or through capacitive coupling from the filament to the
grid of an amplifier vacuum tube. If it enters through the headphone leads, it is
again transmitted into the receiver by conduction and may then couple, within the
receiver, with a sensitive circuit. If it enters through the casing or any openings,
in the casing, it is transmitted usually by capacitive coupling. Occasionally, it may
be transmitted by inductive coupling as, for example, when an interfering field out-
side induces currents in the casing, which, in turn, produce an interfering magnetic
field inside, or, in rare cases, even by radiation. In all these cases, the problems
encountered are truly problems of transmission as treated in Paragraph 1. 6. One
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half of the proper design of receivers for interference-free operation is simply de-
sign for minimum. transmission of interference into the receiver.

The remaining portion of this subsection will deal with the effect on the receiver
of the interfering signals whichhave, in one way or another, entered the path of the
desired signal in the receiver.,

1. 7. I THE NUISANCE VALUE OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

The final effect of any interfering signal is to make it difficult or impossible
for the receiver to function properly. The extent to which an interfering signal ad-
versely affects the proper functioning of the receiver is called its nuisance value.
Depending on the type of receiver, the effect may be complete inability to receive a
message, or false indications of navigation instruments, or some suchdrastic "mal-
functioning" as the premature explosion of a warhead triggered by a spurious control
impulse. At any rate, in order for the interfering signal to have a nuisance value,
either it must eventually contain one or more frequencies within the normal output

range of the receiver, or it must be capable of preventing the receiver, or at least
one of its stages, from functioning properly. In other words, the interfering signal
must be capable of either producing effects similar to the desired signal or of pre-
venting the desired signal from having its normal effects.

Normally, to produce these effects at the output of the receiver, the interfering
signal must contain frequencies within the acceptance band of the receiver. But it
muste be remembered that the acceptance band of a receiver may be much larger for
interfering signals, Which may be of any magnitude, than for desired smgnals, which
normally do not exceed a ceitain level. Most receivers have input circuits that be-
have somewhat like bandpass filters. Ideally the response to frequencies outside the
passband is nil, but practically the attenuation in the attenuation bands is never in-
finite. Even though it will completely suppress all signals, outside the pass band,
that are of the same order of magnitude as the desired signal, it may still permit
very strong interfei'ing signals which lie entirely outside the pass band to -enter and
to be transmitted past the first input stage. Once they have gone as far as that, they
may produce one or more of the following three effects: (1) they may be strong enough
to be transmitted directly to the output in spite of further attenuation in succeeding
5-•Ictive stages swch as the intermediate frequency stages of superheterodyne re-
ceivers, (Z) they may be strong enough to overload one or more stages thus making
the receiver inoperative, and (3) they may combine with other signals in a non-linear
element in such a way as to produce a new frequency that is within the band of ac-
captance of the receiver. For example, they could combine in the mixer tube with
a harmonic of the local oscillator in a superheterodyne receiver to produce a signal
of the intermediate frequency. This last effect. is sometimes incorrectly called
"cross-modulation", a term that properly applies to the more complicated effect of J
a carrier being modulated by the modulating frequencies of another carrier nearby.

When the final output of the receiver is an aural or visual signal to be inter-
preted by a human operator, it is extremely difficult to assign any quantitative meas-
ure to the nuisance value of an interfering signal. In the final analysis, it is the
operator who must decide what the real nuisance valuez of such a signal is, under the
worst possible flight conditions and the strain of long combat missions. Certain
general statements nmay, however, be made. If, in an audio receiver, the frequency
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spectrum of the interfering signal is fairly evenly distributed over the entire audio
4' range, the result is usually considered to have a very "high nuisance value" by most

opera.tors. This is the case when the output consists of the crashes and background
rumbles characteristic of atmospheric disturbances, or the pops and cracking sounds
found in ignition interference, or the hash sounds usually accompanying interference
from commutators. If, on the other hand, the interfering signal contains only one,
or a very few, frequencies, the resulting steady note of definite pitch may not be
very bothersome at all to some operatorstunless it is extremely loud. For example,
a 60 or 400 cycle power line hum of moderate strength, while unpleasant, may not
impair the intelligibility of the desired signal to an appreciable extent. However,

even this type of interference must be avoided because two or more "moderate" in-
terfering signals may easily combine to produce a level of interference sufficient to
drown out all desired signals. In general, the nuisance value of an interfering signal
increases with the number of frequencies contained in it, but the effect of each fre-
quency depends on the sensitivity of the individual operator. This sensitivity usually
increases gradually for the lower frequencies, reaches one or more maxima some-
where between 700 and 3000 cycles per second, and then decreases to zero at about
15,000 cycles per second. Individual differences between operators are not quite so
pronounced when the receiver is a radar scope; but here too, the skill and experience
of the operator play an important part in determining the nuisance value of an inter-
fering signal during actual operations.

1.7. 2 PULSE LENGTHENING

"Any interfering signal that enters the receiver through the antenna or antenna
lead-in, must pass through the same stages of the receiver as the desired signal,
before it assumes its final form. During its passage through these stages, it may

"be modified both linearly and non-linearly. It experiences non-linear distortion
whenever the output of a stage contains frequencies that were not present in the in-

put. The appearance of intermediate frequencies in the mixer stage of a superheter-

odyne receiver is an important example of this. Linear distortion occurs when-
ever different frequencies experience different attenuations and different equivalent
velocities of propagation. It is here that the difference between the desired and in-

terfering signals is usually most important.

The input stages of a receiver are designed to pass the desired signals with a
"minimum of distortion of any kind. The desired signal usually contains frequencies
within a definite range, say, a carrier and two side bands in amplitude modulation,
or a carrier and about 20 to 30 sidebands in frequency modulation. A well-designed
receiver will pass a signal whose spectrum is confined entirely to its band of accept-
ance with little or no distortion. On the other hand, a signal whose spectrum ex-
tends considerably above and below its acceptance band may be modified beyond
recognition by the same receiver. Most interfering signals extend over a frequency
spectrum much larger than the acceptance band of the receiver. Therefore, the
wave form of the interfering signals will be considerably modified in its passage
through the receiver.

The most frequent and most important effect of this kind is the lengthening of
interference pulses commonly referred to as "shock excitation" or "ringing". It

F occurs whenever a pulse of short duration enters a circuit whose bandwidth is nar-
rower than the frequency spectrum of the pulse, In that case, the pulse at the output
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will be much longer thanthat at the input and considerably modified in shape. If the
circuit has the characteristics of a resonant circuit, and if the pulses occur comrpara-
tively far apart, the output pulse will consist of a damped oscillation (see Figure
1.2N-B) at the resonant frequency. The circuit has been excited by the "shock" of the
pulse and, as a result, "'rings" at' s resonant frequency. But even if the charac-
teristics of a resonant circuit are absent, the output pulse will be much longer than

the input pulse. The only circuit that will pass a short pulse without distortion is a
circuit without inductance or capacitance, or in other word4 a circuit whose accept-
ance band is infinite.

An example of the le,'gthening of a short pulse in various stages of a super-
heterodyne receiver is shown in Figure 1.7.2. Part (A) of this figure shows an ap-
proximately rectangular pulse of 0. 4 microsecond duration, which is applied to the
input of the receiver. The next part (B) shows the resultant "ring-- ' o tho radio
frequency stage.. Figure 1. 7. 2, (C) show's the further lengthening of the pulse in
the intermediate frequency stage. Finally, Figure 1. 7. Z, (D) shows the pulse as it
appears at the audio output after rectification. Note that the pulse is now almost
Z00 microseconds long, i. e., the initial duration has been multiplied by a factor of
almost 500.

0 , T_ J0 5JQ lo W7,4 84~ 0Q l
(A) (B) (C) (D)

Miproseconds

Fig. 1. 7. 2 Pul.e Lengthen•ng in Various Stages of A Receiver

There is a definite relationship between the amount of plse lengthening And
the bandwidth of a stage. Roughly, the iengthening of a pulse is inversely propor-
tional to the bandwidth of the stage through whi¢i it passes. This rule is valid both

for unidirectional rectangular pulses and for high freqqoenuy sinusoidal pulujes prz-
duced by amplitude modulation of a high frequency carrier with a rectangular mod-
ulation envelope.

1. 7.3 OVERLOADING

Another effect may be caused by interfering signals in a receiver. If the am-
plitude of a signal is much.larger than that for which a stage is designed, it may
completely block that stage so that no useful signal can get through at all. Whether
this limiting action is intentional or not makes little difference. The fact that the
stage is inoperative for the duration of the high amplitude signal will always cause 4C.
distortion in the desired signal. This effect is often produced intentionally because
the resulting distortionmay be less than that which would occur if the interfering sig-
nal were allowed to pass through unlimited.

The most common cause of overloading is the saturation of a vacuum tube. A
tube is a linear device only for a certain range of applied voltages and currents. If
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an excessive signal is applied to the grid of a triode, the plate current may become

S.! temperature limited, which means that the output becomes independent of the inputo

and dependent_& only on the cathode temperature and surface condition. The same ef-
fect may occur in a diode that is called on to rectify an excessive signal.

1. 7.4 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF MODULATION

Whenever radio frequencies are employed for the transmission of intelligence,
use is made of some type Of modulation. The original signal is not transmitted di-
rectly, bxut ather it is used to modulate a so-called carrier, whose frequency is

much higher than that of the original signal This is done both in order to increase
the number of available communication channels, and because low frequencies (be-

low about 100 kc) cannot be efficiently transmitted by radiation. The most common
types of modulation are amplitude, frequency and phase, and pulse modulation.

The three types of moduiation differ markedly in their abilities to transmit

juseful information in the presence of interfering signals. This ability consists of
two different and entirely separate properties. One is the ability of the receiver to
amplify the desired signal more than the interfering one. It is measured in terms
of an interference-voltage reduction factor, defined as the ratio of the signal-to-in-
terference ratio at the output to that at the input. The second is the ability to sepa-
rate the desired signal from the interfering one, which is measured in terms of an
improvement threshold, defined as the minimum signal-to-interference ratio nec-
essary at the input to produce an intelligible signal at the ouliput. The signal-to-in-
terference ratio required at the output for inteiiigible reception depends on the type

of signal, i, e,, whether the intelligence being received is voice, code, or a control
signal, as well as on the type of interference that is present. The improvement
threshold may be thought of as the point at which the desired signal "takes ovee" so
that it, rather than the interference, determines the main character of the output.

To explain the practical significance of these two properties, consider a re-
ceiver to which a combination of signal and interference is applied with ever-in-
creasing signal-to-interference ratio, At first the interference is much larger than
the desired signal and the latter is completely masked at the output. No useful in-
formation is received. Ax the desired signal increases in strength, a point ,will be

reached at which the desired outpUt signal becomes intelligible. The input signal-
to-interference ratio at this point is the improvement threshold. At and beyond this
point• the amount by which the ratio is redcedbetween the input and output is meas-
ured by the interference-voltage reduction factor.

The behavior of the three types of modulation with respect to these two prop-
erties is illustrated in Figure 1. 7.4, in which the signal-to-interference ratio at the
output is shown as a function of the signal-to-interference ratio at the input for some
typical cases. The improvement threshold is the point of maximum slope on each

P . curve, i. e., the point at which the desired signal "overtakes" the interference at the
most rapid rate. The interference-voltage reduction factor in each case is given
by the ratio of ordinate to abscissa. The values of this ratio of greatest interest to

the designer are those "or which the signal-to-interference ratio at the input is in
the region of 10-20 db.

These characteristics of the various types of modulation are important for
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equipment designers to consider in the initial design stages especially when there
is a choice as to what type modulation is to be used. Once the modulation is decid-
ed upon, the designer must make use of the best design techniques in order to in-
sure that the system is interference-free within the limitations posed by the type of
modulation.

*-----H -- '-i......

i-i--T- - 4

__ 11 jC

Fig. 1, 7, 4 Relationship of Signal-to-Interference

Ratio at Output to that at Input for Different Types of Modulation

Another consideration is important to the ove rall picture for interference-f ree

operation of the complete aircraft. It is, the fact that all three types of modulation

rnay be involved in the various equipments installed. Therefore, for interference-

free operation of the complete aircraft, techniques must 'we applied as reqruired for

satisfactory operation of the most interference susceptible equipments.

1. 8 BASIC METHODS, FOR SUPPRESSION OF RADIO INTERFERENCE

Basically there are three ways of combating an interfering signal; To mini-

Mize (1) its izeneration, (2) its transmission, and (3) its undesirable effect 'bn the re- :

ceive r.

To prevent the. generation of interfering signals means to design all equipment i

in such a manner that no interference will be generated. This is obviously the ideal

way of dealing with interference problems 'because, if no interference were gener-

atect no further attention would have to be paid to. the problem. In some cases, this

can be achieved simply by a proper choice of comnponen'ts. For example, if there is

a choice between two motors for a particular applicatiorA one with a commutator and
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one without ther; all other things being equal, the one without a commutator should
be chosen because this choice would eliminate all interference due to commutation.
Or, in maiking a choice of a device to obtain alternating current fro'- a dire ct current
supply, vibrators should be avoided, other considerations being the same, because
the arcing that accompanies their operation is a more serious source of inte .ference
than that associated with other types of inverters.

If the generation of interfering signals cannot be prevented entirely, as, for
example, in those sources for which the generation of interference is inherent in
their normal functions, good design may be able to minimize it. For examplep in
the ignition system of the aircraft engine, the spark is essential and cannot be eimn-
inated. Dut the exceedingly steep wave fronts, which usually accompany the spark
ant are the Primary cause of the strong interference fields, may not always be es-
sential to the proper operation o" the ignition system, Here proper deesign may -be
able to prevent some of the interfering signals from being generated though it can
never eliminate all of them.

The preventionor minimizing of the generation of interfering signals is proper-z
I '~ly the task of the designer of components of aircraft electrical systems though sorne

preventioncan also be achieved by the aircraft manufacturer inthe assembly of syn-
tems. The application of the basic principles developed in Paragraph 1. 8. 1 to the
design of components will be found in Paragraph 3. 2.

Since it is never possible to prevent all interfering signals from being gener-
atedo the designer must try tokeep them from reaching the receiver, This problem
may be attacked at various points. The task of preventing the interfering signals
from leaving the immediate vicinity of the source also belongs properly to 'the de-
signer of components, For example, interference from a motor nay bs kept "bot-
tied up" esitirely within a metal housing, which is an integral part of the motor and
if carefully designed, may act as a complete ihield. The task of preventing the trans.
mission of interfering signals at points between co mponents belongs to the designer
of aircraft systems and the engineer responsible for the installation of components
and systems within the aircraft. The application of the basic principles developed in
Paragraph 1, 8., Z to the design and layout of aircraft systems will be found in Para-
graph 3. 3.

Finally, " effort must be made to prevent the interfering signals from affect-
ino the receiver. Partly, this is a matter of preventing its transmission into the re-
ceiver or its reaching any sensitive circuits withinthe receiver as'pointed out in Par-
agraph 1.7. Partly, this is a matter of incorporating special circuits in the receiv-
er which, in one way or another, reduce its nuisance value as defined in Paragraph
1. 7. 1. The task of minimizing the effect of interference on the receiver belongs pro-
perly to the designer of receivers, The application of the basic principles develop-
ed in Paragraph 1. & 3to the design of aircraft receivers will be found in Paragraph
3.4.

1.8.1 SUPPRESSION AT THE SOURCE

While there is some question as to the best point of application of interference
suppression techniques in commercial aircraft there can be no doubt that for mili- I
tary aircraft, w5ith their tremendously coMplex~ arrangement of electrical equipment
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and with the ever present possibility of addition of new or relocation of old equip-
ment, suppression at the source must never be ne8 iected. For this reason, it is
highly desirable to have the interference-suppressing features "designed into" the
equipment for military aircraft before their delivwry to the aircraft manuiacturer.
It cannot be overemphasized that the designer must always keep this in mind while
he is designing the equipment to meet its functional characteristics.

Suppression at the source has two basically different aspects: The prevention

orminirnizing of the generation of interfering signals, which is treated in this para-
graph, and the "bottling up" of the generated interfering signal within the source,
which is a problem of transmission and will be treated in Paragraph 1. 8. Z.

In Paragraph 1. 3, the origin of interfering signals was traced to variations of
either generated electromotive forces or impedances. According to this, p_•r vent-
ing or minimizing the generatioun if interference consists of preventing or minimiz-
ing allunnecessary variations of electromotive forces and impedances, This means
that, for each piece of equipment, the designer roust analyze the causes of varia-
tions of electromotive forces and impedances, eliminate those that are unessential
to the proper operation,, and reduce the essential ones to the absolute minimum.
Further consideration of this aspect will be illustrated by the analysis of individual
components in Section 3. Two cases, however, involve considerations of 4 general
type *nd will be Uaken up here: The prevention of radio interference by bonding and

the suppression of arcs,

1. S. 1. 1 BONDING

Any two points on the metallic structure of the airplane, whether electrically
connected or not, may develop a potential difference at some frequency, At those
frequencieg for whicb the dimena-cins of the structural member are of the order of
magnitude of a wave length, such potential differences are impossible to avoid in tce
presence of an electric or magnetic field,. At the lower frequencies, the circuit con-
cept may be usedto show that the potential difference between two points of the struc-
ture is proportional to the impedance between the same points, Reducing the im-
pedance will therefore reduce the potential difference atall frequencies at which this
impedance may be considered as one lumped element,

Between two points which are in an electromagnetic field and which are elec-
trically insulated from each other, there will exist a comparatively strong electric,
but weak magnetic field, the latter being caused by displacement currents only, which
are negligible at frequencies below about 100 rnegacycles. When the two points are
"bonded", i. e., connected through a path of low impedance, a conduction current
will exist withwhich is associated a comparatively weak electriq but strong magnet-
ic field. The conduction current with its magnetic field is much less important as
an interference generator thanthe electric field between insulated points for the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) When the two points are insulated from each other, even a small
amount of charge accumulated at the points may cause a large potential difference.
When the points are connected permanently, no charge can accumulate and the re-
suiting steady state current is usually negligible; (2) If the points are permanently
bonded, the impedance between them is much more likely to be constant than if the
points are separated by a distance which may vary with any mechanical shock or
other random motion of the structure. Thus, bonding will eliminate the generation
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of interference caused by a varying impedance; (3) If the points are insulated from
each other, the electric field between them may become large nor h to cause an
arc or spark discharge of the accumulated charge. Arcs and sparks, as pointed out
in Paragraph 1. 3. 2. 4, are among the must seriouS sources of radie interference.
This type of arcing is eliminated by proper bonding.

Bonding of the aircraft shell serves many purposes other than the elimination
of interference, such as to provide a low impedance path for all electrical equip-
ment that use the airplane structure for a return circuit, to minimize lightning dam-

age, and to provide an effective antenna counterpoise. Therefore, good bonding will
receive careful attention by the designer quite apart from any consideration of radio
interference. . It should be remembered, however, that a truly low impedance path
is possible only so long as the dimensions of the bonded members are small as corn-
pared to a wave length of the interfering signal. At h-gh frequencies, the members
must be considered as transmission lines whose impedance may be inductive or ca-
pacitive and have any mapgnitude whatever, dcpending on their geometrical shape and
the frequency. Bonding in itself, therefore, does not assure the existence of a true
Iground plane" in the aircraft, i. e., the lack of an appreciable potential difference
between any two points of the bonded members.

Bonding refers to the provision of a low impedance path not only between two
points of the structure of the aircraft, but also between one point of the structure and
a piece of equipment for which the structure serves as ground. Poor bonding of this
kind is a very frequent cause of interference though it is not ordinarily considered
as a source. Rather, poor bonding keeps other measures of suppression, such as
the insertion of filters and proper "grounding", as discussed in Paragraph 1. 8. 2,
from being effective, Examples of this will be found in Paragraphs 1. 8. 2. 1 and
1.8,2.,3.I

1. 8. 1. z SUPPRESSION OF ARCS

Arcs occurring during switching and other processes, which do not perform
any useful function, must be prevented entirely both because they are serious sources
of radio interference and because they produce a rapid deterioration of the contact&
Devices whichhelp to extinguishthe arc once it is established, such as the mechani-
cal insertion of a dielectric between the contacts or the placement of a strong mnag-
net close tothe gap, are not suitable for radio-interference reduction because short-
ening the duration of the arc does not reduce its effectiveness as a source of high-
frequency disturbances. The only suitable methods are those which prevent the for-
mation of the arc at the outset.

By far the most effective method of preventing arcing acrossthe contacts of a
switch is the insertion, in parallel with the switch, of a capacitance in series with
a resistance. The purpose of the capacitor is to prevent the voltage across the con-
tacts from building up sufficiently to produce arcing; the resistance helps to damp
out any oscillations that may occur and provides a means of dissipating the energy
stored in the magnetic' field of the current that was flowing before the switch was
opened. To understand these actions, consider the circuit of Figure 1. 8. 1. Z-A.
Inthisdiagram, E is a direct-current voltage source, Rlis the load resistor which is
connected to the source when the switch, S, is closed. Since every circuit contains
inductance, L cannot be zero though it may be small. The quantity C1 is the capacitance
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between the contacts of the switch when open, and R 2 and C? are the elements of the
external network added for the purpose of the arc suppression. In general, C1 is
not constant since it depends on the position of the contacts. B~ut if RZ is not too
large, and C2 is much larger than Cl, then C 1 may be neglected."

R L R1, L

i RZ

El S i l aCII E• S/ C

_..._-___ -j _ _ _ _

Fig. 1.8. 1. 2-A Switching Circuit Fig. 1.8. 1.2-B Simple Switching
with Arc-Suppressing Network Circuit

It is assumed that the switch, S, is initially closed so that a steady current
I E/Rj flows throughit and there is no voltage across either capacitor nor any cur-
rent through R 2 . If then, at time t - 0, the switch is suddenly opened, the ques-
tion is: What happens to the voltage, V, across the switch?

Before answering this complicated question, a simpler one will be considered:
What happens to the voltage across the switch in the simpler circuit of Figure
1. 8. 1. 2-B, in which the external arc-suppressing network has been omitted? The
integro-differential equation for this circuit, for all times subsequent to the open-
ing of the switch, is as follows:

tdi if
R i + L d-+, i dt = E (26)

where i is the instantaneous current, and the initial condition is that i = I at t = 0.
The solution of this equation may be written in the following form:

Ri
E 2L t•

i (Icos Wt + F-- sin wt) e (27) 21
2WL

where W V(I/CIL) - (RI/2L) 2  
,

From this it follows that:
_1R,~ER I ) it o t e( 8

V = E + IwL 4L binwt E coswt (

Both i and V show damped sinusoidal oscillations provided that w is real. To esti-
mate the maximum voltage that can build up across the switch, assume that RI is
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small so that there is little damping. Then the maximum value of V is approxi-
mately equal to IwL = ILr/-C. Thus, if there were ao capacitance acioss the con-
tacts, the voltage would become infinite.

To return now to the circuit of Figure 1. 8. 1. 2-A, let the capacitance C1 be
neglected since it is in parallel with C 2 , assumed to be much larger than C1 . Then
the circuit is similar to the simple one analyzed before with the capacitance CZ sub-
stituted for C 1 and the total resistance R 1 + R 2 substituted for R1. The major dif-
ference is that the voltage across the contacts is now the voltage across both R 2 and
C2 instead of being the voltage across the capacitance alone. The maxima of the
voltages across R 2 and C 2 do not occur at the same time so that the maximum volt-
age across the swit--. is not equal to their sum. Nevertheless, in order to keep the
contact voltage small, both these voltages must be small,

Proceeding on the same basis as before, to keep the voltage across CZ small
for a given I and L, this capacitance should be as large as possible. In order to
"keep the voltage across R2 small, this resistance should be as small as possible
since the maximum value of this vo1ltage is simply 1R2 , using the same approxima-
tions as before. It may be noted here that for a value of RZ equal to VL/C 2 the max-
imum voltages across C2 and R 2 become equal.

On the other hand, to increase: the darnping the total resistance of the circuit
should be high. If weakly damped oscillations of large amplitudes are permitted to

occur, they may produce as much radio interference as the arc that was suppress-
ed. In fact, to prevent oscillations altogether, the total resistance should be suffi-
cient for "critical damping", i. e., sufficient to reduce w to zero or even make it
imaginary. (A sine or cosine function with imaginary argument leads to an expo-
nentially decaying function in this case. ) The expression. for* w shows that, for cri-

tical damping, the resistance should be equal to 2 L7_C2 , or just twice the value
obtained before. If RI is very small, there could be no choice of R2 that would sat-
isfy both requiiements, that of large damping as well as that of small contact volt-
age. Fortunately, in most practical cases, R 1 by itself is large enough to provide
the damping, and a value of R 2 as little as 1/100 of the value required for critical
damping may be a satisfactory choice.

The choice of C2 is determined bythe values of I and L, which must be known
and can easily be measured, and by the values of the breakdown voltage between the
contacts. The value of C2 should be large enough to keep the maximum voltage,I VL--72, below that breakdown voltage by a wide margin of safety.

In determining the breakdown voltage between contacts, it must be remembered
not only that tabulated values of dielectric strength (which is the ratio of break-
down voltage to the thickness of the dielectric between contacts) are very approxi-
mate and that the actual breakdown voltage is a function of many factors such as
shape of the contact points, frequency and wave shape of the applied voltage, hu-
midity, and temperature, but also that there is a definite and rapid decrease of the
breakdown voltage with altitude due to the decrease of pressure and increase of ioni-
zation. The ratio of the breakdown voltage at any altitude to the breakdown voltage
at 3ea level, other conditions being kept equal, is shown in Figure 1. 8. 1. 2-C.
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Fig. 1. 8. 1, 2.C Effect of Altitude on Breakdown Voltage.

1. 8, 2 SUPPRESSION DURING TRANSMISSION

Once an interfering signal is generated, it must be prevented from reaching.

the receiver. Five methods are available for this: (1) location, (Z) orientation, (3)
grounding, (4) shielding, and (5) filtering.

The first two involve extremely simple principles, which can be stated in a few
sentences. The other three require more detailed analysis and will be treated in
later paragraphs.

Prevention of the transmission of interfering signals by proper location simply
means that equipment likely to generate interference or lead wires likely to carry
interfering currents should be mounted or placed as far away as possible from all
receivers and all power, control, input, or output leads connected to any receiver.
It also means that all equipment should be placed so as to make the maximum use of
natural metallic shielding afforded by structural members such as the skin of the
aircraft, bulkheads, and firewalls. Because of the high sensitivity of modern re-
ceivers, because of the possibility of resonance excitation (See Paragraph 1. 6.4),
and because of the possibility of direct conduction (see Paragraph 1. 6.3), proper lo-
cation cannot prevent all interfering signals from reaching and affecting the receiv-
er, but it aids greatly in eliminating some and reducing most of the remaining inter-
fering signals at the receiver. The proper location of equipment and wiring for min-
imum transmission of interfering signals is the responsibility of the systems de-
sign and lay-out engineer.

Prevention of the transmission of interfering signals by proper orientation of
wiring means the utilization of the fact that the inductive coupling between two cir-
cuits can always be reduced to zero by proper orientation of one circuit with re-
spect to the other. One example of this was given in Paragraph 1. 6, 1. Another ex-
ample is illustrated in Figure 1.8.2. Here a comparison is made between the in-
ductive coupling of two circuits that contain a section of parallel wires and that of
two circuits having wires crossing perpendicularly. The amount of inductive coup-
ling between the two circuits depends on the amount of magnetic flux of one circuit
linking with the other. Figure 1. 8. 2 shows that the number of flux linkages is a
maximum when the two wires run parallel, and zero when they are perpendicular.
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Wire A Wire B Wire A

Magnetic
Flux Set Wire B

Up by A ----

" Ill/, / / I,, / , ' ,ti}' ,I //t
/ I / I ' •• ,', / 1.I 'I , ',

. ,- , /, / / -" " '

Parallel C on ductor s Pe rpendicu•iar Conductors,

Maximum Flux Linkages Zero Flux Linkages

Fig. 1. 8. 2 Coupling of Long Straight Wires

Thereforef, whenever conductors carrying interference currents and conductors sen-

sitive to interference pickup must be close together, every effort must be made by

the systems design and lay-out engineer to avoid paralleling them and to have them

cross as nearly as possible at right angles.

1. 8.2. 1 GROUNDING

The word "grounding" has two different meanings in connection with aircraft

electrical systems. Sometirnes it ia used synonymously with bonding to mean; con-

necting a point to the aircraft structure through a low impedance path, At other

times it is used to meaA ; connecting apoint electrically in such a way that itbecomes

equipotential with all other "grounded"points in the system. It is this second mean-

ing which gives rise to much confusion, and many radio interference problems can

be traced directly to a faulty interpretation of this concept.

It is a common procedure in aircraft wiring and circuit diagrams to use the

ground symbol to indicate that a point should be connected electrically to the air-

crAft structure. This procedure is unambiguous for direct and low frequency power

currents, but objectionable for radio freqnency currents, As was pointed out and

emphasized in Paragraph 1. 8. 1. 1, bonding to the structure does not, in itself, as-

sure the existence of a true ground plane at most of the frequencies encountered in

interference problems. And it must be remembered that the impedance between two

points supposedly at the same "ground"potential need not be very large to cause in-

terference to be transmitted to the receiver.

Consider, as an example, the circuit of Figure 1. 8. 2. 1. There are four dif-

ferent "grounds", one for the receiver, one to which the antenna is coupled capaci-

tively, one for the motor, which is a source of interference, and one to which the

by-pass condenser of the motor is connected. These four points are labeled 1, 2,

3, and 4, respectively. Assume that points 1 and 4 are at the same potential and

also points 2 and 3, but let there be a small impedance between points 2 and 4 as in-

dicated by the dashed connection. This impedance, Z, may be caused by poor bond-

ing or by the fact that the structural member between these points has a small effect-

ive resistance or inductive reactance at the frequency of interest. Inspection of the
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diagram shows that this impedance is common both to the interfering currents from
the motor and the desired antenna currents in the receiver. Because of the high sen-

sitivity of the antenna circuit of the receiver, even a very small interfering voltage
developed across Z will cause an appreciable interfering signal at the output of the
receiver. This example illustrates a very frequent cause of interference in aircraft.,

T o G ene rat o r ':'4
By-Pass
CondenserI IiMotor . ..... -/•/x- ...... Receiver

34 2 14

Fig, 1. 8. 2. 1 Ambiguity of Ground Points 1
The designer of aircraft equipment and systems and the installation engineer

must always be conscious of the possible ambiguity of ground points in the electri-

cal system, He must keep clearly in mind the fact that proper "grounding" is not

entirely a matter of good bonding, and that it may be impossible to have two points

at, the srame potential over in appreciable range of frequencies unless the points are

physicaVl close tQgether

1.8, 2, SHIELDING

A shield is a partition between two regions of space such that the electric and

nagnetic fields of interest are attenuated inpas sing from one of these regions to the

other, All practical shields are made of metals of high conductivity,

The shielding action of metallic sheets may be explained in two ways depend-

on whether the field or circuit concept is used, According to the field concept,

the shielding action of a metallic sheet is two-fold: An electromagnetic wave strik-

ing a metallic surface is partially reflected, and the transmitted part is attenuated

in its passage through the sheet, According to the circuit concept, the currents
flowing in circuits on one side of the sheet induce currents in the sheet, The induced

currents produce fields on the other side which just cancel the fields due to the orig-

inal currents, Mathematical analysis on either basis is very difficult, and is prac-

tical only for cases of simple geometry such as shields in the shape of infinite plane

sheets or infinitely long circular cylinders. The second example finds application

in the shielding of cables, but most shielding problems in aircraft are not amenable

to simple mathematical analysis. A compilation of the most important analytical

expressions for the effectiveness of shielding in certain simple cases together with

their derivations is given in Appendix XVI.

One of the most significant results is that a plane electromagnetic wave is at-

tenuated very rapidly in a metallic medium after entering it through a plane boundary
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surface. The fielas decrease exponentially according to the law

1.238 •I•[S

SF = Fo e 2 8 (29)

where F is the electric or magnetic field intensity at a distance S inches away from
the surface, F 0 the same field intensity at the surface in the same units as F,,p the
resistivity of the material in ohm-circular-mils per foot, 4± the relative permeabil-
it_ (1 =1 for all non-magnetic materials), and f the frequency in cycles per second.
This variation is shown in Figure 1.8.2. 2. The above equation is exact only when
the metal extends to infinity in- the direction of increasing S, but in case of a shield
of finite thickness the equation is a good approximation when the field at the far end
is sufficiently small. In practice, even a very thin metallic sheet will allow only a
small fraction of th~e entering energy to pass through it, In addition, the reflection
coefficients of most metallic surfaces to plane wavcs are large so that only a small
fraction of the energy striking the surface will enter the metal. If a shield must
support itself mechanically, the thickness required by mechanical considerations is
usually in excess of that required for effective suppression of a plane wave except
at low and very low frequencies. However, this does not apply to metallic coatings
applied to mechanical supports of other materials. These coatings are often so thin
that no effective shielding action is obtained. Of course, even a comparatively thick
shield might not offer sufficient attenuation if the source is very strong and the re-
ceiver very sensitive.

A10011
_ W I _ _ _ _
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W Sd 2Sd 3SdI 4Sd

S - Distance From Surface

Fig. 1. 8. 2. 2 - Variation of Electric or Magnetic Field Intensity Near the
Surface of a Plane Conductor

It is often convenient to define the '"depth of penetration" of a plane wave for a
plane sheet. This is that value of S, called Sd, which makes the exponent in Equation
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(29) equal to 1-. Thus

S 0.8079 uT (30) 44

Thus, the depth of penetration is the thickness through which the wave must trave"l
to be attenuated to Il/e or about 3716 of its origin,-. am-plAtMude,

The depth of penetration of an electromagnetic wave is a concept closely re-
lated to that of the "skin effect". Just as the wave, at high frequencies, is very
rapidly attenuated as it progresses into the metal, so the current decreases with 'the distance from the surface. This crowding, of the current near the surface of a

conductor is called the skin effect, and it gives rise to the increase of the effective
resistance of a conductor with frequency. The shielding action of a metallic sheet

may also be explained in terms of the skin effect. If the shield is thick enough so
that the currents induced in one side of the sheet are practically reduced to zero on

the other side, then no electromagnetic field can exist on the other side (provided
that there is no source on that side) and the shielding action is complete. Since the
current decreases exponentially, it actually never reaches the value of zero no mat-
ter how thickthe shield is. This shows clearly that there cannotbe a perfect shield
theoretically. However, at higher frequencies the decay is so rapid that the shield
need not be very thick to make the fields on the other side practically undetectable
by the most sensitive receivers available.

Equation (29) shows that the effectiveness of shielding, as far as absorption
within the metal is concerned, is directly proportional to the thickness of the shield,
to the square root of its conductivity, and to the sq-uare root of its magnetic per- I
meability. It'also shows that the shielding effectiveness increases as the square
root of the frequency so that the thickness, conductivity, and permeability of the

shielding material should be chosen foT the lowest frequency. However, when mag-
netic materials, are used, it must be remembered that the permeability of most mag-
netic substances decreases with frequency. Therefore, an increase of shielding
effectiveness with frequency is not always realized. it should also be noted that, as
far as openings and joints in shields are concerned, their "leakiness" depends on
their dimensions measured in wave lengths, hence their presence makes the shield-
ing effectiveness decrease with frequency. More specific practical rules will be
given in Paragraph 3. 1. 2.

The discussion above, together with Equations (29) and (30), is based on plane

waves. It is shown in Appendix XVI that within metals electromagnetic fields be-
have like plane waves under a variety of different conditions. For example, the re-

marks about the skin effect and Equation (30) are applicable to most metallic sur-

faces as agood approximation even for cylindrical w.,ves unless the surface is curved
with a radius of curvature much smaller than a wave length. On the other hand,
the fields encountered in radio interference problems are often not associated with
plane waves. The actual fields in the vicinity of sources of interference may be so
complicated that the application of the results obtained on the basis of plane waves
may lead to serious errors.
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Practical shields are usually designed so as to enclose completely either the
source in order to keep the interference in, or the receiver in order to keep the in-
terference out. In either case, assuming that the shielding material has sufficient
thickness, conductivity, and permeability, the effectiveness of the shield depends on
its completely enclosing the source. The inside (or outside)of the shieldmust form
a continuous surface of lower impedance than any other possible current path lead-
ing to the outside (or inside) of the shield. This means that openings must be avoid-
ed, and any joints must be carefully designed so as to make sure that good electri-
cal contact is made along a continuous line. In ignitico systems, which depend en-
tirely on shielding for interference -free operation, practically all interference
troubles have been traced directly to faulty joint design. When openings are ne-
cessary, as for ventilating purposes, they must be specially designed for minimum
transmission of interfering signals. They mus:t interrupt the flow qf induced cur-
rents in the shield as little as possible, and they must strongly attenuate any radia-
tion through them, Protruding sleeves around the openings, acting as -- ave guides
below their cut-off frequencies, have been found very helpful.

When long cables are shielded, the outside oS the shield is Another possibe
path for interfering currents from sources that may have no copnection with the cur-
rents within the shield. To minimize this possi"iy as well a.. the effect of any
faulty shield or shielding joint design, all cable shields must be properly grounded
at least at each end, and for very long cables also at intermediate points. It rnight
be argued that "floating" shields, or shields grounded at only one point, are also
effective in preventing undesired currents through them. But it has been found in
practice that grounding as suggested above is more effective despite the limita-

S tions pointed out in Paragraph 1.8.2. 1,

Certaintypesof specialpurpose shields are sometimes used to reduce opetype
of coupling without affecting another. The most important example of this is the

"Faraday shield", which is used to prevent capacitive coupling between two cois
without affecting the inductive coupling. A Faraday shield is a se• of grounded
metallic prongs, arranged somewhat like the teeth of a comb, placed betweep two
coils. Since the prongs are not connected at one end, no induced currents can flow
through them and the magnetic coupling is not affected. But the prongs are so close
together that their plane is essentially equipotential. Thps, no electrostatic coup-
ling can exist between the two coils. Anothier example of this is the electrostatic
shield around a loop antenna, used to make the antenna responsive only to magnetic
fields. This device is useful when the most important interfering signals have a
much larger ratio of electric to magnetic field intensity than the desired signals.

1.8.2.3. FILTERING

No matter how well a source is shielded, some electrical connections must
be male to it that will break the shield because energy must be either supplied to it
or carried away from it or both. In addition, control cables may have to be con-
nected to it. These power and control leads will conduct interfering currents away
from the source despite all efforts toward perfect shielding. The conduction of in-
terfering currents may be impeded by the use of filters or other special networks.
The use of special filter-like networks with dissipative elements will be discussed
in Paragraph 3. 1. 1. 7.
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A filter is a four-terminal network designed to freely transmit currents or
voltages of certainfreguencies whille attenuating allothers. To do this, use is made
mainly of reactive elements, i. e,, inductances and capacitances, The presence of
dissipative elements, that is, elements with effective resistance or pure resistances,
prevents the free transmission of desired currents or voltages and is therefore
usually avoided in filters.

Filters are classified according to the band of frequencies to be transmitted
and attenuated as low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-elimination filters,.
Typical examples of the simplest basic structures for each of these types, together
with typical attenuation curves for each, are shown in Figure 1, 8. 2, 3-A. The
frequencies that separate transmission and attepuation regions are galled the cut-
off frequencies, fc, Of the fil.er aS noted in the diagrams,

L/ L/Z 2C zC. LL/ 1 2 L// Li/:

L 'CFZCZ

LOW PP SO High Pa~s; Band Pass Band Elimination:

fC. 1 CQ f

Fig. 1, 8. 2.3-A Typical Filter Sections Showing Attenuation
As a Function of Frequency

The elemrents of the filter must be so chosen that the impedances looking into
and out of the filter remain approximately the same as those of the transmission
line into which it is to be inserted at the frequencies it is desired to transmit,
This. is necessary in order to insure that the filter does not impair the normal furnc-

tioning of the equipment at both ends of the transmission line. In other words, the
load impedance as seen by the generator should not be changed by the insertion of
the filter so that the generator still delivers the current for which it was designed
at the voltage for which it was designed. And the load should still be fed by a net-

work of the same open-circuit voltage and the same internal impedance so that it

operates exactly in the way intended by the designer. On the other hand, at the
frequencies the filter is designed to attenuate, the impedances as seen by the gen-

erator and the load are different from what they were before the insertion of the

filter - usually either very high or very low.
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In most practical aircraft interference-suppression problems, the main con-
sideration is to pass freely a power or control current comprising a single fre-
"quency or at most a very narrow band of frequencies, while at the same time great-
ly attenuating all other (interference) frequencies. In many cases this can be ac-
complished by designing a simple low-pass filter in accordance with the data given
for element values in Appendix VII. The details to be considered in constructing
the capacitors and inductors are given in Paragraphs 3. 1. 1.4 and 3. 1. 1.6. The
designer of interference suppression filters usually will have a wide choice of para-
meters at his disposal depending upon the ratio of the lowest frequency to be sup-
pressed and the frequency to be transmitted, and also the attenuation requirement
to be met. For example, if the interfering frequencies to be suppressed are above
100 kc while the frequency to be passed is 400 cps, the cut-off frequency of a low-
pass type filter could be chosen anywhere in the approximate range from 500 cps
to 90, 000 cps depending on the number ;.f 'deibels- suppression required at 100, 000
cps and above. The values of inductance and capacitance can, therefore, vary
over a wide range but the ratio of their values is fixed by the impedance desired
at 400 cps, because it is this ratio which determines the impedance looking into

the filter and, therefore, the attenuation loss suffered by the desired 400 cps sig-
nal.

The design of filters is 'an art as -well as a science since so much depends o-

the judgment and techniques used by the filter design engineer. However, the formnu-
las, curves, and tables given in Appendix VII will assist the design engineer in the
solution of interierence suppression problems on a scientific basis and thus avoid
the pitfalls which are almost certain to be encountered in choosing values of elements
on a trial and error basis,

In- some cases the designer may wish to choose a band-pass filter when it is
desired to transmit a band of frequencies without attenuation and distortion while
at the same time highly attenuating all frequencies above and below this band. For
example, it may be desired to transmit voice frequencies along an intercommunica-
tion system in aircraft, or the input circuit to a receiver may require a broad band
filter, Also, circuits within a receiver itself, such as audio output or intermediate
frequency circuits, often require faithful transmission over a fairly wide band of fre-
quencies while suppressing all other frequencies. In these cases the designer first
of all determines the approximate impedance level of the line into which the filter is

,', to be inserted, the upper andlower cut-off frequencies, and the attenuation required

for all other frequencies. By use of the formulas and charts given in this book, the
correct values of elements can then be readily computed for maximum performance.

Unless the ratio of the upper to the lower cut-off frequencies is less than 2 to
1, it will usually be found advantageous to employ high-pass and low-pass filter sec-
tions in series. This advantage will be apparent if the size of the inductors and ca-
pacitors are computed both for band-pass and for low or high-pass sections.

It should be pointed out that there may be other good reasons for choosing
a band-pass type filter, as, for example, to make use of impedance transforma.-
tions to increase or decrease the current or voltage in the line (to avoid large mag-
netic or electric fields ), or to obtain more easily realizable values of elements.
The techniques used by filter design engineers to accomplish these results are be-
yond the scope of this volume and, therefore, cannot be included in this edition of
the book.
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It mustbe pointed out thatthere are many cases inwhich the impedance of the

filter at the frequency to be transmitted is of secondary importance. If the current
to be passed is direct current, ioe., zero frequency, then a low-pass filter does not
change the impedance level at all looking either way, except for the effects of pos-
sible resistance in the coils. Also, neither a series inductance, whose impedance is
zero at zero frequency, nor a shunt capacitor, whose impedance is infinite at zero
frequency, in any way affects any direct currents or voltages in a system. It can
be shown that this statement is substantially true also for low frequency alterna-
ting currents, provided only that the frequency to be transmitted is sufficiently re-
moved from the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. To show this, the effect
of the insertion of a syrrmetrical filter into a circuit is considered. Let a genera-
tor of voltage E having an internal impedance Zs be connected directly to a load of

impedance ZR. Then the current is E/(Zs + ZR) at all frequencies. After inser-
ting a filter to suppress the radio interference frequencies, it is essential that the
current atthe desiredfrequency or frequencies be the same as before, but currents
at all other frequencies be much less. If this can be accomplished, then the func-
tional operation of the generator and the load is the same as before the insertion of
the filter. Now let a filter, with image impedances ZI and and with image trans -
fer constant el, be inserted as shown in Figure 1.d . 3-B. Since the filter is
assumed to be symmetrical, ZIl Z!Z Z-1.

----------------

3_ 1 13

Filter Z3 - ZRZI -2 Z3-4 ZR
.......... ....

Fig. 1.8,2.3-B Insertion of Filter Between Generator and Load

The input current, Il, is given by Equation (10) in Paragraph 1.4. From this
equation, the impedance, Z. 2 , lookinginto the filter terminated in ZR, may be ob-

tained and is given by:

Z J'j.2 Z 1(31)
Il - Fr e,

where = (Z - ZI) / (ZR + ZI). Since it is required that the impedance as
seen by the generator should still be ZR at the desire-d frequency, the important re-
lationship is that between ZI. 2 and ZR. The expressioa for the input impedance
may be changed to the following form:

(1 + e- 2 0) + Z 1  e-ZR - -- I (2
Z = ZR ZR (e2032)

+ e- 2 8) + 1 e-2
ZI
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1. 8.2.3 FILTERING

To obtain a clearer picture of the effect on the input impedance, assume that
0 is small as compared to unity, so that e 2 0 -• 1 - 20. Then,

I + (i- 1) 0

1 + Z R. )- 1 + (33)

It is seen that Z 1 _2 = ZR, i. e., the impedance as seen by the generator remains
unchanged, when-either 0 = 0 or ZR = ZP.

4 In a low-pass filter, both 0 and ZI vary with frequency, In the pass band, 0
is i-maginary, 0 - jj6, The phase shift, *, is given by;

A= tan"- 2 TJ (34)
L -a1.L( 2

where f is the frequency and fc is the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. If
f/fc is smallA is also small, and one may write, approximately,

f

"The image impedance of a constant-k low-pass filter varies with.frequency
as follows:

Z,= R V1  T)~R (36)

where R is the design resistance of the filter, Combining these equations, one ob-
tains:

1,z- zR f+ (R ZI (37)

This shows that, in order to keep ZI. 2 substantially equal to ZR, the term

(R (38)

must be kept small. To do this, neither f/fc nor R/ZR (or ZR/R) can be large.

In Figure 1. 8.2.3-C, the quantity Z..2/ZR is plotted as afunction of the mis-

match-ratio, R/ZR, for different v!lues of f/fc. For example, it is seen that, when
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f = 400 cps and fc = 40 kc, so that f/fc = 0.01, the ratio R/ZR may be as small
as minus one and as large as ten without changing the impedance level more than 20
percent. If a change of no more than 10 percent is desired, either the cut-off fre-
quency must be raised or the ratio R/ZR must be made closer to unity.

3,0 - -

1.5

I IIjz:: 7 I0

1.0--0

ii

... ii 10D

R/ZR

Fig. 1, 8, Z, 3-C The Effect of Mismatch on Input Impedance of Low-Pass Filter

The equations dertved hold equally well for both sides of the filter. From the
relationships given, it follows that, if the ratio of Zs to ZR is Yery high or very low,
it is most desirable tochocose R near the geometric mean, ~IN j in order to keep
both R/ZR and R/Z. as close to unity as possible.

When the only desired mode of transmission is direct current, 'that is, when
tefrequency of the desired current is zero, a simple shunt capacitor or series inn

dctance or combination of the two may be effective in suppressing interference fre-
quencies from zero to infinity. Such a network is often called a "brute-force filter"
because it does not satisfy the definition of a filter as stated above, Since these
networks are often used to suppress interference in circuits where only direct cur-
rents are to be passed, they are usually designed without regard to specific fre-
quency or impedance requirements because the freqaency of the pass band is zero
and the impedance is important only for the reasons discussed below. The clesign
of these networks is treated in Paragraph 3. 1. 1. 1.

Typical arrangements of elements. for "brute-force filter network.s are shown
in F igu re 1. 8. 2. 3 -D.

The input impedance of any filter, including that of the so-called "brute-force"
type, as seen by-the source, is normally either very high or very low over most
of 'the attenuation (ititerference) band as compared to that required for a good match
in the transmission band. This fact has an important consequence for the behavior
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SZ ZS L

++
ZR ZR

Shunt Capacitor Series Inductance

SL Z 1zs .

S+ C, yZR

__~ R __

Series-Inductance-Input L-Type Shunt-Capacitance-Input L-Type

Network Network ¶

Fig. 1. 8. 2. 3-D "Brute-Force Filters"

of the circuit before the point at which the network is applied. If the source of inter-
fering signals has a low internal impedance at those frequencies, a low-impedance-
input network increases the amplitude of the interfering currents between it and the
source. if there is an appreciable amount of coupling between thcse interfering
currents and a receiver through, say, magnetic induction, the suppressing network
may increase the interference rather than decrease it. If, on the other hand, the
source has a high internal impedance, a high-impedance-input network increases
the voltage across its input. As before, this voltage may affect a receiver through,
say, capacitive coupling, so as to increase rather than decrease the interference.
In practice, the source may at times have a low internal impedance and at other
times have a high internal impedance, depending on the frequency or mode of opera-
tion. Therefore, great care must be used by the designer in the choice of suppress-
ing networks to insure a reduction of al. types of interference at the receiver and to
avoid the pitfalls of reducing the effect of conducted interference at the expense of
interference coupled to the receiver in other ways.

The location of the filter or other suppressing network is another item that
must receive careful consideration. Possible choices are shown in Figure 1.8.2.3-E.
It is clear that one filter at each of the possible input paths of the receiver will take
the place and do the workof manyfilters at the outputs of all the interference sources.
On the other hand, the effect, mentioned before, of increasing interfering currents
or voltages before the point of appl~ication of the filter, obviously increases as the
filter is moved further from the source and is minimized by placing the filter di-
rectly at the source. Care must also be taken that filter coils and leads are not
themselves placed in interfering fields. For example, by bundling the output leads
of a filter iogether with the input leads, or by placing the coil of a filter close to a
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coil carrying interfering currents, the effect of the filter may be completely nulli-
fied. To avoid this last possibility, it may be necessary to shield the filter coil or
perhaps use special core designs. All these factors must be considered in arriv-
ing at a decision as to the best location of the filters.

II *

Newr i -

G -,---------s- - -i-- Transmission I ,
'Genera-I ecir, ' I , Network F eceiverl

tor i (; ' ;" - : • ,(Aircraft) _-_ _ _

Possible Locations of Filter

Fig, 1.8,2.3-E Location of Filters

Detailed filter design will not be considered since it has been treated ade-
quately in several text books, as noted in the list of Selected References, Appen-
d-ix II. The most important design formulas are listed in Appendix VII for easy
reference. The limitations of these formulas, however, should be clearly recog-
nized. They lie chiefly in four facts: (1) the resistance of inductance; (2) the dis-
tributed capacitance of inductance coils; (3) the distributed inductance of capacitor
leads; and (4) stray coupling between coils or leads.

The first of these limitations, the resistance of inductance coils, is especially
troublesome f6r direct currents since it may cause an excessive voltage drop across
the, coil and a corresponding reduction of useful output. It is also of great impor-
tance i•a the design of "wave traps"where a very narrow band of frequencies is to be '

attenuated. It is also of importance in obtaining sharp cut-offs in filters; but, as I
stated elsewhere, most filters used for interference reduction do not require sharp i
cut-off characteristics. The resistance of a coil is usually measured in terms of
a figure of merit, called the "Q" of the coil and defined as the ratio of the inductive
reactance to the resistance: 1

L (39)

where w is the angular frequency in radians per second, L the inductance in henries,
and R the effective resistance in ohms, It is seen that •Q"' depends on the frequen-
cy, but at radio frequencies the resistance is a function of frequency also. Usually,
over a limited range of radio frequencies, it is found that the "0" of a coil is more
nearly constant than its resistance. If the coil is used in combination with a capa-
citance, either in series or in parallel, then the "Q" specified usually refers to the
resonant or anti-resonant frequency of the combination.

The second and third limitations noted above apply especially at higher fre-
quencies. The distributed capacitance of an inductance coil may cause it to have a
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negative reactance at frequencies as low as 10 kc, but this frequency mray be pushed
up considerably by proper design, The lead inductance of a capacitor may cause
its reactance to become inductive, and for capacitors with external leads this us-
ually happens between 100 kc and 10 mc, approximately. In the "feed-through"
capacitors (see Paragraph 3. 1 1. 5), which have no external leads in series with"dr the capacitance, this frequency may be pushed up to 1000 mc and higher. Obvious-
ly, filters will lose their effectiveness when their elements undergo such radical
changes.

The fourth limitation, stray coupling, is troublesome at all frequencies. It
may be idluctive or capacitave. It occurs most frequently between the input and out-
put leads of the filter, between the series arms of a 'T-netwvrk, and between the

Sshunt arms of a pi-network. Specific methods of minimizing this limiting factor
are outlined in Section 3.

If filters are to be constructed for frequencies that are too high for lumped
elements, sections of transmission lines must be used instead. Because of the dif-
ficulty in constructing filters that are effective over very wide ranges of frequen-
cies, it may be necessary at times to use two or more filters in series to cover the

I'c~ntire frequency band in several steps.

In designing filters for the suppression of radio interference, especially those
for power and control currents, three aspects need special consideration. The first
is that there is usually only one frequency to be transmitted and an extremely wide
"band of frequencies to be attenuated,' The second is that the impedances of the ter-
minal equipment are usually not controlled by the filter designer. They are not
usually constant over a wide frequency range; and, moreover, they are usually
unknown at all but the one desired frequency. The third is that filters, being con-
structed mainly of reactive elements, cannot dissipate the energy associated with
the generation of radio interference.

In many cases of interference suppression in aircraft, the designer will be
concerned only with an extremely narrow transmission band and an extremely wide
attenuation band. Therefore, the sharpness of the filter cut-off and the behavior in
the comparatively wide region between the frequency to be transmitted (direct cur-
ient or 400 cps) and the lowest frequency to be suppressed (about 150 kc) are rel-
atively unimportant. The only important requirements are minimum attenuation for
one frequency and very large attenuation for all interfering frequencies, from 150
kctol000mc, in the most general case.

The fact that the terminating impedances are not constant with frequency and
are usually not even known quantities leads to considerable complications in filter
design. Most filter design considerations, as found in standard text books, are based
on constant-resistance terminations. In this case, no distinction need be made be-
tween transmission of power on the one hand, and that of currents or voltages on the ¶

other because, for a resistive termination, there exist the simple relationships
P = i 2R = E-/R, so that, when the power is zero, both current and voltage must
be zero also. This is not true when the terminating impedances can be reactive and
can even assume values of zero or infinity, i.e., become resonant or anti-resonant,
at certain frequencies. Hence, it is possible for a filter to have an appreciable cur-
rent or voltage output despite a high attenuation constant at a particular frequency.
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As was pointed out in Paragraph 1.4, in radio-interference problems, itis not always
the power output that is important, but more often the voltage or current output, even
with very little power. Obviously, this aspect requires the special attention of the de- 4
signer. P.

The fact that filters made of reactive elements cannot dissipate any energy
leads to a considerable increase in the energy that must be dissipated in the net-
work before the filter. This is not harmful if the filter is placed at the output of an
interference source which is well shielded and has no other possible outlets for the:
interfering energy. In this case, the energy is completely "bottled up" - the fil-
ter acting as an effective stopper - and is dissipated inside of the shield, where it
can do no harm. When the shielding is not complete, the reflection of the energy
back into the source rpightbe harmful andlead to increased leakage; but, it must be
remembered that one function of a properly designed filter is to prevent the gen-+
eration of real power at the frequencies to be attenuated, by ofiering a reactive im-
pedance at these frequencies. If this function is properly performed, there is
no need for increased dissipation of real energy. There exists apparent, or re-
activo,-power, which fluctuates back and forth between the filter and the source
and need not be dllssipated.

Finally the extreme impcrtance of good grounding of filters must be empha-
sized. A filter can be made completely ineffective by improper grounding tech-
niques. Figure 1. 8. Z. 3-F shows how a high impedance bond to ground offers the
interfering currents an effectivw# by-pass path, thus vitiating the purpose of the filter,.

jPath of Interfering Currents,

ZS ZR

Filter- . -High Impedance

from poor bond __

Fig. 1. 8. 2. 3-F Effect of Poor Grounding on Filter Effectiveness

1. 8. 3 SUPPRESSION IN RECEIVERS

In spite of all efforts to suppress the interfering signal at the source and to
prevent its transmission, there will always be some such signals thatreach the re-
ceiver. In the design of receivers which will not be susceptible to interference,
the designer must strive (1)to prevent the interfering signals from entering the re-
ceiver and affecting any sensitive circuits, and (2) to minimize the effects of the in-
terfering signals in case theyhave gainedentrance andhave affected a sensitive cir-
cuit. The first is a problem of transmission. The second is a matter of utilizing,
in one way or another, any differences that may exist between the desired and the in-
terfering signal.
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1. 8.3.1 DESIGN FOR MINIMUM TRANSMISSION

The problems encountered in trying to prevent an interfering signal from en-
tering the receiver have been discussed previously in Paragraph 1. 8. 2. They are
problems of shielding the entire receiver including all antenna lead-ins, filtering
all power and control leads leadirg into the receiver, and designing the receiver in
such a way that interfering signals entering through the output leads cannot affect
any sensitive portion of the receiver. This last problem is a difficult one since fil-
tering in the output leads is not usually practical, and once an interfering signal has
entered the receiver, the problems of preventing its transmission to a sensitive
circuit ar• greatly rl1 gnifie d. Extensive shielding and filtering within the receiver
may, at times, be necessary.

Attention must also be paid to the: location of switching devices related to re-
Sceiver operation. Often an antenna relay is found within the receiver case, thus af-

fording the interfering signals from the transmitter an easy entry. The number of
lexds entering a receiver must be kept at the absolute minirrAumr and any device,

not an integral part of the receiver, should not be placed in the receiver case.

1. 8.3. 2 BANDWIDTH CONSID'ERATIONS

One difference between the desired and interfering signals is their frequency
content. The desired signal contains only frequencies within a well-defined region
of the frequency spectrum; for examrple, the carrier and two side-bands for double
side-band transmission hn amplitude modulation. On the other hand, the interfer-
ing signal is spread fairly evenly over a very large portion of the frequency spec-
trum. Of these frequencies, the receiver accepts only those thatfall within its band
of acceptance. Hence, a receiver should be designed so as to reduce the width of
its acceptance bandto the minimum requiredfor the reception of the desired signal

The last senterice must be interpreted in the light of the results of a statisti-
cal analysis of random noise. Such analysis shows that the larger the bdwidth of
the receiver, the greater, potentially, could be the improvement of the signal-to-
interference ratio provided the bandwidth is fully utilized for the improvement of
this ratio. Hence, "rminimum" means the smallest bandwidth required for making
the fullest use of the potentialities of the system to improve the signal-to-interference
ratio. Thus, for example, a receiver using frequency modulation will provide a
greater signal-to-interference ratio at its output than one using amplitude modu-

lation for the same signal-to-interference ratio at the input, even though it has by
far the larger band+w.. t• . The reason for this is that the frequency-modulated re-
ceiver makes more efficient use of its bandwidth. This has been discussed in de-
tail in Paragraph 1. 7.4.

On the other hand, for limiters to be effective (see Paragraph 1. 8. 3. 3. 1),
interfering pulses should undergo as little pulse-lengthening as possible. Hence,
the bandwidth should be as large as possible. Thus, the bandwidth requirements
are contradictory, and the actual design must be a compromise. The designer must
decide, in each case, whether it is better to allow more interference to enter the re-
ceiver and suppress it later by effective limiting action, or to allow as little inter-
ference as possible to enter, with the knowledge that any attempt to limit later will
be quite ineffective.
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1. 8.3.3 SPECIAL CIRCUITS I
A large number of special circuits have been developed for the purpose of re-

ducing radio interference in receivers. Only those circuits are treated in this par-
agraph which attempt to reduce the interference after it has entered the antenna or
any other point a'--, 1_yr .• ral rtoute of Qie dzs-Ared eignal. In other words, the ',
circuits to be discussed act after the interfering and desired signals have mixed,
and therefore they nmust separate the two on the basis of some intrinsic difference
between them, This difference may lie in the wave form, in the freqquency distri-
bution. or in some definite phase relations that apply to one, but not to the other.

The circuits to be discussed fall into one of five groups: (1) limiters, (2)
wave traps, (3) blanking circuits, (4) phase-cancelling circuits, and (5) audio
filters. The first and third are applicable when the interfering signl consists of
large -amplitude pulses whose duration is very short as compared to their period.
The second is applicable if the interfering signal contains only one, or at most only
a very narrow band of radio frequencies. The fourth is effective for interfering
signals whose character and path of entry are precisely known, Finally, the fifth
is effective when the interfering signal contains only a small number of fixed audio
frequency components, Of the five, only the first three are extensively used in re-
ceivers at this time,

1,8,3,3.1 LIMITERS

The action of an amplitude limiter is based on the fact that, in amplitude mod-
ulation, the amplitude of the desired signal varies from zero to, at most, twice the K
carrier amplitude, reaching that amplitude only du-,ing the rare modulation'peaks,
If an interfering signal contains pulses of short duration whose amplitude rises above
that value, its effect will be greatly reduced if all amplitudes are limited to that same
value, This limiting Action does not affect the desired signal. Noise limiters of
this type are quite effective and are now a standard part in many receivers.

Limiting action in these circtpxis is usually provided either by the switching
action of a diode (in so-called "diode limiters") or by saturation of some tube. A
diade limiter may be either the series or shunt type. In the series type, the diode
is in series with the normal plate current flow so that it is conducting as long as
the signal does not exceed twice the carrier level, but becomes non-conducting for
a short-time interval when the signal exceeds this value. In the shunt type, the
diode is in parallel with the normal plate current flow so that it is normally non-
conducting, but becomes conducting for excessive signal amplitudes. In either
case, the signal becomes greatly attenuated during the time that the limiting action
of the diode takes place. Clearly, this time must be small enough so that the desired
signal remains unaffected. Making use of the saturation effect in a vacuum tube has
the advantage that no special tube is needed to provide noise limiting action, but that
an existing tube maybe utilized for this purpose. Practically, however, it has been
found that this method is less effective and introduces greater distortion in the de-
sired signal than a separate limiter stage.

Because of the pulse-lengthening action of the various stages of the receiver
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(see Paragraph 1. 7.2), the most desirable location of the noise limiter circuit is
before the radio frequency amplifier, or at any rate, as close to it as possible.
Diode limiters, however, need both direct current pulses and considerable voltage
amplitudes for their operation, which normally are not available in the early stages
of the receiver. The generally accepted location of diode limiters is therefore the
second detector stage, where the necessary voltages and currents are available.

In many cases limiting action can be made even more effective by allowing it
to take place below the 100 per cent modulation level. This will, of course, intro-
duce distortion int• the desired signal during modulation peaks; but, remembering
that, in practice, an average modulation level of from 30 to 40 per cent is rarely
exceeded, the resulting distortion is quite small as compared to the improvement
obtained due to the suppression of interference peaks.

1.8.3.3.2 WAVE TRAPS

A wave trap is a circuit designed to attenuate greatly one frequency, or a very
narrow banid of frequencies, while passing without appreciable attenuation all other
frequencies. Wave traps are usually inserted into the antenna circuit of a receiver
to eliminate one particular frequency, which happens to be particularly disturbing.
Since the input circuit of a receiver itself acts like a band-pass filter, frequencies
far removed from the acceptance band of the receiver will usually be sufficiently
attenuated by the receiver itself unless they are extremely strong. Wave traps are,
therefore, most frequently employed when the frequency to be suppressed lies just
above or just below the frequencies passed by the receiver. In the case of very
strong interfering signals, however, the attenuation produced by the receiver may
be insufficient, and a wave trap may have to be usedeven though the interfering fre-
quency is several octaves above or below the frequencies passed by the receiver.

The simplest type of wave trap is an anti-resonant circuit, i.e., a parallel
combination of inductance and capacitance as shown in Figure 1, 8.3.3. Z-A. This
circuit has a very high impedance at the anti-resonant frequency and, therefore,
attenuates the currents at that frequency. How rapidly the impedance decreases on
either side of the ant'-resonant frequency depends on the ratio of L/C and on the "Q"
of the circuit. This is shown by writing the expression for the impedance of the

* anti-resonant circuit:

Z 1+ jwL (40)

a jWC [R + ~j ((OL -.W]

fc2 V L V (41)
f [2 L 2 1

Q2 + 1
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where f is the frequency and fc =i/(Zi I-C) is the approximate anti-resonant fre-
quency. This expression shows that the impedance is decreased at all frequencies
if L is decreased with a constant Q and fc. Since fc is determined by the product
LC, decreasing L with constant fc means increasing C.

On the other hand, increasing Q with a constant L and fc has no effect
except when f/fc is close to unity. For it is seen that, if f/fc is either much larger
or much smaller than unity, the impedance is practically independent of Q, provided
that Q is larger than about 10 - a condition usually satisfied in practice. But when
f/fc is very close to unity, the impedance becomes practically proportional to Q,

The dependence of the variation of IZI on Q and on the ratio L/C is illustrAted
in Figure 1. 8. 3.3. 2. It is seen that, for a wave trap of tle type under considera-
tion to have the minimum effect on the transmission of the desired band and to pro-
vide the maximum attenuation of the interfering signal, the ratio L/C should be as
small as possible and Q should be as large as possible.

SL/C Large Large

CLI
I Small

R L a/LL/C Small z

fc Frequency fc Frequency

(A) Circuit (B) Effect of the Ratio (C) Effect of Q
L/C on the Impedance on the Impedance

Fig. 1. 8. 3.3. 2 Characteristics of Simple Wave Trap

More detailed information for the design of wave traps will be given in Para- J
graph 3. 1 4.2.

1. 8.3.3.3 BLANKING CIRCUITS

In a blanking circuit, the entire receiver is rendered inoperative for the dura-
tion of an interfering pulse. Such action can take place before the signal ehters the
first stage of the receiver, and therefore is not subject to the restrictions imposed
by the pulse-lengthening effect of the receiver circuits. Blanking action may be
triggered by the interfering pulse itself, in which case a delay line or circuit must
be provided for the desired signal so that the receiver is blocked before the unde-
sired pulse can enter it. It may also be triggered by an independent signal in those
cases where the arrival of an interfering pulse is known in advance, as for example
when the interfering pulse comes from a radar transmitter in the same aircraft,
In this case, the triggering pulse may be provided by a signal taken directly from that
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1.8.3.3.4 PHASE CANCELLING CIRCUITS

radar transmitter. Blanking action is usually provided by a simple amplifier stage
that can be biased to cut-off by the suitably amplified trigger pulse.

Blanking circuits are often used when no other methods of protecting the re- [
ceiver are available, but they lack the simplicity of limiters and wave traps. They
are complete units in themselves including amplifiers, trigger pulse amplifiers,
and delay circuits. In addition, their action itself may be a source of interference
inasmuch as cutting off the carrier periodically is a form of modulation, which will
appear in the audio output as noise. This can be overcome by supplying the carrier
locally when the blanking circuit puncheso "holes" into the carrier arriving from the
outside, but this increases the complexity of this method still further.

1. 8.3.3.4 PHASE CANCELLING CIRCUITS

A phase cancelling circuit is a circuit that allows the transmission of the inter-
fering signal by two different paths. When the two portions of the interfering sig-
nal recombine, they are exactly 1800 out of phase and cancel, Because the phase
shift of any network is usually a function of frequency, phase cancelling networks ¶
are not designed for signals containing more than one or at most a few frequencies,
They can only be used when the path of entry as well as the nature of the interfering
signal are fully known. Therefore, their use is practically restricted to interfering
signals from radar transmitters or modulators in the same aircraft, or from similar
sources of definite frequency.

The block diagram of a typical phase cancelling circuit is given in Figure
1.8.3.3.4.

Desired Sieal and Interference

r. Re'ceiver e

Interference Atten-PasS uator ]Shifter - ,

Fig. 1. 8. 3.3.4 Block Diagram of Phase Cancelling Network

1. 8.3.3.5 AUDIO FILTERS

In those cases where the interfering signal contains only a small number of
fixed audio frequencies, it is possible to design a filter that eliminates these fre-
quencies and to place it in one of the audio stages of the receiver. For example,
when a local radar transmitter causes severe interference at the frequency of its
pulse repetition rate, the audio frequencies present in the output of the receiver will
be only that repetition frequency and its harmonics. An audio filter can be designed
that attenuates the very narrow bands of frequencies about each of these frequen-
cies.
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THEORY SEC. I

Since the ear is normally quite discriminating against audio signals of differ-
ent pitch, the desired signals will usually remain intelligible in the presence of even 9

fairly loud interference of definite pitch. An audio filter, in eliminating this inter-
ferencze, will decrease the annoyance caused by the interference, but will not usually
appreciably add to the intelligibility of the desired signal. Therefore, and also be-
cause of their inherent complexity, these filters are rarely used in existing re-
ceivers.

I
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1
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SECTION II - MEASUREMENTS

2. THE MEASUREMENT OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

It is obvious that in order to design equipment that is neither a source of, nor
susceptible to, radio interference, there must be available adequate means of measur-
ing both the amount of interference generated by, and the degree of susceptibility of,
a component, equipment, or complete installation. "Adequate means" here means
not only the necessary test equipment, but also etandardized test procedures and a
set of meaningful limits in terms of easily measured quantities.

As was explained in Paragraph 1.2, the nature of interfering signals, in gen-
eral, is such that no single quantity can be used for its adequate description. A com-
plete description could be given only in the form of one of two equivalent curves:
Either a plot of amplitude as a function of time, or a plot of amplitude (or energy)
as a function of frequency. The first is called the wave form, the second the fre-
quency distribution. Neither of these is suitable for quick and easy determination,
each requiring a very large number (theoretically an infinite number) of individual
measurements.

If the interfering signal consists of a single transient, there is, indeed, no
simple method available of obtaining significant information about it by means of a
single or a very small number of measurements. But most interfering signals en-
"countered in practice are either periodic, or such that the small differences between
sampýles of the signal taken at different times are not significant. In either case, in-
formation about the signal at all times is not required, and attention may be focused
on just a short space of time, either a cycle or an arbitrary interval. Furthermore,

properties may be defined which can be measured by means of a single measure-
ment, and these properties may be used t0 characterize the signal. The properties
most commonly used are the true average, (rarely used because it is usually zero);
the half-cycle average, usually simply called "average"; the root-mean-square; and
the peak values of the interfering current or voltage taken either over a perieod o
over an arbitrary time interval.

All interfering signals consist, or may be considered to consist, of a series
"of pulses. Inpractice, most such signals may be classified as one of two types: The
impulsive type, in which the individual pulses are very short as compared to their
average repetition rate, so that a comparatively long period of silence exists be-
tween successive pulses; and the random type, often called "white noise", in which
the pulses follow one another so closely that the character of the individual pulses
is completely lost. There is no sharp boundary between the two, and all interme-
diate stages are possible. Yet it seems that most interfering signals encountered
in practice can definitely be placed in one group or the other.

Interference of the impulsive type will show very high peak values and very low

average or root-mean-square values. In fact, on some type of meters reading ave-
rage or root-mean-square values, an impulsive type of interference may indicate
nothing despite having a high nuisance value. Random interference, on the other
hand, is best measured by its average or root-mean- square value, while its peak
value, which may be only slightly larger than the average and may be subject to con-
siderable random variation, is of no great significance. Thus it is seen that a
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meter, or its mode of operation, must be chosen intelligently according to the type of

interference to be measured.

Just as the type of meter to be usedin measuring generated interference must

be chosen according to the type of interference to be measured, so the generator

used in susceptibility tests must be chosen according to the type of response of the

receiver. Since any type of interference may be present in an aircraft, the sus-

ceptibility of a receiver should be tested with a signal of the type which causes the

greatest response, I
Inas much as all "receivers" (as defined in Section 1) must terminate in some

kind of indicator or other device capable of responding to the interference, the sim-

plest and most direct check on the presence of interference originating within the
aircraft is by routine use of the equipment already installed as a functional part of

the airplane. if all electrical components are of proper design and have been cor-

rectly installed, interference of any sort will be below a negligible minimum as in-

dicated by headsets, radar-scopes and similar devices. The "General Acceptance

Tests" set forth in military specifications discussed in Paragraph 2. 1 constitute

more than 900% of all checks on aircraft delivered by the vendor to Government

agencies,. Equipments which do not meet these requirements must go back for re-

work and then be subjected to much more rigid and detailed tests of a quantitative 4
nature, This is also true in all cases where aircraft, or their components, are be-

ing produced under new or original contracts and specifications.

The general acceptance tests have the additional advantage of testing both the
efficacy of the sources and the susceptibility of the receivers during the same mea-

suring process. But obviously, such procedure is of little help to the manufacturer

who wants information about a single c'omponent before it is installed in the aircraft,

Hence test instruments and procedures have been set up to enable the manufacturer

to evaluate his product in a way which, as much as possible, insures satisfactory

performance in the aircraft.

2.1 REVIEW OF MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

In order to obtain reproducible results, to allow exchange of ideas and infor-

mation among the various workers in the field, and to insure results that are signi-

ficant in terms of the ultimate effect of the interference, standard methods of mea-

suring interference must be established. This necessitates the use of standard test

equipment and the establishment of standard test procedures. The standards adopted

by the Military Procurement Services are laid down in the various military speci-
fications covering radio-interference limits and test procedures. The ultimate pur-
pose of these specifications, which are frequently revised to incorporate the latest
developments in the field, is to insure radio-interference-free performance of all

electric an4 electronic insot.al.Alat ions in the aircraft. The design engineer or other

interested personnel should obtaincopies of the military specifications of the latest

date of issue from the nearest Procurement Service.

In adhering to the specifications, the design engineer must keep in mind the

problems of those who are responsible for achieving the ultimate aim: interference-

free design, Logistics require that the supply of adequate equipment is not only
sufficient, but also accomplished with the minimum complexity of procurement,
storing, and distribution. This requires that all aircraft equipment be designed for
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2. 1 REVIEW OF MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

the worst conditions likely to be encountered, a policy which results in the greatest
flexibility, interchangeability, and ease of relocation of aircraft equipment. For
example, interference- generating equipment used only during engine starting (pro-
vided it causes no malfunctioning) is not objectionable in land-based aircraft. But
the same equipment could not be tolerated in carrier-based aircraft because the in-
terferetice generated might seriously hamper the communications of the carrier it-
self., Yet, to keep the total number of parts required by the Military Services at a
minimum, the same components should be used by both services if feasible.

The design engineer must also keep inmind that the limits set by the military
specifications are reasonable, realistic, and necessary. In aU cases, actual limits
were imposed only after careful study and the accumulation of a vast amount of ex-
perience. Again and again it is found that, as soon as deviations are granted, the
final product is unsatisfactory, and much time and money is wasted in order to make
the necessary "fixes". Frequently it is found that more time is lost by this proce-
dure than was gained by granting the deviations; and the final product is never as
satisfactory as a design that met the specifications from the beginning.

To insure uniformity of procedure and compliance with all details of required
tests, whether on component parts or on a completed aircraft assembly, it is re-
quired that a government inspector work in cooperation with the contractor. The
inspector has general supervision of the test procedure, according to the current
issue of the military specifications discussed below, and of the form and extent of
the data included in the report. In cases where a contractor desires a deviation
from contract specifications or from accepted engineering practice, he must ob-
tain written consent of -he procuring service. This service may require detailed
drawings and routine tests on the modified device before acceptance,

A brief discussion of the military specifications on radio interference of most
interest to the designer of airborde equipment is given below, Since these specifi-
cations are frequently revised, the discussion is general and the numerical values
given hold only as of the date of issue of this book.

The following specifications are discussed below:

(a) MIL-I-6051. This covers interference compliance tests and general ac-
ceptance tests of complete aircraft installations.

(b) MIL-I-6181. This sets limits and prescribes test procedures for both
gene rated interference and susceptibility of aircraft electrical and elec-

tronic equipment.

(c) JAN-I-225, This describes procedures for the measurement of generated
interference in the range from 0.15 to 20 megacycles for components and
complete assemblies.

These three specifications apply to aircraft as of the date of issue of this book. It
should be noted, however, that JAN-I-225 is in the process of being revised, and a
replacement is expected soon. Also, special specifications for lirmits and test pro-
cedures on aircraft propeller systems are in the process of being written. Finally,
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for purchases by the Bureau of Ships, Specification MIL-I- 16910, which is also dis-

cussed briefly below, sh~ould be used in lieu of JAN-I-225.

2. 1.1 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I-6051

This specification is dated 28 March 1950 and supersedes Specification AN-I- 24a
of 31 July 1947. It covers interference limits and methods of measurement for air-
craft radio and electronic installations. All tests under this specification are made
on complete aircraft. No test instruments are required other than the normal re-
ceiver c6mnplement, except that, for quantitative measurements, an output meter is
used in addition to the normal output device.

Two types of tests are distinguished: The Interference Compliance Testand
the General Acceptance Test. The first requires quantitative measurements and is
required of all experimental aircraft, and of the first production models until two
consecutive models have passed inspection without rework. The second involves no
quantitative measurements and is required of all other models as long as the re-
quirements of the specification are fully met. Any model that fails to pass the tests
must be subjected to an Interference Compliance Test, and so must each following
aircraft until again two consecutive models have passed without rework,.

The requirements are simply that there be no radio interference. Radio in-

terference is defined, as in Section 1, as any disturbance or disturbances which
cause an undesirable response or malfunctioning of any electronic equipment. Mal-
functioning, in turn, is defined as that type of output which departs from normal,
due to interference, in such a manner that the operator or actuating mechanism is f

unable to differentiate operationally between desired andundesired signals. Finally,
undesirable response is defined as a recogniz~ble interruption to normal output
which introduces no malfunctioning.

This last definition is clarified by the definition given in the Introduction of

this book: Undesirable response is any audible, visible, or otherwise measurable
response of a receiver (as defined in Section 1) which is not produced by a desired
signal. It is clearly the intent of the specifications to require that no equipment or
installation, operal:ing alone or in conjunction with any or all other equipments and
installations, shall produce any recognizable response of any receiver.

It should be noted that this specification imposes no requirements on the indi-
vidual components of aircraft equipments and installations. In this respect the speci-
fications are incomplete since relocation of just one item in the aircraft might mean
the difference between meeting and not meeting the requirements. In other words,
the fact that a completed aircraft meets the requirements of this specification is no
guarantee that each component meets the requirements of Specification MIL-I-6181
(see below). Conversely, strict compliance of all components and individual equip-
ments with the requirements of MIL-I-6181 does not always insure the absence of
interference in the completed aircraft since equipments operating in conjunction
with one another may produce interference not detectable when either is operating

alone. Thus these two specifications complement each other. 
Ii2- 4



2.1.2 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I-6181

2. 1. 2 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I-618'1

This specification is dated 14 June 1950 and supersedes Specification AN-I-42
of ?5 May 1948. It covers interference limits and tests on aircraft electrical and

electronic equipment. The tests to be performed are essentially laboratory tests

on individual equipments or components.

The basic purpose of this specification is to insure an interference-free de-

sign of aU electrical and electronic equipment in aircraft. It might be said that the

entire purpose of this handbook is simply to aid the designer and manufacturer in

me etig the purpose and intent of this speeication. nat fnasis is pierce fn
these two aspects:

(a) Equipment shall be so designed as to generate the least practicable ra-

dlio interference before interference-suppression components, such as

filters or shields, are applied.

(b) Components shall be placed, and circuitry arranged, in such a way as to

result in a minimum of undesired coupling.

This specification deals with two kinds of requirements: Those for equipments

or components capable of generating interference, and those for receivers capable

of being affected by interference.

2.1.2. 1 SUSCEPTIBILITY LIMITS AND TESTS

The purpose of the susceptibility tests is to determine the degree tO which un-

desirable signals may gain entrance to, and cause undesirable response or malfunc-

tioning in, the receiver. The requirements are simple; A 1ioe-wave xignai o2 i00v

microvolts (2000 microvolts for frequencies below 150 kilocycles for receivers oper-

ating in that range) applied between any external circuit or lead, other than the an-

tenna, and ground shall produce no interference. The leads to 4e tested include all

power and control leads as well as all leads to headphones, scopes, or other indti

cating devices. When testing the leads connecting the output device, care must be

taken that the output device itself is not susceptible to the applied signal. The pur-

pose of this requirements is to insure that the receiver is designed in such a way

that no radio-frequency interference can gain entry to the sensitive circuits of the

receiver through the output leads, be amplified and detected within the, roceiver,

and then appear as interference in the output. No information about the receiver

could be obtained if the output device were affected directly by the test signal.

2. 1. 2.2 INTERFERENCE LIMITS AND TESTS

The purpose of the interference tests is to determine the amount of interfer-

ence generated by the equipment or component under test. The requirements are

stated separately for conducted and radiated interference. Conducted interference

is tobe measured only at frequencies fro.m 150 kc to 20 mc, and the rmaximum allow-

able voltage, to be measured in accordance with Specification JAN-I-225 (see below),
is 50 microvolts, except below 300 kc. Between 150 and 300 kc the limit decreases

linearly from 200 to 50 microvolts.
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"Radiated ixiterference" is defined in this specification as the interference that
is propagated in the form of an electro-magnetic field, including both the radia-
tion and the induction components of the field. Thus it is seen that the term is not
used in the strict technical sense, but rather somewhat loosely. This discrepancy
was discussed in Paragraph 1. 6. 4. It is best, in connection with this specification;
to think of radiated interference as any interference that is picked up by an antenna
or probe not in contact with a lead carrying interfering currents.

Radiated interference must be determined in the frequency range from 150 kc
to 1000 mc. Since indications of measured interference depend on the meter used
as well as on the pickup device used with the meter, the limits are specified in
zterxs of readings on specific interference meters. The meters specifically recom-
mended are the Ferris Model 32A, Measurements Corporation Modei 58, TS-587/U,
and AN/UIRM-28. All of these instruments are discussed below in Paragraph 2.2.
If a contractor desires to use any other test instruments, he should obtain written
permission from the Procuring Agency. In general it will be required that the me-
ter used be calibrated against one or more of the recommended meters.

It should be noted that this specification requires not only the use of specific
meters (or their equivalent), but also specifies the pickup device to be used as
well as the position of the functional switch, which, in various meters, allows read-
ings designated variously ,as "Peak", "Quasi-Peak", or "Field Intensity". The
meaning of these designations is discussed in more detail in Paragraph 2. 2. i,

Z.1. 3 MILITARY SPECIFICATION JAN-I-2Z5

This specification, dated 14 June 1945, deals with the test conditions and
methods used for making the measurements required by Specification MIL-I-4l81.
43t Was wrtt•en essen-2ay with the Ferris noise meter type 3ZB in mind, and there-
fore covers only the range from 150 kc to 20 mc. Its main purpose is to establish
a set of standard test conditions which will allow the measurements to be repeated
at different times and in different locations with essentially the same results. It
therefore specifies the terminating equipment and the arrangement of leads relative
to a ground plane of specified dimensions and constructions since it was found that
the physical length and arrangement of these leads may affect the readings. Future 1
specifications which will replace JAN-I- 225 are expected to deal in more detail with
the measurements required at higher frequencies and the many new interference me-
ters which have become avAilable in recent years,

2,1 . 4 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I- 16910 (SHIPS)

This* specification, dated 14 January 195.2, is used for Bureau of Ships pur-
chases in lieu of JAN-I-225. It is a very much extended edition of JAN-I-Z25,
covering frequencies from 14 kc to 1000 mc. it deals with all interference meters
discussed in Paragraph 2. 2, plus the experimental AN/TRM-4 not discussed in this
book and two obsolete Navy models.

One of the major changes in this specification as compared with earlier ones
is the recognition of the importance of band-width. Limits for interference are given
in microvolts per kilocycle band-width for conducted interference, and in microvolts
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per meter per kilocycle band-widthfor radiated interference. An exception is made
"if the interference is of the continuous-wave type, in which case the older units of
microvolts andmicrovolts per meter are used. A further discussion of the reasons
for this change will be found in Paragraph 2.2.

The seventeen meters mentioned in this specification are divided into four
groups as follows:

(a) Approved as conforming with the detaiirl re-quirements set forth in these
specifications.

(b) Approved for a special purpose only.

(c) Not evaluated at the time of classification.

(d) Meters in this group, being existing meters in general, use, may be used
until conditions permit their replacement with approved types.

The classification of each meter is given with the other pertinen4 data in Paragraph
2.2.1K 2.2.Since this specification covers a much wider frequency range and a much lar-

ger number of test instruments, it provides a much more extensive treatment of the
subject than JAN-I-225, For further details, the speciication itself must be con-
sulted.

2. 2 RADIO INTERFERENCE MEASURING SETS

K New instruments are being developed continuously and made ava#able to the
manufacturer. Those currently available are discussed below, and the mrnufac-
turer should check the Air Force for information regarding newer types whenever
the instruments described below do not suffice to make the required measureunents
on certain equipments.

2.2.1 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

From the discussion in Section 1. 2 and from what has been said in Section 2,
it is obvious that the nature of radio interference prohibits its adequate description
by any single measurement. Presently available measuring instruments are usually
calibrated to read the peak, quasi-peak, effective, or average values of the inter-
ference. However, since the electrical disturbances causing interference are com-
plex wave-s varying greatly in amplitude, phase, and frequency distribution, a single
type of measurement can be no more than an arbitrary established standard. Seve-
ral different measurements of the same interference would be required to adequatelyi • describe it.

A radio-frequency type of interference meter measures the RF amplitude of
radio interference in much the same manner as a "conventional" field strength me-
ter. It is complete within itself, consisting of a specially designed and constructed
radio receiver, and an indicating metcr which is connected into the receiver by
means of a special circuit. Attention is drawn to the fact that the conventional type
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field strength meters are useful only for measuring sinusoidal waves, that is, they
do not have the dynamic characteristics neecessary for measuring the many types of
wave shapes which, as stated above, constitute radio interference. For this reason,
any attempt to "fix" or modify a radio receiver in such a way as to make it satis-
factory as a general-purpose radio interference meter will be unlikely to succeed.

The audio-frequency type meter is used for the measurement of the. effect of
radio interference by connecting it across the output of the radio receiver. It is
essentially an output meter, provided with special circuits to give quasi-peak, peak,
and average readings on a meter which may be calibrated in volts, milliwatts, or
dec-ibels. Meters of this type may be used to measure radio-frequeiccy-itc~ic
currents and voltages if they are used in conjunction with a calibrated receiver, It
is helpful to record, along with the values read on the meter, a qualitative descrip-
tion of the interfering signal obtained by monitoring by ear or eye with headphones
and/or an oscilloscope.

The ideal meter for making interference tests should be capable of admitting
signals at a very low energy level, amplify, them with high fidelity and by known a-

imounts, and present them to a calibrated output meter for measurement. Because
of the selectivity and stability of the superheterodyne receiver circuit, it has beenz,
used largely as the foundation for all radio-fre quency meters of recent design.
Attempts to modify regular service receivers to make them function as interference
meters, have met with only partial success because of inherent limitatigns, The
functions of the essentialparts of typical interference meters are shown in the block
diagram of Figure Z. 2. 1.

" R.
!+ [ VariousIImpedance,,+...-

StageTypes Ofslo pMatcm8 r +lPickupNetworks| ." P

Selretor Stagie RecordinS cMeter

Fig. 2.2Z. 1 Block Diagram of a Typical Radio Interference Meter

In the following paragraphs, each stage is briefly discussed with respect to

its function in a radio-interference measuring set. Special emphasis is given to
the features which distinguish a radio-interference measuring set from an ordinary

receiver: the calibrating device (see Paragraph 2. 2. 1. 4), the detector with its F

Meter

weighting circuits (see Paragraph 2.2. 1.7), and other outputindicating devices (see
Paragraph 2.,2. 1. 9).2-
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2.2.1.1 iPICKUP DEVICES

2.2. 1. 1 PICKUP DEVICES

The pickup devices used for radio-interference measurements are either a
two-terminal probe, which is used for making measurements of conducted interfer-
ence, or an antenna, which is used for making measurements of radiated interfer-
ence in the sense of the interpretation of MIL-I-6181 (see Paragraph 2. 1. 2.2).

For any kind of pickup device, the first question to be asked is whether it is
desired to obtain the maximum indication of the oi tput meter, or whether the most
important consideration is to keep the measured circuit undisturbed. In the first
caýse, the pick-up device should be desivnaA Gr an impdaiice match so that mnaxi-
mum power transfer may take place. In the second case the input impedance of the
pickup device should be as high as possible. Since radio-interference measuring
sets should give indications of the worst possible conditions, the pickup devices are
usually designed for a good impedance match. The measurement of conducted inter-
ference is achieved by means of the impedance stabilizing network specified in pro-
posed JAN-I-ZZ5 and MIL-I-16910 the main purpose of which is standardization,
and minor mismatches are of little consequence. For the measurement of radiated
interference, the antenna may be thought of as a device that matches the input im-
pedance of the meter to the impedance of the wave that is being picked-up. If the
antenna is placed close to the source, which is the condition usually found in radio-
interference work, then the difference between the conditions of maximum power
transfer and minimuzn effect on the source still exists. But if the antenna is placed
far away from the source (i. e. in the true radiation field as defined in Paragraph
1. 6. 4), then the difference disappears since the antenna will not react back on the
source regardless of its impedance,

The two most common antennas used for the measurement of radiated inter-
ference are the rod and the loop antennas, The rod antenna has an impedance of
the same order of magnitude as the impedance of free space to plane waves (which
ij 377 ohms) or higher, It is therefore suitable for plane waves and for high impe-
dance fields found in the vicinity of some sources which produce comparatively large
electric and small magnetic fields. Loop antennas have very low impedances and are
therefore suitable for law impedance fields such as may be found in the vicinity of
some source s which produce comparatively small electric and large magnetic fields.
The impedance of a loop antenna may be decreased still further by surrounding the
loop with an electrostatic shield, broken in the middle, which decreases the sensi-
tivity for high impedance fields, This fetature is sometimes valuable when a high
impedance and a low impedance field are c sent simultaneously and the antenna is
to discriminate against the first. It is obvious that in a field whose nature is un-
known, measurements must be made both with a rod and with a loop antenna in order
to determine the worst possible conditions..

Loop antennas have the property of being strongly directional. The received
signal is a maximum if the source lies in thq plane of the loop and . minimum if the
plane of the loop is perpendicular to the line from the antenna to the source. This
property is of great value in locating an unknown source. Special loop antennas
with comparatively high impedances are available so that their directional effects
may be utilized also for high impedance fields.

With most radio-interference measuring sets, regulation equipment consists
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of two vertical rod antennas and several loop antennas of different sizes. The rod
antennas have effective electrical heights of one-half and one meter, respectively.
They are built in three or four sections which telescope to save space in packing,
and have adapter-connectors at the base for attachment to the meter input. The
telescoping rods may be conveniently calibrated for lengths corresponding to diffe-
rent input frequencies. Connectors are provided for attaching horizontal wire an-
tennas and for coupling with impedance--matching networks. The loop antennas may I
be round or rectangular and vary in size from one-half inch to 30 inch diameter or
more. The larger loop antennas can be mounted on tripods so that they can be ro-
tated in any direction. Shielded cables are provided to connect these antennas to the
meter.

2. 2. 1. 2 IMPEDANCE-MATCHING NETWORKS:

Because of the necessity for matching impedances explained above, networks
must be provided to match the various types of antennas and probes to the input of
the meter. In addition, for the measurement of signals of high energy, an attenua-
tor must be provided in order to avoid overloading of the final circuits. The func-
tions of impedance-matching and attenuation may be conveniently combined in the
same network. The imnpedance-matching network must be suitable for all antennas
provided with the meter,' and should include provision for a 50 ohm connection for
calibration purposes. The attenuation ratios normally provided are 1: 1, 10:1, 100:1,
1000; 1, and 10, 000: 1. Irstead of providing the attenuation before the first radio-fre-
quency stage by placing the attenuator in the inpedance-matching network, a sepa-
rate attenuator is sometimes placed before the mixer stage.

2. 2. 1. 3 RADIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER STAGE

As in all superheterodyne receivers, the radio-frequency stage consists of a
highly selective amplifier with a !good gain ratio. When an instrument is designed
to cover a wide range of frequencies, for example, 38 mc to 1000 mc in 3 to 5 bands,,
the tuning condenser s must be provided with proper band switches which allow a min-
imum overlap of 5% between bands. A Z% accuracy on frequency indicated requires
high-grade parts and careful calibration.

While commercial practice in the design of broadcast receivers employs one
multipurpose tube as RF amplifier and local oscillator, the rigid requirements of
measuring instruments requires better performance obtained by using a separate

tube in the local oscillator position. One of the advantages is a greater IF rejection
ratio and a higher image rejection ratio, both of which are of the order of 60 db.

The major difference between the radio-frequency stage of a normal receiver
for amplitude modulated signals and that of a radio-interference meter lies in the
effective bandwidth of that stage. For the reception of radio signals amplitude modu-
lated with audio signals, a bandwidth of from 10 to 20 kc is adequate at all frequen-
cies. For a radio-frequency meter, there are two requirements: Firstly, the band-
width should not exceed a certainfraction of the operating frequency in order to allow
the determination of that frequency with fair accuracy. And, secondly, the band-
width should be large enough to allow interference pulses of short duration to pass
through the stage without appreciable lengthening and peak depression. These re-
quirements mean t:at, at the higher frequencies, the bandwidthmust be considerably
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>1 2.2.I. 4 CALIBRATOR

A larger than 20 kc. Specification MIL-I-16910 requires meters to have an effec-
tive bandwidth (defined as the frequency span between half-power points, or between
points 6 decibels down from maximum response) of 100 kc for the frequency range
from 20 to 1000 mc, and in addition an adjustment for a bandwidth of one megacycle
for the frequency range from 200 to 1000 mc. However, it is more important for
making accurate measurements that the bandwidth is accurately known than it has a
specific predetermined value. Therefore charts giving the exact bandwidth as a
function of frequency should be supplied with each meter.

2.2.1.4 " -L I1 D.

Calibration of a radio- interierea~c ~ ~ i~ -rry benae alhr
with an external signal generator or with a built-in internal source. The source,
whether external or internal, may be either a generator of sinusoidal signals or a
s source of random noise. Any set may be calibrated by means of an external source
of either kind provided the proper connectors are available for the proper impedance
match and provided the external source furnishes a signal of known magnitude and
character. This type of calibration requires no further discussion.

Whethex the calibration is to be made with a sinusoidal signal or with a ran-
dom signal depends on the type of interference to be measured. For accurate re-
sults, the signal produced by the calibrating source should resemble the interfer-
ing.signals as closely as possible. When this is not possible, a certain inaccuracy
is necessarily introduced. When a meter has an internal calibrator, considerations
of space, weight, and simplicity demand that one e" the other type be chosen. About
as many sets use random interference sources asuse sinusoidal ones, When a sinu-
soidal oscillator is used, it may either be tunable so that calibration can be made at
the test frequency (this is preferable), or it may have a fixed frequency, usually
near the middle of the range of t1e meter. A random-interference source need not
be tuned since a single source is usually sufficient to cover the entire range of the
set.

Calibration is accomplished by applying the known output voltage of the cali-
brator to the input terminals of the test set, and then adjusting the gain of the set
until the correct output indication is obtained. A convenient source of random vol-
tage is found in the thermal agitation currents in the first tuned circuit of the test
set. This voltage has many characteristics that are desirable in a calibration source
and it has been used as such in som•e instances. One important advantage of this
source is that it covers the entire radio frequency spectrum almost uniformly and
thus requires no tuning. Another advantage is that the magnitude of the voltage gen-
erated depends only upon such relatively constant quantities as the impedance, band-
width, and temperature so that it does not need to be measured. Furthermore, its
use involves no extra tubes, parts, or circuit complications. Unfortunately, the

magnitude of the voltages obtainable in this way is too low for real usefulness as a
calibrator.

A more efficient source of random voltages for calibration purposes is the so-
called "shot noise" arising in theplate circuit of a vacuum tube. Shot noise is a re-
sult of random variation in the number of electrons emitted from the filament of a
thermionic tube. Like thermal agitation, shot noise is uniformly distributed over
the entire radio-frequency spectrum, and since its magnitude can be much greater
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than that of thermal agitation, it is a much more useful calibrating source. Vacuum
diodes are used most frequently for this purpose, but gas diodes, such as neon tubes,
may also be used, particularly at the lower frequency ranges.

When the shot noise in a diode is used, the space charge in the tube must be A

eliminated. Space charge acts, as a buffer, smoothing out to some extent the fluc-
tuations which generate the shot noise. Since it is desirable to have the fluctuatioAs-
as strong as- possible, space charge is detrimental in this application. It can be
eliminated by lowering the filament temperature and at the same time keeping the
plate voltageat a high value, .so that all electrons emitted are immediately attracted
by the plate and the plate current is limited only by the number of electrons emit-
ted by the cathode. The opeCrio of .-ie tube istlen said tv 16 -iemperature limi-
ted", Under these conditions, there is a simple and definite relationship between
the shot noise voltage generated and the direct plate current, which can be read con-
veniently on a direct-current milliammeter. This type of calibrator is used most
frequently for random-interference calibration. It is simple, inexpensive, reliable,
and convenient to use, and it has proved to be capable of ;sufficient accuracy for
most measurement work,

Calibration by means of an external standard signal generator, while capable
of greater accuracy, requires more equipment and is not as convenient so that its
4sefulness lies in those cases where the greatest possible accuracy is required.
The output of the shot-noise diode is not inherently any less definite or stable than
that of a signal generator, but there are some differences in the manner of utiliza-
tion which account for the greater accuracy of the signal generator in practice.
These differences are the following;

(a)ý When the signal generator is used with a dum-my antenna of the correct
impedance in the circuit, any variations in the antenna step-up (or step-
down) ratio are taken Into account. When an internal calibrator is used,
a dummy antenna is not usually used and the output of the internal source
is connected directly across the first radio-frequency stage, The antenna
step-up is taken care of in the calibration curves; variations cannot there-
fore be compensated for in the calibration processo and a variation in the
antenna circuit trimming may result in an error of measurement.

(b) The output of the shot-noise diode is of the order of from 5 to 50 micro-
volts. Noise contributions of the test receiver itself can effect the re-
sulting output considerably, particularly at the lower frequencies where
circuit ýmpedances are large. The superiority of the external signal gen-
erator lies in the fact that it can be used at higher voltage levels, and
thus. the inherent receiver noise may be made negligible by comparison.

(c) The output indication produced by a given shot-noise input depends on the
bandwidth of the receiver, so, that changes of bandwidth affect the calibra-
tion. This last point makes the sinusoidal generator more advantageous.
only when sinusoidal measurements are to be made, For measurements
of common interference signals, the advantage is actually with the ran- AL.

dom-noise calibrator since v;riations in the bandwidth affect the calibra-
tion and the actual measurement in the same way. Thus, these variations
are compensated for by this manner of calibration. As was said before,
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.z. the. 2 2MIXER AND LOCAL OSCILLATOR r
greatest accuracy is achieved when the calibrating signal is most nearly

Slike the signil to be measurced.

2.2.1.5 MILXER AND LOCAL OSCILLATOR

The mixer and local oscillator stages are substantially the same as found in
any good superheterodyne receiver. Though some radio-interference measuring
sets utilize the same tube both as mixei and as local oscillator, for the stable opera-
tion and high-grade performance required, separate tubes for the two functions are
preferable. This procedure also decreases oscillator radiation and improves the
image and intermediate-frequency rejection ratio.

2. 2. 1. 6 INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER STAGES

Special considerations for the intermediate-frequency amplifier stages include
the large bandwidth and the wide frequency range covered by some radio-interfer-
ence measuring sets. Since the gain of a single stage is roughly inversely propor-
tional to its bandwidth, the number of intermediate-frequency stages must be larger
than. in an ordinary receiver, At least three, and in some cases as many as six,
are used in currently available instruments. In order to cover a very wide frequen-
cy range, more than one intermediate frequency may have to be used. This also
has the advantage that no "gap" need be left for frequencies near the intermediate
frequency. For example, a meter covering the range from 150 kc to 20 mc and
using an intermediate frequency of 455 kc cannot cover the range from about 400 to
"500 kc because these frequencies would require excessively low oscillator frequen-
cies, If the saxne meter employs two interrmediate frequencies, say 455 kc for the
low band and 1600 kc for the high band, then special provisions c~n be made to allow

* utilization of the second intermediate frequency of 1600 kc for the range from 400
to 500 kc, and thus the entire range may be covered.

Commonly used intermediate frequencies are 12. 5 kc, 455 kc, 1600 kc, 12 mc,
30 mc, and 60 mcI

Z. 2. 1.7 DETECTOR AND WEIGHTING CIRCUITS

As in any receiver, the detector functions as a rectifier which demodulates
the intermediate-frequency signal and converts it into a pulsating, unidirectional
current. However, the weighting circuits associated with the detector are the very
heart of the radio-interference measuring set. They determine which feature of the
interference shall be indicated by the output meter,

The basic circuit of a diode detector is shownin Figure 2.2,1. 7-A. The para-
llel combination of R and C, across which the output is taken, is called the weight-
ing circuit. When the signal developed in the intermediate-frequency transformer
makes the plate of the diode positive with respect to its cathode, a current will flow
charging the capacitor. To a first approximation, the presence of the resistor R
may be neglected during this charging process, and the voltage appearing on the
capacitor is maainly determined by the time constant of the series circuit formed by
the plate resistance of the diode and the capacitance C. When the polarity of the vol-
tage reverses, no current can flow through the tube, and the capacitor discharges
through the resistance R. The rate of discharge now depends on the time constant
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of the loop containing C and R. Thus, by proper choice of R and C, the time con-
stants for charge and discharge may be of any desired value.

If both the charging and the discharging time constants are made comparatively
long, the detector circuit is unable to follow any fast variations of the input voltage,
such as may be caused by interference pulses, or even a sinusoidal audio modula-
tion. It will produce an indication that is essentially proportional to the carrier
strength. When this kind of weighting circuit is used, the output indication is usu-
al--y 1-ahelzd -Fieid Intensity'"l.

When the charging time constant is made much smaller than the discharging
time constant, say one millisecand charge and 600 milliseconds discharge, the vol-
tage across the capacitor reaches a value near the peak of'the applied voltage and
remains at or near this value as long as the peak reoccurs frequently enough to pre-
vent the voltage from decreasing. When the signal is modulated 100 per cent at an
audio frequency of 500 cycles per second or higher, this circuit will produce a read-
-lg almost twice as high as the "Field Intensity" circuit. The proper name for a
circuit of this type is "Quasi-Peak", meaning "almost like peak", but several cur-
rent instruments label this position "Radio Noise",, or even "Peak",. The reason
for the term 'Radio Noise" is that in practice this position very often produces a
reading that is approximately indicative of the nuisance value of the interference.

It is practically impossible to obtain a true peak reading for all kinds of pul-
ses by adjusting the parameters of the weighting circuits. To obtain a true peak
reading, a so called "slide-back" circuit is made use of, This consists of an ad-
justable bias on the detector diode as shown in Figure 2. 2. 1. 7-B. This circuit
makes: the plate of the diode negative with respect to the cathode when no signal is
applied. Even with a signal applied, tio current can flow, and therefore no output
voltage can appear, until the signal produces a voltage large enough to overcome
the bias. The procedure is to adjust the bias manually until the aural output indi-
cation just disappears, using the highest possible gain of the output stages. At this
point the bias is just equal to the peak value of the applied signal. The time con-
stants for this case are usually chosen about the same as for the "Field Intensity"
position.

IF Trans-
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IF Trans- 0T
formner [1 R T

T

R ---: } C

" i Output
Adjustable O
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Output

Fig. 2.2. 1.7-A Basic Fig. 2.2. 1.7-B Detector

Detector Circuit with Adjustable Bias
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2. . 1.8 AUDIO AMPLIFIER STAGES

It should be emphasized that the weighting circuits can give information only
about the signal as it is presented to them. Since the weighting circuits are placed
at the second detector, the carrier strength, quasi-peak, or peak voltage indicated
by them refer to the signal after it has passed the radio-frequency and intermediate-
frequency amplifier stages. if there is any distortion, pulse lengthening, or peak
depression in these stages, the output indication does not give correct information
about the input signal to the instrument.

2.2. 1. 8 AUDIO AMPLIFIER STAGES

The audio signal, passed by the detector and blocking condenser, is boosted
by one or two stages of audio-frequency amplification which terminate in a telephone
jack through impedances matched with regulation 600 ohm telephone headsets. For
purposes of visual study of the signal, terminals for the connection of an oscilloscope
are usually provided. These may. come directly from the detector or from the out-
put of the first audio amplifier. The amplifier within the oscilloscope is depended
upon for obtaining deflections of sufficient amplitude to study wave-form charac"er-
istics and to differentiate between audiofrequency modulation and interference.

2. . 1.9 OUTPUT INDICATING DEVICES

To make the maximum use of the potentialities of a radio- interference meas-
uring instrument, the output should be monitored awa•ly and visually as well as by

an indicating meter. Provisions should therefore be made for connecting headphones
and cathode-ray oscilloscopes.

The output meter is the final terminal of the amplifiers and metering circuits.
a It usu;1Uy consists of a DC milliammeter, Provisions are usually made for a jack

into which an outside meter can be plugged, and for another jack to accomodate are-
cording meter. Since these additional meters are connected in series with the one
which is -an~integral part of the instrument, the jacks contain a matching impedance
that is normally in series but Is shorted out -when replaced by that of the external
meter. The service meter may also be provided with multipliers for checking por-
table batteries used for power- supply.

*1 For field intensity work where it becomes important to have a permanent re-
cord of the interference pattern around a specified area, or a record of the results
obtained from extensive rework of troublesome interference sources, a recbrding
meter may be used. The Army-Navy standard type Milliammeter-Recorder has a
"range of 0. 1 ma and a resistance of 1400 ohms so that it willreadily fit into the cir- f
cults already described. Its use is limited, however, by the fact that the recording
paper is pulled through by a 60 cycles, 115 volts, synchronous motor and can be
used only where such a power supply is available. It has changeable gears to pro-
vide for different speeds of recording.

2.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF INTERFERENCE METERS

0 Continued effort has been made in recent years to develop, for military ser-
"vices, interference meters which will give dependable service over the whole list
of specifications which may be demanded of them. Instruments which comply in
every respect to the specifications which have been drawn to govern interference
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2.2.2.1 RADIO TEST SET AN/URM-6

tests are classified as "Approved". Those; meters which are generally available

and meet specifications except for some rjaixxo, though important, details are classi-

ad a "Accepted". The Navy sp -Uifiratinn MIL-I- 1,6910 goes into considerable de-
tail regarding the characteristic of ac-:eptable instrumonts, and classifies into
four principal classes. To Asist the reader., the class to whiich gaclh of the Test
Sets described below is noted. Briefly, Class 1 includes those meters which have
been design"1 tvy meet the standards established and approved by the Armed Ser- T

vices. Class 2 instruments are special. purpose and as such do 'not couform to over-
all specifications. Class 3 meters have not yet been finally approved by the Armed

Services and Class 4 are those in general use, but do not meet most approved stan-
dards. Instruments which are in the development stages but not yet ready for pro-
duction are called "Experimental". The FreqAuencv Ra.nge and st-ntus of Interference
"Measuring Equipments" as of May 1951 are shown in Figure 2.2.2, More coL-
plete data sheeta with photographs of Interference Test Sets are given in Appendix
XIII.

• 2.2. I RADIO TEST SIýT AN/URM,6

This meter has been approved for general use by the U. S. Air Force. It was
developed un•der Navy cognizance and covers a frequency range from 14 to 250 kilo-
cycles. It has attenuator settings corresponding to 0p 20, 40, 50t 60, and 80db. The
calibrator circuit consists of a neon bulb and an amplifier tube together with the nec-
essary tuned circuits. The local oscillator ;s separate from the mixer, and a very

stable beat.frequency oscillator is connected into the grid of the third IF tube. The
OFO is used for identification of signals only and must be off while tuning for ma*-
mum meter readings, Scale readings: are approximately logarithmic. The power
input goes through an isolation transformer with filters to keep extraneous power-
line noises out of the instrument. It is designed to operate from an AC power source
of 105-1U5 volts, or 20-250 volts, and on frequencies from 50 to 1600 cycles per
second, The set is designated as Class I in MIL-I- 16910.

2. 2. Z,2 ERRIS MODEL 64 AB

The Ferris Model 64 AB Noise Meter and Field Strength Meter is a contem-
plated commercial instrument witha frequency range of 15 kc to 2000 kc, It is a
later model of Forris Models 32A and 32B described in Section 2. 2,2.4. Details of
construction are not available, This set is designated as Class 3 in MIL-I-16910,

2. Z, Z. 3 FERRIS MODEL 64 BC

Ferris Model 64 BC is essentially identical with Model 64 AB except that the
frequency range is from 150 kc to 25 mc. This set is designated as Class 3 in MIL-
1- 169100

2,2,2.4 FERRIS MODELS 3ZA AND 32B

Ferris Models 3ZAand B Radio Noise and Field StrengthMeters are essentially
similar commercial instruments and are classified as "Accepted" bythe Air Force.
The range from 150 kc to 20 mc is covered in five bands, 150 kc-350 kc; 550 kc-
1550 kc; 1550 kc -4.0 mc; 4.0 mc-10 mc, and 10 mc-20 mc. A gap is left between
350 kc and 550 kc for the intermediate carrier frequency of 455 kc. The circuits
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are designed for compactness and simplicity of operation. A single RF stage feeds 2
into a combined mixer and oscillator tube. Two IF stages precede the detector tube.
A diode noise oscillator id provided for calibration and a more accurate auxiliary
External Calibrator is also available, A logarithmic scale on the output meter is
obtained by feeding the RF component of the detector tube back through the control
grids of the two IF amplifier stages as is done in conventional AGC circuits. While
this noise meter was designed for portability with dry cell batteries, it is a1so pro-
vided with a separate vibrator power pack for 6-volt storage battery service and an
AC power pack for 115 volts, 60 cycles supply. This set is designated as Class 4
in MIL-I- 16910.

2. Z. 2. 5 RADIO TEST SET AN/PRM- I

Made to Navy specifications in 1949, this meter is on the Air Force approved

list. It covers the range from 150 kilocycles to 25 megacycles in seven bands:
150 kc-3Z0 kc; 320 kc-750 kc; 750 kc- 1750 kc; 1. 75 mc-3.8 mc; 3.8 mc-8 mc; 8 mc-
15 mc; 15 mc-25 mc. Intermediate frequencies of 455 kc are used in bands 1, 3,
and 4, and 1600 kc in the other four bands. Attenuator settings of XI1, IK102 p X10 3,
and X104 are built into the RF and IF amplifiers. The indicating meter has a two-
decade logarithmic scale of I to 100 microvolts and an approximately linear scale
which runs from 0-40 db, The calibiation frequency is fed into the first RF ampli-
fier. The mixer consists of two tuned stages, the mixer and, the amplifier, and the

~loaoscillator. Four IF amplifier stages anid two stages of AF amplification are
used. A balanced bridge circuit with two pentodes forms the VTVM circuit, the un-balance being created by potentials from the receiver and ACC outputs. The power
requirements for this meter are 1, 1 volts at , 86 amperes for the "A7.1 battery and

75 volts, 30 milliamperes for the "B" battery, all of which can be provided by means
of regulation type dry cells. The meter is also equipped for obtaining power from *
115 or 230 volts AC, 50 to 1600 cycles per second. For 115 volts, 60 cycles power
supply, constant-voltage is maintained through a regulting transforM4er with two
secondaries. One has high leakage-reactance; and the other, shunted by a conden-
ser, is a resonant loop. The 1. 1 volt filament supply is obtained through a step-
down transformer anda bridge-connected selenium rectifier with filter. The 75 volt
plate potential comes directly from the secondary of the regulating transformer,
before rectification. The rectifier is a selenium bridge and close regulation is ob-
tained by means of an OA-3/VR 75 tube, For f.equencies other than 60 cycles per
secondwhere the resonant loop cannot be used without modification, a thermo-regu-
lator tube serves as a voltage regulator. An autotransformer makes provision for
power-supplies of Z30 volts, This set is designated as Class I in 14IL-I-16910.

2.2.2.6 RADIO INTERFERENCE TEST SET AN/URM-3

Radio Interference Measuring Set AN/URM-3, covering the frequency ranges
of 0.15 to 0.4 mc, and 1.6 to 40 mc, was designed and developed by the Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratories primarily for the measurement of "broadband" interference
and represents a new concept in the measurement of broadband interference. It is
approved and in use by the Army for interference measurements. The equipment
consists basically of a superheterodyne receiver and a calibrated impulse noise gen-
erator generating pulses exhibiting a stable and uniform spectrum up to 40 mc, the
peak value of which is adjustable to known values.
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2 . 2.2. 7 MEASUREMENTS MODEL 58

Interference measurements are made in terms of the output of the calibrated
impulse noise generator by aural comparison at threshold level with the "unknown"

interference. This method provides an accurate measurement of the peak value eo'
the impulse interference in terms of microvolts per unit bandwidth and is indepen-

A dent of the gain and bandwidth of the measurement receiver. The method of inject-
ing the output of the calibrated impulse generator into the receiver input is such
that interference measurement is independent of antenna impedance.

A nine-foot rod antenna is provided for radiation measurements for increased
sensitivity. It is not calibrated for effective height because of the manner in which
it is used for interference measurements (in close proximity to the equipment being
tested and in a non-uniform field over its length). In measurements under these
conditions such a calibration including the term "per meter" would be invalid.

Accessories include magnetic and electric field probes for exploration pur-
poses, and matching and coupling networks for use of the test set as a two-terminal
RF microvoltmeter. Plug-in power supplies are provided for 115 volt AC and 12
and 24 volt DC operation. Thia set is designated as Class 2 in MIL-I-lb910.

Z 2. Z. 7 MEASUREIMVENTS MODEL 58

The meter designated Measurements Model 58 is produced by the Measure-
mrents Corporation of Boonton, New Jersey. It is one of the earlier models and has
been in regular production with some improvements since 1946. It is officially clas-
sified as "Accepted".. The frequency range of Model 58 is from 15 mc to 150 mc in
five bands: 15 mc-244mc; 24 mc-39 mc; 38 mnc- 6Z rc; 60 mc-100 mc; 98 mc- 150 mc.
Four decade steps of attenuation, Xl, X10, XIOZ, and X10 3 , are inserted between

1 A the antenna input and the first RF stage. It will respond to a wide variety of signals
including AM, FM, pulse modulated, and continuous wave. It can also measure TV
carriers at the blanking level. It makes use of one RF stage and three IF stages
with an intermediate frequency of 12 mc. A separate tube is employed as a local
oscillator and another as a shot-noise diode. The output of the detector tube excites
the grid of an amplifier tube which is in one arm of 4 bridge circuit. The indicating
microvolt meter serves as a balance indicator across the bridge arms with readings
that are semi-logarithmic. An audio-frequency stage is provided beyond the detec-
tor and suitable jacks are provided for connecting an oscillograph, or a recording
milliaMmeter.. The power supply follows conventional lines. There is no voltageregulation in the input of the 115 volt transformers for 60 cycle operation but the

rectified output is fully regulated. When the primary power source is a 6 volt bat-
tery at 12 amperes a vibrator and step-up transforme'r provide the renuired .115 volts
AC. This set is designated as Class 4 in MIL-I-16910.

2. 2.2.8 NOISE-FIELD INTENSITY METER TS-587/U AND TS-587A/U

Noise-Field Intensity Meter TS-587/U or TS-587A/U is alsolisted as NMA-5.
It is acceptable only until a replacement is available. This meter operates from
15 recto 400 mcin four bands. There are three low frequency bands: 15 mc-31 mc;
29 mc-64 mc; 60 mc-125 mc and one high frequency band: 100 mc-400 mc. The in-
termediate frequency employed for the three lower ranges is 12 mc and 30 mc is
used for the upper band. Its construction is unique in that the IF amplifiers for the
two intermediate frequencies are completely independent of each other as to tube
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complements and transformers. This improves the tuning, selectivity, and stabil-
ity of the circuits but adds to, the weight and complexity of the instrument by requir-
ing more tubes and parts. The attenuator ha, values of Xy, X10, Xl0Z, X10 3 . When
set at Xl the output riveter has a range of 0-100 microvolts. A decibel scale is also
provided. Another feature of tbe TS-587/U meter which adds to stability is tle use
of a grounded-grid push-pull amplifier in the 100-400 mc RRF stage. This instru-
mlen4 eriploys four stages of IF amplification in each channel and two AF stages be- IJ
yond the detector. The metering circuit for the VTVM contains two amplifier tubes
in a balanced circuit with the indicating meter connected between the plates. The
control grid of one tuibe is connected to gr.ouird, unbalance being produced by the
output of the detector fed into the grid of the other tube. The 60 cycle, 115 volt I
power input contains a line filter but has no voltage regulation in the input. The
rectifier 'and filter for +B supply is conventional with electronic voltage regulation
added. A separate rectifier, through an RC network, provides 45 volts, DC for the
plates of the balanced tubes in the metering circuit. This set is designated as Class
4 in MUL-I-16910.

2.2, 2, 9 RADIO INTERFERENCE MEASURING SET AN/tIRM-7

Radio Interference Measuring Set AN/URM-7 is a radio interference and field
intensity meter developed by the Signal Corps as an engineering instrument pri arily
for the measurement of broadband interference, although incorporating facl#ties for
CW' interiorence and field intensity measurements. Inasmuch as broadband inter-
ference has Spectrum properties, the Radio Interference Meapsuring Set is designed
to rnesure the peak value of such interference in texrms of wrcrovolts per megacy-
cle bandwldth over the range 20 to 400 megacycles. To accomplishthis type of rmeas-
uremnent, the instrument incorporates a noise reference standard, the output of wh

is c~aibrated in terms of microvolts per unit bandwidth.

The noise reference standard is an impulse generator whic4, generates im-
pulses of the order of 5 x I0" 1 0 seconds in duration and as a reses: these inpulses

exhibit uniform stakble spectra out to at least 409 plegkcycles which i's the ]ighest
frequency to which the Test Set can be tuned. The impulse generator oupou is in-
jected into the input circuit of the tuner portion of the Test Set •n such a mane as ;
to permit measurement of open-circuited antenna terminal voltage on a per mega-
cycles b~sis.

The tuner portionof the Test Setutilizes a s~uperheterodyne circuit. The fre-
quency range 20 to 400 megacycles is covered bymeans of two plug-in ýype A! hea4s,
the•irstof whichtunes from 20 to ZOOmcin two bands and incorporates a 10.7 m pga-

s&A~e iF , ani • head tUnes continuously from 200 to 40,0 megamcycles
and incorporates a 30 megacycle IF strip. The visual output indicator is a peak-
reading vacuum tube voltmeter with a logarithmic scale calibrated in microvolts and
a linear decibel scale calibrated in terms of decibel~s above one microvolt per
megacycle. The logarithmic scale characteristic is achieved through tapered pole-
pieces in the indicating movement, which eliminates the necessity of using auto-
matic gain control with its inherent undesirable effects on noise measurement. The
VTVM time constants are such as to permit peak measurement, within 10 percent,
at repetition rates down to ten pulses per second. The Test Set can be operated di-
rectly from 110 volt AC power and is equipped with a. converter unit to permit Z4
volt DC operation.
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2.2.2Z. 10 RECEIVING EQUIPMENT AN/URM-28

The Test Set is to be equipped with two antennas, a dipole type which can be

resonated .#• each -st frequency, and a broadband antenna which requires lezs fre-

quet adjustment. The dipole antenna is used for field intensity measuring appli-
cations where khe effective height must be known. The broadband antenna is used

in supprepsion test applications where the Antenna muot be placed close to the source

of interfexenice, e. g,, testing an aut•motive vehicle for interference emanation, The

Test Set is equippeed with probes for conducting exploratory interference tests and

coupling••twqrks to permit use of the instrument a# a tv/o-terminal noise micro-

v~l~x*cier. Thi•s ;zt Ila designated as Class Z in MIL4- 16,910.
Z. 2.2.1D RECEIVING EQUIPMENT AN/URM-Z8

•Receiving Equipment AN/URI4..28 is also lisied as MN/A!• R-4+ It is, desi,•tt4

to measure frequency, modulation, and signal qtrength of radio And roadar rgals
within the range of 38 to 1000 mc,

Sinco this instrument was constructe4 In 1944 as a high frt•sny Pr~etVe

rthr ,hn, as a noise meter, it does not have a noise calibratorx nr oe4s it have

the weighting circuits n9W commonly used for peak and quasi-pep, 1easuwrnents.
It has a cosnplete set of antennas for the various freqis•ons s itts ra'e and t% well
adapted to field intensity measurerents, Within thee* 1ations i4r tq issiilsd

"Acceptedlf Oy the U. S. Air Force, Three tuning unitsj, quickly Ishangeble(

cover the frequency ranges as follows:

TN-17/APR-4 74mp - 940 mc

TN- 18/APR-4 300 mc - 1000 mc

A beat-frequency oscillator provide a 1000 cycles to0e throughthe. IF stages, Two

saotgs pf videq mpificaton ter miate. in rc tions for the Attachmennt of wgdar"
scope equnmteo. The power input transformer has windings for 80 volts and for
11A vats a8*d Is compensated for frequpn•iea fro•m 60 to •600 cycles, Instead of

the PonventionaA Oand switches, Uming across the frequency r4nge is accomplIshed

Oy meauo of am 'iAtoweep-MAnua Switch" which hecomes "Auto Sweep" when, a
motor-•rxiven veca~sm aturned . The Interm~ediate frequency is 30 mc th•'ough

five IF ages¢. IJ aw m•odel a cryatal detectpr i used in place of a triodein the

Wixer pot'tiou, while the local oscillator is oparat•p, This set is desognated as

C4*qa 4 4Y MIý- 1- 1 41 0.

K ~Z~ . A. A Olh ~ C ME4SVR1OQ 5EV!1 ANI/URM-2

Radio.-Interence ~Measuring Set AW/IVM-Z-9 is Receiving Equipment AN/

APR-4, a radar searcreceiver, modified ima Auxber of respects to render it suit-

abe for •nterferentce measurements over the frequency range of 38 to 1G00 mega-

cycles. The pr*rnciple modin ication to the receiver accomplish the following o4jec-
tives: (1) peak response of the receiver at its second detector to interference im-

pulses at its input is determdinable by an aural indicatiox which is independent 0f
pulse repetition rate and the hearing acuity of the operator; (2) the stability of the
receiver is coniderably improved over the unmodified equipment; and (3) the spur-

ious responses in the range of 300 to 1000 mc are greatly reduced.
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This equipmentrmeasures interference directly interns of db above one micro-
volt per megacycle which is readily convertible to microvolts per megacycle or per
kilocycle. It does not incorporate an impulse noise calibrator but is calibrated in
th., laboiatory by means of a calibrated standard impulse generator of known spec-

-al i4tensity in terms of microvolts per unit bandwidth, Measurement of the peak
value ,( imnpulse type interference is made by an aural siide-back method.

The antennaused withthis equipment is a special broadband antenna, designed
bY the Slgnal Corps Engineering Laboratories, which requires changes of its con-
figuration only, at three points over the frequency range of 38 to 1000 mc. The an-
tenna is used m- specified positions, empirically determined, close to the equip-
,ment being teist.' for interference, and is not calibrated for effective height for de-
temination of field strength in ternis of microvolts per megacycle per meter be-
cUs5 such a MeAsui ement is meaningless when taken as close to the equipment as
is necessary for such ýests. This set is designated as Class 4 by MIL-I-16910.

o, Z., Z IZ M E A•4UREMEINS DEVELOPMENT MODEL (AN/TRM-4)

This meter is under d4velopment by the USAF and is yet in the experimental
Rttige. It is designed to hAve 4 frequency range of 150 mc to 1000 mc, This set is
&s'•onated As Class 3 by MIL- l.6910.

Z. Zt, 13 RADIO TMST SET AN/UD.V-I7

Rý4;A Text Set *N/URM- 17 is a portable, single 'ý.nd. superheterodyne type
a•,-0, r • erence and field intensity me.-Ir, It may be used to measure radiated or

eo~-•a .id interference In the freque•¢y range of 37f to 1000 megacycles. As
a radio fxeqiency voltmeter it will measure '.':tltages from 10 microvolts to 10 volts,
As a field intejqity meter it will measure from 100 microvolts per meter to 100 volts
per meters The .'tertmediate freqqency is 60 zigacyclea. The effective bandwidth
variea from l,4 meotrcycles at a signal frequency of 1000 megacycles to 1,0 mega-
'•ylem at 370 megacyta'5 sipal frequency, Charts ,'re provided with the equipment
showing effective bandw.,0th as a function of frequency- of the mneasured signal. The
attevnuator control, gradu;ý.e4 in XIO steps provides Ar attenuations from X10 to
X100 0, It i desirked to Iperate from an AC power eource of 105 to 125 volts,
or •!P to Z50 volts, between 5ý and 1600 cycles per secon,0, This set is designated
as clas 3 hy MIL-l,-16910.

Z Z, 3 SUMMARY OF INTERFEREIQE METERS

The currently available interferex•ce meters may be divIded r, vgly into three
grpps according to their frequency rangis. These are,

ia) Low frequency meters (14 to k ic), 00dy the A.N/URM-6 iiz diecu.-ed
in this group.

(b) Zdedium and high frequency meters\, 1501 kc to ZO or 40 xrtc). The Oerris i-1
M,-tdel 32A. the AN/PRM- 1, and the AWURM- 3 are discussed in this gn lap.

ation Moel 58, and the TS-587/U "%re dist'&ssed in this group. Ultra-high(c) ery hih frquecy eter (1 ~o~ ~ic)?TheMeauremntsCoror,
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2.2.4 SELECTION OF TEST LOCATIONS

frequency meters (150 to 1000 mc). Only the AN/URM-17 is discussed
in this group.

In addition there are the AN/URM-28 and AN/URM-29, which cover the range from
38 to 10000 .mc, but these are not true radio-interference measuring sets, being con-
"verted AN/APR-4 receivers.

In the low frequency range, the AN/URM-6 is approved by the Air Force and
also designated as Class I by MIL-1-16910 (see Paragraph 2. 1,.4). This meter has
satisfactory sensitivity and bandwidth and has the three types of weighting circuits
properly designated as "-Field intensity" and "Quasi-Peak", and "Peak".

In the medium and high frequency ranges, the AN/PRM- I ig the latest general-
purpose instrument. It is approved by the Air Force and designated as Class 1 by
MILI- 16910. It has satisfactory sensitivity and bandwidth and has the three types
of weighting circuits with the proper labels. The Ferris 32A, which is widely -used
at this time, does not have satisfactory bandwidth and has no provision for a true
peak reading. The position labeled "Radio Noise" actually givop a quasi-peak read-
ing. The AN/URM- 3 Is a special-purpose instrument developed by the Signal Corps
for making measurements on impulse-type interference. This meter has the unique
feature of having incorporated a standard pulse generator with adjustable pul•e.-repe-
tition rate for calibration purposes, This makes it possible to calibrate this meter
by means of a signal that is practicaliy Identical with the signal to be measured.
Hence no weighting circuit is required in this meter..

In the very-htgh fre-quency raage,- both the Measurements Model 58 and the
T-P487/U are acceptable to the Air Force, and both are Class 4 per MIL-I-16910,
The TS-587/TJ covers a somewhat larger frequency range, going up to 400 mc while:
the Model 58 only -goes up to, 150 mc. The Model 58 does not have a true peak indi-
cation though one of the control positions is labeled "Peak". This, however, is
really a quasi-peak indication. The TS-.587/U gives readings in the "Field-Intensity"
position, that are averages over about 500 milliseconds. In the "Quasi-Peak" posi-
tion, the charge time constant is about one millisecond and the discharge time con-
stant is about 300 milliseconds. Thus the quasi-peak reading is not as close to the
actuol peak for low pulse-repetition rates as it would be for a 600 millisecond dis-
charge.' The Model 58 may be equipped to obtain peak readings by slide- back method.

In the ultra-high frequency range, the AN/URM- 17 has not yet been evaluated,
and no comparisons can be made. It does, however, have satisfactory sensitivity
and bandwidth and has the three types of weighting circuits properly labeled.

2. 2. 4 SELECTION OF TEST LOCATIONS

Most radio-interference tests made on components are performed in a labor-
atory. In order to guard against ambient-interference, it is necessary to perform
the testsin a shielded enclosure. A detailed discussion of the design and construc-
tion of shielded rooms will be found in Appendix VIII. In a well constructed shield-
ed room, the most sensitive instrument should not be able to pick up any signal
whose origin is outside of the room.

Occasionally it is necessary to make radio-interference measurements at a
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designated location other than in a shielded room, and it is then essential to consi.-
der the effect of the surrounding objects. If, however, the location can be selected,
the observer must know what constitutes a good site for a given set of conditions.

In selecting a site for radio-interference measurements, the following con-
siderations should be kept in mind: The radio frequency voltage induced in the re-
ceiving antenna Is proportional to the intensity of the electromagnetic field in the
space occupied by the antenna. The intensity at this point will depend upon the ra-
diated power; the frequency of the received signal; the distance from the transmitter;
the attenuatiu, over the path between the transmitter and the receiver; reflections
and reradiations from nearby conductors, such as power lines, wire fences# and
steel bu-ilings; absorption by trees; and the effects of hills, gullieAý, or cliffs,

The ideal site would be on open, l4t terrain at a considerable distance (1000
feet or -oie) from buildings, electric lines, fences, etc. Even buried ales gAn
cause serious effects at low frequencies; since tne lower the frequency, the greater
the depthof ground penetration, Ideal. sit-ms are rare in the more populated sections
of the coUntry; therefore, it is good practice to check A proposed iocation by takfng
measurements on the desired signal at several points in the vicinity, If the same

value of field intensity is obtained at each of the points, any one may be cpnsidered
satisfactory. If it is anecessary to use An un.sat•oactory site, a series of readings
should b~e recorded at a number of different points in the neighborhood of the selec-
ted sate, and copipus note* op the site conditions should be appended to the recorded -'

data.

There are no fixed rule. to govern the minimum distance between the field in-
tensity measuring equipment and the nearest wire lines or other disturbing objects
because possible resopancea are unpredictable, $ome sites have been found to be
.atisfaitary for low-frequency melsurements where the distance was as close as
100 feet, but a check of the location should always be made if any doubts exist, An-
other consideration in Aite selectionvi it the possible presence of local electrical in-
terference sources which may make field intensity measurements difficult.

2 -24
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SECTION III - APPLICATIQNS

3.. APPLICATION OF THEORY TO PRACTICE

In this section the principles developed in Section I will be applit,) %o epeci-
fic radio interference problems encounte:,ed in component and system. a i/n. A
representative group of components and systems will be discussed ir• ,detl 4:n .

the standpoint of design techniques usefl in producing interference/free aiý. craft,
For the most part, the systems to be considerted are those, which r/ight be encoun-
tered in a representative bomber-type aircraft.

Individual components must bf, designed both for ntinimu. . generation of, and
for ,nin.ininzn susceptibility to, raetx interference., It is VflP;/rtant to keep in mind
from the very beginning that the component nu• ,perferrci satisfactorily not only
alone, bitt also in conjunction witI~nther components as p2x,'6 of a system. Similarly,
each system mustbe designed fir interference-free oper/atlon not only when opera-
ting alone, but also when operating simultaneously witb all other systems' and their
components in\ the aircraft. Wigure 3 shows the opeo ting periods of a number of
electrical anad electronic sy atemrs in a typical milLt'Ar aircraft, This c1rt ndi-
cates clearly the necessity of considering simultarous operation of practicall all

systems when, dealing with radio-interfereancle prr bleins,
Filtering, shield-,tg, bonding, etc,, whi#'n have more or less universal appV-

cation, will be dealt w•th separately, Paragr aphs are also included which deal wlth
minor components stch as switches, brun,,Ies, vibrators, etc, Equipunents and

systems willbe brokt.n 4own for niosteffe.ý•tivopresentation of the suppresMsio0 tech-
4ques involved. J

3.1 GENERAL 2C)NSIDERATIONS F/ OR INTERFERENCE-FREE QPERATION

In the dysign of equipment -'.ar in the layout of sygteimn fr i.terteente'ric$ee
operation thf principles set 1(%ch in Section I may be used 4s a r.uiae. Practical
consideratirYs, however, v:tX/greatly influence the designer :s decialqt, as to which
suppressiop, technique v- e applied to, each interference problem as it arises,
Factors pther than techr4.cy, which may influence the designer ar', the following;

(a,) 3_eigbt. It , of the utmost importance to apply techni4uea which effec-.
tively prov'ide the highes-t ratio of attenuation per 14it of weight since
any addet//%veig!..t vthe aircraft reduces its payload, it is the designer's
rcsponsY-:As y. therefore, to study the interferencq problem in order to
insws*.' itinnium * tw*ght consistent with interferv'nce levels which can
hWs t4•erated. The nni'st effective iuppression techniques are available
cn.-:zng the initial e�a�i~n stages of components qr systems. Once a de,
stgn is completed, th;_ viesigner is limited to tachniques which are less
'effective, often resulting in corrective modif'cations and additions in-

- volving added weight. In ,nany cases proper design may result in elim-
ination, rather than suýp..cession, of inter ,erence. In any event, it is,
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3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

obvious that the best control of radio interference will .res'ult if it is
considered early in every stage of component or system design.

(b) Space. The use of proper design techniques in designing components
and systems fromn the standpoint of radio interference will minimize
the size of components, the number of filter networks required, and the
shields required in iatallations. This is particularly important in mo-
dern aircraft where high performance is essential. To achieve high
performance all dimensions are critical and components and systems
must be designed to fit the space ivailable. This does not mean that
radio interference can be ignored. Rather it requires better design
practices in all phaies of design.

(c) Materials. Often the designer is influenced by availability ot fite-iais
in the design of suppression devices to attenuate or eliminate radio in-
terference. For example, inductances obtainable for filters ti high
current circuits are limit~ed by the direct current resistance of the wind-
ing. Filter capacitors, especially those of high values. may change
considerabiy at high temperatures. As a result of the use of materialsof construction which will not "stay put" under operating conditions,

the attenuation of radio interference may be permanently impaired, or
if ti:ese changes vary rapidly with ti-me, the change of impedance wil

tactaýly result in additional sources of radio interference. These and
.milar factors must be borne in mind throughout the design of com-
portents and systems if the design is to be interference-free under all
oper44ing conditions.

"Practical design must take ir.•o consideration all of the above, and the best
compromise must %. tSed. In addii&n to these factors the designer must choose
the most efficient methods of elimina.ing or suppressing radio interference.

It may be shown that there are three places in which interference can be con-
trolled: (1) At or in the source; (2) Along the coupling path; (3) At or in the re-
ceiver affected. Depending on the nature of the interference, the transmission
path between source and receivet,, and the receiver characteristics, the designer
may find that there is a choice of eevexal alternative solutions to control the inter-
ference. This permits the designer to choose the most effective method and to min-
imize the weight, size, and use of critical materials. The first and third are areasin which the designers of components and equipments have control. The designers
of airplanes and aircraft systems control the second.

Practically, a cooperative effort by all designers in all three areas is the
only solution to the problem of radio interfereaice. Since it is necessary to consi-
der weight, size, and materials in the functioeal design of equipment as well as
the problems of radio interference, the designer will choose a compromise which
will permit satisfactory aircraft operation. This -nplies radio noise suppression
to a degree rather than complete elimination. This Again is a practical compromise
since there is no such thing as a realizable filter wits. infinite attenuation or a re-
"ceiver with zero susceptibility to interference. Specifications (see Paragraph 2.1)
have been writte.a covering interference limits and receiver susceptibility. The
limits were set as high a- ;:- believed to be tolerable in ordler to achieve what is
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considered interference-free aircraft operation.

These limits should never be exceeded and the designer should strive for as
nearly interference,,free operation as is practically possible. While the present
limits seem to be satisfactory, they many at some future time be made more severe
as the multiplicity of equipments in aircraft increases. It is conceivable also that
a particular installation of equipments, each of which is within specified limits, may
interfere with each other because of some installation peculiarity.

In the design of any equipment, systern, or installation, the designer shouldSkeep in mind the fact__thtt it, mu.st operate -s ati s~factor iy in conjunction with a~ll the

other equipment which may be in the airplane and which rrmay operate at the same
time. If this is considered atthe inception offhe design. it is possible to make most

____eilv~ ue ef techniques for intexference control. In many cases -a study of -
ous approaches to a problem yields one in which no appr'eiable weight need be added
to achieve the required degree of suppression. -n fact, proper design may even de-
crease the weight originally considerednecessary, simply by careful routing of

wires, correctly orienting parts or assemblies, shielding, -or using correct de-
sign -values in filter networks.

3.1.1 FILTERS AND OTHER SUPPRESSION NETWORKS

The purpose of filtero or other suppression networks is to attenuate interfer-
ing signals conducted from interference sources or into interference-susceptible
equipment. The design of filters will depend on many factors such as the character
ofthe +interference, whether the filter is ta bW inserted at the source or the, receiver,
and the number of equipments affected, Other things being equal, it is generally
preferable to eliminate or suppress interference at the source,

Radio interference Milters may require unique characteristics due to the com.
plexity of present day aircraft installations of electronic equipment. For example,
a filter maybe required with large attenuation from 150 kc to 1000 mc, 4 rangie that
cannot usually be covered with a single-section filter. Filter designis usually based
on a knowledge of the terminating impedances. In many cases, complete inf6ormtion
may not be available over the entire frequency range that must be considered in
radio-interference problems. In general, a fair approximation of the Impedance-
versus-frequency characteristic of the circuit at the frequencies to be passed suf-
fices to work out the network parameters,,

Three types of suppression networks are most important for the suppression
of conducted radio interference. The "brute-force filters", consisting of a single
capacitor, a single inductor, or a simple L-section, are used mostly in direct cur-
rent circuits; power-line filters are used in 60, 400, or 800-cycle alternating cur-
rent circuits either at the output of a source of interference or at the input of a re-
ceiver; and harmonic-suppression filters are used in the output of transmitters.
These types are treated in the next three paragraphs. Following them, the design

of individual elements for suppression networks axe discussed in demtil.

3.1.1.1 "BRUTE-FORCE FILTERS"

The simplest type of suppression network is a single capacitor connected from
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3.1, 1.1 "BRUTE-FORCE FILTERS'"

a conductor carrying interfe ing currents to ground. Such a capacitor offers a low
* impedance to ground to the , terfering currents while vffering infinite impedance to

direct currents. It is very effective as long as the capacitor be. yes like a ca-,aci-
tance, i.e., as long aa the inductance of the capacitor leads negligible. TheK problems associated with this nc twork are those of capacitor design, to be discussed
i12 Pa-rgraphs 3. 1. 1.4 and 3. 1. 1..5, and those of proper installati•n to be discussed

here.

The capacitor must be installed as close to the actual point of interference

generation as is physically possible. For equipments -enCosed in a case or shield,

this always me-ans that the capacitor must be located within the case or shield. In
the ca•s of direct current motors or generators, the capacitor should be connected
directly a&Cross the brushes, Grounding of the capacitor directly to the negative

~rushi 1�~�.it , t to the frame or case, An exception to this occurs
in the case of feed-through capacitors used when the interfterence Source is com-
pletely shielded (se* Paragraph 3, 1. 1. 5).

It is extremely inportant to install the capacitor in s~uch a way ehai; the con-
necting leads are as Short as possible, Any lead wire has inductance, and at a cer-
tain frequency this inductance resonates with the capacitance. Above the resonant
frequency, the effectiveness of the capacitor for the reduction of radio interference
decreases very rapidly, This is shown by Figure 3. 1. 1,. 1-A, which giveo the inser-
tion losss a na function of f aquency for a 4 af condenser, installed in a 28-volt direct
current line operoting into a I 0-ohm resistive 'load. Curve A is plotted fora conden-
ser connected by means at a. lead wire 4 inches long; -Curve B is plotted for a con-
denser with connections made directly at the terminals. In general, the insertion
loss in decibels of an ideal tca pacitor, connected across a load Zit which is fed by

* a generator of internal hnpedanco Zs, is given by the expression; Za!
t.rsertion Loss J 20 log 1. + jZ ffC Zs+ Z (3-+Z)R

where f is "the frequency e!a�ecAyles per second, C the capacitance in mici'Qfarads,,

and the impedances are in ohms, Ifboth Z4 and ZR are pure resistances, i, e.,
Zs= R9 and ZR = RR, then this reduces to:

Insertion Loss =10 log ý[l+ (iff C jRsRR~ 2] (3-2) 3
Figure 3. 1. 1. 1-B gives the resonant frequencies of capacitors of various sizes

plotted versus the total length of both leads. These curves must be considered ap- 4
proximate since the geometrical arrangements of the leads and the internal constrkc-
tion of the capacitor itself affects the resonant frequency to a considerable extent.
The curves shown are based on experimental data, but similar curves (actually
straight lines) would be obtained by assuming that the leads have an inductance of
25 milli-microhenries per inch. Such an incductance would exist if the leads are run
parallel to a ground plane and three wire diameters away from it.
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3 L 1. 1 "BRUTE-FORCE FILTERS"

When acapacitor is used with an altcrnating current generator, additional re-
quirements must be met as follows-

(a) The resonance of the capacitor with the internal inductance of the genera-
tor at the fundamental or the lower harmonic frequencies must be avoided
to prevent the build-up of dangerously high currents and voltages.

(b) The capacitance must not be so large as to increase the generator output
sufficiently to cause overheatifig.

(c) The excitation of a generator with automatic voltage regulation must not
be increased by the capacitor current more than the amount for which the

* regulator can compensate.

To meet these requirements, the maximum valueof capacitance that canusual-
* ly be usedon alternating current generators is 0.5 jif with a value of 0.05 Qf preferred

for most applications. Since alternating current generators have no ceo,ý%.utatOrt5,
the interfereoce generated by theM is not as s4vere as that generated by direct cur-
rent generators, and the reduction of radio interference afforded by a 0.05 ýLf capa-
citor is usually sufficient.

Another important factor in the installation of capacixors is provision for a
good ground connection. Since the purpose of the capacitor is to provide a low in-
pedance path, and since the grounding connection is in series with the capacitor it-
self, it is clear that the comiection must be a lowimpeda"nce bond at all frequencies
at which the capacitor should be effective, A single-terminal capacitor In a grounded.
metal case is most effective. The grounding connection should be a bare metal to
metal contact with high pressure maintained mechanically, UA exception to this
occurs when the negative lead of the capacitor must be connected directly to the neg-
ative side of the interference pnerator. In this case, a capacitor with two terminals
should be selected, and both leads should be kept as short as possible.

Coupling between the lead carrying the interfering currents to the capacitor
and the "clean" lead carrying only the desired currents must be avoided. In the case
of a single-terminal capacitor, the two leads should be collinear and pointed in op,
posits directions, Under no circumstances should the two leads ever be bundled to-
gether or run parallel to each other.

Instead of using a single capacitor, a s inductor in series with the lead
carrying interfering currents can also be used. This is very rarely done because
usually more attenuation can be obtained with a shunt capacitor of comparable size
and weight. The greatest disadvantage of the series inductor is that it must carry
the full line current at the desired frequency. To obtain the amount of inductance
necessary for adequate suppression of radio interference, an excessive amount of
copper is usually required. Cores of magnetic material increase the inductance
considerably, but if the desired frequency is 60, 400, or 800 cps, such cores in-
troduce undesirable losses at the power frequency. For use in direct current leads,
no such losses exist, but the direct current may produce saturation of the core, thus
lowering the effective inductance.

Single coils have one advantage over single capacitances, which may, in
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isolated instances, induce the designer to give them preference: Shunt capacitors*
since they offer a low impedance to interfering currents, actually increase these,
currents in the generator, while series induciors, which offer a high impedance to
the interfering currents, decrease these currents everywhere.

The design of in&ictors will be treated in detail in Paragraph 3.1.1.6. As far
as the installation of induo'tancp coils is concerned, the most important consideration
iTo ieepe -coils out o- any inTn 3 nointerference-field-free io-
tion can be found, the coils must be shielded. If they are allowed to pick up any in-
terference through inductive or capacitive coupling, their effectiveness is obviously
lost.

The upper frequency limit of an inductance coil is determined by its distributed
capacitance, At some frequency this capacitance will resonate with the inductance,
and at frequencies above that, the effectiveness of the coil in suppressing radio inter-
ference decreases rapidly. The distributed capacitance of a 100-millihenry iron-core
coil is about 3 to 15 •xf. depending on the kind of winding. The resonant frequency
of this coll could be no higher than 250 kc, and it would notbe suitable for radio in-
terference suppression, An inductance of 100 pxh isusually sufficient, awd with pro-
pe-r care in design (see Pamrngaph 3. 1. 4,. 6) the resonant frequency of such a coil
may be as high as 20 inc. Fo•r the suppresssion of frequencies above Z0 mc, a single
coil can be used only if inductance values bolow 100 ýLh are sufficient.

Finally, "brute-force filters" may be constructed by combining shunt capaci-
tors and series inductances into L- or pi-sections as shown in Figure 3, 1, 1, 1- C,

-These sections give higher attenuation than single elements and should be used when
ihe attenuation afforded by single inductors or capacitors is insufficient,

The individual requirements for the installation of single capacitors or single
inductors apply equally when such elements are used in combination, The require-
ment for good grounding connections acquire special significance for the pi-section,
as is evident from Figure 3. 1. 1, l-D, Here a poor bond actually allows the inter-
fering currents to by-pass the inductance coil and return to the line thus vitiating
the purpose of the network.

The choice between a condenser-input and an inductance-input L-section is
determined by the following considerations: The inductance-input L-section (Fig-
ure 3. 1, 1,1-C (1)) offers the higher input impedance to the interfering currents;
therefore, It sh M DO b ch-osen whenever there is a reason for making it desirable
to reduce the interfering currents before the point of application of the suppressing
network- Such reasons might be the prevention of overloading of a generator, or
the prevention of inductive coupling of these currents to other circuits. In the ab-
sence of such reasons, the condenser-input L-section (Figure 3. 1. 1. 1-C (2)) should
be chosen because it results in greater attenuation. This is proved for a somewhat
special case, in Appendix IX.

In a pi-section, great care must be taken that there be no coupling, inductive
or capacitive, between the two capacitors. Figure 3. 1. 1, I-E shows how such coup-
ling allows the interfering currents to return to the line. Such coupling may be pre -
vented by extreme care in the installation or, in severe cases, by complete shield,
ing of at least one of the capacitors. More details about these procedures will be
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found in the following paragraphs.

(1) Inductance- (2) Condenser- (3) Pi

Input L Input L

Fig, 3, 1. I. I-C "Brute-Force Filter" Sections

Path of
--- Inte•r. 'e rin u-r rent s---

-P oar Bonid

o, ! T.• I -

Fia. 3, 1. 1, 1-D Effect of P0or Bond in Pi-Section

SMutual1

T .- nductanc i

(1) Capacitive Coupling (2) Inductive Coupling

Fig. 3. 1. 1. l-E Coupling Between Condenser Leads in Pi-Section

Figure 3. 1, 1. I-F gives three designs of practical brute-force pi-sections.

For complete suppression of all frequencies from 150 kc to 150 mc, the three fil-

ters mustbe used in series. These design instructions are appvxc:ximate and should
be used only as a guide.
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3.1. I.2 POWER LINE FILTERS

3., 1. . 2 POWER LINE FILTERS

Power line filters are used at the output o! interference sources such as motors,
generators, or inverters, and at the input power lines of receivers. Filters of this
type are also required for the leads carrying power into shielded w-iums. In this
last case, the power frequency is uisua!ly 60 cps, but in all other cases the power
frequency will be assumed to be 4,00 cps.

Power lHnne filteys for the suppression of radio interference are iow•-pa~Aw fil-
ters. If they are to operate efficiently, i, e., if they are to transmit the-power Ire-
quency with little or no losses, a knowledge of the impedances between which they
are to operate is essential for their design, An exact knowledge of these impedances
is practically nver available, but an approximate value can usually be obtained at
the ppwer frequency, Fortunateiy, as was explained in detail in Paragraph 1. B. Z. 3,
the effect of an impeaxacc mismatch in the pass band can be, kept negligibly small
by choosing the cut-off -frequency high enowgh. As was pointed out there, to rediwce
the effect of the filter on the desired power currents to a minimum, the image im-
pedance of the filter should be chosen near the geometric mean of the impedances
betwean which it is to operate, In the attenuation band, an impedance mismatch
usually introduces additional losses, a condition which ir desirable., or at worst it
introduces a refloctign gain, which is never more than a small fraction of the total
attenuation, Therefore, in the design of power line filters, it is only necessary to
consider the imped.=es At the power frequency,

Most loads, such as receivers and lighting systems, may be assumed to have
a pr,•ly rosistive, itput impedanca, This resistance may be computed either by
divid&ng the nomal input curesnt into the nominal input voltage, or by dividing the

normal inpWk po•wrow_ Into the square of the nominal input voltage-;

T--V 2  (3--) P

4epending on whether the load in rated In terms of current or power. For Qxample,
a- II0-volt load rated at 500 ma would, have a resistance of 1!0/. 5 = 220 ohms. The
same load Mnight be rated At 55 watts, and its resistance would be computed as
1102/53 22 fohmns.

Loads such as miotors or relays usually h4ve inductaace as well asi resistance,
For practical purposes it is beat to ignore the inductance and deosign the filter an
basis of the resistance only. For this purpose, the exact value of the restotance
may be obtained by dividing the aquere of the current into the power, R = P/I 2 , but
the error in us.ing Equiation (3-3) it small for the power factors usually encountered
in aircraft equipment. Since an approximate value of resistance is sufficient, the
errors caused by assuming unity power factor are not significant;.

In conventional filter design, much attention is given to maintaining a good
impedance match over the entire pass-baad, The development of mr-derived ter-
minating half-sections was motivated entirely by this necessity. In power-line fil-
ters only one frequency is of importance in the pass-band. Therefore, wide-band
matching is not a problem. However, it may still be desirable to use nr-derived
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sections in order to mect specific attenuation requirements.

Tbhe imagz impedance of a conventional low-pass filter of the constant-k or

m-derived type is exactly equal to the design resistance R only at zero frequency.
For other frequencies in the pa•ss baud, for a pi-section, it is given by:

R ____ (3.4) Z

andlfor a T-section, it is

Z R (3-5)

w1 ere..Z is the input impedance, f the frequaniy, and fc the cut-off frequency in the
same lanits as f, Foar a radio interference filter, fc may not be lower than 100 ka,
With &apower frequency, f' of 0.4 kc, it is obvioue that for all practical purposes

Z" may be taken equal to R,

Once the cut-off trequency and the value of R hava been decided upon, the de-
sign may proceed according to the procedure outlined in Appendix VII, For the in-

stallation of the f•ter, all considerations outlined in Paragraph 3. 1. 1. 1 for the in-
stallatiton of Capacitors, inductance coils, and "brute-force filter" sections apply,

When the filter consists of more than one section, say two constant-k and one m-

derived aectiona, coupling of any sort between sectiona must be prevented, Where
large attenuatioa is required, each section should be enclosed separately in a ccm-
ptseter shield.

Exam pes of the -dwpign of typical fl1ters for use as radio interference, filters
are in Appendlx VII.

3,1, 1., IRAMQNXC SUPPRESSION FILTERS

Harmonic suppression filters are used at the output of transmitters to prevent

any harmonic of the desired transmitter frequency from reaching the antenna. They
are band-pasa filters, or possibly low-pass filters, since the frequencies below the
desired transmitter frequency are not usually of interest. The cut-off frequency of

such a filter should be between the desired fundamental, fd, and its s econd harmonic,
Zfd. A value of 1.5 fd is usually a good choice.

Harmonic suppression filters are inserted between the output of the transmitter

and the transmission line feeding the antenna, or between the transmission line and

the antenna. Assuming that the system is designed so that there would be a good

impedance match without the filter at both the transmitter and the antenna ends, the

filter should be designed to operate between inpedances equal to the characteristic

impedance of the transmission line. For coaxial lines, the commonly used impe-

dances are 52 and 75 ohms.

3- 12
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Conventional filters using a combination of constant-k and m-derived sections
are effective even at ultra-high frequencies. The only special consideration at the $
higher frequencies is that short sections of transmission lines must be used as filter A*

elements.

The design objectives for a harmonic-suppression filter are the following:

(a) In the pass band 0he filter mn~z-, V~rform electrically as though it were

sim-rply another se r- • vnnventional transmission-14e cUan!e bk? -h. or
75 ohm, or any other impedance which may be required).

(b) The attenuation characteristic should be such that a certain minimum must
be exceeded over a very wide band. A good choice would be to req~ire an

attenuation of not less than 60 db between 10%6 above and four times the
cut-off frequency (to attenuate the strong lower harmonics), and of not less

than 30 db between four and ten times the cut-off frequency.

(c), In the pass band, the insertion loss should be less than (I/Z) db and the

vottage standing-wave ratio caused by the filter when properly terminated

shovad be lesi than 1,10 over the complete pass-band range.

(d) The physical size and Weight of the filter should be held to a minimum
consistent with good engineering practice.

(e) The average and peak power capacity must be sufficient for the transmitter

consider d.

(W) The filtor should be hermetically sealed to insure satisfactory ops-ration

under all atmospheric conditions encountered in flight,

If attenuations greater than those stipulated under Objective (b) are required,

it is better to use two or more complete filters in series than to attempt the design

of a filter meeting more severe requirements.

The indiyldual filter elements are extremely critical ane may be constructed

so that they can be tuned after the complete filter has been assembled, One satis-

factory method of accomplishing this consists of varying the capacity of the condens -

era by rotating the dielectric spacers between parallel plates, The spacers are

shaped like cams ao that their rotation effectively controls the dielectric constant

and thus changes the capacitance. After tuning, all of the adjustments must be per-

manently locked.

It is found that in a filter of this type, the insertion loss in the pass band is

due primarily to the reflection coefficient and not the losses due to resistive com-

ponents. Therefore, the voltage standing-wave ratio in the pass band with the filter

properly terminated is an excellentindication of the filter's pass-band performance
and efficiency. To keep the reflection coefficient small over the entire pass band,

the input impedance of the filter should be as constant as possible. Terminating
rn-derived half-sections can be constructed specially for this purpose. A value of

rn near 0.6 gives the best results. But if the image impedance of such a half-section

is plotted as a function of frequency, it is seen that there is a rapid decrease in its
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magnitude in the region from about 90 to 100 percent of the mathematical cut-off
frequency. A portion of this region must necessarily be considered as belonging in
the attenuation band, if low values of voltage standing-wave ratio are to be obtained
in the pass band. Therefore, the design cot-off frequency, fi, should be taken as

Slittle low er than the m athem atical cut-off frequency, fc, -I
A good rule to follow is

= 0,965 f, or f, 1.0I5 f,

To increase the sb4pnez's of cut-off, a value of = a little bzow 016. for the
terminating half-sections is desirable. If a value of 0.5 is chosen, it must be re-
membered that the image impedance of such a section is a little *bove the nominal
image impedance, R0, (i. e., the image i-mpedance used in the design of the filter)
for most of the pAse band. A good choice for the relation between the actual load
impedance, RL' and R. is

Ro= 0,9Z5 RL or RL 1,081 Vo; (3-7)

At frequencies above 70 or 80 mc, it becomes convenient to use short sections
of coaxial transmission lines as filter elements. These lines are used to simulate
the required values of lumped inductance and capacitance. The dinensions of the
ling roequired may be computed in the following way:

Any uniform, lossless transmission line, of haracteristý,c impedance, Zo, and
electrical Jength, 0 radians, ca" be exactly represented by the equivalent circuit
sbown in Figure 3, 1. 1,3-A.

L

C C

Wri 2 . 3. 1. 1, 3-A Equivalent Circuit of Transmission Line

The elements have the following values:
-I Z. sin

fL "(3-8)

tan (0/2)
C(3-9) I

Zo0 21(f

where Z. is in ohms and f, the frequency, in cycles per second. When 0 is small
(less than 150), these values can be replaced to a good approximation by:
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L (in jh) 84.7 Zod (3-d0)
42.__3

C(in -j) od (3-11)

Swhere d is the actual length of the line in inches. It is seen that for an electrically
short line, the equivalent lumped parameters are independent of frequency, which

is an important requirement if the line is to simulate constant elements, It is nec-

essary, therefore, that the lirte lee_ than 15-electrical degreef _lon' g at all fre-

quencies for which the filter is to maintain its eaý-wsdia properties,

- -- - (e = Dielectric Constant)

zoo. _. . ." z

_ _ 3

.. . . . . . ..__ _ _ _ _ _0

__ __ t
10 S" io 4050 0 '0100

r rz/Zrl

* Fig. 3, 1. 1. 3-B Characteristic Impedance of Coaxial Transmission Ltnes

The characteristic impedance, Z 0 , of a coaxial transmission line using a solid

dielectric ia plotted in Figure 3.1. 1. 3-B as a funct .n of the ratio r of the inner

diameter of the outer conductor to the outer diameter of the inner conductor for
several values of the dielectric constant e of the medium between the two conductors.
The analytical expresaion for the characteristic impedace s

4o = §- log1 0  (3-12)

An abrupt change in either the inner or outer conductor diameter of a coaxial

transmission line causes a distortion of the field which produces an admittance that

can be represented electrically as a shunt capacitance across the line at the place

of discontinuity. The value of this discontinuity capacitance is appreciable and must

be considered in high frequency filter design where short sections of transmission
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Fig. 3. 1. 1.3-C Discontinixities in Coaxial Line-s and Equivalent Circuit
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Fig. 3. 1. 1.3-D Curves for Computation of
Discontinuity Shunt Capacitance in, Coaxial Lines
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line are employed as lumped elements. Two such discontinuities are pictured in
Figure 3. 1. 1. 3-C together with their equivalent circuit, The values of the shunt
capacitances may be found from the curves on Figure 3. 1. 1. 3-D. In each case, to I
ttain the actual shunt capacitance in micromicrofarads, the value read from the

carve must be multiplied by the circumference of the unchanged conductor measured
in centimeters. If there is a simultaneous discontinuity in both the outer and the
inner conductor, an approximate but very good value of the equivalent shunt capaci-
tance is obtainable by breaking it into two p-, ta andu"'zz- .he same curves as before.
That is, the capacitance is the su_ of the two capacitances obtained by assuming
first that e- k e cond`uc tor rergainws ..... -- ..... -,wzY e ' uter one c-h.zgesý and
then that the outer conductor remains continuous while the inner one changes.

An exploded view of a filter designed and constructed in accordance with the
procedure outlined in this paragraph is shown in Figure 3. 1. 1. 3-E.

Low-pass filters of the type described here are also sometimes useful in the
antenna input circuit of receivers, While in a well-designed receiver the antlenna
input circuit acts as a band-pass filter attenuating all frequencies above and' below
its pass band, it may happen that a very strong signal outside the pass band over-
rides the desired signal despite this attenuation, so that an additional external filter
becomes necessary.

3, I1.1. DESIGN OF FILTER CAPACITORS

Capacitors for use in radio interference suppression networks must meet the
following mechanical requirements:

(a) Extrpme ruggedness. Must be unaffe,cted by severe shock.

(b) High resistance to extreme altitudes, temperatures, and humidities,

(c) Durability. Must retain their mechanical and electrical properties with-
out maintenance indefinitely.

(d) Ability to resist corrosion.

The electrical requirements are that they have the specified capacitance withminimum weiht a s.paceha ,Yo T' c.pable of withstanding the operating volt-

ages without danger of flash-over, and that they neither produce nor be affected by
external electric or magnetic fields. They must also preserve their electrical prop-
erties over as wide a frequency range as possible.

These requirements make it mandatory that the capacitors be hermetically
sealed, if at all possible, unless they are part of a unit which is hermetically sealed
as a whole. In general, the design should follow the requirements of the joint Army-
Navy specification of date of issue at the time the design is formulated.

If hermetical sealing is impossible, some sealing compound must be used to
protect the capacitors against the effects of high temperatures and humidities. Dow
Corning 4 compound has been widely used for this ,purpose. Recent tests by the U. S.
Navy have shown that, due to its "flow" properties and loss of insulation resistance
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with absorption of moisture, this compound cannot be relied upon as a means of
sealing an open-type, oil-dielectric capacitor. Breakdown arnd failuret occurred
frequently in these capacitors because the Dow Corning 4 compound mixed wit,1 the
oil dielectric resulting in deterioration of the capacitor. Dow Corning 4 compound

is s atisa'actory when used with synthetic rubber, neoprene, or phenolic insulating
materials.

Capacitors to be used in suppression networks should always be of the non-
inductive type. For example, a rolled impregnated-paper capacitor ohould make
use of the extended foll construction as shown inl Figure 3. 1. 1. 4.

Edges of Foil

Both Ends Swedged

4/

Aluminum Foil Kraft Paper Dielectric

K (

Fig, 3. i. 1, 4 Construction of NO-iý-ductive Capacitor

Capacitors used as shunts to ground ahould be of the single-terminal type with
the metal case grounded. An exception to this occurs for low-capacitance mica
condensers completely embedded in a plastic mold. Since the mold is not conducting, (
it cannot be grounded. Provision should be made to mount the capacitor at the point
where the lead leaves the mold.

Capacitors to be used as series elements should be constructed so that the two
leads leave the case or mold at opposite sides and so that connections can be made
with a minimum length of leads. The internal lead length must also be kept at a
minimum in order to keep the series inductance as small as possible,

a. L 1. 5 FEED-THROUGH CAPACITORS

The "feed-through" capacitor differs from the conventional, or "lead-typep,
capacitor in that all grou;nd leads have been completely eliminated, As shown in
Figure 3. 1. 1, 5-A, it consists of a feed-through bus that passes through the center
of the capacitor section which is rolled in the extended foil manner. Alternate foils
on each side of the feed-through bus are soldered together; one set is soldered to
the housing and the other .et is soldered to the feed-through bus. This type of a
configuration limits the inherent inductance from line to ground to an almost neg-
ligible value thus raising the resonant frequency of the capacitor and extending its
useful frequency range of effective by-passing.
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Solder connection to
Feed-Through Bus Hous ng

S - "-- round foils

Line to be by-passed . Feed-Through Bus

"Hot"' foils !" , All extended foils
"Hot"' -fo"i soldered together

,oider Connection to

.A

Fig. 3. 1. 1. 5-A Schematic Diagram of a Feed-Through 7Capacitor

(1) Mounting Flange (2) Threaded Surface (3) Threaded Stud

Fig, 3. 1. 1. 5-1 Methods of Mounting Feed-Thrqugh Capacitors

The feed-through capacitor is essentially a three-terminal element since the
line from which the radio frequency currents are to be by-passed must be broken
and the capacitor inserted between the separated ends. The feed-through capacitor
function, most effectively when mounte4 through a shield wall so that contact to
ground is afforded along a continuous symmetrical line around the circumference
of the housing. This minimizes the inductance and resistance from the housing to
ground. Furthermore, the shield isolates the input and output leads of the capaci-.
tor from each other. Because of this, feed-through capacitors find their greatest
usefulness at the exit points of leads from shielded encla--.un s containing interfer-
ence sources. In this application they are far superior to any other single element
though their insertion loss is not as great as that of a well-designed filter.

One method of mounting, as shown in Figure 3. 1. 1. 5-B (1), makes use of a
flange, an integral part of the capacitor wall, which is screwed to the shield. Better
results are obtained, however, by using "press-in" or "cone" capacitors. The press-
in capacitor is cylindrical in shape having an excess diameter of about a thousandth
of an inch, while the cone capacitor, as the name implies, is conical. Both ol these
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capaciturs are forced into a bored opening under great pressure. Another method
of rnountinbg, consistent with good results, employs a condenser cylindrical it shape
whose surface has been threaded as shown in Figure 3. 1. 1. 5-B (2). This capacitor
is inserted into an opening in the shield and is held secirely to both sides of the

"shield by a washer and uut arrangement. A similar type of mounting, shown in
Figure 3.1.1.5-B (3), employs a smooth cylindrical condenser with a threaded mount-
ing stud which is inserted into an opening in the shield and held securely to the shield
by a lock washer and nut.

An analysis of the insertion loss - frequency curves of the feed-through, lead-
type, and the ideal capacitor (ii e., one without any resistance or inductance) as
ohown in Figure 3.1.1.5-C, clearly shows the superiority of the feed-through capac-
itor. The dip below the ideal observed in the curve of the feed-through capacitor is
typical of all capacitors of this type and usually occurs in the 50-600 megacycle
range. The cause of the dip is not precisely known, but it is probably caused by a
complex interaction ol zur'-nts and flields in and surrounding the different layers of
foil. Despite the dip, the feed-through capacitor is superior to the lead-type capac-
ito• since no resonant effects are apparent and the insertion loss continues rising
after the dip.

*~ 1_ I - - l __ ! 1!11111111i

_ ,
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0al "1 10 100 1000

Frequency in MC

Fige 31 1. 1. 5-C Curves of Insertion Loss as a Function of Frequency
Comparing Feed-Through and Lead-Type Capacitors with Ideal Capacitors

Production samples of feed-through capacitors show wide variations in their
insertion loss - frequency curves in the region approaching 1000 megacycles. This
variation is probably caused by the radio-frequency resistance which at these fre-
quencies is equal to or greater than the capacitive reactance of the capacitor thereby
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exerting the greater influence on the shape of the curve.

Another type of a feed-through capacitor, shown in Figure 3. 1. 1. 5-D, con-
sists essentially of' a feed-through bus passing through the center of the capacitive
section which consists of discs rather than rolled foil. Alternate discs on both sides 4
of the feed-through bus are connected to the housing while the remaining discs are
connected to the feed-through bus. This type of configuration is best adapted for use
with ceramic dielectric discs whose surfaces have been coated with silver to form
the conducting plates. Large capacitors of 'his ty-pe have not as yet been satisfac-
torilyproduced. However, experimental models wi-.values greater than 0.1 micro-

.-- -Housing

Line to be by-pasd d-T gh Bus

Pot discs connected
• " --- Grounded discs con-

I _ • 1 nected to housing

Fig, 3,1.1, 5-D Schematic Diagram of a
Stacked-Discs Type of Feed-Through Capacitor 4L

3. 1,. 6 DESIGN OF FILTER INDUCTORS

Inducteors alsed in raleo inttrference suppression networks must- meet the same
mechanical requirements as capacitors, which are enumerated in Paragraph 3.1.1.4.
The electrical requirements are that they have the specified inductance with a mini-
mum weight and space, that they be capable of passing the operating current without
excessive heating, and that they neither produce nor be affected by external electric
or magnetic fields. They must also preserve their electrical properties over as
wide a frequency range as possible.

C '

,rig . 3. 1.• I 6-A Equivalent Circuit of Inductance Coil

Figure 3.1.1.6-A shows the equivalent circuit of an inductance coil. The quan-
tity L is the inductance, Rs represents the shunting effect of the losses in the sur-
rounding, medium, R is the actual winding resistance taking into account the skin
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effect, and C is the distributed capacitance. The distributed capacitance may have
losses, but these are usually negligible compared to those already mentioned. For
direct and low frequency alternating currents, the core losses are very small and
R approaches the direct current value of the winding. For use in an effective sup-
pression network, C should be as small as possible so that the anti-resonant fre-
quency, above which the inductor behaves like a capacitance and will lose its ef-
fectiveness, is as high as possible. The inductance L should be large for the fre-
quencies of the interfering currents, but low for the desired power frequencies,
The value of R is not important as far as the undesired frequencies are concerned,
but a low value of R is desirable inorder to keep the voltage drop across R as small
as possible for the desired currents.

At the radio frequencies *hichare to be suppressed, practically 41 the losses
associated with the inductance coil occur in Rs. Thus the "Q" of the coil is deter-
mined primarily by R 5 . It is known from filter analysis that the effect opfdisslpative
elements is negligible in all cases except in the vicinity of the critical froquencies
(the cut-off frequencies and the frequencies of infinite sttenuation). Since radio
interference suppressing filters or networks usuray operate well beyond clat-of4
relatively 10w values of Rs may be tolerated. Values of F!Q1I as low as three reduce
the effective impedance of a coil by only 30 percent as cormpared to its value for the
ideal "Q0 of infinity.

It is very important fo reduce the capacitance C as much as possible, and this
may be-done by connecting several coils in series so that the various capacitances
of the is~oividual coils are in series. Since this also lessens the inductance Pf the
co-4, because it eljri1nates some of the mutual inductance between the turns of dif-
fereat coils, a compromise must be found.

Multiple-layer coils should be avoided since their capacitance is appreciably
greater than that of aingle-layer coils. The ,size of wire to, be used depends on the!
current to be carried. The wire size should be chosen so that 10Q percent overload
can s4fely be carried except in special cases where circumstances may require a
larger factor of safety. In determining the current, the radio interference currents
may be neglected in comaparison with the power currents. The correct wire size

may be found in the table of Figure 3. 1, 1. 1-F, page 3 - 10.

For inductances below about 1000 microhenries, usually no magnetic material
need be used unless special space requirements exist. The inductance of a coil is
a very colwplicated function of its physical dimensions and the number and arrange-
ment of the turns. However, the following equation may be relied on to give correct
results for a single-layer air-core coil within about 2 percent provided that the ratio
of diameter to length, a/b, is neither very large nor very small as compared to unity.

0.5 a 2 b 2 k2L 9 9a + ZOb (3-13)

The inductance, L, is in microhenries, the average coil diameter, a, is in
inches, (see Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-B), the length of winding, b, is in inches (see Figure
3. 1. 1. 6-B), and k is the number of turns per inch. Figure 3. 1. 1.6-C is a hnomo-
graph based on Equation (3- 13) for the rapid computation of either the inductance of
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Fig. 3. 1. 1. 6-A Dimensions of Single-Layer Air-Core ColU

a coil of given dimensions, or the dimensions of a coil for a given inductance. The
use of this nomograph is as follows:

To find the inductance of a coil whose dimensions and number of turns are
known, find the reference point on the "turning" scale by drawing a straight line
through the •pprxi`ate points on the "b/a" and the "a" scales. Then draw a straight
line through this reference point and the approximate point on the "k" scale and ex-
tend this line until it interpects the "!" scale.

The following example illustratek the use of the nomograph in solving
the above type of problem, Refer to Figire 3, 1, 1, 6-C,, Find the in-
ductance of a coil close wound with 13 turns of No, 2 enamel wire (37
turns per inch), if its diameter and length are 3,5 and 0.35 inches, r•-
9pectively. ,

Connect b/a = 0.1 and a 3.5 with a straight line and rotate this line
about the reference point on the turning scale to k = 37, and read L. = 30
microhenries.

The length and the number of turns of a ceii of known diamneter, inductance,

and current carrying capacity can be found by the use'of the nornograph byfinding
first the number of turns per inch from the table of Figure 3, 1, 1, 1-F, p-Age 3 - 10.
Then, a straight line ii drawn between the appropriate points on the "k" and- "L"

scales to locate the reference point on the "turning" scale. This point, in.. tarn, is
connected to the appropriate point on the "A" scale by a straight line which is ex-,
tended urtil it intersects the Ilb/a'I scale. Since the value of "A" is known., the value
of 1b" can be readily calculated and used to obtain the total number of turns, N, by
means of the relationship, N = kh.

The following example illustrates the use of the nomograph for the abovo
conditions. Refer to Figure 3.1,1.6-C. Find the length and the number
of turns of a 30-microhenry coil, designed to carry a mnaximunm current
of 1.5 amperes, and whose diameter is 3.5 inches. Figure 3. 1. 1. I-F
shows that 37 turns per inch of No. 2Z enamel vvire is required.

Connect k = 37 and L = 30 with a straight line and rotate this line about
the reference point on the turning scale to a = 3.5 and read b/a = 0.1.

Since a = 3.5 inches, b = 0.35 inches. Therefore, the number of turns
required is 0.35 x 37 = 13 turns.
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Fig. 3, 1. 1. 6-C Nomograph for Single-Layer Coil Design
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C 0

a
Centimeters Micromicrofarads s/d

1010 30 1.05-

- -7 
Ljo

± 6 9 10
8

5 7 1. -

- -4 -- 1 3- -
-- 4

33 - --3 - - .7Z1.7-
--zI.-

-1.5

-- 069
-0.8

-- 0.6 -6i
0.5ý

Ii 0.4 7-Vt.

Fig. 3.1.1, 6-D Nomograph for Determining
Distributed Capacitance of Single-Layer Coils
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If space is ample, it is usually desirable to make "k" smaller than its maxi-

mum value read from the table of Figure 3. 1. 1. 1-F because a decrease of 10" will

reduces the distributed capacitance of the coil. This reduction of the value of "k" is

obtained by space winding rather than close winding the coil. It should be noted,
however, that an error in the value of the inductance is introduced because the

value of Ilk" used in the nomogramh of Figure 3.1. 1.6-C is based on a close-wound

The distributed capacity, CO, of a single-layer coil, shown in cross-section

"in Figure 3,'. 1. 6-D, can be readily found by the use of the nomograph of Figure

3. 1. 1. 6-D4 if the diameter of the coil "a", the diameter of the wire used "d", and
&the distance between the centers of adjacent turns "s" are kno-n. The procedure

lor the use of this nomograph is as follows:

j Draw a straight line connecting the appropriate points on the "s/Id" and "a"

scales. The point of intersection of this line and the "Co" scale gives the value of

the distributed capacity. If the diame'ter of the coil is "Im" times larger or smaller

"than the values on the "a"' scale, the value of the distributed capacity is also "Im"Stimes larger or smaller than the value read on the "Co" scale. in this case, "Im"

is any Constant' factor.

If more inductance is needed in a given space than can be obtained in an air-

core coil, a core of magnetic material must be used. Suitable coils using magnetic

cores may take many forms. Several important arrangements are shown inzFigure

3. 1. 1,6-E. Arrangement (I) in this figure shows a simple straight solenoid whose

greatestmerit is ease of manufacture. Arrangement (2) shows a torpid, which pro-
vides a satisfactory filter inductor as the external flux is almost nil. The distrib-
uted capacitance may be satisfactorily low; and, for a given space requirement, it

provides a-good value of inductance, Finally, arrangement (3) is an improved de.

sign which make s excellent use of available space, allows a very close-fitting shield
to be used, and has a relatively low value of distributed capacitance,

(1) Straight (2) Toroid (3) Cup Core

1* Fig. 3.1. 1. 6-E Designs of Magnetic Core Inductors

If the power current is direct current, the saturation effects of the load cur-

rents must be carefully checked. In arrangement (1), the large airgap, plus the

intrinsic airgaps due to the interstices between iron particles in the case of powdered

cores, generally prevents saturation. A toroidal core of laminated strips must have

anairgap to prevent saturation. A toroidal core- of powdered iron may be free from

saturation effects for moderate load currents, but may still require an airgap for
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very large load currents. In arrangement (3), special care must be taken, since
saturation may easily occur. This is particularly important should end-caps of
magnetic material be added.

A mnagnetic slug in a straight solenoid will increase its inductance by a factor
of about two to four. The inductance of a toroid of rectangular cross-section with
or without intrinsic airgap, but without external airgap, may be found from the equa-

i in

L = 0.00508 N2 b Id ln (rZ/rl) (3-14)Il
where L is the inductance in rnicrohenries, b ii the core width in inches, lid is the
.averag. incremental permeability, rI and r 2 are the inside and outside radii, re-
spectively, and N is the total number of turns. See Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-F. The incre-
mental permeability must be used because the quantity of interest is the incremental
inductance for small alternating currents superimposed on a large direct current.
Curves of txd as a function of the magnetization, H,: in ampere-turns per inch, are
plotted in Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-G. The quantity H may be computed from the equation,

NI NI •H N = N (3-15)
2rrrav %(rI + r2 ),

where, I is the direct current in ampereso

For toroi4s with round crose-section, the inductance is

-=0.0319 NZ ( -m (3-16)

where rm. is the mean radius of the toroid and b is the radius of the cross-section,
both in inches, as shown in Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-H.

Another design, which is particularly useful for frequencies Above about 50 mc,
is shown in Figure 3. 1. 1.6-I, It consists of a straight conductor surrounded by an
aknnular core. It is essentially equivalent to a one-turn toroid, and Equations (3-14)
and (3- 15) may be used with N takenas unity. The package-ability, low voltage drop
for direct current, and extremely low capacitance combine to make this an ideal
design when a very large inductance is not required. The optimum inductance is
obtained by using several layers of different material in the annular core. The de-
sign of such an inductor may be carried out with the aid of the curves of Figure
3 1. 1. A= T

It is assumed that the outside diameter of the core is known from a considera-
tion of the available space. The direct current determines the wire size and thus
the inside diameter of the core. The range of values of H may then be determined
from the curves of Figure 3. l. 1. 6-J, which give the magnetic field intensity at any
arbitrary distance, r, from the center. The materials having the largest Nd may be
chosen from the curves of Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-G. Note that the intersection of two
curves on this graph marks the value of H for which one material becomes better
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Ab

tm Fig, 3.1, ,1.6-F Dimensions of Toroid of Rectangular Cross-Seiction

1801

160-

A-Powdered Iron 5 - 10
S140 "

.:B-Powdered Iron 10-50'
" C- Molypermalloy < 5

D-Molype rmalloy <10SE -"Ferrite > 5,0

,,100-------

18410I N5

I Y

A 6

40

14 in Ampere Turns Per Inch

Fig. 3.1I.1. 6-G Incremental Permeability as a Function of Magnetic

Field lntensity fox Different Materials
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Fig. 3.11. 1. 6--H Dimensions of Toroid of Round Cross-Section

Different
Magnetic
Material

Wire• ri

Fig. 3. 1. 1. 6-1I High Frequency Inductor

thananather. Thus, Figure 3. 1. 1.6-4 may be used to determine the radius or radii

at which one material should be replaced by another, Finally, the inductance per

unit length is found by. adding the inductance values for the Individual cores:t

r ln-+ , (3-17

a' 0.00508 (Gd l I-n r rc

where L' is in microhenries per inch and ra, rb, and rc are explained in Figure

30 f:1.6i-I.

As an example, let it be required to determine the optimum inductance

per unit length of a conductor to carry 10 amperes direct current, with,
a maximum diameter of 0.6 inches available for the co... From the

table in Figure 3. 1. 1, 1-F, a wire size No. 14 is chosen. Allowing a

hole of 0.08 inches in diameter, the radias of the core varies from 0.04

to 0.3 inches. From Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-J, this corresponds to a variation

in the field intensity, H, from 40 to 5. 5 ampere -turns per inch. Figure

3. 1. 1. 6-0 shows that, for H having values below 1U ampere-turns per

inch, material E (ferrite) has the highest incremental permeability,

.1e, for H between 12 and 40. material C (molypermalloy) should be

chosen. The value H = 12, from Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-J, corresponds to a

radius of 0.14 inches for a current of ten amperes. Hence, the core

should conaias of two concentric annular rings. The inner ring, with an

inner diameter of 0.08 inches and an outer diameter of 0.28 inches, is

made of molypermalloy, and the outer ring, with an inner diameter of

0.28 inches and an outer diameter of 0.6 inches, is made of ferrite. The

resultant inductance may be computed as follows:
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L 005 E In 0.3+ I.d 0  - (3-18)0.0008 0. 14 0.0;-

The quantity pod,, varies from 135 tQ 105 in the region considered, An

average of 120 may be used. The quantity 4dC varies from 105 to 97.

An average of 101 may be used. With these values the inductance, L',

is 1. 11 microhenries per ýnch.

In choosing a magnetic core for an inductor, three fact.ors must be considered:

permeability, saturation, and losses. When ýnductors are used in Aetworks that

must pass only direct or very low frequency currents, the losses need not usually I
be considered. The losseo always increase with frequency, and whep all high ire-
quenc-ies are to be suppressed, losses are nqt objectionable, They are just addi-

tional aids in attenuating the interfering currents. Out in harmonAc-suppress3ion

filters or other networks that must pass radio frequencies, low-loss materials must

be chosen. Figure 3. 1. 1. 6-G shows that the ferrites* have the highest initial per-

meability and the lowest losses at 200 Wc. However, they reach saturation very

quickly, and their losses *rncrease very rapidly at frequencies above 5 Tc. Special

fekrites have been produced that are useful at frequeencies as high as 1.00 mcp but

their per-abidty1t _ s 1.3 MfU-h lower. Cores of powdered iron or special alloys such

als wolyperznalloy have very low losses even at very high frequencies. They are

not saturated easily, but their initial perMeabilities are pot very high. They are

still the best pompromise available when fairly high inductances and IQw losses at,

high frequencies are required.,

It is often desirable to embed coreless inductance cpils in plastic material in

-order to protect them from shock. When doing this, the heat-co uisting properties

of the material become important. Powdered quartz has been found payticl~rly

useful since its large heat coanductivity allows an increase of the current rating, thus

permitting larger values of inductance without increase in volume.

1, . Z SHIELDING

The purpose of a shield is to keep all radio-interference energy ýhottled up ,K

within a specified region, or to prevent all radio-ipterference energy from enter-

ing a specified region. The first type i& used for ignition systemsI, motors, and

other sources of radio interference. The second type is used for receivers or leads

leading to receivers. Because power for control energy must always be supplied

or removed from the region within the shield, and because the techniques ol con-

struction as well as the ,necessity for accessibility and serviceabil;ity demand that

shields be made of more than one part, openings, seams, joints, or other discon-
tintities, mut always he present. The proble~m of constructing an effective shield

has therefore two separate phases: One is the prevention of the penetration of elec-

tro-magnetic energy through the shielding wall itself, and the other is the prevention

*Ferrites are mixtures of crystalline iron oxides of ceramic - like structure.

To avoid confusion with the word "ferrite" as used for metallic iron containing a

fraction of one percent of carbon, the name "ferrospinels" has recently been Bug-

gested for these materials.
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3. .2.1 SHIELDING MATERIALS

of leakage through the discontinuities in the shield. The second of these two prob-
lems - the proper design of the necessary discontinuities so that effectiveness of the
entire shield is not impaired - requires the greater consideration and attention. Just
as a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, a shield is no more effective than
Sits poorest joint, The major portion of the following paragraphs is devoted to the
principles and techniques employed in the design of discontinuities in shields for
rninimunm leakage.

3. i, 2, I SHIELDING MATERIALS

The problem of preventing penetration through the shielding wall itself is com-
paratively simple, .As was pointed out in Paragraphl 1, 18, . Z, under certain sim-
Splified conditions the ratio Of the electromAgnetic energy that has penetrated a shield
to that entering it, expreasised in decibels, varies inversely as the thicknes- and the

square root of the magnetic permeability and directly as the s&uare root of the re-
0 sistivity. While shielding effectiveness depends on other factors,, such as the imiped-

4APS of the wave and the geometrical shape of the shield, in a very complicated way,
this dependence can be entirely neglected provided that the three factors mentioned
above Are chosen large (or small) enough, This leads to walls that may be much
thicker thar• necessary for the desired degree of shielding, but usually not thicker
than nece saary .for mechanical reasons whenever the sehield must support itselt me-
chanically, In the absence of more detailed information about the effect of the other
factors1 it is suggested that the minimum thickness of shielding material be based

* on an ort option lo-a of about 33 db At 1 mc, In A•ppendix XVI the following ex-
pressimn is developed fat the .bsorppionQ lss in locibels,

.AbmorptinIqoxss 3,34 S F (3-19)

where S is the thickness in milsl f; it the frequency in megacycles per secondo &r

iU the r*eltive magnetic perrmeability (Vr = I for 41 non-magnetic materials ) and
4r is the cauductivity relative to.coppet (see Fipre 3. 1, Z, 1), Heencet the thicknesss
for about 33 db at I mrc Is siven by;

S --- (3 - O)
\Fr r(f

'This leads to a mixnimum thickness of 10 mils for copper - a choice that has proved
satisfactory in prctice,

When magnetic materials are used, care must he exercised in the evaluation
0 r b a it var -1 A'- _y .. t' .. •equency is hih enog

the permeability, even, of the best magnetic materials, decreases to unity, There-
fore, the shielding effectiveness of magnetic materials,, such as steel, should he
cargfuUly tested before using Equation (3.- l), or (a-ZQ0 with a value of I. obtained
from low-frequency measurements. Figure 3.1. Z. I shows the minimum thickness
of shielding recommended for several common shielding materials together with their
relative conductivities. The value for steel is conservatively based on a permeability
of unity. In most cases this thickness is insufficient from a mechanical pointlof view,
but it is the suggested minimum when there are no mechanical considerations.
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Minimum
Metal Relative Conductivity, dr Thickness in Mils

Aluminum 0. 61 13

Brass 0.25 20

Copper i. 00 10

Magnesium 0.37 16.5

ýUiver_
Steel 0. 035 -0. l6 Z5 - 55__
Tin 0.15 265 5

Zinc 0. Z9 18.5

Fig, 3. 1. 2. 1 Minimum Thickness Recommended for

Shielding for Metals Having Conductivities Shown

The shielding effectiveness of a solid metallic wall increases with frequency
(except possibly for magnetic materials). Therefore, measurements oi this effec-

tiveness need to be made only at the lower frequencies. In fact, it has been found

in practice that, if a particular material and thickness are satisfactory below 20 mc,

they will be satisfactory above that frequency. This condition may be vitiated, how-

Over, by the effect of seamns, joints, or other discontinuities. For such discontinu-

ities the opposite is true: Their shielding effectiveness decreases with frequency

so that joints which are entirely satisfactory at low and medium frequencies may be

quite "leaky" at high, very high, or ultra-high frequencies.

Instead of solid metal walls, meshes of metallic wires are sometimes used

for shielding purposes. The attenuation of an electromagnetic wave in a mesh is

considerably less than that in a solid screen. Therefore, the principal shielding

action of a mesh is due to reflection. Tests have shown that mesh with 50 percent

open area and sixty or more strands per wavelength introduces a reflection loss

very nearly equal to that of a solid shee.t of the same material. For this to be true,

it is necessary that the mesh be so constructed that the individual strands are per-

manently joined at their points of intersection by some kind of fusingprocess so that

good permanent electrical contact is made, Figure XVI-3 in Appendix XVI shows

that reflection loss of a solid shield decreases with frequency. In addition, the re-

flection loss in a mesh depends on the number of strands per wavelength, and since

the wavelength decreases with frequency, the shielding effectiveness of ý.shes de-

creases with frequency faster than indicated by Figure XVI-3. Since the reflection

loss is also that portion which is most affected by the impedance of the wave, and

hence the configuration of the source. it is best to make careful tests whenever

meshes are to be used for shielding rather than to rely on theoretical considerations. 4
More details on the reflection loss, absorption loss, the effect of the wave impedance,
and the use of mesh shields are found in Appendices VIII and XVI.

3.1. 2.2 OPENINGS IN SHIELDS I
A case designed to completely enclose a unit such as a receiver or motor must

have openings and other discontinuities for the following purposes: to pass power,

control, and output leads; to allow access for maintenance and servicing; to aid the

ease of manufacture and assembly; and to permit proper ventilation, drainage, and
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heat transfer. Of these only the considerations of ventilation, i. e., the circulation
of air, and drainage of any condensed moisture require actual openings. All the
other requirements can be satisfied with temporary, semi-pe rzanent, or permanent
seals.

Leakage of electromagnetic energy through actual openings may be minimized
by controlling either the size or the shae of the holes. The amount of electromag-
netic energy that canazcape ti rough a hole in a shield is roughly proportional to the
size of the hole provided that its dimensions are smnall compared to a wavelength. !
This means that the leakage can be kept negligible simply by making the holes suf-
ficiently small. When the only purpose of the hole is the drainage of condensed
moisture, a small number of very small holes of no more than 1/8-inch diameter
is usually sufficient, and the leakage through these holes is negligible except in the
case of extremely powerful interference sources such as ignition systems or radar
modulators. For proper ventilation, laiger openings are required. Such openings

A must then be covered with fine-mesh copper screen which must be solderedor welded
along a continuous line around the edge of the opening. The type of mesh must be
chosen in accordance with the principles explained in the previous paragraph. Since
a mesh for effective shielding action has rarely more than 50 percent open area, and
frequently less than that, the size of the opening must be correspondingly increased
for effective ventilation. If the mesh must be easily removable, it must be attached
with screws or bolts in sufficient number to insure a high pressure contact along a
continuous line completely around the edge. Here, as in other joints, maintenance
constitutes the largest problem. The contact surfaces must be thoroughly cleaned
each time the mesh is screwed back into place.

An alternative to reducing the size of the openings, either by making the holes

themselves sufficiently small or by covering them with metallic meshes effectively
making many srail holes out of one big one, is to design the shape of the openings
in such a way that the escape of electromagnetic energy through them is prevented.
The most effective way of doing this is to surround the openings by protruding sleeves
which, effectively, convert the openings into wave guides. To be considered a wave
guide, the length of the sleeve should be at least three times its longest cross-
sectional dimension, or three times its diameter if of circular, cross-section.

Wave guides act like high-pass filters. They pass without attenuation (neg-
lecting losses in the walls and dielectric) all frequencies above the cut-off fiequencIy
and attenuate all freq-qencies below the cut-off frequency. Since a particular wave
guide permits many modes of transmission of electromagnetic waves through it,
there are many cut-off frequencies associated with each guide, one for each mode
of transmission. The lowest cut-off frequencies for rectangular and circular wave

guides are given by the following expressions:

5900 (3-Zla)
c b

6920 (3-1b)
d

where ic is the lowest cut-off frequency -n megacycles per second, b is the longer
inside dimension of the rectangular guide in inches, and d is the inside diameter of
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the circular guide in inches.

In a wave guide, the attenuation per unit length for a wave below the cut-off

frequency of the wave guide, neglecting dissipation, is given by the following ex-

pression:
S= O..OO•,. S Offt 11%z

... . . p-c,/,-,, - (3-22) j

where the attenuation, c , is in decibels per inch, and f is the frequency in mega-

cycles per second. When the frequency is less than one tenth of the cut-off frequency,
a good approximation, independent of frequency, may be obtained in the follewing form:

3-= (3-23)

, _'2- (3,-23b)
d

for rectangular and circular guides, respoctively. Figure 3. 1. 2. Z shows a plot of

18 -Circular Guide Rectangular

160 Wave Guide 32
44 _Z8u

Circular .- > . -

_____"___ Wave Guide 24•:• 2( ,0 24

~10 Rectanga ar \

Guide .. ___

80- 16~V 60 12[
SCtofFrequency -8_ __

(Read Right Scale), -

(Rad Lpi--oAt~n•t•n...

60 .4 .6 .8 1.1 .2 1.4

b or d in Inche s

Fig. 3, 1. 2.2 Cut-off Frequency and Attenuation of Wave Guides
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ri

Equations (3-23a) and (3-23b). From these curves the attenuation per unit of length
(decibels/inch) may be read directly for any size of rectangular or circular wave
guide. The same figure also shows the cut-off frequency (Equations (3-21a) and
(3$-2-b in each case, so that the limit of validity can be determined from the same
figure.

For example, if 70 db are required up to at least 600 mc in a circular
WVA,!-IMA. 4 s nei-Adiameter rmust be no more than 1.15 inches based
on a cut-off frequency of 6000 mc. For thati 4e, the a-iati is .
db per inch, so that aboQW 2.5 inches of length would apparently give 70
db of attenuation. But reombering that the minimum ratio of length to
diameter is three, a length ol! three inches should be chosen.

it is seen that, since the minimum length is 3b or 3d, the minimum attenuation is
always at !east 82 or 96 db for al frequencies up to about one-tenth of the cut-off
frequency, A picture of an end-cap for a direct current motor whose openings for
ventilAtion wore designed in accordance with these considerations, which proved very
effective in actual tests i-s shown in Figure 3. 2. 1. 1, 8-A.

3, , Z,3 JOINTS

When it becomes necessaory to join together several parts of a complete shield,
'the first cQ-Jaide4 ation mm-ot be to keen the nu mber of such joints down to the absolute
minim=u, !n practically all cases where joints are necessary to allow ease of man-
ufacture and access for maintenance, the shield ihould be constructed of no more
than two parts having only one joint, In ome a•ases iU to most desirable to make a
permanent joint by welding or soldering and sacrifice accessibility. This is done,
for example, with ignition coils which are sealed permanently in a metallc shield.
When the coil fails, tho shield and coil are considered expendable and are replaced
as one unit, This extreme sqlution of th* problem of joint design cannot, oi course,
apply to more complicated pieces of equipment that may require frequent aervicinL,.

When joints are made, the most important requirement is that a continuous
metal-to-metal contact he maintained along a continuous line, When the pressure
is maintained by means of screws or bolts, a sufficient number must be used to as-
sure high unit pressure even at the points most distant, i,. e,, farthest away, from
any screw or bolt,. Lack of stiffness of the mating members is an important factor
in producing distortion of the mating surfaces, a condition which results in bulging
and insufficient pressure for good electrical contact, Flange and cover-plate jaints
should benmade circular wherever possible because of the ease with which the surface
can be machined either plane, grooved. or tapered, An example of a good shield

graph of a generator-regulator shield assembly open, and a similar assembly, closed.
A retaining band is used to maintain high unit pressure all around the joint.

A nodification of the taper or wedge cover-plate design is shown in Figure
3. 1. 2. 3-C. Here the shape of the mating members assures positive contact along
two contintious lines. For thinner shielding materials, when screws cannot be used
because the members are not stiff enough to maintain highpressure between screws,
the "paint can" cover illustrated by Figure 3. 1. 2. 3-D gives good results. It can be
used only for shields that need not be designed for strength and rigidity.
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Fig,q 3. 1,2..3 -A Generator Regulator Shield Apsembly Open

Fig. 3. 1. 2. 3 -B Tachomleter Shield Assembly Clos~ed
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Fig. 3.1.2.4-A Cover
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3.1.2.4 CONDUCTIVE GASKETS

Failure of the flange and cover-plate designs to provide continuous line con-
tact has necessitated the use of various types of conductive gaskets at the interfaces
of mating surfaces. Two examples of designs of cover plates using conductive gas-
kets are shown in Figure 3. 1. 2.4-A.

The use of conductive gaskets in any shielding assembly is an admission of
the inadequacy of the joint desiun bherni- tf C=,tHi-ouG line cont-act at all mating
surfaces were attained, there would be no need for gaskets even for providing mois-
ture and gas seals at the joint interfaces. Yet, conducting gaskets are used in many
types of shielding of present design and consequently must be discussed in some
detail,

Any gasket must have a degree of compressibility if it is to conform to the

mating surfaces. The degree of conformance. is largely dependent on the available
pressure and the compressibility of the material of which the gasket is made. It
can safely be said that there is no one ideal gasket material for all purposes, but I
the successful employment of any type of gasket can be greatly improved if its use
is properly taken into design consideration at the outset. The introduction of a gas-
ket at a later date may not be as highly successful.

Seals for radio interference reduction generally fall into one of two classes,
the multiple-contact type or the continuous -contact type. A typical example of the
former is a Neoprene-impregnated screen, and of the latter, the foil-wrapped gas-
ket, Since gaskets are essentially interposed in the shielding system, they must
satisfy the requisite degree of attenuation. For most metals, this can be calculated
from depth of penetration formulas. In gaskets this is difficult except for the foil-
wrapped type, where it is obvious that the foil thickness must be that required for
effective penetration loss. In the muliple-contact type, the greater the number of'
contacts, the more effective the gasket b-,comes.

Conductive gaskets ordinarily are used only on the flange and cover-plate type
of joints. The various types of gaskets either now in use or proposed for use are:

(a) Metal screen impregnated with Neoprene (excess Neoprene removed from
wire-mesh surface by use of abrasives).

(b) Metal foil over Coroprene core.

(c) Wire sleeving over Neoprene core (for use in slotted flange and cover-plate
design).

(d) Sprayed-metal Neoprene gaskets.

(e) Aluminum -Magnesium alloy crystals suspended in Dow Corning No. 4
Comnpound.

(f) Serrated washer-type metal gasket,

(g) Metal-brush type (for use in slotted flange and cover-plate design).
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(h) Aluminum tubing filled with a Neoprene core (for use in slotted flange and
cover-plate design).

(i) Compressed knitted wire mesh of copper, monel, or other metals.

A brief discussion of the above types of conductive gaskets, based on the ex-
periences of the Military Services and on performance tests made by various emuip-
mnent manufacturers follows. The letters refer to the gasket types described above.

The wire sleeving over a Neoprene core (a•, t 0 nminum tubing filled with
a Neoprene core (h), and the knitted wire mesh (i), for use both in flange and cover
plates of slotted design, are the most promising of the several suggested types for
providing interference-free service,

All gaskets that depend on multipoint contact for shielding, namely, the wire
mesh, Neoprene-impregnated (a), the serrated metal washer (f), the metal-brush
type (g),' the Al-Mg alloy crystals (e), and the knitted wire mesh (i), are effective
in proportion to the density of the points of contact, or in other words, to the degroe
to which line contact is approached.

The use of finely divided AI-Mg alloy crystals, while effective in providing
multipoint contact, which closely approaches line contact provided the space between

* mating surfaces is not greater than the crystal sizeý, is not recommended by the
Military Services because of the danger that might be encountered should the -metal
particles inadvertently come in contact with the surfaces of bearings.

The metal-foil covered gaskets (b), whi-e suitable for use on flat surfaces,
have caused trouble on curved surfaces due to buckling or breaking of the foil.

Sprayed-metal Coroprene gaskets (d) were found by test to be inferior to other
gaskets because of the porosity of the coating,.;-,

The knitted wire mesh (i) is far superior to any gasket made of woven mesh.
It can be made from any metal or alloy that can be drawn into wire. It can also be
combined with a sealing medium such as Neoprene when hermetic sealing, as well
"as shielding, is required.

Conductive gaskets canbe made in practically any size or shape to fit the equip-
ment with which it is to be used. The resiliency and density of the gasket material
can also be varied according to the requirements of each application. A well-designed
gasket insures good all-around contact even with appreciable unevenness of the mat-
ing surfaces or warping. Special machining for a close fit is not r equired.

fq Shielding gaskets for use in the covers of sheet-metal chasses and cabinets

are available in round strips, strips with one or two fins, and double: strips with a

connecting web to meet varied installation requirements. Typical examples of the
use of these types are shown in Figure 3.1.2.4-B.

When conductive gaskets are used with flange joints, the gasket should be
thicker than the depth of the groove that holds it to insure complete contact, as shown
in Figure 3.1.2.4-C. It is also important that the gasket be located inside the flange
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3.1.2.5 JOINT PRESSURE

bolts to prevent leakage through the bolt holes. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1.2.4-D.

In choosing the material for the conductive gasket, the electrical conductivity
Sis only one of many factors to be considered. For example, gaskets of monel metal
have been found to shield as effectively, if not better than, gaskets made of silver-
plated copper. In addition, monel metal gaskets have greater resiliency for the same
volume of metal and are much more resistant to corrosion. In fact, the ability to
resist corrosive action- atmospheric or galvanic - is often as important as the elec-
trical conductivity.

In spite of the many advantages of conductive gaskiets, it must be remembered
that a joint with a gasket cam never produce as good a shield as a good joint with
direct metal-to-metal contact. Tests have shown that a gasketed joint may have
eight times the impedance of a similar metal-to-metal joint. This it due to the fact
that a gasketed joint comprises two joints in series and may have a useful contact
area of roughly one quarter of its apparent contact area. But good direct joints are
very difficult to obtain, and still more difficult to maintain, and in general gaskets
may improve the performance of average-to-poor joints.

3. 1. Z. 5 JOINT PRESSURE

The pres sure exerted on the mating surfaces of any joint in a radio interference
shield must be of sufficient magnitude to maintain line contact of the mating metals
and to provide a low-impedance path at their interface. The subject of pressure as
a function of the quality of electrical contact is discussed in greater detail in Para-
graph 3. i. Z.6.

The problem of joint pressure in the flange and cover-plate type of oshielding

joint is of great imnportance because of the comparatively large and irregular surface
area that must be joined together. Many joints of this type, as designed in the past,
have not been satisfactory with regard to prevention of radio interference because
of

(a) failure of the joints to provide continuous line contact because their mating
surfaces were not machined sufficiently plane. In some instances, it was
necessary to scrape and lap the mating surfaces of this type of joint in
order to achieve the necessary line contact,

(b) failure of the joints to provide continuous line contact because their mat-
ing surfaces became "waved" as a result of warping when pressure was

applied to the joint assembly by screws or bolts spaced at intervals along
the periphery; also, similar trouble has been encountered as a result of
thermal changes in the joint assembly. The causes for this trouble can
be traced to a lack of stiffness of the flange and plate edges and to e:.ces-
"sive distances between the points of application of pressure, and,

(c) failure of the joint design to provide suitable means for maintaining con-
stant pressure at the mating surfaces, especially during operation under
service conditions when vibration and heat tend to loosen the fastening
mechanism ard reduce the joint pressure.
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3.1. z. 6 CONTACT IMPEDANCE

In the design of joints in radio interference shields, there are conflicts be-
tween raechanical, electrical, and chemical requirements, all of which need care-
ful consideration in view of their close interrelation. A good design, as always, is
one that achieves the best possible compromise among the various factors involved.

The impedance between two conductors that are pressed together is in most
cases largely resistive; however, it can be inductive or capacitive depending on the
nature of the joint and the wave length involved. Therefore, the general term im-
pedance is used to include the cases of the highest frequcncies and dimensions,. In
any case, the total impedance across two conductors in contact must be carefully
considered by the designer. It consists of

(a) The impeedance of a major part of the first conductor, in, wich the current
density is almost constant, owing to the comparative remoteness of the
interface.

(b) The impedance of the remainder of the first conductor in the proximity of
the contact area or areas where the current density is quite variable.

(c) The impedance of the film betweers the conductors at their contact area or
areas. The film may consist of one, twoa or three films in series. Each
contact surface, in general, has a certain amount of "bound" film due to
corrosion or surfacetreatment;' also there is a certain amount of "floating"
film, such as grease, not securely attached to either contact surface.
However, bound films are not always tenacious, and floating films some-
times adhere firmly.

(d) The Impedance of the second conductor just beyond the interface, where
the current density is quite variable.

(e) The impedance of the secondconductor for some distance beyond the inter-
face, a region in which the current density is almost constant.

In most practical cases, contact impedance consists mainly of "interfacial
"impedance" (c) and the combined "constrictional impedance" (b) plus (d). Contact
impedances are, therefore, sensitive to a number of factors, many of which do not
prevail in ordinary solid conduction. The factors to be considered especially in de-
signing shielding joints are (a) the conductivity, hardness, density, roughness, clean-
liness, arid corrosion-resistance of the materials, (b) the size and geometrical shape
of both mating surfaces, -and, (c)lthe pressure, that is, the frce pe-r unit area bind-
ing the surfaces together,,

Since in most cases the reactive portion of the impedance is very small com-
pared to the resistive component, it can be neglected and the effective contact re-
sistance, or reed part of the impedance, can be approximately determined by the
equation:

R = KPN (3-24)
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3.1.2.6 CONTACT IMPEDANCE

where R is in ohms, K is constant for a system, P is the pressure, and N is an ex-
ponent usually lying between 0.5 and 2.0, depending upon the nature of the contact
surfaces. The determination of K and N is somewhat difficult because of their inter-
dependency on the materials and geometry, The test data on R as a function of P
,may be plotted to great advantage on log-log graph paper. The resulting points ap-
proximate a straight line of negative slope N.

Logarithmic curves of R plotted as a function of- P usually show am narked lin-

earity , with erratic departure from a straight line taking place only at very lowa•
extremely high pressur-. Ext-nely rough or warped surfaces show a very high
contact resistance at low pressure, -bitt a rapid decrease in resistance with added
pressure. Such surfaces at first may touch at only two or three points, but due to

V. high unit pressure, these points are eventually depressed, permitting other points
to make contact, Extremely smooth or lapped surfaces also show very high contact
resistance at low pressure, but their decrease in resistance with added pressure is

less marked. Such surfaces may, at first, engage filps of corrosion, oil, air, and
water, all of which are difficult to eliminate with low unit pressure.

Theory and experience indicate that the best contact surface is a slightly rougth,
though clean, surface. It has been noted that highly polished platip.m con-tact poi$t,
oftenused in breakerassemblies, operate bestafter a brief ruin-in perioll. The preg-
ferred range of roughness must be determined in various cases. It should not be so

rovtgh as to cause severe ai•r leakage around an 1ngasketed joinlt., A surface nmiy
not actual!y appear rough except under a magnifying glass. Instruments are avail-

able for the measurement of roughness, but it mnght be uiwise an4 upneces'sary to
attempt to usethem in production testing because once a satisfactory rapge of rough-
uess has 4een determmned, it is not difficult to specify a control st ,dar4.

In the design of shielding joints, an important ques.,io•. arises •s to whether
or not any particular flange width or area results in a rimum direct q4rrent re-
sistance when the clamping force is constant. This qtxestion may be approached anra-
lytically. The measured resistance lR of a' metallic conductor is directly proportiorpAl
to the length L of the conductor and inversely proportional 4o its cross-seet~oqial
area A. Introducing a constant of proportionality, p , called the resisivity of the
metal, permits expressing the measured resistance as:

R L /A (3-25)

For the case in question, p refers to the joint itself rather than to the metal at either
side. The length L refers to the thickness of the interstice between the mating sur-
faces, and A refers to the actual cross-sectional area, even though all of it does
not effectively conduct current. Obviously, the values of p and L depend primarily
on the nature of the mating surfaces and are independent of the area A. All three
factors on the right side of Equation (3-25) are actually functions of the pressure
but A, as defined for this case, changes a negligible amount with pressure. There-
fore Equation (3-25) can be written as:

R = f(P)/A (3-26)

where the function, fi(P), accounts for the change inp and L with pressure. Equa-
tion (3-24), derived empirically, accounts for the change of these two factors with
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press-tire by the value of the exponent N.

'i Tbe_ problem is to determine the effectof a change in the actual cross- sectional
area A on the measured resistance R when the force F holding two mating surfaces
together is kept constant, all surface conditions remaining the same, Analogy to
Equation (3-26) shows that K of Equation (3-24) is, in general, a function of the area
A. Since the resistance is inversely proportional to A, as seen from Equation (3-26),
the function K must be equal to Ki/A, where K' is a true constant independentof both

t the area and the pre ssurve, If F is the constant force, the pressure P is F/A, Sub-
stit-ati_- ýe- ±hi;,c pe.ons into Equation (3-24) gives:

R - J)- = KIF"N AN-1 0-27)

I It follows then, for a constant F,, that R is independent of A when N = 1-, increases
as A increases whep .NI>J, and increases as A decreases when NlI,

This means th!t the flange width has no effect on the direct current resistFnce
when the total ]Lsamping farce is constant, providing the log-log curve (abscissa and
ordinate having sarne scale) of P. plotted as a funactio•n of P has a 45o slope, If the
slope excce4s 45Q, as in the case of very sharp or rough surfacesa, uch As the per-
faratejtegtel-core pasketo the flange width should be0 snal4 -If the slope is lessthar •,6 11ri t hap. 1), ar in the case of all •;hr gaskets and all surfaces notcov-

ered with metal paint, the flange width shqo4d be; large, AXN appraches zero, an
ingreaste in clamping force is lest effective than a corresponding increase In Area
in rediRcng revistance, When N varies from 0. to, 0, the effect of area changes
from an inuve0e aqiao, rot to an inverse proportion (as in wire conductors),

iAS s gener! d~sn consnideration for • tfer~nce-free operation, It in well
to keeg in m.g-ed t!kt the direct current resistance of practically all contacts in re-
duced !W the use of wider cQntact surf4cesa however$ radio frequency impedance innot progIrtiog ely reduced. and gaskets, when used, may be less satisfactory. A

arrow contact is generally a good contact because it hag high unit pressure, It thus
promotes good shielding if it 4s wide enough to pass sbhstantially all of the radio
fequewcy urrents.

3.1.2.7 COROSION

Corrosion is a very iznpqrtant factor in the choice of design of shielding jiinta
for permanent interference-freo operation. Corrosion is a chemical action or effect
whereby metals are gradually disintegr~ted and converted to high-resistance comn-
pounds. Exposure toordinary air reaultain surface co-rros••n on aU hut a few met-

als. Corrosio may be Avoided by the extensive use of protective coatings1 such as A

paint, varnish, lacquer, or grease, and chemical treatment,

0r1e of the best protections for magnesium is a chemical treatment,, known as
Dow No. 7 or sodium dichromate treatment. This I treatment results in very high 4.
resistance at electrical joints, and thus is objectionable in raiiio shielding applica-
tions. Moderate protection of magnesium, together with reasonable contact resist-
ance, is afforded by another chemical treatment known, as the Dow No. I chrome-pickle
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treatment. T his is a brief-dip process, long used as standard practice for the pro-)tection of unfinished parts and as a base far subsequent paint coats.

Untilthe advent of VHF radio equipment, Dow No. 7 treatments were not parti-
cularly troubltsome. However, as a result of recent radio interference troubles,
these coatings were removed at the radio shielding joints by abrasion, and light coat-
ings of white petrolatumn were substituted for whatever amount of corrosion protec-
tion they might afford. Experience with magnesium joints thus treated has shown,that with reasonable care, the sanding of joints did little harm to bearing, gears,

and dielectric parts and that the petrolatum offered fair protedtion against corro-

sion without insulating the joints. Unless subjected to salt spray, these almost un-
protected magnesium surfhces withstand rugged field service with no more corro-
sion in evidence than that usually seen on solder or lead.

1. Investigations of improved methods of surface treatment to solve the combined

problems of corrosion and contact resistance lead to the following observations:

(a) Dow No. I treatment is a good temporary compromise.

(b) Various metalpaints, such as "Metal-X", "Alumilastic", "Alkyd Graphite
Varnish", and powdered-metl lacquers have been investigated, but none
have been found to poosests high enough conductivity-for use in radioshieo4,

4ing applications. On the other hand, greases containing metal powders
(such as DC-5Z) are good conductors, but have a serous disadvantage in
"3iaapt practical applications where these are adjacent rotary parts and di-

electric material.

K (c) The plating of nonconductors, such as gasket material, and of metals', ouch

as magnesium and stainless steel, which have poor adhesion to platings,
has shown that the plated surfaces are never quite impervious to moisture,

and thus, when two dissimilar metals are in contact with an electrolyte,
I serious corrosion may eventually occur. Corrosion would take place rap-

idly in the case of nickel-plated magnesium exposed to the atmosphere.
After a slight amount of corrpsion sets in, most plated surfaces tend to
peel off, especially when severe mechanical conditions are imposed.

(d) Metal sprays are subject to some of the same limitations as electroplat-
ing, but they may be very adherent and highly conductive.

(e) 1ridite No. 14, a recently developed chromate process, provides an effec-
tive corrosion resistant finish, acceptable under many Armed Services
specifications. for aluminunm and its alloys. t+ can •be .. pled to -e .d -S

mounting brackets, wave guides, connecting plugs, etc., without appre-
ciably interfering with electrical contact because films of Iridite No. 14
offer low resistance todirect andto low or high frequency alternating cur-
rents. In addition, Iridite No. 14 provides an. extremely tight paint-bond
for either baked or air-dried paints and prevents the penetration of mois-
ture to the base surface through the pores in the paint. Because of the
above properties and its ease of application, Iridite No. 14 is replacing
electrolytic anodizing in many applications.
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Galvanic corrosion may occur wt i two or more kinds of metal are united in

one assembly in the presence of moisture. In such galvanic- couples, the corrosion

of one metal is accelerated while the other metal corrodes less or not at all.

it is often necessaryto combine unlike metals because of shortages and of var- -

ious design requirements. Combinations such as silver end platinum, copper and

monel, cadmium and steel, are known by experience to be quite compatible. New

combinations of metals may be considered, in which cases little corrosion data may
be available. Fortunately, it is still possible to anticipate, and thu~s avoid serious
galvanic corrosion, without resortinLg to lengtuhy field &nd i"ou aoryW tts

The first principle to observe is that joined metals should lie close together

in the electromotive force ..-ries. (See Paragraph 3.. i3. 1). Thus, magnesium
should not be joinedto brass or nickel as these combinations cause excessive corro-

sion of the x-nanesiun. Certain aluminum alloys combine harmlessly with magne-

sium.

If the first principle cannot be strictly followed, then the second principle to *
observe is that the joined metals should be of such relative sizes that the attacked

metal is the more abundant. For example, iron bolts on magnesium castings are

fairly satisfactory, whereas aluminum rivets on brass plates are quite unsatisfac-
tory. in the first instance, it is wise.to cadmiurm-plate the iron and to chrome-

pickle the magnesium, A third j;ri~ciple to observe is that joints should be kept

tight and well coated in order to bar the entrance or exit of liquids and gases. A

galvanic cell is powerless'without moisture. It is also enfeebled (polarized) when

the electrodes are coated with gas that cannot escape.

A fourth principle, often very useful, is generally inapplicable in the case of

radio shielding joints. This principle requires the insulation of the joints wherever
possible, Although solid insulation may be out of the question, there is no real ob-

jection to the use of semisolids such as petrolatum, which can insulate only those
portions of the joints that cannot make contact anyway. Moreover, any protruding
metal particles that meet are incapable of producing galvanic currents so long as

moisture is kept from them by the semisolid. Naturally, in preventing corrosion,

the contact impedance is kept low for a long period of time.

While the problems of corrosion and contact impedance are not yet fully solved,
and until further research provides other materials with which to raise corrosion
resistance while lowering contact resistance, the designer mayv ell considertheuse
of bare metal surfaces for shielding joints or chrome-pickilec .uv-faces upon which
is applied an inhibiting grease, baving low surface tension -ol suitable chemical
propertiess siS-•u. f tuuvc.

3.1. Z. 8 SOLDERED JOINTS

The corrosion problem is ever present in soldering. Corroded surfaces are
difficult to solder, and soldering usually results in corroded surfaces, unless resin
is used as a soldering flux. Three types of fluxes, namely, the chloride, organic
acid (waxes), and organic base types, are all corrosive, differing in their rate of
attack rather than in the end effects. The grease-paste emulsion of salt or acid con-
tent is little better than its fluxing ingredient, although it may be more conveniently
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appliedl. The cooling grease may limit the travel of the liquid flux, but it does not

prevent internal corrosion of the affected parts, an action which may proceed even

in the absence of air or external mnoisture. Resin, on the other hand, is noncorro-

sive because it is a solid that is quite impervious to liquids and gases. For this

reason, electrical joints between small clean metal parts are usuallyrmade with res-

in flux which may be applied as a core within solder wire.

Even a good so-'ered joint is likely tx exhibit an appreciable contact resist-

ante. _"-Te A s.l.der has a conductivity of about 12.2 percent. Thus an ideal sol-

dered joint is never as good a conductor as a brazed or welded joint.

3.1.21.9 MAINTENANCE

The matter of cleanli-aeiss is perhaps the most important, yet least understood,

factor in a good joint. An article may appear phXsically clean when wiped with a

"not-too-dirty"cloth. It may be chemically clean when saubjected to alkaline cleans-

era, solvents, or chromic acid. However, metal surfaces are notelectrically clean

unle. , they make good contact, a condition .exceedivgly difficult to prescribe or de-

tect.

The w-ing blades of a switch may be electrically clean although coated with

grease. Theyyay be electrically dirtywhen bearing an invisible film of oil. M-ag-

nesium may be electrically clean when chrome-pickled (Dow N Iq treatraen!M) and

electrically dirty when polished with a fine abrasive cloth a few hours previously.

Thus, the use of certain greases between mating surfaces may provide excellent en-

during contacts because they inhibit corrosion, exclude foreign matter, and have

low surface tension, permitting the intimate association of adjacent metal surface

particles.

The great difficulties in maintaining a joint electrically clean necessitate a

continued search for types of joints that will maintain their electrical properties un-

changed with time and repeated use. Improper or insufficient maintenance of shield-

"ing join'ts is one of the largest single causes of radio interference, observed in the

field, in equipment that was found satisfactory in the laboratory. Many times, the

cleaning of a mating surface, or an additional turn of a screw that seemed tight but

was not, is all that is required to eliminate a major source of interference.

S3.1. Z. 10 RIGID CONDUIT

Rigid conduit is rarely used for shielding purposes only, since damage to it

by enemy gunfire requires too time-consuming repairs or entire replacement. When

Wak us, Of ri•-' conduit is necessitated for other reasons, its Incidental shielding
properties may, of course, be utilized. Rigid conduit is usualiy made of aluminum

or aluminum alloy having a wall thickness of at least 22 mils. A solid aluminum wall

introduces an attenuation due to absorption of 2.6 db per mil to a plane electromrag-

netic wave at a frequency of 1 megacycle. Thus, 22 mils of aluminum gives an at-

tenuation of about 57 db and this value may also be used, approximately, for a cylin-
. drical shield. To this must be added the losses due to reflection, which depend on

man~y factors, such as the number and position of the wires within and the shape of

the conduit. The attenuation due to absorption increases as the square root of the

frequency, so that at 100 megacycles the attenuiation is at least 570 db. Thus, it is
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seern that any rigid conduit that satisfies all mechanical requirements usually is also
adequate for shf •lding, except possibly for shielding very strong interfering currents

of low frequencies. In this last case, it may be necessary to require conduit walls
somewhat thicker than those demanded by purely mechanical c6n'siderations.

Bends in rigid conduit do not affect its shielding properties provided that the
metal is not damaged in any way during the process of bending. Fittings at the end
of the conduit require speia.l- ennsiderations if shielding effectiveness is not to be
,ir--.-e.. Tnhese wili be discussed ater in ... Par..Ig•ap 3. .20 1.

3,1.2.11 FLEXIBLE CONDUIT

Since flexible conduit is relatively heavy and ez'pensive, its use should be held

to a minimum. Yet, there are conditions that require the use of flexible conduit, and
these conditions exist quite frequently in connection with radio interference shielding.
*1iexible shielding conduit must be used whenever:

(a) the ends of the conduit have an ap reciable relative movementr such as the
condufit leading to shock-mounted equipment,

(b) shielding conduit is required at remnovable pluga,

1c) conduit is required at equipment subject to fre:quency removal, and

(d) conduit is required in the engine-section wiring subject to large vibrations.

Thhea most important examples of the use of flexible conduit for radio interference
phielding are the antenna lead-in of receivers, the wiring between different units of
radar systems, and the leads to the spark plugs in ignition systems.

Flexible shielding conduit is made of strip metal formed either into spiral bel-
lows or into ame other kind of spiral that allows interlocking of adjacent strips, it i
may be either soldered at the seams or allowed to provide sliding action between
turns. For more effective shielding, it may be covered with one or more layers of
wovenmetal braid, One or more layers of metal braid mayalso be used alone with-
out any metallic tubing inside. If so, stiffness is provided entirely by the wires car-
ried inside the braid. It is obvious from the method of construction that flexible
shielding is relatively "porous" as compared to metal tubing, It is found, as would
be expected, that for the same weight and kind of metal a seamless metallic tube has
greater shielding effectiveness than a flexible oneo.

Leakage of electromagnetic energy from flexible conduit is of two distinct types:
tle penetration through the metal, called spenetration-leakage", and the escape
through breaks, joints, or openings, called "opening-leakage". Penetration-leakage
decreases with frequency while opening-leakage usually increases with frequency.
Both are present simultaneously, but the first is negligible at higher freque.ncie
while the second is usually negligible at lower frequencies. Total leakage plotted A

as a function of frequency usually follows a curve as shown in Figure 3,1 . 2, 11 -A.,
The slope at low :requencies is determined by the thickness of the metal, the slope
at high frequencies by the size and shape of the openings, and the position of the
minimum, which is characteristic of practically all flexible conduits, is determined
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by the de sign details.

Li The bellow construction (usually of soft brass) with soldered seams really has

no openings and could., therefore, be considered "electrically tight". However1 since
the conductivity of solder is much less than that of brass, the shielding effective-
"ness is greatly reduced. Interlocked flexible metal hose, made by winding a suitably
formed metal strip on an arbor and folding the edges in, as shown in Figure 3.1.2. 11 -B,
has be-en widely used commercially in the manufacture of flexible tubing for shielding

This construction provides three parallel meWt %t---etal sliding joints
between adjacent con I-4aa., • z-#p=A - made, this type of hose provides excellent
flexibility, long life under vibration, considerable ruggedness, and a very substan-
tial degree of shielding. Compared with soldered-convoluted and seamless corru-
gated types of flexible metal hose, it has definite advantages with respect to shield-
ing properties at the lower frequencies. This follows because, with the interlocked
construction, it is possible to employ a much heavier gauge metal and still retainI; flexibility. Furthermore, the strip is folded over in such a manner that the wall of
the hose is composed of four thicknesses of metal, except between convolutions.

A,,

Frequency

Fig. 3, 1. 2. 11 -A Leakage from Typical Flexible Conduit

(cos-etion

Fig. 3. 1.2. 1I-B Construction of Interlocked Flexible Metal Hose

The interlocked construction, however, depends for its effectiveness on the
attainment of good electrical contact between adjacent convolutions. If the contact
is poor, relatively large opening-leakage results, which impairs the shielding ef-
fectiveness at the higher frequencies. A seamless hose or a properlymade soldered-
convoluted hose, on the other hand, does not suffer from this drawback. Because
of its excellent mechanical characteristics and low frequency shielding superiority,
interlocked hose is attractive to the designer of flexible shielding conduit. The only
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real problem is that of obtaining and maintaining (throughout the useful life of theconduit) good electrical contact between convolutions.

In manufacturing interlocked hose, aluminum strip is sometimes employed.
Aluminum is desirable from a weight standpoint, particularly for aircraft applica-
tions. But aluminum is a notoriously poor contact metal. Insulating films form on
aluminum surfaces almost immediately upon exposure to the atmosphere. This is
what makes soldering of aluminum so difficult and also why it is poorly suited for
fabric1_ri-on of intezlocked hose for shielding purposes. Broize an-d copper are found
Dener in this. respect. But even these tarnish rather quickly and the hoac lz=== ..- c
effectiveness. Stainless steel of the so-called "magnetic" variety is found to be
usable and is adopted commercially in a few cases. It has definite mechanical ad-
vantages over copper and bronze and is highly resistant to corrosion. But it is not
a particularly good contact metal. Therefore, it is found difficult to manufacture
satisfactory shielding hose from this metal,

Various coatings may be applied on the strip with a view to improving convolu-
tion contact. Silver is effective but tends to be costly. It is possible to apply tin to
stainless steel strip and produce a very much improved hose. This development
results in the type of ignition conduit known as HTCD, which has been widely used.
Recent investigations have shown that further improvements may be achieved by
substituting tin-coated cold-rolled steel for the tin-coated stainless steel commonly
used. The improvement- observed is apparently due to the much higher -magnetic
permeability of the cold-rolled steel. However, these observations are based on
tests performed at frequencies from 50 kilocycles to 12 megacycles, and little is
known about the behavior at frequencies above 12 megacycles.

The designer must be warned against the use of interlocked rnetal hose with an
insulating cord-packing which has been widely used for various applications. Because
the insulating packing, wound into the convolutions, prevents electrical contact be-
tween adjacent strips, large effective openings are present and the shielding pro-
perties at high frequencies are very poor.

The use of tightlywoven metal braid to cover the flexible hoseis to be recom- I
mended when the hose alone does not give sufficient attenuation., At low frequencies
(below 1 mc), about 45 db additional attenuation may be expected from one layer of
braid, but only about 25 db more (a total of 70 db) from a second layer. At higher
frequencies, each layer contributes approximately the same amount of attenuation, I
and a double layer may be expected to give as much as 90 db of additional attenuation.

The shielding effectiveness of various types of flexible conduit for frequencies
from 50 kilocycles to 12 megacycles is plotted in Figure 3. 1. Z,•11 -C, Here shield-
ing effectiveness is measured in terms of the surface transfer impedance (see Ap-
pendix XI). For proper interpretation, it must be remembered that a low impedance
means good shielding effectiveness and a high impedance means poor shielding ef-
fectiveness. The construction of these types is described in Figure 3. 1. 2, 11-D.

While a search for improved types of flexible shielding conduit with minimum
weight continues, it may be said that, for those applications where a large degree of
shielding is required (as in ignition and radar systems), a convoluted type of hose
with two braids should be used with special attention given to good electrical contact
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$4

0.11

at 
__SeimnN,__srucIn eal

of FeIblerlonduit flexiblei Fia 3os., tinne 2. tainD

Interlocked flexible maetal, hose, tinned stain-
les stel plus two tinned-copper. wire braid s
Interlocked flexible me al hose, tinnedrope

r p4 one tindcopper-ca te wire braid.

Soldered convoluted brass o~r bronze hose plus

one bronze-wire braid. _________

6 ~Square locked hose, aluminum plus alumninum
6 [braid.

Fig,. 3. 1.,2. 11-D Construction Details for Various Types
of Flexible Conduit (See Fig. 3. 1.2. 11 -C)
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betweenadjacent convolutions. When a lesser degree of shielding suffices, a single
braid may be used. If effective shielding at the lower frequencies is especially im-
portant, the use of magnetic material such as cold-rolled steel is recommended.
In all cases, good electrical contact between adjacent convolutions is more important
than low resistivity of the shielding material. As always, the maintenance problem
is ever present. It is not sufficient that good electrical contact exist initially - it .
must be maintained under all service conditions.

As with rigi-d cnnit, fitti•ngos , ronnnectoxS pole &Decial problems, These
will be discussed in the next paragraph.

3.1 , o2.I FITTINGS AND CONNECTORS

In fittings and connectors used to terminate either rigid or flexible conduit,
the most important consideration, from a radio-interference point of view., is that
of obtaining and maintaining continuous line contact between the mating members.
The problems are the same as in the design of joints. Maintenance is usually the
more difficult aspect of the two,

In joining the connector to the conduit, the metal tube or hose, ar well as the
covering braid or braids, if used, must be welded or brazed to the metal housing of 7
the connector in order to insure good permanent electrical contact. Great attention
must be given to mechanical strength, particularly with flexible conduits, because
the points of maximum flexure are usually adjacent to the connectors,.

The mating members of the connectors must be designed to provide a high
pressure contact along a continuous line even under a slight misalignment of the V
shielding components.. Tapered or wedge-shaped designs have been found satisfac-
tory, and the conical, or spherical type shown in Figure 3, 1, Z, 12, gives excellent
results even under adverse service conditions. It should be emphasized that prac-
tically all connectors which rely for electrical contact entirely on the high pressure
between the threads of AN connectors have been found unsatisfactory in service.

t

Figure 3. 1.2. 12 Disassembled Spherical-Type Connector
for Flexible Shielding Conduit
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3.1. 2.13 ANTENNA RELAY SHIELDING

One oT the most important examples of the application of shielding principles
is the shielding of a receiver system. If a receiver has its own exclusive antenna,
the receiver system consists only of the receiver proper, the antenna lead-in, and
the antenna. But if the same antenna is shared by several receivers, or by a re-
ceiver and a transmitter, then the system must also contain a relay unit, which al-
lows the antenna to be switchegd alternately to several components. Such antenna
relays have often contributed to interference problems because they aftord a ci-.ng
path to the receiver for interfering signals. In this paragraph, a general method is
described which utilizes good shielding practices to overcome this difficulty.

The essential feature of the method is the housing of the entire antenna relay,

together with any lightning-protection devices that may be necessary, in a shielded

enclosure separate from both the transmitter and the receiver. Thus, an interfer-
ence-free region is created within the aircraft which includes the receiver-, the an-

tenna lead-in, and the antenna-relay housing. This region is shown as unshaded in

Figure 3. 1. 2. 13-A, and the unprotected regions containing interference fields by

cross-hatching. The transmitter and its antenna lead-in must be included in this

unprotected region because the high voltages present at the antenna lead-in during.

transmission often prevent effective shielding methods at the transmitter.

SAntenna-- Fuselage

Fig. 3.1.2.13-A Schematic Diagram of Shielded Antenna System

The shielding conduit from the receiver to the relay-unit housing must usually

be flexible because the receiver is shock-mounted. It is important to make the con-

nections of this flexible cable absolutely "tight" at both ends. It is also necessary

to keep the antenna away from openings in the skin of the aircraft in order to. utilize

the shielding properties of the skin of an all-metal aircraft.

Since the switch blade of the relay unit must make contact, at different times,

both with the receiver and with the transmitter terminal, a special design must be
used for the switching unit. Details of this design are shown in Figures 3. 1. Z. 13-

B and C. It is seen that the transmitter terminal is surrounded by a cylindrical

shield with a longitudinal slot just wide enough for the switch blade to pass through.

Such construction results in minimum impairment of the shielding effectiveness.
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G• Aap and e

Fi.3, 1, Z, 13w-3 D)eta*1ls of Antenna Relay ShieldI

Trianx~rttez'

Receiver

To Antenna
Insulator celay Arma

Fig. 3, 1. 2. 13-C T ransroitter- Post Shicidingj.

3.1. 3 BONDING

The purposes o-f bonding have been enumerated and explained in Paragraph

1.8,1,1. This parzgraph deals -with the techniques of bonding with special emphasis
on those applications of bonding which have a direct or indirect bearing on the sup-
pression of radio interference. As was pointed out before, poor bonding may con-

tribute to radio interference in three distinct ways: It may allow electric charges

to build up which can produce a spark, it may allow a varying electromagnetic field
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3.1.3.1 DIRECT BONDING

to exist when the poorly bonded members are subject to shock or vibrations, and it
may produce coupling paths due to the impedance cf the poor bond being common to
two circuits. The first and second conditions are usually found when structural parts
of the aircraft are unbonded or poorly bonded. The third condition may exist in
"structural members also, but more often, it is found when electronic equipment,
"filters, or shields are inadequately grounded because of poor bonding.

Any one of the causes of trouble mentioned above is completely eliminated when
a low im-pedance path is produced between the two conductors to be bonded. Tze i,-n
pedance which is important in this connection is the impedance at radio frequencies.
Actual measurements have shown that there is almost no correlation between the
direct-current resistance of a bond and its radio-frequency impedance. Therefore,
the direct-current resistance cannot be used as a measure of the effectiveness of
bonding. A method of measuring the radio-frequency impedance of bonds is described
in Appendix XII.

Moreover, even the rzeasured radio-frequency impedance is not a perfect
indicaftn of the effectiveness of thX bond in an actual installation. Since in the acýý
tual installation the artificial bond, a jumper, rivet, or screw connection, is always
in parallel with some kind of natural bond, such as a direct metallic contact or the
capacitance between two surfaces not in direct contact, the total impedance between
the members to be bonded must be evaluated by considering the various parallel paths
throughwhich a radio-frequency current, mayflow. Thus, it mayhappen that a bond-
ing jumper whichwas measured to have a satisfactorily low inductance combines with
the capacitance of the system to form an anti-resonant circuit of extremely high
impedance. This shows that bonding techniques must ta-ke into consideration the
acW-tual inst4-i, lation 4',. which lthe bond is to be used.

"In' general, two main types of bonding may be distinguished: direct bonding
and bonding by means of jumpers. Direct bonding is achieved by insuring permanent
metal-to-metal contact between the members to be bonded. If this method is practi-
cal, it is always preferable. But when the contacts are subject to frequent separation,
such as the edges of doors, or if clearance between the bonded members must be
maintained for mechanical reasons, such as with control surfaces, or if the equip-
ment to be bonded is shockmounted, then direct bonding is not feasible and bonding
"jumpers must be substituted. It must be borne in mind that a jumper is never more
"than a substitute for a direct bond. At best, its impedance may be only slightly
larger than that of a direct bond. At worst, it may actually increase the impedance.

3.1. 3. 1 DIRECT BONDING

Direct bonding is accomplished by direct metal-to-metal contact between two
surfaces under high and uniform unit pressure. if properly constructed, a bond of
this type has a low ohmic resistance as well as a low radio-freqvency impedance.
Permanent joints of metallic parts made by welding, brazing, sweating, or swaging;
semipermanent joints of machined metallic surfaces held together by lock-threaded
devices, rivets, tie rods, or structural wires under heavy tension; pinned fittings
driven tight and not subjected to wear; and, clamped fittings normally permanent
and immovable: All these are considered as meeting the bonding requirements in-
herently if all protective coatings are removed from the contact areas before assem-
bly. (See Military Specifications on Electrical Bonding for Aircraft.)
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Bonds formed by direct metal-to-metal contact through mating surfaces held -
together by clamping devices may deteriorate with A6ime. This is brought about by A j
corrosive action which in time makes the bond ineffective by causirg the contact ¶
resistance to increa,.e beyond tolerable limits. Corrosive action may be either the X
galvanic or the electrolytic type or both depending on the nature of the metals in
contact and on whether or not the metal-to-met•d contact is part of a direct-current
circuit; but, both types of corrosion take place only when moisture is in contact with ;J
the m%-a*Wrins urfaces.

t•a anlv~ic-type of corrosion, the two mating surfaces in contact With mois-
ture act like a chemical cell of two metal electrodes immersed in a solution. In
general, when an electrode is immersed in a solution, a potential difference develops ,
across the junction of the electrode and the solution. The reason for this is that
when a metal is placed in wFter, or any other ionizing solvent* some of the metal
in contact with the water passes into solution as positively charged ions.. This proc-
ess leaves an equivalent amount of negative charge on the metal electrode. There
is a tendency for such a process to occur at each of the two electrodes of the chem-
ical CeU which the moist mating surfaces of the bond resemble. However, if tle
electrodes are of the same metal and the solution in contact with them is homoge-
neous, no net potential difference acrosi, the two electrodes can be detected because
the conditions at each are the same, exactly balancing olie another. This would be
the case for mating surfaces of the same metal excposed to moisture, and no such
galvaniic action would occur.

On the other hand, if the bond i* formed by direct contact of dissimilar metals,
in the presence of moisture, a chemical cell (resemhling a voltaic pile or galvanic
couple) Is formed across which a net potential difference is developed. The reason
for this is that each of the metals has a different tendency to go into solution as ions.
Hence the potential difference (electrode potential) across the jimnction of one metaI
electrode and the solutiori is greater than that which exists across the other. Con.-
struction of a series of units, each made from two sheets of dissimilar mpP.etAls sep-
arated by a wet cloth shows that nmetals can be arranged in an "electromotive series"
so -that each is positive whenplaced in contact with the one next belowit in the series.
This series, for metals commonly used in aircraft, is given in Figure 3. 1. 3. 1-A.

Magnesium
Aluminum
Zinc

Iron (Metals are listed in
C admnium
Nickel decreasing order of
Tin tendency to go into
Lead solution as ions)

Copper
Silver

Fig. 3. 1.3. 1-A Electromotive-Force

Series for Metals Commonly Used in Aircraft
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The chemical action* accompanying the establishment of these electrode potentials
in a galvanic couple is such that the more positive electrode (higher in the series)

corrodes by loss of metal while the other electrode does not. Hence, the nonre-
placeable part of a joint formed by dissimilar metals should be a metal lower in the
"series than its mate. Moreover, the further apart any two metals are in the series
means that a greater potential difference acreros the pair could be established and
the chemical action (corrosion) would be more severe. Therefore, it is essential
to select metals close to one another in the electromotive-forre series when contact
between dissimilar metals cannot be avoided. For example, the contact pf a copper

fitt~g snd a s-Iur Lrastig ;,cl leWrGýv adtocz:vcLr-------
these two metals are too far apart in the electromotive-force series. This corrosive
action could be minimized by plating the copper fitting with zinc or cadmium.

In ad~dition to the galvanic action described above, there is another phenomenon,
called el'ectrolysis, which also produces corrosion due to chemical action. Elec-
trolytic actipon takes place when a direct current flows between two metal surfaces
in contact with a conducting solvent. The occurrence of electrolytic-type corrosion
is indepenoent of the nature of the metals tn contact. It may occur along with gal-
vaneic action in jointo of dissimilar metalsý but? by itself, can account far the cbr-
-srogSaI_ at Joints forr~nd by surfaces of the same metal in contact, Since the airplane
structure and the casings qf equipment are used for the ground return path of the
direct-cu rent power, there is the possibility of large DC currents through joiits
aad C•-4ections serving ap bonds to ground. If the joint contains Moisture with dip-
solved salts or other imnpu tieso the mechaAism of electrolysis alone (by chemical
reactions at tje metal surfaces and the flow qf ions) perxmits the passage ef current,
if -.o othe:r path of much lower rpsstancae exists. Depending upon the type of metal

and the maguitude and directiQo of the voltage drop acrossthe moist joint, dissolution
and depositipn of metal can occur at the metal surfaces of the joint. M~ reover1

chemaical atiop of the dissolved impurities at the metal surfaces causes rapid con-
taminiation, cor7qsa'oQn, ap4 deAtruction of the joint.

As explaied ashrve, the possihiity of galvanic or electr!ytic acti-r necessi-
tates the use of extreme care in assempbling joints which serve as bonds for the ground
return path. The surfaces should be absolutely dry before mating and held together
under highpressure to miinimize the chamce of moisture creeping into the jaoia. After
a joint is assembled with no moisture occluded, it is cd practice to sel the pe-

4,ii p- patc xso1 h o

riphery of the exposed edge with a siitable protective compound.

Direct bor:i..g may be improved, and its use may be extended to. surfaces in
relative motion provided that the clearance betwee theremins very A-l at all

times, by the use of non-hardening conductive silver pastes, for which the follow-
ing claims are made by the manufacturer: They are rubbery, adhesive solids, re-
sistant to oxidation and corrosion caused by moisture, heat or fumes. They exhibit
the same e]ectrical characteristics as solder, and can be used to. replace it where
physical contact between the parts is maintained by mechanical means. Furthermore,

*The above explanation of galvanic acti;on is purposely simplified to give merely
a qualitative picture of the phenomenon and to establish general rules for design
practice. An exact description of the process, especially as to the actual seat of
the EMF's developed, still lacks verification. Details concerning ion concentration
and temperature dependence have been omitted from the discussion in this book.
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if relative motion exists between the parts, a conductive paste which has the con-
sistency of chewing gum has been designed to insure good electrical conductivity.
Iron and other base metal contacts can be used in circuit-breaking equipment When
treated with these pastes. Pastes are also effective in maintaining the electrical
continuity of shields at seams, junctions, and joints.

The applications of the non- hardening silver conductive pastes as advocated

by the manufacturer and summarized in the preceding paragraph must be justified
since data on the conductivity of the pastes at radio and direct-current frequencies ]
a-.- as data on their effe ctiveness in preventing oxidation an,• .----
as yet available. Therefore, the conductiye pastes must be subjected to extensive
tests before any application is made, and caution should be observed when using
them near moving parts,

3, 1, 3, 2 BONDING JUMPERS

For direct or low- frequency alternating currents, bonding of equipment is
easily accomplished. A wire or a length of tinned-copper braid suffices. However,
at radio frequencies the same jumpers present considerable impedance. In order-
to understand the factors whichdetermine the magnitude of the impedance, the equiv-
alent circuit shown in Figure 3. 1. 3, 2-A must be analyzed, In this diagram, R is
the ohmic resistance including the increase due to the skin effect, L is the total Si
series inductance of the jumper, and C is the combined capacitance due to the disi -

trib~t4d capacitance of the jumper and the capikcitance of the bonded members.

CI

Fig. 3, 1, 3. 2-A Schematic Diagram of a Bonding Jumper

Experiments havet shown that the effective value of the resistance despite its
rise due t0 skin effect at higher frequencies is negligible except near the point of
anti-resonance. If the resistance is neglected, formulas for the impedance Z of the
equivalent circuit are given as:

___ I 1 (3-28)
I - (1- W )

L 2 C
wLere w is the angular frequency.

If wý2LC is less. thanone, the circuit operates below its anti-resonant frequency
and acts as an inductance. An increase of the values of capacitance or inductance,
up to the point where wZLC equals one, results in a decrease of the impedance. if
the circuit operates above the anti-res~onant point, wLC is greater than one, and
the circuit acts as a capacitance, With, an increase of the values of capacitance or
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inductance the impedance decreases. Therefore, to keep the radio-frequency irn-
j pedance low at frequencies below the anti-resonant frequency, the values of capaci-

taince and inductance must be comparatively low, but for frequencies above the anti-
resonant frequency, the values of capacitance and inductance must be comparatively
high to obtain low values of impedance as shown in Figure 3. 1. 3. 2-B, C, and D.

The region of frequencies of interest is almost always such that the anti-resonant
frequency of the jumper occurs near the upper end of this region. In order to obtain
values of radio -frequency impe-dance As low as pos_•siblED, it is necessary to have a

cernparattely low LC product. Lowering the LG product raises the anti-resonant
j ~frequency, and, as may be seen• from Figure 3. 1. 3.2-E, lowers the impedance in

the rimge of the frequencies of interest,

f c aBelow anti-
* resonance

--Above anti- z z

resonance r1

(B) (C)()

Fig. 3.-1.3.243 C, D Magnitude of Impedance of 4 Parallel
Circuit As a Function of: (B) Frequency, (C) Inductance, and (D) Capacity

High

Z Product ,Low LC

Product

l , •' -- •Jange of frequencies of interest;

Fig. 3. 1.3.2 -E Magnitude of Impedance of a Parallel Circuit¶ As a Function of Frequency for Two Different Values 6f the LC Product

Experiments have shown that the physical characteristics of a jumper have c
marked effect on their radio-frequency impedance. An increase in the length of a
jumper causes its impedance to increase proportionally, but an increase in either
its cross-sectional or its surface area causes a non-proportional decrease in its
impedance. However, the change in the surface area exerts a greater effect on the
impedance of a jumper than a corresponding change in its cross-sectional area. In
the design of a bonding jumper, these results must be considered along with the re-
quirements noted in Appendix XV. t
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For certain radio -frequency- suppr ession boadlig xpplications, "round" bond-
Ing jumpers consisting of strands of wire arranged ir. ;. i ope twist can be substituted
for the more exepensive "flat-braid" bonding jumper& cousisting of woven st&rands Of
wvire. Radio-frequency measurements made in the rani~e of 0,15 to 30 megacyr.les
show that the impedance of the round jumpe- is oni) sliilhtly highe~r than that. of the
flat braid of comparable size at all frequencies withiin thiv ran~e. The curvesaf
Figure 3, 1. 3, 2 _F indicate this clearly. They also -1h Aaý7rt xr , z-imately,
linear, relationship between the impedaace and the freque'icy, 'f his, `a ev-14crX that
the re~sistive component of the radiomfrequencv impedance is comparatively low, and
that its rea-'4 'vecomponent is inductive, Despite the slightty higher radio-.frequency
impedance values of the roland bonding Jumpers, their use is justified in view of the
greater dependence of impedance upon other conditions an i characteristics such as
the length of the bond and its orientation with respect to the ground plane,

100

ud 1d.0 10 1 dS

Fre-quency in MC

Fig. 3. 1. 3. 2-F Impedance Characteristics of Flat and Round Bonding Jumper

In Paragraph 1.8. 1.1 several applications of bonding other than the suppression

of radio interference are given. Among these is the minimization of lightning damage.
To provide adcquate bonding for lightning protection, bonding jumpers of tinned-
copper stranded cable should have a minimum cros s- sectional area of 6475 circuilar
mils to withstand a maximum current surge of 100, 000 amapere s built up in 10 micro-
seconds and dlamped to one-half its maximum value in 20 microseconds. If stranded
aluminum c able is used, it& minimnum cros s- sectional, area should be 10,000O circular
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mils. Twisted cables are superior to braided cables of the same cross-sectional
area because the latter crystallize and break more readily than the former due to
the magnetic stresses accompanying the surge currents. Due to the oscillatory
nature of the discharge, stranded wire must be used to minimize the skin effect.

Although the effective resistance provides a fairly accurate evaluation of the
effectiveness of bonding when applied to lightning protection, it does not have, as
previously mentioned, any significance in indicating the effectiveness of bonding used
to suppress radio interference, As far as the bonding of external structural parts
is concerned, lightning protection is the most important consideration, and it must
be assumed, due to the lack of additional data, that a low effective-resistance bond,
adequate for lightning protection, is also adequate for the suppression of radio inter -
fe""nce.

Bonding jumpers for shockmounted equipment pose special problems because
of the limited amount of space available for them, because they form part of the
mechanical system in addition to serving as carriers of currents, and because good
grounding is especially important for such shockmounted equipment as receivers.
The development of special bonding jumpers for shockmounted equipment is described
in detail in Appendix XV.

3.1. 3.3 BONDING OF STRUCTURAL PARTS

The 4ischarge of static charges that accumulate on the surface of an airplane

is a source of radio interference (see Section 4):. The effects of these discharges
may be kept to a minimum by effective bonding of all the elements in the vicinity of
the antennas, and by the installation of static-dischargers, described in Paragraph
4.3.8.

The engine cowling consists of several sections - some removable for ease of
maintenance and servicing - each of which could accumulate static charges, the dis -
charge of which would create interference that is easily picked-up on nearby antennas,
Therefore, each section of the cowllng that does not make good electrical contact
to the basic structure should be bonded to the structure by a braided bonding jumper
of about 1/8-inch inside diameter. Round braid should be used instead of flat braid
in order to reduce breakage.

To secure a good bond between the engine and the engine-mount structure, at
least four braided bonding jumpers of about 3/4-inch inside diameter should be em-
ployezd; If shock-ahsorbinty Jimnpers are used at the fire wall; similar jurmpers should
be installed across each unit.

3.1I.3.4 BONDING OF TUBING AND CONDUIT

The outer surface of long spans of conduit or tubing is a possible high-imped-
ance path for interfering currents from sources outside the tubing or conduit. To
minimize this possibility, such spans should be properly bonded to ground at both
ends and several intermediate points.

Ordinary clamps cannot be used to bond flexible conduit because the pressure
exerted on a comparatively small surface area of the conduit is sufficiently high to
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compress it or force it to give way. To overcome this a flared split-sleeve is fitted
around the conduit, as shown in Figure 3. 1. 3.4-A, which distributes the high pres-
sure delivered by the bonding clamp over a larger area, thereby resulting in a low
unit pressure on the conduit. Contact is further improved by soldering the sleeve
to the conduit, when the materials permit, through several holes in the rleeve pro-
vided for this purpose.

Figure .3. 1. 3.4-B illustrates a method for bonding rigid conduit or tubing to
a structure through supporting attacr,-n.ents, The n.u.ber of mechanical supports
required is ggenetrally adequate to provide an efficient bond even when the conduit is
carrying interference signals.

The conduit or tubing to which bonding clamps are attached should be cleansed I
of paint and foreign material over the entire area covered by the clamp. All insula-

tOng finishes should be removed from the contact area before assembly, and anodized
*crews, nuts, or washers should not be used for attaching parts in making bonding
.cOntact. If, in bolting the bonding clamp to the structural surface, a star washer is
used, as shown in Figure 3.1.3,4-B, any protective coating (unless very thick or
t•DUVt ) need not be removed from this surface since the points of the washer penetTate

to the-bare metal.

Fig, 3. 1. 3.4-A An Acceptable Method of Bonding Flexible Conduit

e Structural Surface

Star Washer

Fig. 3. 1. 3. 4-B Tubing Clarnp Bonded to Painted Surface
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3.1.4 SPECIAL CIRCUITS

In Paragraph 1, 8.3. 3 the basic types of circuits used for interference reduc-
tion in receivers were enumerated. Specific circuits, which have proven useful in
"practice, are given here and their operation is explained briefly. Examples are -
given of limiters and wave traps, which find extensive practical applications xith a
wide variety of design depending on their purpose. Lirm.riters are most useful if the
interference is of the impulsive type, i.e., if it consists of pulses of large amplitude
and very short duration. Parallel-tuned traps are used when disturbances of known
frequency enter a receiver through the medium of the a.nten..

3. 1.4. 1 LIMITERS

When designing limiters as a means of interference suppression, it must be

borne in mind that their effectiveness is highest when the ftequency selectivity in
the circuits after the limiter is greater than the selectivity preceding the limiting.

The limiter shown in Figure 3. 1. 4. 1-A operates satisfactorily on both mod-

ulated and unmodulated reception. It is a simple, convenient type requiring only a
fixed capacitor, two fixed resistors, and an independent diode besides the normal
components of a diode second detector.

11_

F . 1 -"

I i

Fig. 3. 1.4. I-A Series Limiter

When the switch is in the "OFF" position, C3 connects to junction point B of

the detector diode load resistors, RI and R2, and the limiter diode has no effect on
circuit performance. When the switch is "ON", C 3 is connected directly to the cath-
ode of D 2 , putting the diode switch in the circuit.

Assuming a potential of 10 volts across R1 and R 2 by a constant carrier, the
cathode of the liniter would be 10 volts negative with respect to ground if the diode
were not conducting. The plate, connected to point B, is 5 volts negative withrespect
to ground. Hence the plate is 5 volts positive with respect to the cathode, and the
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limiter diode conducts, having fairly low resistance compared to other circuit re-
sistances. The output capacitor, C3, is then connected to point B through the limiter
diode, providing audio frequency output. This output is reduced to 45 percent of what
i.t would be without the limiter, but generally the reduction is of little significance.

The difference in time, constants between plate and cathode circuits allows the
diode resistance to become very high when a large interference voltage appears,
effectively preventing conduction through the interference limiting diode, D:, and
cutting off C3 from point B. The amplifier will have no appreciable input for the
duration of t__h -_n erfering sionai. By thc •tm . te cathode of the limiter diode goes
negative withrespect to its plate, the interfering signal will have decayed, resto-ing
audio frequency input to the amplifier.

Distortion in this limiter is noticeable on an oscilloscope only above 40 per-
cent modulation. Speech and coded transmissions maintaining an average modula-
tion level of 30 to 40 percent are commonly encountered.

The modified shunt type of noise-peak limiter circuit, Figure 3. 1,4. i-B, is
Similar to the series type except that the plate of the limiter diode and the low end
of the cathode resistor are intevcharged. When an interference peak makes the diode
D2 conduct, it acts to reduce the output voltage. Grounding the low end of the inter-
mediate frequency secondary increases the stability of the system,

At

R, 18 KO IR Z !/0go 4 Re• 0OX

S, 220 KO

S• A- F Outpat

-4 th,;s ",

Fig. ,3.1.4. I-B Shunt Limiter '•z

In this circuit normally the cathode is positive with respect to the plate, and
D2 is not conducting. The time constant in the plate circuit is more than 10,000
times longer than that of the cathode circuit, so that any interference pulse in excess
of normal bias drives the cathode negative and the diode conducts, shunting the input
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of the following audio frequency stage. Shunting action is more complete with the
addition of 4 which acts as part of a voltage divider when D 2 is conducting and helps
attenuate L- tector -load voltage peaks.

The limiting action ceases when the interference pulse decays or C2 charges,
since then point C becomes positive with respect to point D, Audio distortion begins
at about 100 percent modulation for values shown. If the ratio of RZ to RI is 0.4,
distortion begins at approximately 40 percent modulation, This limiter is not as
good as the simple series type at lower carrier frequencies.

Q ...... .• X-FA. 6A. ('N, 6

/01( #VO0Ao /00( 00(

0.05~ t*t*~~ "f"O

rig. 3, 1.4. 1-C Combined Limiter-Blanking Circuit

The system given in Figure 3. 1.4. I-C for interference suppression silences
the receiver momentarily when an interfering pulse stronger than the desired signal
is received. Here the blanking and limiting principles are combined.

The interference amplifier (6J7) has its grid connected in parallel with the grid
of the final intermediate frequency amplifier, and delivers its output to an auxiliary
rectifier. The direct-current bias thus obtained is appl.ed to h"Se thid ..... U of the
6L7 final intermediate-frequency amplifier. When properly adjusted any interfer-
ence voltage whose peak amplitude exceeds the signal being received will develop

* enough bias to make the final intermediate frequency amplifier tube inoperative,
thus silencing the receiver for the duration of the pulse. This is accompanied by
some distortion, but reception is much improved over that obtained without the inter-

I ~ference suppressor.

The same effective principle is applied in the counter-modulation type of inter-
ference-reducing circuit shown in Figure 3.1.4. 1-D.
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___ --______-- -- rI.XI_

46 _ fi IK

FiEI

Fig-, 3. 1. 4. I-D Limiter Employing Counter-Modulation

In this circuit, intermediate frequency signals and interference voltages are
injected into a push-pull controlled amplifier stage, paralleled by a push-pull inter-
ference amplifier whose plate circuit is tuned lower than the intermediate frequmcy
value. This allows more interference and less signal voltage at the interference-
rectifier input than at the second detector input. Broad tuning of the intermediate I
frequency stages permits sufficient detuning of the interference amplifier to virtually
eliminate signal voltage in this circuit. Any signal voltage still present is- prevented
from affecting the circuit operation by the automatic threshold control tube. The
threshold control tube regulates a variable-delay bias for the interference rectifier,
allowing rectification only above the level of the signal component in the voltage being
rectified. T.LLAe automatic vl-um con.reo voltage fd . tn the grids of the threshold :
tube regulates the delay level for a change of signal strength, and the interference
component is taken from the interference rectifier load resistor. Then it is fed
through a blocking condenser to the 6L7 grids. The level of zero axis for the counter-
modulating voltage is set by a direct current bias supplied to these grids. Once the 41
delay and bias adjustments are made, they need not be changed.

Though not especially simple, the circuit is effective and fully automatic. It
reduces the interference voltage before rectification and does not increase the auto-
matic volume control voltages. Thus receiver gain, interference rectifier delay,
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and interference amplifier gain are all controlled by the strength of the desired signal.
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3. 1.4, 1-E Limiter Employing Feedback

The limiter circuit shown in Figure 3,1.4. 1-E employs degeneration as a means

of obtaining limiting action. The input stage of the amplifier uses one triode section
"of the 6F8G tube, the other section being used for an auxiliary amplifier for the 6H6
control rectifier. The input stage is transformer coupled to a push-pull output stage

using another 6FBG tube. Degeneration is used on this stage, and the feedback factor

is determined by R1, R?2 , and the plate resistances of two 6L7 tubes. The feedback
factor can be controlled by varying the plate resistances of the 6L7 tubes since they
are effectively in parallel with the resistors Rl. An increasing signal causes the
grid bias on the 6L7 tubes to increase, which increases the plate resistance and the
feedback factor and results nde-creased gain, thus producing compression. Negative
feedback has the added advantage of holding distortion to a low value.

By putting an initial positive bias on the 6H6 full wave rectifier, the control

of the auxiliary gain w.ll delay compression till any desired output is reached, within
the limitations of the amplifier. An amplifier plate resistance at 7700 ohms, a trans-
former ratio from primary to secondary of 2 to 1, and a resistance of 1000 ohms
for the 6H6, in conjunction with 0.5 microfarads for C 2 , give an acting time of 1.5
rmilliseconds. Releasing time, with R93 equal to 2 megohms, is 1 second.
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A push-pull compressor stage with balanced feedback network is necessary
to eliminate transient distortion due to compressor action, and is aliso desirable
from the standpoint of low inherent distortion. Noise and hum level is 75 db below
6 rrilliwatts output, largely because of a regulated power supply.

Inrb*oadcast service, this amplifier is able to handle all ordinary peaks. There
are no thumps when compression takes hold, and the general operation is quite smooth.
Feedback does not help reduce interference at low power levels, such as thermal
agitation, induced hum voltages, and microphonics.

Where au~4L volhuimnc cn j i-ernplaved in a rezzi.vc, Cf Cn r Al
sensitivity, a disagreeable amount of interference will be heard in the output when
no carrier is present. An arrangement for blanking the receiver during the tuning
process, often referred to as a squelch system, will suppress this form of inter-
ference.and is indicated in typical schematic form in Figure 3, 1,4. 1-F.

iDe

',~~~1 Kao/ 40-G. .)•

-9NKO

Fig. 3. 1.4. 1-F Squelch Circuit

The first audio tube is biased beyond ci~t-off by the action of Tube TI unless
the grid bias of Tube T1 approaches or exceeds cut-off, By using the automatic
volume control system to bias T1 , the receiver can be made inoperative until a car-
rier of pre-determined amplitude is. present.

A, modific'" ...ati,,on of this arrangement js to operate Tube T 1 from a separate
branch of the intermediate-frequency amplifier that delivers its output to a second
diode. By making this auxiliary intermediate-frequency branch very selective, the
signal-to-interference ratio will be muchhigher for the interference-suppressor diode i
than for the detector diode. The threshold level of the system may be set such that
the signal is so low with respect to the interference as to be barely usable. The re-
ceiver will then deliver no output until tuned exactly to the de six ed carrier frequency.
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3. .4.2 WAVE TRAPS

3.1." WAVZ TRAPS

A wave trap in its simplest form, as explained in Paragraph 1. 8. 3, 3. 2, con-
sists of a parallel-tuned circuit conmected in series with the antenna of a receiver.

"I It should be desigrued to resonate at the frequency of the interfering signal, The cir-
cuit of a simple trap is shown in Figure 3, 1,4. 2-A.

T - Antenna of

L C 14ReceiverL.

S[ , Antenna of C

R Receiver

SFig. 3. 4.2-A Basic Wave Trap Fig. 3,1,4.2-B Series-Resonant
Wave Trap

Traps are readily designed to offer a high impedance to anundesired frequency
or band of frequencies. A high C/L ratio and high Q are most desirable for proper

attenuation op theinterie rence as well as low insertionlqss at the desa-rd frequencies,
They are part.cularly useful in rejectitr an interfering frequency at or near the inter-

'mediate frequency of the receveT. In this case the best present designs have an
insertion loss of the order of 1 db with a maximum of 2 db,

V A wave trap may alao consist of a series resonant circuit in parallel with the
receiver as shown in Figure 3. 1.4. Z-B. In this case a high Q and a low C/L ratio

are desirable.

Suitable values for the elements of the circuit of Figure 3.1,4.Z-A, far selected
frequencies, are given in Figure, 3. 1.4. 2-C. Wave traps consisting of luxrued ele-
ments of this type are rarely used for frequencies above 30 to 40 megacycles,

Frequency Capacitance Inductance
in Megacycles in If in P Coil Design Data

3.5 140 16 3Z turns No.2Z, 1 "dia. ,I .long
7 100 6 19 turns No. 22, 11dia., ltlong

14 50 3.5 14 turns No. 18, ll•dia., 1"1on•
21 35 Z.Z l2turns No. 18, l'dia., l1long
28 25 1.5 9 turns No. 18, 1"dia.,l "long

Fig. 3. 1. 4. 2-C Representative Values for Basic Wave Trap

hi several types of aircraft, the following types of wave traps Ixave been suc-
cessfully applied in reducing interference from IFF and similar systemxs operating
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at frequencies about and above 50 megacycle s.

(a) A radio frequency choke coil, designed to resonate with its distributed
capacity, is installed in the antenna circuit of the communication receiver,
Such a coil consists of three series windings of fifteen to thirty turns each,
depending on the interfering frequency, wound on a bakelite form roughly
3/8 inches 'in diameter and 4 inches long.

(b) A. quarter-wave-length open-circuited stub is connected between the an- j
teinna post and ground of the communication receiv-er. This stab c~onsists
of No. 18 solid copper, insulated, push-back type wires, about one quarter
of a wavelength long and twisted about 9/ 10 of their length, the remainder
serving as leads, as shown in Figure 3. 1.4.2-D. The stub should be cut
back experimentally until maximum interference reduction is obtained.
This point in critical, and the wires should not be cut back more than I/8
inch at a time in order tomake sure that this point is not missed. A short
length of coaxial cable may be used instead of the twisted wires. Its length
must be adjusted by trial and error in the same way as described above for
the twisted wires.

(c) A three-section parallel-resonant se rie s wave trap constructed from coaxial
cable, similar to the radio frequency choke coil, may be inserted between
the antenna relay and the receiver antenna post. Each section is approxi-
mately a quarter wave length longand short-circuited, as shown inFigure
3. l.4.Z-E., The, exact dimensions are, determined by trial and error.

The choke coil described in (a) is suitable in the range from about 40 to 100 ,,ga-
cycles. Types (b) and (c) are suitable abový. 100 megacycles.

SLr.,--1/4 Wave Length- -

Fig. 3. 1.4. 2-D Twisted Quarter- Wave Series-Re sonant Parallel Wave Trap

Outer Shielding Soldered to
.eccivar End / Inner Conductor AnaEn d

Dielectric1

Fig, '. a, 1, 42E Th -ee Section Paraulei-lesonant Series Wave Trap

5 •DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS APPLIED TO AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS FOR MIN-
IMUM GENERATION OF INTERFERENCE

@

Radio interference originate. from the operation of the components of aircraft
s yeterus. Consideration of the aircraft system itself is essential only to establish
techniques to prevent the interference which is, generated by the components from
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being transmitted by radiation, conduction, or coupling to vsarious other susceptible
receivers in the aircraft. These syste!n considerations are treated in detail under
Paragraph 3.3. The ideal method of elihainating the effects of unwanted signals is
to design all components in such a ,&ay that no unwanted signals are generated.

Source suppression is by far the best method of controlling interference in most

cases and should be applied w-hwenever possibSle. Nevertheless, in some components
the generation of signals is inherent to their normal function and'source suppression

Scannot be employed. This is true for all. transmitters where the signals appearing
on the transmitter antennas are the desired result, Here the Xef-e•-encz problem
is primarily a, system design consideration involving mounting and location of the
antenna, and taking advantage of the shielding effects afforded by the aircrait astruc-

tural members and metallic skin. However, source suppression techniques can be
employed in the transmitter case design and in the elimieation of harmonics appear-

ing on the antenna to reduce the transmitter interference problem considerably by
' "elimninating various unwanted signals associated with the generation of the -desired

output signal.

Source suppression is desirable from seVeral standpoints other than that of

interference-free'design. Aircraft maintenance is one important reason for utilizing
source suppressionwherever practicable. The resulting decrease in required shield-
ing greatly reduces the electrical maintenanceproblem. This is especially true when

th-' aiircraft is to be operated under combat conditions. Flak or gunfire damage at
any point along a conduit would require replacement of an entire rigid conduit as sem-
bly and would considerably prolong the non-operational status of the aircraft while
under repaiv-, When flexible conduit is utilized for shielding purposes, as is the case
in all late model aircraft, the maintenance problem is somewhat leas severe. Never-
theless, damage to any required shielding increases the time and cost of repairs,

i Since source Ouppression can best be employed in the original component d.-

ign, the techniques described in the following paragraphs are of major importance,
Design engineers should be thoroughly acquainted with this material to insure good
interference-free components. It is of utmost importance that all electrical corn-

ponents, regardless of their function or location within the aircraft, be treated as
potential sources of interference.

3. 2.1 MOTIONAL SOURCES

Most of the interference generated by the operation of electrical devices in an
aircraft originates in commutator-type machines and arcing contacts. These include
all the motors, generators, vibrators, relays, and switches which perform functions
essential to the operation and control of the aircraft. Modern aircraft hare become
a maze of such motional sources of interference. Figure 3. 2. 1 shows the location
in a typical very heavy bomber of various electrical components, and the functions

performed by these components. This clearly indicates that these components lo-
cated in all parts of the airframe are essential to the operation of the aircraft and1 the associated interference problem cannot be avoided.

When Figure 3.3-C is compared with Figure 3.2. 1 it becomes quite apparent

that every electrical component in the aircraft may possibly be mounted sufficiently
close to susceptible components or component wiring, to introduce disturbing signals
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S3.2. 1.1 ROTATING MACHINERY

into these units and adversely affect their operation. Consequently each and every
motional source must be designed so that inherent electrical transients are confined
to the unit itself and not permitted to enter other components either directly or in-
directly and cause radio interference.

"3. 2, 1.1 ROTATING MACHINERY

Of all the sources of interference commonly encountered in aircraft, rotating
_electrical machinery constitutes the largest single group. It is, therefore.. rpcessary
to be nartl la•rly•c•aref.. ', in the .e sign of such machines if interference-free opera-
tion is to be achieved.

S* The first point to be stressed is that a good, clean design is usually also the
design least likely to cause interference, Whatneeds to be rememribered is that many
considerations that seem secondary when interference is neglected become primary
in the light of interference problems. Suchobvious points as symmetry in the wind-
ings, mechanical and electrical balance, acccuracy of machinedparts, and tolerances
in the assembly acquire .an entirely new importance when interference problems are
considered from the beginning in the basic design.

In the following paragraphs, certain considerations that are common to many
types of rotating machines will be discussed first, Then the detailed design of special
types of machines will be taken up in turn.

A3. 2, 1. 1,, 1 BRUSHES

In all types of electrical machines (except certain types of induction motors)
"- "• clectrical contact must be made between two conducting'surface~s that are in relative

SSuch contact is normally made by brushes sliding on a metallic surface,
As explained in Paragraph 1. 3, 2. 1, this is always accompanied by the generation
of interference. In DC machines having good commutation, moat of the interference
is directly attributable to the sliding brush contact, This so-called brush *nterfee-
ence may be reduced by careful consideration of the following factors in the design
or choice of brushes and of the metal surface in contact with the brush face.

(a) Rr "h Pressure. Interference generated decreases with increasing brush
pressure at all frequencies as shown in Figure 3.2,1,1,1-A. As the brush
pressure is increased, the unit pressure over the entire brush face in con-
tact with the metal surface is maintained more constant and uniform, there-
by reducing the variation in contact resistance across the sliding surfaces
which produces what is known as aurface contact transients. In addition,
the possibility of brush bounce which causes severe arcing and transients
is reduced. Since the amount of brush vibration and chatter increases
with the peripheral speed of the sliding metal surface in contact with the
brush, the brush pressure selected for any particular application should
at least be adequate to damp-out the vibration expected at the designed
peripheral speed. Increased brush pressure increases the rate of wear,
but the necessity of more frequent replacement should be considered a
reasonable compromise for the sake of decreased interference.

(b) Current Density. Interference generated increases withincreasedcurrent
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3.2.1.1.1 BRUSHES
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Fig. 3. 2. 1. 1. 1I-B Effect of Brush Curzent

on Generated, Interference at Various Frequencies

temperatur'es to which, it is subjected. A newly finished met•al surface

develops an oxide film within several hours. For instance, in the case of

a copper commutator in contact with a carbon or graphite brush, a layer

of copper oxide, mixed with carbon particles from brush wear, forms on

the commutator. The presence of this copper oxide film introduces uni-
ý4 directional electrical properties (polarity effects) consistent with the well-

known copper-oxide rectification. The oxide layer displays a non-linear
resistance of higher value to a brushused as a cathode than toone used as

an anode. The cathode brush passes current in discontinuous high current

density surges. Approximately ten times as much radio interference may
coi-re from the cathode brush 'as from the anode brush. Promising experi-

mental results have been obtained by plating the copper commutator with
chromium to a thickness of about one mil, reducing the interference ob-

served from a cathode brush to that of the relatively quiet anode. The some-
what higher resistivity of the chromium plating does not cause appreciable
loss, as regards heat dis sipation at the contact inasmuch as the commutator-
film power loss is relatively large. The thinness of the chromium oxide
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layer and the fine division of the finished chromium surface seem to account
for its excellent performance, This performance is maintained because
the hard chromium surface avoids threading and grooving of the cornmu-
tator. Wear rate and sliding friction of many brush materials on chromium
is of the same order as that for copper.

(d) Brush Resistivity. Interference generated is less for brush materials of
lower resistivity. General design practice for good performance is to use
an electrographitic carbon brush with 0.0015 to 0.0025 ohm specific re-

sistance in machines operating above 50 volts, and a. metl-graphte mix-
ture for brushes in machines being used at less than 50 volts. Silver,
copper, or cadmium impregnated graphite is available in the form of low-
resistance raetal-graphitebrushes. The final selection of abrush .aterial
is actually a compromise after consideration of all the mechanical and
electrical properties which the brush must possess. Nevertheless, the
material of lowest resistivity which still satisfies the other requirements
for good functional performance should be the preferred choice. The re-
sistivity of brushes used for commutation should also be in accord with
the requirements for good commutation as noted in Paragraph 3.3, 1. 1,. Z
On the other hand, considerable leeway is permitted in the choice of de-
sign and brush material for slip-ring applications since no switching action
is involved. The use of low resistance brushes can be applied to good ad-
vantage. For instance, the use of a low-resistance brush composed of,
many flexible metal contacts sliding on a chromium surfaced slip - ring
gives radio interference reduction substantially greater than 10 to I over
normal brush contacts.

(e) Altitude TreatrnMet. Brush and slip-ring or commutator devices used in
aircraft iotating electrical devices must be designed for high altitude op-
eration, Brush wear at high altitudes is much more severe than at ground
level. This has been attributed to the rarified atmosphere and lack of
moisture at high altitudes. Under such conditions a layer of oxide does
not readily form on the sliding metal surface. While the presence of this
film is undesirable from a radio interference standpoint because of the

resulting variations in contact resistance, its presence does reduce wear
by serving as a lubricant. Severe wear, especially if it is not uniform,
is just as bad from a radio interference standpoint as the presence of a
film layer. Consequently, special brushes are used which contain the in-
gredients necessary for a film layer to form. Impregnated brushes have
been developed for this purpose with built-in lubrication and/or oxygen
supply. The most successful of such impregnated brushes are those uti-
lizing barium compounds in varying percentages. It should be noted that
hermetical sealing of units produces conditions within the container which
approximate those at high altitudes. Hence special brushes should be used
in such units also.

3.2.1.1.2 COMMUTATION

Commutation, as explained in Paragraph 1. 3. 2. 2, is essentially a switching
action, and as such is normally accompanied by interference producing transients -

called break transients. This commutation interference is apart from the brush
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3.2. 1. 1.2 COMMUTATION I
interference, or surface contact transients, explained in Paragraph 3.2.1.1.1. How-
ever, commutation is always achieved b :,rushes bearing on a commutator so that
both contribute to the interference genera, d by commutator devices. This combined

interference is commonly called "motor hash" - a poor term to use in design prac-
"tice since no distinction is made between brush and commutator interference. For
design purposes, such a distinction should be mnade since the techniques applicable
to snppressing each are different. The reduction of brush interference necessitates
providing a low, non-varying contact resistance between brush and sliding metal,
while reducing commutation interference necessitates the use of special features
designed to provide as smooth a transition as possible from one value of currer. t

another. Consideration of the requirements for good commutation may in some cases
conflict with the choice of technique used to suppress brush interference. In general,
,good commutation deserves first consideration.

a For this reason, machines requiring commutation are doubly troublesome from
4 a design standpoint, The design engineer should first determine whether or not a

machine requiring commutation is absolutely necessary for a particular application.
If, for example, an induction motor can be substituted for a direct current motor, it

should be done even at some sacrifice of cost, ease of wiring, or ease of control.

Unfortunately, such a substitution is not always possible, mainly because of the high
starting torque of certain direct current motors, which cannot be duplicated by al-

ternating current machines except by the addition of bulky and complicated devices.

V, Therefore, where commutation is judged to be essential, special attention must be

given to incorporating design feat4res which will minimize the interference geoiera-

"ted.

Commutation interference Itself, aside from any consideration of brush intev'-

"ference, may be reduced by the use of (1) iax-eq* :, (•) n windings, (3)
laminated brushes, and (4) careful machining techniques to insure clean, symmet-
rical viechanical design. All these techniques are intended to smooth out the com-
mutati.on break transient as much as possible. Figure 3. 2. 1. 1. 2-A shows a typical

oscillographic voltage and current trace of an armature coil undergoing cornmutation

in a machine which employs none of these special design techniques. The diagram
actually' illustrates an example of poor comnmutation where strong interference is

generated.

At point Z in this figure, the current reversal in the coil nominally begins with

initial contact of the leading edge of the brush with the commutatoz bar. At point 4,

the reversal of current (I) from plus to minus is complete although the trailing edge

of the brush broke contact with the bar at point 3 where a break transient is visible

on the voltage wave (E). Therefore the commutation break transients are seen to

originate at the trailing edges of the brushes, i. e., at the end of the commutation
period for each armature coil. The rise in current evident in Figure 3.2. 1. 1.2-A
between points l and Z on the current wave (I)is the result of a breaktransientpro-
"duced in the coil immediately adjacent to and in advance of the coil undergoing com-

mutation in the figure, It is evident that transition in current from point (1) to (4)

is far removed from the ideal commutation noted in Paragraph 1.3.2.2 and the gen-

eration of severe interference is to be expected. In order to reduce the generation
of commutation interference the steepness of the break transient should be reduced
and the initial rate of change of current in the armature coil should be greater. The

following techniques are employed to eŽchieve this goal.
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Fig. 3. Z. 1. 1. Z-A Voltage and Current Oscillogram
During Commutation Period for an Armature Coil

I, Interpoles. The best way of improving commutation is by the addition of
interpoles. The mainfunction of interpoles in DC machines is to (1) counterbalance

the self-inductkon of the armiature coils during the commutation period, and (-) re- V
duce the induced voltage in the armature coils resulting from the coils cutting fring-
ing flux from the pole pieces during the commutation period. Hence, the use of pro-
perly d.i._g.ned interpoles would produce a more rapid change in the armature coil
current at the beginning of the commutation period and thereby reduce the steep-
ness of the break transient at the end of the commutation period. Interpoles are
usually not practical on small machines because of the added weight and lack of space.
Yet careful attention should be given to the possibility of using interpoles even though
contrary to normal practice.

4. Coompensating Windings,. When interpoles cannot be used, compensating

windings in the pole pieces will produce the same effect as interpoles. Compensat-
ing windings are rarely used because of the expense involved in c4tting the slots into
the pole pieces and inserting the windings. In many cases, it will be found that the
additional expense is justified in view of the decrease in the generation of interfer-
ence.

3. Laminated Brushes. If practical limits prevent, the use of either interpoles
Or compensating windings, aircraft-type -...achresusuaLyrely on so-called resi-1 t

ance commutation. This scheme should reduce the current in the receding bar to
zero at the time the bar leaves the trailing edge of the brush. Actually, as Figure
3. 2, 1. 1. Z-A indicates, the current does not reach zero at the appropriate time and
a steep break transient is produced when the bar leaves the brush.

Instantaneous values of coil current during commutation should depend only
upon the ratio of the contact drops of the brush to the commutator bars connected to

each end of the armature coil being commutated. Since the self-inductance of the
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3.2..1.2COMMUTATION

armature co,'I tends to oppose the change in cqil current, the armature current does
not divide in the samne ratio as the contactdrops of thie brush to the commutator bars.
Circulating currents flow in the coil a±ndergoing, commutation by way of the commnu-
tator bars and brush, and the rate of chlange of coil current is not constant, being very
slow initially in the commutatiou period as -ohown near point 2 ir. Figvure ~ZllZA
If the brush re~sistiv~ity iri la-rge enough to resdice circulating currents in the beginning
of the commutation period, the initial current reversal would be at a faster rate.
-Htence1 , low brush resis~tivity, while desirable, fromn the standpoint of reuigbrush

V interference as mentioned in Paragraph 3. 2. 1, 1. 1, is undesirable from the stand-

point of good commutation.

Lowering th4e rea*4tApnqe presented to the approaching cQmragtator bar and
raising the resoistance presented to the receding bar would favor the flow of load cur- I
rent in the approac-hing bar and also would lntroduice higher reiatance to thoo cir-
culating current, The use of lakminated brushes- with- brush materials of different
resistivity produces such control and hence ig~ves a moqre linear current revex-sal.
Prom-ising experimental resultis have been achieved with a brush c -onsisting of se$-

merits of different reoistivities, the trailingsmethinte getadtele-

ing segment having the lowest. The segments 4re well insulated frqm, each other, $

Trailing Seag e rt Leading Sewiment
Hligh Re siti~vity Lo~w Reswistivity

Armoature C0i4 Armature Coil

1/2 Comutatior flar 1/z

Direction of Rotaxtion

Fig. 3. Z. 1. 1. 2-fl Cprnm.utation of an
Armature Coil by Using L#=ninated Birushes

The ideal operation of lam~inated brushes is indicated in F'igure, 3. 2, 1. 1.4, -B,
In this diagram, a. three-lam ination brush is. bridging the comm Autator barsi attached
to each end of the coil undergoing commutation. Thr. brush resistance, increaseis asj ~the commutator bar progresses fromi the leading edge. to. the trailAing edge oeltl 0- m
inated brush, The segments are insulated from one another by some suitable glue
and electrically connectedk oul~y at the, end4 in contact with the brush spring. Hence.,
circulating currents resulting froxx the self -inductance of the coil, under commutation
and from the coil cutting fringe flux froxm. the pole pieces must flow through the en-£ tire length of two brush laminations whose total resistance is much greater than that
presented by a direct path across the face of the hrush-asi would occur with a non-
laminated brush. Consequently, circulating currents are reduced early in the com-
mutation period and a more desirable division of current through the two adjacent
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commutator bars is achieved. A more linear coil current reversal is produced and
break transients are considerably reduced.

Another consequential advantage to the use of laminated brushes is that good
commutation can be achieved over a fairly wide range of brush positions relative to
the magnetic neutr•1, sD that this position becomes less critical and less dependent
on the armature current,

The Details of Laminated Brush Designs are discussed in Appendix XIV. The
lamination design may be summarized as foilows,

(a) Two, or at most three, laminations give best performance.

(b) The thickness of the leading edge laxnination of a two lamination brush
should be about 90 percent of the total brush thickness an4 its resistivity

should be as high as allowable by consideration of heat dissipation.

(P) For application to small machines, good performance is obtained when the
xesistivity of the trailing edge Ianination. is about 15 time s that of the lead-
ing edge,

(d) The trailing lamination should be thick enough to avoid mechanical weak-
nes~s.

(e) Thea glie thickness should be sufficient to provide electrical insulation and
to avoid the formntion of a smear of conducting particles from brush wear
on the rubbing edge which would short-circuit the laminations. (A ther-

mo .etting glu- of six-nmil thickness has been found satisfactory,

Reference to Figure 3, Z,. 1,, Z.A shows a series of radio interference tran-
sients before point I where comrtautation begins. These are the surface contact tran-
sients mentioned in ParAgraph 3,1,l,l.l, For the case illustrated in this figure the
bra.k tVAnilent at point 3 is rezotively large compared to the surface contact tran-
sa fets. This is usually the situation observed for poor commutation and is accom-
p4nieod by trailing edge burning of the bars or brushes, Radio interference reduction
'by the use of laminated brushes is generally limited to such cases where the break
transients are relatively large, In other cases, interf-rence reduction can be better
achieved by employing one or more of the techliques noted for the reduction of brush
interference,

4, Machining Techniques, Any other design feature that improves commu-
tation in general will also reduce the generation of interference. Considerations such
C&A "..... C-rr. 44 T40uti-in of armatul're coils with resap~t to the commutator bars should
be given ca-Ieful attention in the light of the requirements for good commutation.
Careful machining techniques are necessary to insure good electrical and mechanical
symaxetry. For instance, commutator interference can be reduced by grinding the
com•-xmutator precisely about its true rotating axis, In a typical case of a very trouble -
some DC generator, (aW the ar-mature was chucked on the shaft centers, and the com-
mutator was ground, The interference reduction resulting from this operation was
in the ratio of approximately Z:1; (h) the same commutator was, then ground, with
the armature chucked in the generator bearings. This resulted ixl an 3ntererence
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reduction by a factor of about 25:1. Operation (a) represented the expected rotation
axis, while operation (b) represented the true rotation axis.

3.2. • 1.3 USE OF CAPACITORS AND FILTERS

Even with the best design, some interference will still be generated at the
brushes and during commutation. To prevent this from being conducted to other
equipment, capacitors or filters should be incorporated in the original design. In
some cases, a simple capacitor of from 0.05 to 1 microfarad, depending on the size
of the machine and the amount of interference generated, connected directly across
the brushes. is sufficient. In other cases, a complete filter in the output leads may
1;sa wreqired.

In present day practice, machines are often constructed without filters, and
a filter is -added later if excessive interference is produced, These filters*are often

b found ineffective because, once the machine is completed, the brush terminals are

not accessible, so that leads of considerable length may be required to connect the
filter, or the filter is grounded to the frame of the machine which serves as ground
for one of the terminals. As was pointed out in Paragraph 1.8.2.3, extremely short
and direct connections are very vimportant for the effectiveness of a filter. The great
advantage of incorporating filters or capacitors into the original design is that con-
nections can be made at the point where the suppressing action is most -ffective.
Much is to be gained, for example, as far as avoiding radiation and capacitive coup-
l8ng is concerned if the interfering currents can be kept entirely out of the frame of

Sthe machine. In addition, a capacitor connected directly across the brushss wi!l be
much more effective than one connected fron the output lead to the franje, but IQ- j
cated several inches away from the brushes.I"

In the installation of filters or capacitors, the consideration of good bonding
(see Paragraph 3. 1. 3) in extremely important. In many actual cases, recent ex-

periences have shown that a filter or capacitor was ineffective only because soo.me
protective coating was not removed so that no electrical contact was made between I(
the filter and its base. Where installation directly at the brushes is impossible,
great care should be exercised in shielding the input leads from the brushes to the
filter to the.point of entry. Obviously, care should be given to the prevention of any
sort of coupling between the "clean" output leads and the "noisy" input leads to a
filter.

Filters for 400 cycle alternating current machines require special attentitr.L.
An ordinary capacitor may draw too much current at the fundamental frequency to
be practical. In that case, it is necessary to design a low-pass filter at the proper
impedance level with a cut-off frequency of about 600 cycles per second according
to, the design equations of Appendix VII.

3.2. 1. 1. 4 SHIELDING

The brushes and brush leads are the most likely regions from which interfer-
ence may be radiated or coupled with other circuits. Therefore, unless the entire
machine is completely enclosed in such a way as to be adequately shielded, the
brushes, brush holders, and brush leads should be shielded as completely as is
possible witlhout disturbing their normal functioning. Complete shielding of the entire
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machine oholdd be used, when practical, in the case of small direct-current machines
such as dynamotors, which generate a considerable amount of interference even with
the be•t design, However, the shaft provides a path for interference since it must
penetrate the shielding. The shielding of the shaft is done in any of the following
ways-, using a nonconducting fiber coupling in the shaft, or using a conductive pack-
ang Zor the bearings where the shaft penetrates the shield, or using an additional set
of brushes for the shaft near the place where it passes through the shielding.

3. 2. 1. 1. 5 SERIES DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS

8,tric• di.•.ct-current motors are most frequently used in aircraft because of
their high starting torque. Many of them have split field wws~irzr so that they r-an
be reversed quickly without changing more than one connection.

The considerations of Paragraphs 3. 2. 1. 1. 1 and 3. 2. 1. 1. 2 are applicable to
series 4-irect-currsnt motors. They may require filters though first consideration
should be given to a good, clean design, which makes filters unnecessary. If filters
are used, the series winding znay be utilized as their series eleraent so that only ome
or two additional capacitors are required. The capacitor should be placed as shown
in Figure 3., Z, , 1. 5-A because first only one instead of two capacitors are required
in case of a split field winding, and, secondly, this position leads to greater atten-
uation as proved in Appendix IX. If this is not practical because of lack of space,
two separate capacitors m-tast be used as shown in Figure 3. 2. 1. 1. 5-B. In several
txperirenetal cases, the attenuation waas increased by splitting the series field and
adding the capacitors as shown in Vigure 3.Z.l..5-1C. Inextremecases, a pi-section
should be constructed by using capacitors simultaneously in all three places. Con-
sideration should be given to isolation of field leads when utilized as a part of a pi-
section fA~er, §Thea.- ieads sihould be shielded •wecn the armature and field con-
-nection. The power input lead should be routed to be as remote as possible from all
oth" leads, The size of the capacitors is dets-rmined by the size of the machine and
the p~junt of Interference generated, as explained in Appendix VII, and will normally
be. about 0.O5 to 0.5 microfarad-s.

To Power To Power To Power
- Supply r- Supply Supply

Fig. 3ý 2. 1. 1. 5-A Loca- Fig. 3. 2. . .5-B Alter- Fig. 3. 2. 1. 1. 5-C Lo-
tion of Capacitor in Series nate Location of Capaci- cation of Capacitors in

Motor tors in Series Motor Split Series Field Motor
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3.2.1.1.6 OTHER DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS

The same consider ations also apply to all other direct-current motors. In a
compound motor, the series field may be used as part of the filter as in the series
motor a, shown in Figure 3.2.1.1.6-A. But in a shunt motor, a complete filter must

'be installed as shown in Figure 3.2.1.1.6-B because the shunt field cannot be uti-

lized for that purpose. In most applications, dynamotors are small units placed

directly at the location where their cutput is used,. Since they have two commutators,

they are fairly effective interference generators, but filters, other than compara-

tively small capacitors across the brushes, are not practical because of their weight

and size. The niost practical solution for these small units is complete shielding

in accordance with the considerations ofV Paragraph 3. 1. 2.

To Power To Power
Supply Supply

-Filter

H11

S-u-l,

~ 3. 2.1.. 6-A. U-Astallation of Flo. 3. Z. 4. L 6-5 l#aJ4J.tiwl Qf

Capacitors in Direct Current Split- Fr/tgr in Pirect curront Shunt Motor

Field Compound Motor

3.2.1.4.7 DIt4CT-C1VRRNT GEN EAf O 0S

Dirept-current generators are h~sicakUy very similar to diroct-cu'p~nt motors

and the same desigq considerations apply. Since the field is normally fed from the

output of the generator itself, this would be classified as A shunt machine, and the

field cannot be used as part of the filter. This is a serious restriction although

most aircraft there are qnly one or at most, a few generaitars, and these are large
ao=e '% a '"'kav'y fl .... be. prohAhitjve Adequate filters

should be incorporated in the positive output lead as. close to the brushes as prac-

tical in those cases where the airplane structure is used as negative return path.

Ever he*e, direct connection of the filter ground terminal to the negative brush is

preferable to grounding it to the frame only. Careful attention must be given to pro-

per bonding as pointedout in Paragraph 3.2.1.1.3. If the negative lead is not ground-

ed, a filter must be used in each output lead and a capacitor should be connected

directly across the brushes. It should be remembered, of course, that filters are

used only as a last resort, and tbat a good design may make all fil-ters unnecessary.
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3.2. i.1.8 ALTEIRNATORS

The considerations of Paragraphs 3.2.1. 1. 1 through 3.2.1.1.4 apply to all
"alternating current generators. In addition, careful attention must be given to the
prevention of the getration of harmonics. Production of as pure a sine wave as
possible is one of the important "'normal" consider ations in thede sionof alternators.
But this requirement acquires a new importance and is put to a mixch more severe
test when the generation of radio interference is considered. A compan-atively mainute
harmonic content might be quite tolerable from all points of view excetpt that of radio
interference.

Alternators usually use direct-current exciters to provide the necessary rajg-
Aetic fe1d. These sixou•,4 be &esigned in -ordance with the recom•endations of

Paragraph 3. 2. 1. 1. 7 except ths their size usually does not warrant the Use o4 a
complete filter, - a single, capcitor connected acroos the brushes will normnally
prov•d sufficient filtering action,

To reduce the genewatiou of harAionlO, special attention shoud be given to
•h. fQJ1OW1I ..giteins W

(a) Flux distributon, The most inmportant f actor determinip the w-ave faorM
of the g•ne *e4 voijge i-. t heis•tribution of the magnetic flux around the
peripheiy ,of the am, aturg, $s -oqdal dtstribatio , may be achieved by
chanimering the pole tina or 4ke-wj the pole faces,

(b) Symmetry,. For a perfectly ayr•nx;trical raubla, 4ll even haAMonlcs
Automatically disappear, Therefore spcdial care must be ercitse4 in

osietit pole piecg, m aking thp yoke aad arrnAftureperfectly

synunstrioa1 producing a perfectly uni orm winding on the armature, and
avoldtn• all other irregularities,

(c) £ternAl Connections - In, a three-pha~e alternator, the third harmonic and
its multiples disappear xt the terrninla except when the, machine is star
cornec'td and has its neutral grounded, in which case third harmonica are
present in the voltaUge from. any phase to neutral, Hencs, this connection
should he avoided, or else specia attentior must he given to the prevention
of the third harmonic ard ita multiples.

(4) Chord fa.or, The harmonics 0enerated may be considerably reduced by
thKe choice of a suitable chord factor. If the difference between the pole
pitch and the coil pitch is Q electrical degrees. the chord factor for the

nth harmonic is cos(ns/Z); A value of 30 is often recommended for 0
because this greatly reduces the chord factors for the 5th and 7th har-
monics while affectina the fundamieptal very little.

(c) Distribution factor. If the winding is distributed over several slots per
pole per phase and there are m slots per pole per phase, the distrihution

factor for the nth harmon i sin (rnnG/2) where 8 is the slot pitch in

electrical degrees.. This decreases with increasing m and should be 2

chosen so as to eliminate the lowest harmonic not eliminated by any of

t ~the devices mnentioned, in (b), (c)ý, and (d).I
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(f) T hri~le•. The generation of tooth ripples can be greatly decreased
by skewizg through one slot pitch either the pole shoes or the armature
slots. Also, tooth ripples may be elinainated altogether by making the
uzer~of armature slats per pole-pair an odd number. For, in this case,

"the chord facors for the harmonic, that are contained in the tooth ripples
"reduce to zero.

Incorporating the above considerations into the original design of an alternator pro-
duces a machine which generates a -minimurn of interference. Such practice is high-
I- 4esirabbe since les' demands have to be made on filtering techniques to bring the
reinaining conducted interference within tolerable limits.

Complete filters are not usiarly required in Mhe ak~pue ^ -4' W••-desilned alte'-
notors. In a three-pbase machine, capacitors should be connected directly across
each set of brushes ae shown in Figure 3.2.1.1.8, bNat their value must be somewhat

* smaller than that recommended for direct-current machines 1ecause the current at
the fundamental power freuqency must be kept low. H filters should be required,
they mu#st be designed as low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of about 3/2 times
the fundamental power frequency, and one is required in each lead except the ground
lead.

K
I ,

Fig. 3. Z, 1. 1. 8 Installation of Condensers hi
Three Phase Alternator With Ungrounded Neutral

Even a well - designed machine will radiate some interference which must be
prevented from leaking out of the alternator housing. This necessitates a casing
which acts as a perfect shield and is designed to permit a good bond to the airf.rame
when installed in an aircraft. The additional requirement of adaquate ventilation, A
especially fora machine in continuous operation, makes it difficult todesign a per-
fect shield. This difficulty can be overcome by providing ventilation 'through tubular
air vents which act as wave-guide attenuators to the interference.

Consideration of the problems encountered in a typical motor-alternator unit
will illustrate some design procedures that are useful in bringing the generated in-
terference within tolerable limits. The example chosen and discussed below is ac-
tually a case of a motor-alternator that was well-designed from a functional stand-
point and contained a filter as an integral part of the unit. However, from the radio
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interference standpoint, the original design did not adequately provide for good shield-
ing and bonading. The modifications made to the unit could easily have been incor-
porated into the original design.

The motor-alternator was subjected to extensive tests which indicated that,
after obtaining satisfactory reduction of conducted interference by the use of a filter
in the DC power line, excessive radiated interference was present in the medium
high and the ultra high frequency ranges. A unique technique for the attenuation of
radiated interference in motor-alternators was developed by the Navy. A circular
section containing the ventilating louvres was cut from the commutator end-bell of
te housing and replaced by a similar section having tubes of small diameter, which
act as wave-guide attenuators as explained in Paragraph 3. 1. 2. 2, and at the same
tLre zrowride the rereszaxy venti1ti-or. This section of the housing beffor and after
modification is illustrated in Figure 3, 2. 1. 1. 8-A. The inside diameter of each tube I

Fig. 3. 2. 1. 1. 8-A Section of Motor-Alternator
Shield Before and After Modification

used was 19/64 inch, and its length was in excess of 57/64 inch. The number of tubes
used was deteitnkined by the requirement that the total cross-sectional area of the
openings should not be less than 1.6 square inches to assure sufficient ventilation.
Copper was used for this modification but any metal having high conductivity, such
as aluminum or brass, could be used provided that all joints are capable of being
soldered or welded so that no opening, other than that of the tubes, exists. Para-
graph 3. 1. 2. 2 emphasizes the neceassity ior avoidiAg openings in the shield. In ad-
diltion, a metal collar no less than 1/32 inch in thickness was placed around these
tubes to provide rigidity and protection. The rim of the commutator end-bell was
slotted, and the resulting "fingers" were cleaned and polished as well as sprung
slightly inward to assure continuous and positive metal-to-metal contact of the fric-
tion fitting that joins the commutator end-bell section to the rest of the alternator
housing. Such modification to the casing of the alternator provides f~or adequate at-
tenuation of the radiated interference. In general, the use of standard ventilating
louvres should be avoided since the leakage of high frequency interference through

j such openings can be severe.
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Since the example under consideration is a motor -alternator unit, the motor
itself must be designed for interference-free operation. Attenuation of the observed
"motor interference was accomplished by bonding the negative lead from the motor
directly to the case as shown by the dashed connection of Figure 3.2.1,1,8-D. Form'-
erly this lead was bonded to an external structure which is not at the same potential
as the case. Paragraph 1.8.1.1 emphasizes the fact that bonding to a structure doe-cW
not, in itself, assure the existence of a true ground plane at most of the frequencies •'I
encountered in interference problems. As a result anninpedance, Z, existed between
these points as shown in Figure 3.2.1. 1.8-B. This impedance is a part of the closed
loop, A-B-C-D-A, through which interference currents generatedby the inotor flowed. I
The portion of the same loop, A-B-D-A, which was formed by connecting the nega-

tive lead from the motor terminal to the external ground, passed through -trong
interference fields, Interference voltages were induced in this loop as indicated by
the equivalent interference gererator in the figure- Si•nce th-h 4W is S
portion of the loop, E-C-D-A-F, which contains the external power source, any in-
terference voltage that appears across it ca-uses interference currents to flow in the
receivers which employ the same power source,

Mo DC Voltage

otor " Equivalent Source
- B / 4 "Interference

Filter _ Generator
Cpactor Negative

I-_Brush
"111 Filter

Case External Ground

Fig, 3, 2. 1. 1,8-B - Ambiguity of Ground Points

As a result of incorporating these modifications, it was found that in the region
of 5 to 20 megacycles the radiated interference was reduced from a maximum value
of 42 microvolts and an average value of approximately 20 microvolts down to a max-
imum value of 2 microvolts and an average value of approximately 1/3 microvolt.
In the region of 1000 megacycles, no interference was measurable at any distance
from the commutator end-bell after modification.

This example illustrates how oftentimes relatively minor chamges in, design
can make a piece of electrical machinery interference-free. Nevertheless, the nec-,
essity of incorporating design changes no matter how minor is both costly and time-
consuming. By following the principles of good design for interference-free opera-
tion, the need for making changes in production models in order to meet specified
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interference limits could be avoided. No one design principle which pertains to I
adaquate bonding, filtering, or shielding should be neglected. Careful study of the
unit being designed is required in order to provide means for attenuating or bottling ' t
up all possible conducted and radiated inzterference.

3. 2. 1. 1. 9 ALTERNATING-CURRENT MOTORS
I

0quirrel cage induction motors are not usually troublesome if they are care-

fully designed for minimumn generation of harmonics. Motors with slip rings should

be carefully designed because the installation of a filter is not usually practical due to

the added weight. Alternating-current motors of the type that require commnutators
should be avoided altogether ir arcraft.

Inverters are needed to supply alternating current in aircraft whose primary
power syste-n consists of 9 set of direct-ýcurrent generators. Rotary inverters are

inherently sources of interference because they have commutators as well s8s 0lip

rings, and, in addition, they produce a large number of harmonics of considerable
amplitude both on the input a9nd on. the output sides.

Since baslcally a rotary inverter is a direct-current machine with added taps

on the armature winding and slip rings connected to these taps, the design consider-
ations -for direct-current generators apply here in full force. But inaddition to this.,
filters must be provided in all output and input leads. This imposes a particularly
st ringent requirement on the alternating current side because the required filters are
heavy and bulky" but, for inverters of large size such installation is uwually necessary
and justified.

3. 2. 1. 1' VIXRATORS

Vibrators are used to convert direct current into alternating current by means
of vibrating eputacts which alternately make and break the direct-current Une. Thei

wave-of.ing ourgnts and voltages are more nearly rectanigular than
sinusoidal, They are therefore very rich in high harmonics and capable of producing

a large amount of radio interference. If at all possible, the use of vibratora should_
be avoided and other means of converting direct intc, alternating current should be
employed in aircraft. When it is necessary to use vibrators, complete shielding and
extensive filtering must be employed to keep the interference from causing damage.

There is one particular application of vibrators where the radio interference
is not objectionable and where they are being used extensively: Engine - starting
vibrators operate only during the brief interval of starting the aircraft engine while

the engine speed is not sufficient to allow the magneto to develop a high enoughvoltage,

Once the motor has reached a predetermined speed, the starter switch is disengaged, 4
which also cuts off the vibrator. Such an arrangement would not be suitable, for
example, in aircraft operating on an aircraft carrier because radio interference even

during the short starting period is not permissible in the vicinity of the many receivers
on the carrier itself. But in land-based aircraft, starting vibrators are commonly

used.
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3. Z. 1. Z VIBRATORS

This starting vibrator, while not in itself a source of radio interference once

"the engines are running, causes radio interference problems of a different kind: The

vibrator unit offers coupling paths through which the ignition interference frc . the

magneto is introduced into the direct-current power system of the aircraft. The

interfirunce: c"Ad be prevented from leaving the vibrator housing by filtering the

power lead connecting the unit,

However, filters add weight and do not represent the most desirable approach

for radio interference suppression in this case. It was found that appropriate design

techniques applied to the vibrator unit itself accomplished the same purpose without
the use of filters.

A sketch of a typicalvibrator unit is given in Figure 3. 2. 1. Z-A, There are

two =Akz component parts, an off-on relay and a vibrator, housed in a metal case.

-Positive Terminal
"•nput

Vibrator

Ignition Switch h
Outlet--i

Shorting Strip .On Relay

- Magneto
Outlet,

Fig. 3.2. 1.2-A Aircraft Vibrator Unit, Original

The moving contact arms of relay and vibrator are attached to their mntal frame and
are electrically insulated from ground. A shvrtiag strip corrects the magneto and
ignition switch outlets. A starting mesh-switch, not part of this unit, allows' the

relay contacts to close, which energizes the vibrator and supplies high surge currents
"to the magneto primary. This .produces a high voltage in the secondary coil of the
magneto, which supplies normal output to the sparkplugs during the interval required
by the engine to reach a minimum running speed. The primarywinding of the mag-
neto in series with a set of breaker points, where the opening and closing of the
points create low tension pulses. In this way, steep-wave-front transients are pro-

duced, and the resulting radio-frequency energy is conducted back throughthe primary
lead of the magneto to the vibrator.

The interference voltages gain admittance to the direct current aircraft wiring
by the following coupling paths:

(a) Capacitive coupling across the open contacts of the off-on relay.

(•bI Capacitive coupling between the shorting bar of the two outlets and the coil
windings of the relay and vibrator.
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APPLICATIONS SEC. III

(c) Capacitive coupling between the relay frame, which is directly connected
to the magneto primary circuit and the shorting bar, and the winding.

(d) Electromagnetic radiation frown the relay frame.

(e) Electromagnetic radiation from thje shielding case, since the shield is
broken by insulating gaskets on the base plate and cover.

A tvypical unit was subjected to five modifications, which resulted in a consid-
erable reduction of the radio interference coupled to the direct-current power system.
The modifications are the following:

(a) -The movable contact arm of the relay was tied to the vibrator instead of

the magneto lead, as show-n Li- Fig-ur• 3. 2. 1. 2-D.

(b) The magneto lead,, including the stationary contact point of the relay, was
surrounded by a shielding bushing having only one small opening to allow
the movable arm to make contact.

(c) The shorting bar was removed entirely. The connections to the ignition

switch were no longer made through the vibrator unit.

(d) The vibrator coil was rewired to minimize capacitive coupling. i
(e) A conductive gasket was inatalled to insure good electrical contact between

cover and base plate.

b I

ConductiveContact -"Gse

Shielding Gse 9Bushing !

Fig. 3. 2. 1. 2-B Modified Vibrator Unit

The vibrator unit featuring these modifications is shown in Figure 3. Z. 1. 2-B. An

additional modification is suggested (but was not carried through in the example
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3.2.1.2VIBRATORS

shown): The capacitive coupling across the open relay contacts may be eliminated
by a grounding contact on the relay instead of the existing open position. If

The schematic diagrams of the original and modified type are illustrated in
Figures 3. 2. 1. 2-C and 3. 2. 1. 2-D for comparison purposes. Tests on the modified
"unit indicate an average reduction of 60 db in the frequency range of 0.Z5 to 18
megacycles, dropping to 40 db between 30 to 144 megacycles. Grounding the mov-
able contact arm of the relay results in a reduction greater than 100 db between
input and output circuits of the vibrator throughout the frequency range of 0.20 to
144 megacycles. The results of such modifications, without the applicationof filters,
indicate that interference in aircraft equipment can be reduced to an acceptable level
by the application of appropriate design techniques.

VibratorI, I

Magneto

Ini~tion- Switch

Starter Rela
MeshRea

Swith------------------------------------------IS. ~~Sw itch : . .

Fig. 3. Z. 1. 2-C Schematic Diagram, Original Circuit

-------------------------------------------

Starter Proposed
Mesh T, Shorting Contact 7
Switch - Added

VibratorSi ed•, i - -j _. h ie ld in g_ Bushing

- : Magneto

I - I Ignition
Switch -1

Relay

Fig. 3. 2. 1. 2-D Schematic Diagram, Modified Circuit
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3,2.2 ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS IN STATIONARY CIRCUITS

Radio interference generated by the operation of electronic equipment in an
aircraft, generally originates in stationary resonant circuits. These include local
oscillators, transmitters, and modulators, which perform functions essential to the d
operation of the airborne radio and radar equipment. The stationary sources of in-
terference, like the motional sources, are scattered throughout the aircraft in such
a fashion that each compartment and wing section may contain several pieces of elec-
tronic equipment. Figure 3. 3-C shows the location in a typical heavy bomber of
various electronic components and the routing of the interconnecting cables. This

shows that any offending electronic component may be mounted sufficiently close to
susceptible components or component wiring to introduce radio interference into these
units and adversely affect their operation, Consequently, each electronic component
must be designed so that electrical oscillations are confined to the ujiit itself and not
permitted to enter other electronic components either directly or indirectly and cause
radio interference.

Oscillations may occur in electrical systems whenever the passive circuit ele-
ments are connected so that electrical energy may be exchanged periodically between
them. Such oscillations or resonant conditions can be excited by any appropriate
frequency component of the applied signal. OsclUatory action of this naiture wo04d
be self-sustaining if the resonant circuit contained no resistance. However, since
every practical circuit contains resistance, the supplied energy is dissipated grad-
ually, and the oscillation is damped. Therefore, the peak values of the current or-

voltage oscillations will decay exponentially unless the dissipated energy is returned
to the system, Circuits containing inductive and capacitive paraneters, capable cI
storing energy, will resonate if properly excited. Spurious osci1.iat4Qns as well as

the desired resonant condition may be set up in an electrical system by si-ch action,
In any case the sustained oscillations ;Aust be eitizer self-pxcqted or externjally ex-
cited. Any amplifdyig device, such as a vacuuM tube, iA c~pable of generat*#g and
sustaining oscillations. Due to the amplifying characteristic of the tube, power avail-
able in the oitpug *is much sreater than the requlre4 input power. This permits a
certain percentage of the output to be fed back into the input i4 the samne phase as the
input energy, and thus supply its own excitation. Any parele r esonaint circuit is
an example of external excitation when A constantly varying electromotive force is
applied across its terminals. The same type of tuned circuit experiences a series
of transient oscillations when subjected to a sudden pulse of energy.

Regeneration is a first requisite for sustained osci•lation in any circuit. The
amount of regeneration of in-phase feedback must be sufficient to overcome the re-
sistance los~ses presentin the input circuit. Practical oscillators must be self-start-

ing as well as self-sustaining. The self-starting feature is provided by a random
fluctuation in voltage due to such causes as, thermal agitation in the circuit and tube,
fluctuations in tube current produced by shot effect, and contact differences of poten-
tial. These random voltages cover the entire frequency spectrum, but the tuned cir-
cuit selects that particular frequency to which it has a natural response and amplifies
it, by the regenerative process, so that an oscillating condition is maintained. Un-
desirable or "parasitic" oscillations result in many circuits when the conditions for
resonance are present. A feedback path for sustaining "parasitic" oscillations can be
supplied by the grid-to-plate capacitancz of an ordinary a...p.ifying tube, the capaci-
tance between adjacent circuit wires, or the distributed capacitance of transformer
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3..2..1 LOCAL OSCILLATORS

turns. inductive coupling between transformers also becomes serious when there
is a relatively high gain between them. It may be necessary to screen one or both
transformers with metal of low reluctance. Proper wiring layout will normally pre-
vent coupling between adjacent wires in cornpornt; otbherwise shielded leads will
be required. Negative feedback may be employed to neutralize the effects of tube
"capacitance coupling.

3. 2. 2. 1 LOCAL OSCILLATORS

In superheterodyne receivers the local oscillator circuits serve a useful pur-
pose in supplying anoutput whose frequency differs from a received signal frequency
by a consita difference. The oscillator energy must at the same time be prevented

,from coupling through any path leading to the antenna or chas sis and risking radiation
which will interfere with the normal operation of adjacent electronic equipment, This
is discussed under Paragraph 3.4,4,

3, Z. Zo Z TRANSMITTERS

Radio transmitters are generators of radio frequency energy which is -
trolled by $e intelligence to be tranamitted, The v-ery heart of such a gene ratOr is
the oscllator circput Whose frequency of operation mnwt be highly stable for the usual
transmitter applicaions, AXcordingly under most conditi.ns the frequancy stability
Qf a crystal, oscillator is desired. However, the frequency range in which crystals
may be employcd is limitod, and at the higher radio frequencies harmonic generators

* must be ue.d, An importnt exception exists in microwave systems where techniques
of operation have not be•n fully developed and the spectrum is not at al crowded, ad
frequency control is oftpn obtained by the uoe of cavity resonators, To accomplish
their purpose with 4 high quality of transmission, rAdio transmitterq must be free
from harmonQic radiation, spurious sidebands, distortion, and hum, Radiation of
harmonics is particularly troublesome in high-powered transmitter,$, One percent
of second harmonic radiation in a 5Q-kw transmitter corresponds to 5 • watt power
s~gnal level, arnd caýr a• ily produce om interferLng signal over r. -da•--ble area.

Negative feedback is frequently used i. transmittera, The schematic diagram
shown inr Figure A. 2. 2. Z-A iUlustrates the operation of a feedback arpliter,

Signal o* Amplifier Output FI4
With gain A

Actual Input = es + sE or Output = E= A(e + toE)

Feedback or Acircui t l• ~

Fig. 3. 2. 2. 2-A Feedback Amplifier Schematic

The qua-ntity A represents the amplifier gain, and es the supplied signal, A frac
tional part, 4 E, of the output E is added to the external input, so, that the actual in-.
put consists of the signal es plus this fractional part sE. The total input. multiplied
by the gains, must equal the output. Thus, E = A(es + SE). Represeatino the gain
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as tho ratio of output to external input, it is simple to derive a gain formula.

E/es = actual gain
E = A(es + AE)
E = Aes + AAE (3-29)
Aes E-A8 E

.. E/ies A/(I-AA) = gain with feedback.

,If the feedback opposes the input signal•, then A is cosdee negtie.Th
quantity Aa is called the fee Iback factor, and if this quantity is much larger thanunity, thon the gain is reduced to - i/8 . Thus when the feedback is large, the ef-

fective amplification depends only on the value ofL, and is practically independent
of the actual gain produced by the amplifier. If the feedback circuit employs a re-

aistance network, the gain is almost independent of frequency but has phase shift of
approximately 00 or 140°. If it is desired to have amplification vary with frequency, A

then the feedback circuit (.4 circuit) can be designed to have the desired transm1 ission-
loss characteristic.

Negative feedback causes a reduction in amplitude distortion since some of the
distortion is fed back to the input through the feedback circuit and reamplified in such
phase as to cancel out most of the original distortion. If D indicates distortion in the
output and d the distortion generated in the amplifier, then

D d/(l-Ae) (3-30)

A large feedback factor, (recall that # is negative for opposing phase), will greatly
rpduce distortion in the output.

Feedback will modify the signal-to-interierence ratie, by the following relation- R

ship. Signal-to-interference ratio with feedback/signal-to-interference ratio with-
out feedback = Af/Ao(IV-Ae). Af represents the am-plificition takingplacebetween,
the point where the interference is introduced and the output, with feedback. Ao3
represents the same amplification without feedback. The equation is based on the
assumption that it is the same interference in each case and that the output voltages
are the same. Axalysis shows that feedback will reduce interference introduced in

the high level stages of the amplifier, as for example a poorly filtered power supply
in the plate circuit of the final tube, It will not aid in reducing interference entering
the low-level stages, as microphonics or induced hum, since the feedback affects
the interference and normal signal output to about the same extent.

The preceding paragraphs serve as background for appreciating some of the
benefits of negative feedback. However, oscillations can result from such feedback
because of accompanying phase shift. In the normal range of frequencies, circuit
arrangements are such that feedback is negative. At the very low and very high fre=
GUZ.ie9e , the -apl.ir-, st geýs produce phase shifts sufficient to cause the feedback .4
factor, Ao, to change from negative to positive. Oscillations are not usually en-
countered in two- stage arrangements unless the feedbackfactor is riade large. Where
there are more than two stages, however, oscillations tend to take place even with
a moderate amount of feedback.

Phase shift depends upon variation in the amplitude of transmission with fre-
quency and its polarity on the sign of the slope of the transmission characteristics.
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3.2.2.3 MODULATO0RS

Where the transmission is co~n-tant with frequencyl, that is a flat responsel, there is
no phase shift. If the ampllitude of transmission, "a",p has a constant vt i1,adon, then
the phase shift is directly -roportional to the slope of the amplitude characteristic.
Expressed as an equation

*Phase shift Ir da(3)
in radians 12 -du

where da/du represents variation in the amplitude of transmission expressed in dec-
ibels change in transmission Loran octave change in frequency. In designing a feed-
b0ack system to avoid oscillations it is only necessary to consider the way in Which

the amplitude of transmissir-n varies with frequency. Thus if the feedback factor,
A4d, has shifted in phase by 1800 and becomes positive. the magnitu~1e of A, 4 must 1
hav~e decreased to less than unity to avoid oscillations.

In frequency-modulated tra~nsrrditters negative feedback will give the same ben-
efits as in the amplitude -modulated system. The problem of preventing oscillations

will also be the same and therefore subject to the same design considerations pre- I
3.2.2.3 'MODULATORSI

Radar modulators are capable of producing 'Large amounts of interfer'ence, The P
problem of reducing the interference to meet required specifications can and must
be solved by proper design and internal shielding..

Measurements were made oua line type modulator to determine the best method
for reducing interference conducted along the power line. A single copper sheet
between primary and secondary windings served as an electrostatic shield for the
power and -f-ilament transformners. Primary ledad were placed as far fromi the thy-
ratron as possible anL4 at right an~gles to other wiring. The14 primary power leads
were shielded with coy~per tubing fromn the transformers to the Point Where they left
the modulator case, and this shielding was grounded. Partition shielding was used
to separate the rectifier from th-et~hyratron. These features are illustrated in Figure
3.2, 2. 3-A.

I---------------------- ------------

-;o (wh

-I -± ----------------
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Fig. 3. 2,2. 3-B Interference: Plotted Against Frequency -'J

Interference was redu~ced to less than 50 microvolts over' the entire spectruim, -
from 0.2 to 20 mnegacycles, wit~houtt adding filtersa When used, filters offered addi-
tional inter'ference suppression from 0 to 5.5 mc, but the difference was minor above

] 5,5 mc, and therefore without j~ustification in view of their additional weight and, size.
SIndividual shields were also, used in place of the partition1 and offer'ed c~onsid erably
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3.2.2.4 TMANSFORMERS

greater reduction in the region of two megacycles. The relative merits of these

design features are shown in the graph of Figure 3.2.2.3-B.

3,2.2.4 TRANSFORMERS

Iron core transformers have a non-li3near relatlonship existing between .flux

and magnetiziing force wbich produces harmonicm In the lower and upper regions of
-,peration, With high flux densities hazrmonic gene ration Te sults from core saturation,

The permeability of the iron core i.s nWt constant and hence the inductance is not

constant. This causes the input impedance of the transformer to vary in a non-linear
fashion which produces currents not present in the original input as discussed in

Paragraph 1,3..$. ý Alowvalues of flux density, harmonics are also produced* but
they are cauaseA by the T'riatfon of that part of the total resistive cormponent of the

bipmt impedance which represents the hysteresis loss. As ihis portionof the resis-

tive component varies, so will the power loss vary, increasing in a complex manner

with the flux density. The higher order harmonics are particularly troublesome

since they may lead to resonance conditions between the secondary inductance and

the distributed capacitance. The energy, once develope-d, may readily find a coup-

ling path to nearby receivers through power leads or even produce radiation strong

enough to-interfere with adjacent tq 4ev-loped within a re-eWer

by the power transformer may be coupled to the antenna with consequent radiation,
through the capacity existing between primary and secondary. This latter effect,

however, is readily cured by the use of a Faraday shield. A variable permeability

at high flux densities may be avoided within extended limits by using better grade

cores suited to a particular purpose, Permalloy, hipernik, mumetal, perm invar,

among others Are characterized by high maximum permeability. There is far less
harmonic generation when using permalloy than when using silicon steel, and per-

minvar is many times better than per malloy.

The designer of aircraft electronic equipment, mindful of the severity of the

interference problem, must carefully select an appropriate transformer suited to a

particular purpose wherever ironocre transformers are to be used.

3, Z. Z.5 PARASITIC OSCIbLATIONS

Oscillations which occur at other than a desired frequency, or outside a tank

circuit, are called parasitic oscillations. They may take place in oscillators as well

as in ordinary power amplifiers, and the energy they represent is capable of reduc-
ing the normal output at the operating frequency to a small fraction of its value. These

spurious frequencies give rise to diatortion in linear -mp!fiers and modulators. and

may produce spurious side bands, cause flashovers, and other undesirable effects,

Parasitics may be of higher or lower frequency than the normal operating fre-

quency of tile amplifier or oscillator. When a circuit possesses sufficient energy-

storage capabilities and enough feedback of the proper phase, it will oscillate, and

the effect is normally super-imposed on the output of the amplifier or oscillator,,

High frequency parasitic oscillations, usually above 30 megacycles, may exist
in tuned radio-frequency electronic circuits. The circuits give rise to parasitic os-

cillations due to the lead inductance between tube and tank circuit and the interelec-
trode capacities of the tube. When large tubes are used, the long leads and rather
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large interelectrode capacities, as well as high transconductance of a given tube,
increase the possibility of parasitic oscillations. Ordinary triodes.1 have a feedback
path through the grid-plate capacitance. In pentodes there is coupling at high fre-
quencies since the screen and suppressor grids are no longer at zero potential be-
cause of the ground lead inductance. The coupling capacities are from plate to sup-
pressor, and from grid to cathode, Part of the lead inductance is due to the internal
wiring of suppressor and tathode, as shown in Figure 3,Z.Z,5-A, and the remaindex
due to the lead wires of the by-pass 4apacitor to groun4, The-capacitor itself, at
relatively high frequencies, is like a short circuit. This analysis will explain why
tubes desifgned for ultra high frequency applications have a separate ;uppressor grid I
pin on the tube base. This should be directly connected to the chassis and not to the i
,cathodle. •

7A

mii

Fig. 3, 2., -5A Schematic of' Lead Inductance at High Frequencies

For a better understanding of parasitic oscillation* and the means of preventing Ijwel above the normal range of operation,, consider the class C

Amplifier illustrated in Figure 3,2.2..5IB,

Fig, 3. Z. 2.5-B Conventional Class C Amplifier

At high frequencies the capacitances CI and Cz of the tank circuits are prac-
tically short circuits, while the tank inductances, L 1 and LZ may be treated as open
circuits due tothe high impedances at the frequencies involved. Under these €ondi-
tions, the circuit reduces to a tuned-grid-tuned-plate oscillator type, as shown in
Figure 3. 2, Z. 5-C. The grid and plate tuning capacities are supplied by the inter - :

.- cIMPtred capa•itances of the tube, and the inductances, L_ and Li .b t ...... in-

ductances between electrodes. By comparing this figure with Figure 3.2, 2.25-B, it

is noted that the neutralizing capacity is not effective since it forms no part of the
parasitic oscillatory circuit.
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3.2.2. 5 PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS

The parasitic oscillations may be prevented by inserting a small resistance,

about 1 to 25 ohms, in series with the grid or plate lead. It is preferable to insert
it in the plate lead since it then affects the parasitic current directly, but is not in
series with the main oscillating circuit. Detuning processes are effective in elim-
inating parasitics. The resonant frequency of the grid circuit maybe increased, or
that of the plate decreased, which causes the plate circuit to offer a capacitive react-
ance ard thus introduces positive resistance into the grid circuit, The detuning
process may also be accomplished by shortening the grid leads to decrease their
inductance and lengthening the plate leads, or inserting a small choke in the plate
lead next to the tube. The resonant frequency of the plate circuit being much lower
than the grid circuit, oscillations cannot occur.

II

Cn+Cgp - C T
L~4

ST-

Fig. 3. 2. 5-C Class C Amplifier, Equivalent Circuit

Low frequency parasitics occur where radio-frequency chokes are used in
series with the DC supply toe both plate and grid, as shown in Figure 3.2.2, 5-D,
while the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.2.2, 5-E. At frequencies well be-

* 
L

6b

*R- F CIhoxes
Fig. 3. Z. Z. 5-D Fig. 3. Z.2. 5-E

Amplifier Circuit Equivalent Parasitic Circuit

low the operating frequency the tank circuits' inductances are effectively short cir-
cuits, and the equivalent tuned-grid-tuned-plate circuit employs the chokes, L, and
L 2 , as inductances and the interelectrode capacitances of the tubes as tuning capac-
itances. Again the neutralizing condensers are not effective in preventing coupling,
since the tubes act in parallel for the parasitic action, rather than push-pull. Chokes
are to be avoided, if possible. If, however, it is necessary touse them, oscillations A..
will be prevented by a selection of chokes such that the resonant frequency of the
grid circuit is higher than that of the plate.
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Parasitic oscillations may occur in the grid circuit of avacuum tube. Through-
out a given voltage range, grid current may decrease as grid voltage increases be-
cause of secondary emission. This indicates a negative grid resistance ove'r that
range and may result in parasitic oscillations. Besides the possibility of undesir-
able oscillations, severe distortion would be present in the output, and operation
within the voltage range where this action occurs is to be entirely avoided by proper
adjustment of the plate voltage and the grid bias.

Pentagrid and triode-hexode converter tubes, which c.....b.ne the functions of
oscillator and mixer tubes, are characterized by a type of interaction which results
from coupling between the signal grid and virtual cathode in the vicinity of the signal
grid. The virtual cathode pulsates at the oscillator frequency and thus induces cur- I
rents at the same frequency in the signal grid circuit. This effect increases with
irequency. At high frequencies, the tuned circuit of the signal-input grid has a
resonant frequency that may differ from the oscillator frequency by-oiF a :mall
amount. Thus considerable impedance is offered to the induced current of the local
oscillator frequency. The result is that the oscillator voltage developed on the signal
gridcauses the output to drop and to become relatively independent of the input tuned
circuit. This space-charge coupi~ng can be effectively neutralized by inserting a
capacitance in series with a small resistance between signal and oscillator grids.
This arrangement is indicated, by dotted line, in Figure 3. 2. 2, 5-F.

00"i

iii.S .

Fig. 3. 2. 2. 5-F Neutralization of Space-Charge Coupling

3. .2.26 TRANSIENTS IN RESONANT CIRCUITS

The circuits previously mentioned in Paragraph 3.2.2.5, which were capable of
setting up parasitic oscillations, may just as easily set up transient oscillations.
The parasites represent the condition of sustained oscillations, while the transients
are damped oscillations decaying with time. Transients may be produced in any
circuit when it is disturbed by any sudden electrical change, such as a pulse of energy,
or the discharge of a capacitor. Transient oscillations may produce interference in
a receiver output such as reduction of the output and introduction of distortion and
spurious frequencies. A group of damped oscillations, repeated periodically may
produce interference in the output.at the repetition frequency. If only one or two
oscillations of appreciable intensity are present, or if single pulses of negligible
width act on a resonant circuit, they may produce disturbances in the output due to
their broad energy spectra as explained in Paragraphs 1., 2 and 1. 7. 2.

Oscillations produced in coupled circuits are more complex than a simple Ii
damped train of oscillations in a single circuit. An analysis of transients in electrical
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3.2.3 ARCING 7
systems results in a mathematical expression of the voltage-time, current-time,
and charge-time relationships of a system. The equations involved indicate tbe na-
ture of the oscillations, and how they may be prevented. Ap•lying KirchoffIs volt-
age law to the series LCR circuit shown in Figure 3. 2. 2. 6 yields the equation

d I
iR- - di 1 f-dtf = 0 (3-32)

An analysis of this equation was made in Paragraph 1.8. 1. 2 and it was shown there
that critical damping exists for the condition R = 2 - If Ris 'Less than 2. L-C-
the circuit is underdamped, the dissipation is smaIl and the circuit will be subject
to damped oscillations. If R is greater than 2 , it is overdamped and oscilla-
tions are prevented. The circuit shown is used chiefly for the purpose of analysis,
and the oscillations could result from the actual closirig of a switch, or from a pulse
of energy inductively coupled to the circuit inductance.

K¢
Fig. 3. 42.26 Series LCR Circuit

3. 2. 3 ARCING

Arcing as a source of radio interference is discussed in Paragraph 1.3.2.4.
Most arcs that are troublesome in electrical or electronic equipment occur in con-
nection with switching processes. Switching transients cause radio interference
even in the absence of arcing, but usually the interference is increased by a large
factor when arcs are present. Arcing is most severe in circuits 'having high induc-
tance because it is the magnetic energy stored in the inductance that must be dissipated
in the arc, Basic arc-suppression techniques are discussed in Paragraph 1. 8. 1. 2.

3.2.3.1 IGNITION SPARKS

Present aircraft engine ignition systems are good examples of radio inter-
ference generators of the type discussed above because of the steep-wave transients
that ensue immediately after the firing of each spark plug. Figure 3.2.3.1-A shows
the wave shape of an ignition pulse when the output of a magneto is connected to a
typical ignition system. This figure shows that the ignition pulse consists of a funda-
mental and a series of high frequency harmonics that are the cause of radio inter-
ference originating in the ignition system.

This interference can be prevented from being radiated or coupled into other
aircraft wiring if the entire system is encased in a continuous metallic shieldwhichis
adequatelybonded to the aircraft structure. The use of filters is usually not satisfac-
tory because any filter sufficiently efficient to remove all high frequency components
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+

0L

0

Time

Fig. 3.2.3. 1-A Wave Shape of an Ignition Pulse

of an ignition pulse would also destroy the characteristic wave shape which is es-
sential to the correct functioning of the ignition system. Spark plugs, which pro-
duce.the ignition spark by using the power and voltage developed by the magneto,

must also be shielded to prevent the radiation of radio interference energy. Figure
3.2.3. 1-B shows a typical spark plug, threaded into a recessed well in the cylinder
head, as well as the finned metallic enclosure which is employed to shield and cool
the plug.

II

Fig. 3.2.3, 1-B Spark-Plug Cooler and Radio Shield

Suppressors, i. e, impedance elements placed in series with the high tension Am

lead of the distributor, are also employed to decrease the level of ignition interference 31
in aircraft. The purpose of suppressors is threefold:

(a) To reduce the energy of the ignition impulse to such a value that spark
plug erosion may be minimized.
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3. z. 3Z T-R BOXES

(b) To render the circuit non-oscillatory.

"(c) To reduce the steepness of the pulse wave front.

It is necessary to reduce the steepness of the wave front because even single
periodic pulses are capable of setting up oscillations in the resonant circuits of ad-
jacent receivers if the wave front is sufficiently steep. The steepness of thewave
front is lowered by suppressors because the added resistance increases the time
required for the current to rise from zero to its maximum value or to fall to zero
from its maximum value.

Suppressors, however, have not come into general usage in aircraft for the
following, reasons:

(A) Suppressors having a resistance of•the order of magnitude 10,000 to 20,000
ohms have been found to reduce spark plug erosion and eliminate radio in-
terference, but they have caused excessive fouling of the spark plug points0

and insulators. This results in the malfunctioning of the ignition system.

(b) Suppressors having a resistance of the order of magnitude 1000 ohms have
met with limited success, !iut the difficulty in obtaining and maintaining
the necessary permanent resistance-temperature characteristics have
prevented further development°

j :3.2-.3.2 T-R BOXES

The transmit-receive box is a cavity-gas switch used in a microwave radar
set employing a single antenna for transmission and reception# It prevents the trans-
riiitted pulse from entering the receiver and does not interfere with the: reception of
the reflected pulse. The box contains a tube, a resonant cavity which can be tuned,
and provision for coupling the input and output circuits to the cavity., Two conical

4 metallic electrodes separated by a short distance are enclosed in the tube, together
with a slight amount of water vapor to improve the recovery time. The transmitter
pulse causes a spark discharge in the tube which detunes the resonant cavity. This
introduces a high degree of attenuation between transmitter and receiver circuits.

W •The cavity in a discharging state is a means of rejecting the flow of radio frequency
energy, whereas in the non-discharging state, there is a good match between input
and output withvery little reduction in delivered power. The various elements, with
their connections, are illustrated in Figure 3.2.3.2-A.

The T-R boxmust be well shielded inorder to prevent the interference due to
the arc from affecting adjacent equipments. Energy entering the receiver must pass
'through the T-R box, and during the interval of a transmitted pulse, a small amount
of transmitted energy will enter the receiver. This is referred to as leakage power.
The leakage power consists of three components; (1) the "spike" of energy, (2) the
flat power, and (3) direct coupling power. These terms are explained in Figure
3.Z.3.Z-B, which shows a tyfical leakage power pulse together with an idealized
pulse for comparison.

The energy contained in the spike contributes to converter crystal failure, and
to a far smaller extent so does the power in the flat section of the pulse. The time
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Fig. 3.2.3. Z-A T-R Box and Crystal Mixer I
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Fig. 3. 2. 3. 2-B The Shape of the Leakage Power Pulse

interval of the spike has been estimated at approximately 1 /1000 of a microsecond,
and the energy content is mostly dependent on the steepness of the transmitted pulse
wave front and the repetition rate. At low repetition rates, (less than 1000 pulses
per second), the spike energy may be reduced by a direct-current glow discharge
near the radio frequency gap. A "keep-alive" electrode is supplied in all standard
T-R tubes which provides a continuous supply of ions and free electrons to help es-
tablish the desired conditions in the radio-frequency discharge path. However, os-
cillations may result due to the negative-resistance characteristics of the low current
discharge. This produces a cyclic variation in the number of free electrons and ions
in the gap and causes the spike energy to fluctuate. The mean free path of an elec-
tron is, in general, of the same order of magnitude as the distance between elec-
trodes, but very fewelectrons reach the electrodes because of the very rapid varia-
tions in the radio-frequency field. Therefore, electrons oscillate back and forth,
losing energy to the neutral gas molecules and to positive ions through occasional
collisions. A limiting resistance mounted close to the cap of the 'keep-alive" elec-
trode will minimize the effects of these undesirable oscillations. If the oscillations
persist, it is evidence of tube failure or a supply voltage that is too low. The aux-
iliary discharge current may be increased, but the T-R tube life would be corres-
pondingly reduced.
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3.2.3.3 RELAYS

When the radar set is first turned on, there are no residual ions in the dis-
charge gap, and during the time of the first few pulses the spike may have a danger-
ouqly high value. A "crystal gate" is usually provided to isolate the crystal from
the T-R box until stable transmitting conditions have been reached, and until the
T-R tube discharge has been established. Another important function of the gate is
to offer protection to the crystal, when the radar is idle, from damage by the radiated
energy of other radars operating nearby.

The flat portion of leakage'power indicated in Figure 3. Z. 3. 2-B is, in general,
proportional to the spacing of the gap. Most crystals withstand flat power levels
very well. Direct coupling'. however, which is directly proportional to transmitter
power and is a component of the flat portion, will result in damage to the crystal
under improper operating conditions. This is so When the magnetron develqps an
appreciable amount of power at frequencies other than the frequency of normal oper-

If they are in the vi ci-n-ity of Uzve r-eson.anat, S fni

omodes in the T-R box, they may easily be transmitted with little attenuation. This
is a threat to efficient operation in very-high-power systems.

3.2 . 3.3 RELAYS

High speed oscillographic measurements of radio interference produced by
relays lead to the following conclusions:

(a) The coil of the relay can be replaced by a capacitor having a capacitance
equal to the distributed capacitance of the coil without altering the shape
of the current transient wave during th Xfirst few microseconds after pqweer

is supplied to the circuit, as shown in Figures 3. .3 3 3-A and B. This
indicates that the distributed capacitance effectiv'ly "shorts out" the cpil
during this short interval and is responsible for the generation of inter-
ferepce trainsiepts.

Microseconds

0.0

o .2 .4 ,,6 .8 1.0

Microseconds

Fig. 3.2.3. 3-A and B Equivalence of Relay Coil to Capacitance

in 1,itial Closure Current Transient
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(b) Typical relay coils exhibit a high ratio of inductance to distributed capaci-
tance, which results in high amplitude voltage surgvs with steep wave fronts
caused by the collapse of the magnetic field about the relay coil when the
current is interrupted. Figures 3. 2. 3. 3-C and D show that the voltage
acr'oss the coil rises quickly to the supply voltage of 0.7 volts DC when the
cir cuit is closed, but on the break the potential rises to a value of approx-
Lnmately 1.00 times the s~upply voltage in about three microseconds and then
decays to a zero value at a rate determined by the inductance, distributed
capacitance, and resistance of the winding. It should be emphasized that
this voltage surgie possesses a steep wave front which is capable of pro-
ducing violent shock excitations in receivers tunable over a wide range.

(c) Switching units, with'the exception of mercury switches, display m~echan-ical bounce or chatter which causes repeir cesures and inteoPs

of the current when the switch is closed, The long duration sweep showa
in Figure 3,2.3,3-Z shows the effect of the bouncing switch contacts when
the circuit is made, The high amplitude voltage surges shown in the figure
are evidence that the points remain in contact sufficiently long to establish
an appreciable current in the coil, These transie~its developed at the make
of the circuit are of greater duration and severity than those developed at
the break of the circuit,

S• -_ _

".7v

0o I 3 4

Microseconds

. ~~0 1 2 3 4 -5•'

Microseconds

Fig, 3, Z, 3, 3-C and D Make and Break Voltages Across a Relay Coil

(d) !n additiot to. the transients due to mechanical bouncing, there occur rapid
closures 4nd interruptions of the circuit. These are at a faster rate than
those due to the mrechanical bouncing of the relay contacts at the make of
the circuit as described above. This is shown in Figure 3, Z. 3.3-F. As A

the contacts move outward, the contact area for the flow of current de-
creases resulting in. local heating, which causes the contacts to pit and
sputter until the circuit is broken. The amplitude of the resultant induced
voltage is sufficiently high to imitate '"cold" enmission from theprojecting
area of the relay contacts. This is accompanied by local heating, which I
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1000 ,

a. 0-

""_ _ _- - --_ -1000 1
40040 (AJ608O loom000

Microseconds

Fig. 3.2.3. 3-E Bouncing Transient's in Closing a Ael~ay

J causes the contact material to melt and neck out until the circuit is again
Scloged,. This process repeats at an exceedingly rapid rate -nl the ela

contacts are separated far enough to prevent the voltage gradient from
rising to, the value necessary for cold emission. These closures and in-

terruptions of the circuit are also responsible for the generation of steep

wave forms, which cause radio interference in adjacent electronic circuits,

75'

•--- •-75"

0 1 2 3. 4

- 0 Microseconds

Fig. 3. 2. 3. 3-F Pitting Transients in Opening a Relay

A reduction of the interference is obtained by enclosing the offending relay and

its associated circuit within a metallic shield. However, direct oscillographic meas-

, urements show that singly shielded conductors are incapable of completely elim-
inating radiations from the central con'ductor of a coaxial cable. A typical measure- t
ment shows that the ratio of pick-up voltage of an adjacent external pick-up wire to

the central conductor of a coaxial cable is approximately I to 1000. Therefore, it

is frequently necessary to resort to multiple shielding of conductors along which

surges of extreme sharpness are propagated if effective interference reduction is

to be obtained.

The use of low pas s filters is probably the most practical means of suppressing

the interference developed by relays or other devices which develop similar steep

wave transients. Studies of low-pass networks reveal that a series-inductance,

shunt-capacitance network transmits the least high frequency energy. Filters of

this type, however, fail to effect complete surge suppression because of the distri-

buted capacitance of the inductance and the inductance that is inherently present in

the capacitor leads. This suggests that the most effective low-pass filter should con-

sist of an inductance witn the least possible distributed capacitance in conjunction
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I

with a feed-through capacitor. Capacitors of this type are described in Paragraph t

3. 1. 1. 5. Furthermore, losses may be introduced into the filter to dampen the low
frequency oscillations that may appear in this system.

A resistor in serieswith a capacitor connected across the contacts is another
method used for the suppression of interference. A capacitor should never be con-
nected across the contacts without including a series resistance because the discharge
of the condenser when the contacts are closed can cause a heavy surge if not con.-
trolled by the resistor. Refer to Paragraph 1. 8. 1.2 for a detailed discussion of
this method of arc prevention.

3. 2. 3.4 POOR BONDING

One of the purposes of bodin as explained in Paragraph 1. 8. 1, 1,; is to pre-
vent arcing between adjoining metal parts. Bonding techniques are covered fully in
the Military Specification' on Electrical Bonding for Aircraft (MIL-B-5087), and
little radio-interference trouble due to arcing between poorly bonded members may
be expected if these specifications are strictly adhered to. In fact, sincoe there are
many other reasons for bonding, some of which impose much more stringent require- I!

ments, strict adherence to the bonding specifications will usually insure the elimina-
U.. interfeenc ovuc.ng arcs between members and parts covered by these
specifications.

There are, however, certain cases, not fully covered by these specifications,
which deserve special attention from the interference point of view, For example,
arcing mayoccur between two metallic zurfaces in the presence of a strong electric
field, as near a transmitting antenna, if the bonding connection between them has
opened up by corrosion, The resulting radio interference may well be the only indi-
cation of the fact that a poor bond exists, Another example is the arcing that may
occur between the individual strands of copper-mesh screening at the cross-over
points if good electrical contact is not made. It has been observed that the copper-
mesh wall of a screened room can be the source of considerable radio interference
when strong radio-frequency fields are present. Good bonding of the strands at the
cross-over points eliminates this interference entirely. Therefore, it is concluded
that the same construction techniques must be employed for copper-mesh screens
used, for example, to shield ventilating louvres of electrical machines in aircraft.

3.2.3, 5 SWITCHES

Any switching device cause s trarsients during opening and closing, as explained
in Paragraph 1.3.2.2. Therefore, in 1;he design of all switches used in aircraft, the

radio-interference problem must be ,;onsidered from the outset.

As was pointed out in Paragraph 1. 8. 1. , arcing occurs during the normal
S operation of a switch when used to interrupt the flow of current. In fact, the inter-
rupaionoda current in a circuit maybe said to consist of substituting a highlyionized
and therefore conducting gaseous medium, i.e., an arc, for a part of the metallic
circuit, and then subjecting this arc to strong de-ionizing influences. The arc is
extinguished when the energy stored in the inductance of the circuit is dissipated
and the voltage drops below the value required to maintain the arc. To prevent the
arc, the current, instead of being interrupted, is channeled into another branch
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3.2. 3.6 FLUORESCENT LAMPS

containing a series capacitance and resistor. Thus the energy is partly stored in the
capacitor and partly dissipated in the resistor, which also serves to damp out anyJ, oscillations that may occur as a result of the added capacitance.

The design of these R-C arc-suppression networks is tre -ted in Paragraph
1.8.1.2. They must be used whenever switches or relays are used to interrupt cur-
rents large enough to cause radio interference, An alternative method is to corm-
pletely shield and filter the unit, and when the currents to be interrupted are large,
this may be the only effective method, But for small units, the use of an efficiently
designed R-C network may make shielding and filtering unnecessary, and great sav-
ings in weight and space requirements may be effected.

3, 2,x A FLUORESCENT LAMPS

Fluogr'e•n lamps contain mercury vapor at lowpressure which under electron

excitation, obtained by applying a difference of potential across the lamps, emits
invisible ultra violet radiation. This in turn excites visible luminescence in the in-

i ternalphosphor coating. A fluorescent lamp ballast - a coil of insulated copper wire
wound on an iron core - is placed in series with the lamp to l'mit the current to its
rated vaeue. Many lamps are also equipped with starters whose function is to coln-
plete a separate circuit so that a pre-heat current can flowthrough the cathode before
the lamp operates.

Since basically the light source in ,a fluorescent lamp is an arc, considerable

interference may be expected, This interference is both conducted away from the
lamp through the power leads and also radiated directly from the lamp, The ra4ia-
tion takes place mostly at frequencies above 50 megacycle. and is very difficult to
coutrol, Shielding with solid shielding material is obviously not feasible because
there is no transparent conducting material, Shielding by means of copper-zmesh
has been attempted, but such shielding also reduces consider'bly the amount of light
available from the lamp, The exact frequencies and intensities of direct radiation
are quite unpredictable and depend greatly on the age, condition, and type of lamp,
For this reason, the use of fluorescent lamps in the vicinity of any electronc 'quip-

ment or sensitive wiring should be avoided entirely.

As, far as the conducted interference is concerned, the capacitor normally con-
nected across the switch contacts to aid starting also aids greatly in by-passing the
interfering current components and keeping them out of the power line. If the inter -
ference reduction with this one capacitor is not sufficient, a power-line filter, de-
signed according to the procedures explained in Paragraph 3.1.1.2. must be added.
Thus it is seen that the use of fluorescent lamps is undesirable also from the point
of view of conducted interference. However, the interference originating in fluores-
cent tubes is sometimes put to use as the signal source of signal generators useful
in measuring receiver response in the ultra high frequency range. The signal gen-
erators presently in use are adequate for general testing but because of their limited
power output they are inadequate for testing wide range receivers.

3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS APPLIED TO AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Present day military aircraft are almost completely controlled by electrical
systems. Even hydraulic systems depend upon electrical control circuits for their
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operation. The large increase in number and complexity of the electrical and elec-
tronic systems has greatly increased the radio interference problem. Close prox-
imity of components, bundling of wiiing into common cables, and high energy inter -
ference sources, have increased the rnb eurr of paths over which interference signals
may enter radio and radar receivers as well as the probability for such action. Radio
interference levels that produced no adverse effect whatsoever in old model aircraft
can no longer be tolerated in present day models. Since each crew member must
operate one or more radio or radar sets, all indicators and controls involved must
De I , within the respective operator's reach. This requires bundling of power,

indicator, and control wiring of several different systems in the same cables. Figure
3.3-A shows a radar operator's position in a typical aircraft installation. Here the
close equipment mounting, parallel wiring, and wire bundling can be seen clearly,

typ;ical- radar compartment installation i• 4 lustrated in Figure 3,3-B. ree
radar inodulatoe, 1FF unit, alternator, and inverter are located relatively close to
one another and their interconnecting cables are bundled together. This offers the
possibility for the high level radio interference emanating from the modulator unit
to, enter the IFF and AC power systems and gain access into many other electronic
circuits throughout the aircraft. Also, the interconnecting cables passing through
the compartment may pick upL interference signals and conduct them into the various

receivers. It should be stressed that electrical servo systems and control actuators
may also introduce interfering signals into the "•ectronic ...c.it-.

A typical aircraft electrical and electronic system installation is represented
in Figure 3.3-C. This shows the necessity for bundling and paralleling of c-rcuit
wiring. The operational necessity for mounting control boxes and indicators close
together is also illustrated in this figure. When it is fully realized that each system
must operate in conjunction with the many other systems in close proximity, then
the magnitude of the system installation problem can be appreciated.

Design engineers of electrical and electronic systems must be thoroughly fa-
miliar with the installation problems and techniques to insure interference-free oper-
ation in the original lay-out. The system must be so designed that interference sig-
nals cannot enter or leave the system, due to conduction, radiation or inductive or

capacitive coupling. Proper observance of good source suppression and systems
design techniques will guarantee satisfactory functioning of all electrical and elec-
tronic systems regardless of their number or complexity.

3. 3. 1 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Electronic systems are generally susceptible to interference although any one
of them may be capable of generating interference which can affect 4ome other elec-
tronic system. The arrangement and interconnecting wires of the component parts
of each of these systems within the aircraft presents an array by which interference
may couple into the system. An analysis from the radio interference point of view
of each of these systems can be made without any prior knowledge of how interference
may actually couple into or leak out of the, system. Various components of each
system are either susceptible to picking up radio interfrence or generators of in-
terference or harmonics. If the assumption is made that the source suppression of
"noisy" components cannot be absolutely perfect, additional design considerations
such as routing of wires, shielding, shading, arrangement and location of equipment
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are necessary to insure interference-free operation of the system and should be
pointed out to the design engineer to increase his appreciation of the overall problem.

Moreover consideration should be givento reducing the susceptibility of various parts
of the system so as to tolerate the presence of interference fields withoi# any adverse
effects. This in no way advocates a "tailored" installation. It is merely intended to

"illustrate to any individual design engineer why and how he must broaden his view-
point of the radio interference problem and where in the design of the general layout
of a system attention must be given to certain special considerations. Many specific
examples exist wheze interference entered or leaked out of a system as a result of

poor design practi, -., The following paragraphs describe typical installations which
serve to point out some of the general considerations. Each of these has peculiar
characteristics as to power supply, antenna location, receiver-transmitter conmbi-
nation, etc., which deserve enumeration and illustration to create a picture of the

nature of the physical situation under consideration.

3.3. i. R RADIO RANCE A291 1SYST*

High frequency radio systems used in present day aircraft are designed to pro-
"K vide air-to-ground communication utilizing voice, code, and tone modulated CW

transmission. Essentially, the system is a multi-channel radio receiving and trans-
mitting equipment used for HF commandi and radio range purposes consisting of (1)
three receivers with frequency ranges of. 190 - 550 kc, 3.0 - 6.0 mc and 6.0 - 91 mc;

(2) two transmitters with 5.3 - 7,0 mc and 4.0 - 5.3 mc frequency ranges, (3) re-
mote control boxes, and (4) a modulator, all located in the cabin on the top radio
shelf in the navigator's compartment; (5) an antenna relay mounted in an inverted
position on the cabin overhead, and (6) two wire antennas running between three masts

- located on the top of the fuselage, (one for the range receiver and the other for the

transmitter and the command receivers). The HF equipment provides transmission
on two preset channels and reception through the frequency range of 3.0 - 9,1 nrc,
The low frequencyreceiver receives radio range signals in the 190 - 550 kc frequency

range. In a typical installation this system serves the following stations: (1) pilot,
. (Z) co-pilot, (3) radio operator, (4)ý radar -navigator, (5) two observers, and (6) tail

compartment stations.

The receivers and transmitters are potential radio interference sources and
"are also susceptible to radio interference. Since the components of this system are
widely separated there is a strong possibility that interference signals can enter or
leave the system by radiation or inductive (or capacitive) coupling from the system
wiring. Conductive access to and from the HF system is also provided by the inter-
phone and power systems. The paths over which interference can enter or leave the
system as shown in Figure 3.3.1.1 are: (I) antenna leads, (2) power leads, (3) me-
chanical remote control cables, (4) interphone connections to the earphone and micro-
phone, and (5) penetration of case. There is also the possibility of intersystem in-

terference through the antenna relay.

Interference entering the transmitter case would be radiated and manifest it-
self at receiving stations on the ground or in other aircraft, in the form of disturbing
modulations producing "noise" in the respective audio output systems. Since this
type of interference has not been encountered in actual experience, the problem will
not be discussed further except to pointout the possibility and torecognize that these

paths of entry do exist. Some future installations could alter the situation sufficiently
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3.3.1.2 VHF RADIO RECEIVER SYSTEMS

to produce malfunctioning in the transmitter or in ground stations if proper design
techniques are not carefully considered during the functional design of the transmitter
system.

The circuitry of the HF system should be arranged and components placed so
that a minimum of shielding and filtering is required. Reference to Figure 3.3.1.1
shows that the HF system is directly connected to other electrical and electronic
systems in the aircraft through connecting cables: (1) DC power supply to trans-
mitter and receiver dynamotors, (2) receiver audio output to interphone system, (3)
transmitter microphone connection to initexphone systems. These lines should be
filtered to prevent interference from entering or leaving the system by conduction
(refer toParagraph 1.8.2.3 and Appendix VII for details of filtering and filter design).

The long antennas, the relatively long antenna leads, and the long HF system
wiring increase the susceptibility of the overall system to radiated interference as
well as increase the interfere ce-source potentialities of the system. This can be
reNuced by proper routing and shielding where necessary. In general, the antenna
lead i o the range receiver is adequately shielded an d to prevent interference
difficulties over this path. However, iq this antenna lead should be routedvery close
to a high energy interference source, additional shielding would be required. The
command receiver leads are shielded between the receiver rack and the antenna re-
lay so as to be relatively interference-free, The transmitting antenna lead between
the transmitter rack and the antenna relay as well as the antenna lead from the an-
tenna relay to the command antenna are not shielded and therefore introduce a serious
interference problem.

The long HF system wiring extending the length of the fuselage in a typical in-
stallation provides a means of coupling interference signals into or out of the HF
system. If these cables are bundled with other susceptible system wiring, or other
probable interference - generating system wiring, they should be shielded, unless
rerouting is practicable,

Satisfactory HF system operation in conjunction with the electrical and elec-

tronic systems in actual aircraft installations depends largely upon the care exercised
by the designer in applying radio interference suppression techniques to the instal-
lations of other aircraft syptems as well as the HF system itself. However, in any
event, observation of design techniques outlined in this book together with specific
attention to the particular problems discussed herein should result in a system free
from objectionable radio interference.

3,3.1. 2 VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER SYSTEMS

Very high frequency radio systems used in present day aircraft are designed
primarily to provide air-to-air or air-to-ground communication. The system is
generally composed of a radio receiver, radio transmitter, power junction box, an-
tenna, control units, and necessary interconnecting cords. In early models the
transmitter, receiver, and power junction box were housed in sep-rate cases while
later more compact designs have incorporated all three components in one case.

Any one of eight channels within the VHF range may be selected for operation.
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Remote operation is provided by a remote control box and control cables. An audio
output signal provided by the VHF receiver is available at any one of the interphone
stations.

The installation of a representative VHF Radio Set in a typical aircraft has
l bez selected as an example. The discussion to follow applies specifically to this

wparticular layout. However, since all h systems are funltionally similar, gener-
i ality is still maintained. •

• One antenna is utilized to radiate or receive radio-frequency energy by the

S VHF system. This antenna is generally mounted on the top or underside of the fuse-
! lage, near the pilot's or navigator's compartment. The pilot's remote control bok
S is mounted within r each of the plilot when seated at the flight controls. In a typical

I Installation one interphone control box each, located within reach of each crew mem-
S bar, would be provided for the pilot, co-pilot, navigator, and radio operator. The
receiver, trairsmitter, and power junction are mounted in the compartment behind
the pilot.. There are no components located in the tail or wing sections. Intercon-
necting cords are bundled with other electrical wiring passing through the compart-

- mont,

The three principal components, receiver, transmitter, and power junction
box, are potential radio interference sources. Of these, only the transmitter and
receiver are susceptible to radio interference. Even though the functioning of the
control and power junction boxes may be unaffected by interference signals, they
may serve as paths of entry for undesired signals,

As shown in Figure 3.3.1.2-A, interfering signals may enter the transmitter
case by way of the (1) antenna terminal, (2) antenna connection from the receiver,
and (3) power and control cables.

Interfering signals may enter the receiver case over any of the following paths

also shown in the figure. These are: (1) antenna terminal, (2) power and control
cable, or (3) through penetration of the case, A detailed discussion of receiver de-
sign techniques for interference-free operation is given in Paragraph 3..4. .A

Interference entering the transmitter case may be radiated and manifest it-
self at receiving stations on the ground or in other aircraft, in the form of disturbing
modulations producing "noise" in the respective audio output systems. Since this
has not been particularly disturbing, the problem will not be discussed further ex-
cept to point out the possibility and to recognize that these paths of entry do exist.
Some future installation could alter the situation sufficiently to produce malfunction-
ingin the transmitter or in ground stations if proper design techniques are not care-
fully considered during the functional design of the transmitter system.

Transmitter case radiation and harmonic generation have caused considerable
difficulty in aircraft installations. The design of the transmitter housing in the typical

case selected, did not include screening of the ventilating louvres. The inspection
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APPLICATIONS SEC. III

Splate on the base of the 'chassis made poor contact with the case and the electron
tubes with glass envelopes were radiating appreciable energy. It was necessary to
incorporate the following modifications in order to reduce the interference generated
by the transmitter to within tolerable limits: (1) shield and bond first tripler and
final stages, (2) rivet a metal screen to the inside of the cover to reduce radiation
through the ventilating louvres, (3) bond the inspection plate on the base of t 'e chassis
with a copper gasket, (4) install a bonding strap around each shock-mount, and
(5) replace troublesome glass tubes with metal tubes. These difficulties would not
have appeared in the original installation if proper component design had been ob-
served., A detailed discussion of interference-free transmitter design is given in
Paragraph 3.2.2.2.

The VHF receiver has caused interference with other electronic systems in
'he aircraft. Automatic selection of the various channels by an ele ctrically ope rated,
motor-driven, channel- selecting mechanism occurs when any one channel push button
is depressed on any rernmote cointrol box. This band-change motor cased excessive
interference over a wide band of frequencies. The interfering signals were presexit
on all interconnecting cables and also appeared at the supply terminals. Since the

i interference was present only during the "warm-upi' period and during the b~nd-
changing period, no corrective measures were atte mpted in the typical case selected
for discussion. However, it should be emphasized that this type of interference need
not appear in a system, even for short time intervals, if proper componept design,
Vechiiiques were applied during the original design to suppress the interference at the

source. A detailed discussion of interference-free design tech1iques fr small
motors and receivers is given in Paragraphs 3.2. I. 1 and 3.4.

Considerable interference was generated within the VHF system by the dypa-
L motor power unit--in the power Junction box, Filters were installed in t!e power 1j

Sjunction box to suppress the dynamotor commmutator iRt4erference at the sArce. Itwas also discovered that the high voltage leads wer exoed ramito ro he •i

dynamotor after leaving the filter. Rerouiting these leads reduced the initerferepce

to a permissible level.

In the original installation. components shou•l be placed, and the circuitry
arranged so that a minimum of filter components are necessary. Reference to Fig-
ure 3. 3. 1. 2-A shows tha, the VHF system is directly connected to 9,her eiectric
systems in the aircraft through connecting cables: (1), receiver avdio output to inter-
phone system, (2) transmitter microphone connection to interphone system, (34 DC
power supply to power junction box. These lines can be filtered to prevent inter-
ference from entering or leaving the system by conduction (refer to Paragraph 1.8.2.3
and Appendix VII for details of filtering and filter design).

An interesting interference problem was encountered with this system which
illustrates some poor design techniques. Interference was noted in this VHF re-
ceiver whenever the HF transmitter of another system was operated at 12 mega-
cycles, the IF frequency of this receiver. Disconnecting the receiver antenna did
not eliminate the interference. The test described below proved the interference
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Ant.
Sig.na ---- ' To points OuiVput

•t tabulated in Receiver,Generator Fig, 3, 3, 1. 2- C Meter

Cable to Power
Junction Box and j
Control Panel---

Fig. 3. 3. 1. 2-5 Test for'Source of Interference 'in f~e cziver

Ii lReceiver
Lead Wire Generator Output•
Function Qutput nV-

.In Volta I-

Anteng- P•-0, Q, 1,55

Channel Selectrn A 0, •6

Chmmnel Selectqr B Q, A3 I 1,7 *

Channel Selvt:pr C 0. 16 10,Z

Cbanne! Se!petr D Q, V ,0 *

Chgnael SeOewtar & 1 810

Channel Selpetar F o, Z6 8,0

Channel Slector Q Q, 0? 10,3

Channel Selector H 0,, • 1034
+200v o,0""4

Audio Low 0. Zf,

wilue Delay 0, Z6 _ _ ,4 __

Gr ounri 0. !,

+Z8v 0. ",

*Denotes wires which were not Mitered. All other wives in this
cable were filtered to prevent the 12 rac signal frorn entering,
the receiver.

Fig. 3. 3. 1. 2-C Susceptibility Tests of VHF Receiver
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was entering the receiver via the power and control leads. The signal generator
was ituned to 12 megacycles and the modulation was 30 percent at 1000 cycles per
second. The signal was applied to the antenna post and the individual wires in the
cable shown in Figure 3.3. 1.2-B with the results tabulated in Figure 3.3. 1. 2-C.
The background interference level at the output was 0. 65 volts with the antenna dis-
connected and no signal applied.

In this particular installation, the leads were filtered to eliminate the inter-
ference. Two faulty design practices created the need for ten filters; however, if

Sthese had not existed, the added weight, cost, etc., would not have been required.
They are:

(a) The HF transmitter antenna lead-in was unshielded and rather long. The
12 mc signal radiated by the lead-in was picked up on the control wires
of the VWF receiver -and interfered. & its operation. The antenna lead-
in had to remain unshielded because the transmitter output circuit was not
designedfor the load presented by a shielded lead-in.

(b) The VHF receiver circuits were interference susceptible due to coupling
between the IF wiring and the control and power wiring. It should be noted
that the IF rejection of the antenna inpu. circuit was far better than the
equivalent rejection for the susceptible wires in the cable.

Overall design considerations for the system -could be improved by i educing |

the number of separate components with the consequent elimination of external wiring.

Some of the later model VHF systems have incorporated the receiver, transmitter
and power unit- in one case. This compact construction is advantageous from the
standpoint of shielding, wiring, and overall interference-free design.

The VHF antenna system is provided with a feed-through insulator, coaxial
cable to transmitter, a switching relay in the transmitter, and a coaxial cable to
the receiver. This type of antenna design is in agreement with sound interference-
suppression techniques and actual installation experience has proved this arrange-
ment satisfactory.

This system serves as an excellent example to point out the necessity for
thoroughness in considering the interference problems in the design of any system.,
Poor transmitter and dynamotor component design as well as poor systems shield-
ing and filtering have produced a system that is a relatively strong radiator of in-
terference signals. If good interference-suppression design techniques had been

' I employed in the overall system as well as to the components of the system, the
need for the sytsem fixes described above would have been eliminated and a satis-
factory operation would have resulted in the original installation.

33 .1.3 SEARCH RADAR SYSTEMS

Airborne search radar systems are desioed to presen- a visual representation
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of a portion of the earth's surface or objects on a radar scope to supply accurate
navigation and bombing information independent of weather and visibility conditions.
This system is generally composed of (1) an antenna assembly, (2) transmitter-re-
ceiver unit, (3) modulator, (4) indicators, (5) synchronizer, (6) rectifier power unit,
(7) junction boxes, (8) control units, (9) gyroscope, (10) directional coupler, (11)
blowers, (12) servo amplifier, (13) camera attachment, and, (14) various intercon-
necting cables. The antenna is operated by a servo motor so as to scan a portion of
the area under and around the aircraft. Circuits, controls, etc., are arranged to
radiate radio frequency pulses, synchronized with the indicator sweep circuits, into
the region searched and to receive the returning reflected signals or echoes. These
received echoes vary in strength because of the different reflecting properties of the
objects in the area scanned. Each received signal is converted by the equipment
into a light spot on a cathode-ray indicator. Since the intensity of the light spots are
dependent upon the amplitude of the received sigrial, a light and dark map-like pattern
appears on the radar scope. There is no audio 'output signal from the system. The

i: ~antenna assembly is generally mounted on the underside or in the nose of the aircraft.
All other components are mounted in the compartment behind the pilot where they will
be accessible to the navigator or radar operator. Due to the large number of com-
ponents, considerable interconnecting wiring is required and a large portion of the
system wiring is bundled with other electrical and electronic system cables that pass
through the compartment.

The installation of a representative model search radar set in a typical aircraft
has been selected as an example for discussion of design techniques for interference-
free operation., In this system, the receiver output is a visual pattern displayed on
the radar indicator scope, and any unwanted signals which find their way into the
radar receiver case must be capable of disturbing the indicator pattern in order to

* constitute an interference problem. In Paragraph 1.7.1, the nuisance value of inter-
fering signals in various types of receivers is discussed in detail.

The components in a typical search radar installation that should be given spe-
cial attention as potential interference generators are; (1) antenna assembly, (2)
motor driven fans, (3) receiver-transmitter unit, (4) indicators, (5) synchronizer,
(6) modulator, (7) power unit, (8) servo amplifier, and (9) the gyroscope unit. Of
these units, those that can also be classed as "receivers" under the extended defini-
tion of receiver given in Section I are items (3), (4), (5), and (8). Even though the
functioning of the other components of the system is unaffected by interference sig-
nals, they may serve as paths over which interference may enter or leave the sys-
tem.

Figure 3-3.1.3-A illustrates the paths of interference signals in a typical search
radar system and shows the most vulnerable points for interference signals to enter
the system. Interfering signals have gained access to the various susceptible com-
ponents over the paths shown and have eventually exercised sufficient influence on
the indicator pattern to constitute an interference problem.

The location of the antenna assembly of •a radar search system is particularly
important. When the general design of the aircraft requires mounting the antenna
in a location where the radar receiver-transmitter field to the sides or to the rear
is blocked by reflecting surfaces, standing waves of high amplitude will generally
be established in the antenna syste.. . 1.1S resu.lS in f auty operation of the radar
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set. Considerable reduction of this type of radio interference can be obtained by
coating the reflecting surfaces involved with material to absorb as much radio fre-
quency energy as possible. Such measures are essentially the only means available
for eliminating the disturbance when relocation of the antenna assembly is not feasible.

Interference in this typical installation entered the radar system also over the
power cables. This disturbance was suppressed by inserting a filter at a convenient

position between aircraft power supplies and the radar system junction box. Some
difficulty was also encountered when the cable from the control unit to the synchroni-
zer and the cable from the synchronizer to the indicator were mounted too close to the
power cables of either the radar system or other aircraft wiring. This was corrected
by separating the power cables and the radar system indicator or synchronizer cables
by at least 18'inches when installing the system wiring.

Radio interference tests have demonstrated that search radar systems introduce
a severe intericrence problem in other aircraft systems. In a typical installation
the search radar pulse modulator circuits caused interference in the liaison and
radio compass systems. Extended filtering and shielding was ineffective. Probing
of the radar cabling indicated a high interference level over extensive lengths of
various cables. This suggested that external filtering would be very difficult and
that source suppression within the modulator together with the rerouting of certain
portions of the cabling would be the most efficient solution. For a discussion of
modulators refer to Paragraph 3. 2. 2. 3.

Radio interference from the computer appeared in the audio output of the radio
compass. Shielding of the radio compass sense antenna was required to prevent
interfering signals from entering the radio compass receiver.

In the typical case under discussion, intermittent interference signals caused
by the determination-switph operation and tracking-control operation appeared in

j other electronic systems on the sircraft. Attempts to filter all radar power cabling
at the power connections proveduseless. As shown in Figure 3. 3. 1. 3-A, interfering
signals from remote units must travel through long unshielded cables to reach the
filter. This permits coupling of interference into other aircraft wiring as well as
coupling into the search radar circuits. In addition, all power wiring had wire return
circuits from the power unit to the main filter, and filters were provided for these
wires just prior to grounding. This indiscriminate use of filters served no useful
purpose, unnecessarily increased the length of the system's wiring, and required
the use of unduly large connectors to handle the extra pins. Here again, source
suppression would have more efficiently guaranteed an interference-free system in
the original installation.

Reference to Figure 3.3.1.3-A shows that the Search Radar System is directly
connected to other electrical systems through the AC power supply cable into the main
junction box. A filter is provided in this line to prevent interference from entering
or leaving the system by conduction. However, the greatest interference problems
in this typical search radar system were caused by coupling into other aircraft wiring.
This coupling was traced to the facts that (1) the modulator unit was not adaquately -

bonded to the airplane structure, (2) surplus pulse cable was coiled and clamped next
to aircraft wiring, (3) the AC lead from the modulator to the external blower was
shielded, but "grounds" on the shields were too long, (these leads were "hot" from
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3.3.1.3 SEARCH RADAR SYSTEM

the modulator pulse and it was necessary to shorten leads to one inch), and (4) the
a coaxial antenna cable for the Loran receiver passed through the interference field

around the modulator, (although grounded at both ends, the cable provided an efficient
path for conducting the interference to the liaison receiver because both receivers

x used the same antenna), and (5) coupling also occurred inside the liaison transmitter
since the external power wires leading to the transmitter were exposed to the inter-
ference field and the interconnected internal wiring was in close proximity to the
receiver antenna-grounding lead. Appreciable improvement in future designs and
installations can be obtained by the application of the following procedures to obtain
interference-free operation:

(a) Ground all four pulse cable shields at the connectors. (It was found that
in some cases only one of the shields was grounded because of greater ease
of assembly, a practice which resulted in the loss of much of the shielding
effectiveness.)

(b) Install a suitable filter in series with the AC lead from modulator to ex-
ternal blowers.

(c) Install the modulator and receiver transmitter as far as possible from
other radio equiprnent, especially the liaison and radio compass receivers.
These receivers should be in a separate compartment if possible.

(d) The pulse and high voltage cables should not be bundled with, run parallel
4 to, or placed less than one foot from other radio and aircraft wiring. At

least eighteen inch separation should be maintained for cable lengths over
twenty feet.

(e) Keep all wiring associated with the radar set well isolated from other air-
craft wiring.

(f) Locate modulator and receiver -transmitter units so that pulse cable lengths
are held to a minimum.

(g) Since the pulse cables are prefabricated in fixed lengths, extra cable is
sometimes coiled to take up surplus. In case thi.s is necessary, the coil
should be placed in the bomb-bay or other isolated compartments and ade-
quately spaced from other wiring.

(h) All radar components should be properly bonded to the aircraft structure 0;
by application of the techniques discussed in Paragraph 3.1.3. The modu-
lator and receiver-transmitter units should have at least two such bonds
of shortest practicable length.

(i) The AC lead from modulator to external blowers should be filtered with a

portion of the lead.between modulator and the filter shielded and grounded

with short leads.

(j) In case interference is encountered due to penetration or leakage of the
pulse cable shield, the interference may be reduced by grounding the shield
at intervals of approx..mately 5 feet.
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Some of the later models of search radar equipment have incorporated improved
design techniques resulting in a considerable reduction in the interference trouble

described above. Much of the difficulty caused by long cable lengths and -dulator

radiation have been eliminated by placing the modulator, transmitter ana ceceiver
in one metal case. Fewer component parts, reduction of interconnecting wiring and

better relative location of circuit elements have also improved the overall design
fro-n an interference standpoint. However, even with these improvements, consid-

Ui erable trouble is still caused in other electronic systems by search radar equipment.
The highenergypulse output of the radar constitutes a prolific source of interference.
In an improved version of a typical search radar system, shown in Figure 3.3.1.3-B1 ,

It the paths for interfering signals to enter or leave the radar system are indicated.
Some of the interference problems encountered in the improved version and the modi-
fications made in an effort to attenuate interference are discussed below:

(a) Excessive levels of interference were present in the high voltage, modu-
lator pulse circuits which coupled interference to all interconnecting wiring
And coaxial cable within the receiver-transmritter. This interference was,

decreased by the addition of filters and by-pass condensers on the inter-
connecting wiring, and by the substitution of double-shielded coaxial cable
for the single-shielded cable. The leads to the external blowers were
shielded to confine the interference to the receiver-transmitter unit. The
grounding of the video and AN connectors to the junction boxwere improved

by removing the paint from the connectors. Refer to Paragraph 3.1.3. 1
for a detailed discussion of direct bonding. Furthermore, the mating sur-
face between the receiver-transmitter lid andcase was cleaned in order to
obtain a direct metal-to-metal contact.

(b) Interference was generated within the synchronizer unit by the transients
in the- sweep and intensity-gate signals for the indicators as well as in the
steep pulse for triggering the modulator. The level of interference was
decreased by shielding the lines within the unit and the 120-volt leads to
the antenna assembly and the two indicators.

(c) A high level of video interference in the indicators was caused by thermal
agitation and by the shot effect in the receivers and was coupled by induc-
tion into the interconnecting cables from the two B+ leads between the in-
dicators and the synchronizer. This interference was attenuated by the
insertion of an R-C decoupling circuit, similar to the, one discussed in
Paragraph 3.4.3.1, in the B+ leads. Interference emanating from the case
of the indicator was attenuated by shielding and grounding the gain control
potentiometer and grounding the case of the intensity-control potentiometer.
Further attenuation of interference was obtained by grounding the indicator
through a shock-mounted bonding jumper. Refer to Appendix XV for a de-
tailed discussion of shock-mounted bonding jumpers.

(d) Sparking at the commutators of the direct-current motors and the make4 and break action at the sector-scan switch points were the sources of in-
terference within the a:rLtenna assembly. The motors were shielded to de-
crease the level of radiated energy and a line filter was used to attenuate

conducted interference. Capacitor spark suppressors and filters were

employed to attenuate interference generated by the sectoring switches.
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From the above discussion it can be seen that this radar system continues to
"be a high level interference source in spite of the improvements. Although the cor-
rective measures taken reduced the level of interference considerable, the radar
set failed to meet the requirements of Specification No. 16E5(Aer) and MIL-I-6181.
In order to meet the specifications the system should be redesigned with the follow-
"ing interference-free design features incorporated:

(a) The modulator unit should be totally enclosed within a mesh shield whose
joints have been welded or soldered. Refer to Paragraph 3.1.2.1 for a
detailed discussion of a mesh shield. To provide a low, radio-frequency
impedance path to ground, the shield should be clamped or screwed to the
chassis. Furthermore, all power and control leads should be filtered by
the use of a feed-through capacitor at the point of entrance. The superior
attenuation characteristics of feed-through capacitors are discussed in
Paragraph 3.1.1.5, This method of shielding and filtering will confine all
interference generated by the modulator pulse circuits to the modulator
unit. All other circuits in the receiver-transmitter unit should be rela-
tivelry interference-fre.,, _

(b) The use of inherently interference-free components in the radar system
should be stressed. Alternating current induction motors, rather than
fractional horse-power DC motors, should be used whenever possible. A
detailed discussion of commutation, the worst offender of all sources of
radio interference in rotating machines, is given in Paragraph 3.2.1.1.2.
When a fractional'horsepower DC motor must be used, it should be cora-
pletely shielded and equipped with a line filter as explained in Paragraphs
3.2. 1. 1. 3 and 3. 2. 1. 1. 4. Vacuum tube switching circuits arc preferred

Sito vibrating contaýcts such as relays or vibrators because these devices,
generate high levels of interference. If the use of relays or contacts can-
not be avoided, the unit should be enclosed in a metal shield and all con- 4
nections should be filtered.

3,° 3. 1,. i INTE. R 0114 S Y ST ID 7

Combat interphone systems are designed to provide interphone co. nmunication
between the various stations of a multiplace aircraft. Switching facilities are pro-
vided by means of jack boxes at each interphone station to enable the crewman to
exert partial control over the radio system required for the discharge of his duties.
Examples of radio systems which can be partially controlled at the various stations
in addition to the interphone system are: VHF, Liaison, Command, and R-,dio Com-
pass.

The major componerts in a typical interphone system include an interphone
amplifier, dynamotor, jack boxes, headphones, microphones, microphone switches
and control panels. The quantity and type of components used in a specific installa-
tion is dependent upon the tactical needs of the aircraft.

Paths of entry of interference are shown in Figure 3. 3. 1.4-A. Interference
problems arising from typical aircraft installations are given below.

The dynamotor mounted on the chasIis of the interphone amplifier causes
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3.3.1.4 INTERPHONE SYSTEM

interference in the output of many radio-frequency amplifiers incorporated in the
various electronic systems due to the conduction of interference through the common
power supply. This interference was satisfactorily attenuated by the use of a pro-
perly designed radio-frequency filter. Audio-frequency interference which was ex-
tremely apparent in the output of the interphone amplifier was decreased to a suf-
ficiently low level by bonding the dynamotor to ground. Refer to Paragraph 3. 1. 3
for a discussion on bonding. Dynamotors, small units designed to convert direct-
current power from one voltage magnitude to another, are prolific sources of both
audio and radio-frequency interference primarily because they contain two commu-
tators, Refer to Paragraph 3. 2. 1. 1. 2 for a discussion on commutation.

Interference was found to enter the interphone amplifier by conduction through
the direct-current bus where ripple voltages as high as 4.4 volts at a frequency of
4000 cycles per second were mneasured. This interference, originating in the sur-
face-control, hydr.aulic boost pump motors, was effectively attenuated by the inser-
tion of a filter illustrated schematically in Figure 3.3, 1. 4-B.

To 28 Volts D0 ToAmplifier
DC Urrh 3mh

0.4Rf 20004f

Fig, 3, 3, 1,4-B Line Filter for Surface Control Motors

The preceding problems were a result of interference being con4ucted into or
out of the system, The following examples illustrate problems caused by interfer-
ence coupling into or out of the system.

(a) Interference, coupled by induction from the power wiring to the interphone
amplifier, was prevented by maintaining a minimum spacing of 50 inches
between the power wiring and the amplifier.

(h) Inductive and capacitive coupling of interference from the power wiring
into the interphone wiring of a specific aircraft installation was eliminated
by replacing the original, single-wire interphone system with a two-wire
system, The two wires were twisted, enclosed in a metal shield, and a
minimum distance of 12 inches maintained between the shield and t•he power
wiring. In general, the results of interference tests indicated that for
greater interference-free operation all single-wire systems should be re-
placed by two-wire systems. Variations of the two-wire system have been
satisfactorily used depending upon the function of the aircraft, For ex-
ample, satisfactory operation of an interphone system in cargo planes,
which are relatively free of interference-generating devices, has been ac-
complished by the use of two unshielded wires. In contrast, satisfactory
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operation of the same system installed in bombing aircraft could only be
accomplished by the use of two wires enclosed within a shield. The wiring
systems employed in aircraft installations in order of their effectiveness
in suppressing interference are:

(1) Two twisted wires in a common shield.

(2) Two parallel wires in a common shield.

(3) One shielded wire with a common return path, or two unshielded
wires. VI

(4) One unshielded wire using the structure as a return path.

(c) Interference was present in the interphone system when the pilot's micro- 0%

phone switch was opened but disappeared when it was closed. This was
caused by the coupling of interference by inductionto the microphone switch,
wires which were run through the control column remote from the u-icro- A
phone as shown in Figure 3.3. 1.4-C. Interference was attenuated to a
certain degree by grounding the column, but much greater improvement
was obtained by using a relay in the pilot's- microphone wiring and by run- I
ing relay control leads rather than the microphone switch wiring in the
control column.

K I
Microphone '' ,' InterphoneJack Box Amplifier

0 Microphone Switch Wires
in Control Column

7 Pilot's Wheel

Fig. 3.3. 1.4-C Routing of Microphone Switch Wires

(d) The dynamotor mounted on the interphone amplifier chassis was the source
of interference present in the liaison receiver in a certain installation.
Interference was coupled from the power leads of the dynamotor into ad-
jacent aircraft wiring and eventually coupled into the unshielded antenna
leads of the liaison receiver. This interference was attenuated to a satis-
factorily low level by the insertion of a filter in the powe'r leads of the
dynamotor.

(e) In another typical installation. the liaison transmitter was mounted in close
proximity to the interphone amplifier,, Interference was inductively coupled
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3.3.1.5 LIAISON SYSTEM

to the audio input transformer of the amplifier from the armature windings
of the dynainotor employed as the power source of the transmitter. The

level of interference was decreased sefficiently by enclosing the trans-

formner within a metallic shieldo

(f) The close proximity of the microphone and headset leads resulted in capac- J
itive coupling between the input and output circuits of the interphone ampli-
fier and caused audio oscillations in the interphone system. In order to

prevent any oscillation from occurring, the amplifier components were

connecte . so that the output and input circuits were as far out of phase as
possible throughout the audio range of 100 to 20,000 cycles per second.
This phasing was accomplished by connecting the secondary of the output
transformer so that the signal voltage across the output lead and ground
is out of phase with the signal voltage impressed across the input lead and
ground.

The most recent design of aninterphone systen• features anindvidu 1 amplifier
at each interphone station rather than a central amplifier. As a result, the aud"o

signal is ampified at the source and conducted at higher levels and requires a mini-
mum of amplification at the other interphone stations. This prevents the low "noise'1

levels in the lines from being amplified to an objectionable degree. Furthermore,
the high level lines (high signal-to-interference ratio) permit the use of dynamicr
microphones which increases intelligibility by 65 to 95 percent. Boorn, mask, and
hand-held microphones are examples of the interference-cancelling types in use.

The design also features a two-wire system which has a central ground return
path. It is po:_sible that through the use of higher level lines some shielding pre-
viously essential in the original design could be eliminated. However, since inter-
ference tests have not as yet been conducted, sufficient shielding has been incorpor-
ated in the new design to insure adequate interference attenuation.

3.3. 1. 5 LIAISON SYSTEM I
Airborne liaison systems are designed primarily to serve as an air-to-ground

communication link utilizing either voice or code transmission.

In general, such systems consist of a tranasxitter, transmitter key, fixed an-
tenna, radio receiver, antenna coupler, dynamotor, and interconnecting cables. The
transmitter and receiver operate over a frequency range of from 200 to 500 kc and
1.5 to 18.0 mc. An audio output signal provided by the receiver is available at any
one of the interphone stations. The installation of a liaison set in a typical aircraft
has been selected as an example of an airborne liaison system. The discussion to
follow applies specifically to this particular system. However, because of the simi-
larity of all such systems, there will be no loss of generality.

A fixed antenna is mounted on the top or under the fuselage near the radiornan's
compartment. All tuning adjustments are made at the transmitter or receiver in the
radioman's compartment. No rvmote controls are provided. A liaison receiver
audio output and a liaison transmitter microphone input are provided at each inter-
phone control box. In general, one interphone control box is located at each of the
stations for the pilot, co-pilot, navigator, and radio operator. The power source
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bus, antenna coupler, and Loran receiver are mounted in the compartment behind
the pilot. There are no components located in the tail or wing sections. Intercon-
necting cords and cables are generally bundled with other electrical wiring passing
through the compartment. Navigation and search radar controls, radio altimeter
indicator, Loran indicator, etc., are examples of types of equipment whose wiring
is frequently found in a typical bundle. Exciter regulators and radars are examples
of equipments that would be mounted in the same aircraft sections.

Since in this system the receiver output is an audio signal in the headset, any
unwanted signals which firid their way into the receiver case must be capable either
of producing audible interference ix: the headset or of preventing normal functioning
of the receiver in some other way to constitute an interference problem. In complete
Systems such as this one tie paths of entry of unwanted signals may be many and * ;

devious. In this case of the particular receiver in this representative system, the
many paths of entry are illustrated in Figure 3,. 3. 1. 5-A. This figure shows also
that while the functioning of the other components of the system may be unaffected by
interference signals, they may serve as a part of a path of entry for the undesirable 4!
signals. For example, interference was picked up frorm the radar m-odulator o- the
lead between the dyngmaotor and the liaison transmitter which woulii not have ocur.'d -e
had this lead been routed differently, Thisa interference did not affect the ope ration
of thp transmitter, but within the transmaitter itself the dynamotor and antenna leads
were bundled together and Vhe interference reached the liaison receiver via the
antenna connection. Here it wO.s amplified and appeared as serious studio interference

in the receiver output, 
W

A brief explanation of the interference problems as shown in Figure 3.3,1.5-A
follows, some solutions are shown in Figure 3. 3. 1. 5-B but for the sake of clarity
only a few are included.,

(a) Interference was picked up directly on the open-wire antenna lead-in which
was con.-ucted to the liaison receiver causing unsatisfactory operation. It was deter-
mined that the antenna lead to the receiver could be shielded but that the transmitter
antenna lead cmuld not since the shieldina capacitance would detune the transmitter
output stage. The solution used is illustrated in Figure 3.3.1 5-B, and may be con-
sidered a satisfactory interim measure. Proper design, however, would permit the
use of a shielded antenna lead-in for both the transmitter and receiver since har-
monics as well as the carrier frequency of the transmitter are being radiated from
the unshielded transmitter antenna lead-in and constitute a source of interference
to other equipment.

(b) Interference from the radar modulator was picked up on the lead between
the dynamotor and the liaison transmitter and was conducted into, the transmitter.
Within the transmitter the antenna lead to one of the transrrit-receive relays was
bundled in with the dynamotor and other power wiring. The interference wasthereby
coupled into the antenna lead to the receiver andwas conducted tothe liaison receiver
causing unsatisfactory operation. Removing the receiver antenna lead and rerouting
it as in (a) aboveand as shown inFigure 3.3.1.5-B is one possible solution. Another
solution would be to isolate the antenna lead from the powerwiring within the trans-
mitter by shielding and/or rerouting. The latter would be preferable practice in
initial design stages since it is poor practice in any event to bundle interference
susceptible wiring with other wires likely to conduct radio interference. In other
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3.3.1.6 LORAN SYSTEM

circumstances a filter in the lead from the dynamotor to the tran ,imitter -oht

be dictated, but only as a last resort since it would involve added ,.quipmealt nd

weight.

"(c) Interference was conducted into the receiver on the interphone and PC
power leads, which caused unsatisfactory operation. At this stage of design, £i.tors
were installed in the troublesome leads as shown in Figure 3. 3. 1. 5-B in order to
reduce the interference to a tolerable level. This means added equipment, w.eight
and cost. Preferably, the receiver should have been designed for less susceptibility
to interference on these leads by improved shielding of the RF and/or IF stages and
possibly better routing of these interphone and power leads within the receiver.
Electrical cleanness (isolation) in the wiring of transmitters and receivers is pre-
ferable te mechanical neatness achieved by carefully bundling all the wires together
into a cable and lacing them together.

(d) In this particular installation the bomb salvo cabling (an entirely independent
system) was routed very close to the exciter regulator and to the liaison receiver
cover in the region of the cooling louvres. Inte rfererce ,-as "- fom the excciter

S11to the bomb salvo cabling and thence through the louvres in the receiver cover to the
internal wiring of the receiver resulting in objectionable audio output in the headsets.,
Rerouting of the bomb salvo cabling in the neighborhood of the exciter regulator to
a point not less than six inches away resulted in interference-free operation, Several
faulty design practices are involved in creating this particular problem:

1. The. exciter regulator design was peotr 4.1 that its generated inte rfer-
ence was not suppressed properly.

__Z. Cables should never be run close to known interference sources whe.-
"ever practicable.

3. The receiver case shielding properties were poor due to poor design.
Wire mesh over the louvreg and better bonding of the case to the
frame are required.

(e) Interference was coupled from the radar modulator to the AC power lead
of the Loran receiver and was conducted into the case of this unit. Inside this re-
ceiver the antenna lead was bundled in with the power wiring and interference was
therefore introduced into the liaison receiver on the antenna lead. One solution is
the addition of a filter to suppress the interference as shown in Figure 3. 3. 1. 5-B, 1
Proper design of the internal wiring of the Loran receiver to properly isolate or shield

the antenna lead would be preferable since the filter would then be unnecessary-.

3 3.1.6 LORAN SYSTEM

The Loran system is a navigational aid that enables the operator in an aircraft
to fix his position over land or sea by means of the reception on his receiver-indicator
of special radio signals from the ground installations.

The ground installations consist of groups of transmitting stations operating

on the same radio carrier frequency which emit a steady succession of pulses in all
directions. The stations operate inpairs, a master station triggering a slave station
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by menans of a radio link which synchronizes the pulses from the two stations.

The receiver-indicator receives-and measures the timing of the pulsed signals
and transcribes them to a visual indication on the Loran scope. With the aid of
charts, tables, and tabulations the received signal can be interpreted andthe location
of the 'lane established,

The system operates in the high frequency range. The power supply is AC, 80
or 115 volts, 360 to 2460 cycles per second. In an aircraft the main units of the
Loran system consist of anantenna, interconnecting cabling, either a passive coupler
or a preamplifier coupler, and the receiver-indicator,

In a typical installation, the Loran system does not use its own antenna but *
couples onto the antenna of another installation, As a result unusually long runs of
lead-in wire to the receiver-indicator are sometimes necessary. To corpensat-e
forthe subsequent line-loss, a preamplifier is providedat the antenna coupler. When *

lead length is not excessive a passive coupler is used. The liaison system with its
antenna approximates the needs of the Loran system and is the usual coupled system.
In a heavy bomber installation, the Loran system uses the liaison antenna with an
unshielded lead-in wire through a switching relay in the liaison transmitter to a
preamplifier antenna coupler and a shielded lead-in wire from the antenna coupler
to the receiver-indicator.

The Loran receiver, like any other receiver is subject to various sorts of
interference. This interference may come from transmitters aboard the aircraft,
aboard neighboring aircraft, from ground installations, or from deliberate enemy
jamming. Typical interference patterns as seen on a scope would appear as shown
in Figure 3. 3. 1, 6-B.

The Loran receiver has not proven to be a source of interference itself. The:
local oscillator is adaquately shielded, the case construction is apparently good.
However, when operating as a system, the performance has not been entirely satis-
factory.

The unshielded antenna lead-in prior to the coupling stage has proven to be an
efficient coupling path for radio interference currents. See Figure 3.3.1.6-A, The
preamplifier at the antenna coupler amplifies the interference which is then conducted
through the shielded lead-in into the receiver. In most cases of this interference,
the Liaison receiver is also affected. By the nature of the reception of the two re-
ceivers, a higher level of interference can be tolerated inthe Loranthan in the Liaison
so subsequent filtering, shielding, etc. , of the interfering components that cleared
up the interference on the Liaison also cleared it up on the Loran. (See Paragraph
3.3. 1. 5 on Liaison System.)

Poor interference-free design is apparent when the AC power lead-in plug is
a few inches from the antenna lead-in plug. This provides a coupling path onto the
antenna lead-in cable for interference conducted on the power line. These interfer-
ence currents ultimately affect the liaison receiver (see Paragraph 3.3.1.5.on Liaison
System) as well as appear as grass on the Loran scope. It was necessary to filter
the AC line in order to eliminate this interference. Proper isolation in the original
design would have eliminated the need for this filter.
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1 "4

A B

c D

Fig. 3.3, 1.6-B Typical Interference Patterns as seen on Loran Indicator
(A) CW or Radio Telegraph
(B) Radio Telephone

(C) Radar on Slow Sweep
(D) Radar on Fast Sweep
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The preamplifier produces interference problems particular to this installation.
The non-linear elements in the preamplifier make the system susceptible to cross
modulation. A simple illustration of this would be: The Loran receiver is tuned to
2 mc; a 3 mc and a I mc signal can mix in the preamplifier stage and the result be
admitted as a 2 mc signal in the receiver.

Another problem presented by the preamplifier stage is the system's suscepti-
bility to overloading because of the wide pass-band. An unwanted signal can be am-
plified to a proportion which overloads the front end of the Loran. In a heavy bomber
installation, rendezvous equipment was producing interference in the Loran which
was extremely serious because of its high magnitude and the dangerous fact that the
interfering signals could be mistaken for an actual Loran station. The interference
was coming from a strong, pulsed, radar signal at about 200 mco It--6 was adrnitted 15
through the Loran antenna, amplified at the coupler stage, overloaded the front end
of the receiver, and gave a visual signal on the indicator scone. Preliminary in- I
vestigations and tests indicated that a low-pass filter inserted in series with the j
Loran antenna, between the preamplifier and the antenna, should eliminate most of
the interference. Further tests are necessary to determine the feasibility of such
a filter, and if so, the most efficient arragement considerin- insertion lo ad a,
inatchbng, and terminating impedances. Systems using the passive coupler have not .!
been subject to this type of interfevence.7j

Faraday Screen
(To reduce Capacitive Coupling)

JJ-1

Fig. 3.3. 1. 6-C Tuning Device Installed
Ahead of Pre-Amplifier in Loran Receiver

Improved original design of the preamplifier would have effectively reduced
the susceptibility of the system to both cross modulation and overloading. Consider-
ation should have been given to the rejection of frequencieb of undesired signals. A
tuning device on the front end of the amplifier would be one means of increasing re-
jection. Figure 3.3.1.6-C shows such a tuning device. A band-pass filter with sharp
cut-off characteristics covering the band of the Loran equipment as shown in Figure
3.3.1. 6-D, would also give the necessary rejection characteristics.

The Loran system incorporates interference suppression techniques by pro-.
viding for shielded lead-in cable, good case shielding against interference fields,
and adequate shielding of the local oscillator to prevent interference with other equip-
ment. Ideally, it should have its own antenna installation where it would be possible
to minimize lead-in cable length; however, the increasing number of antennas in a
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bomber installation makes it necessary to double up with another system. Goo.d in-
stallation practice can minimize this length, but it may still be long enough in some
installations to make a preamplifier stage necessary. Rejection of undesirable fre-
S quencies should be provided for in the preamplifier to minimize malfunctioning. Poor
design is exemplified by the proximity of the AC power plug and antenna lead-in plug.
Coupling of interfering currents has occurred between the power lead and the antenna
lead and filtering has been necessary. Proper isolation would have eliminated the
need for this filter. The front-end rejection of undesirable frequencies in the re-
ceiver could be improved.

1. 7 mc 2.0 mc

Frequency in MC

Fig. 3. 3. 1. 6-D Attenuation Characteristic of Band-Pass
Filter for Use With Loran Receiver

3.3.1.7 SHORAN SYSTEM

The Shoran Radio Set is a short range navigational system used in present day
aircraft to determine the aircraft's position under instrument-flight conditions with-
out visual reference to the surface of the earth or to celestial bodies. Two ground
stations located a considerable distance apart are required in conjunction with the
airborne installation in an operational system. During operation, pulses of artpli-
tude-modulated radio waves of very high frequency are transmitted. Radiation from
ground stations is moderately directional; radiaitiop from the air-iane i ..on-dire0
tional.

A typical Shoran system is shown in Figure 3. 3. 1.7. Two ide tic• antennas
Stheir bases (one for receiving and 'one for transmitting) are provided. The an-

tennas must preferably be mounted on a large, relatively flat, mettlic surface of
the airplane. The particular location of each antenna depends on the type of air- ;
plane in which the equipment is installed and must be predetermined for each type

by radiation field measurements. The antennas should preferably be shielded from
each other by the fuselage or wings of the airplane. Also consideration should be
given to the location in respect to the other receivers and transmitters in the air-
plane. In addition, attention is called to the fact that the transmission line (coaxial
cable) which connects each antenna to the equipmnent enters the base of the antenna
through a feed-through insulator and must be so laid oult that the transmission. lines

make bends of no less than 4-inch radius to prevent damage to the lines.

The indicator is shock mounted in a frame which allows for a computer unit
(when used). The receiver is installed within the indicator so that the controls of
both units are accessible from the same position.

The indicator unit includes the circuits for generating the various sweep and
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blanking voltages necessary for operation of the indicatvor tube. It also contains
timing and phasing circuits, pulse-selector circuits, and keying-pulse-generating
circuits for controlling the operation of the airplane transmitter. The indicator is
cooled by air circulation which is provided by a blower motor within the unit with
unscreened louvres over 'the air intake. The cathode ray indicator tube operates -
with a circular sweep and the signals, applied to an axial electrode within the tube,
cause radial deflections of the electron beam. The signals thus appear as inner or
outer pulses protruding from a circle on the screen of ýthe indicator tube, and their
relative positions serve to determine the position of the airplane.

The receiver utilizes a super -heterodyne circuit through which signals from
the ground stations are amplified and converted into a video signal. This signal is
then applied to the axial electrode of the indicator tube. The oscillator is the main *
source of interference. It radiates from the case, external wiring, and antenna,

The case is described as a dust cover and that is the only function it serves.
There are rubber gaskets. between the air filter and indicator case, the receiver and
indicator case, and the connected sides'Of the indicator case, There is no screen-
ting n fth 1nt," Danel to prevent radiation both in and out at the various controls and
other brea*s in the case. The case is poorly constructed with loosz tolerances and
of non-rigiW construction so that aides buckle in with little applied pressure, Tests I
In a shielde4A room using a probe shpwed hi 4 h levels of oscillator radiation from the
rubbergarskete4 joints, Paint was scraped off the contact surfaces of these joints j
ant sho iang gasket braid was substituted for rubber gaskets, Shielding was applied

Sapertures in the front panel so that contact with the control rods was made,
Screening was placed over the air filter for shielding purposes, These measures
effec!voly "bottled Up" the oscillator radiation from the case,

All these paths of leakage described above also serve as paths of entry into the
receiver case for radio interference, Difficulties have been encountered in instal-
lations whore it was necessary to shut off other transmitting equipment in order to
operate Shoran systems. Information as to coupling paths is not available and par-
ticular examples are classified material, It is assumed that the corrective meas-
ures t4lten to contain the oscillator radiation will also serve to keep out radio inter-
.ference; however, tests were only conducted in a shielded room and it has not been
proved in an actual installation,

Installation difficulties have been encountered with the Shoran transmitter in
interfering with other receivers by both shock excitation and the generation of har-
monics. The liaison receiver has been particularly susceptible, although other re-
ceivers have been affected by the Shoran transmitter, In a typical aircraft instal-
lation, the following modifications were necessary to produce a satisfactory system.

(a) The mounting of the liaison receiver was modified by the addition of ground-
ing straps mounted inside of each shock absorber housing and by the removal
of paint around the mounting bolts.

(b) The back end of the liaison receiver was filtered to.-prevent radio interfer-
ence fromr Vhora. transmitters and ; wave trap was connected to the antenna
binding post to prevent shock excitation.
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(c) On the radio compass a choke cii was installed at the antenna binding post
which acts as a low-pass filter to prevent shock excitation from Shoran
tr ansmitte r s.

(d) A. capacitor was installed on the radio compass "look" antenna (reason not
Snd-k wn).

Paths of entry into receivers have been both from the back and front ends.
Filters have been installed in the back end and wave traps in the antenna leads. No

information is available as to the coupling paths in any particuLar installation. Oper -
ating at a very high frequency and being pulse modulated, the Shoran transmitter has
caused difficnaltieS by overloading the receivers in the airplane and causing shock
excitation. Most of the difficulty has been through antenna radiation although inter-
ference has been radiating from the case and from external wiring.

j These difficulties can be overcome by incorporating the following features.

Screening should be put across the air filter and conductive mesh gasket material
installed instead of rubber gasket. All external wiring should be shielded to prevent
radilation and possible coupling. The transmitter should be installed in the plane so
as to take advantage of shielding by bul1kheads., etc. Wiring should be routed to pre-
vent coupling., Rejection of receivers can be 'improved by adding wave traps to an-
tenna lead-ins and by filtering the back end when feasible.

In a shielded room with Shoran transmitter and liaison receiver antennas set
6 feet apart, a high level of interference was reconrdec in the VHF and wUHF frequency
range, The liaison receiver was picking up harmonics of the fundamental with f pu-
rious radiations, harmonics of the pulse repetition rate with sipurious radiations, and
shock excitation from the fundamental. Better internal circuit design is necessary to

fic examples of badpractice in circuitdesignof Shoran transmitters arenotavailable.

3, 3, 1. 8 NAVIGATIONAL RADAR SET

A navigational radar set is a dual-pv'rpose equipment designed to operate by

switch selection elther as a radar beacon or an interrogator-responder. When usedtas an interrogator-responder, its function is to guide the airplane within ZOO yards
of the beacon location, As a beacon, it responds to other interrogator-responder
radars within its frequency range, As shown in a typical wiring diagriam, Figure
3.3. 1. 8, a representative set wot I consist of: (a) receiver-transmitter, (b) indi-
cator, (c) control box (power), (d) control box (frequency), (e) video gate, (f) trans-
mitting antenna, ($) receiving antennas, (h) reflector antennas, and (i) rntigs,
cables, interconnecting plugs, etc.

The functional operation of a typical radar set when used as an interrogator-

responder includes the following. The pulse-generating circuits furnish the modu-

lator with pulses at various rates which may or may not be synchronized with asso-
ciated radar equipment. The pulse generating circuits also furnish a synchronizing
pulse for the indicator and a suppression pulse for the IFF equipment. The pulses
from the modulator cause the transmitting oscillator to oscillate for four to six micro-
seconds at thepulse repetitionrate. This radio-frequency energy is fed to the traris-
mitting antenna and the transmitted energy is received by an associated transponder,
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3.3.1.8 NAVIGATIONAL RADAR SET A
which transmits a radio-frequency reply. The reply is picked up by the receiving
antennas, the outputs of which are alternately fed into the receiver section by the

antennaswitch located in the indicator. The video output of the receiver is synchro-

nously switched with the receiving antenna in the indicator and applied to the hori-
zontal plates of the cathode-ray tube in the indicator.

When the radar set is used as a transponder (beacon), the video output is con-
nected to the pulse-generating circuit. Thus the transmitter is triggered each time

a pulse is received from the associated interrogator-responder.

The set operates in the VHF range on any one of eight preset frequencies. The
receiver-transmitter unit is designed to znaintai.n a high degree of frequencys.;abu-
ity; the frequency drift of both components is less than one megacycla between am-
bient temperatures, -550 C. and +710 C. Power is obtained from a 15-volt, 400-
1600 cps supply. In addition, a 24-28 volts, 2-amnpere, DC source is required.

The transmitting antenna is usually installed on the under side of the nose of the
airplane and, when possible, in the center of a 30-inch diameter, flat surface. Best

results can be achieved if the antenna is within ten degrees of vertical to the air-
planels ;ine of level flight.

Receiving antennas are installed on each side of the airplane, symmetrical
about the line of flight. The exact location for bost results would have to be deter-
mined experimentally because it would differ with each model of plane but generally
the two antennas are ins+-"led on the underside of the wing, outboard from a vtrtical
reflecting surface, Installation of the indicator and receiver-transmitter in the plane
should be convenient to the operator while sitting in a comfortable position to view
the display tube. A minimum of wiring length and isolation from sensitive receivers
are also installation considerations.

Coaxial cable is used from the receiver-transmitter to the antennas and from
the rec-eiver -transmitter to the indicator. Pqwer leads and control wiring are un-
shielded. As installed in a typical airplane, an analysis revealed that the internal
circuitry of the receiver-transmitter was not originally designed to suppress modu-
lator interference. Wires carrying interference were coupled with "clean" leads
and the cooling blower motor was genera,ting undesirable voltageo which interfered
with the receiver-transmitter as well as with other equipment. Harmonics and over-
loading from pulses coming from antenna radiation affected other receivers. Inter-
ference fields were leaking out of the case and getting to the power andcontrol wiring
which then provided a coupling path to any adjacent wiring, The video and antenna
leads were shielded according to good design practice; however, neither the AC nor
DC power leads were filtered and hence constituted a source of interference. Also
the lobe-switch drive motor was found to be an interference generator. While not
a source of interference in itself, the interconnecting wiring provided a coupling path
for interference generated by the receiver-transmitter.

In order to suppress interference from this typical navigational radar set nu-
merous modifications were necessary. The following list of modifications were re-
commended by the manufacturer:

(a) The blower motor was changed from DC tc AC to eliminate triggering of
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the beacon function by brush-spark interference and to prevent interfer- I

ence in other equipment.

(b) The receptacles for power and control wiring were changed to a new type
having ceramic by-pass condensers integral with the contact-pin cox :truc-
tion to reduce leakage from the receiver oscillator and other interference
sources in the unit.

I
(c) A shield was designed and installed on the radio-frequency tuner chassis

of the receiver to enclose and confine the field of the line-type oscillator.
Since it was not considered in the originaldesign, the shield had to be mod-
ifted to provide clearance holes for turret-wheel contacts and the openings
USed for access to trimmer condensers hAd to be capped. This added
shielding materially reduced oscillator leakage and also suppressed the
oscillations radiating from the radio-frequency stage which had occurred
in the original design.

(4) Additional bonding was necessary for theRF tuner chassis to reduce c'has*
sio potentizl and leakage. It was also necessary to install chokes, by-pass
condensers, and filter resistors both in andxouts-We of the RF t•-ner to re-
duce leaýkage and radiated interference, A series resistor was installed |
in the mixer-plate output lead to reduce the oscillator leakage through the
IF stages, into the circuit wiring and radiAtion from the r.ecee....

(e) A small amount of delay bias on the video detector diode reduced the inter-
ference due to triggering of the beacon.

(f) The screen resistor of the RF amplifier tube was lowered from 33 to 10

kilohms to Ancrease stage gain and improve the signal to interference ratio
of the receiver,

(g). The tuning-slug screw in the o ascillator- vernier mounting bllock was found
" to move with*,, nr- 'vibration and caused both amplitude and frequency
modulation of the oscillator, A detent device was incorporated to prevent
this vibratio#i and correct the difficulty,

(h) Decoupling resistors were provided in the suppressor input and output cir-
cuits so that interference leakage along interconnecting cables would not
cause faulty operation of paired units in beacon and interrogator-responder
service,

(i) The receiver -transmitter plate-supply voltage was lowered to approxi-
mately 2.65 volts, which is 30 volts less than that used in the original de-

sign. The loss of receiver gain which accompanied this change was made
up by lowering the cathode resistor of the fifth IF stage from 470 to 270
ohms. The chief advantage of this change was to lower the plate dissipa-
tion in all the tubes, e-special'y in the 6AK5 of the RF stage.

Lowered plate voltage for the transmitter also was intended to eliminate volt-
age breakdown and reduce corona on high voltage leads and terrninals at high alti-
tudes, a condition which had made the triggering due to interference so severe that
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the beacon function was not usable. Transmitter-power output indication was satis-
factory at the lowered plate voltage provided a tube with ample filament emission
was used in the power-output indicator device. in addition, several detailed changes
were made to increase air-gap length and decrease corona on the high-voltage, pow-
er-supply layout. A recent investigation on a heavy bomber installation revealed
that the navigational radar was producing interference in the command receiver, the
radio compass, the liaison receiver, the VHF receiver, and the Loran receiver.

The interference produced in the Loran was particularly serious because of its high
magnitudc and the dangerous fact that it can easily be mistaken for an actual Loran

Preliminary tests indicated that the interference was being radiated from the
radar transmitting antenna and being picked up by the antennas of the above receivers,
Overloading was occurring and the interfering signal was being admitted. A low-
pass filter was inserted in series with the Loran antenna and it appeared that most
of the interfering currents were eliminated. Further investigations have to be made
to determine the feasibility of this type of filter as well as to consider the insertion
lons and the matching and terminating impedances.

The above discussion shouldserve as an excellent example of what is likely to
happen if proper design practices are not made an integral Part of all phapes of de-
sign. While it may be admitted that this system was made operable by making cer-

tain modifications, it must be understoed that fundamentally "fixes" are inefficient
and costly in terms of time, weight, and space,

3,3,1.9 RADIO ALTIMETER SYSTEM

Airborne radio altimeter systems are designed to indicate the altitude of the
aircraft above the terrain by accurately measuring the time required for a radio sig-
nal to travel to the earth's surface and return, and interpreting this time interval
in terms of distance in feet above the reflecting surface directly under the aircraft.

Re resentativeequipment is de15i . dte. .e.t a frequency-modulated radio wave

in A downward direction from the transmitter antenna, For both the low and high
ranges, 0 - 400 feet and 400 - 4000 feet respectively, the carrier signal is in the
UHF range, The earth's surface reflects a portion of this radiated energy, and this
is received on a separate receiver antenna. During the time interval required for :
the signal to travel to earth and return, the frequency of "he transmitter will have
changed. A small fraction of the transmitter signal is transmitted directly to the
receiver and mixed with the reflected signal from the earth. Since the transmitter
is continuously changing its frequency, there will oe a difference in frequency be-
tween the direct and reflected signal at any instant of time and this difference will
be proportional to the distance of the aircraft above ground. The detector circuit
converts this difference in frequency to a direct current which is indicated by a meter
calibrated directly in feet of altitude above the ground. The detected current also
operates a pair of relays which are preset to energize altitude-limit indicators,

In general, radio altimeter systems.are composed of (1) transmitter antenna
and receiver antenna, (2) a transmitter-receiver, (3) indicators, (4) limit-switch
assembly, (5) limit-light indicator, and (6) inter-connecting cables. The installation
of a rep~resentative radio altimeter, set in. a typical aircraft has been selected as an
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example for discussion of design techniques for interference-free operation.

The transmitter and receiver antennas used on the radio atlimeter are identical
and interchangeable. Each antenna consists of a one-half wavelength dipole on a suit-
able mounting structure with provisions for connecting a 50-ohm transmission line
through a coaxial elbow adapter. The antennas are mounted on a suitable metallic
surface which acts as a reflector. The antenna system is designed to radiate and
receive maximum signal strength in a generally downward direction with a minimum
transfer of energy from the transmitting antenna to the receiving antenna, and to
minimize variations in the received reflected signal while executing a reasonable
dive, clirab, or banking maneuvers. The pilot's indicator, limit and marker lights
are mounted within reach of the pilot when seated at the flight controls. There is no
audio output for the radio altimeter - all indications are visual,

The transmitter-receiver unit is usually located as close to the antenna instal-
lations as practicable and consequently appears in the compartment nearest the an-
tennas. Interconnecting cords and cables are generally bundled with other electrical
wiring passing through the compartment, Navigational radar receiver-transmitter
controls, search radar synchronizer, navigational radar indicator, Loran indicator,
and radio altimeter indicator', are examples of types of wiring that axe fxeuety
found in a typical bundloe. "

Radio interference signals have gained access to tho receiver circuits over
paths of entry, as shown in Figure 3. 3, 1. 9, and caused unsatisfactory operation of
the radio altimeter system, lterference signals generated by the system may be
introduced into other aircraft wiring systems over the same routes. In the radio
altimeter system only the transmitter-receiver combination need be considered as
a potential source of interference, It is also the only component of the systery that
is susceptible to _.nterference:.

In general, interfering signals can enter the transmitter-receiver case through
the following paths: (a) transmitting-antenna lead, (b) receiving- antenna lead, (c) C
automatic-pilot altitude-control cable,, (d) limit-switch cable, (e) indicator cable,
and (f) the power-input cable, Interfering signals canbe introduced into the receiver
over any of these paths by conduction along the cables or through inductive or capac-
itive coupling between other aircraft wiring and the system wiring.

Interference problems in the radio altimeter system of the typical aircraft in-
stallation selected for discussion were caused by the following: (a) loose connections
in the antennatransmission system due to the fact that plugs, adapters, receptacles,
etc,, were not tight or properly meshed and (b) field modulation which resulted from
"secondary feed-through"-paths having variable elements and were capable of effec-
tively modulating the received signal.

As an example of an unusual type of interference which may affect radio alti-
meter systems, consider the reflecting surface of a propeller which is moving through
the common field of the two antennas. The intermittent reflected signal thus picked up
by the receiving antenna combines with and effectively modulates the desired signal
reflected by the earth. If this field modulation, after passingthrough the detector andaudio-frequency amplifier stages is of sufficient amplitude to operate the square-wave

limiter, counts will be added to the limiter output signal and an excessive altitude
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will be indicated.

A similar but more erratic effect is produced if there is a loose metallic part
of the aircraft within the fields of the antennas which can shift or vibrate so as to
cause an intermittent or rubbing contact with another metal part or surface. In this
case, induced currents, set up in one of the surfaces by the transmitted signal, are
modified both in phase and in amplitude by intermittent contact with the other sur.'ace
similarly charged. Thus, transient currents, covering a wide band of frequencies,
are produced in the field of the receiver antenna. Usual sources of such trouble are
bomb bay doors, loose access plates, loose wheel fairing, trailing wire antennas,
etc. When a source of field modulation is found, an attempt should be made to cor-
rect the condition either by electrically bonding or by completely insulating the two
surfaces which are causing the trouble. If such correction is not feasible, it may
be necessarvy to relocate the antennas so as to remove the source from the common
field of the antennas.

Difficulties have been encountered in a typical aircraft installation where audio
ripple originating in a motor has been conducted by the power leads into the trans-
mitter and receiver affecting the altitude indicator by as much as 300 feet on the high
range scale. The altitude indicator is in a particularly susceptible position because
of the circuit arrangement. In a controlled situation, an audio oscillator could vary
readings by 300 feet with little difficulty. In a typical installation, a 250 ifd capacitor

F was' installed at an aileron booster motor in order to suppre . the audio ripple that
t] was getting in through power leads and affecting the indicator. Prc..er transmitter-

receiver design should have made the unit insusceptible to interference on these
leads.

Interference in radio altimeters often manifests itself by (1) erratic alft ude
indications observed as jumps of 200 - 400 feet when flying over land at altitudes
from 400 - 300-0 feet, and (2) marked increase in altitude indication when switching
over the high range while in flight at altitudes near 400 feet. It has been found that
these effects are usually caused by electrical interference which effectively adds
counts to the audio-frequency signal output of the detector. Such conditions are most
likely to be encountered when the reflected signal is relatively low in amplitude as
when flying over dry land.

The difficulties encountered With this system as explained above and as shown
in Figure 3. 3. 1.9 could have been avoided had proper design and installation tech-
niques been adhered to from the start. Two types of problems can be shown to exist
by inspection of the figure. One group concerns the equipment designer and may be
outlined as follows:

(a) The antenna lead-ins may be considered potential sources of interference
to the system itself. Proper design will permit both to be completely shield-
ed from the antennas to the transmitter -receiver, including correctly
matched input and output circuits.

(b) Cabling between the transmitter-receiver and other units to which it must
be connected may be considered similarly. Proper design of the internal
circuits of the transmitter-receiver will insure that they are not suscept-
ible to interference picked up on the cables. Additionally, the design should
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3,3,1.0 RADIO COMPASS SYSTEM

be such that interference will not be conducted out of the transmitter-re-

ceiver on these cables. If a signal essential to the system operation is to

be conducted betwe, . units of the system and which might cause interfer-

ence in other equipi mnt, the signal should be contained within the cable by

shielding.

The second group of problems concerns the installation designer and m-ay be out-
lined as follows:

(a) The antennas should be installed outside interference fields of other equip-

ment and antennas.

(b) Install the antennas so that the receiving antenna is shielded from the trans-
mitting antenna.

(c) Install the other components of the system in as close proximity as possible

using proper interconnecting cabling, and where practicable, away from

strong interference sources and fields.

3.3.1.10 RADIO COMPASS SYSTEM

Airborne radio compass systems in use today are basically similar in func-

tion and design. The system consists of a radio receiver using a superrheterodyne

circuit and certain additional circuits necessary for radio compass operation. Two
remote control boxes and tw-o indicators permit operation of the compass, from either I
of two separate positions in the aircraft. A relay unit including an autotrs or_,ner

is provided to permit switching from one control box to the other, A vertical rod,

non-directional antenna and a center-tapped, loop antenna together with the necessary
interconnecting cords and power cable complete the system.

In general, radio compass systems operate over a frequency range of approxi-
.mately 100 to ZOOO kilocycles and are capable of providing:

(a) an automatic visual bearing indication of the direction of arrival of radio I
frequency signals, i•

(b) aural reception of modulated radio-frequency energy using either a non-

directional or loop antenna, and

(c) aura3-null directional indications of the arrival of modulated radio-fre-
quency signals using a loop antenna.

The installation of a representative radio compass set in a typical aircraft has

been selected as an example. The discussion to follow applies specifically to this
particular system. However, because of the similarity of all such systems, no sac-
rifice of generality is suffered.

Loop and sense antennas are mounted outside the aircraft on the top or under F
the fuselage near the pilot and navigator compartments. The pilot's control panel
and indicator are mounted within reach of the pilot when seated at the flight con-
trols. There is another remote control panel and indicator mounted in the navigator'Is
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compartment, A radio- compass audio output is provided at each interphone control

box. In general, there would be a pilot, co-pilot, navigator, and radio operato'r
interphone control box, each located within easy reach of the crew member. The
relay, power shield, and receiver are mounted in the compartment behind the pilot.

An inverter in the same compartment provides a 400 cycle per second, AC supply
to the radio compass system. There are no components located in the tail section w

or wing sections. Interconnecting cords and cables are generally bundled with other

electrical wiring passing through the compartment. Radar sets, computers, and
auto-pilot trays are frequently mounted in the same compartmentwith the radio com-
pass receiver.

Radio interference signals have caused unsatisfactory operation of the radio
compass system. Visual bearing indications are particularly susceptible to inter-

fering signals due to the fact that unwanted voltages appearing on the grids of the
thyratrons, which position the loop antenna, can override the desired signal and cause I
erroneous or unstable visual indications. Aural reception and aural-null indications
may become unintelligible when interfering signals of sufficient nuisance value are

allowed to produce audible sounds in the headset.

There are two components in the radio compass system that must be considered

a- potential interference generators: (1) the drive motor in the loop antenna, and
(Z) the receiver itself. Design consideration- for these components are discussed
in Paragraph 3,2.1.1 and 3.4 respectively. The receiver requires particular atten- 3
tion because of its local oscillator and thyratron output.

An analysis -of each component in the compass system reveals that only the re-
eiver is susceptibl1 to, radio interference. Evien hth- e f--nono

components of the system is unaffected by interference signals, they may serve as
paths of entry for undesired signals.

In general, interfering signals can enter the receiver case itself, through any
one of the following paths, as shown in Figure 3.3. 1. 10:

(a) Separate inverter AC power supply cable,
(b) DC power supply cable,
(c) Loop and non-directional antenna cables,
(d) Flexible tuning shafts, '÷

(e) Marker beacon receiving equipment, 14to 28 and 220 volt DC supply cable,
(f) Remote control connecting cables, if
(g) Headphone output cord, and
(h) Penetration of the receiver case or shield.

Interfering signals may enter the radio compass receiver by conduction along
the cables as a result of inductive or capacitive coupling links between any of the
system cables and other aircraft wiring. Such cable connections are those between
the control boxes and the relay, relay and marker beacon receiver, relay and AC-

DC power shield, relayand loop antenna, and indirectly, those from the loop-antenna
motor control circuits.

Unwanted signals can also be introduced into the receiver through any one or
more of the five openings in the metal receiver case. These openings are provided
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APPLICATIONS SEC. IIIY for the loop antenna and sense antenna leads, the AC-DC power cable, the headset

or interphone audio-output cord, and the flexible tuning linkages. Interfering signalscan be inductively or capacitively coupled into these cables directly and gain accessto the receiver case. In a typical radio compass installation, an auto-pilot tray waslocated close to the receiver and the power cables of the auto-pilot trayparalleled theantenna leads and power cable of the receiver, This difficulty was increased by theuse of an unshielded sense-antenna wire to the radio compass receiver. Interferencet was reduced by substituting a shielded coaxial cable for the unshielded wire, reroutingthe loop cable away from the auto-pilot cabling, and braid shielding the entire cable
bundle. These steps could have been taken in the original installation; however, the .4offending source, namely, the autq-piiot, should have been rendered interference-
free by the manufaicturer in the original desig p, by application of techniques outlinedin Section I. Observance of good designtechniques would have obviated the necessity
for the preceding fixes.

Figure 3.3.l.10 illustrates the most vulnerable point§ for interference ,ig.nls
to enter the radio compass system. Unwantvd signals picked up bythe marker beacon
antenna can reach the receiver through the marker beacon receiver and reay to theAC - PC power phield. From. the power shield, a direci path is provided over thepower cables to the receiver. PDiturbing signals picked up by the loop opr sensepritennas ha ve, a direct path i-rno the rgceiver case over the teirmpna wir1.1

The degree of freedopr frorm interference attained i4 any radio compass system
wiil depend upon the care of the designer ip applying radio i4teference eliminationtechpiques, as discussed in other paragraphs of this boqk. The major ipterference
i• radio compass syste2s is due to conducted sign;s over the syster wiring 4 alsQ
to inductively or capacitively coupled signals ipo the psystemrwiring. In ra4io corn-pass sysemsn, particular attention must be paid to the filterPig, shielding, and bondin
,ecessary to avoid conducted and radiated interference from neigh4'o~g sAysterrsoperating from the same power suppipjes aknd in close proximity. An effort should

be ma4-e to avoid bundling the sys~terp cables with other cables that are likely to coupleun wanted signals ino the compass systenrn. Also, the co iponents of the system, aswell as the wiring, should be located a4nd routed ao as to avoid proximity to 0bvious
or probable intcrference generators..

Components shott4d be placed and circuitry arranged in such order as to resultin a minimum susceptibility to interference. Reference to Figure 3. 3. 1. lO shows
that the compass system wiring is directly connected to other electrical sy %ters inthe aircraft through three connecting cables, i. e., (1) receiver audio output to, iter-phone system, (2), relay power supply to marker beacon ieceiver, (3) AC-DC power
supply to power shield. These lines can be filtered to prevent interference from mIentering or leaving the system by conduction. Details of filtering and filter design.are discussed in Paragraph 3. 1. 1 and Appendix VIL. Proper design teckrnques, asoutlined in other sections of the book, however, should have been applied i. the nitial Tdesign so as to make the equipment ins-sceptibble to interference on tbese leads.
There is also the possibility that the components of the radio compass. system maynot be at the same ground potential for a certain band of interference frequeencies.
uch a condition frequentlyoccurs, due to varying i"apedance-to-grund character-

istics for the circuit components, and consequently provides a path for circulatcoy 04interfering currents. Proper bonding will prevent these conditions, as pointed outin Paragraph 3.1.3. Each component should be adaquately bonded, and each shielded
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3.3.1.1 iRADAR FIRE-CONTROL SYSTEM

cable should be bonded, not only at its terminal points, but also at each supporting

strap, in the case of long cables.

Loop antenna and sense antenna leads should be electrostatically shielded. The

synchro connections from the loop antenna to the pilot and navigator indicator are

generally bundled together with other. aircraft wiring andprovide a means of coupling

interference from the loop drive motor into other aircraft electrical and electronic "

systems. Consideration must be :iven, also, to thepossibilityof coupling interfer-

ence from the other systems into the receiver through the loop antenna lead-in. If

these cables are bundled with other susceptible-syotem wiring. or other probable

inte'rference-generating system wiring, they should be shielded, unless rerouting is

practicable. TheexaMple, dis cussed above, where the auto-pilot caused considerable

interference in the compass system, io a good illustration of the difficulties that can j

result when proper shielding techniques are not observed, Basically, however, the I
auto-pilot is the offender And source suppres.ion of interference was not properly

-considered in its design,

3L 3. 1, 11 RADAR FIRE-CONTROL SYSTEM

Radar fire-cgntrol and gun-.laying radar s ysterms (see Paragraph, 3. 3. 1. IZ)

have essentially the sarme components and serve basically the same function, These
two representative systems were chosen to contrast design techniques pertinent to. radip interferen~ce, 'i

The radar fAre-control system chosen in an all-weather system designed for

high altitude interceptors that employ fixed arnwam-n•ent, It has two primary functions,

search and attack, In two place aircraft a transitional function, hand-tracking, is
provided fqr-the radar operator, in the search function, the fire-control systemr

Oetects the one-my Air-raft, Once the target has been located, the operator directs

the ontenna toward the target by handd-trAcking and places. the equipment on automnatic

t At this t-zi 4 the pilotis indictor provides the attack display in terms of
;rAne 4 a.zth, an-x-d celvation of the target, and an artificial horizon display of his
own altitude.

A fire-control system has many components installed in separate housings.
The . ...recommended practice. of ncorporating as many ..- 'S as practicable in one. hous-
ing to minimiAe interconnecting wiring is not applicable in this system bec- .. e of the

space limitations in fighter Aircraft. Many smaller units facilitate installation en-

ginear-ing, However, the resulting m.e.. l f interconnecting wiring magnifies the radio
interference problem. .

ComponAents of such a system would include- Antenna. radar modulator, re-
ceive-r-1rAnsmitter, servo amplifier, computer,, range servo, dimmer control,

rocket- setting control, sight head,, range indicator, power supply control, power
supply, manual range control, gyroscope, electronic control amplifier, gun-laying
radar central, two azimuth-elevation indicators, antenna (hand control), blowers,
wave guide, and cabling. The main sources. of interference inthistypical fire -control
system would include the antenna, receiver-transmitter, and the modulator.

Te .,,nnr unit,• whiC ircludes potentiai interference generators such as, relay
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switches, servo motors, and drive motors, necessitates careful consideration in
the design stage. In this system's original design, relays were suppressed by the
addition of capacitors in parallel with the relay switch. Feed-through capacitors
(0. 01 if) were also included in series with the relay input leads. However, circuit
arrangement was such as to couple interference back into the filtered lead nullifying b

the suppression techniques. More effective suppression could have been had with the V
addition of a resistance-capacitance circuit in parallel with the switch rather than
a capacitor; proper routing of leads would have eliminated coupling of interference
back into the "clean' leads. Filters were installed on the output leads of the servo,
motors. However, again, the "clean" leads out of the filter were exposed to inter-
ference coupling.

The receiver-tra'.smitter (RF Unit) proved to be an indirect source of inter-
ference currents by providing a coupling path for interference from the modulator
pulse. The pulse entered the receiver-transmitter through a shielded cable and the
interference coupled through the circuits to appear finally on the external wiringenabling the interference to couple into other airplane wiring Impoe hedn
or filtering techniques within the receiver-transmitter could have eliminated this
coupling path. Case construction of the receiver-transmitter was poor because itn

utilized a rubber gasket for its pressurized seal. Radiated interference from currents
S originating ithe modulator was leaking from the case; conductive gasket material

F substituted for the rubber gasket would have eliminated this source of leakage,

SThe pullre cable- between thie ca oe as of receiver-tranmitter proved tour
be a severe source of radiated interference. A loop probe measured 1Z, 000 micro-

r volts a ai "Oed it~erference. The cable used was of approved coaxial type with four
layets of shielding; however, the connectors or plugs provided poor shielding con-

tinuity with the cable, and leakage caused interference to appear on allparts ofthe
coaxial line and tq radiate or couple into oter airplane.wiring. A different type of
coaxial line and plugs were U-sed and mraterially reduced the interference. The coaxial
cable .replwacement had inferior shielding properties (2 layers of shiel;iing); however,

S.good continuity-was achieved with thejuew 1iugs. Better results could have been
obtained if the original cable had been used with an improved type of plug.

The modulator in this system, a source of interference by the nature of the

function it has to perform (see Paragraph 3. 2. 2. 3 on Modulators), incorporated
widespread shielding of internal wiring. The effectiveness of this shielding was con-
siderably reduced by leaving about four inches of pulse cable unshielded within the
case from the plug to the capacitor. This enabled interference to radiate to all sus-
ceptible leads and circuits within the modulator and also to be radiated and conducted
from the case. The most efficient pick-up of this interference was by the coils of
relays and blowers. Subsequently, the interference could be conducted out of the case
Sby the relayand blower, power and control leads. Shielding effectiveness was further
reduced by not adequately bonding the shielding conduit and by using throughout the
modulator what amounted to "floating" shields. (See Paragraph 1. 8. 2. 2. ) As in the
receiver-transmitters, the modulator employed a rubber gasket to maintain its pres-
surized seal which permitted radiation of interference from the case. Shielding braid

S substituted for the rubber gasket again would reduce this case radiation. 4

Poor design practices observed throughout the set would include:
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(a) "Noisy" and "clean" leads were bundled together, a malpractice which

permitted coupling of interference into "clean" leads.

(b) Filter and by-pass capacitors were made ineffective by routing the filtered
lead back through the interference field.

(c) Filters were not mounted close to the interference source and the portion
of the lead between the source and the filter was left unshielded and free

to radiate.

(d) Shielding braid was not grounded.

(e) Ground wires were unnecessarily long, a poor designpractice which creates
high impedance paths and permits radiation df radio interference from these
ground leads.'

To illustrate the importance of proper routing, grounding, and shielding tech-
niques, two tables have been prepared which show conducted and radiated interference
before and after the following remedial actions were taken:

(a) "Noisy" leads were shielded, or when shielding was impractical, rerouted
or filtered.

(b) Rerouting of leads corping, out of interfere-nce suppression uniýs was accQm-

plished so as to avoid cauplin-g of the original interference back into the
"Sc1ean" lead.

(c) Filters were m9unted as close to the interference source as popsible.

(d) All "floating" shields were effectively grounded at both ends and at inter-
mediate points when necessary with leads whose length was no longer than
two inches.

(e) Other ground leads, some as long as 10 feet, were eliminated and short
leads (2 inches) substituted.

(f) The pulse cable and plugs were improved and properly grounded.

(g) Shielding braid was placed between the mating surfaces of the modulator
and the receive r-transmitter.

(h) Leads conducting interference out of the modulator and receiver-trans-
mitter were filtered at a point as close to the pin connector as possible.

The results of the tests demonstrated in Figure 3.3.1.1 1-A and Figure 3.3.1.11-
were conducted in accordance with Specification MIL-I-6181. The corrective action
taken on this fire-control system was not intended to be complete, but merely to
demonstrate the appreciable improvements that can be had by proper design consi-
de rations.

The interaction of this equipment with other aircraft systems canbe demonstrated
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RADIATED INTERFERENCE IN MICROVOLTS
BEFORE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES AND AFTER

Before After

Freq. H Hand land
in MC Search Control Search Control

0.16 31 80 8 7
0. 18 37 100 12 12
0.24 60 145 . z 12
3.28 85 160 13 13

0. 3Z 100 I8O 11 ... 0 . K4
o.6 05 140 10 10
1.4 2.6 58 3 •i
1.8 7 34 3 z
2.8 -i 2-, 56 , z ,•3.8 11 lz z 1 ,tj
5 10 11 4 4
7 1 15 2 Z
S5 5 ?,5 1.0

14 14 z
16 12zz18 65 15 Z, 5 1
205 3 I 2
30 100 1Q008 30
32 Z50 380 90 40
36 50 60 30 18

450 750 50 18
40 180 250 22 12
45 50 60 45 8
50 100 1.5 so 22
65 ilo !20 70 7075 120 160 30 30

80 60 50 50 so
90 55, 45 50 45100 300 86 18 i 0

110" 55 ' 38 5 5 1ý4
120 60 58 22 2z
140 .100 1 10 24 20

8090 15 10

Fig. 3.3. 1. 11-A
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3.3. 1. 11 RADAR FIRE-CONTROL SYSTEM

CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE IN MICROVOLTS i
BEFORE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES AND AFTER

Before After " efore- ter
__ __I T ___ _ _ _ _

"Freq. AC ""Uisl zA DC Line DC Line

Hazild Hand Hand Hand
Search Contro1 Search Control Search Control Search Control

0,16 40 40 25 25 55 55 2. 5 1
Oe18 60 60 50 50 70 70 3 3
0o24 55 55 45 45 140 140, 1 1

-, , 28 57 510 45 410, 60, 58 1 1
0,132 90 ý92 ... 70 1] 157

0.6 28 28 20 18 9 1 6 1 1
"1,0 28 28 7 7, 9 9 1 1

6 6 6 5 10 5.5 1 1
1.8 4 4 3 2 14. 25 1 1
2,8 11 11 I1 1 18 5 1 j
3,8 20 18 1 1 11 & 1 I
5 140 37 2 2 30 22 2 82

7 20 i8 4 4 80 60 1
9 23 25 7 2 2 z

, 65 60 z 2 75 72 22
14 100 75 4 3 150 1zo 20 i8
16 65 55 6 54 (Ila• so ' 60 7 3 70 55 2 1

-zo 18 z _ 3_ 30 _ _
Fig. 3.3. ,1!,B 11Y

by the following installation difficulties which also point out other impo.tant design

• In a fighter installation, two troublesome sources of radiated interference were

the' antenna spin motor and the thyratrons in the antenna drive--motor circuits. The
spin-motor incorporated a current- interrupting 8overnor, the contacts of which
proved to be an efficient interference-generating device - affecting the liaison and
inter c ommuni cation equipment. Another motor was tried and while commutator t

interference was higher than in the original model, the interference pick-up, when I

installed, was negligible, Apparently, the type of inte rf erence f rom the se cond motor

(commutator) was more easily suppressed than in the original model. Proper original
motozt design would have eliminated the need for riodification (see Paragraph 3.Z. 1. 1
on Rotating Machinery).

The thyratrons fed into a changing load and standing waves were unavoidable
on the leads from the thyratrons to the antenna drive motors. Thyratrons, a non-
linear device, also produce steepwave fronts and, consequently, are rich in harmon-
ics. External fixes to suppress interference originating from thyratrons would in-

clude shielding, bonding, and filtering of I-ads carrying the interference. Internally
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suppressor circuits such as resistance-capacitance and inductance -capacitance com-
binations should be installed as close to the thyratrons as possible. When equipment

is designed that includes the use of thyratrons, consideration should be given to
their interference characteristics,, Maximum isolation, most efficient shielding,

supp-ressor circuits, careful routing of leads, should all be included in original equip-
rment de ign.

In another typical installation, "noise" clicks occurred in the intercommunica-
tion amplifier during radar scanning. The clicks were a result of the'switching action

of the relays controlling the antenna-drive motors. Shielding of the drive-motor cir-
cuit leads from the antenna to the radar control and from the antenna to the operator I s

indicator was necessary. The general effect of the shielding was to reduce the maxi-

mum interference values about 50 to 90 percent, at which level the clicks became J,

barely perceptible. The most efficient way would be to incorporate a resistance-
capacitance circuit across the relay suppressing the clicks at the source, andelim-

inating the need for heavy and expensive shielding of external wiring.

3.3. 1. 12 GUN-LAYING RADAR SYSTEM

A gun-laying radar system is a uight-i. -q----n use, fur til•., Pr•_ctc•in

of bomber--, I; operatet in the microwave region and can perform the function of
"scarching" and "ttracking" at the selection of the operator. It is similar to the fire

control system, also discussed in this section, except that gun laying works with a
turret while a fire. control system operates in conjunction with fixed guns. $pace
consideration would not be as much of a factor in a bomber installation and would
make possible grouping of units and elimination of interconnecting wiring. The prin-

ciples of good design incorporated in this system would be applicable to the system

discussed previously. The system's e•sentials are the sar-ne. Gun4laying radar

sets include six major assemblies: The radar central (with a number of sub-assem-
blies), the RF unit, the antenna, the indicator, the radar junc-tion box and the indi- L

This system is unusual in that interference suppression was included in the

orig~inal design as contrasted to the equipment discussed previously. On the first.

developmental model, without cons ide r ation for interference suppression, high levels

of both conducted and radiated interference were measured. As discussed in other

radar systems, the modulator was the main source of interference. In this instal-

lation, it generated high-voltage, short pulses supplied through a pulse cable to the I
RF Unit. High levels of conducted noise were measured on the thyratron and recti-

fier transformer, AC power leads, the plate power lead, and the common (filament

and plate) AC power leads.

A systematic study of the developmental model was conducted with the objec-

tive of building a second model which would include good design practices pertinent f
to interference suppression.

The modulator, a potential source of interference in any radar system, was

completely redesigned with the U-shape layout changed to a rectangular design with

the tubes and transformer in separate sealed compartments filled with insulating oil.

This insulating-oil technique did not prove a practical one because of maintenance
difficulties. In order to replace the oil after any repair work, it was necessary to
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3.3.1,12 GUN-LAYING RADAR SYSTEM

prevent any air bubbles or moisture from getting into the compartment which proved
"to be a difficult task. Solid copper shielding was used on all wiring coming from the
transformer compartment. Ceramic capacitors (0.001 pf) were used from each ter-
minal to ground. The filament and plate transformer were electrostatically shielded.
"Filters were installed in the filament supply, plate supply, 115-volt AC lines. Tin-
foil-gaskets were placedunder the covers in the transformer and tube compartments.
Components and leads were rearranged within the modulator to isolate high pulse
currents from power leads and power supply components. As a result of this re-
design, the weight of the modulator was increased from 18 to 24 lbs; however, by
the use of more compact design, the dimensions remained about the same.

The pulse cable from the modulator to the RTC uni-t is a frequent source of in-
U -terference due to leakage. This leakage can be caused by inadequate shielding prop-

erties of the coaxial cable, or, more commonly, from poor shielding continuity of
the plug-coaxial connection. In this equipment, special plugs were designed to min-

I imize this leakage. It was found that by using a cable with its shield composed of
four layers of braid, a reduction of the residual interference from peaks of 50 mnicro-Svolts to less than 10 microvolts could be obtained.

The RF unit incorporated design features to minimize interference generation
as follows: The pulse transformer and the magnetron were built into one unit. The

-m-Agnetron section of this unit was pressure-sealed while the-pulse transformer sec-
tion war -_lflled and sealed. Special leakage-proof connectors were used for the
triggering pulse. Filters were added to the blower zn.&-Ior, relay bus, and two in the
secondary of the filament transformer. ii

In the synchronizer, all pulse cables, e.g., gating, timing, ranging, etc., over
three inches long were shieldedor rerouted to eliminate possible coupling into "clean"i
leads.

Two capacitor filters were added to the primary power sources in the radar

central, one in the DC supply and one in the 400-cycle supply. A 7-ampere filter
was added to the 27-volt lead in the radar junction box. One filter, in each of the
three regulated power supply leads, 315, 150, 300 volts, is located in the radar cen-
tral mounting rack.

In the radar junction box, the wires on the terminal board were rearranged to
avoid pick-up from adjacent terminals. Harnessing was rearranged and some shield-
ing provided for high-impedance lines. Resistance-capacitance filters were placed
across rnicroswitches (see Figure 3.3. 1. 11-C) with shielded leads to the filters.
Two of the switches were redesigned to provide low-impedance paths to ground from
the switch terminals when they are not in active use.

Suppression measures were taken on all "noise" motors in the system. Con-
stant armature-current DC motors were used for scanning and spinning; with the use
of filters and the grounding of the negative lead, interference was reduced to well
within specification limits. Three 0°25 pf filter capacitors were used in each pair

of servo motors. See Figure 3.3. 1. ll-D.

To suppress interferenceabove 15 mc, twosmallco-'s of 1 to 2 hwere placed
in series withthe armature and two 0.001, 1capacitors were placed across the brushes.
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S50 ohms1 oMotor Field

27 Volts

All leads over 2" long are shielded

Fig. 3.3. 1. 11-C Filtering Arrangement for Microsw-ches

T- Ve_-uum To VaqcuUm All leads over 2",
Tubes r-- ......... Tfbem OVg are •hielded

+260
Volts

Fig. 3.3. 1. 11-D Filter for Servo Motors Above 15 MC I

Fig. 3.3. 1. 11-E Filter for Motor-Control Relay
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To save space, each coil was wound around a capacitor and the assembled filterplaced within the motor casing. Blower motors were all filtered as close to the
motor as possible with adequate grounding provided.

A filtering arrangement was considered for the motor-control relays. See""-�-•. �.- •.•In While this arrangement was satisfactory in its suppression
characteristics, space limitations prevented its use. (See Paragraph 3. 2.3. 3 on
Relays.)

All leads two inches long or longer showing 70 micravolts or more of conductedinterference were shielded when possible. Pulse-carrying leads merited special
attention to avoid affecting-the pulse shape; low-capacity shielded leads were used
when necessary. All servo m.otor leads were also shielded. Non-shielded high im-
pedance leads were by-passed to ground by capacitors,

Careful consideration was given to adequate grounding throughout the system.
It was found that anodizing, usually specified for aluminum parts, produces an in-
sulatingfilm which interferes with proper grounding techniques. The following pro-

"-i '• tective coatings are recommended as substitutes for anodizing: chrom-aluminum,
zincate process, caustic dip and zinc plate.

The total weight increase, emphasizing internal modifications, amounted toJ approximately 10 lbs. It is estimated that if.-these internal preventitive measures
had not been taken, the increase in weight for shielding of interconnecting wiring
alone would have been in excess of 50 Ilbs, Furthermore, the interference suppres-
sion measures incorporated in this system do not take advantage of all present day
"a"proved techniae:s:: e.g.. the m-niatu_ rimn- - ..A . .

have elimninated some of the discussed difficulties encountered in the design.

3 3.3, ZELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Electrical systems are primarily generators of interference transients and
fields as a result of the operation of the electrical components of each system. With-
out the application of any suppression techniques, interference would be conducted
and inductivety or capacitively coupled to electronic systems throughout the aircraft.
In general, an attempt should be made to suppress the interference generated by com-
ponents at the source. This involves imiproved mechanical design of the component,
adequate shielding, filtering and bonding. Since it is not always feasible or practical
to adequately filter all "noisy" components, some interference is conducted through
the interconnecting wiring and couples into the electronic systems. Filtering or
shielding at points, such as junction boxes, may be sufficient to eliminate these
coupling paths. Particular attention should be paid to the routing of interconnecting
wires of each system so that "clean" leads are not bundled with "noisy" leads or
routed near strong pulse or harmonic generators. Analysis of these electrical sys-
te•ns generally serves to illustrate the type and location of interference-generating
components to permit logical references to those paragraphs wherein the compohents
are considered in detail for source suppression. Thus these electrical systems serve
to incorporate information available from interference checks on military aircraft
as to the types of equipment generally responsible for the production of interference.
The following paragraphs describe typical installations to point out some of the gen-
eral considerations.
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3.3. Z. 1 AC AND DC POWER SYSTEMS

Modern military aircraft are controlled and operated largely through the use
of the many electrical and electronic systems installed in the aircraft, A typical
medium or heavy bomber would contain the following electronic systems: (1) HF

Command, (2) Homing, (3) IFF, (4) Interphone, (5) Liaison, (6) Localizer and Glide 114
Path, (7) Loran, (8) Shoran, (9) Marker Beacon, (10) Navigational Radar, (11) Search
Radar, (12) Radio Altimeter, (13) Radio Compass, (14) VHF Command, and (15)
Jamm-ning Equipment; in addition, the following electrical systems would generally
be installed: (1) Auto-Pilot, (2) Flight Instruments, (3) Cabin Heating and Ventilation,

(4) Interior and Exterior Lights, (5) Fiwe Detector, (6) Fuel Booster Pumps, (7) Fuel
Gage, (8) Tachometer, (9) Operational Indicators and Engine Instruments, (10) Pro-

peller Feathering,, Unfeathering, Reversing, and RPM Control, (11) Propeller De-
Xcer, (12) Trim TabControls, (15) Windshield Anti-Icer, (14) Wing and Tail Surface

De-Icer, and (15) Aileron, Rudder. and Elevator Controls. The electrical energy
required to power these systems is supplied by common AC and DC power circuits.
This provides a means for introducing interference signal • from either power system
into any electronic system as well as a common path between any of the electrical
or electronic systems in the aircraft.

The aircraft ignition system is not interconnected with other electrical Sys-

tems. An isolated ignition circuit complete with power source is provided for each

engine, This precludes the possibbility of conductive co--plim of intcrf ring signals
out of the ignition system during operation. A conductive path for interfering sig- I
nals into the DC power systern exists when induction boosters are used for starting.

This power is usually broken by the starting relay after the engines are started. How-
ever, the-e is a strong possibuility for binductive or capacitive coupling • •"radiation
from the system wiring. Interference problems peculiar to ignition systems are
treated in Paragraph 3. 3. rZ. 4.

A typical ignition system is shown in Figure 3.3-C by broken lines to illustrate

the compactness of the ignition system and at the same time point out the possible

paths for interference signals to gain access to the other aircraft systems.

In general, a typical AC power circui-*. would consist of the following components:
(1) Bus Bars, (2) Voltage and Power Selector Switches, (3) Alternators, (4) AC Volt-

meters, (5) Compensating Condenser, (6) Voltage-Adjusting Rheostats, (7) AC Volt-

age Regulators, (8) Circuit Breakers, (9) Inverters, (10) Junction Boxes, (11) Con•-

trol Panels, (12) Various Plugs, Receptacles and Interconnecting Cables, and (13)

Fluorescent Lights. A typical AC power circuit installation is illustrated in Figure

3.3-C. This diagram shows the approximate location of the various electronic sys.-
tems and how these systems are interconnected through their power leads in the air-

craft. The AC power cables are represented by broken lines (dashed).

A typical DC power circuit would consist of the following components: (1) DC

Generators, (2) Batteries, (3) Bus Bars, (4) Generator Ammeters, (5) Battery Am- J
meters, (6) Voltmeters, (7) Voltage Selector Switch, (8) Circuit Breakers, (9) hi-

ternal and External Lights, (10) Voltage Regulators, (11) Relays, (12) Condenser,
(13) Connector Boxes, Control Panels, and (15) Various Plugs, Receptacles and
Interconnecting Cables. The majority of electrical actuators and servos are ener-

gized by the DC source. A number of such devices ar. shown in Figure 3,3-C. This
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t diagram illustrates the relative locations of the various electrical systems and how

these systems are conductively linked to the electronic systems through their re-
"spective power leads. Direct conductive links between the various DC electrical
systems generally occur in the junction boxes, circuit 'breakers, and control panels.
Since in many typical installations the aircraft generators are AC-DC, a possible

go conductive path also exists between the electrical and electronic systems, The AC-
DC generators frequently utilize the same coil windings for each external system.
A commutator is provided to rectify the induced alternating voltage for the DC sys-
tem and slip rings are provided for the AC system. Some isolation effect is obtained
through the use of separate power supplies for the various systems, i. e., dyna.
motors, inverters, etc. Bundling of the power cables with other system wiring in-
troduces the possibility of inductive or capacitive coupling of interfering signals from
one system to another. The DC power circuits are represented by solid lines.

The functioning of the power systems is not impaired by the presence of inter-
fering signals along the power cables or 'in the system components. .However, a

great number of interference difficulties have been traced to the location, routing,II shielding, etc. of the power cables. These troubles are primarily caused by other
systems coupling interfering signals into the power lines and eventually introducing
these signals into the various receivers in the aircraft. The generators, regulators,
and relays used in the power systems are possible sources of interference. The
design considerations applied to aircraft components for minimum generation of in-
terference are discusseAd in Paragvaph 3.2 -f this book.

3. 3.2.2 PROPELLER SYSTEMS

cause they contain electrical and electronic equipment and circuits. This is true
regardless of whether the propeller is of the electric or the hydraulic type since
electrical means are employed to accomplish the following diverse functions in pres,-

ent-day designs of propeller systems:

(a) Propeller Control
(1) Speed control

i. Reciprocating engines
"ii. Turbo-prop engines

(2) Synchronization
i. Speed synchronization

ii. Phase synchronization
(3) "Beta" operation (primarily in turbo-prop applications)*
(4) Reverse-pitch operation (primarily in reciprocating engine applica-

tions)
(5) Feathering

i. Manual initiatedI ii. Automatic type
(6) Remote control of speed settings of governors and synchronizers.

(b) Propeller de-icing

*In "beta" operation, the p~lot has- direct control, through manual operation of

the lower lever, of the propeller bladce angle. This type of operation is used for taxi-
ing and other ground handling as well as reverse-pitch operation for ground braking.3 -1I
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(c) Propeller blade-.angle (beta-angl.o) indication.

(d) Electrical lamp indication of propeller operattions.

Basically the problem of radio interference prevention on such equipmnent is
the same as for other aircraft equipment and the same prinlciples and practices might
be expected to apply. Such equipment, incidental to its basic operation, generates
rapidly changing currents and voltages. A certain amount of conngexists in the
aircraft due to the proximity of equipment in the necessarily close confines. This
coupling comes from two principal sources:

(a) Use of common power system and battery for both the propellerý anid the
radio and electronic equipment, and

'b' Mutual inductance between propeller wiring and antenna lead-ins of radio
i.equipment.

Two factors seem to distinguish pr-opeller systems from other sources of radio, in-
terference in aircraft:

(a) The current values used are very high, piartictlarly on 28-volt )C sys-
tem s, and normal ope ration involvesa continual swftching on and off of such
currents. From a weight penalty standpoint, the, margin of errolr in the
direction of supplyingZ a generous amount of suppression filtering is narrow.

(b) Mary important sources of interference in prapellerL systerns prod-Iuce in-
ter-revencte of the click- or pulse -type of Itow a.nd very 4Lo w 1tto ra.
This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.3.Z.2-A. The practicacl result is
to @reate a difficult problem in measurement technique.

U1 -n -+ r4 in~
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3.3.2.2 PROPELLLER SYSTEMSI

The present specified measuring set-up prescribes two standard service re*-
ceivers. It also invo;lves the use of a cathode-ray oscilloscope as an indicating in-
strurnent rather than a D'Arsonval meter used in conventional noise meters, The
reason for this approach lies in the wide range of so-called repetition rates which'A are involved in the types of interference that are produced by propeller circuits as
shown in Figure 3. 3.Z.2-A. Particular note should be. paid to the l-w, values of repe-
tition rates involved in the pulse-type "noise" produced by many propeller control
Ssyten's and, uhe very low values for certain types of de-icing timers. This inter -

ference is primarily a series of ccll.,-s or pops with "clear"' places between.

Sources of interfere-n.c-e in propeller systems, may be found in (a) pitch change
motors, (b) pitch change solenoida# (c) slin rings, (d' governors, (e) synchronizers,
(f) de-icing timers, (g) de-icing relays, (h) inverters, and (i); the various switcla-
ers and contactors. Many of these itemrs can readi y be seen illustrate'd in Figure
3. 3. Z. 2-B. Such equipment, incident~a to its basic operation, generates rapidly

changing currents and voltages.

A ce-tain -amount of coupling exists in aircraft due to the proximity of equip-
roent in the necessarily close confines. This coujpling can come fror4 two pricipal
sources: (al use of common power system and battery for both the proveller a4U
the r ad-io and electronic equipmout, anc (b utual hiduc-tance between propojler
,viring andi wntonna lead-ins. See Figure 3. 3. 2. 2-C.

Engineer 14 Switch Panel-~-- 1 I
LC~lol Intuet Panel-

Nacell~e Filter-lj

~Propeller As sembly
LMaster Unit Filter
Master Motor
Propeller Voltage Booster

-Pilot's Engine Control Stand

Fig. 3. 3. 2. 2-C Propeller Control Diagram
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IL i.3. & z PROPPfiJ...R SYST•,•.A5

Experience shows that it is difficult to add radio-interference suppression
devices after propeller designs are complete. -For that reason, it is far better to
design the equi~pne-t correctly to begin wAith. Practical methods of prevention in-
cdude: (a) useof non-electrical and non-electronic methods of operation in propeller
equipment, (b) where electrical equipment is used, arrange the equipment so that

Sircuits involving rapid changes of large currents are placed out in the engine na-
celles rather than in the fuselage and particularly not near the radio equipment, (c)

St incases where propeller equipment is to be powered from: a common electrical sys-

tez with the radio gear, provide effective filte ring in the power leads, and (d) in cases
where propeller equipment containing interference sources is to be installed near
radio equipment, provide adeqiate shielding conta•iners for the propeller equipment
and Xilter all leads irom the equipment.

The filtering of leads from interference sources in propeller equipment, re-
quires the use of the following components: (a) capacitors, (b) inductors, and (c)
transient suppressors of the following types: (1) dry-plate rectifiers (magnesium
copper sulfide), (2) point rectifiers (germanium), (3) non-linear resistors of the
"Globar" or "Thyrite" type, (4) gaseous discharge tubes, (5) vacuum tubes, and (6)
resistor-capacitor networks. Capacitors find universal application across lines
from interference sources as suppressors; they are particularly effective on DC
motors and generators. Addition of an inductor between the capacitor and relay
contact makes an effective combination in suppressing relay and contactor interfer-

ji ence. Additional inductors in series and capacitors in shunt can be used in the form
of radio.interference filters for further suppression. For filtering to be adequate
it must be supplemented by the use of shielding containers. Proper shielding involves
the use of meta!!lic (not necessarily magnetic) boxes and containers that are free of

, Iopenings and non-conducting joints. Size and shape should be as required for the
propeller equipment. The design techniques for shields and joints are dliscussed in4 Paragratphs 1, 8, 2, 3. 1. Z, and Appendix XVI of this book.

The designer must be guided by experience in the amount, type, and extent of
j ~filtering and shielding to use. The final criterion is that the propeller equipmnent

eause no interference in the radio and electronic gear in the actual aircraft instal-
1ation.

There are, however, obvious practical disadvantages to waiting until equip-
* ment is installed in the aircraft before being able to determine radio-interference

performance. The answer to this difficulty has been to set up test specifications
setting forth the procedures, measuring equipment and maximum allowable limits
to be used in determining the radio-interference performance of electrical equip-
ment for aircraft. Propeller equipment has received its share of attention in this
effort.

The thought in setting up a radio-interference specification for propeller equip-
.9 ment has been to provide the manufacturer with a guide as to how good to make his

equipment. The expectation is not that equipment meeting such a test will never
cause interference when installed; the range of variables involved is too great forI * that. Rather, equipment, when passed, can be expected to cause interference in less

j *than about 10 percent of actual cases. These latter problems could then be handled
individually. Working th at close to the margin requires good test equipment and
procedures together with maximum allowable limits founded on a sound basis.
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In this connection, it may be helpful to review the general basis upon which
future plans are founded. This envisages that a radio-interference survey will be
made as part of the type. test of each new propeller design. This approach would be
analogous to the use of vibratory-stress surveys on new designs. Indeed, it is be-
lieved that the radio-interference survey can be conducted juist before or just after
the vibration study. The type test approach was chosen rather than a production
inspection method because of conditions whichi exist in the propeller industry. Pro-
duction methods in the industry are such that while operational checks are continually
made of components of propeller systems, very seldom, if ever, are complete set-
ups made during production of systems to check operation prior to installation on
the airplane. In many cases new designs of propeller systems consist of only minor
changes from previous designs or consist of changes of a mec.hanical or similar
nature not usually affecting the radio-interference performance of the system. It
is believed that if a system has been once tested for radio interference and found
satisfactory, approval can be granted on various modifications of the system with-
out costly retesting of each modification, A similar procedure is currently used in ii
handling vibratory stress approval on propellers differing in minor detail from a
previously tested and approved design. In this connection, attention of contractors
is directed toward Specification MIL-P-5449, Amendmient 1, requiring the furnish-
"iag with the propeller installation model specification of detailed data on the radio-
interference suppression provisions,

Two alternative forms for the type test are prescribed: (a) engine te-ts, and
(b) bench tests.

The engine test procedure ii to be used for testing all propeller systems and
equipment, the radio interference from which can reasonably be expected to be in-
fluenced by engine rotation, vibration and propeller power loading. Such effects
can be expected in systems involving such items as: (a) electrical current-carry- V
ing slip rings in the hub or oz the blades, (b) engine-mounted propeller governors,
and (c) pitch-changing mechanisms of an electrical nature,

Thee bench test procedure is to be used for testing all propeller systems and
equipment the radio interference from which can be expected to be unchanged in
magnitude by the presence or absence of engine vibration or propeller power load-
ing. Typical examples of such equipment are: (a) blade-angle indicators involving
use of AC selsyns powered by 400 cps inverters, and (b) de-icing system using hub-
mounted generators together with a timer.

Manufacturers of propellers and propeller components are cautioned that it
is the practice of the services to follow up all complaints of interference and to re-
quest modifications, where required, of propeller equipment. Responsibility for
performing tests to check compliance of such equipment with applicable radio-in-
terference specification lies with the group having jurisdiction over the equipment.
All questions of compliance, test methods, and equipment design should be referred
to the group, laboratory, etc., having jurisdiction over the equipment. In the typ-
ical case of the USAF, the group having jurisdiction over propeller equipment is the
Propeller Laboratory, Aeroautcics Division, Headquarters, WADCO, Wright-Pat-
terson Air Force Base, Ohio. H;
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3.3.2.3 AUTOMATIC PILOT

An Automatic Pilot is generally an electromechanical- electronic system de-
signed to provide automatic control of airplane surfaces to maintain a predeter-
mined course of flight. The plane is stabilized on longitudinal, lateral, and ver-
tical axes with minimu -a angular displacement and accelerations in any axis. Man-
ual control of the Automatic Pilot to accomplish dives, climbs, and coordinated

I] banking turns through wide limits is provided.

The components of a typical system include: (1) Flight Control Rate Gyros,
(2) Directional Panel, (3) Turn and Pitch Controller, (4) Turn Control Transfer
Switch, (5) Three Servo Motors, (6)Multiple Channel Amplifier, (7)Calibrator Unit,
(8) Mounting Chassis, (9) Amplifier, (10) Turn Controller, (11) Formation Sticks,
(I) Interconnecting Cabling, (13) Flight Control Vertical Gyro, and (14) Gyro Di-
rectional Stabilizer.

fr In a typical installation, in a bombardment type aircraft as shown in block

form in Figure 3,. 3. Z. 3-A, the control mechanisms which Include Turn Control
Transfer Switch, the Turn and Pitch Controller, and the Formation Sticks would beI
readily accessible to both pilot mnd co-pilot. The Dir:ectional Panel is installed in
the bombardier's compartment to be used in conjunction with the bomb- sight, for
Blight control during bombing runs. The chassis equipment assembly, which includes
vertical and rate gyros, calibrator, and amplifier mounted in a tray, is installed

j ~ for ease of maintenance. The three servo, motors are installed closAe to the cantrol jI
surfaces and are connected to the amplifier with lengths a f electrical cable.

This Automatic Pilot operates on the principle of the balanced bridge. A bal-
1-.9 L3__.2- 1~ X~hi Auoai P _o .-e~ l- -- Ilerlou, vudder an" eeator. 4ArAPW4 r i 'VVeU40 ;4 x UfZ the ~t-

When a-IT one of these bridges ii unbalanced by a signal from any one of the gyros,
j formation sticks, remote control, or turn and pitch controller, a relay switch in

i the amplifier activates the appropriate servo to position the control surface to a-
predetermined or new setting. The process is one of continuous correction with
subsequent continuous operation of the rel.ays signalling the! servos. The, rate of
the corrective response is regulated by the calibrator,

The Automatic Pilot, by the nature of the components necessary for its opera-
tion, can be a prolific source of radio interference to other systems in an aircraft.
The continuous operation of relays and small motors generates interference over a
wide range of frequencies, and requires consideration in the--riginal design of such
equipment. In the original design of the Automatic Pilot under discussion, inter-
ference suppression was not stressed. Examples of poor interference suppression
design include:

, (a) Mating surfaces were anodized preventing good ground and bond connec-
tions.

(b) Bolts, nuts and washers were treated with a corrosion resistant com-
pound which was non-conductive and contributed high impedance paths to
ground.
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(c) Poor case and internal shielding permitted radiation and coupling of in-ter-II ference into other airplane wiring.

(d) Filters were used with long unshielded leads th-us perrn-ittinig radia-tion andI
tcoupling of noise into other- -wiring.

(e) "Noisy" leads were bundled together with "IcJlean" leads 'resulting in Miter-
ference a-ppearing on most externtal wiring and, mraki-ng it difficult to apply
suppressive measures. Leads coming out of filters were exposed to in-
terference- fields whinch nullified the effect of the filter,.

Trhe principle components of the system froms which the inux~feren-ce would
or iginate includes the jCalihrAor, A plifier, D 11"irectional Panel, and 'Turn and Pitch

the calibrator with its numerous relays, e. g., aileron engage, rudde n
'gage, elevator ,engage, auto recovery, etc., proved to be a prolific source of inter-

ference. The action of the relays caused *cur~rents with steep wave fronts which re-
sulted ini radiation and coupling into other airplane wiring. In the original design,
suppreasi*on networka were not included in the relay circuits. Zxternal filters were
inadequately grounded and improperly located to suppress interference addequatel.
Shielding cups preveoted radiation from Above; however, interference was free to
radiate from beneath the relay. The -calibr ator case had poor shielding continuity,
bond-ing, and grounding, ard permitted radiation to emanate from ýthq case. Ituwas6
necessary to mo~dif tealraoInralytpevent it from interfering with

other ajicraft equipment,

-in the Am~pliff the, .six I*I ' X~v rlay i~w-o e were thje principle, saources~ of'

radir, in~e-rference. .1t wao particulaivey serious in this component because of theI
long lengths of cabling to the throe se4rvo motors which could cause interference in

aconsiderable amnount of airplane wiring in tho original deeign. The only recoo-
nition qf the interference problem caused by relays and their associated wirizug to, k
the for-un of inadequately shielding each relay internally. Inte rk v-ence radiated from
the poorly grounded shield, and transients in the6 servo wiring affected other air-
plane wiring+. Poor Mhielding continuity and grounding of the amplifier case also
parm-Uted radiate d interference to, affect other circuits,

In the Directional Panel, interference from the: DC Arm Lock Motor Commu-
tator appeared on external interc0onne cting wiring and was frepe to radiate or couple
into other airplane wiring. In the original dsgthe motor was shielde d buth
leads were not shielded or filtered and conducted interference appeared on exter-
nal wiring.

The. Turn and Pitch Controller has three direct current motors used for rud-
der* aileron and elevator centering, In the original installation, 'these motor s. were
individually shielded but no internal suppression measures were taken to prevent
the commutator interference from being conducted through the shield by the mootor
leads, These unshielded leads were bundled in with other wiring and decreased the
effectiveness of external filters of DC power leads. Coated surfaces used in mount-
ing the motors did not provide adequaate bonding and reduced the shielding effective-
ness of the cases.
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As a result of lack of •dequate suppressive measuresused in the design stages,

insta!lation difficulties were encountered with the operation of the Automatic Pilot in

a bomber instaUation because interference was found on a!l bands of the Liaison
and one of the Countermeasures Receivers. The re!ays caused a rapid clicking
noise in both receivers with peaks measured in the range from 3 to 21 megacycles.
Since an internal modification of the Automatic Pilot System was the only practi-
cable way to eliminate the interference, no installation "fix" was attempted. In a

later model of the same type of aircraft• the interference from the relays was re-
duced to a low level by modifications in the Automatic Pilot; however, commutator

noise, from the Gyro Torque motor in the Directional Stabilizer and the Arm Lock
Motor located in the Directional Stabilizer appeared in tL• same receivers. A:•f•x''
was attempted by n•ounting a filter and a 4 microfarad c•pacitor near the directional I•,

i stabilizer. The filter was connected in series with the 28 volt DC power lead to the
Sgyro torque m otor. The capacitor w as connected from the torque" m otor side of the -

filter to ground. This "fix" proved to be successfuI; however, a •i•nilar configu-
ration tried on the Arm Lock Motor didn0t remove the interference from the Coun-
termeasure receiver. The same •ecelvers being affected in both example s of Auto-
matic Pilot interference suggests that improvement mz7 have been possible in th•
installation mock-up to eliminate the coupliv,;g paths for the interference to the re-

ceivers. However, this does not remove the premise that inadequate source sup-
pression measures were taken in the original design of the Automatic PLlot.

In another bomber installation, the Automatic Pilot interfered with' the Ra-
dio Compass, Range and Liaison receivers. The interference was of three types::

(a) The continual or repea•d pecking noise from the contacts of the six ser-

vo relays. This same type of interference was evident aiso when the
Automatic Pilot was disengaEed, but the centering motors in the control

load side of eac-h of six servo reiays bu• this only •edu-ced the noise and •w

did not eliminate it. Complete suppression would necessitate modifica-
&*i• 1•.vn of the Automatic Pilot.

(b) "Clicks" and "pops" appeared on all three of the affected receivers when
the Turn Control was moved in and out of the detent position. Part of the

interference was due to the make and break action of the switch contacts
at the detent position during the make and bre•ak of the Arm Lock Relay

coil circuit. This interference was particularly prominent on all except
the low frequency band of the Liaison receiver with peaks in the range of
6 to 9 megacycles, A "fix" was attempted by using a 1/2 microfarad me-

tallized paper condenser across the switch contacts. This action effec-
tively suppressed this part of the interference. The remainder of the in- il
terference was caused by the Arm Lock Relay Contacts actuating the Arm •I
Lock Motor. These clicks and pops were the sharpest and most annoying i

of the Automatic Pilot interference and most serious on the Radio Corn- • i
pass and Range Receivers. To suppress this part of the interference, a •
filter was placed on the ioad side •f each of the three 'contacts that actu- !

ate the Arm Lock •-•.• A fil•r was also placed in the 28 volt power

lead to the relay.

(c) The occasional or "clicks" and "pops" due to the Engaging
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Anti-engaging, Transfer, and Rudder Engage Relays in the Calibrator Unit
appeared on all three receivers. Suppression measures were not taken
on the Automatic Pilot but an attempt was made to eliminate coupling

paths and increase the rejection characteristics of the receivers. The
radio compass antenna lead-inwas double shielded and a 1/2 microfarad

I condenser, 400 volts, DC rating was connected on the 400 cycle power
lead of the Radio Compass to ground. Bonding of the Liaison and Range
receivers was improved and leads rerouted when possible. This attenu-
ated the interference, but did not eliminate it.

External filtering in this installation was not satisfactory because of the lack
of circuit isolation. Internal cabling was laced in large bundles with interference/• •cempling throughout the equipment. To be effective, filters would have to be applied

virtually to each individual wire of the many wires coming out of the units,.

Extensive-modification of the Automatic Pilot was necessary in order to in-
sure interference-free installations in aircraft. The following interference-free
design techniques were applied:

' j ~(a) Good bonding and grounding surfaces were insured by changing the ano-
dizing protective process to cadmium plate over copper plate over zinc
plate on the aluminum.

(b) Non-conductive protective coating was removed from bolts and nuts to
lower the impedance paths to ground as discussed in Paragraph 3. 1.2.7
of this book.

* (c) Both internal and case shielding were improved by new design as well as
by the previous improvement of contact surfaces as discussed in Para-

- graph 3.1.2.

(d) Filter ground leads were shortened and the filters were relocated close
to the "noise" source with a shielded lead into the filter as discussed, in
Paragraph 3. 1. 1.,

(e) The internal circuitry was improved which resulted in better isolation of
"interference sources and interference conducting leads.

(f) Calibrator relay contact surfaces were improved and the leads into the
filters were shielded thus preventing the relay interference from coup-
ling into other wiring.

(g) Case shielding continuity, bonding, and grounds were improved to pre-
vent case radiation.

"(h) Suppressor networks were installed inside the amplifier and connected to
the servo relays. These networks were connected to the signal leads of
each of six relays as close to the relay shielded case as possible and a
capacitor was connected across the relay contact points to reduce the ef-
fect of transients as shown schematically in Figure 3. 3. 2. 3-B. The re-
lay shield was improved as well as overall case design.
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(i) The Arm Lock Motor in the Directional Panel was internally filtered with
a shielded lead into the filter. This effectively eliminated commutator

interference by confining it to its internal shield.

(j) In the Turn Pitch Controller, filters for the three DC motors were more
advantageously located, provided with befter contacts, and connected to
ground by shorter le•ads. Leads which conducted interference were shielded
prior to entering ,the filters. Rerouting was accomplished to protect the

filtered lead from exposure to an interference field, Shielding effective-
ness of the case ras improved by changing the anodizing to 4 plating pro-
cess,

7
- - - - - ----"__, "....---------

I 9 I ' Ia- 'T r- wLTI ____ Ii j

I .1:•

L -------

Fig. 3.3. Z. 3-B Schematic Diagram of Suppressor Network

Up to this point, the interference generating characteristics of the Automatic
Pilot have been stressed; now the Automatic Pilot's susceptibility to interference &

fromi other systems in the aircraft will be considered.

interference which entered the Automatic Pilot Sy•stem in one PartcUar in-

stallation caused erratic operation of the control surfaces, known as jitter". In-
restigttion showed that the signal leads to the servo units picked up interference
and cond~ucted it to sensitive circuits in the amplifier at which point the circuits were
s.mable to distinguish the interference signals from the desired ones. By installing

a filter in each of the six signal leads, as close as possible to the arnplifier, this
interference was effectively eliminated. Routing the servo motor signal leads away
from interference fields may possibly eliminate the need for these filters; however,
owing to the long lengths of cable necessary, filters may be -the simnplest way to
eliminate this as an installation problem. Interference from other systems has not lý
been a major problemn in the operation, of the Automatic Pilot in this installation.

However, interference from other systems in the aircraft has been a major
problem in another type of Automatic Pilot System and a brief discussion of this is
included because it still constitutes aproblem in recent Automatic Pilot installations.

The principle of operation of the two Automatic Pilots is basically the same.
However, instead of a potentiometer type of signal pick-up, rate gyros for the rate
signals, and relay pulsing type servo, this equipment uses a synchro type signal
pick-up, resistance-capacitance type of rate circuit, and an arnplidyne servo sys-
tem. This system- is sensitive to interference on both the AC and DC power sys-
tems. In a typical medium bomber installation, oscillation or "jitter" of the control
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surfaces was caused by commutator ripple in the DC power supply and low amplitude
1 • nodulation of the 400 cycle wave in the AC supply,

Two control surface hydraulic booster pump motors produced commutator
ripple on the DC system. When these motors operate sLnmultaneously their rippleI voltages combine to form a beat effect which caused trouble. This interference
eventually coupled into the sensitive circuits of the Automatic Pilot. With low bat-
teries, or with batteries disconnected from the system, the "jitter" is exaggerated
but when the batteries are in good condition they tend to minimize the effect of the
commutator ripple. The "fix" recommended for this installation was to install a

1 500 microfarad, or larger, capacitor from the DC bus to ground near the booster
pump motor terminals. As much isolation as was possible was provided between
sensitive Automatic Pilot wiring and DC power wiring.

In planning the design of future systems and installations -of this kind, early
consideration should be given to the isolation of sensitive circuits and wiring from
the effects of ripple on the DC power supply because this has been an important

source of interference to electronic systems in various aircraft., Ideally, the in-1 ~terference characterisgtics of motors, such as the booster pump motor, should be
suppressed in the design stages; however, the rejection characteristics of a recei-
ver to this type of interference should be equally emphasized in its design stages.

ii The inverter, in this installation, was putting out a low frequencyp low amp.
litude modulation of the 40Q cycle wave in the AC power supply, This modulationI was aggravated, by the AC ignition system used, to the point where the Automatic

Im Pilot could not distinguish it from the normal sensing signals. The recommended
.1 " corrective action in this instance was to provide separate sources. of AC supply for

the ignition system and the Automatic Pilot, To illustrate the ýmportaance of a
"clean'? A power supply for this equipment, an Air, Force specification required
that an AC source be provided with no modulation between frequency li.mits 0, 1 to60 ccie pe seondanda total harmonic content of not rmtoethn57 heud-

60~~~o nyclt pemored n thain 514 cf the fundk
I: ,mental, The origtn4l design of this equipment should include considerations that

make it compatible with the operation of the other systemo in the aircraft, With the
increasing use of AC power supply in aircraft, this Automatic Pilot system should
be able to operate as satisfactorily as other equipment on the same AC supply.

In the design stages of any equipment, recogniz~ed interference sources should
be properly isolated by means of shieldingh, f•it~ing, bonding, or other effective
means as necessary considering weight, space and materials as discussed in Para-
graph 3, 1, Study of the original design of this Automatic Pilot equipment revealed

that the main reliance was on shielding. The techniques used, however, were not
effective in this case, While it is recognized that shielding is frequently necessary
to suppress interference from ignition systems, modulators, etc., it is one of the
more expensive methods and may result in greater weight than necessary if acom.-
bination of techniques are used. For example, a simple R-C network, properly de-
signed and connected across the contacts of relays may have reduced the transients
sufficiently to eliminate the need for shielding of each individual relay, (See Para-
graph 3. 2. 3.'.) Proper routing of leads that may conduct interference would s.tll
"further reduce the need for this extensive shielding. Small motors with interfer-
ence suppressed by means of techniques discussed in Paragraph 3. 2. 1. 1 andproper
isolation would obviate the need for extra heavy shielding.
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To overcome the lack of foresight i•n the original design of this equipment with
regard to interference-free operation, good engineering practice was ewployed in
locating interference suppression devices as close to the source of the interference
as was possible. The "fixes" used showed a good understanding of and an applica-
tion of the principles Which must be used in combating interference. The re.Sult was
a considerable improvement in the overall design whichreduced the generation, con-
duction, and radiation of the interference.

3. 3.2. 4 SPARK-TrYPE IGN! TION SYSTEM I
Ignition systems used in present day reciprocating aircraft engines are designed

to produce an electric-spark to ignite the compressed fuel inside the cylinder. The
ignition system must deliver a spark at the proper instant in each cylinder to give
smooth operation. Reliability and efficiency are prime design considerations and
extreme environmental conditions must be provided for in the design of aircraft ig-
nition systems, The system must operate at temperatures of -40O to '600 F, as a
lower limit. At the other extreme, however, the magneto is exposed to 2500 F., the
cable to 3500 F., and the plugs to 5000 F. Since the system is mounted on the en-
gine, all parts are subject to severe vibration at frequencies below 200 cps, with
forces as high as 75 gin,

The reduction Of dielectric strength and ionization potential which accompanies
increase in xltitude is very damaging, Corona discharg- for.m.s ozone and nitric
oxides, The oxides combine with moisture to -rmake nitric acid, which corro4es all
metal parts. Both corona leakage and weakened dectric combat attempts to in-
crease ignition voltage and thereby gain more effective ignition. To avoid the detri-
mental effects of altitude; the ignition system has been pressurized in some designs
and in others it has been filled with a sealing. compound. These aging, breaking, or
other damaging effects due to environmental conditions generally tend to increase
the Interfereznpe problem created by the ignition system.

The aircraft ignition system includes the following component parts; (1) mag-
netos and diatributors; in some systems these are integral (two per engine), (Z)
harness assembly and spark plug leads, (3) external transformer coils, used only
with low tension ignition, (4) spark plugs (two per cylinder), (5) starting booster coil
or induction vibrator, (6) ignition and magneto grounding switch, and (7) flexible
metal conduit used to cover the wiring between the engine ignition system, the ig-
nition switch, and the starting assemblies. A front view of a typical ignition system
installed on a radial aircraft engine is shown in Figure 3.3, 2. 4-A.

While radio interference signals entering the ignition system will not adversely
affect the system itself, the components of the ignition system are extremely strong
interference sources and could cause serious interference in the aircraft electronic
systems if proper suppression techniques are not observed. iu

In general, spark-type ignition systems, if allowed to radiate, can be listed
high among the major sources of radio interference. This is true because of the
deliberate generation of high frequency transient currents in the ignition circuit as

a necessary function in aircraft engine operation.

Whenever an electrical circuit is opened or closed, such as occurs with a
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distributor, there is a transient or v i'able-current state immediately following the
making or breaking of the circit, during which current is either rising or falling.
These "steep wavefront transiontp" 4e not of the simple sinusoidal type, bVit have
been shown to consist of a fundaMent4 wavg 9f relatively low frequency, upon which
are superimposed a multiplicity of higher frequency components or transients.

Fig. 3, 3. 2.4-A Typical Spark-Type Aircraft Ignition System

The components of an ignition syotem must, therefore, be regarded as genera-
tors of periodic short duration waves containing not only low frequency components,
but high frequency components exten4l.ng across the useful radio-frequency spectrum.

These high frequency osillat~op., if not suppressed through shielding, are
radiated by the various ignition systems components which act as antennas. The ra-
diation results inuncontrolled frequency waves in the radio frequency spectrum above
10 mc and is especiallyhigh in annoyanee value depending upon the characteristics of
the transient and the sensitivity, frequency response, and location of the receiver.

Although, as pointed out in eari*er px4,graphs, noire suppression rnay gen-
erally be accomplished by filtering gr shielding at the source or the receiver, or
both, such is not generally the case with respect to interfering waves generated by
an engine ignition system. With the vgrious 4ircraft axttepnas subject to direct un-
controlled £requency r9tio lhe gngine ignition system, any effort to filter or
shield at the radio receiver will resavt not only in the suppression of interfering
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waves but also of the desired intelligence signal radiated by a controlled frequencyradio transmitting station. The possibility of suppression by filtering at the sourceis equally remote. Any filter capable of eliminating all of the high frequency com-ponents of an ignition transient would also be capable of removing a large part ofthe ignition wave itself, thereby impairing the efficiency of the entire engine ig-nitio, system. Some recent success, however, has been found through use of resis-tor-ty-pe spark plugs.

It follows, therefore, that complete shielding of the aircraft ignition systemis the only practicable method to prevent radio frequency energy of appreciable mnag-nitude from radiating into space and resulting in aircraft radio interference.

The existence of this condition is fairly well accepted, although: not necessarilyappreciated by the industry. As a result radio interference emanating from the air-craft ignition system still is troublesome. The detectable interference now generallyresults from (a) poor shielding jointsq, (b) poor flexible shielding conduit, and (c)insufficient shield wall thickness and/or improper material.
In the transmission of high frequency transient currents in a coaxial system_,'such as is the case in the modern ignitio4. system, the current tends to follow theS path of least impedance. As a result, the cnrrenrt will11 flow On the outside surfaceof an ignition cable conductor and on the inside surface of the shielding. Any poorjunction in the shielding will provide an opening to the shielding exterior therebypermitting the current to flow on the outside surface of the shielding where it capkradiate. No bonds are required with a perfect shield.

• The problem of ignition noise largely reduces itself to one of joint or flangedesign and frequent bonding of the shielding to the airframe. Major emphasis shouldS sbe placed upon proper initial joint design for little can be done in the field to makesatisfactory corrections of a permanent nature. Obviously, the number of jointsshould be kpt to a minimum, The most satisfactory joining of mating surfaces isby welding, brazing, or soldering. Even a good solder joint wiUl exhibit an appreci-able contact resistance and is never as good a conductor as a brazed or welded joint,Hewever, welding and brazing cannot generally be used because of the diffi€qlties offield service and because t w heat required causes damage to insulated conductors.
Radio interference signals may enter or leave the ignition systems over anyof the paths shown in Figure 3. 3, 2. 4-B.

Radio interference -•.used by engine ignition systems can be summed up 4as.
follows:

(a) Interference due to radiation leaking past poorly mated joints located inany portion of the ignition system,

(b) Interference from damaged portions of the ignition harness assembly, and
(c) Interference from loose nuts or other fastening devices which are part ofthe ignition as sembly.

A" The magneto is a form of high-frequency generator and consequently all joints
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a Cd cOVers- in the magneto are potential interference sources. Figure 3.3, 2.4-C
illustrates several types of joints ordinarily found to be a source of interference in
magnetos. In order to keep the radio interference energy within the megneto shield
it is necessary to make all joints low impedance paths, as indicated above, and dis-
cussed in Paragraph 3.1.2.

Gear Covers

Breaker Covers

-•-C_ 41 Cover

Fig. 3. 3. 2.4-C Typical Sources of Interference in Magnetos I.

The distributor comprises a distributor rotor and termioals connecting indi-
Vidual spark plugs, It may be considered as a rotating mechanical switch which
transfers the electrical energy from the high tension coil of the magneto to the spark

plugs. The distributor finger or rotor does not touch the terminals or electrodes
but passes over them with close clearance. Since the high voltage produced by the
magneto must jump the air gap between 'the rotor finger and the terminal of the dis-

tributor in addition to the spark plug gap, the distributor can be compared to 4 spark
transmitter. Paragraphs, 1. 3• 2.4 and 3. 2. 3. 1 give a detailed discussion of spark
gap interference, Again it is a problem of keeping the joints electrically tight at
high frequencies in much the same manner as described for the magneto. Types of
troublesome distributor joints are shown in Figure 3. 3. 2. 4-D.,

The harness assembly is again a problem of keeping radio interference eiergy •

inside the harness or shield. If any portion of the harness assembly is cracked or
broken and any connections not properly tightened interference signals will r~4iate
from the harness assembly. Typical potential sources of noise leakage from the
harness section are shown in Figure 3. 3. 2. 4-E. .4

Spark plugs are normally well shielded and seldom present an interference 2
problem, unless they are damaged or not operating properly.

It has been demonstrated by design experience that proper radio interference
control of ignition systems is obtainable by using carefully designed shielding assem-
blies and interference filters. A well-shielded ignition system is well protected
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against fire hazard, shock hazard, heat, lightning, weather, and vibration. How- r
ever, shielding adds to the cost and weight of an ignition syotem and increases spark

plug electrode erosion, thus requiring careful application of suppression techniques
in the original design. Shielding and filtering techniques are treated in Paragraphs

3. 1.2 and 3. 1. 1.

Body

Fig. 3. 3. 2. 4-1 Typical Sources of Interference in Distributors

Fig. 3 3, 2. 4-E Interference Leaks in Harness Assembly

3.4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT RECEIVERS

To minimize the effects of interference, internal shielding of the individual
radio frequency sections is essential. The first radio frequency section of any re-
ceiver is the most sensitive and any design feature causing a reduction in interfer-
ence at this point has a healthy effect upon succeeding stages.

At least 90 percent of all interference enters a receiver through the input cir-
cuits of the first radio frequency amplifier stage. Interference conducted into the
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receiver by means of the power input cable may enter the first radio frequency stage
through the filament circuit as well as through inductive coupling to the internal an-
tenna circuits. The rest of the interference enters this stage through the external
antenna circuits, (antenna, antenna lead-in)by means of inductive coupling with the

interference carrying wires, The first radio frequency stage must be designed very
carefully. Noted improvement is had by adding low-pass filters in series with the
first radio frequency filament leads. Lower susceptibility will rsult froi-;-T inmproved
shielding design of the internal antenna input circuits. Shielding antenna leads in,
side the set, and shielding input coils and gang condensers will reduce the coupling
to interference circuits, where the shielding is made as continuous as possible.
Continuous shielding is obtained quite well by spacing the screws holding down the
shield about one inch apart. However, the use of multiple contact serrated springs
is much more effective for continuous shielding, as noted under Case Shielding,
Paragraph 3.4. .5.

If the radio-frequency section could be isolated from the receiver and located
in a completely interference-free region containing the antenna lead-in, the instal-
lation interference level could probably be reduced about, 85 percent. The radio
frequency and mixer stages could be designed in strips, together with the tuning ele-
ments, These could be furnished by the radio manufacturer in standard strips and
located by the airplane manufacturer directly adjacent to the receiver antenna lead-
in. The design of radio frequency and mixer sections would be completed by enclos-
an1 the strips in a shielded case, riveted directly to the metal frame. This method
would provide a certain degree of flexibility in receiver design, allowing the air-
frame manufacturer freedom to utilize the best installation procedures. The power,
supply, audio and IF sections would be packaged in a smaller case by the radio manu-
facturer., This undoubtedly requires a certain amount of development work before
the procedure could be put into practice, but the Work could proceed in conjunction
with any installation program initiated to solve space and interference problems. In
the design of internal shielding for the reduction of internal coupling, the use of a
"one-point ground system" has been found a very effective measure. This means
that one point of the internal shield is designated as ground point (see Paragraph
1,.8.2.p), and h pint is ued to terminate all wiring of the shielded stages that
need to be grounded. Thus the primary (external) shield functions only as a wall to
protect the sensitive circuits inside irom the interfering fields outside and does not
have to carry any circuit currents. Even in the internal shield, the length of the
payts of Uhe circuit currents is kept to the absolute minimum, Thus, the single 1
ground point avoids the impedance which may exist at high frequencies between var-
ious ground connections,

An effective way of constructing an internal shield to separate two stages is
the use of a copper shield with a circular hole through which a tight-fitting metal
tube may be mounted. If the tube is of the type having a grid cap at one end and all
other connections at the other end, its metal envelope effectively closes the hole in
the shield, and there is complete separation of the grid or input and the plate or out- ,
put circuits of that stage. Such an arrangement, used for the se paration of the radio
frequency amplifier from the mixer stage in a superheterodyne receiver, is shown
schernatic ally in Figure 3.4.

This method of tube mounting affords excellent isolation of stages to prevent
stray coupling. The partition shield may serve as a common ground point for cathode
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and one side of the filament, and for plate and grid circuit returns. The tuning con-
densers may be insulated from the primary shield box, and copper straps used to
connect the frame directly to the common ground on the partition shield. The con-
trol shaft of the condenser may be brought out of the primary shield box through a
close-fitting brass sleeve, which will be soldered to the walls of the box. Proper
proportioning of the shaft hole and the length of the sleeve will make the brass sleleve
act as an attenuating wave guide, as explained in Paragraph 3. 1.. 2.

IFA

Fig. 3.4 Mounting of Vacuum Tube Through Internal Shield

Interference problems in existing aircraft receivers have been solved in vary- -i

ing degrees by means of fixes, However, the best approach is to design, produce,
iand install receivers in an aircraft to function with minimum susceptibility by means I
S~of *a~r wiate routing of cable s, shielding3 filte ring networks, and by adding circuits

• " to ilie receiver to materially lower the amplitude of the offelnding interference volt-
Sages.

Aircraf receivers, in general, are similar to other types of radio receivers.
Operating conditions, however, require that certain characteristics are to be stressed
more than others for minimum receiver susceptibility. The major characteristics
are: (a) sensitivity, (b) selectivity, (c) audio-range, (d) bandwidth, (e) shock mout-

ting, and (1) susceptibility. -

A highdegree of sensitivity is a necessity due to either a short antenna or long r

range pick-up. Consequently, normally insignificant interfering signals picked up I
and amplified by the receiver merit serious consideration.

Excellent selectivity ",is highly desirable for the purpose of eliminating inter-
fering signals. Modern aircraft almost always use a superheterodyne receiver and
quite frequently a low intermediate frequency is employed to aid the selectivity char-
acteristic.

A limited audio-frequency range, sufficient for communication purposes, de- 4
cidedly contributes to interference reduction in a communications receiver output.
A range of 300-3000 cycles per second is entirely adequate, and the narrow band-
width effectively rejects interference impulses over a proportionately greater area
of the carrier.

A bandwidth consistent with the minimum possible value for received signals
is highly desirable. This makes possible a high signal-to-interference ratio since
interference energy is normally distributed over a considerable frequency band. The
disturbing effect of background interference can be lowered by volume compression
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Of transmitted signals and by a reduction of receiver sensitivity during silent periods.
(See Special Circuits, Paragraph 3. 1. 4.)

The Naval Development Research Center conducted experiments at Harvard
University showing that the lowest reliable signal-to-interference ratio for intelli-
gible reception of radio signals is 4:1, indicating that coupled interference must be
kept very low,

Shock-mounting is another important consideration for receiving equipment to
prevent rapid deterioration of operating characteristics as well as actual damage to
the equipment. Circuit components must be carefully designed and mounted to with-
stand shock and vibration. The use of non-microphonic tubes, special capacitors,
and proper bonding techniques must be considered to prevent loss of intelligibility
"due to changed characteristics.

A.

Susceptibility of a receiver to interference is a measure of undisirable re-
spense of the receiver to interfering voltages at all paths of entry. It is expressed

, , in terns of "coupling factor" or "suscepUbility ratio". Coupling factor may be de-
fined as the ratio of the antenna input voltage to the voltage input required at the
various coupling paths to produce the same receiver output and is an index of the
receiver's ability te reject conducted interference. Susceptibility ratio, which isS somnetine's used, is thae invers-e.of this- and may be measured as U's reciprocal.,

314.4 PATHS OF ENTRY

The major paths- through which interference energy can enter a receiver are.
(a) antenna lead-in, (b) power leads, (c) control leads, (d) audio output leads, and
(e) receiver case.

Tests have been conducted on representative communication receivers to de-
toermine the attenuation on theiM, various paths of entry. The receivers were peaked A

to maxirmum sensitivity and maintained in this condition throughout the t•ests. T2h1-
sensitivities were recorded so that they could be compared with the voltage input
thr.ough these paths of entry required to bring the receiver output up to a standard
ten milliwatt level. The output of a standard signal generator was applied to the
receiver antenna and adjusted for a ten milliwatt receiver output. Then the genera- A
tor output was applied to a path of possible interference entry and adjusted to give
the same receiver output. The ratio of the generator output required for the inter-
ference path to the antenna input required for the same receiver output level repre-
seated the attenuation of the entry path. The values shown in the followin'g table
"list the average attenuation in decibels below the antenna input for each of the tested
paths of the receivers.

The "A" receiver is a single-band set with a separate power supply. The con-
trols are remote, but the interference enters in the same way as with the other re-
ceivers, through the shield, the audio leads, power leads, and a radio frequency
sensitivity control. Attenuation is much greater in this receiver due to tighter ex-
ternal shielding, and to shielded radio frequency coils and gang condenser.
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3.4.1.1 ANTENNA A2ND LEAD-IN

Average Attenuation in db Below Antenna Input

Paths of Entry Receiver A Receiver B Receiver C

DC Power Input 65 45 40
Sensitivity Control Cable 75 -- 30
Audio Output Cable 100 45 45

DG High Voltzge Cable -- 30 40

-Miscellaneous Control Cable4 100 -- 50

The "B" receiver has six bands in a single case, together with dynamotor ard

all controls. The only external wiring are the antenna, power input, and- audio cables.

Receiver "C" is a single band set in the same case with a transmitter. The dyna-

motor and controls are external, connecting to, the set through cable bundles. The

antenna circuit uses a coaxial plug and transmission line. The receiver cAses are

relatively poor shields because of the discontinuities existing between case and chas-

sis. Interference gains access to the internal parts of the receiver through these

discontinuities, and throAgh the power and audio leads.

Interference input paths and the attenuation of int;erference through these paths
vary considerably with receiver types. These variations are due to:

(' (a) quality of the case and radio frequency component shielding,
(b) filtering of the input power circuits,
(c) internal routing of interference-carrying wire-t, andI (d) filtering of radio frequency filament icircuits,

K, Tight cape shielding containing as few holes as is practical for cable outlets,
and thorough internal shielding of the radio frequency and antenna circuits will lower

S-the receiver interference susceptibility, The "A" receiver is an excellent exampie
of current design incorpjorating features for interference reduction, 4s described
under Case Shielding, Paragraph 3.4. 1. 5,,

V • 3.4. 1.1 ANTENNA AND LEAD-IN

S wEven though interference from all other possible paths of entry could be eli-
minated, the antenna would still provide a serious means for coupling interference

• ••nto aircraft receivers, Poor placement of the antenna or antenna lead-in with re-
spect to the ignition system interference field, the radiation field of a radar set, or
of the components of its modulating pulse, may cause large induced voltages which

severely affect the output of the receiver, Peak field .strengths of airborne radar

transmitters, in the vicinity of a communications receiver antenna, may be of the
order of hundreds of volts per meter. Under such severe conditions, interference

may be introduced into the receiver case over the antenna lead-in or where poor

shielding and bonding exist. The antenna and its lead-in provide an entry path
capable of causing severe interference in the output despite the frequency discrimi-

nation of the receiver. The interference energy may be so intense as to saturate the
first stage of the receiver. This type of interference is caused primarily by low-fre-

quency radar tran.itters- with non-directional characteristics. Radar transmitters
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operating at higher frequencies are generally highly directional and seldom cause
interference of this type.

The use of a sh. rt-shielded antenna lead-in wire is perhaps the best design
practice for preventing interference from entering the first tuned circuit of the re-

ceiver due to antenna lead-in interference coupling. Amplitude limiting and suppres-
sion of the receiver during the radiation period of the radar pulse are other used
methods. The r-ethod of approach -will be determined in accordance with the estab-

lished purpose of the receiver, although it is best to eliminate interference at the

earliest possible point in a receiver. Appropriate location and orientation of the
anteina is the o•ly corrective measure available to reduce interference pick-up by
the antenna.itself.

When the antenna lead-in wire is short, about one foot, and is connected to a

shock-mounted antenna coupler, it presents the problem of a semi-diad connection.

The stress due to shock mounting could result in failure of the lead-in wire. How-

ever, the lead-in should be shielded as well as short in length and the problem of

preventing a break due to stress is left to the installation engineer.

.040
0 L L& - - - I - - -

" - - i -!

•• • ~Lg4..,-23 turns of No. Z8 ,i
- -Czr 

Gauge topper wir -close

10 wound on a 3/8" dia. former 4

0 0 s 1 170 17S 180 185 190 195 200 205

Frequency in MC

Fig. 3.4. l. I-Ar Antenna Filter Network for Suppressing A4

igadar Interference in a Representative Communications Receiver

High rejecton should be designed into the receiver to provide maximum free-

dom from interference frequencies other than the reception frequency to which the
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receiver is tuned. When high level interference signals are present filter units or

0 b wave traps tunable to the radar frequencies may be designed and connected into the
antenna lead-in wire to suppress unwanted frequencies and at the same time offer a
negligible amount of attenuation to frequencies within the pass-band of the receiver.
Filtering is effective in preventing the condition of free oscillations caused by ia "
pulse-type interference, for it attenuates the radiated pulses before they can shock-
excite the first tuned circuit. An example of this type of filter used in tne antenna

a circuit is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1.1-A. The attenuation frequency bandwidth was
sufficient to prevent interference due to sideband frequencies and carrier frequency
variations of the radar.

Wave traps when used must be installed at the receiver antenna post or within
the receiver case. Such wave traps or filters may consist of parallel resonance
choke coils or simply a quarter-wave stub. Choke coils are generally inserted in
series with the receiver antenna or grid leads. Quarter-wave stubs are neperally
connected between the receiver antenna post and receiver case with the far end open-
circuited. This provides satisfactory protection against very high or ultra-highfre-
quency interference below 600 -c. The stub is cut to quarter-wave resonance at the
frequency to be attenuated, Twisted wire pairs or parallel wires are convenient and
practical for constructing the stubs. Wave traps made of a resonant stub using con-
cent*c transmission line' will have a sharp cut-off characteristic and are not desir-
able for use againsgt interfering energy corning in at a frequency of a few hundred
megacycles.I

F 3,4.1, 2 POWER LEADSI

W All primary power wiring in an electrical system is connected to a, common
bus bar. Interference sources always impress some portion of their output on the
power wiring connected to thez, unless completely filtered, Thereforc, radio in-
terference originating in the electrical and electronic equipments of the aircraft,
except the portion attenuated by the wiring, appears at the input to the receiver. Ef-
ficient removal requires knowledge of the frequency of the offending voltages. This
information may be obtained by means of a cr-ibraed rece .er a probe, noin
however, the limitations pointed out in Appendix V. Protection against conducted
interference over the power leads can best be controlled by suppression at the inter-
ference source and through good internal receiver design. When these means are
improperly employed some external controls are necessary. If the interfering fre-quencies fall within the. band.-pass of the receiver,- a filter may he constructed for

their removal, and inserted in the power line at the receiver plug.

Rotating equipment, radar, IFF and similar gear installed in a modern air-
craft produce impulse-type interference which may readily be conducted to the re-
ceiver by means of the power line. Network filters used in aircraft at the present

ru time and applied to the power line for attenuation purposes cover a frequency range
"p of approximately 0.2 mc to 30 mc, hut the range can easily be extended, The design

procedure to be followed in constructing appropriate filters is found under Para-
graph 3. 1. 1. 2.

An example of a recently designed filter network capable of attenuating fre-
vj quencies by at least 40 db in the long and medium wave broadcast and television bands

is shown in Figure 3.4; 1.2-A. Its declared purpose is to suppress interference
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from electrical appliances.

4-- - jfZ5ýLf-7 _ '

I I I i

To Apparatus -- Supply

" I4Af2f 4 ,25f_ /-T' Mains

Shield

Pig. 3.4. 1. Z-A Power Line F'ilter

The filter consists of a single section connected in each le.ad pi the power
cable. The series ýp•lctqr has a value of 40 14h and consists of 60 turns of No, 14
gauge enameled copper wira wound on a ;;ylidrical paxolin iorin 1-1/2 inches in
diameter, with 12 turns per inch. The parallel capacitors each have a valie of 0,25,
pf and are a speciall feed-through type. The capacitors function satisfactorily at
frequencies considerably above 150 kc since they are designed to have low intrinsic
inductance adt t•herefore, do not become self-resonant until very high frequencies
are reached (about 100 me). At the point altenua-cion is wmore pro-
nounced since it acts as a series resonant line to ground. ;Beyond this point the ca-
pacitors graiually lose their efficiency as the frequency is inCrreaGsed due to lead in,-
ductance. The study and application of feed-through capacitors is outlined in Para-
graph 3. 1, 1. 5.5

The particualar filter capacitor indicated here has a test voltage of 1500 volts, S

and is acceptable for use on ZAP volt AC or DC supplies, Similar capacitor types
are also available with a test vcltage of Z250 volts, The manufacturers rating on
the central conductor is fifty amperes up to a temperature of 8'50 C, It functions
here as a fifteen am, pere filter, &ad under full load the measured temperature in-
Crease did ;ot exceed 40Q C.

When filtering is done at the receiver the filter sections are reduced becausethe range of frequencies to be 4tenuated is only that to which the particular receiver
is susceptible. There is some Attenuation of interfering currents while traveling
from source to receiver, especially when the distance is appreciable, However, a
recent study of noise propagation and distribution has shown that very !ittle attenua-
tion exists in a wiring system.

A great deal of experimentation concerning the use of a lossy line, or lossy
dielectric materials and their application to power cabling is now going on, Experi-
mental data gathered so far indicates that lossy, low dielectric constant materials
incorporated in practical filter design is capable of greatly reducing interference,
Higher capacities and losses may be obtained by using ceramic d-i-iectrics.- How-
ever, the effective application of higher dielectric ceramic materials is presently
limited because of the difficulty of shaping the form*s (limited to fairly thick-walled
tubing and flat sheets). Several low dielectric materials have been tested,, of which
shellac appeared to be the best. Filters using lossy materials are discussed in
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Paragraph 3. 2. 1.

3.4.1.3 CONITROL CAZLES

Electrical or mechanical control cables attached to a receiver, even though
not connected to a source of interference, can readily act as an antenna, picking up
interference by induction or radiation and transfering it to the receiver. Once they
"pass beyond the screeningeffect of the receiver case,, there is nothing to prevent the
interference from affecting the receiver output. There are many cables and lead
wires required in a modern aircraft, frequently routed along a common path. Those
carrying pulse currents have little difficulty in injecting a portion of their energy

into receiver lead wires, and consequently causing interference. It is worth recalling

that an oyerhead waterpipe or steel beam with radio-frequency energy induced in it

from a nearby transmitter can change from a normally good ground to act like a Iong

wire antenna, For example, at 28 mc there will be a high voltage point approximatelyIevery eight feet; that is, ft will have standing waves on it and it will radiate. Any

control cable greater than one-eighth wave length may, in a similar fashion, act as

an antenna for its resonant frequency, and hence, there is some possible interfer-
n'• freque~ncy at which it acts as an antenna.

r This interference is eliminated by effective shielding of the control cable. Ac-
tually all leads carrying pulse currents should be shielded and routed separately.
However, no interference path may be neglected. The control leads should be grouped
in a separate amphenol connector which incorporates an internal grounding ring for
better gro~nding of the shields to the chassis, Feed-through: capaitors located in

[I the connector will help suppress very high frequency interference.

Vi .... Electrical control cables which terminate in the receiver Cand arie run in a group
of wires, rmay introduce interference signals into the receiver wiring through induc-
tive or capacitive coupling. When feasible, isolation of cabling is effective; how-
ever in somne cases filters are required. The filter should be applied at the point of
entry of the control cablp to the receiver and may easily be incorporated in the orig-
inal receiver design. Usually it is a low-pass filter, and the frequencies to be fil-
tered out may be ultra-high, very-high, or medium-high frequencies depending on
the fiequency range of the receiver with which it is to be used. For this reason itis desirable to include it in the original receiver design. The low-pass filter will

not attenuate, interference conducted to the receiver on the fundamental frequency of
a radar transmitter. This will require a line filter of ultra-high frequency design
installed within the receiver. These may be series-resonant mica capacitors or
sparkpiates of the type discussed under ignition interference in Paragraph 3. 2. 3. 1.

3,4.1.4 AUDIO OUTPUT LEADS

Though designed to carry audio intelligence, phone leads may also act as a

pick-up for interference. Power line frequencies that gain access to the audio out-
put circuit over the phone leads may be amplified sufficiently to become audible in

N the headset. The receiver output circuit should incorporate design features that will
A •minimize reverse coupling through the receiver stages and prevent amplification of

tunwmanted audio frequencies, Phone leads must be kept separate from any wiring
carrying alternating current, and the compact construction of aircraft receivers may
make it advisable to shield the audio system from the radio-frequency section within
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APPLICATIONS SEC. III

the receiver case.

Once interference signals enter a receiver, they gain access to amplification
stages in various ways and with varying degrees of attenuation. Tuned circuits may
be susceptible to coupling with filament or relay wiring. Inadequate case and inter-
stage shielding are coupling paths which also increase susceptibility. Production
en-eLods off cabling provide tight coupling between interference-carrying wires and

high impedance input and sensitivity control circuits. Receivers employing band
switching appear to be more susceptible because of inadequate shielding between
radio frequency coils.

The radio interference signals that gain access to the receiver case must even-
tually reach the last RF stage or second detector in order to adversely adfect the
receiver output. This internal interference path can generally be eliminated by pro-
per design of the output stage. Reverse coupling either through the tube itself or
through the associated circuitry, can be greatly reduced by careful selection of cir-
cuit components and internal stage shielding.

If the interference injected into the audio leads is at radio frequencies, a simple
by-pass capacitor is usually sufficient to prevent its entry into the receiver. Satis-
factory operation is usually achieved by installing a 0.01 ýf capacitor, or smaller
value, between the audio "hot" lead and the receiver case at the point where the lead
enters the receiver. This capacitor offers a high impedance to audio frequencies,
but presents a low impedance path to the radio frequency energy.

The use of filtering as well as shielding of the phone leads is sometimes nec-
essary toprevent radiofrequency interference and any extraneous audio disturbances.
Shielding is accomplished in the conventional manner; a metallic sheath covering
the phone leads, and the sheath well grounded to the receiver case.

3.4.1.5 CASE SHIELDING

The primary purpose of the receiver case must be to shield the receiver from.
anyiexternal interference fields. The number of mechanical discontinuities must be
kept to an absolute minimum, and those that are required must be electrically con-
tinuous across the interface. A multiple point, spring loaded contact is a very ef-
ficient method of obtaining electrical continuity.

Bonded screening of suitable conducting material 'must -. used to cover all
louvres and other apertures used for ventilation. No. 8 mesh should be sufficient for
screening out most frequencies used in present-day equipments.

The multiple point, spring loaded contacts mentioned could be constructed in

number of ways. In general, a serrated shim inserted in Ohe aperture of the dis-
continuity will be satisfactory. The serration gives enough spring pressure at its

points of contact for electrical continuity, and no spring pressure is required at any
other point on the shim. A sketch of a spring joint and a serrated spring i~s shown

in Figure 3.4.1.5-A. The materials used in constructing the shims could be beryl- flliurn copper, german silver, phosphior-bronze, sheet steel, or +e•.ere alurninunn,
The receiver case, however, should be constructed of the same material to prevent
corrosion and resultant electrical discontinuity. If the materials are different, the
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3, 4.1.5 CASE SHIELDING

shim must be protected by cadmium plating or alternative methods providing good

electrical contact while preventing corrosion. This practice likewise conforms with

service specifications.

Rivets Cover
Si'

A--Serrated- : -

A Spring A.
Srip

~Main Case

(A) Serrated Spring Joint (B) Serrated Spring

Fig. 3.4. 1. 5 Multiple Point Spring Loaded Contact Joint

Receiver piugp must be free of paint or varnish between plug shell and receiver

case, as well as between the plug and its shell. Such non-conducting materials at

these points produce electrical discontinuities which could be a source of qerjous

interference to normal receiver operation, The shield ground likelwise must extend

completely around the, plug,

Mention has been made of tests conducted on representative communication (
receivers, to determine their susceptibility to interference. Of these Receiver "Al

is the best approach to a low-interference installation. The receivers are compact,

-•-'.o•-• q " .. carrying the dynamnotor outside the shielding, an. are housed in, alu-

minum covers. The covers are fastened down to the chassis and front panel almost
continuously with screws, The radio-frequency sections are very well shielded on

* the interior. Serviceability is sacrificed in favor of interference reduction. How-

ever, a large percentage of the present airborne communication receivers have poor

case shielding which will not effectively attenuate radar energy when it impinges on

the receiver case. The case shielding could be decidedly improved in design by

providing that al joints in the case make multiple contact around their peripheries.

The serrated spring shims, as previously mentioned, could be installed between

joints, and all louvres or openings in, hLc,• covered with copper screening effec-

tively bonded to the case.

Shielding effectiveness also hinges on the thickness of the shield and the type

of material used. The depth of penetration of interference currents in the metal wall

is discussed in Paragraph 3.1.2. Considerable attention is being given the develop-

nment of effective shields at the present time. See Appendix XI. An excellent degree

of attenuation is a definite possibility using thin-walled ferrous metal shields 01 high

effective permeability, and plated with non-ferrous n-.etals of high conductivity. Plat-

ing the shield with a non-ferrous metal increases its reflection loss.
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APPLICATIONS SEC. lli

3.4. Z INTERNAL COUPLING

The most direct coupling path, and one having least attenuation, is through the
radio frequency filament circuits. Interference entering receivers through the power
input leads, branches directly into the filamentwiring. Several tests made onrepre-
sentative receivers, showed an average attenuation of 5 to 10 db measured between
the input plug and first radio frequency filament. Further, the first radio frequency
stage filament was isolated from the power supply and separately heated, When the
signa was fed into the isolated filament, the receiver output was essentially the same
as with normal operation. However, keeping the first radio frequency filament iso-
lated, and applying the signal to the remaining filaments, the outputs of Receivers
"b" and "C" were down 10 db while the Receiver "A" output was down about 30 db,
Tests were also made with first and second stages inoperative. Tabulated results
showed that approx.mately 90 percenat of the interference response in a receiver is
due to excitation in the first radio frequency stage, and that interference entering a
receiver through the power input leads i4 largely coupled into the first radio fre-
quency stage throug fi the is•aJn±-. pacianc:, T capacitance was found to
be approximately 5 to 6 41, Figure 3,4. Z shows the results of the described tests
for typical HF command receiving equiprment (Receiver "A.")6 1

Fci.. -. " , Command Receivers

- - a. Input to R-.F Filament
Filament isolated from2
D-C Power and Ueateu

90 by Separate Battery,Sb. Input to D-C Power Lin ,-7j
" ~~Filament Normal, i

c. Input to Ij:lated R-F
-4 Filament with choke in

Filament Circuit,

E-Low Range Medium Range . High Range -
Receiver Receiver Receiver i

4 0 .2 ' .4 .63 4 5 6 7 4 91
Frequency in MC

Fig. 3°4o Z Attenuation with Reference to Antenna Input Voltage

3.4.3 SPECIAL CIRCUITS

Where special circuits are devised for coping with a certain type of interference,
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they may be incorporated in any receiver if that receiver is susceptible to that inter-
ference type. For example, - a gated amplifier is used to operate a radar receiver
only during selected intervals of time. This same circuit may be used to block a
counting circuit during an interfering pulse, as in the case of an altimeter. Such
pulses may also .be used as blanking pulses to turn off the beam of a cathode-ray
tube, in order to eliminate a horizontal retrace line. A basic circuit performs a
basic function. 'The circuit may be used wherever there is need for that functioa.

3.4. 3. 1 RADIO RECEIVERS

The tuned circuit of a radio-frequency input stage is essentially a band-pass
filter. It usually has the characteristic of high selectivity, passing the frequencies
within its acceptance band, while rejecting all others. When unwanted signals or
interference, comparable in amplitude to the desired signals, appear in the frequency
ranges adjacent to the pass band, they are effectively attenuated by the tuned circuit.
Succeeding stages will further attenuate the minor amount of interference which does
pass through the first stage. However, if the interference is very strong, of the

of volts as it may well be from a neighboring highpowered radar unit, the re-
ceived impulse will produce ringing of the tuned circuit at its natural resonant fre-
quency. This effect is passed along and ampliffied in conjunction with the normal
signals, and the interference will appear in the output. The same is true of extremely
strong radiation from a radio transmitter operating on an adjacent channel. Even--
though the tr-ansmitted energy is attenuated by the tuned circuit of the receiver, the
response is still high within the pass-band, and the familiar effect known as cross-
talk occurs in the output. Therefore, it is necessary to provide for interference

reduction by design techniques.

By using more than one radio frequency stage, additional selectivity may be
provided between the antenna input and the converter unit. It is possible to increase -* 7
both selectivity and fidelity by adding more stages, in cascade. This involves broader
tuning of the individual stages to avoid a loss of fidelity by using compact coils wound
with relatively small wire. The resultant reduced Q causes a loss in gain which is V
offset by the additional number of stages. A simple arrangement for increasing (4
selectivity, by means of an extra tuned circuit, is illustrated in Figure 3. 4. 3. 1-A. j

To Converter

Fig. 3.4,3. 1-A Additional Tuned Circuit Preceding Converter

Such circuits will also provide isolation of the oscillator stage and help prevent
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APPLICATIONS SEC. III (1

radio frequency energy at the oscillator frequency from reaching the antenna and
causing undesirable radiation. However, they do not satisfactorily suppress inter- -

ference consisting of strong pulses. A wave trap in the antenna circuit is required
to properly eliminate strong interfering pulses. This is pointed out in Paragraph a

3.1.4.2.

Limiter circuits may be incorporated in receivers with the following limita-
tions:

(a) They are suitable only for use in receivers which have some radio fre--
quency gain and rectify at a fairly high level, at least 0.1 volt.

(b) Limiters are useful for suppressing low-pulse recurrence frequencies be- I

low 100 times a second, but are less effective for suppressing those up to
500 times a second.

The length of an interfering pulse may be considerably increased as it passes
through successive stages of a receiver. This is a direct result of the tuned cir- 4
cuits "ringing" when subjected to pulse excitation. (See Paragraph 1.7.2.) The A
time, to, in microseconds which it takes for the amplitude of the pulse to fall to
approximately 4 percent of its initial value is given by the reciprocal of the band-
width in megacycles of the tuned circuit:

to (microseconds) =: a r(Bandw dthA.%n th.uc:

The ringing waveform in combination with the local oscillator frequency -will then
produce a ring at the intermediate frequency of the receiver and appear in the output.

A circuit.required to pass short pulses without distortion must be able

a wide range of frequencies. For example, a video pulse amplifier must have a rea-
sonably flat frequency response up to high frequencies. If the bandwidth of a tuned
circuit is large, the pulse will not be lengthened to any marked extent, and, because-
the pulse is of short duration, the limiting action will be much more effective. Thepulse that is superimposed on the desired signal, is prevented from reaching the A•

audio section by the action Of the'limiter. At the same time there is negligibie dis- w'
tortion of the desired signal due to the short time interval -of the pulse as compared
to the period of the signal.

However, unavoidable interference power in the output of an amplifier increases
inproportion to the bandwidth. Furthermore, the gain per stage in an amplifier is,
in general, inversely related to bandwidth, so that for a given overall amplification a
broadband amplifier requires more stages than one with a narrower band. It thus
becomes important to judge the best bandwidth for a particular application.

Pulses with low repetition rates are adequately suppressed by limiters while
higher recurrence rates would cause a proportionately larger amount of interference
at the output terminals. Thus low repetition rate and a large bandwidth represent
ideal conditions under which to operate limiters.

The second detector is the first part of a receiver where an amplitude limiter
can effectively be placed. The radio frequency voltages at the input to the receiver
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3,4,3. 1 RADIO RECEIVERS

are too small to operate any known forms of limiter or rectifier. Usually the inter-
fering pulse at the second detector has not become too long for effective limiting.
"Pulse lengthening is a function of initial energy and the bandwidth of intervening cir-
cuits. Limiters will require less operating time with low initial armplitudes of an

interfering pulse and greater bandwidth in the tuned circuits. The duration of the
pulse at the point of limiting is a very important factor because a portion of the de-
sired signal is affected every time the limiter comes into action.

Limiters are primarily restrictive devices and distortion will result from their

use, particularly when the input exceeds the limiting threshold. Limiters of the in-
stantaneous interference-peak type generally distort the output whenever the modu-
lation of the incoming signal exceeds a definite percentage. The distortion effects

can. be intensified by the transient distortion characteristics of the audio amplifier.
In general, it is desirable to use triode tubes in the audio amplifier or degenerative

feedback sufficient to prevent oscillations because of insufficient damping of theout-
S2put circuit.

When both a modulated carrier and pulses of interference are present at the
output of the final intermediate amplifier, then the current through the audio frequency

output resistor is of the form shown in Figure 3.4.3. 1-B.

'00

Time

Fig, 3.4.3.1 -B Current Through Limiting
4' .Diode Showing Limiting Action on Interfering Pulses

If the cut-off point is adjusted to coincide with the negative peaks of the audio wave-
form then, as observed in the figuon, maxitumh attenuation of the interferindg pulse

teawould occur with minimum distortion of the audio waveform. Under the ideng con-
dition of wide bandwidth, as, is commonly encountered in very high frequency re-
ceivers, a series limiter provides an average attenuation of 30 to 35 db of the un-

wanted pulse. These limitets also offer some degree of protection in receivers

operating in the lower frequencies and at their widestpossible band acceptance. Am-
plitude limiting gives avaluable degree of protection against atmospheric and ignition

interference.

4 Parallel limiters are not as effective as series limiters, and under the same

ideal conditions mentioned previously, provide an attenuation generally of about 20

db of the interfering pulse. Furthermore, they do produce distortion of the audio

waveform since they reduce the output by shunting action, but are not a complete

short circuit. The time, to, during which distortion occurs, varies inversely with

the percent of modulation. In general, it is less thaii 0.1 millisecond above 50 per-

I cent modulation, as may be observed in the typical graph of Figure 3.4.3. 1-C.
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Fig. 3.4. 3. 1-C Distortion Interval of Audio
Waveform Measured Against Percent Modulation

There are cases where interference pulses with frequencies of the order of 200
megacycles penetrate the receiver case or enter through external leads and are in-

ternally coupled to the audio frequency amplifiers at sufficient amplitude to result

in grid-circuit detection of the pulse. In such cases satisfactory suppression is
obtained by the use of a resistance-capacitance decoupling network. This combina-

tion has very little effect upon the audio frequency signals, but will greatly attenuate
the interfering energy due to the low input impedance of the grid circuit at high fre-

quencies. A typical circuit isa show in i'gure 3.4,3 l,-D.

To Second A-F

A-F Source ,

Fig. 3,4.3. 1-D R-C Decoupling Network at Input to First AF Stage

It is quite possible for the interference entering through the amplifier case or

external leads to the amplifier to be present in any part of the amplifier circuit. I
This necessitates precautions in each stage of the amplifier. Generally the first
stage is most important since greater gain results in subsequent stages. The block-
ing resistor of the resistance-capacitance network is in series with the grid and lo-
cated as close as possibme to the tube terminal. The user of a short connecting lead
wire will minimize interference injection between the ueries resistor and the tube.ad
This combination is similar to an L-type filter with the inductance replaced by a
resistance. The resistance should be designed to be much greater than the reactance
of the capacitor for the interference frequencies. A ratio of 10:1 is useful in prac-
tice. This permits most of the interfering energy to be shunted to ground. ,

Resistance-capacitance networks are usefully employed as decoupling networks

in the plate circuits of an amplifier to prevent interstage coupling and possible os-
cillations. The voltage output obtained from a common B supply is not fixed but
varies with the current demand. Also, any ripple appearing at the output of the
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3.4.3.2 RADAR ... ... , .

power supply filter is impressed on all the amplifier grids, except the first. When
using a decoupler the voltage across the condenser is very nearly constant and in-
"dependent of any power supply variations. The networks act independently of one
another and thus isolate the stages. A cascade arrangement, where' the first stage
possesses the largest amount of decoupling, is illustrated in Figure 3.4. 3.1 -E.

SI ' • " t ' ------- 4+B

Plate of-- 7 Plate of Plate of3
Tube I Tube 2, Tube 3T=Cl T z --C3

Fig. 3.4.3. 1-E Decoupling Networks in Cascade

3.4, 3.2 RADAR RECEIVERS

The problem of interference rejection in radar receivers is somewhat different
from that encountered in communication receivers, since radar interference is nearly
alwayG the result of signals occurring so close to the radar frequency that very little
can be done by improving receiver selectivity. The ability to deliver intelligible
information to the radar indicators in the presence of on-frequency interference
gives a better indication of the radars quality than its selectivity in the usual sense
of the word, i.e., the ability to reject disturbances at frequencies other than the
desired signal frequency.'Most receivers have sufficient amplification to give appreciable interference
outputs in the absence of a received signal, for which reason the sensitivity of a

i "radar receiver is nearlyf always determined by its susceptibility to interference.
Furthermore, amplitude-modulated interference is of greater concern in radar re-

d aa e veivriresl las eemne yissucpiilt oitefrne

ceivers than frequency-modulated interference because amplitude modulation en-
velopes approx~mate rectangular pulses in shape. Since adequate detection of rec-
tangular envelopeos depends more on receiver bandwidth and phase shift than on lin-
earity of amplitude response, non-linear amplitude response in the form of limiting
is permissible in most radar receivers. The limiter suppresses the amplitude-
modulated interference and produces a visual output relatively free from interfering
signals, even though the frequency-modulated interference actually may be increased
by the action of the limiter.

Three main -types of receivers are used in radar applications which differ in
regard to the frequency region within which most of the necessary signal amplifica-

Q•- tion results: (1) superheterodyne receivers which convert the modulated radio fre-
quency signals to an intermediate level, at about 30 megacycles, before amplifica-
tion; (2) super-regenerative receivers, which use a regenerative radio--frequency
amplifier, with the oscillations quenched in a time interval about equal to a pulse
width; and (3) crystal video receivers, which detect the modulation signals and am-
Iplify the resulting video signals. The majority of microwave radar receivers are
of the superheterodyne type since this permits the largest amount of amplification to
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take place in a fixed-tuned amplifier.

At frequencies below the microwave region, the ,.rst detector may be preceded

by one or more stages of radio-frequency amplificat,_,Ln. The crystal mixer may be
replaced by a vacuum tube mixer. The additional gain obtained fronim the radio fre-
quency stages results in better image rejection, improved signal-to.-interference
ratio, and reduction of the radiation of local oscillator power.

Most airborne radar systems today operate in the microwave region, and mix-
ers for use at frequencies higher than 3000 mc are usually of the waveguide rather
than coaxial type. At those frequencies the local oscillator contributes rather ser-
ious interference energy which can be sharply reduced by using a balanced mixer.
One form of balanced mixer is the waveguide magic-tee, as illustrated in Figure
3.4.3.2-A, w..ith the crystals installed in the arms of the waveguide, parallel to the
electric field.

Signal Crystal A

Crystal, B

LO Power

Fig. 3.4.3.2,-A Magic-Tee Balanccd Mixer

The arrows in the figure indicate the direction of the electric field in each arm.
A waveguide type of mixer divides the local oscillatorpower equally between the two
arms, containing crystals A and B and prevents energy transmission out of the signal
input arm. A simple and rather obvious explanation for such a characteristic follows
directIly from the geometrical arrangement of the four arms. The arms containing
the crystal .aixers and the local oscillator input arm form a shunt'tee and provide
for the continuity of the local oscillator electric field between the arms. Similarly,
the crystal arms and the signal input arm -form a seties tee and provide for the con-
tinuity of the signal input magnetic field between the arms. Thus the local oscillator
and the signal input powers divide equally between the crystal arms when the imped-
ances of these arms are matched. However, since there is no provision for con-
tinuity of either electric or magnetic components of the transverse electric wave be-
tween the signal input arm and the local oscillator arm, no energy can be transferred
from one to the other. Therefore, local oscillator radiation is minimized through
the use of a magic-tee balanced mixer.

A crystal mixer has a gain of less than unity, making it mandatory to control
the interference developed at the input stages of the intermediate-frequency amplifier.
Triodes are preferred topentodes in these stages because of their lower interference
characteristics, but they cannot always be used because of their large input capaci-
tance which leads to extremely poor performance at frequencies as high as 30 mega-
cycles. In the circuit shown in Figure 3.4.3.2-B triodes are used in the intermediate
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frequency 30 megacycle ar"iplifiers. The triode-connected 6AK5 vacuum tube has a
load impedance of about 200 ohms presented by the cathode of the second tube, This

low impedance secures stability of the first tube, whereas in the second tube stability

results from the grounded grid, shielding the input (on the cathode) from the output.

The neutralizing coil between plate and grid of the first tube confers extra stability,
It helps to prevent the output impedance of the first tube from falling off, arnd results

in minimizing the interference from the second tube. This circuit yields an inter-,
mediate frequency interference: figure about 2 db lower than a similar intermediate-
frequency input employing a pentode.

A It

161'

Fig. 3.4.3. 2-B Diagram of Grounded-Cathode,
Grounded-Grid Dual Triode Input for 30 MC IF Amplifier

Since interference in the output of an amplifier increases In direct proportion
to the banidwidth, it is important torestrict the intermediate frequency bandwidth as
much as possible. It must be sufficient, however, for adequate tranismission of the
signal. If a radar system is employed for search purposes, then the visibility of an
echo in the presence of interference is the primary measure of performance. In
that case the best circuit bandwidth has been found to be I/T cps, where T is the
pulse width. This results in an intermediate frequency amplifier bandwidth of 2/T
cps in order to transmit the double-sideband signal at this point. Thus certain fire-
control radar equipments, making use of the leading or lagging edge of a received
pulse for precise range measurements, require a broader bandwidth to assure a
minimum rise time of the displayed pulse and consequently a more precise deter-
mination of the position of the pulse. For example, a radar pulse width of about 5
microseconds would require a bandwidth of 1/5 x I06 cps or 0.2 mc. A short pulse
of I/5 microsecond duration, however, requires a bandwidth of 5 mc.

Consideration must be given to the behavior of the radar receiver in the pres-

ence of excessive signal strength, as from neighboring radar or "jamming" sig-

nals. Intentional jamming may be of the "window" type, that is, it may be caused

by strips of metallic foil which cause numerous fluctuating echoes and thus obscure
the presence of aircraft or it may be caused by radio waves, either modulateL or
unxnodulated from jamming transmitters, The most common form of modulation is
that by long pulses, termed "railings" because of their appearance on a scope. Ac-

cidental jamming may be caused by strong echoes from land targets, rough water
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surfaces, or clouds. It may also be caused by other high frequency equipments, and
if so will appear either as continuous wave or as "railings" jamming. j

The main purpose of anti-jamming circuits is to prevent receiver saturation.
Manual adjustments are impractical because it is quite impossible to follow the rapid
fluctuations in jamming with a manual control, A signal of 80 db above normal re-
ceiver interference level coupled with 50 db of clutter would appear as a 30 db signal
if the receiver gain were properly reduced, With normal gain, however, the signal
would be invisible since the clutter would saturate the receiving system. This is
particularly true in the case of an intensity-modulated indicator, such as a plan
position indicator. When the beam intensity is increased too much the focus is de- 4
stroyed, and the spot is said to "bloom". The plan position indicators have a small
dynamic range, around 10 to 20 db, and therefore require a limiter sptage in the pre-
ceding video amplifier. This prevents strong signals from causing blooming.

Four types of circuits are useful against jamming and clutter:

(a) Sensitivity time control circuit, These circuits control the receiver gain
as a function of time after the initial radar pulse. The gai00 is reduced '

when the radar pulse is first sent out and then gradually increased to nor-
neal value as determined by the time constants of the receiver. Since gain
'is made a function of distance, this circuit is useful only when a desired
echo is greater in amplitude than the interference echoes at all ranges,
and when their ratio is maintained for increasing ranges. This is possible
only when the interference source is a target without strong directional'
characteristics, such as sea or land surfaces,

(b) Automatic gain control circuits. An instataneous automatic gain control

rapidly decreases the gain of an intermediate-frequency stage when the
stage output increases beyond a value determined by thecircuit constants.
This action prevents stage saturation, It is advisable to protect the last
two or three IF stages with this type of control. The circuit usually op-
erates with a time constant of about 20. microseconds.

(c) Short-time-constant networks. The coupling between the second detector
and first video stage is provided with a very short-time-constant network.

Mhe network serves to remove or attenuate, by differentiator action, the
DC and low-frequency components encountered in continuous wave or low-
frequency modulated jamming. The *,ime constant is usuallymade equal to
the radar pulse width.

(d) Bias-control circuits. These circuits automatically supply a bias to the
second detector which prevents the high-frequency components of inter-
ference-modulated jamming or clutter from saturating the video section.
The circuit can be designed with a short-time constant. For this reason
a delay network is also necessary so that individual signals will not be re-
duced in amplitude, i. e., cut off too soon.

The short-time-constant and the bias-control circuits are moat effective when 1
used in conjunction with the instantaneous automatic gain control circuit. At fre-
quencies below the points where the -short-time-constant circuit cuts off, the fast
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time constant and instantaneous gain control are an effective combination against
jarnining by modulated or u=•,odulated continuous waves. Modulated jamaming anud

most tyVes of clutter, expecially that caused by clouds, are best controlled by a
combination of bias aid instantaneous automatic gain control...

High power pulsed radar systems operating near each other c an readilycause
mutual interference, even though there is considerable separationof their operating
frequencies. The radar receiver does not offer sufficient atte;uation for extrenely-

strong off-frequency signals. Interference may also be caused by' pick-up of the
large video signals radiated from a neaxbyrnodu•,ator. Blanking circuits have offered
the most effective solution to this type nf irterference. A receiver gating p;lse is
developed and applied to one or more intermediate-frequency grids and synchronized
with the transrmitte-4 =•p e of the interfering set. (See Special Circuits, Gating Cir-
cuit, Paragraph 3. 1. 4. 1.)

Receiver gating can be accomplished in the intermediate-frequency or video
pection. The stage may be cutoff byreducing the plate or screen voltages, by mak-
ing the ksuppressor or control grid voltages negativ, or thec athode voltage pogitive.
When a•ppled to an intermediate frequency stage,: the gating pulse does not product
any disturbance at the receiver output, since the amplifier cannot amplify the fr•-
qu'pncies contained in the pulse. However, if a video amplifier is gated, the gatipg
pulse produces a pedestal in the output on which the normal signals ride, Thip oc-i•rs
because the video amplifier has an appreciablo rezoponse in the range of f•rquencies

L contained in the pulse. When the pedestal is present in the output, it nmy be removed
if necessary. For example, a pedestal is not pprmissible when signals are appliod
to aft itensaty-tpo4duated cathode ra.y tue saince such a tube is not normally bialsed
beyon14 visual cut-off.

Yv%

1.-F -.-

INI

Fig. 3.4. 3. 2-C Cathode-Gated 6SL7 Video Stage, with no Pedestal in Output
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APPLICATIONS SEC. III

A rnn-pede staling cathode-gated video Etage is illustrated in Figure 3.4.3.2-C.
There is a gain of about unity and sufficient bandwidth to handle pulses of about one
microsecond. The stage is capable of handling positive or negative signals of a few
volts amplitude. A 6SN7 muitivibrator (Eccles-jordan circu-t) supplies the gating
pulse. VZA and VzB are cathode followers for driving the 6SL7 cathode, while V3B
carries the output plate current when V3A is galted off. When VIA is conducting, the
positive potential on the cathode of V3Y3 rises sufficiently to cut the tube off. When

l.,B is conducting, then V3A is oinm.il,_ly' vat off,

3.4. 4 DESI-N CON•SIDERATIONS FOR MINIMUM OSCILLATOR RADIATION

Receivers must not be allowed to radiate signals whose frequency will adversely
affeCt the basic function of other electronic equipments in an aircraft, or in other
airc.raft, such as may occur in flight formations. There are several sources of in-
cidental radiation in receivers, but by far the most serious is the high frequency
locl ,-sciflator radiation of a receiving system. This is particularly true when the

receivers operate in the very high frequency range or higher, since the local os-,
cillator frequency ie removed from the carrier by only a small percentage. Radia- A
tion interferenCe from oscillators Can be broken down to two types: antenna radiation
and chassis radiation, Existing literature deals predominantly with antenna radiation
With little mention Made of the problems of chassis radiation. In the lower frequency 4

ranges,, where the chassis is small compared to a half wavelength, chassis radiation
is no proaem, However, when the chassis size is such as to approach half wave
resonance Ot a particulAr operating frequency, it becomes an efficient radiator.
Thia in true in the case of television receivers operating in the frequency range of
X74 to Z16 mc, The chassis usually is big enough to approach half wave resonance,

3,4,4,1 CHASSIS R•ADIATION

Certain measures designed to minimize oscillator radiation are effecti-ve for

both the antnnA And chassis types of radiation, The appropriate technique of shield-
ing witl a•d in confi-ing the !opal osbillator energy so that reverse transmission by
means of the antenna or lead-in will not occur. It will also prevent the excitation of the
c1h•Ss, gAmd thus prevent chassis radia'tion. Trigger-ig of Airways Marker Beacon I !
receivoers by Welevision local oscillator radiation has occurred and indicates that
this form of undesirable signal radiation does take place. The local oscillator of a
television receiver ir about ZI mnc above the station being tuned in and when channel
Z is used, 54- 60 me, the local oscillator frequency is within the region of 75 mc,
which is the frequency of Airways Marker Beacons. d

I
The problem of chassis radiation dictates the need to prevent the chassis from

becoming excited by the local oscillator energy or to totally reflect the energy radi-
ated if the chassis is excited, A metallic receiver case will aid i-n re-flecting energy

which is radiated by the chassis, but the case should be looked upon only as a second-....
ary or outer shield, and emphasis placed on confining this energy to the region of
the local oscillator itself, The metal, case functions primarily to permit an inter-
ference-free region within.

A high degree of shielding is, -required in the radio frequency section of air-

craft receivers for the purpose of reducing their susceptibility to interference. It
only remains to extend the principle of shielding to include the problem of oscillator
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radiation.
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Fig. 3.4.4. I-A Shielded Local Oscillator Equivalent Circuit
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Fig. 3.4.4,.1I-B Good Oscillator Design Reduces Chassis Currents

Figure 3.4.4.1I-A illustrates an equivalent circuit of shielded local oscillator.
To restrict the electromagnetic fields to the immediate vicinity of the local oscil-
lator, the oscillator and mixer circuits must be inclosed in a conducting shield which L

is as continuous as possible. The shi.eld will have to be fastened to the next larger dW
support member at points of equipotential to minimize excitation of the larger sur-J

faces. All power supply leads entering the shielded area must be filtered for radio
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APPLICATIONS SEC. HII

frequency disturbances. The oscillator must be designed such that its electromag-
netic fields will produce a minimum of current in t•he shield material. This may be
accomplished by (l/ the use of a ingl.e point ground for the entire oscillator circuit,
as illustrated in Figure 3.4,4.1-B, (2) orienting the oscilliator coil so that its field
induces minimum current in the surrounding metal, and (3) restricting the field due
to the oscillator coil by its own individual shield or vestigial shielding such as a
shorted turn surrounding the shield. Since the local oscillator drives the mixer or
converter vacuum tube, it is necessary to design the bandpass networks as.sociated
with the mixer tube for Iiiu tr ismssion at the oscillator frequencies.

I I

From Bl+ -0-
I -- h ed al

470,n 470At 1Oko

!fI I I

' 'L L fo
From Htr WI Mixer

Supply LJ L_3 C' _ 4__"
I I.

, -- To.. •.

K From
oWý 4T- To RF Amp. Grid

Note: C 5001+f Low inductance Type Feed-Through Capacitor
First Anti-Resonance Above 300 mc

L = Ilih with C distributed &0. 51•f

R = All 1/Z Watt With Very Short Leads
To Feed-Thru Capacitors !

Fig. 3.4.4. I-C Network Arravzgement to Prevent Spurious
Resonances in Oscillator Range

The best approach in designing an oscillator shield is to enclose the oscillator
circuit in a continuously, shielded case, using soldered, "water-tight" joints, and
even the use of double shielding, if necessary. Where tlhere may be holes and slots
in the shield, a difference opf potential will exist across them. By proper orienta-
tion of the holes and slots, the electrostatic field may adequately be confined. How-
ever, this is not true for the electromagnetic field. Magnetic lines of force bulge
through any opening and will excite the exterior of the oscillator shield. This, in
turn, will excite the main chassis, which will act as a fairly efficient radiator. Holes
aid ,',ts must be avoided. Where supply leads enter or leave the shielded compart-
ment, they must be prevented from acting as a path of exit for the magnetic lines of
force. There must be adequate low pass networks in the power supply leads. In
the case of high voltage and automatic gain control leads, a series resistor-shunt
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capacitor combination is used. The capacitor must not experience any anti-resonantj
effect's within the tuning range of the oscillator. An excellent arrangement of a net-
work designed to prevent spurious resonances within the oscillator tuning range of
ordinary television receivers is shown in Figure 3.4.4.1--C. The use of a few hun-
dred ohms in the ~output and input Qf thfiis n~et-work helps to prevent resonance occur -
ring in the stipply leads exteriov tQ the tuiney. AL-Co networks are usually required
in the filament leads to prevent exces-sive vcWltage drop. Th~ey are designed to Pre-
vent any spurious resonances in the tuning range of theos~c-11lator. The cAnacitors I
shown in the figure are of the feed-through type.

Coupling between the magnetic field of the local oscillator coil and the shield AM
or chassis must be held to a minimum. This can be ac~complished by a high ratio
of length. to diameter, by a high permeability core whichA helps to confine the Wnag-
netic field, and proper spacing from the chas 'sls. The spacingso zo4d not, be less
than two coil diameters. There is usually a rapid incr-ease in chassis radiation at
the high end of the tuning range when using permeability tuners, due to the field ex-
-tending farther in space when the core is removed from the coil. To properly con-
fine the magnetic field .of the coil it is necessary to use both eddy current and per-
meability shielding. A combination of magnetic and non-ferrous conducting m aterials

willserv thepurpse. igh conductivity mnetals are deiirable since smnalle~r thic-
nesses are necessary for a given attenuation of a confixked field. The thinner shields
al-so permit the formation of good joints in the shielding. A metal thaickess of about
ten times the depth of field4 pepetration will produce an attoauation of approximately
86 db in the field intensity. At a; minimum- frequency of 80 rnc the minimum amount

A of copper required would be 0.003 inches,

The oscillator shield joints must have as large an overlap as possible to pro-
vent leakage. This may be accQmplished by iscrews or spring pressure (mu~ltiple
contact type) which assures continuity in the shielding. If overlaya Qf copper ar.e
usi-d, the shield should be formed with the copper on the inside. Cold rolled steel
plated with copper offers adequate attenuationt but requires greater thicitness of
shield, and. isa subject to corrosion. If tolerances are of necessity loose, the great-
est pos sible contact is, secured in 4 practical way by the use of a. metal te~tile gasket,
as illustrated in Figure 3. 4.4, 1 -D.
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3.4.4.2 ANTENNA RADIATION

Axntennaradiation can adequately be suppressed by the measures indicated under

Paragraph 3.4. 2. These are additional radio-frequency stages, extra tuned-link

circuits, proper shielding and filtering, adequate RF by-pass ing, and the use of short

leads and compact layout. A well screencd radio frequency amplifier, together with

proper shielding, pr,vents the energy of the oscillator coil from getting into the

radio frequency amplifier grid circuit. The shielding processes employed by manu-

facturers of very high frequency standard signal generators represent some of the

best present-day techniques for the purpose of confining local oscillator energy.

However, a well shielded and properly filtered receiver is frequently a source

of radio interference due to the local oscillator voltages appearing on the antenna.

This generally occurs when all the possible paths for interference to reach the an-

tenna are not taken into consideration during the design of the receiver,

This difficulty cannot be corrected simply by improving the shieldo or filters;
since the local oscillator output is coupled to the antenna by the circuit elements
" themselves, rather than through improper shielding or lead filby itg, An optimum

design must be achieved to reduce the effective coupling between the oscillator and

antenna terminal through the mixeriand RF stages, and still not adversely affnct the

operating char cte.ristic of the converter st-age, In g-neral, additional 1F stages

are the most effectlve •nan a-vailable to accomplish this, Refer to Paragraph 3.4.Z
for a detaifled treatment of the use of additional RF istages in reducing local os,.ailator |

radiation.

A converter section of atypical receiver that was producing high level inter-
ference, signals to considered herein to jiluatratte the problems And techniques in.-
volved in redwing rcdio nsd erference caused by local obsclm and tec hnaues .in

Figure 3, 4.4, 7 shows a simplified schematic diagram of the converter section ofAa.

typical radio recetver, The paths over which the local oxc'&1Ator signals travel to

reach the high and low band antenna terminals are represented by a series of dots, U

The oscillator signal at the antenna terminal may be reduced in several ways,

High ,"Q, P"of the signal frequency tank circuit help to attenuate the osci ator 5ign-al

appeAring on the antenna, A limit is set by the increased difficulty of tracking and

alig-,-me-nt of the various stages with increase in "Q", This limit was actually reached.

Mn the redesign of the preselector in the sample receiver under consideration and

alignment difficulteies tue to the sharpness of the preselector wete considerable.

The 'IQ" of the mixer tank should alsoh be s o•ted, prticularly in thee rnd encyral

range where the largest oscillator signal on the antennaoccurs. Test results showed I
that because of the above limitation only minor improvement could be obtained through

increased I1QsI in the circuitry,

The oscillator is capacitively coupled to both the low and high band mixer cir-

cuits. Reduction of this coupling would certainly reduce the interference appearing

at the antenna terminals. However, since this capacitor also couples the oscillator

frequency into the mixer stages for superheterodyne receiver operation, excessive

reduction of coupling adversely affects the receiver operation.

The following chart shows the effect of varying the coupling capacitor between
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the oscillator and mixer circuits on oscillator radiation and sensitivity in the typical
converter section.

Coupling Capacitor Oscillat;or Signal Sensitivity

10. 0 Itf 28,000 •v 10 pLv
2.5 tjJ4f 8,000 piv 14 Rv
l. 0 !+f 3,000 v2 v

This clearly demonstr ate s that consider able o s cillator attenuation by this meth-
od results in an appreciable loss of sensitivi"t. For this- re.a.sn on1 m nr im-
provement can be achieved through network coupling change.

Oscillation weakening by reduction of plate voltage, or by any other means, is
in a class similar to the coupling problem. If the output of the local oscillator is I
reduced, the interference characteristics are improved at the sacrifice of perform-
ance. In fact there is danger of the oscillator failing to oscillate at the low frequency
end especially witha weak oscillator tube.

Reference to Figure 3.4.4.2 shows a coupling loop between the oscillator and

high band RF stages. t zaicelvab1e that sufficient capacity between the tank in-
ductance and the coupling loop could affect the oscillator coupling. Tests performed
on the typical receiver showed that this capacity was sufficient to produce a near-
null in voltage at the center of the loop. However, further tests revealed that ca-
pacity coupling of the loop to circuit elements resulted in opposing voltages which
tend to cancel, and reduce the overall coupling effect. The effect of tre total capac-
ity between loop and coil was also investigated by increasing the capacity of one end
of the tank coil, to ground, thus increasing the voltage between tank coil and loop, also
destroying the cancellation mentioned above. Since no appreciable change in oscil-

even without the benefit of the cancellation effect, produces negligible interstage

coupling.

The above measures apparently must be considered as second order effects
only. A device is required that will attenuate the oscillator voltage appearing on the
antenna terminals without adversely affecting the sensitivity or other desired char-
,acteristics 6f the converter. Another RF amplifier stage should accomplish this
since thVe sensitivity is improved by the additional stage, and the plate to control grid
or screen grid to control grid capacitance coupling is relatively low. The choice of
electron tube to be employed is quite important since the capacitance coupling varies .
with different tube types. ..

Several experiments were performed to verify the above conclusion. A 10,000
microvolt signal was applied to the plate of a triode and a 7,000 microvolt signal I

was measured on the grid. A pentode was then substituted for the triode and the
test repeated. In this case only 500 microvolts appeared on the control grid. Thus
an attenuation of 26 db was obtained with one RF stage using a pentode. A further
improvement can be effected by using a pentode mixer with screen grid injection.
From the above test results it was concluded that the most effective way to reduce
the oscillator signal on the antenna is to add an RF pentode preamplifier stage.
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The final design of the converter section crystallized on the use of a pentode
preamplifier stage incorporating the above principles. In this model the oscillatox
signal on the antenna terminal is 30 microvolts maximum at approximately Z40 mc.
Sensitivity is IZ microvolts where tracked, and image sensitivity is from 6500 to
80,000 microvolts. The following list shows the design considerations that pro-
duced the maximum reduction in the oscillator radiation without adversely affecting
the overall operation:

(a) pentode RF stage,
(b) screen injection of oscillator signal into mixer,
(c) connecting coupling lead near bottom end of the grounded ta-nk plate c•icruit

coil and near bottom of the grid tank coil of the high band mixer,
(d) shielding between the input and output sides of the pentode socket.

The design problems presented above and the modifications made in the design
arid developmient of a typ,"al receive~r serve: to illust-rate t-th necessity for minimiz-

ing interference signals at the source.

These co•,tiera•tions alao, serve to e-mphasize the fact that considerable time
and expense can be saved by.application ai sound interference-free design techniques
in the original design rather than attemiýpting to correct an interfering component or
system once it has beeni installed.
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SECTION IV - ATMOSPHERIC INTERFERENCE

4. PR1CIPITATION STATIC

Precipitation static, as the name implies, is radio interference experienced
when the flight path is through precipitation. Flight tests carried out over a period
extending back several years have served to tie dlown some of the principal causes
of the interference, although there are some aspects of it which could profitably be
explored more fully. The interference is ordinarily intense in the low and medium
frequency ranges, and often completely blocks communication or navigation on equip-

* ment such as the liaison set, the radio compass, or Loran. VHF equipment is not
ordinarily affected, although some few reports of interference to VHF under severe
conditions have been received.,j

Current knowledge of the causes of precipitation static shows that high-speed
aircraft with properly designed dragless antennas should be relatively immune to
such interference. Attainment of immunity is dependent upon development, speci-
fication, and proper application of conducting coatings and upon engineering designs
based on a knowledge and proper consideration of the requirements of high corona
thresholds. Possible future development of superior methods of controlling air-
craft-charging characteristics may eventually ease present design requirements,.

"4.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF PRECIPITATION STATIC

Precipitation static interference is characteristically broad-band, with a con-
tilous spectrum and produces a very loud "rushing" sound in the output of a re-
ceiver, similar to amplified "shot" noise. Since it occurs when the aircraft is on
instruments and in need of radio communication and navigation facilities, the inter-
ference presents a serious flight hazard.

Flight investigations have established that disruptive discharges in air are re-
sponsible for practically all of the interference. These discharges produce steep-
frontAed impulses of relatively high peak-magnitude, and the interference may be
severe when the average current transported by the discharges is quite small, of
"the order of microamperes. In general, such discharges arise as a result of charging
effects produced by impact of the airplane surfaces with precipitation, although they
may also occur as a result of electric fields surrounding charged clouds. Impact
charging may produce interference as a result of the charging of the whole aircraft
or as a result of localized charging confined to the vicinity of the antenna.

4. Z ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FAVORABLE TO PRECIPITATION STATIC

Radio interference of an atmospheric nature was observed long before it be-

came of interest in connection with aeronautics. Radio antennas were observed to
collect static charges during snow and dust storms, causing severe interference
with the reception of radio signals. Metal windmills on insulated towers, and gas-
oline trucks on rubber tires, accumulate high potentials whenever they are hit by
particles of dry snow, sand, or dust. Aircraft, operated at much higher speeds,
experience more rapid charging which results in more serious radio interference.
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ATMOSPHERIC INTERFERENCE SE(C. IV

The major portion of experimental work on precipitation static has been pri-
marily concerned with problems of the charging of the aircraft as a whole, because
effects of charge accumulation on the airframe are responsible for most of the static
experienced on reciprocating--engine aircraft with external antennas. Increased use
of integral antennas has placed more emphasis, in recent years, on problems of
localized charging effects, although it is still necessary to give consideration to
overall charging characteristics.

4. 2. 1 DUST, SAND, AND SMOKE,

The impact of sand or dust particles against a metallic surface produces, by
friction, a charge both on the dust particle and on the metal, If a positive charge
is carried away by a sand blast, the metal becomes negatively charged. The same
effect would result from. the impact of any form of dry powder against a dry surface.
The carbon particles which constitute smoke would therefore also be effective in
producing a charge. Aircraft flying through the dust storms of deserts and drought-
stricken areas have repeatedly become charged in this manner. The denser the
smoke or dust cloud and the higher the relative velocity of the wind and the airplane
moving through it, the greater the number of imDacts per unit area per second, and
therefore Ath more rapid the charging rate.

4. 2. Z ICE CRYSTALS, HIGH ALTITUDES, LOW TEMPERATURES

fine ice crystals, such as are encountered in driving snow at high latitudes
or in the fine ice spicules which compose cirrus clouds, are an effective source of
precipitation static. Such ice crystals occur only at low temperatures - ten degrees
below zero Centigrade, or less. The height of cirrus clouds varies with the season
and with latitude, but they do not usually form below 30,000 fet., Ordinary dry snow
crystals are produced very readily in cold weather at intermediate altitudes. Fly-
ing through dry snow is one of the most common causes of severe precipitation stat-
ic, a fact which has been demonstrated many times in flights to the Aleutians, and
to Iceland and Greenland.

Aircraft flying through snow almost always become negatively charged, and
discharges from charged aircraft, whether by corona or otherwise, consist of neg- 3
ative electricity. Laboratory tests in which dry snow has been driven at high velo-
city against insulated airplane surfaces have also resulted in the production of neg- I
ative charges on the plane.

4.2.3 FRICTIONAL CHARGING BY IMPACT WITH WATER DROPS

While flight through dry snow or through the fine ice spicules of cirrus and
alto-stratus clouds invariably results in precipitation static, flying through wet snow,
glaze, or rain usually produces relatively little radio interference, For complete-
ness, however, itis desirable to consider it briefly and to point out that there is no
sharp line of demarcation between the various cloud formations, but rather, a grad-
ual shift from one form to the next. Furthermore, in the turbulence above frontal
storms, dry snow, wet snow, glaze, and rain may all be present simultaneously at
different levels,
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4. 1Z. 3. 1 WET SNOW

4. Z. 3.1 FLIGHT THROUGH WET SNOW

Wet snow is encountered only in regions where the ambient temperature is
near or slightly below the freezing point, and where the relative humidity is high.
Frictional charging requires dry surfaces and low relative humidity. The impact
between the plane and a snowflake produces energy, E = mv 2 /2, where m is the mass
of thie snowflakes and v is the numerical sum of the components of their velocities
in the direction of flight. The heat energy thus released melts more snow to increase
the magnitude of the liquid film on the surfaces of the airplane. Snow...'lakes• that re-
main solid after impact are carried awayby the airstream together with excess rain-
drops, taking with them any ,charges previously left on the metal surfaces. Should
the aircraft enter a region filled with wet snow withtempperatures of its metallic sur-
faces below freezing, the snow flakes would form an ice coating over which the im-
pinging snow would slide with only mild charging effects.

4.2. 3. Z FLIGHT THROUGH FREEZING RAIN OR GLAZE

Where a frontal condition exists in which warm, moist air has been lifted above
a colder air mass, snowflakes falling from higher levels are turned into fine, super-
cooled rain drops and then descend into the heavier and colder frontal regions be-
low. An airplane., going through a misty and foggy region which separates the warm,
upper layers from the cold, frontal air masses near the ground, becomes covered
with moisture particles that are small and quite near the freezing point. Such mois-
"ture particles seldom are electrically cha.-ged to any great extent but easily become
"attached to all the metal surfaces of the airplane and produce an even more serious
hazard by adding a heavy load of ice to all exposed parts.

4, Z. 3.S FLIGHT THROUGH RAIN DROPS,

Many laboratory experiments have been performed on rain drops falling at
various velocities and under a large variety of electrical field conditions. It has
been demonstrated that there inust be an updraft of more than eight meters per sec-
ond in athunderstorm in orderto support small hailstones andthe larger sized rain
drops. It has also been shown that rain drops falling with'greater velocity than eight
meters per second are torn to pieces by frictionwith the airthrough which they fall.
Furthermore, these falling drops are charged, some positively, others negatively.

"V The main body of a large drop retains a positive charge while the smaller droplets
whichhave been torn away from it carry negative charges. It follows that the splash-
ing effect of large rain drops against a metal surface moving at high speed must re-
su," in th breakig up of the rain drops encountered, the larger drops adhering to
the metal structure and the smaller ones carrying negative charges away. Since the
airplane is usually charged with negative electricity where precipitation static is
present, the positive charges on the larger fragments of the rain drops tend to dia-
charge the airplane and thus decrease the amount of radio interference due to pre-

V cipitation static.

4.2.4 CHARGES INDUCED BY EXTERNAL FIELDS: THUNDERSTORMS

Precipitation static, quite independent from that resulting from frictional ef-
fects, although it may exist coincidentally, is also causedby the passage of the air-
plane through an electrostatic field such as that existing between two oppositely
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ATMOSPHERIC INTERFERENCE SEC. IV

+ +

Fig, 4. 2.4 Charge Accumulations on an Aircraft in an Exter-nat Field

charged clouds. The greatest charge per unit area is kuilt up around sharp edges
or points such as- antenna wires, propeller tips., and the edges of wing~s, ailerons
and rudders as shown in Figure 4. 2.4. Maximum corona discharges, which are the
source of radio interference, always occur from these sharply curved surfaces,

whether produced by frictional impact or by induction from surround ing fields.
Therefore, the aircraft designer should avoid sharp edges or points in order to re-

4.2. 4. I EFFECTS OF ALJTITUDE AND TEMPERATURE

Charaing by irnduction is limited to those synoptic conditions in which charged •
clouds produce an electrostatic field. Such fields may be vertical or horiizon tal, or
a comnbination of the two. They are far from unifo~rm and are con stan~ly va~rying, i
e specially under thunderstorm conditions.

It is pointed out in Paragraph 4.2.2., that flight at the cirrus cloud level (about i
30.000, feet) probably results in severe frictional charging but that this altitude is us-
ually free from electrostatic fields. Descent into the lower levels of non-turbulent
clouds of the cirro-stratus, cirro-cumulus (about 25,000 feet), or alto-stratu~s type

(about 12, 000 feet) may relieve radio interference resulting from frictional charg- i
ing as well as from charging by induction. This is particularly true of dense, fog-
lik~e clouds since, if flight is through fog or vapor, there is no charging, However,
depending somewhat on the height of the cloud above the flight level, discreet pre- *
cipitation particles may be encountered and charging would still occur. The cirro-
stratus level, depending on the latitude and the season, at 12, 000 feet is approxi-
mately the upper limit for liquid rain-drops, and a.+ about this altitude they occur
only together with freezing rain or snow at temperatures near O°C (32oF). Above

this approximate altitude, or freezing isothermi, snow is found which produces static
interference due to friction. Below this altitude, icing conditions and induction
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4.2.4.2 TURBULENCE IN THUNDERSTORMS

charging in electrostatic fields between clouds, or between the clouds and earth, are
"encountered. Inwinter this freezing isotherm may be near the ground with friction-
al charging encountered from the ground level upward.

"4.2.4.2 EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE IN THUNDERSTORMS

Turbulence is a prime characteristic of thvnderstorms wbich in turn produce
conditions for radio interference in aircraft as a result of induction and frictional
effects. Where extensive local heating of air with high humidity results in a steep
temperature gradient fiom the ground to the condensation level, a "heat thunder-
storm" may develop. Adiabatic expansion of moisture-laden air in the ascending
column causes precipitation with a resulting release of latent heat, which in turn

* warms the air and increases its veloeity of uprush. By such means are produced
the rapid convection currents necessary for the electrification of clouds. A "cold-
front" storm results when cold, dry air underruns a mass of warm, moist air and
lifts it to the condensation level, while a "warm-frqnt" storn is produced when a
mass of warm air is pushed up over a comparatively stationary mass of cold air.
In each case, the conditions, oroducing turbulence are present,,

The typical storm in temperate regions is the cyclonic "low". The low-pres-
sure areas which move s lopwly . fr -, r.-t ..... e• .w + t.•• utheast . cros the Amrmericaq con-
tinent are several hundred mpiles wide, The general direction of rotation in the
Northern Hemisphere is .counter-clockwise. in such a general storm area, there

is a warm front in the southeastern section and a cold front in the western and north-
western section. During the thunderstorm season, which extends fror March to
October in the temperate zone, the ar in the warm fropt has originated in the Gulf
of Mexico and adjacent land areas and has a high humidity, Ut temeperature is high-
er than the temperat,4re of the surface air over which it flows, The cold front, on
the other hanA, coists of compairatively dry., cold atr which has originated in the
Canadian Rockies or in the plain~s toward the east. When such a mass of cold air
rushes into the warmer surface air of the plains region, its, approach is character-
Sized by a long line of thunderstorms and corresponding turbu.ence. Such a "line-
squa1.1 may have a length of 400 to 5. miles and a height of 6 to 8 miles. In the
tropics or near large bodies of water where the ascendi• •air currents have an un-
Usua11y large moisture content, the total height of the turhulent conditionu is usually

thas 5 rmiles. either case, it is obvious that a pilot will not he able to fly
around the end of •lp-s stormrR area, rather than pass through its center, unless he
happens to be near i4s periphery. It is a•so evident that he will seldom bu able t

fly over the top of such a line-squall without encountering precipitation static of the

frictional type. Since the stporm conditions are far from rAniform, along the squall
j line, he may be able to find a gap of rminmum severity through which he may safely
pass, ..

j Non-frontal thunlder stormn-s are commonly called "hea thurnder storms"' aaAd may
I '~,be encountered in both tropical and temperate latitudes. Heat t huderstorms us-

ually reach their climax in late afternoon while line- squall storms, may arrive at
any time during the day or Mght. Heat thunderstorms are considerably less exten-
sive than the other type and can ordinarily be circuv-nrented w-ithot the plane getting
seriously off course. Non-frontal storms may, however, develop into general storm
areas without the presence of any frontal phenomena. These constitute a special
hazard to the pilot on cross-country flight under generally settledweather conditions.
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4.2.4,3 MAGNITUDE OF ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS AND THEIR EFFECTS IN
THUNDERSTORM AREAS

Laboratory tests show that the potential necessary to produce a spark betweenpolished ball$-, 10 cm in diameter and I cmn apart, at 76 cm of mercury pressure
in dry air is about 3,0 kilovolts. For needle points, it is only 12 kilovolts, and is
less at high altitudes where the pressure is lower. Field strengths of 400 volts

per cm have been frequently encountered in test flightso and a field of 3400 volts
per cm has been recorded just before the airplane was struck by lightning. At 1000
volts per cm, a lightning stroke 3-miles long from cloud to clout, or from cloud to
ground, requires an initial difference of potential of about 500 million volts.

in frictional charging through snow or freezing rain, or under dust-storm
conditions' the same sign of charge, usually negative, is present over the entire
plane and the density of charge at any given point on the aircraft remains essen-
tially constant for comparatively long periods of flight. On the other hand, induced
negative charges on the plane are found nearest the positively charged clouds, while
the positive charges are found nearest the negatively charged clouds. In thunder-
storm fields, both the sign and the potential gradient of the charges which cause
induction vary rapidly -with both time and the position of the plane with respect to
the active -o-tien ofthe storm,. Resul-t-l currents of an order of magnitude in the:
milliampere range surge back and forth from wing tip to wing tip: and from nose totail, all capable of producing extreme radio interference due to spark-over.at poor-
ly bonded jqints,

The ele:ctrical capacity, in flight, of even a large airplane is quite small; for
• exrniple, it is about 780 f fra 17, h .f**r-- C1,w a current of 100 microamperes *
flowing intQ it would charge a B,17 at the rate of 18 kilovolts per second, The
sharp edges and points woqld therefore quickl reach the corona point when in the
presence of strong electrostatic fields and cause severe radio interference,

4, Z, 40 4 LIGITNING DISCHARGES TO AIRCRAFT

Although the all-metal structure of aircraft affords protection to the crew
against light," "niu" discharges, a -'-t l duischarge acrQss a metallic conductor, such
as an airplane, still presents three problems, Radio interference is at a maximum
hutusually of short duration due to the stroke itself, The after-effects of the stroke
may actually he more serious than the radio interference itself. The current in a
lightning stroke maybe as rr rh as 1l00000 amperes, While the surface and frame-
work of the plane can carry sach a current without danger, even a small fraction of
such a current, if it gains access to radio receivers, power supplies. and other
electrical equipment, can easily fuse wires and put control apparatus out of oper-
ation. It may also start fires by jumping across poorly bonded sections of the plane,
especially in the vicinity of gasoline leaks which may he present. When flying at
night,, the intense ilimination resulting from a lightning stroke may blind the pilot
so. that he c~annot see his instruments for several minutes, This blinding effect can
be minimized by keeping the cockpit light on full when in the vicinity of electrostatic
fields. While there is little danger of electrical shock to persons inside the closed
cockpit, there may, nevertheless, be resultant nervous reactions which render the
p~ilot more or less incapacitated for the performance of his duties.
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4.3 RDUCING INTERFERJENCE

The distribution of electrical charges in a thunder cloud is far from uniform,
and authorities are not fully agreed on any general pattern. Whatever the distribu-
tion of electrical charges within the cloud,, the potential difference between points
at a distance equal to the wing span of an airplane undergoes rapid changes in. sign
and magnitude according to the part of the cloud in which the airplane is flying at any
given moment. If it is in the region between maximum negative and maximum posi-
tive charge concentrations, the potential gradient is high. On the other hand, where
the distribution of charges is of nearly the same concentration and of uniform sign,
the maximum currents and potentials connected with a stroke through the plane can-
not be very large. The probable minimum risk is taken by flying as high as possible
above the active vortex of the storm or by flying to one side or the other of that vor-
tex. When confronted with an extended line- squall storm with towering cumulus clouds
that reach above the ice-spicule level, the pilot may be justified in flying under the
cloud in the raid-area between the cloud and the earth. This involves three hazards,
the icing and induction-charging dangers discussed in Paragraph 2, 1.4. 1, the pos-
sibility of intercepting a lightning stroke in the high potential gradient between the
cloud and the earth, and the danger of encountering mountains or other obstructions,

.4.3 METHODS FOR REDUCING INTERFERENCE FROM PRECIPITATION STATIC

Increased speed and higher altitude flying, the result of improved design and
the availability of more powerful engine s, both dictated by militarynecessity, brought
ever-increasing losses due to the precipitation-static type of radio interference.
The Military Services, aircraft manufacturers, and commercial f~ight ope-ators
"have made attempts to remove this hazard to aerial navigation. From numerous
investigations, in flight and in the laboratory, there resulted a series of programs

Sfor "cleaning-up" airplane structure and design. These included the elimination of
sharp-edged ok pointed protuberances, the effect of various coatings on the metal
surface, and the bonding of separated parts, of the aircraft structure, In addition,
much research anddevelopment has been done to make available dielectrically ina-
sulated antenna wire and fittings as well as devices for discharging static charges

harmlessly from the aircraft while in flight,

4,3.1 OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT

Pilots have frequently observed that the severity of precipitation interference
is a function of the speed. Using as a working equation, charging current equals a
coefficient times the speed to the nth power, it was found that the average value of
n is 3. Thus the radio interference goes up approximately as the cube of the speed,
Reduction of airspeed from 400 miles per hour to 200 miles per hour would, there-
fore, reduce the charging current, and hence the corona discharge, by a factor of
eight as shown in Figure 4.3. 1-A.

The variation of the coefficient with temperature is not linear. It is a maxi-
mum between -7° C ard -9° C, while the exponent. n, reaches its peak value at
about -7° C, as is shown by the curve in Figure 4.3. 1-B. The severity of precipi-
tation interference may therefore be reduced both by decreasing speed and by de-
scending to lower levels where the temperature is higher. The second alternative
is, of course, always accompanied by the dangers caused by icing.
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Fig. 4. 3, !-A Charging Current as Fig, 4.3. 1-B Temperature Effect on
a Function of Speed & Temperature Exponent in the Equation: Charging
Curve A - Temp. -83°C Slope n=3.3 Current = Coefficient (Speed)n.
Curve B Temp. -670C Slope n=4.7 (Nose-piece coated with aluminum.)
Curve C - Temp. -50C Slope n=Z.l

4. 3. Z EFFECTS OF COATINGS ON METAL SURFACES

Both as a means to protect a shiny aluminum surface against the elements and
to reduce visibility to anti-aircraft and other enemy fire, airplanes have customarily
beer, covered with various varnishes and camouflage paints, It has been shown that
the charging rate of painted surfaces is several times as great as that for clean alu-
miniur, surfaces. Surfaces of clean aluminum and those coated with aircraft wax
produce negative charging, but coatings of TiO2 and colloidal silica give positive
charges when bombarded with driving snow. The results of these and other tests
show that the paints in common use on aircraft surfaces consistently give negative
charges to the airplane surface under precipitation charging conditions.

The fact that coatings -with positive charging coefficients are available has led
to attempts to produce a chargeless airplane by using equivalent amounts of positive
and negative materials on different sections of the plane. Experience proved, how-
ever, that contamination of positive surfaces, caused by handling of the plane by the
ground crew, resulted in a reversal of sign for the charging coefficient. The best
Possible surface for minimum precipitation static is clean, smooth aluminum. The
charging coefficient, K, for various coatings as a function of temperature is shovw-n

*One Statampere (electrostatic cgs units) is equivalent to 3,33560 x 10-10
amperes (absolute).
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4.3,3 DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

in Figure 4.3.2. The coefficient, K, is defined by the equation, K = I/W, where I

"is the current, in electrostatic units per square meter of surface exposed to a blast

of snow, and W the weight of snow which strikes this unit surface in unit time.
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Fig. 4.3. Z - Charging Coefficient as a Function of Temperature For:
A--Ti3(Anatase Form), Thin Film; Sol No. 155;
B--Colloidal Silica No. 155 in Cellulose Nitrate;
C- -Bare 5Z-S Alumini
D--Aircraft Wax on 5Z-$ Aluminum;
E--Amphibious Transport Paint.

4.34. 3 DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

From the standpoint of freedom from interference from precipitation static,

the ideal shape for an airplane would be a smooth sphere. This being functionally

impossible, there remain, as a means of a practical solution to the problem, attempts
to reduce the curvature of sharp-edged and pointed structures without interfering
with their mechanical operation. This includes rivet-heads, projecting edges of
sheet-metal, exposed surfaces of Pitot tubes and thermometers, all of which have
received attention in recent aircraft design. Since corona discharge begins at the
point of sharpest curvature, it is necessary to reduce the curvature of all critical
areas to the same value, so far as possible, in order to keep the potential of the
whole aircraft uniformly high and to prevent breakdown below the operating voltage
of static dischargers. In some cases, covering the sharp edges with plastic insula-
tion is effective, unless it interferes with normal air-stream flow.

The quantity of electricity, Q, on any metallic body is equal to the product of
its electrical capacity, C, multiplied by the potential, V, applied to it, thus Q = CV.
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The electrical capacity of an insulated sphere in electrostatic units is equal to its
radius, r, in centimeters, that is, C = r. Electrical charges distribute themselves
equally over the entire surface so that V = Q/r, but if the sphere is surrounded by
a medium of dielectric constant, k, then V = Q/kr. In the consideration of aircraft,
k 's approximately one 'o? air.

The surface density pf charge, s, equals the total charge divided by the area
of the sphere; therefore, r -

s(4-1)

4rr 2  4wr 2  4v r

For any given potential, therefore, the charge derasity varies inversely as the cur-
vature, l/r. it approaches zero for a plane surface and becomes infinite at the tip
of *. sharp-pointed needle.

The atmosphere always contains considerable numbers of ions produced by
ultra-violet light, cosmic rays, radio-active substances, engine exhausts, etc, Such
ions are accelerated towards or away from intense fields, according to their signs,
whether positive or negative, and may gain sufficiently high velocities to ionize more
molecules by collision and thus initiate a corona discharge with its resulting static
interference, Corona discharge generally begins at about 1/2 to 2/3 the potential
required for a disruptive spark, although, depending on the geometry involved, it
has been observed at l/10 this potential,

Laboratory experiments have shown that the break-down potential between
polished spheres, 1 inch in diameter, is approximately three times As great as for"-,needle-points.. One hundred kilovolts can bridge a six-inch gap between needle-

points in dry air, Exact break-down voltages have been shown to depend on materials '

used, temperature, and pressure,

The break-down potential from a metal surface to the surrounding air depends
on the density of the air, being a function of the me, n free path of the meolecules.

For aircraft at W.gh altitude the pressure decreases with the altitude while the tem-
perature falls at the same time, increasing the air density, While these two factors

affect the air density in opposite directions, the relations are not linear and the pres-
stie effect predominates. At 5000-feet elevation, the break-down potential is about
eight-tenths (0,8) and, at 10,000 feet, sixty-seven hundredths (0,67) of that at sea
level.

Because of the camber, or curvature, of the upper surface of an airplane wing,
the air going over the top of the wing surface must travel farther, and hence have
greater relative velocity, than the air passing the comparatively straight under sur-
face. According to the well-known theorem of Bernouilli, the greater the speed of
the air over a surface, the less the pressure, Thus is produced the important lift-
ing effect which keeps the plane in the air but incidentally increases the tendency to
go into corona over these areas of low pressure. Because of the pitch and relatively
high speed of the propeller tips, they are likewise surrounded by a region of reduced
pressure as they plough through the ambient snow and ice particles. Consequently,
the propeller tips tend to burst into corona almost as soon as bare wire antennas and
other sharp metal points. Obviously, both of these Bernouilli effects are inherent arld
essential to the functioning of the plane,, The change in pressure on the wing surface
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4.3.4 IMPROVED ANTENNA WIRE AND INSULATORS

due to camber is not, serious because of its large radius of curvature. The only
remedy for the propellers is to bond them effectively to the fuselage to keep their
potential relative to the airframe as low as possible, and to keep their surfaces free
from offending paints and oils.

4.3.4 IMPROVED ANTENNA WIRE AIND INSULATORS

Before the recent advent of antenna wire and fittings of improved design most
of the interference to radio reception originated in the antenna and its auxiliary parts.
The antenna is of necessity located in an exposed position of high potential. The fine
wireof which itwas made, to reduce wind-drag, had a very small radius of curvature

and -the connections to inexpensive strain insulators were crudely fashioned and had
sharp-ended, projecting points.

Precipitation static on aircraft employing external wire antennas is usually a
result of corona discharge from the antennas. Charging of the whole aircraft is

responsible for the cerona. This situation has been effectively dealt with by raising
the corona threshold of the antennas and providing a discharge path for charges to
leave the airframe without creating radio interference. The corona threshold of the
antenna may be raised by increasing its radius of curvature or by coating it with in-
sulating material of very high dielectric strength. The Air Force and the Navy now
use an anti-corona antenna wire, consisting of a 50-mil diameter, #16 copper-weld,

conductor coated to an outer diameter of 183 mils with polyethylene, and the so-called
"-wick" dischargers on reciprecatLing-engine transports and bombers.

Antenna fittings currently used with the wire employ smooth metal surfaces
having. large radii of curvature for increased corona threshold. Figure 4. 3.4-Ai
shows the components of antenna assembly AS-315/A.

New fittings are now in production development which will provide complete

external insulation for wire antennas, Figure 4. 3. 4-B shows the components of
these new type fittings and antenna mastso FigIIre 43.4-C shows some of the fittings •

-..... assembled in greater detail. Mechanical limitations make it impractical to apply
this type of equipment to high-speed aircraft.

The transmitting and receiving antennas on aircraft are necessarily mounted
in such a manner that they are badly exposed to the sources of precipitation static.
The relation between the speed of an aircraft and the severity of precipitation static

was discussed in Paragraph 4.3. 1. The great advances in aircraft speed accom-
plished in recent years have necessitated a multitude of improvements in aircraft

design, one of the most important of which is the adoption of greatly improved an-
tennas, antenna insulators, and masts.

Field and laboratory tests have proved beyond doubt that the corona can be
suppressed by using a wire covered with a polyethylene insulation and supplied with

fittings which protect the ends of the wires from exposure by layers of insulating
material. It, was found that a #16 copper-weld conductor with a diameter of 50
mils, insulated by a sheath of polyethylene to bring the total outside diameter to 183
mils was a great improvementover the bare wires previouslyused. Insulators with
rounded corners that could be covered with thick layers of tape were used for con-

nections but it was still found that these fittings were the most likely place for the
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4,3.4 IMPROVED ANTENNA WIRE AND INSULATORS
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Tension Unit with WA
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Fig. 4.3.4-C Anti-Precipitation Static Antenna i,,rd.wa.re... Assembled
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4.3.5 LOOP TYPE ANTENNAS

incidence of corona. Difficulty was also encountered from scratches and nicks inathe ends of the wires. The new type of antenna hardware includes silicone rubber

sleeves, polyethylene thrust washers and molded lucite caps. Instead of coiling the
wire around an insulator and twisting its end around a lead-in, a new fitting has been
devised into whihchthe end of the wire is forced and clamped between jaws which hold
it firmly without twisting.

The new type of strain insulator shown in Figure 4. 3.4-B & C contains two
wire-holding chucks separated by an RF insulator and encased in a molded sheath
which contains a sealing cavity and is closed at each end with a threaded cap. The
Tee-Splice also shown contains three wire-holding chuc...s fastened to a metal tee
spacer for mechanical and electrical connection. The insulation and sealing arrange-
ments at the ends are similar to that of the strain insulator. The Dead-End Mast,
shown in Figure 4J3,4-B consists of a streamlined plastic (Fibreglass) mast Z4 inch-
es long, fitted with an adjustable insert at the upper end for protecting and shielding

the outer end of the antenna. The insert contains a wire-holding chuck encased in a
molded covering of insulating material. The inside of the masthead is threaded to
fit the plastic nut on each end of the insert, thus providing a s~mall amount of "take
up",

The Lead-Through Mast illustrated in Figure 4. 3. 4-B has the same general
construction as the Dead-End Mast, No insert is used, but a 1/4-inch hole is mold-
ed into the center of the mast to permit the antenna wire to pass through so that it
mayterminate onthe inside of the fuselage of the plane. The Mast Socket also shown
consists of a pair of molded- brackets designed to mount and support either type of
mast on the skin of the aircraft.

"4.3,5 LOOP TYPE ANTENNAS

The advantages of loop antennas are that they can be electrostatically shielded
agairst high im,•pe.ance - .clkls, that is, fields for which the ratio of electric to mag- K
netic components is large, they can be brought closer to the surface of the aircraft
and can be designed to avoid sharp points or small radii of curvature,

The regulation flat-top antenna are, of necessity, mounted as high as possible
in order to intercept the required amount of energy from the desired signal. This
is where the electrical fields caused by precipitation static discharges produce strong
surges into the receiving equipment, A loop antenna, on the other hand, by making
use of a large number of turns in the loop, acquires a larger induced voltage at a
lower elevation above the aircraft. V

For the condition that the circumlerence orthe perimeter of the loop is small
as compared to the wavelength, the induced voltage is given by the equation

V ANE cos 0 (4-2)

where V is the inducedvoltage, A the area of the loop in square meters, A the wave-
length in meters, E the field strength in volts/meter, N the number of turns, and
0 is the angle between the incoming wave and the plane of the loop. The maximum
value for V is obtained when cos E = 1. The effective length of the antenna, Le, in
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meters, is defined as V/E and has the value

2Wi AN
Le A (4-3)

for the condition cos 0 = 1. The current which flows through a loop of impedance Z
is

= (4-4)

I
The reactive part, XL, of the impedance Z is always inductive for a small

loop. If the loop itself is designed so that the inductive reactance is equal to a capac- :'

itive reactance which is either designed into the loop or supplied externally, then
the current flowing i•n the circuit would be a maximumand limited only by the effec-
tive resistance.- In this case,

V VT - (4-5) .
"e L

where Q is defined •s the ratio of the reactance, X 1, to the effective resistance, I~,

It is seen. therefore, that the indu•ced current is proportional to the 'IQ"1 of the loop.

In using the loop as a radio compass, for example RADIO COMPASS AN/ARN-7
used as a horning device, the width of the loop null is a function only of the radio in-

terference present. As the null point is reached, the automatic volume control in
the receiving eqaipment increases the amplification, and amplifies any interference
in the circuit together with the signal, If the receiver is entirely free from interfer-
ence, the null point may be obtained very 'accurately, at least to within one or two
degrees. One of the disadvanta-ges of the high impedance loop lies in the necessity
for physically locating it at such a distance from the receiver that the capacitance
of the connecting cable necessitates other changes in the circuit which consequently
decrease the effective height of the loop and also reduce its induced voltage. Present
practice employs a low impedance loop which is connected to the receiving set through
a special transformer and coaxial cable. Either type of loop is enclosed by a metal-
lic shield connected to the airplane structure. When the shielded loop is put in a posi-
tion parallel to the line of flight, in which case the azimuth angle of the compass
needle is at 900, the loop antenna gives readable signals long after signals from
open antennas are lost in crashing noises. In this 900 azimuth position, the ioop
intercepts the maximum signal and minimum interference. With the local disturb-
ances held to a minimum, the signal voltages can usually be amplified to the point
where they are readable above the irreducible interference background.

4.3.6 TRAILING WIRE DISCHARGERS

Trailing wire dischargers were employed several years before Static Discharg-

ers AN/ASA-3 became available. This older type consisted of a fine steel wire con-

nected through a resistance of 100,000 ohms or more to a high potential point at the

rear end of the fuselage. Such a wire in actual use was 15 to 30 feet long. Because
of the small diameter of the bare wire, there was a tendency for it to go into corona

before any other part of the airplane. Corona discharge at-the end of the trailing
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antenna would often couple back to the receiving antenna and appear as another source
# of interference. A large resistance in the circuit was used to prevent oscillatory

' discharges; however, it was found that it was of great importance to have the re-

sistance distributed rather than lumped in one place. In its most useful form, such
a trailing antenna is put into a small shield from which it can be released by the
"pilot through an electromagnetic device operated from the cockpit. A cup attached

to the outer end of the wire holds it in the windstream. The ue of this device ha
frequently enabled a pilot to reduce the precipitation interference enough to get range

signals through; however, it does add additional hazards so far as lightning strokes
are concerned and is falling into disuse. Both commercial airlines andthe military
have experienced a high incidence of lightning stx.. res to trailing dischargers.

4.3.7 FLUSH ANTENNAS, CANOPIES, AND RADOMES

Integral antennas may be divided into two classes for consideration of precip-

itation-static effects. One class is comprised of antennas which utilize portions of
the external structure, such as wing and tail-cap antennas; the second is comprised

of antennas housed within insulating material.

One problem which is important for integral antennas of the first classis their
corona threshold. Flight tests have shown that although jet engines are in themselves

fairly efficient dischargers they do not completely compensate for higher rates of
impact charging produced by higher speeds. Net charge accumulated onthe airframe

"raises the potential of the aircraft to a point where corona discharge from extremi-

"ties may occur. Since integral antennas are often located at such points, corona

discharge is still a problem. There are three methods of dealing with this situation.
The first is to obtain more efficient dischargers, so that the airplane potential re-

-mains low, The second is to shape and locate the antennas, if possible, in such a
way that they have a high corona threshold. The third method is to control antenna

discharges to greatly reduce the ragnitude of radio-frequency intererence accom-

panying the corona.

The most fruitful approach at present is that of designing the antenna for high
corona thresholds so that large amounts of charge can accumulate on the airframe

without causing interference. It seems doubtful that much consideration has been

given to this factor in the past, and iovestigation of some of the aspects of the problem

would be very worthwhile.

In general, some of the same factors which provide good efficiencies on low-

frequency antennas tend to lower the corona threshold; that is, the antenna may func-

tion best if itis located at points where electrostatic field intensification is high. The

problem of computing electrostatic field intensities at various points on an aircraft

is tedious and difficult. Some measurements of electric field at different points on

a tvyica! bomber have been made in flight, and these measurements may serve to

"indicate the orders of magnitude of some of the rat-ios. F igure 4. 3. 7-A shows the

points at which measurements were taken, and the ratio of the field at these points

to a point near the center of gravity.

Some flight data obtained from corona threshold measurements ondischargers

showed that the field intensity at the tips of the horizontal and vertical stabilizers

is comparable to the field intensity at the wing tips. Any designs utillzing aircraft
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4.3.7 FLUSH ANTENNAS, CANOPIES, AND RADOMES

extremities as antennas should be carefully considered from the standpoint of proba-
ble corona threshold, because high values of electric field arc obtained at these

•4 ' points with comparatively small am•aunts of charge residing on the airframe. The
best solution would be to avoid placing antennas on the ,xtremities, if that can be
done without affecting performance. If performance requirements dictate placement

Son w ing or tail extrem ities, every effort should be m ade to m aintain large radii of
curvature of the conducting surfaces.

A comparatively large number of integral antenna designs utilize some form
of housing constructed of insulating material, with antenna conductors close to the

,A.-ae Ae re o.ond.. ,..,,. aC X IQ j. 0 ro-dcross the outer
surface of the housing, it is possible for bound charges to build up on the inA.i-ulatin-
material as a result of impact charging, When the field gradient between charges
or between charge and airframe becomes high, disruptive discharges occur. This
"streamering" can Produce interference with characteristics similar to those of
antennA corona, with the exception that the number of bursts ler second may not be
as high, This type of interference may be very intense with small charging currents,
which results in disruption of reception even in very light precipitation, Radio-com-
pass sense antennas installed underneath plexiglass canopies have proven very sus-
ceptible to this type of interference, Plexiglass has excellent insulating properti. s
so that very small charging currents to the plexiglass surface develop high voltage
and consequent streamering. Some flight measurements made on the nose canopy
of a typical bomber showed 10. 000 microvolts of interference developed on a test
antenna mounted on the inner surface when the charging currant to the outer surface
"was r-onsiderably leas than one microampere per square foot, The interference
measurements were taken at 300 kilocycles with an effective bandwidth of about eight
Itilocycles, At the same time the interference was measured on the test antennas,
the rdio-compass, which uses a sense antenna mounted on the underside of the pi-
lot's canopy, was inoperative on range signals, On this airplane it has also been
observed that the interference from the compass loop, which is mounted at the rear
of" the pilot's canopy, becomes very large at slightly higher charging currents,

Aaddional undesira'ble effect can occur from charge accumulation oninsulat-
ins surf~ceq, Electric fields are produced on the inside of the housing which may
rech-c intensities sufficient to cause- cnrona from the conducting structure, of the an-

.... Semne measurements of cqrona current of this type have been made on a typi-
citl bomber antenna. The cerona is usually intermittent, but in conditions where
high values of charging current are present it can contribute significantly to the in-
terference.

Interference-producing effects on insulating structures can he greatly dimin-
ished by providing suitable conduction paths over the outer surface. Since the cur-
rents invQlved are quite small, a high order of conduction is not required. If the
surface is coated with a thin layer of conducting material, the lower limit of con-
ductivity is set by the maximum voltage difference which is permitted between the
airframe and thble surface of the housing and the upper limit is set by shielding effects
on radio signals. A limited investigation has shown that, in general, higher con-
ductivity is permissible at higher frequencies, and that surface resistivities rang-
ing from three to ten megohms per square are satisfactory for most applications.
Calculated and measured attenuation effects at low and medium frequencies are
shown, in Figure 4.3. 7-B. It can be noted that increased losses occur at lower fre-
quencies for a given coating resistivity,
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Because pilot's canopies are often used as antenna housings, a need exists for
a durable conductive coating which can be applied to plexiglass withoutdegrading the
Optical properties. The Materials Laboratory at Wright Field is currently engaged
in a program to develop a suitable coating. This group experienced difficulty in
obtaining a coating in the proper conductivity range. As an interim solution, the
application of conducting strip; to canopies was considered and tried, but not found

completely satisfactory. A promising coating has now been developed and tried with T
succe s s 'a irestivity Is 1 0iegohs per square and has good erosion resistance.

Radio-compass operation in many of the presently used fighters and bombers
has been severely limited by precipitation static. These installations utilize sense
antennas mounted under plexiglass canopies, which is often the most practical place
to install them. The problem is currently a serious one with the military aircraft
and manufacturers aze currently engaged in running so-,e tests of conducting strips
applied to the canopy. These tests are being made with rather high conductivity *-i
strips which are probably not optimum for the purpose. Manufacturers have reported
that the results of one flight seems to show that the interference was decreased to a
point which permitted the radi'o-compass to operate although reception was still quite
unsatisfactory.

The problem of interference coupled from corona or streamering regions to
antennas at some distance away has not been given much consideration up to the
nresent time. Coupled interference is more serious for the case of weak-signal re-
ception; scanty observations seem to show that it usually is not a severe problemi
with moderate signal strengths. Capacitive antennas are apparently more susceptible

to interference pick-up from points in corona than loop antennas. For examnple,
corona points on the wingtip of a typical bomber coupled interference to the top-wire
antennas, Flight and laboratony tests made with compass loop antennas showed tb-a
corona points more than four feet awvay from the loops did not couple in much inter-
ference unless the loops were oriented for maximum pick-up in the direction of the
point. Interference coupled to wire antennas was greatly reduced or eliminated if
the corona point was screened from the wire by portions of the fuselage. A point
w~rth stressing is that coupled interference may prove troublesome if the more usual
types of interference are eliminated.

4,3,8 STATIC DISCHARGER AN/ASA-3

Experiments have proved that charges can escape from sharp points on an air-
plane without producing radio interference. This helps to keep the aircraft at a low
potential with respect to the surrounding atmosphere and thus minimizes the possi-
bility of corona discharges. Steel needle-points have a tendency to become corroded
so that they are no longer sharp points, Fine cotton fibers have been found to be
effective and practical when formed into a so-called wick, as in the AN/ASA-3 Static
Discharger. Each fiber'serves as a separate point from which charges can escape.
The cotton is treated with a compound which reduces its resistance but keeps it high

enough so that the current escaping from each fiber is very small and cannot become
oscillatory because of the large resistance in the discharge circuit. The dischargers
are mounted at points of maximum electric intensity and removed as far as possible

from antenna leads to reduce coupling effects. They are not completely effective

but are capable of very greatly reducing the radio interference. When properly in-

stalled and serviced they will discharge, without appreciable interference, up to
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4.3.8 STATIC DISCHARGER AN/ASA-3
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Fig. 4. 3. 8-A Static Discharger AN/ASA-3
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Fig. 4. 3. 8-B Suggested Locations of Static Discharger AN/ASA-3
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250 microamperes per wick.

After exhaustive tests by both civilian and military personnel the "Static Dis-
charger AN/ASA-3" has been officially adopted for use on military aircraft. This
discharger consists of a conducting cottonwick 13 inches long and enclosed in a plas-
tic sheath, At one end, is an aluminum tube which fits tightly around the wick. The
outer end of this tube is flattened to provide for two mounting holes, In operation,
the plastic sheath is removed from 1-1/2 inches of the free end of the wick, as shown
in Figure 4.3, 8-A.

As shown in Figure 4.3.8-B, the dischargers are mounted on the trailing edges
Xof wings, rudders, and stabil.zers -where th1e poential produced by precipitation static

is highest, but in far enough to escape the extreme turbulence at, the wingtips. They
should not be placed where oil spraying from an engine exhaust may produce matting
of the fibers. At least sixteen dischargers are required per airplane, depending on
the size, speed, and type of airplane, The only servicing required is to keep 1-1/Z2
inches of clean cotton wick exposed outside the plastic sheath at the free end, Re-
placement should be made when the w scZ's become shortened by wear to a length of•i 6 inches. aewethwi

4.3.9 BLOCK AND SQUIRTER DISCHARES I
It has been repeatedly observed that precipitation static charges on an airplanecan be reduced by use of the radio transmitters in the plane so that radio signals can

be received for a short time, even through the -most serious interference, Immedi-
ately after transmitting, It has also been noted that following a lightning discharge
in the vicinity of a plane under thunderstorm conditions there are a few seconds, of
comparative quiet during which signals- co-ne-through Clearly. The explanation is
that the additional potential applied to the plane by the transmitter adds a sufficient
impulse to discharge the accumulated negative electricity, which is responsible for
the precipitation interference. Thip is because the plane acts as groiu-nd for the radio
-raZ-iaitter while -its antenna is highly insulated from the remainder of the aircraft,,
The additional potential given the plane and antenna during the tranSmission helps
to discharge the accumulated static down to a level low enough for the signals to get
through. In lie mnanner, the presence of a thunder cloud produces increased nega-
tive pa."entials on one wing and increased positive on the other, both of which may
be above the corona point. When the, lightning discharge occurs, the space charges
within the cloud are reduced and the induced charges on the airplane neutralize each
other to such an extent that signals cau get through. A

Making use.of this principle, attempts have been made by several experimen-
ters to produce a system within the plane bywhich the receiving circuits are momen-
tarily blocked while additional potentials are applied to the plane, or to special dis-
chargers attached to the plane. The time interval during which the receivers are
blocked may be three or four times as great as the listening time and is usually ad-
justable, but there still is a sufficient interval of listening time to obtain range signals
clearly. Tests have proved that such a system is expensive to operate. It adds
considerable weight and a fire hazard due to the high potentials, and is the equivalent
of only two of the AN/ASA-' dischargers in reducing the interference.
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FILTER - A four-terminal network designed to freely transmit currents or volt-
ages of certain frequencies while attenuating all others. - Page 1-49

FREQUENCY TRANSLATION - The production of new frequencies in a non-linear
element. - Page 1-3

GROUND - A point of "zero" or "reference" electrical potential, often used in the
following sense: (I) To connect to the aircraft structure through a loI impedance,,
path, (2) To make equipotential with all other "ground points" in the system.
Page 1-45

IMPEDANCE CONCEPT - Consideration of impedance as the ratio of cause to effect
leads to the idea which regards the entire aircraft as a single network. - Page 1-19
Appendix V

IMPEDANCE (referring to networks) - The ratio of voltage to current.
IMPEDANCE (referring to media) - The ratio of electric to the magnetic field in-
tensity. - Page V-12

IMPROVEMENT THRESHOLD - The minimum signal-to-interference ratio neces- A
sary at the input to produce an intelligible signal at the output. •- Page 1-37

INSERTION LOSS - The amount, usually expressed in decibels by which the current
in a transmission line, on the load side of the network, has been changed by the in-
oertion of the network. - Page 3-Zl

INTERFERENCE - VOLTAGE REDUCTION FACTOR - The ratio of the signal-to-
interference ratio at the output to that at the input of a receiver. - Page 1-37

INTRINSIC IMPEDANCE - The ratio of electric to magnetic field intensity in a me-
dium in which no reflected wave is present. - Page XVI-2

LABORATORY TESTS - Are measurements of radiated or conducted radio inter-
ference in which the test item is placed in a screened laboratory room or irn a con- j
fined area of low ambient interference under controlled conditions. j
MAJOR UNIT - Is an assembly of •parts, connected mechanically or electrically, !

such as a radar transmitter or a power pack, to perform a specific function.

.MICROVOLTS PER kc - Interference intensity in mnicrovolts per kc is equal to the

number or r. m. s. sine wave microvolts (unmodulated), applied to the input of the
measureing circuit at its center frequency, which will result in peak response in the
circuit equal to that resulting from the interference pulse being measured, divided
by the effective bandwidth of the circuit in kilocycles. The effective bandwidth is the
area divided by the height, of the voltage-response-versus-radio-frequency select-
ivity curve, from antenna to peak detector.

MISMATCH RATIO - The ratio of impedances looking to the right and to the left of
a pair of terminals. - Page V-l!

NON-LINEAR IMPEDANCES - Impedances that vary with current through them or
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voltage across them. - Page l-1Z

OPEN SPACE - Is a site ideally in open, flat te rrain 100 feet or more f rom build-

ings, trees, power lines or communication lines, unu.-!rground cables and similar

obstructions.

PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS - Oscillations which occur at other than a desired fre-

quency or its harmonics, or outside a tank circuit. - Page 3-99

PRECIPITATION STATIC : Radio interference experiencedwhen the flight path is

through precipitation. - Page 4-1

RADIATION - The phenomenon of electromagnetic waves spreading out in space

fror, a source according to the laws of wave propagation. - Page i
RADIO INTERFERENCE - Any electrical disturbance which causes anundesirable

response or malfunctioning in any electronic equipment, - Page viii Introduction -

Page 1-1

RANDOM NOISE - An electrical disturbance that is completely without regularity

inits ditailed properties. - Page 1-1 41
RECEIVER - Any electronic equipment in whichunwanted signals may cause an un-

desirable response. - Page viii Introduction.

SHIELD - A partition between two regions of space such that the electric and mag-

netic fields of interest are attenuated in passing from one region to the other.

Page 1-46

SHOT EFFECT - The irregularity of plate current in a vacuum tube due, to varia-

tions in cathode emission, - Page 1-1

SKIN EFFECT - The crowding of current toward the surface, or skin, of a con-

ductor, - Page 1-48

SPURIOUS RESPONSE - To minimize cross modulation and overloading, good en-

gineering practice requires that one or more tuned circuits shall be placed ahead of

the first RF amplifier stage of an interference meter. The meter should also be

capable of rejecting spurious responses resulting fro~m._ combinations with the funda- '

mental or harmonics of the conversion oscillator system of the superheterodyne

section of the meter. The degree of rejection is measured in terms of attenuation

in db relative to the desired signals. This spurious response rejection should be at

least 40 db,

SURFACE CONTACT TRANSIENTS - Transients resulting from the variation in

contact resistances across sliding surfaces of rotating electrical machines.

Page 3-75

SURFACE TRANSFER IMPEDANCE - The ratio of longitudinal voltage drop along

the outside of a tubular shield to the current carried by the shield. - Page XI-2
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SYSTEM - Contains two or more S'ets or Major Units located at different points but -

accomplishing their objective through interdependent or interrela-Ae operations, as
for example a Propeller Control System.

T'HEIAMAL AGITATION - The thermal motion of the conduction electrons in a re-
sistor causing minute interfering currents. - Page 1-1

TO BOND - To connect between two pointa through a low impedance path.
Page 1-40

TRANSMISSION FACTOR (referring to networks) - The ratio of the voltage in the j
r-s-nittd wave to that in the incident wave at a point of discontinuity. J

TR ..TAMiSCSO N • . , to m edia) - The ratio of the electric field in- j
tensity in the trans.rnite4 wave to that of the incident wave at a surface of disconti-
nuity. - Page XVI-5 i

TRANSMIT - RECEIVE (TR) BOX - A device used in radar sets to prevent the
transmitted pulse from entering the receiver. - Page 3-105

UNDESIRABLE RESPONSE - Any audi le, visible, or otherwiae measurable res-
ponse of a receiver not produced by a desired signal provided that either its duration
is longer than one second or its highest recurrence rate during normal operation of 4
the aircraft is greater than once every three minutes. - Page 1- 1
WAVE TRAP - A circuit designed to attenu1te greatly one frequency or a very
narrow band of frequencies while passing without apprec'tble attenuation all other

freqoencies. -Page 1-61

.4
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1.3 THE ORIGIN OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

(a) Farrel, 0. P., "New Concepts on the Causes of Radio Inter-
ference", Radio 2,9; Z7-Z8 Dec., 1945, Radio 30; Z5, Jan.,
1946, 'Radio 30; Z3-Z4; Feb , 1946.

(b) Shetzline, R. A., "Factors Controlling Man-made Radio Inter-
ference-", Bell Lab,, Rec. 4o, pp. Z51-253; June 4.

1.3.1,1 ROTATING MACHINERY

Motter, D. P,, "Commutation of DC Machines and Its Influence on
Radio-Interference Voltage Generation", Trans, AIEE, p. 491-5,
and 495, 1949.

1.3,1,3 NON-LINEAR IMPEDANCE I
(a) Bunimovich, V. I., "Effect of the Fluctuations and Signal Volt-

ages on a Nonlinear System", J. Phy., USSR v 10, n 1. p. 35-
48 (1946).

(b) Everitt, W. L., "Communication Engineering", McGraw-Hill,
1937, ]

(c) Micdieton, D., "Some General Results in the Theory of Noise

Through Non-Linear Devices", Quart. of Appl. Math., 5, 4,
1948, p. 445.

1.3.2.1 BRUSHES L

(a) Hoyes, Pitman, "1 Current-Collecting Brushes in ElectricalMachines", Sir Isaac Pitman, London, 1947, i

(b) Kloeffler, R.G. , Kerchner, R. M., Brenneman, J. L. , "Direct
Current Machinery", The Macmillan Company, 1948.

(c) Langsdorf, A.L., "Theoryof Alternating Current Machinery",
McGraw-Hill, 1947.

1.3.2.2 MECHANICAL SWITCHES AND COMMUTATORS

(a) Foerlag, Gebers, "Electrical Contacts", Ragnar Holm, Stock-
holm, Sweden, 1946.

(b) P.R. Mallory & Co., "Mallory Electrical Contacts Data Book",
Indianapolis, 1945.

(c) Olney, F.D., "Resistance Commutation", Trans. AIEE, 1950.
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(d) See Par. 1. 3. 2. 1 (b)

1.3.2.4 ARCING

Lightning and Transients Research Laboratory, "Radio Interference
Transients Investigation II", Filed in Lightning and Transients Res.
Lab. Report No. 3.

1.4 CONSIDERATION OF THE ENTIRE AIRCRAFT AS A_ SINGLE i4ET-
WORK

(a) Navaer, "Elimination of Radio Interference inAircraft", Report
No. 16-5Q-517.

(b) Shea, T. A., "Transmission Networks and Wave Filters", D.
Vaji Nostrand Co., 1929.

1.5 APPLICABILITY OF THE "IMPEDANCE CONCEPT" TO THE SO-
LUTION OF INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

(a) See Par. 1.4,(b)
(b) See Par. 1. Z (d)
(c) See Par. 1. 2 (e) I

1.6 METHODS OF TRANSMISSION

Kimbark, E.W,, "Electrical Transmissionof Power and Signals", I
John Wiley & Sons, 1949.

1.6.4 RADIATION

(a) Air Technical Services Command, "Direction of Currents on
an Airplane Excited by Radiation", AAF Translation.

(b) Chatterjee, S.K., "Absorption and Reflection of U. H. F. Waves
(300-500 mc/s)bySeawater", Ind. Journal of Phis.June, 1949,
(23-6 monthly), pp. 273-279.

(c) Jordan, E.C., "Electromagnetic Waves and Radiating Systems",
Prentice-Hall, 1950.

1.7.1 THE NUISANCE VALUE OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

Goldman, Stanford, "FrequencyAnalysis, Modulation, and Noise",
McGraw-Hill, 1948.

1.7.2 PULSE LENGTHENING

See Par. 1. 7. 1

1.7.4 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF MODULATION

(a) OSRD, Studies on the Effect of Noise on Speech Communica-
tions", OSRD- 2038, 11/25/43, PB22907.
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(b) OSRD, "Speech in Noise: A Study of the Factors Determining
its Intelligibility", OSRD - 40Z3, 9/1/44, PB19805.

(c) OSRD, "Effects of Amplitude Distortion Upon the Intelligibility
of Speech", OSRD - 4217, 11/15/44, PB19775.

(4) OSRD, "The Masking of Signals by Noise", OSRD-5387, 10/1/45
(e) See Par. 1.7. 1.

1.8 BASIC METHODS FOR SUPPRESSION OF RADIO INTERFERENCE

(a) Aggers, C. V., "Methods of Controlling Radio Interference",
Electrical Engineering.

(b) Mallory, P.R. & Co., "Practical Radio Noise Suppression",
MYE Techntical Manual, p. 3Q9-3Z4, Sec. 10, 1942.

1.8. 1 SUPPRESSION AT THE SOURCF.

See Par. 3. Z.3(d)

1 8.1.1 BONDING

Signal Corps., "Radio Interference Suppression System for 100 kw
Engine-Generator Unit", Miuwfactured by Clutnnips Engine Co.,
Inc., Columbus, Indiana, Hall Tech., Memo No. U-130, SUCP No.
4114B - 1085, June 27, 1950.

1.8.1.2 SUPPRESSION OF ARCS

1See Par. 3. Z.3 (4)

1. a. Z. 2 SHIELDING

(a) Air Technical Services Command, "Shielding Effect of Inter-
ference, Eliminating Flexible Tubes", AAF Translation, April,1946. •'

(b) Air Technical Services Command, "Examination of Lines Var-
iously Shielded to Avoid Radio Inte rfe rence _ .A-F T ranslation.

(c) Breeze Corporation, "Investigation of Shielding Efficiency
Theoretical and Practical Investigation of Shielding Efficiency
with Separate Measurements of E and A", Terminal Report.

(d) Levy, S., "Electromagnetic Shielding Effect", Proc. I. R. E.,
v. 24, #6:923 - 941, June, 1936.

(e) Naval ResearchLab., "Shielding Efficiency of Shielded Enclo-
sures", January 10, 1951.

(f) Schelkunoff, S. E., "Electromagnetic Waves", D. VanNostrand
Co., Inc., 1943, p. 303 - 315.

(g) See Par. 1.8. 1.1.
(h) See Par. 3. 3. 2. 4 (a)
(i) See Appendix XVI (a)
(j) See Appendix XVI (b)
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1.8.2.3 FILTERING

(a) Mason, WarrenP., "Electromechanical Transducers and Wave
Filters", D. VanNostrand Co., 1946.

(b) See Par. 1. 8.1.1
S(c) See Par. 1.4(b)

1.8.3 SUPPRESSION IN RECEIVERS

(a) Pyle, H., "Elminating Noise in Aircraft Radio Receivers",
j Aero Eng. Rev, 4; 87, April, 1945,

(b) St. Dallas, G., "New Methods for the Reduction of Interference
i ,' in Receivers", Funktech Mona-tshefte, No,.5, pp, 69-75, May,

1941.

. 8,3. z BANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS

(a) Proc. I, R, E. , "Relations Between Speed of Indication, Band-
w'idth & S/14 in :Radio _N-vtigonand DRct Finding"RE,

-(b) -S e Par. o,'7, R,

THE MEASURi N OF INTERFERING SIGNALS

S(a) 4ond, F, Jý,, "Measurements af Noise, Crosstaj.k, Volume and
Related uati ies in Com~munication Syatemall, AMC, USAF,

S~Wright Field, %Sina! Corps Proj., No, Z051-18, February Z4,
1949,

A(h) ENT, "Measurements of High Frequency Interference", Vol,
18, *6 pp, 1Z6-133, June, 1941,

(c) Evans, J,, "Maurmn ancl Suppregssion of Rodto T-rfey-aI ernce"l, British institutionof Radio Engineers, February, 1949,
" (d) Fletcher H., "Noise Measurements", Elecm Engineering, V,

"5,Z p, 744, November, 1933,
(e) Franks, CJ., "The Measurement of Radio Noise Interference",

RMA Engr., Vol. 3, p. 7-10, November, 1938,
(f) Hamburger, G. L., "Interference Measurement", Wireless

Engineer, v. 25, n 293 and 294, p, 44-54 and 89-97, February
and March, 1948.

(g) Kaye,, Q. Wý C. , "Measurement olf Noise", Phys. Sac, Reports,
v. 3, p. 130 (1936).

* (1) Naday, G. , "Noise Measurements in High Frequency Re-
ceivers " Annales de Radioelectricite, July, 1949, pp., Z57.-
260.

(i) OSRD, "Investigations of the Measurements of Noise", Final
"report, PB19657, 10/31/45, OSRD-6358.

(j) See Par. 1. 2 (f).
(k) See Par. 3.1.
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2..1..1 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I-6051
MIL.- I- 6051. ,"

Z. 1.2 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I-6181

MIL-I-6181 - Sec. 3. 1, 3.2. 1 to 3. 2. 5.

2.1.2.1 SUSCEPTIBILITY LIMITS AND TESTS 4

MIL-1-6181 - Sec. 3.4. 1, 3.4. 2.

2. 1. 3 MILITARY SPECIFICATION JAN-I- 225
JAN-I-225 - Sec. A, B, C, D, H-i.

JAN-I-225 - Sec. F-I; E-2e(3); F-4b(l) to F-4c(4).
Also Fig. 2.1. 3.

2.1.4 MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL-I-16910(SHIPS)

MIL4-16910(SHIPS)

2. Z RADIO INTERFERENCE MEASURING SETS
(a) Aggers, C.V., Foster, D.E., Young, C.S., "Instruments &

Methods of Measuring Radio Noise", AIEE Transactions, Vol.
59, pp. 178-192, March, 1940.

(b) Burrill, C. M., "New Equipment to Measure Intensity of Radio
Noise", Broadcast News #32, pp.6-7, March, 1940.

(c) Daniel, L.H., "Apparatus forthe Measurementof Interference
at UHF", ERA Report M/T 64, 1939. Also, lEE Journal, Vol.
88, Part III, pp, 41-49, March, 1941.

(d) Davis, A.H., "An Objective Noise Meter for the Measurement
of Moderate and Loud, Steady and Impulsive Noises", Journal
lEE, Vol. 83, pp. 249-260, August, 1938.

(e) OSRD, "Standard Radio Noise Signal Generator", OSRD-5284.

2.3. .1 RADIO TEST SET AN/URM-6

General Electric, "Measurement of Radio Noise with a Radio Re-
ceiver", May 21, 1948.

Z. 2. 2. 5 RADIO TEST SET AN/PRM-l

(a) NAVSHIP-91255 - "Instruction Book for Radio Test Set, AN"
PRM-I", Navy Dept. Publication, dtd. 30 September 1949.

(b) See Par. 2.2. 4. 1.

z 2. z. .6 RADIO INTERFERENCE TEST SET AN/URM-3

"(a) Coles Signal Lab., "Test Set AN/URM-3( ), under Develop-
ment by Coles Sig. Lab., 5/20/46.
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(b) See Par. 2. 2.'4. 1.

2.2.2.7 MEASUREMENTS MODEL 58

Fowler, Nicholson, Krell, "Investigations of the Measurements of
Noise", Progress Report No. 15, Univ. of Penn. Research Divi-
sion. January 15, 1950,, Report #50-15.

2.2.2.8 NOISE-FIELD INTENSITY METER TS-587/U and TS-587A/U

University of Pennsylvania, "Investigations of the Measurement of
Noise", Progress Report No. 11, November 15, 1948, SER #49-7.

2.2.2.11 RADIO-INTERFERENCE MEASURING SET AN/URM-29

See Par. 2.Z. 4. 1.

2.2.4 SELECTION OF TEST LOCATIONS

MIL-I-605,1 - Sec. 4.2.3.4 to 4. 2. 3.6.

3 APPLICATION OF THEORY TO PRACTICE

(a) See Par. 2(b).
(b) See Par. 2(c).

3,1 GENERAL DESIGN CCNSIEERATIONS FOR INTERFERENCE-FREE
OPERAT ION

War Dept,, "Elimination of Radio Noise in Aircraft", (I) nt. to
aircraft radio noise (I1) Detecting, localizing and measuring radio
noise; (III) Application of suppression techniques, June 25, 1945.

3.1.1 FILTERS AND OTHER SUPPRESSION NETWORKS

(a) Corby, R. E., "The Theory of a Three-Terminal Capacitor",
Proc. IRE, June, 1950, Vol. 38, No. 6, p. 635-6.

(b) Frick& Zimmerman, "Aircraft RadioNoise Filters", Aircraft
Communications 23, 32, 42, July, 1943.

(c) Rollin Company, "Development of High Efficiency Low Pres-
sure Radio Filters", Lab. Report, Contract W33-038-AC-17991,
December 15, 1947.

3.!.1..2 POWER LINE FILTERS

(a) AEEL, "Design Details of a 500 amp. 50 volt Line Filter Suit.:
able for Use in Naval Aircraft", Report No. 75-48, September
7, 1948.I

(b) Edwards, Jonathan, "An Electronic Power SupplyFilter", IRE
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Fall Convention, San Francisco, 1949.
(c) See Par. 3.1.3.

3. 1. 1.3 HARMONIC SUPPRESSION FILTERS

(a) Linder, L,, "The Effect of Self-Inductaiice of Rolled Paper
Capacitors on Their Impedance", Elektrotech, Zeit, Vol. 60,
pp. 793-798, AF Translation dtd. August, 1946.

(b) Mason, M.P., "Filters & Transformers Using Coaxial & Bal-
anced Transmission Lines", Bell System Technical Journal,
Monograph B- 1003.

(c) See Par. 3, 1. 1.

3.1.1.5 FEED-THROUGH CAPACITORS

Sprague Electric Co., "Small Size Feed-Through Capacitors", Oct.
18, 1-948.

3.1.Z SHIELDING

(a) AMC, "Radio Shielding of Aircraft Engine Ignition Systems",
A# A. F., Engineering Division, Technical Note TN-gZ- 1.

(b) Anderson, Alton R., "Cylindrical Shielding and Its Measure-
ment at Radio Frequencies", Proceed. of the IRE and Waves
and Electronics, Vol, 34, No. 5, May, 1946.

(c) ATSC, "Shielding Effect of Interference Eliminating Flexible
Tubes", A.A. F. Translation No. 518, April 42, 1946.

(d) Lightning & Transients Lab., "'Aircraft Interference Fields",
Report No. 174, January, 1951, p. 11-12-17-23-24,

(e) Roston, B,, "Shielding at VHF". Wireless Etnaineer, July.
1948, Vol. Z5, No. 298, p. 221-Z30o

(f) Schaefer, "The Effect of Different Types of Electromagnetic j
Shields*^, Translation by Univ. of Cincinnati, Edited byLeibiger
Research Lab., Inc., August 27, 1947.

(g) Technicraft Lab., "Study of Tubular Shielding", Final Report
Vol, I, June 28, 1948; Vol. I1, June 29, 1949.

(h) Zepler, E. E., "The Technique of Radio Design", John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., Chap. 8, The.Principles of Screening, 1943.

(i) See Par. 1.8.1.1.
(j) See Par. 1.8. 2. 2 (c).
(k) See Par. 1. 8. 2. (f).,

3.1.2.3 JOINTS

See Par. 3. 1.2(h).

3. 1.2.6 CONTACT IMPEDANCE

(a) Curtis, A. M., "Contact Phenomena in Telephone Switching
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Circuits", Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 19, No. 1, p.
40-62, Jan., 1940.

(b) Hunt, L. B., "Electrical Contacts", Johnson, Mathey & Co.,
Ltd., & Mallory Metallurgical Prod., Ltd., London, 1946.

3..1.2.7 CORROSION

Germer, L. M. , Haworth, F. E., "Erosion of Electrical Contacts
on Make", Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 20, p. 1058-1109,
November, Bell Telephone System Monograph No. 1710.

3.1.2. 10 RIGID CONDUIT

(a) Browning, G. H., "Reducing Man-Made Static (The Use of a
Shielded Lead-In and the Calculation of the Appropriate Im-
pedance-Matching Network)", W.E. & E.W. 10, 157; March,
1933, Electronics, pp. 366-368, December, 1932.

(b) Shive, S. L., "Effectiveness of Conduit as R-F Shielding",
Electronics, February, 1946, 160-166. (Ref.: Coles Signal
Lab. Tech. Memo No. M-1019 of 10-1Z-46, Dev. of Procedure
for Testing R-F Leakage'in Shielding Conduit; and U, S. Patent
z, 446, 195 of 8-3-48, Tester for Electrical Shieldings.)

(c) See Par. 3,. 1. Z (f).
(a) See Par. 3 ,1.Z(g).

3. 1. Z,. 11 FLEXIBLE CONDUIT

(a) ATSC, "Shielding Effect of Interference Eliminating Flexible
Tubes", PBZ3544, AAF Translation.

(b) See Par. 3. 1. Z (f).
(c) See Par, 3.1.Z (g).
(d) See Par, 3. 1, Z. 10 (a).
(e) See Par. 3. Z. 10 (b). :s

3.1.3 BONDING

(a) Micro Circuits Co., "Non-Hardening Silver Micropastes",
January, 1951.

(b) Signal Corps, Technical Report No. T-1Z72, Fort Monmouth,
N. J., November 19, 1951.

(c) Watson, Randolph, "Aircraft Electrical Engineering", Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., 1943.

(d) See Par. 1.4 (a).
(e) See Par. 1.8. 1. 1.
(f) See Par. 3. 1.2,6 (b).

3. 1. 3.1 DIRECT BONDING

Blake, K.W., "Corrosion and Radio Interference", Royal NavSci.
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Ser J. 1, 34-36, September, 1945. 0

3.1.3.2 BONDING JUMPERS

Whitaker Cable Corp., "Qualification Test of Bonding, Quick Dis-
connect, and Current Return Jumpers Types I, II, and II1", ENRE,
USN, ADS, October 18, 1949.

3.1.4 SPECIAL CIRCUITS

(a) Carson, J. R., "Selective Circuits and Static Interference",
Trans. AIEE v 43, p. 789, 1924.

(b) Lightning & Transients Research Institute, Technical Report
No. 7-A, Minneapolis, 1948.

3. 1. 4. 1 LIMITERS

(a) Haviland, R. P., "Simple Noise Limiter", Radio & Television,
News 44, August, 1950.

(b) Maguire Industries, "Noise "Limiting Circuits'.
(c) Markus, John, and Zeluff, V in, "Handbook of Industrial Elec-

tronic Circuits ", Chapter on Limiter Circuits, p. 85, McGraw-
Hill, 1948.

(d) Terman, F. E., "Radio Engineers Handbook, Sec. 9., Par. 6-8,

McGraw-Hill, 1943.
(e) U. Radio, "Noise Limiters (Manual & Automatic Types for UHF

and BC Receivers)", #268, p. 26-28, May, 1942.

if) See Par. 1.4 (a), Sec. X, Par. 2. ,

3. 1.4. 2 WAVE TRAPS

See Par. 1. 4 (a), Sec. XIV, Par. 8.

3.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS APPLIED TO AIRCRAFT COMPO-
NENTS FOR MINIMUM GENERATION OF INTERFERENCE

(a) Frick, C., "How to Minimize the Radio Influence of Electric
Devices", Electrical Mfg., March, 1939.

(b) Gill, A.J., Whitehead, S., "Electrical Interference with Radio
Reception", JIEE, p. 345-386, 1938, Vol. 83.

(c) Kogel, K., "Methods of H. F. Interference Suppression for
Machines & Appliances up to 500 Watts", AEG Mitteilunger,

pp. W238, September/October, 1941.
S(d) Majumdar'& Khastgir, "Studies of Electrical Interference to

Radio Reception", Ind. J. Phys. , Vol. 17, p. 271-282, October,
1943.

3.2.1.1 ROTATING MACHINERY

(a) Frick & Motter, "Investigation of Radio Noise Generation in
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Aircraft Electrical Machinery", G.E. Terminal Report, Con-
tract W28-099-ac-83.

(b) Signal Corps, "Suppression of Radio Interference Created by
Engine-Generator Units", Manual SIG-461-1, August, 1945.

3.2.1,1.1 BRUSHES jt

(a) See Par. 3. 2. 1. 1 (a).
(b) See Par. 1.3. Z.1 (a'.

3. Z. 1.1. 2 COMMUTATION

See Par. 3. 2. 11 ().

3. Z. 1. 1. 4 SHIELDING 7t

(a) Diamond, H., Gardner, F.G., "Engine-Ignition Shielding for V
Radio Reception in Aircraft", Proc. I. R. E., v. 18 #5, 840-
861, May, 1930.

(b) See Par. 3. 3. 2. 4 (a).

3. r 1. .1.8 ALTERNATORS

Naval Air Material Center, Phila., Pa., "Radio Interference Cor-
rectives for 800-1 Series Motor Alternators", Project TED NAM
EL-406, Report No. ARRL 511-47.

3.2Z.1. 2 VIBRATORS :

ASTM, "Bibliography and Abstracts on JZlectrical Contacts", 1944,

3.Z.Z ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS IN STATIONARY CIRCUITS,

(a) Carson, J. R., Zobel, 0. J., "Transient Oscillations ini Wave
Filters", Bell System Technical Journal, July, 1923.

(b) Eastman, A. V., "Fundamentals of Vacuum Tubes", McGraw-
Hill, Chap. XI, 1941.

(c) Glasgow, R. S., "Principles of Radio Engineering", McGraw-
Hill, Chap. V., 1936.

3.2.2.1 LOCAL OSCILLATORS

See Par. 3.3. 2.

3. 2. 2. 2 TRANSMITTERS

(a) Black, H.S., "Stabilized Feedback Amplifiers", Bell System
Technical Journal, 13, p. 1, January, 1934.

(b) Cunningham, W.J., Gofford, S.J., and Licklider, J.C.R.,
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"The Influence of Amplitude Limiting and Frequency Selectivity
Upon the Performance of Radio Receivers in Noise", Proc.
IRE, v. 35, p. 1021, October, 1947.

(c) Freeman, R.L., "Use of Feedback to Compensate for Vacuum-.
Tube Input-Capacitance with Grid Bias", Proc. IRE, Vol. 26,
pp. 1360-1366, November, 1936.

(d) Terman, F. E., "Radio Engineering"J, McGraw-Hill, Chap.
VI., 1947.

3See Par. 3. Z. 2 (b), Chap. IX.
Wf See Par. 3. 4. 3.

3. 2.2. 3 MODULATORS

(a) Claview, A.G., "Signal-To-Noise Radio Improvement in a
Pulse - Count-Modulation System", FTL, Ele c. Communication,
pp. Z57-Z6Z, September, 1949.

(N) DeLoraine, E. M., "Pulse Modulation", Electrical Communi-
cation 26, pp. ZZ-Z27, September, 1949.

(c) Mallach, L. W., "Reduction of Radar-Radio Interference from
Modulators", Radiation Labs., MIT, August 3, 1943.

3.2,2.4 TRANSFORMERS

(a) -Legg, V. E., "Magnetic Material and Method of Treatment
"Thereof1, U. S. Patent #1,998, 840.

(b) See Par. 3. 1. 4. 1, Sec. Z, Par. Z4.

"(.c) See Par. 3. 1.2 (h), Chap. 11.

3o Z. 2.5 PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS

(a) Hultbert, C. A., "Neutralization of Screen Grid Tubes to Im-
prove the Stability of intermediate - Frequency Amplifiers",
Proc. IRE, Vol. 31, pp. 663-665, December, 1943.

(b) See Par. 3. 14 4. 1, Sec. 8, Par. 6. )
,(c) See Par. 3. 2., 2 (f), Chap. XI:

3.2.2.6 TRANSIENTS IN RESONANT CIRCUITS

(a) Cruft Elec. Staff, Harvard University, "Electronic Circuits
and Tubes", Chap. VII, Sec. 4, McGraw-Hill, 1947.

(b) Kallman, H.E., Spencer, R.E., Singer, C.P., "Transient
Response", Proc. IRE, Vol. 33, pp. 169-195, March, 1945.

3. Z. 3 ARCING

(a) Hernz, Fisher, and Peger, "Time Functionof the Radiation of
Short Spark Discharges", ATI, Vol. 13, #13.

(b) Kleis, J. D., "How Contact Arcing Can Be Minimized", Elec-
trical Manufacturing, January, 1945.
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(c) Matsono Randolph, Aircraft Electrical Engineering, p. 222,
McGraw-Hill, 1943.[ (d) War Dept., "Suppression of Radio Noises", TM 11-483, Nov.,
1944.

(e) See Par. 3.2.2, p, 110-111.

t 3.2.3.1 IGNIT ION SPARKS

(a) AAF, "Radio Shielding of Aircraft Engine Ignition Systems",
Army Air Force Material Command, Serial TN-.92-1, p. Xi-
Xii, May, 1944.

(b) BendixScintilla, "Development of Lightweight Magnetos", 3rd
Quarterly Report, SCL-3071, March 15, 1948.

f (c) Curtis, L. F., "Ignition Disturbances", Proceedings of the
Radio Club of America, October, 1936.

(d) Nethercot,. W., "The Relation Between the Sparking Plug Cur-
rent and the Short Wave Radiation Produced by Ignition Sys-
tems", ERA Report M/T 53, 1937.

(e) Pender, Harold, DelMar, Wm.A., Electrical Engineers Hapid-
book, Sec. 17, p. 137, 138, John Wiley & Sons.

(f) Purdy, R.M., "Development of Ljightweight Magnetos"',, Second
Quarterly Report.

(g) Sprague Electric Co., "Radio Interference Suppressors ", Con-
tract AF 33(038)0353, February-April, 1950.

(h) War Dept,, "RadioInterference Suppression System for Inter--A! national Harvester Co. Model UD-f6 Engine (Magneto Ignition)l,

TM No. M-1279.

3.2.3.3 RELAYS

(a) Dallas, J. P., McCully, T. M., "Sepsitive Relay Contact Pro-
tection"! Trans. AIEE, p. 1204-7, 1948.

(b) Lightning & Transients Research Lab., "Radio Interference
Transients Investigation", Technical Report No. 2, p. 1-32,
March 15, 1946.

(c) Lightning & Transients Research Lab., "Radio Interference
Transients ini Aircraft - I", Technical Report, 1949.

(d) Packard, Charles A... "Relay Engineering", Struthers-Dunn,
Inc., Philadelphia, 1945.

3.2.3.4 POOR BONDING

(a) See Par. 1. 3. 2.2 (a).
(b) See Par. 1.3.2.2 (b).

3.2.3.5 SWITCHES

Pfann, W. G., "Bridge Erosion in Electrical Contacts and Its Pre-
vention", Trans. AIEE, p. 1528-33, Bell Telephone System Mono-
graph B-1621.
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3.2.3.6 FLUORESCENT LAMPS

' (a) Young, C.S., "Rafdio Noise fromn Fluorescent La_•,-&. . LEEI
Bull. Vol. 12, p. 59, February Z, 1944•

(b) See Par. 3.2.3 (e), p. 15-29.

CT3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS APPLIED TO AIRCRA.FT SYSTEMS

I Busignies, H., "Some Relations Between Speed of Indication Band-
width and Signal-to- andom NQoise Ratio in Radio Navigation and
Direction Finding", Proc. IRE, Vol. 37, p. 478-48,, May, 1949;
Electrical Communication, Vol. 26, p. ZZ8-Z42, Septembero 194-9.

3.3.1.6 LORAN SYSTEM

!(a) AMC, "blterference Rejection Apteeoa'System for L~oran AN/
APN-4 and Equipments", Merqo TipELR-6.6

(b) Pierce, McKenzie, and Woo, ward, "Lo #an", MIT Series, Vol,

3,3. 1*. 8 NAVIGATIONAL RADAR SET

Roberts, OA,, rRadar Beaconsr1, C4ap.4• Vol. 3; Rad. Lab, Series,
mcqraW- HUll, 1947.

A 3.3.1. 12 GUN-4TAYING RADAR SYSTEM

(a) ATSC, "Notes % Depign. of Ra4ar SysPems which doonot C~use
kRadio Interference", Tech, Note TN-TPERPZ- , Fe1ruary ZQq
1945.

1(b) Cady, Karelitz a;xd Turper, IIRadar Scan;ers apd RM 4mes",
MIT Series, Vol. 26,

S(c) MT, 1%,terferepce Petween SCR-5841s Tracnipg APN-19 Bea-I €o•",MIT 816.

3.3.,-:2 . ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

O',Neil, "RAdio Ipterfevepce Suppression - Investigation of 24-volt
Waterproof Electrical System", Tech. Memo No. M- 1261, SCP?
No. 4114A-A145, March 10, l9,50,

3.3.2.1 AC AND DC POWER SYSTEMH Weinstein, G., Howell, H. H., Lowe, G.P., Winter, B. J., "Radio-
Noise Elimination, in, Military Aircraft". Trans. AIEE, p. 793-5,
1944.

3.3.2.4 SPARK-TYPE IGNITION SYSTEM

(a) AAF, "Radio Shielding of Aircraft Engine Ignition Systems",
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TN-9Z-1, M•ay 26, 1944 and July 1, 1946,
(b) AMC, "lIgnition Systen Exciter"! Septexnber 29, "1944, 9Z-885.
(c) Inst. of Aero Sc., "Radio Noise in Aircraft Engines½, Rev. 4,

Aero Zng. 13-3Z, August, 1945.
(d) Nethercot, W, 'ar Ignition Interference", Wireless Engineer,

Vol. Z6, Noý 311, p. 251-255, August, 1949.
, Pie-, r-,• H•.u, ~"Radio interference Suppression Systerr for

Cushmnan Models M6, M7-Z, M7-3, and M8 Gasoline Engines",
Signal Corps Labs,, SCP 4114C-2171, May 8, 1950.

A^/ Wyolcott, L.C,, "Airplane Motor Radio Shielding", Aviation
A;gi;. ng;$i , June, 1 r3 1,

(g) See Par, 3.2,, 1,,4,

3,4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT RECEVEB•S

(a) Goldman, Stanford, '"Some Fundamental Considerations Con-
cerning Noise Reduction and Range in Radar and Communica-
tion", Tech, Report No. 3Z, Res. Lab. of Electronicsp MITp
December 15, 1947,

(b) OSRD, "Auditory 'resns of the Ability to Hear Speeci in Noise",

3,4,0 PATHS OF ENTRY

(A) Cutiss-Wright Corp., "Investigation of Radio Interference
Analysis in a Type B-17 Aircraft", Report TE-49-1 -E", Part
3, 3uly, 1950.

(b) Qeneral Lab, Associates, 4actors Influencing Generation of
AndSusceptibilityto Interference Voltages by.Electronic Equip-
ment", 1949,

(c) OSRD, "A, F, Factors in Portable Radio E.quipment - Redesign
afl SCU.-Z74N and ATA ModUl*torrS Performance of Eaves

"Sound Projector", OSRD-15Z8, Tune 28, 1943,
(d) Royal Aircraft Eqt~blishment, "Mutual Interference Between

Radio Commurnications, and Radar Equipments", Section 4.
(e) See Par, 1,4 (a), See. X.

3,4,1,1 ANTENNA AND LEAJP-IN

(a), ATSC, "Coupling of Airplane Antennas with the Aircraft Wiring

System & the Effect of the Aircraft Wiring System", AAF
Trans, PB-25227,

(b) Burgess, R.E., '"Noise in Receiving Aerial Systems", Proc,
Physical Society, v. 53, p. 293-304, 1941.

(c) See Par, 3.4,3,

3.4.1!.Z POWER LEADS

(a) Post Office Engineering Dept., London, England, Radio Report
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No. Z009-1950.
(b) See Par. 1.4 (a), Sec. IX.

3.4.1.3 CONTROL CABLES

(a) See Par. 1.4 (a), Sec. IX.
(b) See Par. 3.4.1 (a).

3,4.1.5 CASE SHIELDING

(a) See Par. 1.4 (a), See, IV and X.
(b) See Par. 3.4. 1 (a).
(c) See Par. 3.4.1 (c).

3.4.2 INTERNAL COUPLING

,iSee Par, 4. 1 (a•. Sec. IV and X.

3.4.3 SPECIAL CIRCUITS

Naval Re search Laboratory, "Spurious Radiation from Radio Trans,
mritters and Receivers via Antenna Paths", BuAer Problem AZ76R-
U, Electronics, NRL Letter 3920 168/48 October 11, 1948'. ,

3.4.3,1 RADIO RECEIVERS,

(a) Admiralty Signal Establishment, "Interference-Free Trans-
"mitters and Interference Immune Receivers ", Section B, July,

j 1945.
(b) Burgess, R.E., "Receiver Input Circuits, Design Considera-

tions for Optimum Signal/Noise Ratio", Wireless Engineer,
v ZQ, p, 6 6 , 194 3 .

(c) Frils, "T4oise Figures of Radio Receivers ", Proc. IRE, p. 4 19
July, 1944.

(d) Fubiniand Johnson, "Signal to Noise Ratio in A.M. Receivers",

Proc. IRE, p. 1461, December, 1948.
(e) -7oldman, Stanford, "Some Final Consideration Concerning

,v '., s e Reduction and Range in Radar and Communication", Proc.
IRE, p. 554-594, May, 1948.

(f) Millman, Jacob, Seeley, Samuel, Chapter XIX, Sec. 19-10,
Electronics, McGraw-Hill.

(g) Reich, H.J., "Interference Supprecs'on in AM and FM, Corn-
munications, vol. 22, No. 8, p. 7, 16, 19-20, August, 1942.

(h) Rogers, D.C., "Suppressing Impulse Noise, Wireless World
55: 489-492, December, 1949. l

(i) Zinn, M. K., "Transient Response of an F-M Receiver", Bell
System Technical Journal, Vol. 27, p. 714-733.1, October, 1948.

(j) See Par. 1.4 (a), Sec. IV and X.
(k) See Par. 3.2.2.6 (a), Chapter 23, Sec. 17-22.
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(1) See Par. 3. Z.3. 1 (b).

3.4.3.2 RADAR RECEIVERS

(a) ATSC, "Notes on Design of Radar Systems Which do not Cause
Radio Interference - April 25, 1945.

(b) Beard, E. G., "Reduction of Noise at 1J.H.F. in Triode Valves
and Grounded Grid Amplifiers", Philips Tech. Commun., p.
20-3, March, 1947.

(c) Bell System Technical Journal, "Radar Systems and Cu-npon-
ents", p. 364-740 - Van Nostrand - 1947.

(d) Goldman, Stanford, "Reduction Radar Noise ", Proc. IRE 36,
p. 584-594, 1950.

(e) Levy, M., "Signal/Noise Ratio in Radar", Wireless Engineer,
Vol. 24, n. 291, p. 349-52, December, 1947, Wireless En-
gineer Vol. 25, n. 298, p. 236-7, July, 1948.

(f) MIT, "lPrinciples of Radar", Radar School Staff, 2nd Edition,
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

(g) Pollard, Ernest, Sturtevant, Julian, "Microwaves and Radar
Electronics", Chapter 5 - Circuit Bandwidth, Chapter 8 - I-F
Amplifiers, Receiving Gating, Anti-Jamrming, and Anti-Clutter
QCircuits, Chapter 10 - Receiver Gating, Wiley - 1948,

"(h) Ridenour, "Radar Systems Engineering", MIT Series, Vol. I.
(i) Royal Aircraft Establishment, "Interference in Communication

Receivers fron Radar D.C, P14ses", I - Outline of Fourier
* Analysis, I1 - Application of Theory of Part I, III - Relation-

ship between Spectral Density Curves and th-e I1n te•r•f•e r ence e
Curves, IV- Experiment which Verifies the Experimental Re- A
su.t, December, 1945.

(j) Wireless Engineer, 'Signal-Noise Ratio in Radar", p. 399-
352, Pecember, 1947.

(k) See Par, 1.4 (a), Sec. X.
(I) See Par. 3. 2.2, Sec. 99.
(m),See Par. 3. 4. 3.1 (e)..

3.4.4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR MINIMUM OSCILLA.LTOR RADI-
AT ION

McClennon, D., 'Spurious Radiation from Radio Transmitters and
Receivers via Antenna Paths ", Final Report, Naval Research Lab.

4. 1 CHARACTERISTICS OF PRECIPITATION STATIC

(a) Appleton, E.V., Watson-Watt, R.A., and Herd, J.F., "On
the Nature of Atmospherics, II and III", Proc. Royal Soc.,
1926, p. 615-77.

(b) Appleton, E. V., and Chapman, F. W., "On the Nature of At-
mospherics, IV", Proc. Royal Soc., v. 158, p. 1-22, 1937.

(c) Gunn, R., Parker, J.P., "The High-Voltage Characteristics
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of Aircraft in Flight", Proc. IRE, Vol. 34, No, 5, p. 241I-
247, May, 1946,.

(d) Lutkin, F. E., "The Nature of Atmospherics VI", Proc. Royal
Soc., Vol. 171, p. 285-313, 1939.

(e) Morgan, Proc. I.R.E,, p. 969, 1936.
(f) Munro, G.H., and Webster, R.C., 'Nature of Atmospherics",

Proc. Royal Soc., v. 134, p. 850 and 987, 1934.
(g) OSRD, "Precipitation Static Research", OSRD- 1807, August

31, 1943,

3 4. ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FAVORABLE 7TO PRECIPITATION I
STATIC

(a) ATSC, "Radio Interferences by Electrical Charges and Their 10

I& emoval", AAF Trans., P527606,
t(b) OSRD, "Precipitation Static Exploration C-70", OSRD-3595,

February 15, 1944.
(c) Malan, D. J. and Schonland, B,, "The Distribution of Elec-tricityin Thunderclouds", Proc, Royal Soc, A, 158-177,

(d' Schonland, B., "The Flight of Thunderbolts", Clarendonr ress,

Oxford, 1950,
(e)' Sinpson, 0. C., "The Electricity of Atmospheric Precipita-

tionl", Phil, Mag, v, 30, p. 1-12, 1951.
(f) Stimnme!, R.G., Rogers, EH., Waterfall, F.,E., and Gunn,

R,, "ElectrificationofAircraft Flyin Precipitation Areas ",
Proc. 4-, Vol. 34, No, 4, p, !7P-177P, April, 1946,

(g) See Par, 4, 1 (a).
(h) See Par. 4. 1 (h).
(i) See Par. 4. (e).

(lSee Pax. 4. (''

4,, 2 ICE CRYSTAL•S, H$QH LTITUDE%, LOW TEMPERATURES

(a), Air Forces Manual No. 40, p. 6, December, 1944.
(b) George, R.H., Tech. Report C.A,A. No. 49, April, 1940, p. 2.
(c) Gunn, R., Proc. I..R.E., p, 177, April, 1946.

4.2.3 FRICTIONAL CHARGING BY IMPACT WITH VATER DROPS

(a) Gott, J. P., "Charge on Water Drops Falling Through a Cloud
of Charged Particles in a Vertical Field", Proc, Royal Soc.,
Vol. 151, p. 665-684, 1935.

(b) Nukiyama, D., "On the Accumulation of Electric Charges on
Thunderclouds", Japanese Jour.Astron. aiid Geophysics, Vol.
VI, No. 1, 1928.

(c) Nukiyanma, D. and Noto, H., "On the Electrification, of Water
Drops", Japanese Jour. Astron. and Geophysics, Vol. VI, No.
1., 1928.
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(d) Zeleny, John, "Current-Voltage Characteristics of Ifigh-Po-
tential, Direct Current Brush and Glow Discharges in Air at
Atmospheric Pressure", Jour. Franklin Ir.titute, p. 685- 699%

1*934.

4.92.3.3 FLIGHT THROUGH RAIN DROPS

(a) Wumpoeran , W.K,,, Lippinncott, "Prysics of the Air"., p. 3149
(b) Morgan, H. K., "Rain Static", Proc..I: I: ., Vol. 25, p. 959-

963, 1936.

4,2.4 CHARGES INDUCED BY EXTERNAL FIELDS: THUNDERSTORMS

(a) Banerji, S. K., "The Electric Field of Overhead Thunder-
clouds", RoyalMeteorologicalSociety, J, Vol. 56, p. 305, 1930.

1• (b) Baumler, M., "The Simultaneous Appearance of Atmospheric
Disturbances". Jb. D rahtl. Telegr,, Vol, 22, p. Z-8, 1923.

(c) Bellaschi, P. L., "Lightning Strokes in Field and Laboratory"
Trans. A.IE, E.. August, 1941.

(d) Chapman, F,W,, "Atmospheric Disturbances Due to Thunder-
Scloud Discharges". Part 1, Prc. Phys. Soc, London, Vol.S0 51o p. 876-894p 193ý9.

S• "(e) deBallore, R,, "The Relation Between Storms and Atmos-

pherics", Onde Elect,, Vol,_8, p, 463-464, 1929.
(f) Gould, W, E., "Fields Caused by Remote Thunderstorms",

Elect, Eng., Vol, 55, p. 575-582, 1937.
(g) Hallidayo Z, C., "The Polarity of Thunderclouds ", Proc. Royal

Soc, A, p, Z05ZZS, 1932.
(h) Jensen, J, C., 'The Branching of Lightning and the Polarity

of Thunderclouds", J, Franklin Institute, Vol. Z16, pý. 707-
748, 19,33, Al

(i) Morganrath, 0,, "'In Atmospheric Storms", Funktech M., Vol,
3, p, 70-74, 1939,

"(JI) Simpson, G. C, , "The Mechanism of a Thunderstorm", Proc.
RoyalSoc,, Vol, 114, pp. 376-401, 1927.

4.2.4. Z EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE IN THUNDERSTORMS

(a) Gen. Elec. Rev., p. 414-418, September, 1936.
(b) "Terres. Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity", p. 93,

March, 1935.
(c) Byers, Misc, Report No. 3, Univ. of Chicago, Institute of

06 Meteor.

4.2.4.3 MAGNITUDE OF ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS AND THEIR EF-
FECTS IN THUNDERSTORM AREAS

(a) Malan, D. and Schonland, B., "The Electrical Processes in
the Intervals Between the Strokes of a Lightning Discharge",
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Proc. Royal Soc. A, p. 145-163, 1951.
(b) McEachron, K., B., and Patrick, K.G., "Playing with Light-

ning", Random House, New York, 1940.

(c) Norinder, H., "Rapid Variations inthe Magnetic Field Produced
by Lightning Discharges", Proc. Phys. Soc., London, Vol. 49,
p. 364-375, 1937.

(d) Schonland, B., "The Polarity of Thunderclouds ", Proc. Royal

Soc., Vol. 118, p. 233-251.
(e) Simpson, G., and Robinson, 0., "The Distribution of Eiec-

tricity in Thunderclouds II", Proc. Royal Soc.,j Vol. 177, p.
Z81-329, 1941.

(f) Wilson, C. T. R., "Investigation of Lightning Discharge and on
the Electric Field of Thunderstorr ".. Philos Trans. (A , Vol,,

221, p. 73-115, 1921.

4. Z. 4.4 LIGHTNING DISCHARGES TO AIRCRAFT

(a) Allbright, J.G., "A Lightning Flash and Its Component Strokes",

Journal Applied Physics, Vol. 18, p. 1313-318, 1937.
(b) Allibone, T. E., "The Mechanism of the Long Spark", Jour.

Inst. Elect. Engineers, London, p. 513-521, May, 1938.

(C) Bruce, C.E.R., and Golde, R.H., "The Lightning Discharge",
J. Inst. Elec. Engrs., Vol. 88 (2), p. 487-505, 1941. I

(d) Evans, E.A., and McEachron, K.B., "The Thunderstorm",
Gen. Elect. Rev., p. 413-425, 1936.

(e) George, R.H., C.A.A. Technical Report No. 9, p.2, April,
1940.

(f) Goodlet, B. L., "Lightning", Journ.. Inst. Elec. Engrs., Vol.

81, p. 1-26, 19,37. Completed form, Vol. 82, p. 1-55, 1938.
(g) Meek, J. M., "The Mechanism of the Lightning Discharge",

Vol. 55, p. 972-977, 1939.
(h) Simpson, 4.C., "Lightning", Jour. IgnsrtV. Elec. Engrs,., Vol.

67, p. S269-IZ83, 19P9. R
(i) See Par. S. 3. R. 4. InR o
(j) See Par. 4.2.4.3 (f).

4.3 METHODS FOR REDUCING INTERFERENCE FROM PRECIPITA-
TION STATIC

(a) AN, "Aircraft Treatment for the Llimination of Precipitation
Static", AN-P Stat. Proj., Report A955A., '

(b) OSRD, "Precipitation Static Reduction C-21"1, OSRD -1907,,%
3/31/43.

(c) Kinser, G.D., "Investigations of Methods for Reducing Pre-
cipitation Static Radio Interference", Proc. IRE, Vol. 34, No. 4••:
5, p. 234-240, May, 1946.•

(d) See Par, 4. 2 (a).
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4.3.3 DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

(a) Military Specification, MIL-B-5087.
(h) See Pare 3el.4, p, 2Z ff.

4.3.4 IMPROVED ANTENNA WIRE AND INSULATORS

Lightning and Transients Institute, Quarterly Progress Report No.
21693-16, June 16, 1950, p. 5ff.

4.3.5 LOOP TYPE ANTENNAS,

(a) Chapman, L.A., "Anti-Interference Aerials"$ Wireless World
38 Vol. 15, p. 3, January, 1936.

(b) Crossley, A., "Interference Reducing Antenna Systems", QST

No. 26, p. 25-26, May, 1942.
(c) Sandretto, "Principles of Aeronautical Radio Engineering",

McGraw-Hill, p. 114 ff.
(d) Starr, 8.C,, "Precipitation - Static Radio Interference Phe- Al

nomena on Aircraft", Bull. 10, 1939, Engineering Experim-ent
Station, Oregon State College.

4.3.6 TRAILING WIRE DISCHARGERS

S(a) National Advisory Committee forAeronautics, Technical, Note
"No. 1001, 1946.

(bT-See Par. 4.3.5 (a).
(c) See Par. 4.3.5 (b).
(d) See Par. 4.3.5 (c).

4.3.7 FLUSH ANTENNAS, CANOPIES, AND, RADOMES *1.4

"(a) Bartelt, Carl A., Preliminary investigation, WADC Technical
"Report No. 52-34, Part 1, "Autogenous Electrification of a
B 45A Aircraft".

(b) See Par. 4.3.5 (a).
(c) See Par. 4.3.5 (b).
(d) See Par. 4.3.5 (c).

4.3.8 STATIC DISCHARGER AN/ASA-3

(a) Handbook, Static Discharger AN/ASA-3.
(b) Naval Research Laboratory, "Installation of Dry Wick Type

Electrostatic Dischargers", NRL Report No. A903A.

, 4.3.9 BLOCK AND SQUIRTER DISCHARGERS

Army-Navy Precipitation Static Report No. A1043A.
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II DEFINITIONS

See Par. 1.7.1.,
OV

IV APPLICATION OF FOURIER INTEGRAL ANALYSIS TO SIMPLE
TRAPEZOIDAL PULSES

Campbell, G.A., and Foster, R.M., "Fourier Integrals for Prac-
tical Applications", Bell System, B-584, 1931.

V FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR USE OF THE IMPEDANCE
CONCEPT

(a) AMC, "Impedance ofAircraft ElectricalSystems at RadioFre-
quencies", Engineering Division Technical Note Serial TN-
TSELS6-8, June, 19.46.

ski See P ar. (. 'b), W :1
(c) See Par. 3.4. 1 (a).

VI THE MUTUAL INDUCTANCE BETWEEN TWO SETS OF INFI-
NITELY LONG PARALLEL PAIRS OF STRAIGHT WIRES

Grover, F.W., "Inductance Calculations", D. Van Nostrand & Co.,
1946i

VIII SHIELDED ROOMS -,CONSTRUCTION AND USE

See Par. 1. 8. Z. 2 (d),ý

X MEASUREMENT OF INSERTION LOSS OF FILTERS I

(a) Armed Services Electrical Standards Agency, "Metho4d of In-
sertion- Lose Measurement for Radio - Frequency Filters", *
Project 116A, Proposed MIL-STD., October, 1951,

(b) MIT, Radiation Lab,$ "A Method of Shielding for Filter In-
sertion Loss Measurement", Rad. Lab. Report No, 786, PB
2784.

(c) Signal Corps. "Measurement of Filter Insertion Loss at High
and Ultra-HighFrequencies", Eng. Lab., Tech. MemoM-1328,
September 22, 1950.

(d) tISNEL, "Discussion of Problems Relating to Insertion Loss
Measurement and Standardization", Report No. 84, Sept. 2!,
1948.

XI METHODS OF MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SHIELDS

(a) Coles Signal Lab., "Development of Magnetic Field Probe",
Tech Memo M-1082, June 10, 1947.

(b) Coles Signal Lab., "Development of Procedure for Testing
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R-F Leakage in Shielding Conduit", (0.15- 156 mc), October
21, 1946.

(c) Schelkunoff, S.A., "The Impedance Concept and Its Applica-
tion to Problems of Reflection, Refraction, Shielding, and
Power Absorption", Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 17,

Ul January, 1938. ;1

(d) Signal Corps, "Development of Procedure for Testing R-F
Leakage in Shielding Conduit (0.15-156 mc)",, Tech. Memo No.
M-10 19, October, 1946, Sig. Corps Engineering Laboratories.

(e) See Par. 1.8.2.2 (d).
(f) See Pat. 1.8.2.2 (e).
(g) See Par. 3.1.2 (f).
(h) See Par. 3. 1.2 (g). I

XV TIJE. CONSTRUCTION OF BONDING JUMPERS FOR SHOCK-
MOUNTED EQUIPMENT

Cook Research Laboratories, "Low Impedance Path Bonding Jump-
ers", Report No. FPRI-I-E.O. No. 112-133, p. 343, June, 1951.""l

XVI THEORY OF SHIELDING

(a) Schelkunoff, S.A., "A Theory of Shielding", Bell Lab. Record
14; p. 229-23Z. March, 1936.(b) Lyons, "Electromagnetic Shielding", Proc. of IRE.

xv XVII DECIBEL EQUIVALENTS TO CURRENT, VOLTAGE, AND POWERS~RATIOS

Vogelman, J.H., "The Derivation and Application of the Decibel",
Eng. Div, Watson Labs., Report No. LESV-2-092447, April 24,
1947,

:i
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APPLICATION OF FOURIER INTEGRAL ANALYSIS

TO SIMPLE TRAPEZOIDAL PULSES

Let f (t) represent any trapezoidal pulse as follows:

f (t) 0; t < -a

f (t) =1/2 + k, t; -a---t-<a

f(t)= I; a <t <b IiZ

f(t) = 1/Z k 2 (t -D); b -t <c
f(t)= 0 c -t a 0 a bD c

j The parameters, kl and k 2 , are the slopes of the rising and falling portions of thepulse, respectively. The points at which f(t) equals I/Z for t = 0 and t = D arefixed so that the area under the pulse given by the integral of f (t) is a constant in-
dependent of the values of k1 and k 2 . Since the total energy of the pulse is propor.tional to, the areA, the energy also is independent, of kI and k2, The Fourier trans-
Sform -of f (t) is:

F () = • jf(t)0e- dt

- - J + k, t e-jotdt + e-j't dt +f[- kz(t=D dt (1)

After carrying out the integrations, and making use of the fact that a = 11(Zkl),
b D - 1/(2k 2 ), and c = D + 1A(2k 2 ), one obtains

F (W) = [k 2 sinw D sin-W + j (k 2 cos wD sin - - k " (2)k2 kkk 2k

The quantity of interest is IF (w)l, the absolute value of the frequency function,
which is

.2 2 ( 2 2 wIF 2 ksin2-- + k sin 2 2kk 2 cosw D si sin k2 (3)
2k1 

22k (3)

As It stands, this is too complicated to allow an easy interpretation. If cos WD
varies much faster than the otherterms, ie., D >> 1/k , and D>> 1/k., an envelope
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of IF (o)l may be established by noting that for cos wD = 1s j

I F k sin~ k2 2 (4)

When (o<.<k and w<.-- k 2 , sin (w/2kl) a/2k, and sin (w/2k2) w/2k2, so that

I

F(() = k 1) (5)4

Hence, the low frequency responise is independent of k, and k2. At high frequencies,
another envelope is obtained by setting sin (w/2k 1 ) *1 and sin (w/2 k 2) = *1. Hence,

1~

IF( ( kI~i k2)(6

and the high frequency components increase linearly with both ki and k2.

In order to plot.IF (wi:, itis assumed, for simplicity, that k= k2 - k. Then, f4

Io k san D-si n aet (7)

The curves of Figures, 1 2-D and 1. Z-E show how this function is affected by
a variation of k'.-and D,

"IJ
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I " APPENDIX V

4' •.FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR USE OF IMPEDANCE CONCEPT

The purpose of this appendix is to stimulate thought and promote discussion
on the applicability of the "impedance concept" to radio-interference problems. The
method of the "impedance concept" is anything but new, but its application to radio-
interference problems has lagged due to the lack of sufficient basic data. This lack
severely limits the practical application of the method at this time. It is hoped how-
ever, that design and research engineers will be stimulated into developing this
method sufficiently to make it a true, practical aid in the solution of radio-inter-
ference problems. Difficulties that may arise are no argument against the method
itself, nor do they detract from its potential fertility. As a first step towards tap-
ping this. fertility, this appendix will point out what information will have to be ob-
tained in order to make practical use of the impedance concept, how some of the dif-
ficulties in obtaining this information may be overcome, and how this information,
if it were obtained, could be used to establish practical methods of reducing radio
interference.

The "impedance concept" is the foundation of engineering transmission theory.
Authorities in this field have stated that components of transmission systems must
have their properties expressed in terms of appropriately chosen impedances, or
else a new transmission theory must be developed.

The "impedance concept" was defined in the text as the idea of considering the
source of radio interference, the network or medium through which it is transmit-
ted, and the receiver whose effectiveness it finally impairs, as one single entity.
The term "impedance" is a general term defined as the ratio of the cause to the ef-
fect. In electrical systems, it is the ratio -of the electromotive force to the current
that flows as a result of that force. The same idea may be applied in other fields.
For example, in mechanical systems the impedance is defined as -he ratio of +he
force to the velocity. It is therefore quite common for the design engineer to refer
to mechanical impedances and acoustic impedances, as well as to mixed mutual ir-
pedances and even the "impedance of free space".

This approach may at first appear "impractical" to some engineers engaged
in "interference research". But careful study of the subject brings out the fact that
interference problems are basically of the same nature as the transmission prob-
lems which, in the fields of telephony, telegraphy, and other types of communica-
tion, have been solved successfully by the application of the rigorous analytical
methods of circuit analysis. In this process, the source is characterized solely by
its generated electromotive force and internal impedance (each assumed to be a

% known function of frequency over the entire range of interest), the transmitting net-

work or medium by its three image parameters (assuming that the network is linear),,
and the receiver simply by its impedarfce. Thus, it takes just four impedances and
one image transfer constant to specify such a system completely. This is the justi-
fication for the term "impedance concept". The impedances are simply the inter-
nal generator impedance, the image impedances looking into the input and output of
the transmission network or medium, and the load or receiver impedance. The

V1
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transfer constant gives the attenuation and the phase shift of the currents or voltages
under consideration.

The definition of the term "impedance" as given above requires further ela-
boration. For the impedance to have a definite, single value, the cause and the ef-
fect of which the ratio is being taken must both vary sinusoidally in time. The case
of being constant in time is included as that of varying sinusoidally with zero fre-
quency. The impedance is, in general, a complex quantity, its magnitude being
equal to the ratio of the magnitudes of the cause and effect, and its phase angle giv-
ing the difference in phase between the two. Next, the definition is extended to quan-
tities that vary periodically, but not necessarily sinusoidally, in time. In this case,
use is made of a Fourier series, as explainred in Paragraph 1.2. The periodic var-
iation is represented as a sum of aninfinite number of sinusoidal terms. With each 4
term there is associated a definite frequency and a definite impedance. The im-
pedance of the system has no longer a single, definite value, but is now a function
of frequency, assuming a definite value at each discreet frequency contained in the
Fourie~r series. Finally, the definition is extended to non-periodic quantities. Now
a Fourier-integral expansion (see Paragraph 1, 2) is required, and the impedance
becom es a continuous function of frequency. It should be pointed out that such a

Fourier-series or Fourier-integral expansion need not be carried out explicitly.
The Icnowledge that such an expansion is possible suffices to permit the use of the
impedance ofa system (considered as a continuous, complex function of frequency)
in form.ulAting and analyzing any transmission problem. :

I1r most practical transmissiQ4, problems, the initial datum is the signal to be
transmitted. An analysis is then performed of the various types of transmission
systems including the terminal equipment at both ends so that the most suitable pys-.
tem may be chosen and a basis for dosign may be established, The interest usually
centers on the propor transmission of the desired signal. Sometires1 however, "
for example in the design of filters, the attenuation of signals other than the one to
be tranismitted is a. qonsideration aso, Even then, the impedances of the source I
a=d the load into which the filter operates usually need to be considered only at the
freq~encýes to be passed. There ii the possibility, of coturse, that the source or
load #Ppecarnces nmay become very low or high, or go to zerq or infinity, at some
impQrtant frequencies to be attenuated, and therefore1 the designer should have some
idea of the frequency cahrActeristics at all ft.equencies in order to avoid the possi-
bility oIf Sbha!rp dips ira the 9ias1tt1nut: c har, lcteristics of the filter or -e+, oric hen

S dealkgnod. •

"The application of the impedance concept, which has proved so fruitful in
closely related problems, to the radio interference problem will prove increasingly
profitable as more pertinent data, on which an analysis can be based, become avail-
able. in fact, many engineers, working in this field are already taking advantage of
considerable data now available and are improving their measuring equipments and
techniques to acquire additional data on which to base mare efficient designs. Diffi-

culties faced by the interference engineer due to insufficient impedance data and the
general unavailability of conveniently usable field-type instruments tend to set a
limit to the applicability of the impedance concept to practical design problems at
this time. But it is hoped that forward-looking engineers will take advantage of this
method to an increasing degree as more adequate measuring techniques and instru-
ments are developed and more pertinent data becomes available.
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The impedance point of view is less helpful in the modification of existing
equipments and installations (i. e., "field fixes") than in the incorporation of inter-
"ference-reducing practices into the original designs. For, once a particular piece
of equipment has been designed and manufactured, its impedance at all frequencies
is fixed and very -difficult to change. If the design was carried through without giv-

. ing any consideration whatever to the impedances at the radio frequencies likely to
be-encountered, then one cannot expect that by slight chahges in the transmitting
network - such as the addition of capacitors or filters, or the rerouting of wiring -
an efficient overall system is produced having all the desired and none of the unde-
sired properties. To produce such a system, the impedance point of view must be
adopted from the very beginning and must be taken into consideration in the design
of terminal equipment at both ends as well as of the interposed transmission net-
work. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the existing aquipment is useless from
the impedance point of vitew, No design can proceed without a wealth of pertinent
basic data, Measurements on existing equipments can contribute a great deal to

: such data, and in fact, until other and better equipments become available, exist-
ing equipments are the only sources from which such data can be obtained.

The radio interference problem can be formulated in the following way: Given
a piece of apparatus - say a direct'current motor - which is known to be a potential
generator of interfering voltages or currents, given a receiver which may be affec-
ted by these interfering currents or voltages, and giver finally a transmitting net-
work, which is really theý entire aircraft with all its electric and electronic equip-
ment and associated wiring. The problem is to find the dependence of the six para-
meters of this system on all variables under the control of the designer. Once this
dependence is known, transmission theory can be used to determine the optimum
values of the system parameters, and the design can proceed to obtain the proper
values of the controllable variables, ii

If impedances are to be measured in the conventional mannezr-term-inals must
be designated between which the measurements are to be made. At very high and
ultra-high frequencies such terminals may not be available, and the very word
'impedance" must be redefined to acquire a meaning applicable to such situations.

This introduces anew type of difficulty, which will be discussed later. For the time
being it will be assumed that the frequencies are low enough to insure meaningful-Q- ness of the expression "im~pedance between a set, of two terminals".

After the statement of the problem, the first step is to choose two pairs of
terminals, one to be the junction between the source 1.nd the transmitting network,'
and the other one to be the junction between the traýi'smitting network and the re-
ceiver. Since the interfering signal may leave the source by any one of several
routes, and may enter the receiver at any one of several places, this choice itself
is not an easy one to make and involves certain simplifications at the outset. If the
source is completely surrounded by aneffective shield so that radiated interference
may be neglected and conduction through the power lead is the only way by which in-
terfering signals can leave, then the approximation involved in considering only one
pair of terminals at the source is a very good one'. Similarly, if the receiver is
adequately shielded and employs a shielded lead-in from the antenna, and if direct
coupling to. the antenna is negligible, so. that again the power lead is the only path of
entry, then all terminals but two at the receiver may safely be neglected. In other
cases these approximations may be quite poor. At any rate, as in all complicated
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r---------------------Direct T " JIJ

C-rect /-Radio TrNoisemeter

Motr-nt •Frequency -\or Calibrat- S1
Choke ed ReceiverL .. .. ... . .Bi

M-t- I

Byass
Capacitor

Fig. V-2. Measurement of Open-Circuit Voltage and Short-Circuit Current*
Using Noisemeter or Calibrated Receiver

of the generated electromotive force and the absolute value and phase angle of the

internal impedance of the source as functions of frequencies may be prepared from
these data.

The above method of measuring the short-circuit current is applicable only .41
when the interference voltages are comparatively high, It may happen that the short-
circuit current is too small to produce a me.asurable indication on the meter, Then X
an alternate method may be employed using a signal generator with calibrated output

and known internal impedance as shown in Figure V- 3, The signal generator is con-

nected inparallel with the battery, a large series capacitor being used to protect the
generator from the direct current. The output of the signal generator must'be much

larger than the interference voltages generated by the source so that the latter can

be-neglected. From a knowledge of the voltage as read, on the signal generator, its

internal impedance (usually a pure resistance), and the current, the absolute value
of the impedance may again be determined, The reactance may again befound by
connecting a standard inductance or capacitance in series sand resonatins it with +he
reactance of the source. This second method is not subject to frequency and wave-

form errors provided that the output of the calibrated signal generator is a pure 4
sine wave.

Similar measurements must also be made at the input of the receiver. Again
the receiver must operate normally if the measurements are to be meaningful. How-
ever, since the receiver is a passive network, bridge methods may be used provided
precautions are taken to prevent the power currents (normally at 400 cycles per
second in aircraft) from damaging the bridge or affecting the measurements, A
possible circuit is shown in Figure V-4. Alternately a signal generator andmilliam-
meter may be used in the circuit of Figure V-5.

To avoid the complexities of the impedance measurements just described, the

impedance of the source and the receiver may be measured without supplying any
power. Recent tests have shownthat fair results may be expected using this method,ý
and data so obtained may well serve as a good first approximation.
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Fig. V-3. Measurement of Internal Impedance with External Signal Generator.
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Fig. V-4. Bridge Measurement of Receiver Input Impedoace
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Fig. V-5. Alternate Method of Measuring Receiver Input Impedance
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Finally, the parameters of the transmission network must be measured.

These may be obtained from measurements of the input impedances at each end with

the other end open-circuited and with the other end short-circuited. If the open-

and short-circuit impedances at the input are called Zoc and Zsc, respectively, and
the corresponding impedances at the output are called Z'oc and Z'sc, then the image

impedances ZI1 , and ZI 2 , and the image transfer'constant, 0, are obtained from:

ZIi - ZoCZSc (1)

=72 it Zec ZISc (2)

0= nh tanh 16sAc (3)I Zoc oc

The open-and short-cir-cuit impedances may be measured either by bridge

methods or by means of a signal generator and milliammeter as before,

After measuring methods for these six quantities have been established, a

large number of sets of measurements must be taken to determine the effect of the

variation of various controllable design quantities such as size of wires, position of

ground leads, shape of frames, brush materials, and many others. This is a huge

task, yet one that is necessary if practical results are expected. Only if the effect

of each design detail is known can one hope to be able to control the impedances and

generated voltages by proper design before the equipment is actually built.

To be of practical use to the designer, the information obtained must be pre- -

sented in the form. of charts or curves. For example, one such curve would give in-
formation about the variation of the image impedances of the aircraft wiring with

the size of wires used. Another might present data on the dependence of generated

interference voltages on brush pressure in a motor. (See Figure 3.2, 1. 1. I-A). A
third would give the input impedance of a receiver (at the power leads) as a function

of grdund lead location. It is quite obvious that the number of charts and curves re-

quired is very large.

Measurements of the type just described have never been made in actual in-

stallations on an extensive scale. Isolated attempts are on record of obtaining sig-

nificant data in a few special cases. Not many conclusions can be drawn from the

results of these attempts, yet they bring out clearly the difficulties as well as the

definite possibility of overcoming these difficulties. In addition, certain observa-tions are of interest even though they require thorough checking in view of the spec-

ial conditions under which they were made. These observations are enumerated

below:
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(a) Measurements of generated interference voltages made by different meth-

ods are difficult to correlate. If made according to Specification JAN-I- Z25,
they will yield consistent results and thus be suitable for comparisons and
standardization, but the true generated electromotive forqe~s cannot be
obtained in this way because measurements are made with a load. Fig-
ures V-6 and V-7 show the interference voltages of three motors at vari-
ous frequencies, the first figure showing the results obtained accordingU to JAN-I-225, the second those obtained when the voltages were measured
across a load consisting of six feet of special high- loss coaxial cable.
The second figure probably gives more nearly the true generated electro-
motive forces because the cable presented a higih resistive impedance at
all interference frequencies.

1I (b) The generated electromotive forces decrease very rapidly for frequen-
cies above one megacycle per second for most motors. Most of their
energy is concentrated at the lower frequencies.

(c) The impedance of the aircraft wiring is such that the frequencies above
one megacycle per second are accentuated by the resonances of the wir-
ing system. This results in several high peaks of voltages or currents',
their number depending on the length and the complexity of the wiring.

(d) For the frequencies of interest (from 0. 15 to 1000 mc) the actual atten-

uation of the wiring system is very small. Apparent attenuation in any
one wire may be large because of the spreading of the interference en-
ergy.yover the entire wiring system.

(e) Transmission and spreading of the interference energy is almost entirely
by conduction and inductive and capacitive coupling. Transmission by
radiatieon is negligible below 1:50 megacycles.

(f) Measurements of the impedance of the wiring system show wide and ra-
pid variations of both the resistive and reactive components with frequen-

cy. Observed maxima and minima bear no apparent harmonic relation-w4  ship.

(g) Serious impedance mismatches are present at the junction points of the
wiring system and at the points where the wiring is terminated in electri-
cal or electronic equipment. These mismatches lead to reflections and
standing waves on the wires re-uing in turn, in heavy concentrations 1
of interference energy in certain regions of the system. Broad-band
matching would eliminate these concentrations, but would also delivermore of the eneravy.... to the terminal equipment. At ...... y rate, an attemptmust be made to dissipate the energy before it, can do any harm rather

than simply redistribute it in space or in the frequency spectrum.

No information is available on the effect of controllable factors on the measured
parameters. Even if such information were available, an investigation must first
be made into which values of the parameters are most desirable from the point of
view of eliminating radio interference. F
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Fig. V-6 Conducted Radio Interference of Three Motors
Measured According to Spec. JAN-I-Z25
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Fig. V-7 Conducted Radio Interference of Three Motors '
Measured Through High-Loss Six-Foot Coaxial Line
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Ideally, the requirement is that no interfering currents or voltages shall reach
the receiver, Assuming that the generation of interference electromotive forces
cannot be prevented (though the measurement-. suggested here would form a basis
for designing the equipment so that their ge -zation is minimized), the problem
then is to attenuate the interference as much as possible. As pointed out in Para-
graph 1.4, a signal undergoes modification in four distinct ways as it is transmitted
from a source to a receiver. There is the attenuation proper in the transmitting
network, there are the reflection losses at the input- and. output of the transmitting
network, and there is the interaction loss due to multiple reflections. Of these,
only the first, the attenuation proper, is always a true attenuation (or zero). Any
one of the other three "losses" may be negative, and hence may be a gain ratherthan a loss. If the observations enumerated above are trustworthy, then the atten-
uation proper cannot be relied upon to provide a substantial reduction of interfer-
ence (see item d above). Therefore, the reflection and interaction losses must be
made to produce the necessary reduction unless it is possible to redesign the wir-
ing system so that true attenuation is obtained within the transmitting system. (One
suggestion to achieve this has been to use lossy cables for all the major wiring in 4
the aircraft).

Figure V-8 shows how the reflection loss varies with the magnitude and phaseangle of the "mismatch ratio", i.e., the ratio of the impedances looking to the right
and to the left of a pair of terminals. This indicates that this loss is positive for
all magnitudes of the ratio only when the phase angle, 9 is zero. For all other
"phase angles, the loss is negative for a portion of the range plotted, and thisportion
as well as the'magnitude of the gain both increase substantially as the phase angle

00

?_ 10 .,..0. •

'-I

S-4- F- +- 90°00/,
.o -4 0,,,-8__T_ I Lab

'• ~~-10 ]P=--8

0.1 0. 2 4, 6 140 20 40 60 100

Impedance Ratio or J~bl
Zb Za

Fig. V-8 Reflection Loss Resulting from
Mismatch of Impedances at a Junction
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varies towards 1800 either through positive or through negative values. This figure
would have to be used carefully in determining what impedances would be desirable

for maximum attenuation. A similar chart should be worked out for the interaction
loss.

If the properties of the system itself cannot provide sufficient attenuation, a

filter could be ins'erted between the output terminals of the source and the input ter-

minals of the transmitting network. The most efficient filter providing the maxi-

mum attenuation with the minimum expenditure of weight and space can be designed

only when the impedances between which it is to operate as well as the amplitudes
and frjequencies of the currents it is to transmit and attenuate are precisely known.

The weight and space requirements for most radio interference filters could be re-

duced substantially without sacrificing effectiveness if full information about the im-

pedances were available, In fact, this information would not even be required over

the etntire frequency range from 0.15 to 1000 mc, but only for the lower frequencies

from 0.15 toabout 3 or 4 mc because the generated interference has by far the larg- J1

est amplitudes in this lower region. The drawback of trying to utilize this saving

in weight and space is that a filter so designed would be effective only in the partic-

ular position and for the particular system for which it was designed. In the absence

of more detailed information, the slightest change in design, such as a change in the

size of wires or in the material of the brushes, or even the slightest change in lo-

cation of wiring or equipment, will have a large and entirely unpredictable effect on

the impedances of the system, and hence may make the filter ineffective. Until ways

are found of controlling the impedances and predicting their changes with changes

in design parameters, filters must obviously be designed so as to remain effective

under a large variety of conditions,

If ihis general method is to be extended to very high and ultra-high frequencies,

additional difficulties must be overcome. Above,100 megacycles, radiationwillbe-

comie inmportant,- and if the circuit concept is still to be used, the radiation resis-

tance must be included in the impedances. In certain cases, the, term- "impedance"

itself must be given a new meaning. Instead of dealing with the impedance of a net-

work, defined as the ratio of voltage to current, it may be necessary to deal with

the impedance of a transmitting medium, which is defined as the ratio of the elec-

tric to the magnetic field intensity. In defining this ratio, the type of wave that

gives rise to the fields, i.e., its gedmetrical configuration and polarization, must

be specified in addition to the properties of the medium itself. Since several types

of electromagnetic waves may be present simultaneously, the additional complexity

introduced is clearly evident.

In addition to these basic difficultieo, practical difficultiesare added due to

the limited frequency range of conventional measuring instruments. It is true that

some voltmeters and one admittance bridge are available that can be used up to

1000 megacycles. But they require special terminations, which usually are not

available in aircraft. Impedance determinations at these frequencies are usually p

made by standing wave measurements. The adaptation of this method to the pur-

pose at hand will require a considerable amount of research and development.
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THE MUTUAL INDUCTANCE BETWEEN TWO SETS OF INFINITELY

LONG PARALLEL PAIRS OF STRAIGHT WIRES

Consider the cross-section of the four wires A, B, C, and D shown below,

Plane, I2

I
Plane of Pair1

Assume that d s~ , so that,

dl d + a cas 0 (1)

dz43d - s cos f (2)

Let the left wire of Pair I carry a current I out, of the plane of the paper and the right
wire the current I into the plane of the paper. The two components of the magnetic
field H (at Point P), produced by the current in wire A of Pair 1, are then

Icos(01 -6)
2 (d + s cos 0))

Isin(O1 - 6) (4

HAd = 2 (d + s cosO) (4)

In the same way, for the field HB set up by wire B of pair 1,,,

I cos(O - O,) (
2HB = (d - s cos 0) (
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Isin (0 - 02) (6)
Bd 2 (d - s cos0)

The total field at P is then
i(

i• F-z s cos6 1, -Iscos!
H6 = HAO + HBO - L 2 sscs Cs (7)

because cos (e - 01) cos( -(8 1 and d >>s, and

-- + . I d sin (6j - 0 1_ s. sin (8)
Hd HAd + HBd -Z - s2-cos 2- J ld 2

because si'(6 1 - s)-sin(6 - 00)- d

The flux density, B, at Point P is 4ir x 10' H, and its component perpendicular to
the plane of Pair 2 is-

BP= 4w x 10-7 (Ha sin + He cos,') (9) (9

41s
d 1 x 1 (sine. sinJ - cos 8cos,) (S0)

41s I
-p -d x 10- 7 cos(0+÷ ) (e1)[I .I

Assuming that a <2 d, the flux density B is lenh con wires
r C and D of Pair 2. Hence, the total flux for a unit length of wire is u

41sa
S= Spa - d- x I0"7 cos (0 + 9,t(Z

and the mutual inductance (henries/meter) is _)

M =x 10" cos (0 + ) (13)

This is a maximum when 0 + 50 = 0, or 0 + v = 1800, and zerowhen 0 + = 900.
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0 0I
aP

i d

Now consider the above diagram. Here 0 = 900 and 2 s = a, for simplicity
but i i no longer assumed that d z a. It ti assumed, however, that thec ros's-
section of the wires is small as compared with the distances between thema. Thent
at P,

S *1
.- Lz-V + ci 2  (a.. + d4214

HP, H~ (JA)
•.,iBp =4,w x 10,"7 Hp

fp dx =41T x !0-7 p 4x

0 0

=~ zy 2x Q"7 log(! T-2 11

- M = -•- [xH.?1g~ ,•18

If S W 4>- a, this expression for M regdices properly tothat oR the previous page since,,
for x << «,

log I + x)•--z x (19)Y
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0W PASS ITTER DESIGN DATA

Interference filters may be constructed from reactances in'various possible
configurations, however, the informnation presented in this appendix will be confined
to ladder filters of the 1ow pass type shown in Figure VII-l.

I/ZZi z1  ZZi l/ZZ I

FIg, VU-l Ladder Network Filter

The series impedance ZI, and the shunt impedance Z2 consist of inductive or
capa~ctive reactances or a combination of both.

Both the T and pi-sections, as shown in Figure VII-Z, are grouped under the
common heading of ladder networks, Each of the two series arms of the T-section
is equal, to -Z/Z resulting in a full series impedance of Zi, while each of the two
shunt armp of the pi-section is equal to 2Z2 resulting in a full shunt impedance of

S'~- !

T -Section T'-Section ZT-Sections

"Z ZZ zz z z 2z

Pi-SectionA Pi-Section ZPi-Section

Fig. VII- 2 Basic Configurations Included in Ladder Filters
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Figure VII-3 shows a T network with three arms Za, Zb, and Z., connected
to a source of voltage E whose internal impedance is Z11, and terminated by an im-
pedance ZI2. If the impedance ZI, is equal 'to the impedance looking in from the
terminals 1-2, and similarly, if the impedance Zj.ý is equal to the impedance look-
ing in from terminals 3-4, then the impedances Z1 1 , and Z12 are called the image
impedances of the T network. A similar relationship can also exist fora pinetwork.

Za Zb
1 3

SZI- ZI2 ZI 2

Zc

E
l, 2 4

Fig. VYI-3 A T Network Teirminated by Its Image Impedances

In terms of open-circuit and short-circuit measurement the image impedances
Z I and ZI 2 for both T and pi networks are expressed as,

SZI 1 = sc(1),'

ZI2.=C

z12 . V'Lllc ZJS (2)

where Zoc and Zsc are the impedances looking into terminals 1-Z with terminals
3-4 open-circuited and short-circuited respectively, and Z0c and Zsc are the im-
pedance looking into terminals 3 -4 with terminals I - 2 open-circuited and short-
circuited, respectively. When the two image impedances are equal, Za = Zb, the
filter is symmetrical, and the impedances are equal to Zo, the characteristic im= .
pedance of the network.

Figure V11-4 gives the schematic diagram of two constant-k filters, the equation "

for their elements, and curves of attenuation plotted as a function of frequency. The
filters are so-called because the product Zi Z2 is a constant for all frequencies and
is equal to k 2 . The value k is equal to the value R used in the table of Figure VII-5.

•The table given in Figure VII-5 lists the element values for the full series and
shunt arms of a low pass constant-k filter whose image impedances are equal to 50
ohms. The following example illustrates the method by which values of L1 and C2
for cut-off frequencies not listed in the table may be obtained. A low pass filter
working out of and into a 50-ohmline having a cut-off frequency of 150 cycles requires
an inductance of 0.106 henries and a capacitance of 42.4 pf. For a cut-off frequency
of 1.5 mc both of these values must be divided by 104, the ratio of the desired fre-
quency to the listed frequency, because the product LIG varies inversely with the
cut-off frequency.7
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~y CZ di
T Type Low Pass Filter w Type Low Pass Filter

040

01 0

fc Frequency c Frequency

1 1
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,T1L 1CC

R =•R = clL1 Ll
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L! = fc - fc

WCC

C2 Wfc R irfc 1

Fig, VII-4 Conventional Constant-k Filters

The expression R = gLliC2 suggests a method by which data for a filter

whose characteristic impedance is R, different from the valu.e aiven in the table,
can be obtained. First find the required data for a 50-ohm filter then multiply the
inductance by R/50 and divide the capacitance by the same value.

Constant-k type filters act as a resistive load throughout the pass band if they
are properly terminated in their image impedance. However, at the cut-off frequency
the load becomes zero for the T network and infinite for the pi network as shown in
Figure VII-6. At frequencies beyond cut-off the load becomes imaginary. That is,
in the attenuation band the filter acts as a reactive load, does not take energy from
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the interference source, and, therefore, does not transmit energy to the terminating

impedance. However, infinite attenuation of the interference frequencies is obtained
only by a filter with purely reactive arms which, of course, exists9 only in theory.

f C (cps) L I (nb) C2 (lf)

30 5.31x_10 2  2.12x 02

100 1,59x10 2  6.37xl0
150 1.06x1O2  4.24x10

200 7.96xI0 3.18xi0
250 6.37xi0 2.55xI0
300 5.31x'0 2.12x10
350 4.55x10 1.82x10
400 3,98x10 1,59x10
A F3.54xl0 1.41xlO
500 3.18x10 1.27xlO

550 Z.89xi0 1.16x10 l .
600 Z.65x10 I.06x10
650 2,45x10 9,79 1
700 2.Z7x10 9.09
750 2.121x0 8.49
800 1.99xi0 7.96
850 1,87x40 7,49
900 1.77x10 7,07
950 l.68xi0 6.70

1x10 3  1.59:10 6.37
3xIO- 5,31 Z.12.

10Xl0 3  1.59 6.37xl0 1

304c0 3  5.31x0- 1  z.lzxlO1-

10ol03 1.59410-i 6.37xl0" 2

300xl0 3  5.31x10 2  2.lzxlO"z
lxIO0 1.59x102 6.37xi0, 3

3x10' 6  5.3!x10"3  2.12x10-3

10xl0 6  1,59xj0"3  6,37x10-4

30x10 6  5,31x10x 4  .212xli0-4

Fig. VII-5 Constant-k Low Pass Filter (R 50n) - Table-I

If a sharper cut-off (higher attenuation in the region beyond the cut-off fre-
quency) than that exhibited by a constant-k type section is desired, it can be obtained

by adding additional impedances to the pratatype,. the constant-k section, When the
values of the added impedances are derived from those of the prototype, the resultant
section is called an M-Derived filter. These impedances sharpen the cut-off of the
section by providing an attenuation which approaches infinity at a frequency beyond
cut-off as shown in Figure VII-7,

The position of the added impedance elements in the filter network determine
the specific nomenclature of the section. if the additional impedances are added to
the series arm of the section, the section is shunt derived. The section is series
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Ir Type I

I -

Frequency fc

Fig, VIU-6 Variation of Image Impedance with Frequency in
Low Pass Constant-k T and Pi Type Filters

S L I L 1

jL2

cf f

Frequency

Fig. VII-7 Variation of Attenuation with Frequency
in a Low Pass M-Derived T Type Filter
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1/2 Ll/2 Li/Z

17~
clz ~ZL? l~I2/2 1 / ICZ/2

__ Cz/l

Constant k Half Section Series m-Derived Shunt rn-Derived
Half Section Half Section

L = - LI=rnL L 1 = mL

L I. - L2  -l -r4 2

ir fc R 4m -L C 4 C

M =1 C 2 =MC C 2 z mC

CA 10On*00
4-bt

o

0f f- " 0fc - f f co--0

Note: L in Henrys "
C in Farads

Fig. VII-8 Constant k and m-Derived Filter Sections
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derived if additional impedances are added to the shunt arm. Schematic diagrams

of series derived m-type low pass filter sections, the expressions used to obtain

their component values from the basic data, their basic formulas, the expressions

used to obtain their component values from k-'values and their curve of attenuation

plotted as a function of frequency are shown in Figure VII-8. Constant k values are

designed by the subscript (k) in the expressions given in Figure VII-8.

Sharpness of cut-off in the m-derived filter section is a function of mr. To

obtain sharp cut-off, the filter section should have a frequency of infinite attenuation,

f,, close to the cut-off frequency, fc. The expression

Smu = I-~ (3)
I ~fc

f c (4)

which are valid for a low pass m-derived filter shows that as the ratio, fc/f'o ap-

proaches unity the value of m approaches zero, or as m approaches unity the values
f. and fc become more nearly equal.

50 1

H1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
fc If

Fig. VII-9 Attenuation of m-derived Low Pass Filters

Figure VII-9 illustrates the variation of attenuation with the ratio of the cut-

off frequency fc to the interference frequency, f. The attenuation offered by m-derived
filter sections for all values of m less than unity becomes infinitely high at some

finite frequency, f, , and then decreases and approaches zero at higher frequencies.
A.th.u.Ahthe sharpness of cut-off is more pronounced for the lower values of m, it

is accompanied by correspondingly lower values of attenuation which approach zero
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at frequencies beyond the frequency of infinite attenuation. To compensate for this
undesirable characteristic a constant-k section, m = 1, is often used in conjunctioA
with m-derived sections. Its sharpness of cut-off is not as abrupt as those of the
rn-derived sections, but its attenuation increases constantly and approaches infinity
as the frequency increases.

Inorder to join two or more filter sections for the purpose of obtaining higher
attenuation throughout the attenuating band, their cut-off frequencies as well as their
image impedances must be identical, but their frequencies of infinite attenuatign may
be unequal, m-derived T sections, each with a different value of m, make this pos-
sible because the image impedances of a T section at any frequency is the same re-
gardless of the value of m as shown in Figure VII-10. Therefore, an impedance
match is obtained between the T sections and reflections will not, of course, take
place. However, it is difficult to terminate these sections properly due to the varia-
tion of image impedance with frequency, but by the use of terminating half pi-sections
it is possible to keep the image impedance of the filter constant at all frequencies
up to approximately 90 percent of cut-off if the value of m selected is 0,6 (a = 1.25)
as illustrated in Figure VII-10. The proper termination can 'be accomplished by
designing each section as a T network and then rearranging to form a pi-section as
shown in Figure VII-lI. Although the entire filter looks like 3 pi-sections, the sec-
tions between the dotted lines have a T configuration. It is thus possible to alter the
attenuating characteristics of a filter without varying its image impedances which
are equal to the terminating impedance of the half pi-section.

Figures VII-12 through VII-15 give in tabular form values of inductance and
capacitance for'm-derived low pass filters having m values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6,
respectively. The image impedance, R, of each filter is 50 ohmns. If it is necessary ,74
to employ a value of R other than the value for which the filter components are listed,
the component values given in the table must first be found. The listed inductance
value or values must be multiplied by R/50, while the listed capacitance value or
values must be divided by R/50 in order to obtain the desired values if the filter is
to be designed at some other nominal impedance.
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Cut -off
Frq.Series Derived Shunt Derived

~c(cps) L1 (nah) L I±f L (rnh) C I(61f) C2 (pi)'"
3 230 5.31xl0 1. 3Ix 1O09 2, 12x 10 5.31x10 5. 24x 10 2  2, 12X 10

100 1. 59x10 3.193x10' 6.37 1, 59z10 I 57x10 6.37
150 1.06x10 2. 62x10 4 .24 1. 0 x 1 ) 1: 05x10 4.24
200 7.9,6 1. 97xlol 3.18 7.96 7.87x10' 3.18
250 6.3 I 58x10 2  2.55 6.37 6. 30x10 2.5

300 5.1 i1110 5.31 5. 24-x10 2.12
350 459 1.3x1 04 4.55 .4. 50x10 1.82

400 3.98 9. 8nx10 1.59 3.98 3. 93x1O 1,59
450 3,54 8. 76x 10 1.41 3.54 3.49x10 1.41

500 3,18 7,,87x 10 1.27 3.18 3. 14x10 .1.27 '550 .2.89 7, 15x 10 1.16 2.89 2. 87xl0 1,16
60 .56 6 0 1,06 12. 65 2. 62x10 1,06

650 Z, 45 6.07x10 9,.79xi10 2.45 Z'.42x10 9, 79'O 10
700 Z.27 5.62x10 9.09x10 2.27 Z. 25x10 9.09x101-1750: 2.12 5q25x1, B. 49x 10' Z ,12 2'. OXlO 8.49x101
800 1. 99ý 4,93,clO 7. 96xc1 1.99 1. q7x10 7. 96x101
850 1.87- 4. 63x10 7,49x10- 1 187 1. 85x10 7.49x101900 1.77 4.38x10 7. 07,dlO 1,177 1, 75x10 7.07x101
950 1,68 4, 16,clO 0,7 Ox 1,0 1,68 1. 66x,10 6. 70xlr10

~ .7so~ 1,50/ i. 157x10 6.37x0
3xlOi 5,31xlO 1  1,31x10 Z. 2zd02  5. 3IxI0i 5.2Z4: 4. 12xl

100x10 1. 59x10 2 3.93x0 6. 37xlo" 1059x10 z 1.76.37x1
3xO5.3ll- 1.31 Z.1xO 5,31Ix 0' 5.25xl10 Z !,Zxl,cO3
10XO31 9l-23. 3 0 ,3x 3 1 9lz1, $7x 10- 637x 10"

-303~ c 31 1 11 10 -3~l 53b10 5j Z4 -u 2.210"60 n . 40 1 3"~- -2i Z. -4l 5.539,x10 5 3 ~ 2llO6 1.5 -.31 2  647 0 3 5?x-4
lxl, 1 59 10 3.9xlO 6. 7xl- 1 59 10 1.5ýJIO- 6. 37x104-0,60 4 31x1 1.1Z1 2 3'l 541x

6x 5, Ax1' 1. 3 x1 .lxO .1l 5. 24x103  Z, 12x10-
l Oxi 0ll11 59:x10O 13r93x10 - 6.* 37x10 - 11.59x1I0 5- 1 ,.57x104- 6, 37x105

'aI " 1l 3O1;35iO 1,J'lxlo j2._iZxlo f 5. 310 j525x10, {2Z.xIW

Fig. VII-12 rn-Derived Low Pass Filter (R=50A, mv0.1)
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Cut-off Series Derived Shunt Derived

fc (cps) Ll(mh) Lz(mh) C2 (11f) L 1 (rrh) C (14 ) _2 I

1 2z1 2 1 1
30 1.06xlO2 6.37x10_ 4.24x10 1.06xlO 2.54x10. 4.14xlO

2100 3. 18x 10 1: 9lx 10 2 1. 27x10 3. 18xl0 7. 64x 10 1..27xl10
150 2.lZxlO 1.27x10 8.48 2.12xlO 5.09x1O 8.48
200 1. 59x10 9.55x10 6.36 1. 59xi0 3.82x10 6.36
250 1.27x10 -7. 64x10 51 l7x10 3.06x10 5.10
300 1. 06x10 6.37x10 4.24 1. 06x10 2.54x10 4.24
350 9.10 5.46x10 3.64 9. 10 2.18xlO 3.64
400 7.96 4.78x10 3.18. 7.96 1.91x10 3.18
450 7.08 4.25x10 2.82 7.08 1. 69xi0 2.82
500 6.36 3.83x10 2.52 6.36 1.52xi0 2.52
550 5.78 3.4,5xI0 2.32 5.78 1.39x10 2.82
600 5.30 3.18x10 2.12 5.30 1.27x10 2. 12
650 4.90 2.94x10 1.96 4.90 1. 17x10 1.96
700 4.54 Z. 7ZxiO .182 4.54 L 09xlO 1. 82
750 4.24 2.57x10 1.70 4.24 1. OZxlO 1.70
800 3.98 2.39x10 1.59 3.98 9.54 1.59
850 3.74 2.24x10 1.50 3.74 9.00 1.50
900 3.54 2.13xlO 1.41 3.54 8.49 1.41
950 3j3.-36 2.02x10 1,34 3.36 8.04 1.34

IxiO 313.18 1,91x10 1.27 3.18 7.65 1.27
3x10 1.06 6.37 4.24;ci0" 1.06 2t 54 A 4

! 10XI01 3. 18x'I 10" . 9: -. 27xi0 3.18xi0" 7.64x10- ..27x10,•"30x10' 1. 06xlO0" 6.3:7X 10 "! 4 ,24x i0 "- 1.()6xlO " 2. 54x I 0"G 4, 24x 10 "-

,300x,0:I06x0" 6,37x10" 4.24x10- 1.06x10" 2.54x10" 4.24x10"
1xO{.06x10O . ,-4.241 1. -1O" -241"'4 ~i1 1 3~O t3o18X 10"-2 1.91X10,1 1.37xi02 3.18x0"a 7.64x10" 1.2 37xI0 2323-2 -2 * -3

I3Q0xlO {1.06x10"4 6.37x102 4.24x10- 1. 06x10"3  2.54x10"4 4.Z4cx10"
1 3

3004106 1. 06:k10 4  6,37x10 3  4.24x10- 1. 06x10 2. 54x10 14. 24x10
-33 -4 -4 f- -4'10x10 6 3. 1 8x10 - 1.91x0 -3 7x0 3. 8x1-3 7.6`4x1 3 .27x10 4

30x 16 1. 06clO- 6. 37x'1"0* Z44x'10 1. 06x10- 2. 54x1&4  7.,4x!10 5-

Fig,. VII-13 m-Derived Low Pass Filter (R=50fl,rm=0.2)
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Cut-off
Freq. Series Derived Shunt Derived

fc (cps) L (hznh) C2(L4f) L1 (ni260 , CI) C- (4)

.30 212x10 2.78x10 8.48x10 2, 12x10 1. llxlO, 8.48x10
100. 6.36x10 8.35x10 2.55x10 6.362:!0 3.34x40- 2.55x10
150 4.24x10 5.56x10 1.70x10 4.,24=!0 2.22x1O 1..70x10
200 3.18xlO 4.17x1O 1.27x10 3.18x30 1.67x10 1.27x10
250 2.55xi0 3.34x10 1. OZxlO 2.55xi0 1. 34x10 1.02xlO
300 2.12xlO 2.78x10 8.48 Z.12xlO 1.1 lxlO 8.48
350 1.82x10 2.39Y.10 7.28 1.82x10 9.55 7.28
400 1. 59xi0 2.09x10 6.36 1.59x10 8.35 6.36
450 1.42x!0 1.86x10 5.64 1. 4 2xlO 7.40 5.64

o500 1. 27x10 1.67x10 5.08 1. 27x10 6.67 5.08
550 Is 16x!O 1.52x!0 4.64 1.16,lO 6.09 4.64

600 1. 06xlO 1. 39xi0. 4.24 1. 06xlO 5.56 4.24
650 9.80 1.29x10 3.92 9.80 5.14 3.92
700 9.08 1.19x1O 3.64 9,08 4.77 3.64 I
750 8,48 1.09xlO 3.40 8.48 4.45 3.40
800 7.96 1.05x!O 3.18 7.96 4.17 3.18
&50 7.48 9.82 3.00 7.48 3.92 3. 00
900 7.08 9.29 ', 83 7.08 3.71 .2.83

950 6. 672 8.,82 2.68 6.72 3.52 2.68
!xlO 6.36 [8.35 -2.55 6.36 3.34 2.55
3x1I' 2.1 2 2. 78 S.48XI0- 2.12 1. 11 8.48xi0
1Ox1O3 6. 36xI0•1 8.35x101 2.55x10- 6. 36x10 3.34x 10 - .55x10-

3 * 21 -2 -2 * - z.30o10 2 12xo 2. 78x 2 8.48xo 2 .IzxlO 1.1lxl 8 48x1o.
100clO 6.36x10" 8. 35x10 2.55x10 6. 36x20 3. 34x-3 2,55xi0
30ox10o 2. 12x•1o 2. 78xiO 8.48x10 2. 12x10 1.11x10" 8.148x10"

633-3 -3 -33
1x1 6.36x10 8.35x10 3  2.55x10- 6. 36x10 3.34x10 2.55X10-

6 -3 3 -3 -
Ii 2, 12xi0 4  2. 78x10 4  8.48xi0" 2. 12xi0"4 . 1.1x!O- 8.48xi0

11 OXII 0 6  36xIG 81 35x68 0 2. 55x10. 36 " 3. 34 -10 '2 5 5x10
30xi0 2.12xi0- 2."78x1O 18.48xi0" 2.12xO 1 8.48x10

Fig. VII-14 m-Derived Low Pass Filter (R=50n, mn=0.4)
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I V Cut-off
Freq. Series Derived Shunt Derived

fc (cps) L 1 (mh) L 2 (mh) C 2 (lif) Ll(tnh) G l(1 .1f) Gz(sf)

2 2 21 2

30 3. 19xlO2 1.41xlO2 1. 27x!02 3. 19x1o02 5.64xlQ2 !. Z7x102

100 9.54x10 4.23x10 3.82x10 9.54xi0 1,69x10 3.82x10
150 6.36x10 2.82x10 2. 54x10 6.36xi0 1. 13xlQ Z, 54x!0
200 4.78x10 2. 12x10 1. 91xi0 4.78xi0 8.45 1.9 x1 O

, 250 3.82x10 1. 69x10 1.53x10 3.82x10 6.78 1.53x10
300 3. 19xlO 1.41xlO 1. 27xlQ 3. 19xlO 5.64 1. 27x!Q
350 2'. 73x10 1.2 rIiO I .09.ox1 2. 73x10, 4.84 1.09x!O
400 2.39x10 1. 06x10 9.54 2.39x1Q 4.22 9.54
450 2. IZxlO 9.41 8.46 2. 2xIO 3.75 8.4+6
500 1.91x10 8,45 7.62 1. 91xlO 3.37 7.62
550 1.73xI0 7.68 6.96 1. 73xJ0 3.08 6.96
600 1. 59x10 7.04 6.36 1. 59xi0 2.81 6.36
650 1.47x10 6.51 5.87 1.47x10 2.60 5,87700 1.36x!0 6.03 5.45 1.,36x!0 2.41 5.45
750 1. 27x10 5.63 5.09 1, 27x10 2.25 5.09

OV i. ,•xiO 5.Z9 4.78 I. 19xi0 2.1 GA i,I . 850 1. 12xlO 4.97 4.49 1 !2xO 1.99 4.49
S9u - iA 06xi 4.70 4.24 1, 06x1O 1.88 4.24

950 1.Olx!0 4.46 4.02 1.01xIG 1.78 4.02
lxlO 9.54 4.23 3.82 9,54 1.69 3,82

' 3X10 3.19 1 41 1,27 3,19 1.64x9 10 .27-•' x O 94I - -I33.8ZxIQ 9.54x10 1. 6qxlo" 3.82x103x -1 "- 1 3 1  1 1 " -.2
.30xlQ-Q 3.19xl0 1.41x10 1.27x0" 3.1 -- 2 *. -2a2 -2 -23.1x0 5.6x 2 . 7Q210OX10 9954x10 4 -23x10• 3.82xI0 2  9.54xl107 !. 69x10- 3. 82x1-300x-2 3, 19x-2- 1.4Ix0- 1. -2 -3

6  9 3  1. 3  127xi0 3. 19x10"'- 5.64xi0 3  1. 27x10
3x!0 9.54x10 4.23xi0 3.82x10 9.54xi0 1.69xi0 3.82xIQ

6xlO934103 -3 1 x1--* 3 -5- 4x--4 1ZU1,-33xlO. , 4ix10" 1 41.x10- 1."7x1_ 3. 19xiOl 564x0 1 x- .2
4 4 -4 -4 -4 -x14lOx10 3.!9xi0 4!23x10 I 3.82x10 9.54x10 1.69x!0" 3.82x!0

30x0 .3. 19x 1 4  I 1. 27xl0 3.19x10 4 5.64xI0- 1. 27x!0-

Fig. VII-15 rn-Derived Low Pass Filter (R=50.r, m=0.6)
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APPENDIX VIIII SHIELDED ROOM - CONSTRUCTION AND USE

The shielded room is designed and constructed to provide a working area free
of spurious electromagnetic energy where such energy would interfere with the proper

t ,operation of equipment or measurements being made.

The shielding of one area from another is normally obtained by placing a
physical barrier bet.ween the two regions. This shielding can be regarded as re-
sulting from reflection and attenuation of the incident energy, Good reflection is
dependent primariily upon high conductivity, and good attenuation upon a large con-
diuctivity-permeability product. A more detailed discussion of these quantities is
given in Appendix XVI,

The majorityof shielded rooms have beenbuilt of wire mesh; however, inorder
to Obtain effective shielding at very high frequencies, sheet metal is used, Many
high-qual*ty rooms are double-walled and of sheet copper. Copper, iwes,, is
eexpensive and difficult to obtain in times of emergency. Certain iron And steel
materials are more readily obtainable:, cheaper, and theoretically able to satisfy
the electrical requirements with a reasonable wall thickness,4 .If mesh walls are used, shielding is due primarily to reflection louS, Copper

Lscreening with at least sixty strands per wave length at the highest operating frequency
is the best to use. For optimum results it is well to make sure that the various over-
"1apping wires of the mesh make vood eleftrical contact ith- eh;--, may, ..

for instance, he soldered together. If thiA is not done, corrosion may occur at the,
overlap point and caus~e each corroded joint to act as a noise generator,

Shielded rooms may have either a single wall or double wals,% R-ooms that have
an outer wall not in metallic contact with the inner wall are said to be of the "doubly
shielded type". When the two walls .are electrically connected, the room is said to
be of the "cell type".

Cell-type mesh wsll shielding rooms are commercially available and are re-
ported to give 100 db shielding from 0. 15 to 10, 000 megacycles, Cell-type rooms
have the advantage, of-prtability since they are nipt ordinarily soldered together.

On the other hand, if solid metal walls are used, where a large part of the
shielding is due to absorption loss, iron wails are best. For exam.ple, 4 gage gal-
vanized iron sheet 0.635 millimeters thick gives, on the basis of an assumed relative
permeability of !O00, and absorption loss of 133 db at 13 kilocycles and'greater loss
at higher frequencies.

SHIELDING VALUE OF VARIOUS SHIELDS

(a) Single Solid Metal Shields

For a single solid metal shield, the total loss in decibels, assuming plane
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wavwes, is given by equation (a iX) Appendix XVI:

6r
Total shielding loss = 3.34 fr 6. S + 108. 2 + 10 log r

where f is the frequency in megacycles per second, 4r the relative m.agnetic per-

meability of the shielding material ( = 1 for all non-magnetic materials), er the

relative conductivity of the shielding material (Cr = 1 for copper), and S the thicknessof the shield in mils. This equation is plotted for copper and some magnetic material

in Figures XVI-3 and XVI-4.

(b) Single Wire Mesh Shields

Shields may be of wire meshprovided that the individual strands are joined to

one another at their points of intersection, and that the size of the mesh openings is -,

extremely small compared to a wavelength. Under these conditions the mesh acts as

a surface with an impedance approximately the same as that of the metal composing

the strands, The principle shielding action of such a mesh is due to the reflection

at the first surface and the shielding loss in decibels is therefore given by the ex-

pression:

Shielding Loss = 10 log (Z (1)
m -mair

Where Zai' ir the intrinsic impedance of air for the type of wave considered, and

Zm is the impedance of the mesh.

The mesh impedance Zm is a quantity that is very difficult to deter-min0 anan

lytically since it depends in a complicated way on the size of the wire, the size of the

openings betweenwirrs, andthe impedance of the wire itself. It is found that the mesh

with 50% open area, and on the order of sixty or more strands per wavelength, has

an impedance very nearly the sa-me as that of the mesh material itself. Experimental

confirmation of this result has been tabulated below in Figure VIII-1.

IMthow ow Strands perv

Sbtaining data Shielding -db . Material A(cm) wavelength

-Measured 23 copper screen 9.1 17.8

Mieasured 33 copper screen 9.1 48.5

Calculated 39 copper sheet 9.1

(Reflection one
surface only)

Figs VJI-1 Shielding of Copper Sheet and Mesh
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(c) Double Shields

Shielded rooms that have an outer wall that is not in metallic contact with the
inner wall have a greate: shielding efficiency than single-wall rooms or rooms that
have inner and outer shields connected in many places. The shield.ng of the elect-
rically isolated double -wall rooms depends not only on the wall material but also on
the spacing between the walls. It turns out that a given thickness of metal divided
into two walls gives more shielding than the same metal in a single wall.

If the inner and outer walls are conductively connected at only one point, for
example where the power line enters the room, the walls are still effectively de-
coupled since there is no "return path" for the conduction current. If connection is
made between the inner and outer wall at two or more points, then the same current
can flow in the inner and outer walls and the shielding improvement due to the sepa-
ration of the walls is lessened, but the shielding effectiveness is greater than that of
a Single wall with the same amount of metal.

(1) Solid Metal Walls

The shielding action of the double-wall room with one or zero points con-
ductive coupling between the inner and outer walls may be analyzed as follows:
The absorption loss of eacch wall is as given for single solid metal walls. The
reflection loss in decibels, assuming that the absorption loss in each wall is-
greater than I0 db, is given in general as:

(Zm +Zair )2

Total Reflection Loss = Z0 log 4 Zm Zair

SZn + Jzair tan, L .
+ 0 log Zair Zair + jZm tan Z L/(2

Zm + jZair tan 2 LA
4 Zm Zair Zair + jZm tan 2 L/ik

where L is the distance between shields in meters and \ is the wavelength. I
When the spacing of the shields is very close or when L/A = N/2, where

N 1, 2, 3, .... the second term of the equation approaches zero. These are 'A
conditions of minimum reflection'. When the spacing is an odd number of
quarter wavelengths., that is L/X = (2N + 1)/4, where N = 0, 1, 2, etc. , then
tan (ZvL/Ai)--*e and the general equation becomes

(Zm +Zair) 2Total Reflection Loss = 20 log 4ZZa a + 40 log m (3)
f-aiir 2 Zair 3

These are the conditions of maximum reflection loss.

(2) Mesh Walls

For the case of two mesh screens electrically isolated, or connected at
one point, the predominant part of the shielding is a result of reflection loss
which will depend upon the spacing between mesh screens, as measured in

Viii- 3
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wavelengths. The reflection ioss is the same as in case (a) with Zm now stand-
ing for the impedance of the mesh, provided only that the mesh impedance is
much smaller than the impedance of air.

(d) Cell-Type Shields

(1) Mesh Walls

Cell-type shielded rooms have been in common use for seven or eight years, ,
and give quite satisfactory results for most applications. In this type of con- -
struction the inner and outer walls are made of a mesh and joined together at
manypoints. It is impossible togive a simple quantitative picture of the beha-
vior of such a shield. However, there are severalgeneral things. which maybe
said qualitatively about its methodof operation. At very low frequencies, where
the dimensions of the room are small compared to a free space wavelength,

the inner and outer shields are effectively in parallel and so one should expect
to find the reflection loss given by 2

(Zair + (4)
Reflectiori Loss = 10 log ZZair Zm •

Thus, at low frequencies one expects the shielding to be at least 3 db better than
a single shield. At very high frequencies, where the dimensions of the room
are very large compared to the wavelength, the multiple connection points
should have little effect on the shielding of the room and so Equation (Z) and
Equation (3) should describe the shielding properties. Therefore, the cell-
type shielded room with double mesh walls can always be expected to give.
better shieldi8 thant a room with single mesh walls, but not as good shielding

as the double shtielded room with mesh walls.

(Z) Solid Metal Walls

Solid-wall rooms can be built using a cell-type construction. As with the
cell-type rooms with mesh walls, it is impossible to give a completely quan-
titative picture of the shieldino action, but a qualitative picture of the behavior
can be given. At -frequencies near 15 kilocycles, where the absorption loss is
smallest, there is some conductive coupling between the-onner and outer walls.
However, as canbe seen by reference to Figures XVI.3 and XVI-4, the ahsorp.-
tion loss for any reasonable thickness of material is great enough so that the
inner and outer shields are fairly loosely coupled. Therefore, to a first ap-
proximation, the conductive coupling between s-hields can be neglected and
shielding action can be considered to be almost the same as that of a double-
wall room. At very high frequencies the approximation of no conductive coup-
ling between inner and outer shields is a, very good one and the shielding is
more nearly identical with that of the double-wail room.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

(a) Framework

The structural framework on which the shield material is placed is commonly
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"constructed of a good insulator such as dry, varnished spruce or redwood. Redwood
has been used as the insulating material in high voltage impulse generators and has
given very satisfactory results. A good insulator is mandatory for the framework
of a double-wall room to prevent the flow of circulating conduction current. During
construction it is well to take resistance readings with a megohmmeter between inner
and outer walls to make sure that no extraneous conductionpaths occur. For a single-
wall room or cell type room either an insulator or a conductor may be used for the
framework.

(b) Wall Fastening

The joining of one section of wall material to another must be carefully done
in -order to realize optimum shielding. In the case of solid metal walls, lap joints
are to be preferred with at least a half -inch overlap. Any method of joining the laps
together in a continuous fashion, such as soft soldering or roll welding is satisfactory;
spot welding does not give good results. Screen walls can- be lapped and soldered,
or they can be butt-jointed as shown in Figure VIII-2. Unsoldered butt joints have
been found to give verygood results and are therefore to be recommended for porta-
ble installations. Sollered joints, because of their greater mechanical strength, are

4 better for permanent installations.

The shielding wialls may be fastened to the structural framework in a variety
of ways. Some methods of fastening screen walls are shown in Figure VIII-2 for
butt-jointed sections, Where lap joints are used on screening UIT may be em-
ployed to connect the screening to wooden structural members; soldering may be
used if the structural members are metal.

SSolid metal walls may be fastened to a wooden framework by means of large-
head roofing nails, provided eac~haail head is soldered to the wall. If a metal frame-,

K'] 115 -

K (c) Doors

< JThe doors for the shielded room should be constructed on the inside and out-
side of the same matvrial as the inside and outside walis of the room. The door

• •-must not make electric*1 pontact between the inne•r and outer wa][Is U~ double-waiL
construction is, to be used. This restriction, however, does not ;pply to cell-type

construction, Ordituary 10-mil thick phosphor bronze weather s~trip•pin, should be
S...... pacedl 'n the inside edges of the door And jamb so that door an ab make good

electrical contact when the door is closed. If the door and Jaubr :eveledwill
Shelp in making, the door electriady tight.

The door may be fastened securely by means of several latches which wedge

the door closed as they are rotated. It is good practice to use several latches in or-
der that the door does not spring. An alternative approach to using multiple latches
is to use a loop of thin-wall rubber tubing set in the door jamb completely around the
perimeter of the door. This tubing should be filled with a relatively non- compressible
Sfluid such as water. The door handle can be fitted with a cam that forces a plate
against the inside edge of the rubber tubing, compressing it as the latch is rotated.
This device wedges the weather stripping together very tightly. Satisfactory doors
have been built where the rubber tubing is expanded by means of compressed air
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A A A A/

Side Elevation of Typical Demountable Shielding Room

Screening

i, iiO"9 L'_

Cell-Type Construction Wood Screw

IBolt

SeScreeng.

-----------------------.. Wood _ing
S'-Screening

- Wood
B olt

i.-Scrd~ening

Single. Mesh Wall Bolt

WoodScrew

Typical Section A-A Double Mesh Wall

Fig, VIII-2 Methods of Joining Mesh Wall Panels for Demountable Construction
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Figure VIII-3 shows a typical arrangement of the components of the door and door
jamb for a roomnwith an inner and outer shield of sheet iron. A door similarto that
pictured in Figure VIII-3 can be used with a single-wall room if the outer half of the
shielding is removed.

(d) Ventilation

The ventilation of screen rooms is no problem since the air can circulate freely
through the mesh. Air can be introduced into solid-wall rooms by means of a honey-
comb arrangement that acts as a wave guide below cut-off to the radio waves. (See
Paragraph 3. .2.2 for the design of wave guides. ) One easywayto obtain the honey-
comb is to use an automobile radiator. If this is not available the honeycomb can
be built with an "egg -crate" type construction. Each cell nrust be joined electrically
to its neighbor or to the frame by soldering or an equivalent process. The frame,
in turn, must be connected to the metal wall by means of an L channel soldered to the
frame on one side and to the wall on the other. The honeycomb can be constructed
from any convenient material. It is obvious that such filters must be placed in both
shields in rooms built with double solid metal walls. These filters, of course, must
be electrically isolated.

(e) Services

Various services may be brought into the room without affecting its shielding
properties. Services such as water or gas which are conveyed by means of metal
pipes can be brought through the walls-of a double -shielded room near the power lines
without causing difficulty due to multiple connections. In single-wall rooms or cell-
type rooms the point of entry of the services is immaterial. In all type rooms, how-
ever, it is necessary to bond the pipes firmly to the walls.

Lighting can be obtained for screen rooms by means of lights located outside
the room. Lighting for solid metal wall rooms should be obtained by means of incan-
descent lamps run from the room's power supply. Flourescent lights are not r-com-
mended because theyhave a high interference power output throughout the radio-fre-
quency spectrum.

+ (f) Power Line Filters

"It is necessary to have power available inside a shielded room to operate test
equipment. One method of obtaining power inside the room is by means of batteries.
However, this is costly and an inconvenient source of power. Another method is to
drive an alternator inside the room by means of a shaft extending through the room
wall. If the drive shaft is made of metal, energy at all frequencies can come 'in be-
tween the shaft and its bearing because this combination acts as a coaxial line. If
the drive shaft is made of a non-conductor, then the combinatiQn will act as wave
,guide below cut-off at low frequencies, but at high frequencies will propogate energy
readily for any reasonably sized shaft. The most practical way to get power into the
room i s to 'bring it in on well-filtered power lines.

The power-line filter is the most critical component in the shielded room.
Usually the over-all shielding characteristics of a room are the same as those of
the filter. This reflects the fact that the filter is the most difficult component of
the room to build. (See Paragraph 3. 1. 1. 2 for design of power line filters.)
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Handle -IXI

6%" Outline of Door
611611and Door Frame
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Handle -'X
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Bronze Weather-

/411 Stripping
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Fig. VITI-3 Detail of Shielded Room Door and Door Frame
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COMPARISON OF CONDENSER INPUT AND INDUCTANCE INPUT

L-TYPE NETWORKS FOR USE IN DC MOTORS

It is required to determine the proper position of a condenser to be installed

in a direct current motor with a series field. Assume that the interference source

acts as a voltage generator with an inductive internal impedance. Consider the fol-

lowing two networks and their matrices.

1- L R + Li W L

LRg 4 W

C 

z

4c z + g

L is the inductance of the series field. Z is the load impedance seen 6by the n" otor,

whichmnay be resistive, inductive, or capacitive. Hence, the ratio of the currents is:

i' fRg +i[ rLg--•3 L z + [•L - •C} + (k•_)Z. (1Li Az +(+ j,,,z

Let Z R be resstve ihndcieorapitv.Hn, the ratio redce the curnsi-

L.w2 Lg g j (B + Rg)L (W)

11 A - X + j(B + R)
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Rg R 1 X Lg Lg
where A - +- +

wL WO ¢ 2 LC waL C L

It

R RX LgR R + R
and B = +

oL L o2 LC

Now the que stion is whether the ratio 1i2/ilj is larger or smaller thanunity. Con-
sider the following cases:

(a) The load is resistive; X = 0. Then the absolute value of the numerator
is larger than that of the denominator for high frequencies, say W > l0S,
since A decreases rapidly with frequency and the imaginary parts do not
differ from one another by much for normal values of Rg and R. Hence,
for the frequencies of interest,

(b) The load is inductive; L•0 hn for small A. the denominator

increases as w LL and t.he numerator as w Lg0 L . the arrnature inductance .
of the motor, is normally about 1 to 5 henriegs', load inductance as Ip•rge ,
as this is likelyto be encountered, Hence it may be assumed that LL --- Lg, V
and again

iz

(c) The load is capacitive; X = I'l! 0. Thenhen. for a ma theor

numerator increases as w L and the denominator as I / W C Lt For normaln

values Of CL(!0"ll to 10- Lfarads) and the, frequencies of interest, the ,
numerator Wll again be larger than the dnenosinator, Hence, againrg

It is concluded that the condenser arrangement of the first circuit shown is .always preferable except for those rare cases where the above assumptions do not

hold.

IX 
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SV MEASUREMENT OF INSERTION LOSS OF FILTERS

This appendix covers the most recent technique and procedure for measuring
the insertion loss of filters designed to operate in the frequency range of 10 to 1000
megacycles. Insertion loss is defined as the number of .decibels, or nepers, by
which the current on the load side of a network has been changed by the insertion of
the filter. Since the current through the load is reduced by the insertion of a shunt
path, load voltage is proportionately reduced, assuming a constant load. The ratio
of output current with a shunt path to the output current without a shunt path is equiv-
alent to the ratio of voltage across the load with and without the shunt path. There-
fore, insertion loss is measured more conveniently by the expression 20 log E 2 /EI.
The ratio, E 2 /E1 is explained in a later paragraph.

Accurate insertion loss measurement requires that the filter under test be in-
serted between source and load impedances which remain constant and are known
throughout the entire frequency range of measurement. Isolation pads or attenuators
are required to provide sufficient isolation between the filter under test and the sig-
nal generator, as well as the signal detector on the output side, This provides a
constant and specific impedance to the filter at all frequencies, A 50 ohm resistive
network has been adopted for convenience, since 50 ohm cable and connectors are
"standard items.

Figure X illustrates two arrangements for measuring insertion loss. The al-
ternate method given in b is useful for obtaining measurements up to 400 megacycles.
The bkgsic circuit, as shown, consists of a calibrated RF sine wave voltage source
which supplies a signal through a coaxial transmission line and attenuator to the fil-
ter un-der test, then to another attenuator, receiver, with the final output registered
on the output meter. In the process of obtaining data for measurement, as a first
step adjust the receiver gain for a convenient output indication of receiver fluctuation
interference, Then apply power to the signal generator, and adjust the output indi-

PAGIU4 L p Fpuv~ ~ e ±velenc lvel. This wi.' give thhe output voltage, 'l,
fdr the filter-out condition. After inserting the filter for measurement, first retune
the receiver to resonance, and again adjust the output of the signal generator for the
same receiver output level as indic:ted on the output meter, This output of the sig-
nal generator yields the value of E 2 , and the insertion loss of the filter at the fre-
quency ot rr.nasurement will be given by the expression, "s previously noted, 20 logEZ/El'

The accuracy of measurement will be affected by several factors. Error is
commonly introduced by the variation of impedance with frequency between the at-
tenuators and filter under test. This is probably due to a slight mismnatch between cat-
tenuator impedance and line impedance, and an impedance variation will occur at
the points where the line connects to th filter unit. vay-iation would occur
at the frequency for which the electrical line length is 1/4 of a wavelength or any
odd multiple thereof. The attenuator may well have a frequency characteristic caus-
ing its impedance to vary with frequency, so that the impedance variation at the
cable end will combine the two effects. The overall impedance variation, up to 1000
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megacycles, can be held to 20 percent of the low frequency value, allowing error
of 1.6 db. Up to 400 megacycles, these effects combine to produce an error less
than 0.2 db.

SinlIohtio Filte r ]IsoatioRG•-5-.8/tU nCabl RGttenuGab-

------ Output
Genera-------ttenua Under ..e..aRe-eiver Meter

To torTa e st t rPad

(a) Basic Test Circuit

• ./~~~Filteri ." J',
---"--'l Coaxial Switch -- Under C oaxial Switch

Genera-ler,

S'S

(b) Alternate Test Circuit

{q
"Fig, X Circuit for Measuring Insertion Loss of Filters

Sorae leakage from the signal generator, from poor cable, or aIrn connectors
may be picked up by direct radiation or by some unintentional coupling to the receiver
antenna circuit. Properly shielded and filtered instruments are the best possible -

solution to this problem. In the case of undesirable coupling occurring with a given
test set-up, receiver and signal generator must be separated as far as possible. To
obtain, good results, make sure that all radio frequency connectors are tight, all
cables art well shielded, and then operate at a signal level and sensitivity which
reduces any possible extraneous coupling to a minimum.

Where multiple-filter circuits are to be measured, the r-ocedure is to meas-
ure one section leaving all others open. Then measure the same section short cir-
cuiting all others. The short circuit connections shall be as short and direct as
possible. The lesser of the two measurements will be considered the insertion loss
of the circuit at the test frequency. •
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METHODS OF MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SHIELDS

All practical shields consist of metallic walls, which may be solid or may
Q consist of mesh 'or braid, separating two regions of space. The effectiveness of a

shield is due to its ability to isolate electromagnetic phenomena in one of these two
regions. This effectiveness depends not only on the shield itself, i.e., its shape,
material and physical dimensions, but also on the type of electromagnetic waves
used during the measurements, i.e., their impedance (ratio of electric to magnetic
field intensity), frequency, and polarization. Therefore there is no absolute meas-
ure of the effectiveness of a shield. Measurements can determine only the relative
shielding effectiveness under a given set of test conditions.

Nllo standard methods are available for measuring the effectiveness of shields
used to enclose completely interference-generating units such as motors, or inter-
ference-susceptible units such as receivers. Here effectiveness must be determined
by actual operation. The motor is run in the way that resembles as Cl!sely as pos-
sible actual operating conditions and the region outside the shield is explored with
suitable pick-up devices at all frequencies of interest. The shielding is considered
effective if no signal can be detected. A receiver may be tested similarly with a
"strong interference source placed directly outside and precautions taken that the
signal cannot enter any other way than through the shield.

The testing of cables and conduit for shielding effectiveness is particularly
Simportant in connectionwith the Suppression of radio interference, Special standard

test methods have been developed, two of which will be described in detail here.

Briefly, the first method consists of measuring the voltage drop on the outside
of the shield when a specified current flows through the conductor or conductors in-

side the shield. This method is based on the fact that, in order for electric and
magnetic fields to exist outside a region completely enclosed by the metallic ShieldandC oninin inother sources, currents and chre ushepsntotesr-

inrra e t hunts and charges to its inside; hence, no fields could be present in the outside
region. The voltage drop along the outside of the shield, which is a measure of the

integrat-ed effect of the currents a~d charges on thte outside, is, therefore. a measure
of the effectiveness of the shield. Thhis method is particularly suited for coaxmial
cables consis;ting of one inner conductor and a concentric outer sheath serving both
as shield and as return path for the current. It is also applicable to conduit carrying
more than one conductor, but a difficulty arises because it is not immediately clear
what is meant by 'the current inside" if there are several conductors carrying dif-
ferent currents, possibly in opposite directions. It is, however, the only possible
method for conduit filled with a solid dielectric, in which the conductors are embed-
ded, since the second method requires. the replacement of the inner conductors by
a radiating coil.

The second method consists of measuring the field strength at a point in the

vicinitv of the specified source both with and without the source being enclosed by
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S the shield to be evaluated. This may be called a 1direct"l method of measurement

since the ratio of the two field strengths is a direct measure of the attenuation in-

troduced by the shield. It is a measure, however, only for the particular type of

field produced by the source, which may be quite different from the actual fields

encountered in practice. This method is particularly suited to shielding conduit with

more than one inner conductor in which the shield carries little or none of the line

current. It is not directly applicable to shields carrying the return current be ciuse,

when the shield is used as a return path, removal of the shield destroys the circuit,

and, hence, the conditions could not be kept similar for measurements with and with-

out the shield. Also, this method can obviously not be used when the conduit is filled

with a solid dielectric.

A diotailed description of the two methods follows,

Method I

1. Principle of Operation

This method utilize s the concept of surface transfe rimpedance, which is defined

as the longitudinal voltage drop along the outside of the shield per ampere of current

carried by the shield. The impedances of primary interest are small; hence, units
are given in microhrms. Comparative tests are referred t. a standard, A tube as

described in Figure XI-! ic rec'ommended. For best results, the test specimen and

the standard should have the same size, Relative leakage of zero db indicates leak- 4
age equal to that from the standard,

The lower the transfer impedance per unit length, the better the Shield. Thus

its reciprocal, the transfer admittance, would more appropriately represent a unit

expressing shielding effectiveness.

Longitudinal external voltage dropse Ex and E r across specimen and standardp

reive_•,•y• are conr.pared with the same currents and at the same frequenicy,

Leakage is expressed in decibels and computed from the equation
•Ex

Leakage of specimen reUV4ive to a-standard 20 (ogl) E A

'For shielding effectiveness., the same equation is used with the voltage ratio inverted,

A •;ali~ted • •-frqecy rni~oy~ltr-er can he used to find the external

voltage drop acrosZ the specimen. However, it i. preferred to evaluate this voltage

by comwarison with a signal of equal intensity from a standard signal generator, By

means of a switch, a suitable receiving device receives the signal from specimen

and generator, alternately, and the generator is adjusted until equal receiver outputs

are obtained. 
J.

To measure transfer irpedance directly, it is necessary to measure the cur-

rent in the center lead. The basic circuit is indicated in Figure X!-Z. A current

indicating device, suchasa shielded radio-frequency am-neter, is inserted in series

with the inner conductor of the coaxial line of which the specimen forms the outer

conductor. The voltage, read from the signal generator setting in the same way as
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Ferrule & Nut Heavy Copper C
Soldered Low Temperature B Sheath C(jA Soldered /Coefficient Tube __Shath

IT 13"

Instructions

(a) Tube made of 70-30 Cupro-nickel, a non-magnetic alloy, which has
an attenuation, of about 21 percent and a thermal coefficient of at-
tenuation of about 1. 2 percent of that of copper.

(b) Change in attenuation is absolutely negligible for ordinary tempera-

ture variations.

(c) A tube of this alloy is usable as a standard (to provide a given amount
of attenuation) at frequencies more than 20 times as high as is a cop-
per tube of the same wall thickness.

(d) Wall thickness should be made as uniform as possible. A 0.125-inch-
thick tube is suitable for radio frequencies up to about I mc; a thick-
ness of 0.050 inches is satisfactory from 0.1 to about 8 mc.

(e) A straight stiff center conductor (preferably 1/16 to 1/8-inch diameter
hard copper) is held centrally by meatis of 4 or 5 equally-spaced
thin polystyrene wafers.

(f) Connection from the center conductor to the inside of the tube is made
at point "C ", The sheath extension beyond the point of contact C
(fndicated by the section CB) permits an equal current distribution
around the periphery; without this extension lack of perfectly sym-
metrical cont~act ;,round the entire circumference would result- in a
non- symmetrical current distribution.

(g) Contacts for measuring leakage are applied across section AB; about-
20 inches is a convenient length.

(h) A heavy copper sheath BD (at least 1/16-inch thick) is used to reduce
leakage from section BD to a point where it is negligible compared
with the leakage from test section AB. The sheath fits snugly over
the cupro-nickel tube and is sweated on with soft solder.

(i) Section CD acts as a cut-off tube preventing leakage from the open
end D. Its length should be at least five times the inside diameter

S~of the innser tube.

(j) The standard has a spherical-faced brass ferrule soldered to end A.
The assembly fits into a conically beveled seat and is secured by
means of the nut shown in the figure.

Fig. XI- 1 Diagram and Instructions for a Tubular SLieldias, Standard

XI - 3
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_1 Shield ]Box

VSI eShielded Line

[ SIGNAL • /z Shielded R. F. Ammeter
SOURCE _Specimen

i r

474

STANDARD 2tu RECEIVING Outpt

SIGNAL - ---- XJRE IVN Indicator
GENERATOR DEVICE

\Resistance Termination in
Standard Signal Generator

Cable

Fig* XI-2 Basic Circuit Used for Measuring Transfer Impedance

before, is divided by the current indicated onthe ammeter yielding the desired trans-
fer impedance.

2. Equipment Re$uired and Suggested Types

(a) Oscillator-Amplifier Signal Source. TS - 606/U and TS-608/ U, Rollin
Models 20 and 30, or ','Xt. Care must be exercised in mxlaintaining
a good sinusoidal w•.>.'eforrn, especiully ,J: the lower frequencies.

(b) RF Ammeter, Therrr ocouple Type. Weston, Model 640 or equivalent.

(c) Standard Signal Generator, Measurements Corporation Model 65-b or
equivalent.

(d) A suitable receiving d ~vi•e. Ferris Meter or &-1-:7rvLr.-o ,

(e) A frequency standard, used ;o maintain signal source and generatcz ;vithin
close tolerances. Milken Týrpe 9'1501 or equivalent.

This method was used to investigate shielding effectiveness for frequenciesuT

to 12 megacycles, and the range can probably be extended to several hundred megecycles.

M~ethod II

1. Principle of Operationr

The radio-frequency output c F a signal generator is applied acro-s's the terminals
of a radiating coil located within c c •mrpetely shielded test cabiraet, is indicated in
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Figure XI-3. The coil is magnetically coupled to a probe connected directly to the
input of a radio receiver. The output of the generator and the gain of the receiver

are then adjusted to give a 10-milliwatt reading onan output power meter connected

to the receiver output.

Fig. XI-3 Test Cabinet Illustrating Complete Shielding of Conduit Tester

A specimen of shield is theninysrtedbetweenthe radiatingcoi1lndprobe. The,

signal generator only is adjusted to obtain the same output as before. I

"The ratio of generator Voltage required with the shield for a given output to

the voltage required without the shield is a measure of the shielding effectiveness.

2. Basic Test Set-Up

The equipment specified is suitable for measuring shielding effectiveness of

electromagnetic field strength attenuation less than 100db in the range 0.15 to 50mc.

and less than 45 db in the range of 50 to 156 mc. These limits may be extended by

using signal generators of greater output or receivers of greater sensitivity.

In this frequency range, a typical radiating coil consists of seven turns of cop-
A per wire wound in the form of a solenoid, located within a ploystyrene sheath, and

surrounded by a Faraday shieldas shown in Figure XI-4. The Faraday shield insures

repeatable measurements in the frequency range above 100inc.
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The pick-up probe consists of two loops of copper tube shielding, within each
of which is an insulated conductor. The loops are placed one on each side of the
"radiating coil in that position which permits linking the maximum number of flux
lines in the field of the radiating coil. The loops are soldered into a small copper
connection box at the base as shown in Figure XI-4. The copper tube shields the

* insulated conductor against electrostatic coupling, but in order to permit unimpaired
magnetic coupling to the insulated conductor, 'he shielding is split at the top of each
turn and the two cut ends are separated by a short air gap.

The pair of insulated conductors is continuously shielded to the rear wall of
the test cabinet where one of them is connected to the inner surface of the tube that
contains it, which is grounded to the wall of the cabinet. The other conductor is
connected to the antenna post of the test receiver.

"Vp 3. Equipment Required and Suggested Types

(a) Standard Signal Generator, General Radio Model 805 -A or equivalent.
(Range, 16 kc - 50, mc; maximum voltage output, 2. volts.)

(b) Standard Signal Generator. General Radio Model 804-C or equivalent.

(Range, 50 - 156 mc; maximum voltage output, 0.02 volts. It is recom-
mended that a signal generator of greater calibrated output be used if
available.)

(c) Commercially available receivers (range to match signal generator).

* NC-Z00 and S-27 suggested.

(W. t:utPut Power Meter. General Radio Type 583-A or equivalent.

4. Instructions for Test (See Figure XI-5)

(a) Place the test cabinet on a grounded metal test bench. Solder a strip of
bonding braid (as short as possible) from each of the four corners of the
test cabinet to the metal test bench.,

(b) Connect the output of the signal generator to the coaxial cable connector
mounted on the cabinet connection box.

(c)- Connect a coaxial cable from the probe terminatiing connector on the rear
of the test -cabinet to the antenna post of the reiceiver. The cable should
be bonded to the test bench at 18 inch intervals. (The antenna post should
be shielded to prevent stray pick-up. ) Connect the receiver ground post
(or chassis) to the metal test bench with a short strip of bonding braid.

(,11 Connect the output power meter to the receiver and adjust its impedance
to correspond with the receiver output impedance. H

(e) Connect the instruments to a 110 volt AC regulated power source. Allow
a 1/2 hour warm-up period.

XI - 7
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SIGNAL SHIELDING R- !)!U

GENERATOR EFFECTIVENESS RECZIVER POWER
TESTER METER

DSL-R-20

Fig. XI-5 Block Diagram for Shielding Effectiveness Test

5. Test Procedure

(a) With no conduit installed, but with the cabinet lid tightly closed, set the
signal generator to the desired test frequency. Increase the output to en-
able detection of the signal.

lf
(b) Tune the radio receiver to the same frequency, observing the output power '

meter for maximum indication. (Be sure that the receiver is not tuned to
the "image" frequency.)

(c) Reduce the signal generator output to zero and adjust the receiver gain to
obtain not more than two mw of residual noise. " t

(d) Increase the signal generator output until a 10 mw reading is obtained on
the output power meter. Record the signal generator output as E2 .

(e) Install the conduit sample.

(f) Tightly close the cabinet lid.

(g) Increase the signal generator output until a 10 mw reading is again obtained
on the output power meter. Record the signal generator output as E 1 .

(h) Determine the ratio of the two qignal generator output signals. Convert
the ratio into decibels using the expression 20 loglo (EI/E 2 ). This figure "R
represents the shielding effectiveness of the conduit.

1 .8
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APPENDIX XII

"MEASURING THE RADIO-FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE OF BONDS

Insertion-loss measurements, which indirectly supply information from which
the impedance may be computed, are made in preference to the direct measurement
of radio frequency impedances because of the many difficulties encountered in the
latter. The insertion-loss ratio is defined as the ratio of voltages existing across

a load impedance before and after connecting the two-terminal test impedance in
parallel with it. The insertion-loss ratio of any specimen under test is given by: •' the expression:

te eoInsertion Loss Ratio = + (1)

Z(Zs + ZR)

The quantity Z represents the impedance of the specimen under test, Zs and ZR
represent the source and load impedances respectively, as shown in Figure XII-l.

A- El __ E:zZ V2  Z
{1 ZR zz

E -J

Fig. XII-1 Equivalent Circuits Used in
the Derivation of the Insertion-Loss Ratio

The derivation of this expression can be obtained as follows. Let VZ and V1
represent the voltage drops across the load impedance with and without the speci-
men under test connected, and E 2 and E 1 represent the generator voltages in each
case. Then:

El ZR
v = - (2)

Zs + ZR

V 2  E 2 Z ZR (

z(zs + ZR) + Zs ZR

V 1  , Z$ ZR
I1+ -(4)

XII - 1



APPENDIX XII PART II

When E 2 = El, i.e., generator voltage constant, the insertion loss is as defined
above, It is seen that the same expression is obtained when the load voltage is kept
constant, i. e., VI = V2, and the generator voltage is adjusted accordingly. This
second method is used in practical measurements.

In test set-ups used for measuring insertion loss, the source arnd load imped-
ances are usually made resistive and equal to one another by means of isolation net-
work pads. This simplifies the expression for the insertion-loss ratio which is now
given as

Insertion Loss Ratio (5)

where R represents the equal resistive values. Furthermore, the resistive values
are often arbitrarily fixed at 50 ohms which changes the expression to

Insertion Loss Ratio = I + (6)

It must be recognized that the insertion-loss ratio as measured between 50
ohm resistors wi1 not represent the actual insertion loss of the impedance under

test whenused between the wide range of impedances encountered in practice. How-
ever* as long as some standard for source and load impedances is accepted and
consistently used, test results are significant and comparison of data is valid since
there is a direct correlation between insertion loss and impedance.

It is often convenient to use. the insertion loss, measured in decibels, rather

than the, insertion loss ratio. R:
Insertion Loss = 20 10810 ! ••(7

A circuit for measuring insertion loss is shown schematicall.y in Figure X!I-2.

50 ohm it
Coaxial Cable

Signal Isolation Isolation,

Generator---- Network -- Network ------ Receiver
50ohlus !50 ohms ,•

Receiver

\-Bond Under Test indicator

Fig. XII-2 Schematic Diagram for Measuring Insertion Loss

XII -2
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To make a measurement at any frequency the bonding jumper under test is
removed from the circuit, a signal is introduced and the receiver output is recorded.
The bonding jumper is then inserted into the circuit, and the signal generator out-
put is raised until the same receiver output is obtained. The ratio of the second
'ene°----.tor output reading to the first is the insertion loss ratio.

Several precautions must be taken in order to obtain accurate results, The
length of the open line between the extremities of the coaxial cables must be mini-
mized to prevent the introduction of an appreciable value of inductance in series wi.th
the source and load impedances. This is conveniently accomplished by connecting the
extremity of eachcoaxial cable to a connector. Each of the two connectors is equipped
with a stud no lopnger than 1/4 inch. These studs are connected directly when a meas-
urement in the absence of a jumper is made. When a measurement is made with A-
bonding jumper present, they are firmly connected to the lug at the extremity of the
jumper as shown in Figure XII-3.

Fiber Form Mounting

ii
--- 5uppoirt

Bond Strap

Tq Isolation - -i To Isolation
Network Rad Network Pad

Connector4

Fig. XIl-ý Method of Connecting Bonding Jumper to Studs

Ther lug at the jupers other extremity is securely bolted to the ground plate,

A fixed orientation with respect to ground for all test s amples mMst be ensured, This
may be accomplished by securing the bonding jumper to a cylindrical, fiber mounting
form as shown in Figure XII-4.

Bfond Strap

Fiber Mounting Support

Fig. ITI-4 Method of Connecting Bonding Jumper to Ground

XII - 3
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Difficulties due to the impedance of the ground path at high frequencies can be
avoided by mounting the signal generator, the isolation network pad on the source
side of the circuit, and the specimen under test on a fiber plate. This isolates the
-source side from the receiver side and prevents the ground-path impedance from
affecting the results. The return current path is, of course, through the outer con-
ductor of the coaxial cable. In order to prevent a high capacity to ground, which
results in a low impedance by-pass, the fiber plate must not be less than 1/4 inch
thick.

I

17

X11 4
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APPENDIX XIII

DESCRIPTIVE DATA SHEETS OF INTERFERENCE TEST SETS

RADIO TEST SET AN/PRM-l

F{

7AI

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A portable radio interference and field intensity measuring equipment used for

radio interference surveys to determine the source of radiated or conducted inter-
fe~rence from any source within its frequency range. It may also be used as a sen-
sitive two-terminal voltmeter making both symmetrical and asymmetrical measure-
ments with respect to ground such as measuring conducted interference on power and
transmission lines, This set is used for field and depot operation. Frequency meter
indicator and indicating meter are locatted on the front panel of the receiver.

Measurements can be made with the receiver in terms of the peak valu'e of the
interference (the PEAK function), in terms of a weighted value (the QUASI-PEAK
function), or in terms of the average value (the FIELD INTENSITY function).

Signal monitoring provisions are available from oscilloscope, panel - mounted
____________(Continued)

PRQCUREM-T INFO.:_

APROCUREMIT COG.: Navy DESIGN COG.: Navy, BuShips j
F.I1.I1. N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.5
29 March 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment - AN/-PRM- I
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: (Continued)

headphones, and external meter receptacles.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:
Similar to the Stoddart Model NM-20A.

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION:
Circuit Information: A seven band superheterodyne receiver is used with provision

for attenuation and measurement of detector output.
The RF signal as picked up by the antenna or probe is delivered to the RF in-

put. The RF signal is amplified in the RF stage and mixed with the local oscil-
lator frequency ii. the mixer stage to produce an intermediate frequency. The F
signal is amplified in four IF stages and demodulated in the detector stage. The
demodulated signal is acted upon by the meter detector weighting circuits and
applied to the VTVM stage, thus actuating the meter. The audio components are
subsequently amplified and delivered to the headphone jacks.

Power Supply: 115 volts, *101o, AC, or 230 volts, :L10%/, AC, single phase, 50 to
16"0 cps, Z5 watts. 9 volts supplied by 2 Batteries JAN-B-31 (4.5 volts) and 1.5
volts supplied by 2 Batteries JAN-58 (1.5 volts). The batteries required when
AC is not available are 90 volts supplied by 2 Batteries JAN-BA-36 (45 volts) and
1.5 volts supplied by 2 Batteries JAN-BA-35 (1.5 volts).

Frequency Range: 0.15 to 25 megacycles per second in the following seven bands:
0.15 to 0.32, 0.32 to 0.75, 0.75 to 1.75, 1.7$ tq 3.8, 3.8 to 8, 8 to 15, 15 to 25
megacycles per second.

Intermediate Frequency Range: 455 kilocycles per second for bands 1, 3, and 4. I
1600 kilocycles per second for bands 2, 5, 6, and 7.

Meter Scale: 0 to 100 microvolts, 0 to 40 db.
Voltage Range: 1 microvolt to 1 volt.
Field Intensity Range: 10 microvolts per meter to 100,000 microvolts per meter.

(For Antenna AT-211/PRM-1).
1000 microvolts per meter to 10 volts per meter (For An-
tenna AT-212/PRM-1).
2 microvolts per meter to 2 volts per meter (For Antenna
AT-213/PRM-1).

Selectivity: Overall bandwidth 3 to 5 kilocycles at 6 db down.
Overall bandwidth 20 to 30 kiocycles at 60 db down.

Audio Output: 100 milliwatts or better.
Audio Output Impedance: 600 ohms.
Dynamic Range: 16 db.

MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS' DATA:
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company, 6644 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38,

California, Contract No. NObsr-39262 dated 6/27/47; Contract No. NObsr-43370
dated 6/9/49.

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
IM-37/PRM-l: 1 JAN-IRS, 4 JAN-IT4, 1 JAN-lU5, 3 JAN-3A5, 4 JAN-3V4.
PP-472/PRM-l: 1 JAN-2A20, 1 JAN-0A3/VR75,

(Continued)

[ AN/PRM-I - Electronics Test Equipment - 29 March 1952,
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APPENDIX XIII PART II

REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:
Navships 91255 (Instruction Book).

, SHIPPING DATA:
No. of Volume Over-all Weight
Boxes Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed

(inches) (Lbs.)
__H W D

1 Radio Test Se4, 8.0 21-1/2 28 23 141
AN/PRM- 1 approx

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over- all Weight'
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
_H W D

I Radio Inter- 14 7-9/16 16-7/16 37
4. ference Field

Intensity Meter

I Transit Case 18-3/4 19-1/4 I1-3/8 17
• ~CY-749iPRM- 1

1 Antenna
AT-211iPRM--

1 Antenna 8"1/4 dia,

I Antenna 41 long

AT-.013/PRM-1

MX-980/p1RM- 1
I -IFmPdance -

1 Matchingj I

Netwmrk
[I ~~~CU-195,/PRM-l _ _____ __

tt 1 Impedance
.IL Matching
1k; Network

1 i•CU -196/PRM-1
Impedance
Matching

Network

CU-i 97/PRM- 1

1 Adapter . U• " ~UG- 104/U

29 March 1952 = Electr--nics Test Equipment - AN/PRM-1
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued) _

Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over- all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) I inches) _.

H W D -.

1 Adapter
UG-1 05/U

I Adapter.
UG- 537/U

1 Special Purpose 240 long
Cable Assembly -
CG-572/U

1 Chart Set
PT-117/PRM-1

I Headphone
CW-49509, 1

2 Instruction
Book Nay-
ships 91255 ,

1 Shoulder Strap 1

Accessory 18-3/8 15-5/8 10'3/4 16
Case .
CY-750iPRM-1

I Power Supply ý7-17/32 10-1/2 --&-3/$ 18 -

pP-472AI/PRM- 1

I Ammeter !

ME-33/U

I Power Cable 72 long
As sembly
CADV-62480

"1 Special Purpose 120 long
Cable Assembly

-CADV-62481 _

"1 Special Purpose 240 long
Cable Assembly
CG-571/U

1 Cord 240 long
CG-444/U

1 Special Purpose 36 long
Cable Assembly
CG-573iu _

IAN!PRM-1 - Electronics Test Equipment - 29 Mar ch 1952
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TEST SET AN/URM-3

"FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A general purpose, field, and maintenance equipment used for detecting and meas-

uring the intensity of radiated and conducted radio interference. Probes are pro-

vided for conducting exploratory interference tests and matching~and couipling net-

work~s are used to permit it to be used as a two-tserminal RF microvoitmeter.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:

ELECTROMECHANICAL DFSCRIP'rHON:

Circuit Information: Consists basically of a superheterodyne receiver and a cali-

brated impulse noise generator generating pulses exhibiting a stable and uniform

spectrum throughout the range of the receive~r, the peak value of which is adjust-

able to known values. The receiver is a six-band receiver with two tuned RF A
stages, a mixer, local oscillator, two IF stages, second detector, first audio and

output stages. The output of the. impulse generator is injected into, the receiver

antenna input circuit in such a manner th~at interference measurement is independ-

ent of antenna impedance. I .

I (Continued)

TYPE CLASS: Accepted Acepe

PROCUREM'T COG.: Army DESIGN COG.: Army, CSL
F. I. . N.:RDB IDENT, NO.: 5.5

3 April 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment -AN/URZM 31
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ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION: (Continued)
Power Supply: 1.15 volts, +10%, AC,, single phase, 60 cycles per second; or 24 volts

DC; or 12 volts DC. o
Frequency Range: 0.15to 0.4 and 1.6 to 40 megacycles per second in six bands.

The ranges are 0.15 to 0.4, 1.6 to 3.0,'3.0 to 5.8, 5.8 to 11.0, 11.0 to 21.0, and

21.0 to 40.0 megacycles per second.
Voltage Range: 10 microvolts per megacycleto 31,600 microvolts per megacycle.
Radio Noise Generator:

Pulse Duration: Approximately 0.,01 microsecond.
Pulse Repetition Rate: 10 to 1000 pulses per second.
Pulse Amplitude: . 0 to 90 db above one microvolt per megacycle of bandwidth.

Spectrum: Flat to 40 megacycles per secondwithin *3 db.

MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS" DATA:
Designed by the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, New

Jersey.

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
R-178/URM-3: 1 JAN-0BZ/VR105, I JAN-0A3/VR75, I JAN-0C3/VR105, 1 JAN-

6AC7W, 1 JAN-6H6, 2 JAN-6SA7Y, 1 JAN-6SG7Y, 2 JAN-6SK7W, 1. JAN-6SQ7,

1 JAN-6V6GT. j
TS-496/URM-3: 2 JAN-0A2, 1 JAN-0B3, I JAN-6J6, I JAN-5696.

REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:
Preliminary Instruction Manual, 9/1/50, Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories,

l1ort Monmouth, New Jersey.

SHIPPING DATA:
aN. o0f Volume, Over-all Weight

Boxes Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed
(inches) (Lbs.)

H W D

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight'
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)
Eq'pt (Army) (inches) ._

H W I D ,

1 Test Set 24-1/Z 12 14-1/2 110
AN/URM-3

1 Mast Base
AB-15/GR t

1 Antenna. Bracket ,
MT-195/URM-3 3

AN/uRM-3- Electronics Test Equipment 3 April 1952
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued)
Quant, Name and 1Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
__H __W D

I Cable 180 long

As sembly
RG- 55/U

I Cable 60 long
Assembly
RG- 55/U -

I Adapter
UG-273/U

I ýHeadset
H- 16/U

1 Cord (Headset)f
CD,.307

1 Probe, Electric
Field
MX-839/URM-3

1 Probe, Magnetic
Field
MX-838/URM-3

I Mast Section

1 Mast Section
MS-l,17

I Mast Section

ýMS-I18

I Cord (DC <
Power)
CX- 1063/UJRM- 3 .
Cord (AC
Power)
CX- 10674,JRM.-3

I Coupler
CU-=149

I Coupler

CU-150

I Coupler
CU-153

3April 1952 -EetoisTtEquipment -L N/UPRM -
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued)
Quant. 'Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches) D
• H W" D

I Coupler
CU-151

1 Coupler
CU-152

1 Adapter

Connector
_____UG-641/U ,_l

I Service
Patch Cord

,*I

1 I.

AN/URM-3 -Electronics Test Equipment 3 April ý1952
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RADIO TEST SET AN/URM-6

YI

S1

I iil

Ib FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A field and depot equipment used to measure the field intensity of a given radio

transmission, to measure the intensity of radiated or conducted radio interference,
or as a sensitive RF microvoltmeter within its frequency range. Two tripods are
provided for mounting the large loop antenna and the superheterodyne receiver.
Mounting provisions have been made on the receiver for either of two rod antennas
and a small loop antenna. Signal monitoring provisions are available from panel-
mounted headphones, oscilloscope, recorder, and remote meter jacks. Measure-
ments are made using the panel-mounted meter or the remote meter and graphic
recordings are made using the milliammeter-recorder. Input devices include rod
antennas, loop antennas, a line probe, and impedance matching networks. A cali-
bration c~hart is furnished with the equipment.

Measurements can be made with the receiver in terms of the peak value of thesignal or interference (the PEAK function), in terms of the nuisance value (the QUASI-

SPEAK function), or in terms of the average value (the FIELD INTENSITY function).

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:
Similar to Stoddart Model NM-10A.', ,., ' r(Continued)

AIR FORCE NAVY ARMY
STYPE CLASS. Approved Approved Approved

STOCK NOS. '

- PROCUREMIT INFO.:
PROCUREM'T COG,: Navy DESIGN COG:." Navy, BuShips

;F.I.I.N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.5
31 March 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment - AN/URM-6.
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ELEC'TROMECHANICAL DESCR IP T ION:
Circuit Information: The power input goes through an isolation transformer with

filters to keep extraneous power-line noises out of the instrument. Meter indi-
cations must be modified by the pick-up factor of the antenna used. The receiver

I) is a highly sensitive low frequency radio receiver which contains internal means
for calibrating or standardizing its RF gain, thus permitting direct readings in

indicated microvolts or microvolts per meter.
The signal channel of the receiver resembles a conventional superheterodyne

receiver in its. RF, IF, and AF portions, but differs in its provision for attenua-
tion and measurement of detector output. The RF signal, is amplified in the RF

stage and mixed with the local oscillator frequency in the mixer stage to produce
an intermediate frequency. The IF signal is amplified in three IF stages and de-
modulated in the detector stage. The demodulated signal is acted upon by the
meter detector weighting circuits and applied to the VTVM stage. The audio com-
ponents are subsequently amplified and delivered to the headphone jacks.

Attenuator step ratio settings are built in the inputs of the RF, mixer, and IF
1' stages.

Power Supply: 115 volts, *10%0, or 230 volts, *10%p, AC, single phase, 50 to 1600
cycles per second except for Milliammeter-Recorder which utilizes 60 cycles
per second, 100 watts at 115 volts, 60 cycles. 3.0 vyLts DC, supplied by two
Battery, BA-30, for the Observer-Compass, Mark 1, Model 0. A suitable bat-
tery pack can be used in place of the separate powez_ supply, however, the Milli-
.am-tn6terReodrait be uised.

Freqnency R-ang:f, 14 to 425 kfiocycies per second. ,
Intermediate Frequency: 12.5 kilocycles per second.
Audio Output: 100 milliwatts.

A' Audio Impedance: 600 ohms (headset).
Attenuator Setting: 0, 20, 40, 60, and 80 db.
Receiver Meter Scale: 0-100 microvolts, 0-40 db.
Voltage: Range: 1 microvolt to 1 volt,
Field Intensity Range: I microvolt per meter to more than I volt per meter, depend-

ing on the antenna used.S' Effective Bandwidth: 100 cycles to 600 cycles at 6 db down, 2000 cycles at 60 db down. •.

Image Rejection: -50 db or better from signal level.
Intermediate Frequency Rejection: 60 db or better.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Unity or better.,
Dynamic Range: 20 db at full scale.
Accuracy: Field Intensity Measurements, *-10% above 10 microvolts per ,neter.

"MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS' DATA:
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company, 6644 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38,

California, Contract No. NObsr-39263, 6/27/47.

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
IM-36/URM-6: I JAN-6AL5, 1 JAN-6AT6, 6 JAN-6AU6, 1 JAN-6BE6, 3 JAN-

6C4, 1 JAN-'6E5, 1 JAN-6J6, I JAN-6X4, 1 JAN-NEZ.
PP-449/URM-6: I JAN-5V3GT, I JAN-NE32, 2 JAN-0C3/VR-105.

REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:

Navships 91196 (Instruction Book).
S [jAN/URM-6 -_Electronics Test Equipment- 31 March 19521,
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SEHIPPING DATA: __

No. of Volume Ove r- all Weight
"Boxes Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed

I inches) (Lbs.)
H W D

1 Radio Test Set 26.2 25-1/2 37-1/2 47-1/2 297
AN/URM-4

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
Quant. Name and Case IStock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) .inches)
S. W D

I Radio Interfer- 8 19-13/10 10-3/8 26
ence Field In-
tensity Meter
IM-36iURM-6 _ __ _

1 Transit Case Ply, 14-1/2 10-7/8 34-1/2 30
CY-706/URM-6 wood

I Power Supply 7-31/32 9-29/32 19-3/4 24.75
PP449/URM-6

1 Antenna 51 long
AT-203/URM-6

______Antenna 84 long
AT-204/URM-6

1 Antenna 5 dia.
"AT-205/URM-6

S1IAdapter

UG-537/u

1 RF Cable
Assembly
CG-577/URM-6 ,I

1 Power Gable .- . 72 long
As sembly

__CADV-62480 _

1 Special Purpose 120 long
Cable Assembly
CADV-62481

I ChartPT-107/URM-6

Clipboard

31 March 1952 -Electronics Test -.quipnent ANiURM-6Z
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued)
Quant, Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight

Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numibers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)
Eq'pt (Army) (inches)

H W
2 Instruction 4

Book

_____Navships 91196
1 Heeadphone

"CW-49509

1 Accessory"Case Ply - 21.-1/8 .6-3/4 27-3/4 24

CY-707/URM-6 wood
i Observer-Cornr 4-3/4 .0-7/8 4-7/:8 4.75

pass with case -

Mark 1, Mo el 0
r 1 Ammeter --

ME-31/T

1 Antenna
AT-207/URM-6

SRF -Probe _____

MX-95'/tURM-6

Impedance

Matching
Network.c

I Impedance
Matchi,•g
Network

CU- 185/URM-6 _

A inpedance
Matching i

SNetwork i

CU-186/URM-6 _

Cord 240. ongco-444/u

I Special Purpose 240 long
"Cable AssemblycG-571/U,

1 Special Purpose 240 long
Cable Assembly
CG- 572/U

1 Special Purpose 72 long
Cable Assembly'

1CG-571/'U

AN/URM-6 - Electronics Test Equipment - 31 March 1952
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: 1(Continued) _

Quanto Name and Case Stock '(USAF) Over-all Weight
"Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers N~avy) Din.hcnsions Lbs.)

Fq'pt {Arn'y) (inches)"_ _ _ _ _ _ HD
"I Special Purpose 24 long

Cable Assembly I

CADV-6248Z
Special Purpose 36 long
Cable Assembly
CG-573i "
C Case (-Recorder )!,Ply- is 14 I1 15
CY-708/URM-6 wood

i Milliametert ..- 13?-1/4 8-9/16 8-3/4
"Recorder mi.th
inking kit

___RD-59/U- _ _

. XA,, . 72 long
rAs .,ekly
CAYV -62480

1 Shotu der Strap...............

Tr~poC Case - 41-1/2 9-1/4 dia. 5
CY-709/URM-6 v~s,

Z Tripod
MT.-674/U

L -op cae -P406 33-3/4 5 33-7/8 36
CYT71O/URM-6 wQod

1 Ant¢nnt 30 dia.
AT-a06/URm-6

I ShoWi der
Strap

Total: 2220

31 March 1952 Electronics Test Eg, ipment AN/URM-6
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APPENDIX XIII PART II

RADIO INTERFERENCE MEASURING SET, AN/URM-7

S-

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A general purpose, field radio interference and field intensity meter designed

primarily for.the measurement of broadband interference although it incorporates
facilities for CW interference and field intensity measurement. Test set incorpo-
rates an impulse generator used as a noise reference standard, whose output is cali-
brated in terms of microvolts per unit bandwidth. The visual output indicator is a
peak reading vacuum tube voltmeter with a logarithmic scale calibrated in micro-
volts and a linear decibel scale calibrated in terms of decibels above one microvolt
per megacycle. Probes are provided for conducting exploratory interference tests,
and coupling networks are used to permit the Test Set to be used as a two-terminal
noise-microvoltmeter.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:
AN/URM-7 is similar to Empire Device, Inc., commercial Model NF-105.

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION:
Circuit Information: The impulse generator output is injected into the input circuit

of the tuner in such a manner as to permit measurement of open circuited antenna
AIRFORCEI (Continued)

AIR FORCE NAVY ARMY *

TYPE CLASS.
STOCK NOS. .....

PROCUREM'T INFO.: __"_ _

PROCUREMT COG.: Army DESIGN COG. : Army, CSL
F.I.I.N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.6
27 February 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment - AN/URM-71
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PART II APPENDIX XIII

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION: (Continued)
terminal voltage on a per megacycle basis.. The tuner utilizes a superheterodyne
circuit. The frequency range is covered by means of two plug-in type RF heads.
The logarithmic scale characteristic of the output indicator is achieved through
tapered pole-pieces in the-indicating meter movement, which eliminates the ne-
cessity of using automatic gain control. The dipole antenna, used for field inten-
sity measurement applications, can be resonated at each test frequency. The
broadband antenna is used in suppression test applications where the antenna must
be placed close to the source of interference.

Power Supply: 115 volts, *10%, AC, single phase, 50 to 400 cycles, 400 volt-am-
peres; or 24 volts, DC; or 12 volts, DC.

Frequency Range: 20 to 20,0 mc, 200 to 400 mc0
Intermediate Frequency Range: 10.7 mc, 30 mc.
Voltage Range: 12 fiv/mc to 1,200,000 ýkv/mc (for 20 to 200 mc).
I 6 pýv/mc to 5,000,000 liv/mc (for ZOO to 400 mc).
Indicating Meter Scale: 0.5 to 10 tv.

-6 to +20 db (10 db scale expansion is provided for scale

overlap).
Calibration Standards:

(a) Spot frequency sine wave generator.
(b) Broadband impulse noise generator (output externally available).

Pulse duration: 5 x 10- microseconds.
Pulse Repetition Rate: 2.5 to 2500 pulses per second.

* Pulse Amplitude: 47 to 97 db above one microvolt per megacycle bandwidth,
"Spectrum: Flat to 1000 mc within *l/Z db.

Accuracy: *10%, voltage.

MANUFACTURLJRS' OR CONTRACTORS` 'DATA:
Empire Devices, Inc., 38-25 Bell Boulevard, Bayside, New York, Contract No.

W3,6-O39-sc-3812.0,

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
8 JAN-6BJ6, 4 JAN-IZAT7, 3 JAN-12AU7, 5 JAN-6X4, JAN-OA1_ , 5 JAN-6AK5,

1 JAN-6AL5, I JAN-6AB4, 1 JAN-6J6, 1 JAN-6F4, 1 JAN-5876, 1 JAN-IN21B
(Crystal), 1 JN-.IN34.(Crystal).

REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:

4 • SHIPPING DATA:
No. of Volume Over-all Weight
Boxes Contents & Identification (C_*u. Ft.) Dimensions Packed

(inches) (Lbs.)
H W D

AN/URM-7 - Electronics Test Equipment- 27 February 1952
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4 APPENDIX XIII PA.RT II

t EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches) -
H iW D

1 Radio Interfer- 9-1/2 8-3/4 -5/8 65
ence Measuring
Set, AN/URM-7

I Carrying Case
(Spare)

I Accessory 0

Car rying .

Case
I Dipole Antenna

Set

I Tripod

1 Line Probe
(50 ohms)

Magnetic-Field
Probe

1 Electric-Field
Probe

1 Balanced36log1
Injecti-.nn
lBlock *•

i'Unbalanced

Injection ,
;~Block _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2 RF Cable 3;0 1ong

:I Power Line
Cord

SEarph one

I Alignment
Harness

1 Operation A

Manual

27 February 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment .- AN/URM -7
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PART II APPENDIX XlII

I
SRA D IO TE ST SE T A N /U K M -17i-

d

i

" FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A field and depot equipment use• for intensity measur•n•ents of all type of radio-

Sfrequency energy in the radio frequency spectruna., It contains intern al m eans for
, calibrating or standardizing its gain. Measurements can be made with the receiver

in terrrts of the peak value of the interference (the pEAK function), in t•ms of a
weighted value (the QUASI-PEAK function), or in terms of the average value (the

FIELD INTENSITY function). The indicating meter scale on the panel is directly
•I calibrated for a two decade, approximately logarithmic range of 12100 micr•volts,

and an approximately linear 0-40 db range. Charts provided with the equipment show

actu• effective bandwidth versus frequency.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:
•- Similar to Stoddart Mode! NIvI.50A.

t Equipment required but not supplied: One Headphone, Navy type CW-49509 or

equivalent; one Observer Compass, AN designation Mark 1, Model O.

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION:
Circuit Information: The signal channel closely resembles a superheterodyne re-

Sceiver in its R F , IF , an d A F portions., but differs from m ost superheterodyne .]

(Continued)

. Y E CL..ASS. , .
i STOCK NOS.

S• P R O C U R E M 'T IN F O . :
• ,, PROCUREM'T. COG. :... Navy ..... DESIGN COG. : Navy, BuShips

F.I.I.N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.5
l!• 2 April 195Z - Electronics Test Equipment - ANiURM-17 {,
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APPENDIX XIII PART II

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION: (Continued)
receivers in its provision for attenuation and measurement of detector output.

The RF signal as picked up by the antenna or probe is delivered to the RF In-
put receptacle and passes through the RF stage, It is then mixed with the local
oscillator frequency in the mixer stage, to produce the intermediate frequency.
The IF signal is amplified in six IF stages and demodulated in the detector stage.
The demodulated signal is acted upon by the meter detector weighting circuits and
applied to the VTVM stage, thus actuating the meter. The audio components are
subsequently amplified and delivered to the headphone jacks.

Power Supply: 115 volts, :10%, AC, or 230 volts, +10%, AC, single phase, 50 to
1600 cycles per second, 110 watts at 115 volts or a suitable battery pack used in
place of the separate power supply.

Frequency Range: 375 to 1000 megacycles per second.
Intermediate Frequency: 60 megacycles per second.
Input Impedance: 50 ohms. %
Attenuator Steps: 60 db to 140 db.
Effective Bandwidth: Approximately 1.8 megacycles at signall nf 5000 megacycles

to 1.0 megacy-clez at signal of 370 megacycles.
Image Rejection: 40 db or better.
Spurious Response Rejection: 40 db or better.
Intermediate Frequency Rejection: Better than 60 db.
Voltage Range: 100 microvolts to 10 volts. 4

Field Intensity Range: 100 microvolts per meter to 100 volts per meter.
Signg1-to-Nois-e--Ratio: Unity or better based on an equipment sensitivity of 10 micro-

volts as a two-terminal voltmeter.
Audio Output' 100 milliwatts or better.
Audio Output Impedance: 600 ohms. -
Dynamic Range: 20 db.

MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS' DATA:
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company, 6644 Santa Monica Boulevard,- Hollywood238,

California, Contract No. NObsr-42430, 6/30/48.

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
IM-52/URM-17: 2 JAN-6AL5, 1 JAN-6AR5, 7 RMA-6BAG, 2 JAN-6C4, 2 JAN-

6F4, 1 JAN-9005, 1 JAN-12AU7, 1 JAN-INZB (Crystal Rectifier).
PP-530/URM-17: I JAN-6AS7G, 1 RMA-6BH6, 1 JAN-NE-32.

REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:
Navships 91388 (Instruction Book).

SHIPPING DATA:
No. of Volume Over - all Weight
Boxes Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed

(inches) (Lbs.)
H W I D

I Radio Test Set, AN/URM-17 8.3 18-1/4 43-1/2 19 170

A RM-17 - Electronics Test Equipment - '2 April 1952
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PART II APPENDIX XII1

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
"Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
"Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

[ Eq'pt (Army) finches)
""H W D
1 Radio Inter- 9-3/16 19-13/16 10-3/8 30

ference Field
Intensity Meter

___IM-52/TTURM 17
1 Transit Case Ply- 16-1/4 23-3/4 10-7/8 25

SCY-866/URM- 17 wood

"1 Chart Set .-

PT-2 I0/URM- 17

2 Instruction

Book
Navships

91388 ,
1 Accessory Case Ply- 14-5/8 15-1/2 10-1/8 17

CY-865/JRM-17 wood

1 Power 7-I31/323 9-29/32 19-3/4 16
4. Supply

"PP-530/URM-1 7
1 Antenna Brass 5-1/2 (collapsed) 16 (extended)AT-255/URM-47 F16-A-45194-7901

"1 RF Probe 2-31/32 long 9/16 OD
DT-5614JRM-1 7 N16-P.87008-4021

1 Impedance 2-31/32 long 9/16 OD
Matching N16-N30826-1073

Network
CU-227/URM-17

SPower Cable 72 long
'Assembly
CADV-62480

I Special Purpose 120 long
Cable Assembly N17-C-48703-5521
CADV-62481

1 RF Cable 240 long
!As sembly Nl 6-C-1 1957- 30211

CG-678/U
IF Glow Lamp

JAN-NE-32
(Spare) ZZ5889-8

I Ballast
Lamp N16-R-85001-1511
(Spare) __

,2 April 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment - AN/URM- 17
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APPENDIX XIII PART II

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued)
Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
H W D

I Cable 1-11/16 long 53/64 OD
Connector

G-(20 ohms) 1  3-3 1 4hih -6-1/4 dia. 3.25
1 Tripod Bag Can- 39-3/4 hi

CW-21 8/URM- vas

1 Tripod Wood 37-1/2, long (collapsL')
Navy Type- N16-T-802001-107 60 long (extended)
10545

1 Antenna Mast 36-1/8 long I dia.
Section
AB-189/URM-17 ___

1 Azimuth Dial Alum- 3 long 2-1/4 dia.
Assembly inure N16-I-21801-1045

I Azimuth Dial 3/4 long 2 dia.
Pointer N16-K-701645-401

_____Total: 109.25

"1

AN" URM- 17 -Electronics Test Equipment - 2 Aril 1952
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PART II APPENDIX XIII

RADIO NOISE AND FIELD STRENGTH METER
FERRIS MODEL 32-B

4, I l.

I~4-

k FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A portable field, depot interference and field strength meter used for measure-

ments of carrier voltages and fields, noise voltages and fields, signal-to-noise ratio
voltages on lines and conductors, antenna field patterns, filter characteristics,
localization of noise sources and interference reduction means, and all kinds of radio

interference fields.
The tuning dial is graduated in megacycles, while the output' meter scale reads

directly in microvolts the value of the voltage applied to the input.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:
Similar to Model 32-A, Radio Noise and Field Strength Meter, except Model 32-B

has increased sensitivity and a five microvolt output meter scale.

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION:
Circuit Information: A single RF stage feeds into a combination mixer and oscillator

tube. Two IF stages precede the detector tube but the AF stage is omitted. The
circuits are designed for compactness, and simplicity of operation.

(Continued)
AIR FORCE NAVY ARMY

TYPE CLASS. Accepted
STOCK NOS. J Commercial
PROCUREM'T INFO.:
PROCUBEM'T COG.: DESIGN COG.: Commercial
F. I. I. N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.6
Z9 March 1952 - Electronics Test uipment - Model 32-B
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APPENDLX XIII PART II

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION: (Continued)
Power Supply: Dry cell large battery pack (3ZBP2). Small battery pack, AC battery

pack, or receifier packs may be obtained on special request.
Frequency Range: 150 to 350 kc and 500 to 20,000 kc in five bands.
Voltage Range: 0-5, 1000, 100,000 microvolts.
Field Intensity Range: 1 to 200,000 microvolts (With standard Antenna).
Standard Time Constant: Charge, 10 milliaeconds; discharge, 600 milliseconds.
Sensitivity: 0.5 microvolts.
Calibrating Source: Internal shot noise oscillator (Calibration curves are supplied).

MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS' DATA:
Designed and manufactured by Ferris Instrument Company, Boonton, New Jersey,

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
4 RMA-ID5GP, 1 RMA-1C7G, 1 JAN-lH6G, I JAN-IH4G, 1 RMA-IGI (Ballast

Tube).
REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:

Ferris Radio Noise and Field Strength Meter Model 32-B (Operating Instructions).

SHIPPING DATA: _

No. of Volume Over-all Weight
Boxes, Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed

(inches) (Lbs.)
._ H W D _

1 Model 34-B 38

EQUIPMETTh' r U pp'.'r

Quant Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
H W D

Model 32-B Commercial 13-I/4 7 14-1/2 32

Including
Cover .-

I Telescoping 41 long
Rod Antenna

Model 32-B - Electronics Test Equipment - 29 March 1952
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PART H APPENDIX XIII

NOISE-FIELD INTENSITY METER TS-587A/U

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
, * A field and depot equipment used to locate and measure RF interference and toK make field strength measurements. It can be used as a two terminai senjitive volt-

meter. A tripodis furnished for mounting the antennas. Signal monitoring provisions
are available from the phone jacks. Measurements can be made with the receiver
in terms of the peak value of the interference (the PEAK function), in terms of a
weighted value (the QUASI-PEAK function), or in terms of the average value (the
FIELD INTENSITY function). The measurements are made using the panel-mounted
meter or the remote meter jacks. The meter scale is directly calibrated in micro-
volts, decibels, and arbitrary units of "shot noise". Arbitrary units of "shot noise"
are used only in the calibration procedures of the equipment. By use of correction
-curve furnished xMthe equipment, the meter readings can be converted to micro-
volts per meter.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:

TS-587A/U differs from TS-587/U only in minor mechanical and electrical de-
tails that do not affect its operational characteristics or servicing.

Similar to the Stoddart Model NMA-5A.L
"�" _(Continued)

S AIR FORCE NAVY ARMY -Y

TYPE CLASS. Accepted ýApproved Accepted
STOCK NOS.

PROCUREM'T INFO.: I
PROCUREWM'T COG.: Navy DESIGN COG.: Navy, BuShips
F.I.I.N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.5
2 April 1952 . - Electronics Test Equipment - TS-587A/U
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APPENDIX XIII PART III RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT: (Continued)
Modification Kit MX-910/U, consisting of a DC Amplifier and Rotary Converter,

is used with TS-587A/U when suitable power is not otherwise available.

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION:
Circuit Information: It is a high-sensitivity HF and VHF superheterodyne radio re-

ceiver which contains internal means for calibrating its VTVM section. Four
decade steps of attenuation are inserted between the antenna input and the RF head.
The output signal of the attenuator is fed to the RF head, where it is amplified
and mixed with the local oscillator frequency, producding the intermediate fre-

quency. The IF signal is amplified in four IF stages and demodulated in the de-
tector stage, The demodulated signal is acted upon by the meter detector weight-
ing circuits and applied to the VTVM stage, thus actuatipg the meter. The audio
components are subsequently amplified and delivered to the headphone jacks.

Power Supply: 115 volts, *1Q0%, AC, single phase, 60 cycles per second, 0.96 am-
peres at 92% power factor.

Frequency Range: 15 to 400 megacycles per second in four bands.
LF Head: 15 to 31, 29 to 64, 60 to 125 megacycles per second.
HF Head: 100 to 400 megacycles per second.

Intermediate Frequency: LF Head: 12 megacycles per second.
HF Head: 30 0regacycles per second.

Voltage Scale: 0 to 100 microvolts.
-6 to 40 decibels.
0 to 8 arbitrary units of shot noise.

Input Voltage Range: 2 to 100, 000 microvolts. Balance resistance attenuater with
steps of: Xl, XI0, X102, and X10 3 .

Receiver Output: 200 milliwatts maximum.
Input Impedance: 95 ohms, balance to ground.
Output Impedance:f 300 or 4000 ohms, for headphone.
Sensitivity: Two-terminal Voltmeter: LF Head: 2 microvoltrs.

HF Head: 5 microvolts.
Field Intensity Meter: LF Head: 20 microvolts per meter.

HF Head: 5 microvolts per meter.
Bandwidth: LF Head: 150 kilocycles at 6 db down.

HF Head: 210 kilocycles at 6 db down.

MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS' DATA:
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company, 6644 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38,

California, Contract No. NObsr-30088 dated 6/15/46, Contract No. NObsr-30140
dated 6/21/40, Contract No. NObsr-30200 dated 6/Z6/46.

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
RF-36/U: 2 JAN-6AK5, 2 JAN-6C4.
RF-37/U: 2 JAN-6J4, I JAN-6J6, I JAN-9002.
AM-194/U: I JAN-6AL5, I JAN-6AQ6, 4 JAN-6BA6.
AM-195/U: 1 JAN-6AL5, I JAN-6AQ6, 4 JAN-6SG7.
PP-267/U: I JAN-0D3/VR-150, 1 JAN-SY3GT/G, I JAN-6H6, I JAN-6J5GT/G,

I JAN-6L6GA, I JAN-6SJ7, 2 JAN-6V6 or 6V6GT/G.
(Continued)

JTS-587A/U - Electronics Test Equipment- 2 April 952]
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REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:
Navships 900, 990 (Instruction Book).

SHIPPING DATA:
fNo of I Volume Over-all Weight
Boxes Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed

(inches) (Lbs.)

I Noise-Field Intensity Meter 35.3 36 47 36 330
TS-587A/U

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature :Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
__ _ ___ __ _ _ H W D

1 Noise-Field 1.6-3/16 Zl-1/2 29-i/z 64
Intensity MeteriTS-5-9A!U

1I Canvas Cover

1 Equipment Case 15 40 9 Z3
CY-606/U

___Containing:

1 Ra~io Fre-
quency Head
RF-36/U

1 •t~er-medjate

Frequency
Amplifier
AM-194/U
Dipole
Antenna
AS-385/U

S2 Dipole Mast
Section for
AS-385/U

1 Loop
:Probe

1 Mx-82z/u _

,I Me asur ing

Tape
____CADV- 10671 _________

2 Instruction Book I
Navships

900, 990 F___
1 ccessory 15 40 9 Z5

Case
CY-607/U [

2 April 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment - TS-587A/U_
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APPENDIX XIII PART II

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued)
Quant. Name and Case Stock (USAF) .. Over-aall Weight
Per Nomenclature Matf. Numbers (Navy) Dimensions Packed

(inches) (Lbs.)_ _.-_ H W D

1 Dipole
Antenna
CADV-66151 -A __

2 Dipole Mast
Section for A
CADV-66151A __

I Loop Probe
MX-8,21/U

1 Line Probe
CADV--4910$8.7

SAntenna

Tripod

1 Matching
Imrpedance ,

CADIV-4712Z8 1__
I Input Cable 7Z long

Power
Cable

"Ii

, •,

TS-587A/U Electronics Test Equipment - 2Aprl 1952
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PART II APPENDIX XIII

MODEL 58 UHF RADIO NOISE AND FIELD STRENGTH METER

tV.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
A portable meter for measuring lield strength of crirrier voltages, for measur-

ing ignition or diathermy interference, for determining front-to-back ratios of an-
tennas, the effectiveness of noise filters, etc. It may also be used as a sensitive
volttneter for measuring RF voltage, transmission loss of various four-terminal
networks, and for determining the interference level on power lines, battery leads,
etc.

Frequency of incoming signal and value of received signal in microvolts are di-
rectly indicated.

Suitable jacks are provided for connecting an oscillograph, or a recording milli-
ammeter to the audio frequency output.

A ".slide-back" feature can be incorporated in the instrument, when desired, toI facilitate the measurement of peak noise.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EQUIPMENT:
Not specifically related to other equipment, but is used to test a wide variety of

electronic and electrical devices for radiated radio frequency noise level.

(Continued)

AIR FORCE NAVY ARMY
TYPE CLASS. Accepted .
STOCK NOS. A -
PROCUREM'T INFO.:

;PROCUREM'T COG.: DESIGN COG.: Commercial

F.I.I.N.: RDB IDENT. NO.: 5.6
27 February 1952 - Electronics Test Equipment - Model 58
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APPENDIX XIII PART II 71

ELECTROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION:
Circuit Information: It is a five band superheterodyne receiver with its gain stand-

ardized at a fixed value. Four decade steps of attenuation are inserted between
the•,•- .... input and th first RX stage. The output of the detector tube excite"
the grid of an amplifier tube which is in one arm of a bridge circuit. The indica-
ting microvoltmeter serves as a balance indicator across the bridge arm with
readings that are semi-logarithmic.

Power Supply: 115 volts, +10%, AC, single phase, 50 to 60 cycles per second, ap-
proximately 70 watts; or 6 volts, DC, 12 amperes.

Frequency Range: 15 to 150 megacycles in five bands: 15 mc-24 mc, 24 mc-39 nmc,
38 rnrc-62 mc, 60 mc-100 mc, and 98 mc-150 mc.

Frequency Accuracy: Dials directly calibrated in megacycles to an accuracy of +27o.
Input Voltage Range: I to 100, 000 microvolts in the antenna, I to 100 microvolts .

on semi-logarithmic output meter, balanced resistance attenuator with steps of:
Xl, Xl0, X10 2 , and X10 3 .

Gain Standardization: Internal "shot" noise diode provides calibration standard.
Special dial eliminates need for charts,

Band Width: 150 kilocycles at 6 db down.

MANUFACTURERS' OR CONTRACTORS' DATA-.
Designed and manufactured by Measurements Corporation, Boonton, N. J.

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
3 JAN-7W7, I JAN-6X5GT, 1 JAN-6J5GT, 1 JAN-6Y6G, I JAN-6H6,-1 JAN.6SJ7,

1 JAN-955, 2 JAN-6AK5, 1 JAN-M74, 1 JAN-991 (Neon).

REFERENCE DATA AND LITERATURE:
Measurements UHF Radio Noise and Field Strength Meter Model 58 (Operating

Instructions).

SHIPPING DATA: ___

No. of Volume Over-all Weight'
Boxes Contents & Identification (Cu. Ft.) Dimensions Packed -f

(inches)
...... _ _H W D - _,

1 Model 58 (Domestic Packed), 2.9 14 2 16 53i
(Export Packed). 3. 7 17 2Z 17 66

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED:
Quant Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight
Per Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.)

Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
H W IK D

I Model 58 9 16 11 35 .

Loop Antenna 9 dia. 0.3 AL
A11i0

Model 58 - Electronics Test Equipment- 27 February 1952
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED: (Continued)
Quant.l Name and Case Stock (USAF) Over-all Weight'
P er Nomenclature Mat'l Numbers (Navy) Dimensions (Lbs.,)

S•Eq'pt (Army) (inches)
___H Iw _ D

1 Antenna Cable 180 long 1.3
SAl 12

I Power Cable 120 long 0.7
(AC) A107

SPow er C able 72 long 1.3
MCt) A108

461

27 February 1952 -Electronics Test Equipment -Model 58
XII4- 2-9



APPENDIX XIV

DETAILS OF LAMINATED BRUSH DESIGN

'The use of laminated brushes for improving resistance commutation is ex-
plained in Paragraph 3. 2. 1.1. 2. The details for constructing laminated brushes
are given in this appendix.

bEither a mixture of copper and bakelite or a mixture of graphite and bakelite
is satisfactory for preparing brush stocks of different resistivity, The materials
selected are ground to powder consistency, passed through a 297 micron sieve to
assure particles of uniform size, and mixed in a ball mill in various proportions to
obtain various degrees of resistivity. Figures XIV-A and B are curves giving the
required mixing data necessary topredetermine resistivity with respect to percentage
of mixture. The mixture is then placed in molds in a hydraulic press and baked for
one hour at a temperature of 190 0 C, under a pressure of 200 pounds per square
inch. Laminations of different thicknesses are cut from the brush stock after re-

moval from the mold. The laminations selected to fabricate a brush are coated with
six mil leaf glue (No. R612 Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company is suit-
able) and are baked for one hour at a temperature of 180° under a pressure of 500
pounds per square inch, To maintain i constant temperature during the baking proc-
ess. the oven is covered with a glass cloth and a variac is used to control the heat
lamp employed. The brush thus formed is sanded to its exact dimensions, painted

on bothsides with G. E. 7031 adhesive, and baked at a moderate temperature to dry
the adhesive. Cables are now tamped into the brush top, and to insure electrical
contact across one end of the laminations, the brush top is subjected to a copper
spray.

The techniques described above have been found satisfactory for constructing
laminated brushes. Previously it was impossible to construct brushes having satis-
factory radio interference characteristics because of the intermingling of the con-
ducting and insulating materials, This was caused by the formation of minute pockets
in the insulation between taminations which become filled with the conducting dust of
the laminations due to brush wear, The gluing process described above and the use
of a superior glue which canbe subjected to relatively highpressures with a minimum
of extrusion overcame this difficulty. Furthermore, brushes constructed as described
possess satisfactory mechanical characteristics.
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APPENDIX XV

CONSTRUCTION OF BONDING JUMPERS FOR SHOCKMOUNTED EQUIPMENT

An investigation into the best type of bonding jumper for shockmounted equip-
ment has led to the development of a new design, the essential features of which are
described in this appendix.

The requirements for a good bonding jumper are the following:

(a) Low direct current resistance

(b) Low radio frequency impedance at all frequencies up to 1000 mc

(c) Good mechanical properties as follows:

V 1. Ability to withstand ambient conditions and endurance requiremzeents

2. Minimum height so that the overall mounting height of the shockmount
is not increased

3. Absence of, or adequate guards against, all sharp edges for person-.
nel nrotection

4. Minimum weight

5. Minimum volume

6. Minimum stiffness so that the vibration-isolation characteristics of
the shockmount are not adversely affected.

Consideration of all these requirements has led to the development of the types il-
lustrated in Figure XV. The most important feature is the employment of two metal-
lic strips whose width is large compared to their thickness.

These jumpers consist of three major parts: the two bonding strips, the base
plate, and the spacer washers. The strips are displaced 90 in position and connected
externally between the top and bottom of the shockmount. Four strips could be used,
but the addition of two more strips decreases the impedance by only ten percent and
adds considkrably to the damping. Therefore, it is not recommende~d.

A possible alloy to be used inthe construction of the strips is Ni-Span "C" whose
V inherent properties are those of high modulus of elasticity, high tensile strength,

and a high degree of hardness.

To limit the stress on the bonding strip its length should be made as great as
possible while its thickness should be kept to a minimum. However, the electrical
requirements of the bonding connector limit the length of the strips while ease in man-
ufacture and fragility of relatively thin sti'ips limit their thickness. For shockmounts
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whose load capacities are onepound or less, a thickness of 0.002 of aninch is recom-
mended; for mounts whose load capacities exceed one pound, a thickness of 0.003 of
an inch should be used. A good compromise for thei other dimensions is a length of
from 1 to 3 inches and a width of from 3/4 inches to 1 inch.

The sharp edges of the thin leaves are safety-shielded with glass fibre sleeving,
a material that will withstand the extreme ambient conditions expected, for the pro-
tection of personnel, The sleeving is coated with Dow-Corning No. 801 cement, and
partially cured in an oven at approximately 3000 F. Following this the strip is cut
into sections of desired length, slipped over the bonding leaves, re-cemented, and
cured completely,

The baseplate to which the bonding strips are welded is made of cadmium-plated
SAE '1)30 sheet steel. Where possible, the base is designed for top mounting because
this design does not add appreciably to the overall mounting height of the shockrnount.

Both spacer washers are made of cadmium-plated cold- rolled steel. The thick-
ness of the upper spacer washer is sufficient to prevent contact between the bonding
leaves and the plate which is to be shockmounted. Because. of the possibility of ex-.
cessive vibration the bottom spacer washer is made sufficiently large to function as
a snubber.,

Tortional stresses resulting from sideway motion of the top of the mount with
respect to the base will be lessened by connecting the tops of the bonding leaves to
the spacer washers by a loosely stacked joint. This joint lowers the calculated 4
stresses (developed on the basis of a doubly -clamped beam), and furthermore allows
the rotation of the leaves plus slight lateral movements. 4

0"~

1..

Fig. XV Capacitive Types Incorporated in Shockmount
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The pin type joint at the top of the mount, designed with as thin sections as
L practical to reduce overall height, also reduces tortional stresses in the leaves.

"This joint is to designed that a positive electrical contact is assured, yet allows
rotational movement without binding.

"The direct current resistance of the types shown varied from 0.012 to 0.059
ohms depending upon the length of the jumper, and was not seriously affected by the
mutual movements of the strips at the top of the shockmount. The impedance, meas-
ured at 100(1 megacycles, varied from 13.5 to 14.8 ohms 4nd decreased with the
compression of the mount, The resonant frequency of all these jumpers was in the
vicinity of 3500 mc so that operation below 1000 mc is considered satisfactory.

I3
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THEORY OF SHIELDING

An exact solution to any shielding problem can be obtained only by solving a
so-called boundary-value problem. This means that a solution to Max--.ell's equations,
which govern the behavior of all electromagnetic fields, must be found which satis-
fies the boundary conditions imposed by the metallic surfaces both of the source of
the electromagnetic field and of the condu~ctors used as shields. Boundary - value
problems belong to the most difficult problems of electrical engineering, and usually
an effort is made to find an approximate solution to a practical shielding problem
by other means. A very fruitful approach is that of treating the problem as a bound-
ary-value problem only for the conductors used as shields and making some kind of
reasonable ass-rnption about the field distribution on the source-side of the shield.
Thn the boundary conditions at the source are not necessarily satisfied, and in par-
ticular the reaction of the shield on the source is neglected, i.e., it is assumed that
the source is not affected by any wave reflected from the shield, This omission is
partially compensated by treating a variety of different sources since a source that
is modified by the presence of a reflected wave may behave simply like some other
kind of source,

The shielding problem encountered in practice may usually be formulated in
the following way: Given a source of electromagnetic disturbances, usually in the
form of one or several conductor s carrying alternating electric currents, and a point
in space, find the reduction in the electric and magnetic field intensities at the given
point which is brought aboqt by the interposition of one or several metallic sheets of
specified shape and material between the source and the given point. The problem
may be simplified immediately according to the statement above by replacing the
source by a specified field configuration, such as would be produced, for example,
by an idealized point or line source.

Even after this first simplification, the general problem is still much too com-
'•plicated to allow a simple solution. If the shape of the shield is at all irregular, the

analytical approachbecomes all but hopeless. Only the three simplest regular shapes

wll " -be tr...ed hwre, and in each case it will be assum.ed that the fields exhibit the
same kinds of symmetries as the shields themselves. The cases to be treated are
(1) that of a plane shield of infinite extent in the presence of plane waves, (2) that of
a shield in the form of a circular cylinder in the presence of cylindrical waves con-
centric with the shield, and (3) that of a spherical shield in the presence of spherical
waves concentric with the shield. While none of these three cases is exactly dupli-
cated in practice, almost every practical case can be closely approximated by one
or a combination of several of these. Therefore, the results that will be obtained
here are of considerable practical importance despite their restrictions.

In any shielding problem, a valuable aid is offered by the analogy between the
propagation of electromagnetic waves through a medium and the transmission of
electrical energy through a transmission line. This analogy has been extensively
exploited in the literature, and it is especially valuable to the engineer who is much
more familiar with transmission-line theory than with propagation phenomena. it
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is found that 'such familiar concepts as characteristic impedance, propagation con-
stant, reflection and transmission factors, attenuation, and phase shift, all have
their counterparts in the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Some of these re-
quire re-definition with a slight change in meaning, but once the new definitions have
been introduced properly, all the laws of transmission -line theory can be applied
directly. For example, just as the characteristic impedance of a transmission-line :
is defined as the ratio of voltage to current along a line on which no reflected wave
is present (i. e., along a line that is either infinitely long or terminated in its char-
acteristic impedance), so the "intrinsic impedance" of a medium is defined as the
ratio of electric to magnetic field intensity in a medium in which no reflected wave
is present. In general, the analogy requires that the electric field intensity in the
medium be substituted for the voltage along the transmission line, and that the mag-
netic field intensity be substituted for the current. It should be noted that the units
for electric field intensity are volts per meter or volts per inch and those for mag- J
netic field intensity are amperes per meter or amperes per inch, so that their ratio,
the intrinsic impedance, is measured in ohms just as is the characteristic impedance
of a transmission line. The units of length drop out when the ratio is taken.

There is one complication in the extension of transmission - line concepts to
the propagation of electromagnetic waves: The impedance is a function not only of
the properties of the medium, but also of the type of wave that is being considered.
It is true that the same complication arises also in transmission-line theory at high
frequencies whenmodes of transmission other than the fundamental may be present.-
Then the impedances associatedwith the various modes will, in general, be different.
But the presence of higher modes in transmission lines is a comparatively rare
phenomenon in practice, and usually the term "transmission-line theory" refers to
the behavior of the fundamental mode only. In the propagation of electromagnetic
waves, on the other hand, it must be remembered that, at all frequencies, the im-
pedance is a function not only of the mode, when several different modes exist, but
also of the type of wave, i. e., the impedance is different for plane, cylindrical, and
spherical waves.

1. Plane Waves,

It is assumed that the field intensities are functions of one space coordinate
only. The electric field intensity is assumed to have an x-component only and the
magnetic field intensity to have only a z-component. The variation then takes place
along the y-axis, which is also the direction of propagation. With these assumptions
Maxwell's equations reduce to the following form:

- (1)

ay at '

SHz - 6Ex + E. (2)

where Ex and H7 are the electric and magnetic field intensities, respecti;vely, p. is.
the permeability of the medium, d" its conductivity, and 6 its permittivity. x, y, and
z are rectangular coordinates forming a right-handed system, and t is the time.
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Assuming sinusoidal time variations ofl field intensities at the angular fre-
quency w = 2-rf, where f is the frequency, the solution to Equations .(I)and (2) may
be written in the following form:

SE = El e + E 2 e (3)

.I
H = o e oe- ('4)

"-w ej•t .2

where E = Ex e H Hz e, = -1, El and E2 are arbitrary constants which
rmust be determined from the boundary conditions, and r and Zo are defined as follows:

= propagation constant of the medium = (5)

Zo. = intrinsic impedance of the medium = 6 + o (6)

Both )rand Zo are complex quantities, in general, so that one can write:

lit - c + j# (7)

zo= Ro,+ jX 0  (8).

where oc is called the attenuation constant and A the phase constant of the medium,
and Ro and X 0 are the resistive and reactive parts, respectively, of the intrinsic

-impedance,

For free space or air, a 0, 6 = 41(x 10-7 henriespermeter, and 8 = 8.85
x 10-12 farads per meter, With these values substituted, the intrinsic impedance
of free space or air is 376, 6 ohms and its propagation constant is jw/c = 2ff/A ,
where c = 3 x 108 meters per second is the velocity of light in free space and A is
the wave length.

For all metals, the conductivity, 6 , is much larger than the product w. at

all frequencies now used or likely to be used for radio communication purposes.
Therefore, the term jwt may be neglected and one obtains for metals

22= 1( + j) (9)
2

,•~ 0o= • _ + j) (10)
4, 

2 0V62
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R X =\ (lZ)0 0 v 26(2

It is seen that the intrinsic impedance of metals is extremely small in comparison

with that of air and most other dielectric media. On the other hand, both the real

and the imaginary parts of the propagation constant are very large in comparison

with those of dielectrics, which indicates a large attenuation and a small wave length
in metals.

In order toapply these .re•sul to shielding problems, the behavior of the wave

at the boundary between two media must be investigated. Let it be assumed that a

plane wave is propagated in air and impinges on a plane metal surface. For sim-

plicity, choose a set of rectangular coordinates so that the boundary surface coincides

with the plane y = 0. Let the regiony > 0 b,,. air and the region y < 0 be the metal. I

Let the incident wave be propagated in the direction of decreasing y, as shown in

Figure XVI- 1. The pr6blem is to find a set of solutions of the type given by Equations

(3) and (4) which satisfy the boundary conditions, viz, the conditions that both E and

H must be continuous everywhere, including the surface y = 0. The transmission- , 4
line analogy of this situation is shown in Figure XVI-2: Two semi-infinite lines of

different characteristic impedances are joined so that each line is terminated at one

end in the characteristic impedance of the other.

METAL- x z AIR:.

metal, metal i Zair, air
Incident Wave

Transmitted Wave

Reflected Wave
"-Y 4+v

Fig. XVI- 1 Plane Wave Striking Plane Boundary Surface Between Air and Metal

Incident Wave -

Reflected Wave--
-.- Transmitted Wave

Line 2 Line I
zz zl, Irl

[ g XVI-2 Transmission-Line Analogy of Plane-Wave Boundary Problem
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The problem is solved by postulating the existence of a transmitted wave in
the metal and a reflected wave in air traveling in the direction of increasing y, in
"addition to the incident wave. One must write:

• " y -Yy
Eair = E 1 e + e (13)

=E e (14)metal

EI I E2  (5
Hair e - e

air air

Hmetal e (;16) -Zmetal

Here E1 and E 1 / Zair are the amplitudes of the incident wave, E? and E 2 / Zair the
amplitudes of the reflected wave, and E and metal the amplitudes of the trans-

.~ imitted wave. 91, EZ, and El are three constants, two of which may be evaluated
from the conditions that, at y = 0, Eair must equal EmetaI and Hair must equal
Hmetal, The third, which is best taken as the amplitude of the incident wave, re-
mains arbitrary. of course. The ratio of the amplitude of the electric field intensity
of the reflected wave to that of the incident wave is called the reflection factor, Fr,
"and the ratio of the electric field intensity of the transmitted wave to that of the in-
cident wave is called the transmission factor. Ft. Using the boundary conditions
stated, one obtains after a short computation

F EZ Zmetal- Zair
r E1 Zmetal + Zair

E 1 Z1Zmetal 
(18)

Ft' E 1 'Zmetal + Zair

These expressions are identical with the defining equations for the reflection and
7 transmission factors of a transmission line.

The quantity of interest here is 20 log Ft, which gives, in decibels, the atten-
a-uation experienced by the electric field intensity in entering the metal. It represents
a reflection loss, due to the fact that the incident wave is only partially transmitted,
the rest being reflected. It must be distinguished from the absorption loss within the
metal, which will be discussed below.
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A wave,, in passing through an actual shield, experiences reflections at two
boundary surfaces: Once when it enters the shield, and again when it leaves the
shield. The transmission factor for the second surface may be obtained from Equa-
tion (18) by replacing Zmetal with Zair and vice versa. The reflection loss in this
case ;is not equal to 20 log Ft because the first medium does not extend to infinity.
There will exist multiple reflections between the two surfaces of the shield, which
will affect the transmission loss at the second surface. However, as will be seen
presently, the absorption loss in the metal is so large that, for all practical shields,
the effect of multiple reflections may be neglected.

The reflection factor was defined above as the ratio of the amplitudes of the
electric field intensities. A similar factor might be defined as the zatio of the am-
plitudes of the magnetic field intensities. A simple calculation shows that the ee-
flection loss for the magnetic, field at the first surface is just equal to the reflection
loss for the electric field at the second surface (neglecting multiple reflections),
and vice versa. Thus, while the attenuation experienced by the magnetic field at
any one surface is quite different from that experienced by the electric field (much
smaller at the first and much larger at the second surface), the combined effect of
the two surfaces is the same for both fields, as it must be in accordance with the '

assumption that the character of the wave does not change in passing through the
shield and, therefore, that the impedances on both sides of the shield are equal.

As was shown before, in all practical cases ZmetaI is much smaller than Zair
and may be neglected in the denominator of Equation (18). Using this approximation .
for both surfaces, one 'obtains for the combined reflection loss in decibels for either
the electric or the magnetic field:

Total reflection loss = 20 log (ZZ /) + 0 log (Za/ZZ )

(191)
= 20 log (Zair/ 4 Zmtal)

Here the ratio is inverted as compared to Equation (18)so that the reflection loss is
positive when the wave' is attenuated.

In addition to the reflection loss, there is an absorption loss within the metal.
Equations (14) and (16) show that both the eliectric and the magnetic fields within the
metal containthe propagation factor exp Yy = (expoK y)(exp joy). The second of these
factors is a phase factor that does not affect the amplitude of the fields. The first 4

factor shows that the amplitudes decrease exponentially within the metal. If the
thickness of the shield is S, the amplitudes at the second surface are smaller than
those at the first surface within the metal by a factor exp (-KS). The negative sign 'Z

arises because within the metal y is. negative. Hence, the absorption loss is

Absorption loss = metalS (20)

Equations (19) and (20) may be combined. After substituting numerical values

XVI-.-6
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from Equations (10) and (11) and converting to practical units, one obtains for the
total loss in decibels:

Total loss = 3.34 fmýtr7 6r S + 108.2 + 10 log (6r/,..1r) (21)

where fm is the frequency in megacycles per second, ILr the relative magnetic per-
meability of the shielding material (4r = 1 for all non-magnertic materials), 6 r the
relative conductivity of the shielding material (6r = 1 for copper), and S the thick-
ness of the shield in nmils. For example, the total loss experienced by a plane wave
in passing through a plane copper sheet 5 mils thick at I mc would be 124.9 decibels.
In Figure XVI-3, the absorption loss, the reflection loss, and the total loss are plot-
ted as functions of frequency for a plane copper sheet 5 mils thick. It is seen that at
low frequencies the reflection loss is by far the larger, but at-high frequencies the
absorptionloss becomes the larger. For a copper sheet 5 mils thick, the two losses
are equal at about 30 mc, but for a thicker sheet,, that point would occur at a lower
frequency. The total loss has a minimum at about 0.3 mc, and the minimum loss
is about 122 decibels.

Decreasing the conductivity decreases both the reflection and the absorption
losses, so that the shielding material should always have as high a conductivity as
possible. Increasing the relative permeability, i.e., using magnetic materials,
increases theabsorption loss but decreases the reflection loss. To obtain some idea
of the effects of using magnetic materials for shielding, purposes, Figure XVI - 4
shows the absorption loss, the reflection loss, and the total loss plotted as a function
of frequency for a material having a constant relative permeability of 1000. Since
all known magnetic materials have conductivities considerably lower than copper,
the relative conductivity was given a representative value of 0.1. It is seen that the
total loss now reaches its minimum at about 3 kc, and the minimum, loss itself is
about 103 db. Thus it appears that, for the example chosen, the magnetic material
is preferable at the higher frequencies, but poorer at the lower frequencies. It must
be remembered, however, that the material in the example chosen is quite thin
(5 mils thick). For a thicker sample, the reflection losr remains the same, but the
absorption loss is increased proportionally. Since the magnetic material has the
higher absorption loss, it follows that, the thicker the shield, the more advantageous
does the use of magnetic materials become.

Another fact to remember is that the permeability of all magnetic materials
"decreases with frequency. For a typical sample having a permeability of 1000 at
frequencies up to 10 mc, the permeability might decrease to 100 at 100 mc, to 10
at 1000 mc, and down to unity at 10,000mc. Thus, the extremely high losses at the
high frequencies shown in Figure XVI-4 cannot be realized in practice, but they also
are not usually required.

Equation (Z1) was derived on the basis of a plane wave striking a plane surface
normally. If the direction of propagation of the wave makes an angle with the normal
to the surface other than zero degrees, the situation is more complicated. It is then
necessary to treat two cases separately: that of the electric field intensity being
parallel to the surface, and that of the magnetic field intensity being parallel to the
surface. In the first case one speaks of a transverse electric wave; in the second
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case of a transverse magnetic wave. In the case of normal incidence the two cases
merge into one. The analysis is simplified by the fact that, no matter at what an-
gel a plane wave strikes a plane metal surface, the refracted wave, which is trans-
mitted into the metal, always travels in the direction normal to the surface. T here-
fore, the absorption loss within the metal and the reflection loss at the second sur-
face are independent of the angle of incidence. The detailed analysis is not carried
out here, but it can be shown that the reflection loss at the first surface for oblique
incidence is never less than for normal incidence, so that Equation (21) gives a total
loss which is at worst too low.

Finally, it must be pointed out that Equation (21) is not valid in practical cases
for either very small values of S or very small values of f. This is evident from the
fact that, if one sets S = 0, Equation (21) still indicates a reflection loss. Actually,
S = 0 means that there is no shield, and, therefore, there can be no loss. Also,
setting f = 0, one finds an infinite reflection loss, while it is known that shields are
very ineffective for static magnetic fields. The reasons for these discrepancies are
not immediately obvious.

Since multiple reflections within the shield were neglected in the derivation of V
Equation (21), one might think that this omission causes the equation to cease being
valid for small values of S. This, however, is not the case. Analysis shows that
Equation (21) is theoretically correct, evenwhen multiple reflections are considered,
for values of S down to the order of 10-5 mils.' This is a distance of the order of
magnitude of an atomic diameter. Hence, Equation (21) is theoretically valid even
for a shield consisting of a monatomic or monomolecular layer of metal. Yet, it is
known that very thin shields, suchas coatings of metallic paints, are sometimes very
ineffective. The fallacy lies in the fact that Maxwell's equations themselves, with (
their macroscopic concepts of conductivity, permeability, and dielectric constant,
cease to be valid in the'realm of atomic or molecular phenomena. In other words,
Equation (21) is valid only as long as one deals with shields that are thick enough to
allow the application of concepts, such as conductivity, that require the presence of
a very large number of atoms or molecules. While no definite limit can be set, it
should be expected that Equation (21) will .begin to break down for thicknesses less
than about 0. 01 or 0.001 mils.

As to the application of Equation (21) to very low frequencies, there is nothing
in its derivation that would indicate that it might cease to be valid for any. communi-
cation frequency. And, indeed, it does remain valid even for very low frequencies
for the conditions underwhich itwas derived: the presence of plane waves. In prac-
tice, any wave becomes approximately plane at a distance of several wave lengths
from the source. At very low frequencies the wave length may be several miles,
and. it is usually quite impossible to even approximate a plane wave. Hence, at power
frequencies and, in the limit, at zero frequency, plane waves never exist, in practice,
and Equation (21) is not applicable. In addition, Maxwell's equations remain satis-
fied if any arbitrary constant static field is added to the solution given by Equations
(3) and (4). This constant field was neglected entirely in the treatment given above.
Hence, the results are not applicable to a static field except in the special case of
a static field obtained from a plane wave in the limit as the frequency goes to zero,
which case is never met in practice.
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2. Cylindrical Waves

Practical cases involving cylindrical symmetry are encountered frequently.
Out of the many possible cases, only a very small number will be investigated here.
The most important examples are (1) electromagnetic waves traveling axially in a
cylindrical enclosure either with an internal conductor (coaxial transmission line)
or without (circular wave guide); (2) electromagnetic waves traveling radially and A
originating from a centrally located line current source; and (3) electromagnetic
waves traveling radially and originating from a centrally located line loop source.
These cases do not normally occur separately. Usually there exists a'superposition
of several occuring simultaneously. The first case is best attacked from the point
of view of surface transfer impedance (see Appendix XI) and will not be treated here,,

z
r

p

y 4

Fig. XVI-5 Cylindrical Coordinates

For the second and third case, it is assumed that the fields have circular sym- , it
metry and do not vary along the: axis of the cylinder. Consider the cylindrical coordi- *

nate system shownin Figure XVI-5. It is assunied, then, that the fields are functions
of r only, independent of z and E. With these assumptions, Maxwell's equations read:

ar a at

(r = r(i z' + £_E) (23) I
-r H t

a Hz (SE ,+ 6  (24)

- (25)

(r Ee) = r (25aand

It is seen that this set naturally splits up into two pairs: the pair involving E and
H9, Equations (22) and (23), and the pair involving E 0 and Hz, Equations (2 4 ) and
(25). Each pair may be treated separately. Setting E0 Hz = 0, one is led to
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case (1) above: the fields act as if they were produced by a source in the form of an 1

infinitely long and infinitely thin conductor at the center carrying a current that is
everywhere in phase. It will be seen that such a field, in the vicinity of the source,

i is associated with a very low impedance, and therefore, this case will be called the
"low-impedance case". If one sets Ez - H0 = 0, case (2) results: the fields act as
if they were produced by an infinite number of very small, closely spaced coaxial
loops carrying equal and uniform currents that are everywhere in phase. This field
is associated with a high impedance near the source and will be called the "high-
impedance case"'.

Just as in the case of plane waves, a static field may be superimposed on the
dynamic fl .lds, Such a field might be produced by a static line charge at the center
and would vary as l/r. The possib. presence of this field will be neglected here.

The solution to the pair of Equations (22) and (23) may be written as follows,
[ a" assuming sinusoidal time variations as before:

E E H (j(r) + E HO(jrr) (Z76)

These equations are very similar to Equations (3) and (4) for plane waves, except that

the exponential functions are replaced by the functions Ho, Ho, Hi, and H,. These
functions are'the Hankel functions of first and second order and of the first and second
kind. The subscripts refer to the order of the Hankel function; the unprimed symbols
are Hankel functions of the first kind, and the primed symbols Hankel functions of
the second kind. The Hankel functions of the first kind represent waves traveling ,
radially inward, while the Hankel functions of the second kind represent waves tray- ,
eling radially outward.

The impedance is again found as the ratio of the electric to magnetic field in-
tensity, but a complication arises due to the fact that the impedances for the incom-
ing and outgoing waves are not equal. One obtains from Equations (26) and (27).,
treating the incoming and outgoing parts separately:

Z= j Zo Ho (j(r) / H I (j:rr) (28)

I= j Zo Ho (jr) /Hl (jrr) (29)

where ZI and Z1 are the radial impedances for the incoming and outgoing waves,
respectively, in the low - impedance case. It is seen that these impedances are
functions of r.

If the same analysis is carried through for the high-impedance case, starting
with Equations (24) and (25), the following set of impedances is obtained:
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f

= JZoHll'(jr) /IHo(j 'r) (30) V A

Z• = jZo fil (jfr) / Ho,(jy-r) (31)

where Z2 and Z2 are the radial impedances for the incoming and outgoing waves,

respectively, in- the high-impedance case. l

An extensive analysis of these impedances requires a detailed consideration of
the behavior of the Hankel functions. This will not be carried out here. Great sim-
plifications result if the absolute value of the argument j Ir r is either very large or
very small. If it is large, i.e., at large distances from the center of the cylinder,

all impedances approach the value of Z. for plane waves. Hence, as might have

been expected, cylindrical waves behave like plane waves at large distances from
the center. When the absolute value of j Cr is very small, the following approxima-
tions may be used:

Ho(x)-- + (2ij/) Iln xI

H- zj/w)x(lxi .n

as x-*0 (32)

H1 (x)- .-- Zj!/(wx)

H1"values of JVxr:
vleWith theseo j rapproximati~'oneotins~::z fo /rthforxipeane in the ca~se of small

j~ zzo

O - 2 jo I n IJ j If r 35

Z2 j "Yr (i2T2 + 4 ln2 jrK (i + Zj In )jrr ) (36)

It is seen that the impedances for the incoming and outgoing waves are negative com-
plex conjugates of each other in each case. It is also seen that,' for small j '(r, the
first two impedances are much smaller than Zowhile the second set of two impedances
are much larger than Zo, thus justifying the nomenclature used.
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Now let there be a metallic medium filling all space outside acylindrical region
such that for r < a the medium is air and for r > a the medium is a good conductor
"as shown in Figure XVI-6. The surface r = a is the boundary surface between the
two media, and the task at hand is to determine how much of the incident wave, orig-
inating at the center, is transmitted into the metal.

A'

i Metal

' Air

Fig. XVI-6 Cylindrical Boundary Surface Between Air and Metal

As in the case of plane waves, the presence of an incident and a reflected wave
must be postulated on the inside together with a transmitted wave within the metal.
To obtain a general expression for the transmission factor, taking into consideration
the fact that the irmpedances for outgoing and incoming waves need not be equal, the
following equations may be written based on the continuity of the electric and mag-
netic fields across the boundary surface:

SE~etaj = Elir + Eair (37)

Elnetal E"ir Eair

metal i- air (38)Zetal zair Zair

where the primed quantities refer to the outgoing waves and the unprimed ones to
the incoming waves. In addition, the subscripts 1 or 2 must be added depending on
whether the low-impedance case or the high-impedance case is dealt with.

The above equations may be solved for the transmission factor, Eqe /E' rS.. .. ... .metal/ air:

ZFetal (+ Zair (39)
Ztnetal + Zair Zair

It is seen that this reduces to Equation (18) when the primed and unprimed impedancesare equal.

When the quantity Ibiis computed for a metal from Equation (9), one finds
12l = 545 fm Fýr 6ý per inch, Hence the aosolute value of the quantity ji'r will be
much larger than unity in most practical applications. Therefore, within the metal
cylindrical waves behave like plane waves. In particular, the absorption loss within
the metal is the same as that obtained for plane waves, Equation (20), and the imped-
ance of the metal to cylindrical waves is the same as for plane waves. An exception
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to this might occur only when the quantity r fm lr r (r in inches) is less than, say,
0.1, and even then the assumption of plane waves will be a fair approximation down
to r fm ILrldr = 0.01, approximately. The exceptional case in which this might not
be true will not be treated here.

In evaluating the four impedances for air from Equations (33) to (,6', it is
found that Z1 and Z'j (low-impedance case) are very small while Z; and Z' (h-,g -

impedance case) are very large as compared with Zo in the region of validity of tthee
equations. A more detailed computation of these quantities is hardly justified since
the physical conditions on which the derivation of these equations was based are
highly idealized. In practice, the presence of an inner conductor imposes additional
boundary conditions, which were neglected here, However, the following qualitative"
conclusion drawn from the form of Equation (39) remains valid: In the high-imped- w

ance case the reflection loss is at least as great as with plane waves; but in the low-
impedance case the reflection loss may be very small and cannot be relied upon for
effective shielding action,

The practical conclusions for cylindrical shields may be summarized as fol- p
lows:

(a) Within the shielding metal, the cylindrical waves behave like plane waves,
The absorption loss may be computed using Equation (ZO) as for plane
wave s.

(b) If the electric field near the source at the center is predominantly -axs,
the radial impedance is low,, and very little shielding action may be ex-
pected due to reflection.

(c) If the electric field near the source at the center is predominantly concen-
tric, the radial impedance is high, and the shielding action due to reflection
is at least as good as that for plane waves,

(d) In the absence of detailed information about the fields near the source, it
is best to assume that a substantial low-impedance component is present,

.and to proceed on the assumption that shielding action is due to absorptiononly. 'i

3. Spherical Waves

Practical cases involving spherical symmetry are very rare in shielding pro-
blems encountered in aircraft. If the same approach is taken in this case as was
taken for cylindrical waves, similar results are obtained except that the resulting
functions are spherical Hankel functions, or Hankel functions of half-integral order,
instead of the cylindrical Hankel functions H,, HIl, Ho,, and Hi, This analysis, how-
ever, is not carried ou hr....

A somewhat different approach was "taken in Paragraph 1,6,4, where Equations
(14) to (25) give the fields, in the vicinity of a point source. No, boundary conditions
were imposed there, and the fields described are those of waves traveling outward -1

from a specified source. Nevertheless, even there a low-impedance case and a
high-impedance case may be distinguished. If, in these equations, the ratio of the
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electric to the magnetic field intensity is taken, it is found that near the source this
ratio is proportional to the distance r for the magnetic dipole, while it is propoitional
"to 1/r for the electric dipole. Hence, the first case, where the eiectric field is en-
tirely concentric, is a low-impedance case, while the second case, where the elec-
tric field near the source is entirely axial, i. e., along a diameter, is a high-im-

pedance case.

If the radius of the sphere is very much larger than a wave length, the waves
behave exactly like plane waves. if the radius of the sphere is very much smaller
than a wave length, the conclusions (a) to (d) at the end of the section on cylindrical
waves remain essentially valid. The intermediate case, where resonant excitation
of the spherical enclosure may occur, is again too complicated to be treated here.
The main reason why spherical waves are mentioned here is that the conclusions
just mentioned remain valid qualitatively when a point source is shielded by an en-

closure of other than spherical shape, as for example when a spark gap, acting like
a point source, is enclosed by a rectangular shielding box. Here, an exact solution
of the boundaryproblem involved is practically impossible. Yet, it may be said that
the shielding effectiveness of the box is at least as great as that computed on the
basis of the absorption loss for plane waves, and may be considerably increased by
the reflection loss if the source is of the high-impedance type.

V

1

I
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DECIBEL EQUIVALENTS TO CURRENT, VOLTAGE, AND POWER RATIOS

The word Decibel is frequently used to express the ratio of any two dimension-
ally equivalent quantities in convenient numerical terms. It is simply a logarithm
of a ratio to the base ten. In practice, the engineer often refers to a quantity as so

many decibels "up" or "down" with respect to another quantity. This means that,
if quantity a is "up" a given number of decibels on quantity b, the ratio of a/b is
greater than unity, or if the a is down on b, the ratio a/b is less than unity. Some-
times +db is used to express the fact that the ratio is greater than one and -db for
ratios less than one, Since the engineer always can use the reciprocal of any ratio
to obtain the same result when expressed in decibels, it is never necessary to use
a conversion table showing ratios less than unity.

The number of decibels, Ndb, corresponding to a power ratio P 1 /P 2 or P2/PI

is defined as
- *db = 10 log09(Pe/P 2 )or l0 log1 o(P2/Pj) (1)

If Pl/P 2 >i, P1 is up on (larger than) PZ and the sign of Ndb may be taken as +.
However, if Pl/P 2.<i, that is PZ/Pl>l, Pl is down on (less than) P 2 and the sign!• is-."

In the case of direct currents, 'power is the product of the current I and the
voltage E, that is P = IE. Since the resistance R is defined as E/I, the power may
be taken as P = E 2/R or P = 12R. Thus Pl/P 2 = (EI/EZ)Z x (R 2 /Rl) or Pl/P2
(Il/I)2 x (RI/R 2 ). This means that provided that the currents Ij and 12 are flowing
into the same resistance (RI = Rz) the power ratio may be expressed as

+Ndb = lologlo(Il/Iz) 2  (z)

= 20 loglo(Ij/Iz) (3)
or also as

,r .*Ndb = 20loglo(E1/E2) (4)

In the case of alternating currents, the product IE nmust be multiplied by the
power factor in order t( -rtain the power. tBut if now the 'urrents I1 and 12 are
flowing into the same impedance (Z1 = Z 2 ), the power factor will cancel when the
ratio Pj/P 2 is formed, and the expressions given above remain correct provided
that Ij, I, El, and E2 are interpreted as the absolute values of these quantities.
It should be noted that the first expression, involving the currents, remains correct
even for different impedances provided only that the resistances are equal. But the
second expression, involving the voltages, is correct only if both the resistances and
the reactances are equal.

In case the designer desires to obtain the current, voltage, or power ratio when
the number of decibels is known, the relations are

SII/12 = 10 +Ndb/2O (5)

XVII- I
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IV/V 2 [ j.&zdb/20 (6)IiI or2or Pi/rz = 10Ndb/1° 
(7)

keeping in mind, as before, that the number of decibels corresponding to any value

of the ratios is the same as that for the reciprocal, but the sign is different.

The table given in this appendix, Figure XVII-B, may be entered to obtain the

ratios of currents, voltages, and power corresponding to decibel numbers from 0.1
to 20.0. This range of decibels covers ratios of current and voltage from 1,.012 to

10.00 and ratios of power from 1.023 to 100.

The designer of radio interference suppression equipment will not frequently

have occasion to deal with ratios or decibel values smaller than those showni i± the
table, Figure XVII-B. In those cases, however, the dcsigner may easily compute
any of the values lying below the range of the table'from the equations given above
or the approximate formula, Ndb 8.5( 1Ii/!21 -1), with an error less than 0.001 db.

Decibels Current of Voltage Ratio Power Ratio
_I1/Iz1 or jEJi-21 P1/P2

10 3.162 10
20 10. 000 101
30 3. 162 x 10 "03
40 10 2  104

so 3. 162 x 10 10
60 103 106

70 3. 162 x 103 1078 0 104 10$•

90 3..162 x i0 4  1091oo 15 010 .
100 10 1
110 3. 162'x 105 10I1

120 106 1012

130 3. 162 x l0o 1013
S!40 " "107 014

140 10'
150 3. 162 x 107 i 1 50
160 ! 108  1016

Fig. XVII-A Decibel Values Corresponding to Power Ratios and Absolute
Values of Current or Voltage Ratios. (For reciprocal ratios use negative

sign for decibels. For negative decibel values take reciprocal ratios.)

Us.ually radio interference problems demand consideration of larger values of

attenuation. Figure XV1I-A is helpful in determining the ratios for larger values of
decibels in 10 db steps from 10 to 160 db and may be used in conjunction with Figure
XVII-B$ to quickly obtain intermediate values as in the following examples:

(a) To determine current ratio corresponding to 43.o db, enter Figure A and
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note that 40 db is equivalent to a current ratio of 100. Entexi.rg Figure B
shows thAt 3.6 db is equivalent to a ratio of 1.514. Then to obt•l, the ratio
fox 43.6 db, multiply 1.514 x 100 which gives 151.4.

(b) To find the voltage ratio for 56.7 db, enter Figure A and find 3,162 x 102
"opposite 50 db, multiply this by 2.163 from Figure B opposite 6.7 db and
obtain 683.9. Or to find the corresponding power ratio entei, the sarne
tables, in the power column and get 100,000 x 4.677 or 467,70.•o

(c) Conversely, to find the number of decibels corresponding to a -_renll ratio
of 24"27 divide by 1,000 = 103, e.nte-r Figure B opposite 2.4,7 and find 7,7

U * decibels, enter Figure A opposite 103, and find 60 decibels Gposite 10,
" then add to obtain 67.7 db.

1[

ft
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D kxi- D K /12 Deci- III /Iz? /Eci- /121 D cC - Iii "/121
bel, Il/EI P1 /P 2  bels 1 !/E 2 1  -/P 2  bels ! /E 2 - PI/P 2  bel, I'll /P 2
0. 1 1.012 1. 023 5.1 1.7,99 3.236 10.3. 1. 199 10.23 15.1 5.689 32.36
0.12 1.023 1.047 5. 2 1.,820 3.311 10.2 3.236 10.47 15.2 5.754 33. 11
0.3 1.035 1.072 5.3 1. 841 3. 388 10.3 3.273 10,72 15.3 5.821 33.88
0.4 A. 0417 1,096 5.4 1. 862 3.467 10.4 3.311 10.96 15.4 5.888 34.67 4
0.5 1.059 1.1,22 5.5 1.884 3.548 10.5 3.350 11.22 15.5 5.957 35.48 1
0.6 1,072 1.148 5.6 1.906 3.631 10.6 3.388 11.48 15.6 6. 026 36.31
0.7 1.084 1.175 5.7 1.928 3.715 10.7 3.428 11.75 15.7 6.095 37.15
0.8 1.096 1.202 5.8 1.950 3.802 10.8 3,467 12.02 15.8 6.166 38.02
0.9 1.109 1.231' 5.9 1.972 3.891 10.9 3.508 12.30 15.9 6.237 38.90
1.0 1.122 1,259 6. 0 1.995 3.981 11.0 3.548 12.59 16.0 6.310 .39.81
1.1 1, 135 1288 6.1 2.018 4.074 11. 1 3.589 12.88 16.1 6.383 40.74
1.2 1.148 1. 318 6.2 2,.042 4.169 11.2 3.631 13.18 16.2 6.457 41.69
1,3 1.162 1.349 6.3 2.065 4.266 11.3 3.673 13.49 16.3 6.531 42.66
1,4 1.175 1.380 6.4 2.089 4.365 11.4 3.715 13.80 16 4 6.607 43.65
LS 1. 189 1.412 6.5 2.114 4.467 11.5 3. 758 14.13 16.5 6.683 44.67 ,
1.6 1,202 1.445 6.6 2.138 4.571 11.6 3.802 14.45 16.6 6.761 45.71
1.7 1.216 1,479 6.7 2.163 4.677 11.7 3.846 14.79 16.7 6.839 46.77A I,8 1,230 1,514 6.8 2.188 4.786 11.8 3.891 15.14 16.8 6.918 47.86
1.9 1,245 1.549 6.9 2.213 4.898 11.9 3.936 15.49 16.9 6.998 48.98
2.0 1.259 1,*8 7.0 2.239 5.012 12. 0 3.981 15.85 17.0 7.080 50,12

2.1 1.274 1,622 7.1 2.265 5.128 12.1 4. 027 16.22 17.1 7.161 51.29
2,2 1.218 1.660 7.2 2.291 5.248 12.2 4.074 16.60 17.2 7.244 52.48
2.3 A.303 1.698 7.3 2.317 5.370 12.3 4.121 16.98 17.3 7.328 53.702.4 1.318 1.738 7.4 2.344 5.495 12.4 4.169 17.38 17.4 7.413 54.95
2.5 1,334 1.778 7.5 2.371 .5.623 12.5 4.217 17.78 17.5 7.499 56.23
z2.6 1.349 1,820 7.6 2.399 5.754 12.6 4.266 18.20 17.6 7.586 57.54
2, 7 1.365 1. 062 7.7 2.427 5.888 12.7 4.315 18.62 17.7 7.6.74 58.88
2.8 1.380 1. 906 7.8 2.455 6.026 12.8 4.365 19.05 17.8 7.763 60.26
2,9 1.396 1.950 7.9 2.483 6.166 12.9 4.416 19.50 17.9 7.852 61.66
3,0 1,413 1.995 8.0 2.512 6,310 13.0 4.467 19.95 18.0 7.943 63.10
3.1 1,429 2. 042 8.1 2.541 6.457 13.1 4.519 20.42 18.1 8.035 64.573.2 1.445 2.089 8.2 2.570 6.607 13.2 4.571 20.89 18.2 8.128 66.07
3.3 1.462 2.138 8.3 2.600 6.761 13.3 4.624 Z.1. 38 18.3 8.222 67.61
3.4 1.479 2.188 8.4 2.630 6.918 13.4 4.677 21.88 18.4 8,318 69.18

.3,_5 1.496 2.239 8.5 2.661 7.080 13.5 4. 732 22.39 18.5 8.414 70.79
3.61 1.54 2.291 8.6 2.692 7.244 13.6 4.786 22.91 18.6 8.511 72.442.7 1.531 2.344 8.7 2.723 7.413 13.7 4.842 23.44 18.7 8.6.0 74.13
3.8 59 2.399 .8.8 2.754 7.586 13.8 4.898 23.99 18.8 8.710 75.86

13.9 .567 2.455 8.9 2.786 7.763 13.9 4.955 24.55 18 9 8.811 77.62 -I4.o 1,585, 2.512 9.0 2.818 7.943 14.0 5.012 25. 12 i9 10 8.913 79.43
14. 1.603 2.570 9. 1 2.851 8.128 14.1 5.070 25.70 i9. 9.016 81.28

-4.2 1,622 ?. 630 9.2 2.884 8.318 14.2 5. 128 26.30 19.2 9.120 83.18
4.3 1.641 2.692 9.3 2.917 8.511 14.3 5.188 26.92 19.3 9.226 85.11
4.4 1.660 2.754 9.4 2.951 8.710 14.4 5.248 27.54 19.4 9.333 87.10
4.5 1,679 2.818 9.5 2.985 8.913 14.5 5.309 2& 18 19.5 9.441 89.13
4.6 1,698 2,884 9.6 3.020 9.120 14.6 5.370 28.84 19.6 9.550 91.20 4'

14.7 ,718 2.951 9.7 3.055 9.333 14.7 5.433 29.51 19.7 9.661 93.33
4.8 1,7381 3.020 9.8 3.090 9.550 14.8 5.495 30.20 19.8 9.772 95.50
4.9 1.1758 3.090 9.9 3.126 9.772 14.9 5.559 30.90 19.9 9-886 97.72
5.0 1.778 3.162 10.0 3.162 10.000 15.0 5.623 31.62 20.0 10.000 100.00

Fig. XVII-B Decibel values corresponding to Power Ratios and absolute value of Current and Voltage ratios.
(Use negative db values for reciprocal ratios or reciprocal ratios for negative db values)
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Absorption loss, 3-33, XVI-6 Arcing, 3-103
AC and DC power system, 3-166 ignition sparks, 1'-03

major components of, 3-166 Automatic pilot • .'rn, 3-173
Admittance, mutual, 1-27 design problems . , 3-178
Aircraft components major component,, of, 3-173

design considerations for minim.um in- modification required 177
terference of, 3-72 paths of interference signals, 3 -.

location, of, 3-74 typical installations of, 3-173 n
Aircraft receiver, 3-185 Bandwidth

characteristics to be stressed in, considerations and requirements, 1-59
3-187 Bernouilli effect, 4-10

design considerations for, 3-185 "Beta" operation, 3-167
interference through antenna into, Block and squirter discharger, 4-22

3-189 Bonding, 1-40, 3-56
i~nterference through aud o output leads direct, 3-57

into, 3-193 inseftion loss measurements of, -XII- 3
interference through control cables of structural parts, 3-63

into, 3-193 of tubing and conduit, 3-63
interference through power leads into, poor, 3-110

3-191 type of, 3-57
paths of interference signals in, 3-189 Bonding jumpers, 3-60
shielding of, 3-194 design considerations for shockmount-

Aircraft structures ed equipment, XV-1
design to prevent precipitation static, impedance of, 3-60

4-9 physical characteristics of, 3-61
electric field intensity on, 4-17 Brushes, 3-75

Aircraft system advantage of laminated, 3-82
design considerations applied to, 3-111 altitude treatment for, 3-78

Alternators, 3-86 construction design for laminated,

design consideration for, 3-86 XIV-1
filter requirements for, 3-87 current density of, 3-75

"AN/ARN-1, 4-16 design of laminated, 3-82
AN/ASA-3, 4-20 laminated, 3-80,
AN/PRM-1, 2-18, XIII-l' pressures, 3-75
Antenna resistivity, 3-78

loop-type, 2-9, 4-15 surface treatment for, 3-76
rod, 2-9 ."Brute Force" filter, 3-4

Antenna assembly, AS-315/A, 4-11' L-section, 3-8
AN/TRM-4, 2-22 pi-section, 3-8
AN/URM-3, 2-1-8,, XlII-5 Breakdown voltage, 1-43
SAN/URM-6, Z-106, XIH-9 Capacitance, mutual, 1-27
SAN/URM-7, 2-20, XIII-14 Capacitor
AN/UPM- 17, 2-22, XIII- 17 additional requirements for AC gener-
-AN/URM-Z8,, Z-Zl ator, 3-7
rAN/URM-29, 2-21 connection leads, 3-5
Arbitrary signal, 1-,4 construction of, 3-19
Arc, 1-18 electrical requirements for filter, 3-18
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Capacitor (continued) ]Electronic system, 3-114 F

feed through, 1-57, 3-19 design consideration of, -3-114
grounding connection, 3-7 Feedback 'factoy, 3-69,
installation of, 3-5, IX-1 Feed-through capacitor, 1-57, 3-19 r

mechanical requirements for filter, insertion loss for, 3-21 to

3-18 method of mountings 3-20
resonant frequencies of, 3 5 Ferris Model 32B, Z-16, XIII-21

Circuits Ferris Model 64AB and BC, 2-16
blanking, 1-62 Ferrites, 3-32 J
phase-cancelling, 1-63 Field . I
special, 1-60, 3-65 electrostatic, 1-10

Circuit concept, 1-22, 1-46 inductionr, 1-30
Commutator, 1-16 magnetic, 1-10
Compensating winding, 3-80 radiation, 1- 31
Conduction, 1-27 Field concept, 1-23, 1-46
Conductive pastes, silver, 3-60 Filter .
Conduit audio, 1-63

flexible, 3-50 band-elimination, 1-50
rigid, 3-49 band-pass, 1-50
use of flexible, 3-50 "brute-force",' 1-54, 3-4

Corona discharge, 1-18, 4-17 design for low-pass, iVil- 1
Corona threshold, 4-17 grounding of, 1-58
Corrosion, 3-46 harmonic suppression, 3-12

galvanic, 3-48 high pass, 1-50
Coupling, capacitive, 3-8 impedance of, 1 -51
Coupling, inductive, 3-8 location of, '1-50
Critical damping, 1-43 low pass, 1-50
Cross-modulation, 1-34 low pass, constant-k type, 1-10, VII-3
Current measurement of insertionloss of, X-1

con-duction, 1-10 power line, 3-11
convection, 1-10 proper installation, 3-5 "
displacement, 1-10 series derived m-type, 1-10, 3-12, C:

Decibel, XVII- 1 VII-4
table for, XVII-3 use of, 3-83.

Depth of penetration, 1-47 Filtering, 1-50
Dipole Fitting and connector, 3-54

electric, 1-29 spherical-type, 3-54
electrostatic, 1-30 Flexible conduit
magnetic, 1-30 construction of interlocked, 3-51

Discharges shielding effectiveness - various types
block and squirter, 4-22 of, 3-52
static, 4-Z0 Fluorescent lamps, 3-111
trailing wire, 4-16 Fourier analysis, 1-4

Dow No. 1 treatment, 3-47 Fourier integral, 1-4
Dow No. 7 treatment, 3-47 trapezoidal pulse application, IV-1
Duration of pulse effect of, 1-9 Fourier series, 1-4
Dynamotor, 3-85 Fourier transformation, 1-7 ',
Electrical oscillations in stationary cir- Frequency, anti-resonant, 1-62

culits, 3-94 Frequency translations, 1-3
Electrical system, 3-165 Gasket, 3-40
Electrornotive series, 3-58 conductive, 3-40
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Gasket (cohtinued) Interference (,continued)

type of, 3-40 control of, 3-3! 'Generation of electromotive forc-es iimitz, and tests for, 2-5

DC machinery, 1-12 minimum transmission in receiver,
S" ~rotating machine ry,, 1 -11 1 -59

va~cuum tube oscillator, 1-12 natureý of, 1-3 '.•

Generator radiated, Z-6
alternating current, 3-86 Interference measuring sets I
direct current, 3-85 AN/PRM-1, 2-18, XIII-1

Grounding, 1-45 AN/TRM-4, 2-22
Gun-laying radar system, 3-162 A-N/URM-3, 2-18, XIII-5

design considerations for, 3-16Z AN/URM-6, 2-16, XI1-9
"major components of, 3-162 AN/URM-7, 2-20, XIII-14

Harmonic suppression filter, 3- R2 AN/URM- 17, 2-22, XIII-17
design objective for, 3-13 AN/URM-28, 2-21

Impedance, N.- 1 AN/URM-29, 2-21
linear, 1-13 audio amplifie:. stages of, 2-15
non-linear, 1-12 block diagram of typical, 2-8

variation of, 1-14 calibration of, 2-11
Impedance concept, .1-19, 3-44, V-I description of, 2-15

applicabilityto interference problems, detector and weighting circuits of, 21-13
1-21 Ferris Model 3213, 2-16, XIII-21

difficulties of, V-12 Ferris Model 64AB, 2-16
measurement for, V-4 Ferris Model 64BC, 2-16Suse of Fourier expansion, V-2 general design consideration of, 2-7

Impedance, surface transfer, 3-54", IF amplifier stages of, 2-13
Improvement threshold, 1-37 impedance matching networks of, 2-10
Inductance Measurements Model 58, 2-19, XIII-27

mutual, 1-25 mixer and local oscillator of, 2-13
non-linear, 1- 13 output indicating devices for, 2-15

Inductance coil pickup devices of, 2-9
electrical requirements, 3-22 radio frequency amplifier stage, 2-10
equivalent circuits of, 3-22 summary of, 2-22
installation of, 3-8 TS-587A/U, 2-19, XIII-23
nomograph for distributed capacitance Interferente-free operation

of, 3-26 considerations, for material, 3-3
"nomograph for single- layer design, considerations for space, 3-3

3-25 considerations for weight, 3-1

single-layer, 3-23 general considerations for, 3-1
upper frequency limit, 3-8 Interference-voltage reduction factor,

SInductors, 3-22 1-37
choosing magnetic core for, 3-32 Interfering signal
design of, 3-a2, measurement of, 2-1
filter,, 3-22 nuisance value of, 1-34
Smagnetic core, 3-27 origin of, 1-10

Insertion loss, 3-5, 3-13, XII-I theory of, I-I
circuit for measuring, XUi-2 Internal coupling, 3-195

£ ratio, XII- I Interphone system, 3-129
Interaction factor, 1-20 interference coupling into and out of,
Interference 3-131

basic methods for suppression of, 1-38 major components of, 3-129
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INDEX

Interphone system (continued) Modulator (continued)
paths of interference signals in, 3-129 radar, 3-97
recent design of, 3-133 reduce interference of, 3-97

Interpoles, 3-80 Motor
Invrerter, 3-90 compound, 3-85
Iridite No. 14, 3-47 series, DC, 3-84
Joint pressure, problems of 3-43 Mutual inductance, 1-25
Joints, 3-37 betweentwo sets of infinitely long par-

soldered, 3-48 ailel pairs of straight wires, VI-I
Liaison system, 3-133 Navigational radar set, 3-145

installation of, 3-133 major components of, 3-145
major components of, 3-133 - modifications of, 3-147
paths of interference signals in, 3-134 paths of interference signals in, 146

Lightning discharges tc aircraft, 4-6 Network
Limiter, 3-198 consideration of the entire aircraft,

amplitude, i-60 1-18
diode, 1-60 dual, 1-5
noise, 1-60 four terminal, 1-19

Limiter-blanking circuit, 3-67 ladder, VII-1
Limiter circuits, 3-65 planar, 1-4

employing counter-modulation, 3-68 response of, 1-7
employing feedback, 3-69 T-, VII-Z
employing squelch system, 3-70 transmitting, 1-21
series, 3-65 Noise-Field Intensity Meter, TS-587AAJ,
shunt, 3-66 2-19, XIII-23

Linear distortion, 1-35 Nuisance value, 1-3
Local oscillator, 3-195 Opening-leakage, 3-50
Loran system, 3-137 Operational periods for electronic e-

major components of, 3-137 quipment, 3-2
particular interference problems of, Oscillation

3-141 electrical, 3-94
paths of interference signals in, 3-139 parasitic, 3-99
typical installation of, 3-138 transient, 3-102

Magic Tee balanced mixer, 3-202 Oscillator radiation, minimum, 3-206
Measurement Development Model, 2-Z2 antenna radiation, 3-210
Mea'surement Model 58, 2-19, XIII-27 chassis radiation, 3-206
Methods of transmission, 1-22 design, consideration for, 3-206, 3-213
Military specifications Overloading, vacuum tube, 1-36

JAN-I-225, 2-6 Parasitic oscillations, 3-99
MIL-I-6051, 2-4 prevention of, 3-101
MIL-I-6181, 2-5 Penetration-leakage, 3-50
MIL-I-16910, 2-6 Permeability, incremental, 3-28
review of, 2-2 Power line filter

Mismatc'h-ratio, 1-53 m-derived type, 3-12
Modulation use of, 3-11

amplitude, 1-37 Precipitation static on aircraft, 4-1
effects of different types, 1-37 atmospheric conditions favorable to,
frequency, 1-37 4-1
phase, 1-37 design considerations to prevent, 4-9
pulse, 1-37 effectcdue tooperationof aircraft, 4-7

Modulator, 3-97 effects of altitude and temperature, 4-4
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Precipitation static on aircraft (con- Radio Interference Measuring Set

tinued) AN/URM-70 2-20, XIII-14
"effects of coatings .-- metal surface, Radio Interference Measuring Set

4-8 AN/URM-29, 2-21
effects of dust, sand, or smoke, .4-2 Radio Interference Test Seteffects of ice crystals, 4-2 AN/URM-3, 2-18, XIII-5

effects of snow, glaze, o rain, 4-2 Radio noise, 1-1
effects of thunderstorm 4-5 Radio system, HF, 3-117
from external fields, -3 paths of interference signals in, 3-115
from frictional effe s, 4-2 Radio system,VHF, 3-117

(1 methods for re. cing interference overall design considerations for,
from, 4-7 2 3-122 2

Principle of duality, 1-4 paths of interference signals in, 3-118
Propagation phenomena, XVI-2 typical installation of, 3- 118

cylindrical waves, XVI-10 Radio Test Set AN/PRM-l, 2,18, XIII-1
plane waves,, XVI-2 Radio Test Set AN/URM-6, 2-16, XIII-9
spherical waves, 'XVI- 14 Radio Test Set AN/URM-17, 2-22, XIII-17SPropeller system, 3-167 Random noise, 1- 1
bench test procedure for, 3-172 Receiver, 1-1
design considerations for, 3-171 design for minimum interference in,
diverse functions in design of, 3-167 1-59 -
engi~e test procedure for, 3-172 suppression in, 1-58
rad interference testing procedure susceptibility of, 1-33

of 3-171 Receiving, EquipmentAN/URM-28, 221
"so rces of interference in, 3-169 ..... Reci'procal spreading, 1-9

Pul e lengthening Rectangular pulse, 1-4
r nging, 1-35 Reflection factor, XVI-5
sock excitation, 1-35 Reflection loss, V-11, XVI-6

"" .of the coil, 1-56 Relays, 3-107
Radar altimeter system, 3-149 interference produced by,, 3-107

design considerations for, 3-152 interference reduction from,3- 109
major components of, 3-149 low-pass filter .used with, 3-109
paths of interference signals in, 3-150 Resin, 3-48
typical installation of, 3-149 Resonance excitation, 1-32

Radar fire-control system, 3-457 Resultant signal, 1-4
m-najOr components of, 3-157 Rotating machines, 3-75

m odification required for, 3-,15,9 Search radar system, 3-1224s urces of interference in, 3-157 improvement in future designs andRadiated noise, 1-28 installations, 3-127

Radiation, 1-28 interference problems encountered in
antenna, 3-210 revision of, 3-128
chassis, 3-206 major components of, 3-123
oscillator, 3-206 paths of interference signals in, 3-124

Radio Compass AN/ARN-I, 4-16 typical installation of, 3-123
Radio compass system, 3-153 Series DC motors, 3-84

design considerations for, .3-156 filters for, 3-84
major components of, 3-153 Shield
p.dths of interference signals in, equipment required for measuring the

3-154 effectiveness of, XI-4, XI-7
typical installation of, 3-153 joining parts of, 3-37

Radio interference, 1-i measuring the effectiveness of, XI-1
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;M l .criawjW.... i h-ot..
.Jpening in, 3-34 (.(t1(. off

,'r'ciJlator, 3-207 Stray ,o,,pt , i -

'*est procedures for meas. '7,oz thr ! S,,.ppr,.,:iiir

fectiveness of, XI-8 dit fhe sox I. I- ,

31a-elded room, VIII- I durins xra ).,. rn I 1-44
corstruction of, VIII-1, A 4 in rccci'ex., I-S6
ramework of, VIII-4 of a rWs, I-- I

ventilation, services, po•' , ,' fi- S~ipprv:siio ., -, 3-4
4e.ýs of, V1II-7 purpm,,, . I I

wall fastening aad doors . i.iU-5 type of, 3 .•
Shielding, 3-37' 3-"3 rr -: 4r

antenna relay, 3-55 Surface tra.s fLýr im-edance concept,
basic test set-up for, X1-5 XI-2
Faraday shield, 1-49 Susceptibilit,
ignition system, 1-49 limits and 1 -•s for, Z-5
leakage, 1-48 Switches, - 51
magnetic material used -, •-33 T-R Boxes, 3 -t05
problems encountered in, K'•I- I leakagL po-vov of, 3-i5
theory of, XVI-1 Taylor ser'i-4, 1.12
type of materials for, 3-33 Test locatio-i, selktiorv os,. ?.-ý3
wire mesh used for, 3-34 Thevenin's heorem, 1-22

Shielding value of shields, VI - I Trailing w. -e dischargtce, 4-16
cell type, solid metal waiJ s. vIII-4 Transfer c ,nstant, a. 1 -20
cell type, wire mesh walls, 111-4 Transforn _r. 3-99
double, solid metal walas. VNI-3 Transforrmer factor, 1-20
4double, wire mesh waUs, I Y 4,-3 Transient )scillations, 3-102
single, solid metal walls. VL,..1 Transient-, 1-14
single, wire rnesh walls, VUII.2 TransmiE ion factor, I-.•, XVI-5

Shoran system, 3-142 Transmit, ion line
installation difficulties of, 3- 44 characteristic impedanov of.
paths of interference sipr~als in. 3-•143 equivaiiat ;ircuit nf, >. -4

Shot noise, 2-11 Tr.3ini•sion-line theory,, XVI-2 V
Sinusoidal signal, 1-4 Transmitter. 3-95
Skin effect,. 1-48 negative feedback uss IW. 3-99
'!lide-Back" circuit, 2-14 phase thift of, 3-97
5Sirk type ignition systen., -t.;G r'i-87A/&.! 2. i ,!-,n3

m~ajor components of,. 3-1'10 Undesirable response, 2-4
path. of interference of, -180 Variation of impedance
shiel•ding s o .-182 arcing 1-17

Special interference redui in circuits, brushes, 1-14
3-196 commt tators, 1-14
anti-Jeming circuits, 3 f.04 electro-ic devices, 1-16
lirniter circuit, 3-198 mechanical switches, 1-14

resistance capacitancenei '"ork, 3-200 Vibrator,,, 3-90
used In radar receivers, i-201 Wave gui'e, 3-38

Squirrel cage induction mt 3-90 attenuat-on for, 3-36

Stat-amperes, 4-8 Wave trap. 1-61, 3-71

Static, 1-1 insertio- loss of, 3-71
Static discharger, AN/AS/ *._ 4-20 types o! 3-71

suggested location of, 4- f Weightin circuit, 2-14
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